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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of John M. Poindexter

WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 1987

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the House and
Senate Committees will come to order, and the chair makes the fol-
lowing announcement; Pursuant to the Rules of the House and
Senate Select Committees, and unless otherwise overruled by
either one of the committees, the member of the panel presiding
has and will continue to preside, act and make rulings on behalf of
both Select Committees.

The committees meet this morning to hear the testimony of Ad-
miral John Poindexter. Admiral, would you please rise to take the
oath?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, there is one motion I would like to
make before we begin the proceedings, if I may.

Chairman HAMILTON. You may be heard.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, we have recently been informed that Admiral

Poindexter is the target of a grand jury investigation being con-
ducted by the Independent Counsel. In light of this development, I
have two formal motions to make to the chair.

The first is that the House and Senate subpoenas compelling his
testimony be withdrawn until he is no longer in jeopardy of crimi-
nal prosecution. The second is that, because of this imminent
threat of prosecution, I would, in accordance with the House Select
Committee Rules, that is Rule 5.1-2, request that the committee
close down live television coverage of this proceeding.

The reasons supporting my requests are compelling, and I will
enumerate them briefly. .Admiral Poindexter is an individual who
shuns the public spotlight that is being forced upon him here
today. He has already provided the essental facts relevant to this

(1)
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matter to this committee in an extensive private deposition. You
may, if you wish, release that transcript to the public. The nation-
wide broadcast of his testimony here today with the hot lights
bearing down and the TV cameras grinding away is a violation of
his due process rights and is fundamentally unfair.

We believe that the public has a right to know. In fact, the
events of the past 10 days have shown that in the court of public
opinion, there is a great deal of support for the policies that Admi-
ral Poindexter implemented during his 51/2 years of service at the

-White House. However, my job is not to consider public opinion,
but rather to protect my client and ensure that he is afforded all of
the rights mandated by the Constitution. That is, the right to a fair
trial devoid of prejudicial publicity, the right to remain silent and
not offer defenses during his trial if he so chooses, the right to
counsel, the right not to have to expose his theories of defense or
risk contempt of Congress for refusing to do so, and finally the
right not to have his grant of immunity twisted, tortured and ma-
nipulated by agreements between the Independent Counsel and
this committee.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the situation v~e have here today is abso-
lutely extraordinary. In 19 years of practicing law, 11 years as a
prosecutor in the Manhattan DA's Office, and the U.S. Department
of Justice, and 8 years as a defense lawyer at Fulbright & Jawor-
ski, I have never seen a situation where the primary target of a
criminal investigation has been forced to testify before a nation-
wide audience and have that testimony dissected over and over and
over.

Mr. Chairman, I can sympathize, and I understand that there is
a political stum.le unde-rway tween-the Congres the Presi-
dent. But I request that you as chairman not allow that struggle to
trample the due process rights which the Constitution affords to
Admiral Poindexter.

As Chief Justice Earl Warren once said,
We cannot simply assume that every congressional investigation is justified by a

public need that over-balances any private rights affected. We have no doubt that
there is no congressional power to expose for the sake of exposure.

Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, I submit that in this matter
there has been rampant over-exposure and speechifying in the
halls here of Congress.

Let me just sum up by saying that, as a practical matter, in most
cases if an individual is immunized, in almost all cases they are
rarely prosecuted. We have heard talk here over these last 10 days
about cooperation between the branches of government. Well, from
the perspective of myself and Admiral Poindexter, there is just one
government, and that is the U.S. Government. If there is an indict-
ment in this case, the indictment will not read "The President
versus John Poindexter," it will not read "The Congress versus
John Po'dexter," and it will not read "Lawrence Walsh versus
John Poindexter;" it will say "The United States of America versus
John Po ndexter," and I say that if that is the case, and if it should
happen, , hen I believe that the Congress and Mr. Walsh should
have decided to go one way or the other and not try to hammer
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someone for 4 or 5 days in public and then follow up with a crimi-
nal indictment.

Now, let me just say one more thing before we finish, and that is
I want to make it clear that Admiral Poindexter has nothing to
hide. He has committed no crimes, and if the Independent Counsel
chooses to investigate and prosecute, we will fight it every step of
the way.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing that. I would ask that
my motions be considered.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, counsel, for your
statements.

As I understand it, you have made two objections. The first is
that you ask the House and the Senate to withdraw the subpoenas
that have been issued. The Chair notes your objection and over-
rules that objection.

We have to proceed according to our constitutional responsibil-
ities, Mr. Counsel, as you know. You have made some rather seri-
ous charges about this committee being in collusion with the Inde-
pendent Counsel, if I heard you correctly.

We have worked very hard to respect our role and the role of the
Independent Counsel. We, under the immunity statute, of course,
we are required to give the Independent Counsel notice and we, as
an instrument of Congress, have tried to take into account the In-
dependent Counsel's role, as we have to under the statute.

But we have not been in collusion with the Independent Counsel
in any way. None of us have tried to interfere with his responsibil-
ities.

And we certainly have not colluded with the Independent Coun-
spectedhS role.

We want to respect the rights o Amral omexer.A
on this committee have a high regard for Admiral Poindexter. The
chairman does and I have worked with him for a number of years.

It is not our purpose to attack or to impugn or to judge Admiral
Poindexter. It is our purpose to try to understand what went on in
these very complicated series of events, and we believe Admiral
Poindexter to be a very important witness in helping us under-
stand those events.

We approach our responsibilities with legislative purposes in
mind, and not perhaps the perspective you bring to these hearings,
which is an appropriate perspective, to defend the rights of your
client.

Now, with respect to your second objection, which, as I under-
stand it, was to request that we close down the television coverage.
May I begin by simply reading the rule that is applicable: Rule--

Mr. BECKLER. Let me just pull out my copy, if I may.
Chairman HAMILTON. I am reading now from the rules of the

House Select Committee, which are applicable here.
Mr. BECKLEr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. It is my understanding, I might advise

members of the panel, that a vote may be necessary here in both
the House and Senate.

Let me read the House rule, because I am more familiar with
that, and perhaps Chairman Inouye will want to comment on the
Senate rule.
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The House Rule 5.1 reads:
Whenever any hearing or meeting conducted by the committee is open to the

public, the committee may permit that hearing or meeting to be covered in whole or
in part by television broadcast, radio broadcast and still photography or by any of
such methods of coverage under the following rules.

I think the appropriate rule there is 5.1-2.
Mr. BECKLER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Which reads,

Broadcasts and photographic coverage of testimony of subpoenaed witnesses will,
at their request, not be permitted unless a majority of members of the committee
voting, there being in attendance a requisite number required for the conduct of
business, vote otherwise.

It seems to me appropriate, counsel, that you have raised the
question, that you are entitled to do that under the rules, and we,
therefore, should vote, and the chair recognizes Mr. Cheney for the
purposes of a motion.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, may I respond just briefly to your
statement?

The rule you just read from is from the Rules of the Standing-of
the Select Committee. I am not a House parliamentarian and don't
pretend to be one, but I understand that the general House rule
had an unequivocal right vested in a witness who is subpoenaed to
a committee hearing, that he could have the cameras turned off if
he wished to do so.

There was no option, if you will, whereas this House Select Com-
mittee bas overridden that standard House rule with its own rule.
I want to make this point because I think it is important to empha-
size I am not trying to go after a detail.

I think the tradition here in the House has been to not have to
have a subpoenaed witness go under television lights if he doesn't
choose to do so.

That is changed by the committee rules; is that correct?
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I think you state accurately the

general House Rules, but the mandate under which these Select
Committees are operating permit our rules to override the general
House Rules, and, therefore, we are governed by the House rule
that I cited to you.

Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, let me simply express my respect and admiration

for Admiral Poindexter. I, too, have worked with him over the
years and look forward to his testimony here today. He clearly is
one of the two most important witnesses this committee will hear
from during the course of our inquiry, and while I am not unsym-
pathetic to his concerns, it seems to me it would be inappropriate
for the committee to black out a portion of our proceedings so that
the American people did not have the opportunity to hear from Ad-
miral Poindexter, the testimony he will give.

We are obviously prepared to move into executive session at any
time it is necessary to discuss national security or classified infor-
mation, and we will do our best to safeguard those obligations and
responsibilities.
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Therefore, Mr. Chairman, notwithstanding the motion of Admi-
ral Poindexter's counsel, I move that the committee proceed as
planned with televised coverage of these proceedings.

Chairman HAMILTON. Is there further discussion?
Mr. Hyde?
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, I think it's clear what is going to

happen here, and there is an upside and a downside to it, but I
want to associate myself-philosophically, anyway-with counsel's
point, that Admiral Poindexter has answered every question put to
him on four-I believe four separate depositions.

Mr. BECKLER. That's correct, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. HYDE. And that counsel was designated by these committees,

and that members were designated by these committees, and they
were present and every question asked has been answered. And
that counsel is saying release the transcript, you've got the admi-
ral's testimony.

But to have him come in again and repeat it under Circus Maxi-
mus conditions jeopardizes his constitutional rights to defend him-
self in an impending indictment.

Lam sympathetic to that. It's the reverse of Colonel North's posi-
tion, which was I'll tell you the story once but not twice.

Counsel didn't make that argument until now, but the point is to
get the information, get Admiral Poindexter's story under oath,
and that's been done.

Mr. BECKLER. Let me-if I may add one thing to that. Mr. Liman
informed us the first time we went up there on May 2, he wished
to test our credibility and get a run-through of all the facts. We did
that. We were up there on three occasions thereafter. So we believe
the job has been done.

Mr. HYDE. I think there has been cooperation and I think the ad-
miral's story is available. It's just not as sexy to read a transcript
as it is to have him run through it again, and I know what the vote
is going to be.

But I want to say, I'm most sympathetic to the admiral's position
and counsel's, and I thank you for letting me say that.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you.
Obviously we are all going to be asked to vote on this matter and

therefore I want to make it clear in my mind what the counsel's
request is and why he is making the request.

It seems to me that if you release the transcript of Admiral Poin-
dexter's prior testimony, that will be made totally public.

It is your motion, in essence, or your request, that the entire
transcript be given out publicly. Therefore, I don't understand the
additional jeopardy by having live coverage of the questions and
answers which we know and deeply believe will be, in essence,
identical to the transcript that you have no objection for their re-
lease.

And if you would with greater clarity explain to me the addition-
al prejudice that's going to attach by saying and being asked ques-
tions publicly versus the answers being disseminated publicly.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Courter. I appreciate that and I
would like to respond.
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There is a distinct difference between sitting in a room .with Mr.
Liman and a few counsel-I'm not sure how much of a distinction,
but there is a distinction-and answering-the questions carefully
without the hot lights of TV.

I think I've heard it expressed numerous times over this last
week or so that Admiral Poindexter shuns the spotlight. I think
there is probably some precedent for immunized testimony being
released to the public in some regulated or controlled format.

But I'm sitting here looking back on the events of the last 10
days-that is the only perspective I have to go by-and I hear it
being said that my client, Admiral Poindexter, is the most critical
witness, most crucial witness. _-

I have the Independent Counsel telling me he is the primary
target of a grand jury. I have to figure that there's enough case
law, and there is, and I've elaborated some of the things in closed
session before to support my proposition that him being up here for
the next 4 or 5 days risking exposing his defenses, having to do all
of the things he. might not choose to do if he doesn't wish to do in a
trial, is prejudicial.

I think that the comments that will be elicited, some good and
some bad, are unnecessary and unnecessarily taint the case. I
think that the widespread fashion in which this testimony here
today-if the TV were used-would be broadcasted directly to the
grand jurors who are hearing this case in the District of Columbia
right now.

I have no reason to believe the grand jurors are sequestered, and
also to petit jurors, should there be an indictment during a trial
is beyond comprehension, the amount of prejudice that is generat-
ed.

I think those are the reasons. As I said, Representative Courter,
we have no objection to telling our story. We have no objection. Mr.
Liman did his job. We have no objection to taking that transcript
and releasing it to the public. Those who wish to read it can read
it; those who wish not to read it can do so.

But the widespread, pervasive dissemination engendered by the
TV coverage I think is the problem.

I hope that answers your question, sir.
Mr. COURTER. It does to a degree. But if I could follow up, I take

it by your response that you find a substantive difference between
a transcript being given to the American people, the written word,
and those words being telecast live on television, and you form a
difference of opinion, you form a distinction between those two
things on the basic and fundamental constitutional rights of your
client.

It seems to me that probably your motion may be relevant with
respect to jury selection, but it seems to me that that plays into
your hands and not ours.

And therefore, with great admiration and respect for both you
and of course Admiral Poindexter, my vote would be a vote to
object to your motion.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair might observe that the ordinary
procedure in a congressional hearing would not be to have counsel
participate in a debate on a motion, but since Mr. Cheney's motion
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is based on counsel's request, the chair's thought was that it was
appropriate to let Mr. Beckler so comment.

Are there any other comments from Members of the House? If
not, we will vote and the clerk will call the roll.

Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hamilton.
Chairman HAMILTON. Are.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FASCELL. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Foley.
[No response.]
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Aspin.
Mr. ASPIN. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. No.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. The ayes are 13; the noes are one.
Chairman HAMILTON. The motion is carried.
The Chair recognizes the chairman of the Senate Select Commit-

tee, Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to first read Rule 10 of the Senate Select Committee

as adopted by the United States-Senate. "The committee may con-
duct hearings jointly with the House Select Committee to Investi-
gate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran. Rules 3.2, 3.55, 6.1, 2,
and including 6.10 and 6.12 of the House Select Committee, to the
extent that they are inconsistent with the rules of this committee,
shall govern hearings conducted jointly by the two committees
when such hearings are held in facilities provided by the House.
Notwithstanding Rule 10.2, al such joint hearings shall for all pur-
poses be considered hearings of the Select Committee."

As chair of this committee, I would have to point out that ac-
cording to Rule 10, we will have to abide with Rule 5 of the House
Select Committee, to wit, it will require us to take a vote. And I
wish, as chairman, to associate myself with the appropriate re-
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marks of Chairman Hamilton in explaining why this step must be
taken, so therefore I will entertain a motion.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I move that we proceed in concur-

rence with the procedures just voted by the House of Representa-
tives.

Chairman INOUYE. You have heard the motion. Any discussion?
Mr. McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I don't think any of us can ignore

the truth of what counsel has said, that indeed the glare of publici-
ty in televised hearings is much different from that of someone
reading a transcript. I guess the analogy shouldn't be overstated,
Mr. Chairman, but I doubt very many of the housewives who watch
the soap operas would read the transcript, and I rather suspect
that what we have is a national media event that attracts people
with the same kind of attention to the detail.

The other side of that, however, I might say as a preamble to the
other side, and that is I don't think it is any secret to anyone that I
am very disturbed with the fact of these hearings, not just this ses-
sion. I suppose it was necessary for us to have hearings to try to
find out what did happen and what the connection of the President
of the United States might have been to the events that did occur,
but I am very concerned about the damage that is being done to
this country as a result of these hearings, just the very fact of
these hearings.

Much has been said about the openness of our system, and cer-
tainly that is something that we ought to be mindful of and we
ought to be grateful about. But I don't believe that there is any
adequate weighing of the benefits to be gained from a hearing such
as this as arrayed against the damage done Vb this country as a
result of hearings such as this. There is no weighing of the wrongs
as against the prejudice to the United States anil its interests.

However, we are in the middle of those hearings, and we have
had those hearings, whether I like it or not, whether I think it was
wise or not, or whether the facts that have been ascertained Justify
them or not. And we are at the point in these bearings where a
critical witness is now called before us and we are in that conflict
in which an independent counsel's charge is in conflict with the
charge to these committees of conducting these hearings.

And so I must very reluctantly say I think we have no alterna-
tive but to go forward with the televised hearings, and therefore I
will vote for the motion.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you.
Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I can just ask counsel, as I see it, there are two questions you

have raised. One is whether or not you should have television cov-
erage and whether that should be imposed upon you, and I think
the House has acted in accordance with their rules and I would be
for television coverage. I think the American people need to see
and hear this.

But the more important part is, should Admiral Poindexter, for
whom I have inestimable respect, who I think has served this coun-
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try very well for many years, and I will have to listen to all the
testimony to see what the final conclusion should be, but should he
be forced to testify again after having spent day after day after day
giving depositions?

Unlike Senator McClure, I believe that everybody in America, if
they had the transcript, who is interested in this would read it, and
I believe that a lot of people are interested init-bll-over this coun-
try.

I think that is a very important issue and I respect counsel for
raising that issue.

Am I correct in my statement?
Mr. BECKLER. Yes, you are, Senator. Thank you.
Mr. HATCH. I will tell you why I respect you for raising that

issue, because there is a cloud over all these hearings and that
cloud is nobody seems to really be able to pinpoint with great speci-
ficity the laws that are allegedly broken here. There are lots of al-
legations and we are talking about Boland Amendments, which are
civil statutes without criminal penalties, and we may be talking
about obscure fraud statutes and we may be talking about the
catch-all conspiracy. We may be talking about obstruction of jus-
tice, although I think there have been some answers to that that
people should listen to.

The fact of the matter is, there is nobody really defining very
carefully nor is there any easy definition as to just exactly what
are the laws that have been broken here, and I have to say, if I
were representing Admiral Poindexter, I would be very concerned
about the nebulousness of these type of hearings, the type of accu-
sations that you have gone through, and the fact that you have
produced Admiral Poindexter for day after day of deposition and
testimony, and now if he has to go through the whole recitation
again-and I don't think you have to go through the whole recita-
ion, just the salient parts of the recitation-if he has to go through
".-at again, then you place him in a sense in a double-jeopardy
selse, to misuse a legal term.

The fact is that you place him in a situation where he has to tes-
tify twice with all of the processes and problems that can arise, and
anybody who has ever been through a significant criminal trial un-
derstands that there are tremendous problems.

What bothers me a little, I am going to vote to have Admiral
Poindexter. testify because I think his testimony is that important
to the America'.i people. I think it overrides, but I also think you
have a good legal point that can be raised later, and I just point
out to everybxly that we spend hours and weeks and months and
years worrying about national security problems and making sure
they are secure and makirig sure that those constitutional prob-
lems are taken care of, and sometimes we don't spend an equiva-
lent amount of time worrying about individual rights, and what
you are arguing right here happens to have individual rights, and I
think you make a pretty good point.

If we do proceed, and I am going to vote to do it, I think you
have a point that can be raised later, especially if somebody tries to
allege perjury at a later date, because there may be inconsistencies
or may be some twist of a term in the process.
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I think it is an interesting position and an interesting motion,
ana it may not hold any water in court later but it is certainly one
in which I would hold you in respect.

Mr. BE KLER. Thank you.
I was hoping I would get one vote on the Senate side, but--
Chairman HAMILTON. Is there further discussion?*
The clerk will call the roll.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Mitchell?
Mr. MITCHELL. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Nunn?
Mr. NUNN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Sarbanes?
Mr. SARBANES. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Heflin?
Mr. HEFLIN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. McClure?
Mr. MCCLURE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Hatch?
Mr. HATCH. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Trible?
Mr. TRIBLE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Inouye?
Chairman INOUYE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. The vote is ten ayes; no nays.
Chairman INOUYE. The ayes have it.
Chairman HAMILTON. After that diversion, to use a word that is

common in these hearings, Admiral Poindexter, would you stand to
take the oath, please.

Admiral, do you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF ADM. JOHN M. POINDEXTER, U.S. NAVY
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, sir. You may be seated.
The questioning will begin with Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. You are no longer a private man.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good morning.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, are you familiar with the events of the Iran

initiative?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I decline to answer that question

under my rights under the Constitution.
Mr. LIMAN. Including the fifth amendment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The fifth amendment.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman--
Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral Poindexter, I am hereby commu-

nicating to you an order issued to the House Select Committee by
the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. The
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order provides in substance that you may not refuse to provide evi-
dence on the basis of your privilege against self-incrimination.

It provides that evidence obtained from you under the order may
not be used against you in any criminal proceeding.

A copy of the order is at the witness table.
Pursuant to the order, I direct you to answer the questions put to

you and I recognize Chairman Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Admiral Poindexter, I communicate a similar

order obtained by the Senate Select Committee which is also at the
witness table, and I, too, direct you to answer the questions put to
you.

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral Poindexter, the immunity proce-
dure is complete.

Mr. Liman will resume questioning.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, without unduly intruding on your privacy,

I just want to go over some facts in your biography.
You are 50 years of age.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. What is your present position?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am a Special Assistant to the Chief of Naval

Operations.
Mr. LIMAN. And your are a vice admiral in the Navy?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Technically, I am a rear admiral at this point.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were a graduate of the United States Naval

Academy at Annapolis in 1958?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you had the distinction of graduating first in a

class of some 900 midshipmen?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And you obtained a doctorate in nuclear physics at

the California Institute of Technology?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And after that, you have served in various positions

of command and staff in the Navy until you joined the National
Security Council staff; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And among the positions that you held were Execu-

tive Assistant to the Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Holloway?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. It is also fair to say, is it not, admiral, that if you

were wearing your uniform today, it would be bedecked with a
number of medals and ribbons, including the Legion of Merit, the
Meritorious Service Medal, the Naval Expeditionary Medal, the
National Defense Service Medal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Liman.
If I may, I would like to say something about that at this point. I

know some people wonder why I am not wearing my uniform, and
I would like to make that point clear in the beginning.

I am very proud of my uniform and I am very proud of the
United States Navy, but this issue is not a Navy issue. When the
President decided in December of 1985 to appoint me as the Na-
tional Security Adviser, he gave me a separate commission, a com-
mission essentially as a political appointee filing the position that
although not required to be civilian, often has been in the past.
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Under this commission, I reported directly to the President on
matters that were appropriate, which I will get into later.

In addition to that commission, I also retained my commission as
a naval officer, as a vice admiral in the United States Navy.

All during my time as National Security Adviser, I tried to make
a very clear distinction between the two hats that I wore, one Na-
tiona Security Adviser, the other a vice admiral in the United
States Navy.

Because these hearings are basically on issues that I handled as
National Security Adviser, I chose to appear here in civilian
clothes, which I think is entirely appropriate given the nature of
the matters under consideration.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, when did you join the staff of the National
Security Council?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In June of 1981.
Mr. LIMAN. And at that time, did you serve as the Military As-

sistant to the National Security Adviser?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And when did you become the Deputy to the Nation-

al Security Adviser?
Mr. POINDEXTER. When Bill Clark, who was the National Securi-

ty Adviser, decided to change positions, and the President appoint-
ed him the Secretary of Interior. Mr. McFarlane, who was princi-
pal deputy, moved up to be the National Security Adviser.

I moved up to be the principal deputy to him, and that was in
October of 1983, just shortly before the Grenada operation.

Mr. LIMAN. And when Mr. McFarlane resigned, you took his
place as the National Security Acviser?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And when was that, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. McFarlane resigned as I recall on the 4th

of December 1985. He actually remained as the National Security
Adviser until the fifth of January, although after his trip to
London he pretty much let me handle everything.

Mr. LIMAN. And you continued in that position as the National
Security Adviser until you resigned yourself on November 25, 1986;
is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Would you describe for us what the duties are of the

National Security Adviser in the administration that you served?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The role of the National Security Adviser is

very much dependent on the President.
As you probably know, the National Security Adviser is not a

statutory position. It is on the personal staff of the President,
White House staff, technically not on the National Security Coun-
cil staff.

This President, as all of you understand, is a very strong Presi-
dent who believes very much in Cabinet government, and assigns
to his Cabinet officers great authority.

The nature of the National Security Adviser in this administra-
tion changed a little bit over the years.

Initially, in 1981, at the beginning of the administration, the Na-
tional Security Adviser reported to the President through the coun-
selor to the President, who was Ed Meese at the time.
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After the first year, it was decided that that arrangement for a
lot of different reasons didn't work out very well, and so when Bill
Clark came in in January of 1982, the arrangements were changed
so that the National Security Adviser, as in previous administra-
tions, reported directly to the President, and although not a Cabi-
net officer, was considered a Cabinet-level official.

That arrangement continued under Mr. McFarlane, and it con-
tinued under me. I had direct access to the President.

The Chief of Staff, Don Regan, and I worked together, I think
very constructively. The Chief of Staffs function involves a lot of
logistics and domestic issues that have a direct correlation on the
national security policy, and so we worked very closely together.

The Chief of Staff normally attended my national security brief-
ings at 9:30 every morning.

That hasn't directly answered your question, so let me do that
now, but I thought that that background was important.

The role of the National Security Adviser is to bring before the
President the policy options.

The President makes policy. The National Security Adviser is re-
sponsible for making sure that those policies get implemented. He
is responsible for making sure that all of the various policy options
are laid out for the President, tbeir pros and cons.

If the Departments and the--over which-the Departments that
the Cabinet officers preside over, if they don't come up with all of
the possible options, then it is the National Security Adviser's re-
sponsibility to supplement those options to make sure that every
conceivable aspect of the problem is addressed.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it the practice--
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. LIMAN. Do you wish to supplement the answer?
Was it the practice of the National Security Adviser during your

tenure to brief the President every morning?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. That was what is known as the 9:30 briefings?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Almost every working day during nearly the

year that I was National Security Adviser, I met with the Presi-
dent from 9:30 to about 10:00.

Mr. LIMAN. And did the matter of which subjects to brief the
President on involve an issue of judgment for the National Securi-
ty Adviser?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
It is clearly a judgment call. It is often a difficult situation, be-

cause of the breadth of responsibility of the President, you can't
spend too much time on any one particular subject, but generally
the policy issues were briefed to the President, implementation, de-
tails of how the government was carrying out the implementation
of his policy there was usually little time for.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you brief the President on the issues and sub-
jects that he had keen interest in?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And I take it that in performing your duties, you had

the advantage of having served as a deputy to Mr. McFarlane and
understanding what the President was interested in and how this
process worked?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I had the great good fortune to have ob-
served and worked with the President for 41/2 years before becorx-
ing the National Security Adviser, so I felt that I did have some
advantage.

Mr. LIMAN. And apart from the morning briefing, your under-
standing with the President was that there was no restriction on
your access to him if it was required?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. I could either go to his office or
call him on the telephone.

Mr. LIMAN. And just to dispel some myth, you did not have to
have the Chief of Staff with you when you saw the President; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. The President made himself accessible to you as it

was required?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. On the other hand, I take it you were sensitive of the

other time demands on the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. l.iow, you also would present to the President as part

of the mornhig briefing or as required various papers that would
require his attention, is that so?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Our standard routine was to give him a folder every morning at

the 9:30 briefing that had various intelligence reports and policy
issues in it.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it fair to say, based on your experience, that the
President of the United States is a reader?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, he reads everything you give him.
Mr. LIMAN. And therefore deciding what to put before him also

involved a matter of judgment in terms of his time and priorities?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. There has been much made about your habit of

taking notes or your practice of taking notes. During the period
that you were the Deputy National Security Adviser, if I could use
that term, did you take notes of meetings with the President at-
tended by you and Mr. McFarlane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. BECKLER. Objection to- "there has been much made about the

practice of taking notes."
Mr. LIMAN. Sorry, I will withdraw that comment.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did you take notes?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did, but as you have seen, they are not as ex-

tensive as people thought.
Mr. LIMAN. For what purpose did you take notes?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Primarily as reminders to me to do things, they

were essentially check lists.
Mr. LIMAN. When you became the National Security Adviser, did

you take notes?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not nearly as often because I find that I have

difficulty in leading a discussion and usually in meetings that in-
volve national security issues the President's practice was to have
the National Security Adviser lead the discussion and concentrat-
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ing on the flow of conversation and taking notes is not one of my
abilities.

Mr. LIMAN. And what happened to the notes that you took?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The notes that I took were left primarily in the

White House NSC files. I did have one small looseleaf notebook
that I routinely had kept in my briefcase.

The day that I left the White House, I happened to have that
notebook in there, and I have turned the appropriate notes out of
that notebook over to the committee, and the committee has had
an opportunity to see the rest of the notes.

Mr. LIMAN. And you have also been given in the last several
weeks access to some of the other notes that you kept and that had
remained at the White House, is that so?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. LIMAN. Let me rephrase the question.
I don't want to get into a debate as to whether your notes are

there or not there.
Did you destroy any of your notes in November 1986?
Mr. POINDEXTER.-I did not destroy any of my personal handwrit-

ten notes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you left behind notes that you had taken during

your tenure; is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And we have shown you some of those notes and you

have seen some of those notes over at the White House since you
have begun your private testimony; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
I would like to have seen them earlier. In fact, in December we

asked the White House for some of my notes and those have only
recently been made available.

Mr. LIMAN. On the matter of the morning briefings, who would
normally attend the morning national security briefings with the
President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. If the Vice President was in town and not trav-
eling, he would be there, the Chief of Staff, and I would usually
take my deputy.

Mr. LIMAN. Let's turn to the Iran initiative. Were you advised
some time in August of 1985 by Mr. McFarlane that the President
had approved some Israeli transaction with Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, that is a very fuzzy time period for
me. As I am sure you can appreciate, the breadth of responsibility
of the National Security Adviser is very broad, and one of the rea-
sons, of course, of having a principal deputy is so that two people
can work the issues, and although we did not have a written under-
standing of the division of responsibilities, there was clearly some
issues that Mr. McFarlane followed very closely and there were
oTher-is ues that i followed.

He also tended to concentrate on the President, the Cabinet offi-
cers, and I concentrated at the under secretary, deputy secretary
level of the departments.

So, yes, this of course-the reason I bring this up is that the
period of time you are asking about, August of 1985, I was the
deputy and I did not have primary responsibility on this issue.
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Mr. McFarlane had met with the Israeli officials. I had met or I
had missed a significant NSPG meeting in August of 1985 while I
was on my week s leave, which I was able to work in annually.

I have a vague recollection, after hearing Mr. McFarlane's testi-
mony earlier in the sessions, of a call that he got from the Presi-
dent at Camp David over a weekend.

I am very fuzzy on the content of his report to me later as to the
description of that call, and I have tried very hard to remember it.

I don't have any notes that cover it that I have been able to find,
and so I really-it is hard for me to say with absolute confidence
that I was aware in early August, which I think is when the call
that he described took place-his recollection says it took place.

Mr. LIMAN. But you did become aware there was an Iran initia-
tive?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LIMAN. You became aware of that from a conversation with

Mr. McFarlane?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. I take it you did not participate in any of the conver-

sations that Mr. McFarlane was having with either the President
or the Secretary of State or the Israelis about that initiative at
that time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. None that I recall.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, in November of 1985, Mr. McFarlane went off

to the summit with the President and the Secretary of State; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were left behind in Washington?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right.
Mr. LIMAN. And during that period of November 1985, did you

get drawn in to a-transaction that the Israelis were having involv-ing HAWKs?4r. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I would not characterize it as "I

was drawn in." While Mr. McFarlane was in Geneva, I received a
telephone call from Commander Thompson, who was his military
assistant and later mine, and said that Mr. McFarlane had called
Colonel North to ask him to work on an Israeli problem that they
were having with aircraft.

Commander Thompson was very oblique in his references to the
telephone, over the telephone, because it was a non-secure line.
The purpose of the call, I assume, was just to alert me that Colonel
North had received some tasking from Mr. McFarlane in Geneva
and after that I called Colonel North over to find out what the
issue was, and I can't recall whether in that first meeting with
Colonel North that it was clear that HAWK missiles were involved,
but it was my recollection-my recollection is that it was clear that
some kind of weapons were involved.

Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall, if you look at exhibit 17--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have it.
Mr. LIMAN. And this is a PROF note from you to Oliver North,

to you from Oliver North?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it is.
Mr. LIMAN. And it is November 20, 1985, PROF note in which

Mr. North stated, "The Israelis will deliver 80 modified HAWKs."
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He went on to say, and I am still quoting, "There is a require-
ment for 40 additional weapons of the same nomenclature for a
total requirement of 120."

Then he referred to the fact that as a result of this there was an
expectation of the five hostages being released and that the only
requirement for the United States was to provide replenishment of
those HAWKs.

Do you recall that, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do now.
Mr. LIMAN. And you have looked at a lot of documents over the

last month, and do you also recall that you got involved in dealing
with the Defense Department at one point in seeking the reim-
bursement of the HAWKs for the Israelis?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Liman, that is correct.
I would like to add one point here, and that is that as everybody

can imagine, with the importance of the issues that are being dis-
cussed here, I have spent a lot of time since leaving the White
House trying to reconstruct, to the best of my ability, what hap-
pened.

And the committee staff and the White House, as I said, have re-
cently made a significant number of documents available, and I
have gone through many of these, so my recollections have been
refreshed from what they were in November of 1986.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, did there come a time in connection
with this transaction when the CIA sent over to you a proposed
Finding for the President to sign?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Liman. That is the Finding that I dis-
cussed with you earlier on the 2nd of May, which I destroyed.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, if we look at that Finding, it is exhibit 18 in
the book, I will put it up there. Did you receive the letter of No-
vember 26, 1985, from William Casey addressed to you which says,
"Pursuant to our conversation, this should go to the President for
his signature and should not be passed around in any hands below
our level."

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did receive that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you receive the Finding with it? Is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well. I must say, I don't actually remember get-

ting it, but I am sure that I did. I am sure they came together.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, wi.en you saw the Finding, am I correct

that the Finding itself -ws-essentially a straight arms-for-hostage
Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. It had been prepared essentially
by the CIA as a-what we call a CYA effort.

Mr. LIMAN.. Did the President of the United States sign that
Finding?Mr. POINDXTER. As I have testified before, he did, on or about

the fifth of December. I am vague on the date.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Liman, I am going to ask you to let him finish.

I know you have a lot of questions and we are going to answer
them all. Don't interrupt, please. That will put a chill on this wit-
ness.

Mr. LIMAN. I have tried not to interrupt. I did not intend to, and
I apologize. Sometimes it is not clear whether the witness has fin-
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ished his answer, and I saw, when I interrupted, that I had, and I
apologize.

Mr. BECKLER. We have plenty of time here. We are not in a rush.
Chairman HAMILTON. May I suggest to you when you have a

comment or objection, you direct it to the chair and not to counsel
or members. That will be helpful.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall who was present when the President

signed the Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't. One of the things that I think my

recollection is very poor on are the circumstances of the President
actually signing this. I recall that was a day or so after Mr. McFar-
lane had resigned, and the President had just, I am not even-I
guess we had announced it on the 4th.

Mr. McFarlane actually resigned on the 30th of November, we
announced it on the 4th of December, and my recollection is that
he signed this the following day, on the 5th.

My recollection now is that the CIA, especially the Deputy Direc-
tor, John McMahon, was very anxious to get this signed. I frankly
was never happy with it because it was not fully staffed, and I
frankly can't recall when I showed it to the President whether-
who was there or exactly what the discussion was or even what I
recommended to him at this point.

I simply can't remember that.
Mr. LIMAN. But you do recall that whatever you recommended,

the President read it and he signed it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, he did. He did sign it.
Mr. LIMAN. And there was, in fact, the recommendation from

Bill Casey that he sign it and Bill Casey was a person whose
advice the President valued?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did.
Mr. LIMAN. What happened to that Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I said earlier, I destroyed that by tearing it

up on the 21st of November, because I thought it was a significant
political embarrassment to the President, and I wanted to protect
him from possible disclosure of this.

To get into the details of exactly how it happened, which I
assume you are interested in--

Mr. LIMAN. When you say the 21st of November, you are talking
about the 213t of November 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. 1986; that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, would you tell the panel the circumstances of

your destroying this Finding because you thought it would be a sig-
nificant political embarrassment to the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I will. The Finding, the existence of the Finding
I had completely forgotten in early November, 19863. As I said
before, the Finding initially was prepared by the CIA for the
reason that I stated. I can recall in my time at the White House
one or possibly two other Findings that had a retroactive nature to
them. I, frankly, was always uncomfortable with that, because I
thought it didn't particularly make a lot of sense.

The Finding was very narrow. It was prepared before there had
been thorough discussion of the issue. As I said earlier, I came into
the issue in a full, responsible way in early December of 1985.
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Prior to that time, Mr. McFarlane handled it. I felt that it was im-
portant that we improve on this Finding so that we clearly lay out
what the objectives were in the Iranian initiative. And, as we'll get
to, I am sure, there were other Findings in January.

But, anyway, after this Finding was signed, it was retained in my
immediate office, and at some point after it was signed, I had ap-
parently given-it to Commander Thompson, my military assistant,
to put in an envelope in his safe to keep. I had, as I said, complete-
ly forgotten about it.

On November, the 21st, when Ed Meese called me and said-well
to go back a step, we had run into a problem in November of what
had actually happened in 1985. It was very dim in people's memo-
ries. We didn't think we had much in writing. As I think you have
heard Colonel North testify, we, frankly, did not realize the old
PROF notes existed. My policy was to erase them, and I apparently
did it the right way, and I don't think Colonel North did it the
right way. So we didn't have the benefit that these committees
have in going back over these old PROF notes, or we didn't realize
that we had that opportunity.

But Ed Meese and I had talked many times during the month of
November, and when it became clear that there was a disagree-
ment between Cabinet-level officials as to what had happened in
November of 1985, he indicated that he wanted to come over and
ask the President to have a factfinding session, primarily with the
Cabinet-level officials involved, to try to sort out what had hap-
pened, actually happened, in November of 1985.

And he called me early in the morning on the 21st of November
and told me this, and he said he had-an appointment to see the
President at 11:30, and he wanted me and Don Regan to go with
him, which we did, at 11:30. He told the President about the con-
troversy-not really controversy-the different recollections as to
what had happened in November and said he thought it would be
useful if he would have a couple of his people that were close to
him look into the matter to see if they could piece together what
had happened. The President readily agreed, as I did, at that point.
Because here we had Mr. McFarlane on one hand and Secretary
Shultz on the other hand recalling different recollections as to
what had happened in the early days of November ot 1985.

So Ed called me after lunch, as I recall, and said he was going to
send over a couple of his people either that afternoon or the next
day, and I am not sure which, and he asked if I would have the
appropriate documents pulled together so they could take a look at
them. I said I would do that.

After he called, I called Commander Thompson, my military as-
sistant, and asked him to take charge of pulling these documents
together, and then I called Colonel North and told him of my con-
versation with Mr. Meese and asked him too-operate with Com-
mander Thompson and Mr. Meese's people.

I called Colonel North because he was very protective of the doc-
uments that he had, and I wanted to make sure that he understood
the tasking that I had given Commander Thompson.

Later in the afternoon or early evening, Commander Thompson
brought ir, to my office the envelopes that I had given him earlier
containing the material we had on the Iranian project in the imme-
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diate office, which was essentially the various Findings, and he
pulled out this November Finding, it was actually signed in Decem-
ber, and my recollection is that he said something to the effect that,
"They'll have a field day with this," or something to that effect.

And my recollection is that the import of his comment was that
up until that time in November of 1986, the President was being
beaten about the head and shoulders, that this was-the whole Ira-
nian project was just an arms-for-hostage deal.

Well, this Finding, unfortunately, gave that same impression.
And I, frankly, didn t see any need for it at the time. I thought it
was politically embarrassing. And so I decided to tear it up, and I
tore it up, put it in the burn basket behind my desk. I can't recall,
but I believe that Colonel North was there in the office, but I am a
little fuzzy on that point.

Mr. LIMAN. Was Commander Thompson there when you tore it
up?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe he was, but I can't swear to it. I know
he brought it in, and I can recall his coinment, but exactly how
long it took-because when he made his comment, I said, "Well, let
me see the Finding," and he pulled it out and gave it to me, and I
read it, and at some point after that I tore it up, but it was within
a short period of time.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, you talked about the fact that you
were being--

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, you talked about the fact that the Presi-

dent was being beaten around the head and shoulders by the media
for sanctioning an arms-for-hostage deal and that this Finding
seemed to corroborate it, and you, therefore, destroyed it in order
to prevent significant political embarrassment.

Did you regard one of the responsibilities of the National Securi-
ty Adviser to protect the President from political embarrassment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that it's always the responsibility of a
staff to protect their leader, and certainly in this case, where the
leader is the Commander in Chief, I feel very strongly that that's
one of the roles, and I don't mean that in any sense of covering up.
But one has to always put things in the President's perspective and
to make sure that he is not put in a position that can be politically
embarrassing.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, a Finding represents a decision of the
President of the United States, correct

Mr. POINDEXTER. It represents--
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. PoiNDEXTE"R. A Finding, I don't beli iscussed in any

statute. It is discussed in various Presidential directives. It is an ar-
tifact of what the statute calls a Presidential determination.

Mr. LIMAN. And the President, when he signed this Finding, was
making a determination?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. But it's important to point out
that the Finding, that early Finding was designed for a very specif-
ic purpose, and was not fully staffed, and did not in any way ever
represent the total thinking on the subject.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, the President didn't authorize you to destroy
the Finding, correct?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. He certainly did not.
Mr. LIMAN. And whether the Finding was fully staffed or not or

represented the full thinking or not, the President did sign it after
reading it.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I am going to object here. This is
the-I think it has been established that the President signed it.
There has been no hesitancy about that. The question has been
asked and answered several times. I would ask that counsel move
on to the next subject.

Mr. LIMAN. I am moving.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, this Finding constituted, in your words, an

artifact but a document that provided authorization for what the
CIA had done in November of 1985, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct. But it is, I mean the ques-
tion is, as has been discussed in these hearings up to this point, is
that a Finding, whether it is in writing or verbal approval, or
whatever form the President's determination takes, has to be done
before the fact. And I never felt on this Finding or any of the
others-and, as I say, I think there were two-that the retroactive
nature was not really a very good mechanism.

Mr. LIMAN. In addition--
Mr. POINDEXTER. The question was-excuse me, Mr. Liman-but

the question in my mind was what the President had approved
ahead of time.

Mr. LIMAN. And this Finding also was prospective, it wasn't just
retroactive, but it was prospective in its language?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was. But not adequate in terms of addressing
the prospective nature.

Mr. LIMAN. You concluded that it wasn't adequate. You have
said that already. Now, when you destroyed this Finding, was it
your intent to really make it appear that no such determination as
the one that's there on the wall, arms for hostages, ever took place
by the President?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat that, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Was it your intent that no one know that this docu-

ment was, in fact, signed by the President of the United States?
Mr. BECKLER. At what point-objection. At what point in time?
Mr. LIMAN. When you just ripped it up.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, when I ripped it up, the reason that I

ripped it up was that from my sad experience over many years in
the White House, I had concluded that if any paper left my office, I
had no assurance whatsoever that that paper wouldn't leak.

At that point if that paper had leaked out, it would have rein-
forced the story that all we had in mind in the beginning on the
Iranian project was arms for hostages. That was not the case.

The Finding did not in any way present a total, accurate descrip-
tion of what Mr. McFarlane had in mind, what I had in mind, or
what the President had in mind. It addressed part of the issue.

Mr. LIMAN. How did you know, when you ripped it up, that the
President would not recall that he had signed that Finding and ask
for it?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, if he had, and asked me about it-and
this is a hypothetical question-but based on my past experience
on such issues, I would have told him exactly what I had done with
it.

Mr. LIMAN. Were you conscious at the time that you took your
action that there was a Presidential Records Act that related to the

reservation of documents signed by the President of the Unitedtates?
Witness conferring with counsel.]

r. POINDEXTER. As I've said earlier, after this December Find-
ing was signed, I tasked and we did produce a much more detailed
Finding that addressed the total picture and, as I looked at that
December Finding in November of 1986, my thinking was at that
time that that Finding had been superseded by the January 17
Finding.

I didn't spend a lot of time in making that decision, analyzing
exactly what that meant, but my best recollection of my thinking
at the time was that this Finding that superseded wasn't really ap-
plicable at the time. It did obviously, you know, with hindsight,
cover a time period between early December, when it was signed,
and January the 17th, when the final version was signed. And I'm
aware of a Presidential Records Act. I must say that I did not
think about that at the time.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, I don't want to embarrass you by belabor-
ing this any more than you want to embarrass the President. I just
want to ask you this. The fact is that this Finding remained in
effect until January, when there was a new Finding. Am I correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. For a period of about 6 weeks, 6
or 7 weeks.

Mr. LIMAN. And it is also a fact that Findings get superseded or
terminate all the time. Is that so?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And it is a fact that they are not destroyed just be-

cause they expire or because a new Finding is adopted?
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I'm going.to object to that question.

That is a conclusion. There is no basis for him asking that ques-
tion, no foundation for it.

I would ask it be stricken.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, your objection is overruled.
I just want to say that I recognize, of course, counsel is accus-

tomed to rules of evidence in court, which, as you know, is much
stricter than we have here, and for our purposes we will permit
questions which go to a legislative purpose. That certainly includes
the oversight responsibilities of the Congress, and it is the inten-
tion of the chair to permit counsel and members to have very
broad leeway in asking questions.

The objection is overruled.
Counsel may proceed.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I honestly don't know whether

other superseded Findings are destroyed or not We handled this
series of three Findings outside of our formal system. We did have
a formal process through which most Findings were managed, and
I frankly don't know what the records people do with superseded
Findings.
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Mr. LIMAN. In any event, you never destroyed a Finding before
that had been signed by the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And the reason that you destroyed this was not be-

cause it was superseded but because it had the potential for politi-
cal embarrassment.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I have to object again. The testimo-
ny did not support that glittering generalization by Mr. Liman.

Mr. LIMAN. I withdraw the question.
Chairman HAMILTON. I think counsel has withdrawn his ques-

tion.
Mr. LIMAN. Is the reason that you destroyed that Finding be-

cause it would provide political embarrassment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Let's go to the-on December 7, 1985, after the Find-

ing had been signed by the President, there was a meeting, was
there not, between the principals of the National Security Council?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, there was.
Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall Mr. Weinberger was there and

Secretary Shultz was there, Don Regan was there, Mr. McMahon of
the CIA was there; do you recall that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. There has been testimony about this. The only

reason I am going to ask you about this is because there were cer-
tain perceptions in the Tower Report as to whether the Secretary
of State or the Secretary of Defense really expressed their views
forcefully.

Would you tell us, admiral, whether the-at that meeting, there
was a discussion again or there was a discussion of the Iran initia-
tive, is that so? You have to say yes or no.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, there was.
This December 7th meeting was the first opportunity that I can

recall that I had to hear the President personally, the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of Defense talk about their feelings about this
initiative that had been proposed by the Israelis.

Mr. LIMAN. And the subject on the table was an Israeli initiative
under which the Israelis would ship arms to the Iranians and we
would replenish the arms, hopefully there would be better relations
with Iran, and as a token of good faith, the American hostages
would be released; is that a fair summary?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I think it is a partial summary.
Mr. LIMAN. Why don't you complete it.
NCounsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. We had been concerned in the National Securi-

ty Council for some period of time with the situation in Iran. Un-
fortunately, we have very poor intelligence on what is happening
in Iran.

The National Security Council staff had prepared a draft Finding
ear',r in 1985 to try to get the government focused on what we
saw as a very significant, looming problem in Iran as Ayatollah
Khomeini eventually passed from the scene and it was some sort of
succession. We didn't want a repeat of the 1970s when things were
happening in Iran that we weren't aware of, and eventually went
out of our control and out of the control of the government there.
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We wanted to preclude the possibility in the future, and we felt
that we needed to take an initiative to get closer to people in the
Iranian Government so that we could find out what is happening
and hopefully have some influence in the future, or at least have
information on which to base the U.S. policy.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, see if this part is correct, that the currency
for trying to get that influence that was being demanded, as report-
ed by the Israelis, involved arms?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is often the currency of any sort of busi-
ness in the Middle East.

Mr. LIMAN. And in this case, that was the currency being de-
manded?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And it is also true that we did not want to authorize

arms shipments to the Iranians unless we were assured of getting
our hostages back; is that so?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I was trying to lay out a moment ago, what

our concerns were, what our major objective was, the President
was clearly also concerned about the hostages. The President is a
very sensitive person, and he is concerned about individuals when
they are in difficulty. And so he, just as a human being, was con-
cerned about the hostages.

I don't think that the President is overly concerned about them,
but he recognized that we did have an opportunity here to try to
get the hostages back, and there was no way that we could carry
on discussions with Iranian officials about broader objectives until
we got over the first obstacle and the first obstacle was to get the
hostages back. And the President felt that-that it was worth
taking some risk here.

Mr. LIMAN. Did the Secretary of State and the Secretary of De-
fense express objections?

Mr. POINDEXTER. They expressed, as opposed to some reports,
very strong, vociferous objection, and clearly laid out for the Presi-
dent the other side of the issue.

Mr. LIMAN. And without going into undue detail, could you just
tick off the points they made?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, they are the obvious points that have
been made since this all has become public. Secretary Shultz was
concerned about our operation to staunch the flow of arms into
Iran, which is one of the methods that we are using to try to stop
the war between Iran and Iraq.

After all, our policy objective there is to stop the war. The policy
objective is not to have an arms embargo. You don't just go out and
have an arms embargo for nothing. The reason we have an arms
embargo against Iran is because we want to try to influence the
end of the war, but in its simplest terms, what was being proposed
here was not in accordance with that particular method that we
were using.

He was concerned that if the European countries found out
about it, that it would lessen their willingness to cooperate. In re-
ality, though, in my opinion, we have never had good cooperation
from anybody on Operation Staunch. The European countries con-
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tinued to send military equipment and supplies into Iran. Iran has
been able to carry on a war for 6, going on 7 years now, I guess.

Other objections were that it was contrary to the Arms Export
Control Act. Secretary Weinberger had slightly different reasons,
but they are generally along the same lines.

Mr. LIMAN. And there is no doubt in your mind that the Presi-
dent listened to and understood those objections?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have a very vivid recollection of that meeting,
and it was in the residence. The President pulled a footstool up to
the coffee table and sat there very quietly, as is his nature, listen-
ing to all of the discussion up to that point, listening to Secretary
Shultz, to Secretary Weinberger, Mr. McFarlane. I had very little
comment. And I don't recall the Chief of Staff saying ver - much.

Mr. McMahon was there and commented a little bit about some
of the technical aspects of the initiative. I had spoken to Director
Casey about the meeting before it took place, and knew at that
point that Director Casey was in favor of the idea.

And the President listened to all this very carefully, and at the
cnd of the discussion, at least the first round, he sat back and he
said something to the effect-and this is not a direct quote, but it
was something to the effect that "I don't feel we can leave any
stone unturned in trying to get the hostages back. We clearly have
a situation here where there are larger strategic interests, but it is
also an opportunity to get the hostages back, and I think that we
ought to at least; take the next step. b

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, is this an appropriate time for
recess?

Mr. LIMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint committees will stand in recess.
(Brief Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will resume sitting.
Mr. Liman, you may proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, at the December 7th meeting, was there any discussion

of the November HAWK shipment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I can't recall that. I would be sur-

prised if there weren't, but frankly I'm not sure.
Mr. LIMAN. Is the same thing true with respect to the TOW ship-

rnent that took place in September by the Israelis?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I m reasonably sure in hindsight that it

was probably covered, but my recollection of Mr. McFarlane's in-
troduction to the issue was that he probably provided a review of
what had happened up to that point. But frankly I can't remember
that review very well.

Mr. LIMAN. AS I understand your testimony, the bottom line of
the December 7th meeting was that the President listened to the
objections, listened to the arguments for this, recognized the risk,
said he was prepared to take that risk, and made a decision that at
the very least Mr. McFarlane should go to London. Fair?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is fair.
ounsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDExTR. And I don't want to leave the impression that

this was a stilted meeting. In other words, it wasn't a situation
where, as you probably have seen from some of the agenda for NSC
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or NSPG meetings, where each Cabinet officer had so much time
and Mr. McFarlane provided a summary. This was a very free-
wheeling discussion, and frankly my experience is that if you want
to have a discussion like that, which was what we wanted, we
wanted a freewheeling discussion, you have it at the residence in a
less formal setting where everybody could be comfortable. You only
have principals in attendance, not a lot of staff around, and every-
body feels free to express their view without it being published in
the Washington Post the following day.

So this was a very freewheeling discussion. Everybody spoke very
frankly. Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger spoke more
than once. There was a lot of give and take in the discussion.

But in the end, the President decided that Mr. McFarlane should
make the trip to London to check out this Israeli channel so that
we could, the President could take a decision based on firsthand
U.S. information.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, when Mr. McFarlane returned from London,
did you speak to him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And you spoke to Colonel North?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIWAN. And you received Colonel North's memorandum

summarizing the meeting, which is our exhibit 22?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I have a vague recollection of seeing that

at the time.
Mr. LIMAN. All right. Admiral, did Mr. McFarlane brief the

President with you there on his views?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. As I said before, after Mr. McFarlane came

back from London, he pretty much turned over the entire oper-
ation of the NSC staff to me and he came in, as I recall, he got
back on a Monday, and my recollection is he came in to give the
President a debriefing on the Tuesday at 9:30.

Mr. LIMAN. And did he express a very negative view towards Mr.
Ghorbanifar?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, he did. You know, we didn't go into this
thing in a naive way. As soon as Mr. Ghorbanifar was identified as
the channel that the Israelis were using, and I can't remember at
this point when we learned that, but it was prior to December, and
we checked the man out with information from our own intelli-
gence services, and we knew what kind of person Mr. Ghorbanifar
was, we knew his polygraph record, as has been discussed in these
committees before, and we were aware of that.

Mr. McFarlane confirmed all that when he came back and his
position was, as I recall, that unless we could get a better channel,
that he was very dubious we would make much progress with this
particular channel.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, did Colonel North express the view that if ,ou
didn't continue with this channel and continue with arms ship-
ments, that the hostages would be killed? It is in that memoran-
dum.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. He did express that in the memorandum.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it fair to say he also expressed that on other occa-

sions after that?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is correct. That was his personal view
and assessment of the situation.

Mr. LIMAN. Was that view communicated to the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am certain it was. I can't recall the specific

conversation. But I am confident that it was raised.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall what effect, if any, it had on the Presi-

dent to be told that if you don't authorize shipments to the Irani-
ans, that since we have built up expectations, they will be killed
and it will be blamed on you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know that I would want to testify as to
that having a disproportionate impact on the President. My assess-
ment of the President's thinking is more that he knew that we had
been trying for a very long time, essentially since the first hostage
was taken.

We had been working very diligently to find some way to get the
hostages back, including rescuing. We were devoting extensive re-
sources to the problem of locating the hostages. The President said
publicly, numerous times, that we were working very hard to get
the hostages back, but that the details of what we were doing had
to remain secret.

So it was common knowledge by everybody as to what we were-
what he was stating. Of course, I think, at least some of the media
tended to downplay what we were doing or what they thought we
might be doing.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, on January 2, 1986, did the Israelis come to
visit you with a new plan?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And was it Mr. Nir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Nir, who was a special assistant to

Prime Minister Peres, Shimon Peres of Israel, came to town in late
December, and I agreed to meet with him on the 2nd of January.

Mr. LIMAN. And you have presented to us your notes of that
meeting, which are exhibit 23?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have it.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me see if I ran summarize it based on the notes

and the testimony that you have given previously. Mr. Nir present-
ed a proposal for an Israeli initiative that he wanted the United
States to give support to, but it would be an Israeli initiative.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would characterize it-it was an Israeli initia-
tive, but it was something that they wanted to do, that they Llso
thought was in the U.S. interests, and essentially it was an offer for
an opportunity for us to cooperate with the Israelis.

Mr. Lim".. And there was a "no-cost" feature to it. Was the plan
this based on your notes that the Israelis would, and I am looking at
what we have put stamp 21 on, the Israelis would be shipping 4,000
TOWs, but upon the shipment of the first 500, all five hostages, U.S.
hostages, would be released.

If they were released, the 3,500 remaining TOWs would be
shipped, there would be a commitment by the Iranians for no more
hostages or terror, and if the Israelis didn't get the American hos-
tages back after they shipped the 500 TOWs, then the Israelis
would be out the 500 TOWs, it would be their risk.

If, on the other hand, they got the hostages back, they would get
replacements, not only for the 4,000 TOWs that were being sent,

75-935 0 - 88 - 2
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but for the 500 that they had sent in September. That was the pro-
posal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was the plan on that particular aspect of
the plan. In the beginning of the discussion with Mr. Nir, we dis-
cussed the strategic situation with Iran and why Israel was inter-
ested in going forward with this project, and they, frankly, wanted
to do it, I think, on their own even if we did not want to cooperate,
but they recognized that we could certainly be of assistance, and
they frankly thought that it was also in our interest, which it was,
andthat is not to say that our interests are exactly the same as the
Israeli interest. Andthe whole discussion, although in my notes a
lot of room is taken up in discussing the plan on the arms ship-
ment, it was always recognized that for us in terms of any sort of
strategic opening to Iran we had to get over the first hurdle, the
first obstacle, and that was to get the hostages back. And so the
beginning of the discussion was a more general one and then we
got off on the specific first step that would be required.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it fair to say that as it was being presented to
you, the price of getting the hostages back was that you had to ship
arms or let Israel ship arms?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We had to-what they were asking essentially
for was our acquiescence to their shipping arms and selling them
replacements for their arms.

Mr. LIMAN. And this was different from other plans in that they
said if we don't get them back after the first 500 are shipped, that
we will be out of pocket?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to object at this point.
Mr. Liman said, I think, last week, he was a New York lawyer and
I'm sure he knows all the answers, but this was a private meeting
between two people in a room, Admiral Poindexter and Mr. Nir.
There's notes of that meeting.

I think if Mr. Liman is attempting to conduct here a direct ex-
amination, then I think it would be a good idea, as we did in pri-
vate session, to have the admiral explain from his notes what the
meeting concerned.

Mr. Liman wasn't present at that meeting, I wasn't present at
that meeting, nobody else except Admiral Poindexter and Mr. Nir,
and I think that would be the way to approach it, rather than Mr.
Liman's agenda as to what he believed was going on in a meeting
which he did not attend.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I'm trying to summarize, based on his
notes and his testimony. If the summary is not either fair or com-
plete in its context, then Admiral Poindexter knows that he can
sa no, that's not correct.

e have been at a number of sessions together, and I think we
get on Lust fine.

Mr. BECKLUR. My motion was addressed to the chair.
Chairman HAMILTON. I appreciate your objecting to the chair.
Your objection is overruled. Counsel may ask the question and

the admiral may respond as he sees fit, elaborating to the extent
he wants to elaborate.

Mr. BscKLRm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm sorry, Mr. Liman-
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Mr. LimAN. Was the proposal that was presented to you by Mr.
Nir that if the hostages were not released after the first 500 TOWs
were shipped by Israel, they would be out of pocket those?

You cam look at your notes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That clearly was the situation in January. But

your question, as I understand it, was whether that was different
from before.

Mr. LIMAN. Was that different from the one in December that
you discussed at the December 7 meeting?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, that's-I'm in the awkward position of
not having notes on the December 7 meeting, which I didn't take,
and so I can't remember exactly.

I think-my best recollection is that the plan was always to try
to get the hostages-at least in the initial stages, the plan was
always to try to get the hostages back in one lump, all five at the
same time. There clearly are problems with a seriatim release.

The new feature of this plan was really something different. As I
understood your question, you were trying to say that that was the
new feature of this plan, and that I don't think was particularly
new.

Mr. LIMAN. No. I was asking you whether the fact Israel would
absorb the loss of 500 TOWs was a new feature.

Mr. POINDEXTER. OK. I have trouble with that, too, because I, I
don't think-well, I don't think I realized personally until this
meeting in January that the Israelis expected us to replace the
first 500. So I'm not sure, because I wasn't in on the discussions
with the Israelis in July, August, and September-I'm not sure ex-
actly what, how the U.S. commitment was described at that time.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, let's move on.
Did admiral-did Mr. Nir, admiral, say anything to you at this

meeting on January 2 about using proceeds from the sale to sup-
port the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, he did not.
Mr. LIMAN. All right.
On January 6 a Finding was signed by the President, which was

exhibit 24A in our book here, and there is a memorandum accom-
panying it, a cover memorandum from you describing the plan for
the Israelis to sell the TOWs and for us to reimburse, replace those
TOWs.

Do you remember the circumstances under which the President
signedthat Finding?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Liman, you are referring to exhibit 24 as the
cover to 24A?

Mr. LIMAN. Yes. 24A is the Finding, 24 is the cover memo.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have a vivid recollection of this, but I

believe what happened was that after Mr. McFarlane came back
from London, the best description that I have seen of the Presi-
dent's mood is reflected in a memo that's in the Tower Commission
Report from Director Casey. I think, as I recall, it is a memoran-
dum for the record, of that meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. Would you describe his mood?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, his mood was one of-essentially of not

being willing to give up, that he thought that we ought to continue
working on the problem. After all, my recollection is that Mr.
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McFarlane wasn't opposed to the initiative at that point or wasn't
recommending total opposition to it; he was only recommending if
we were going to proceed ahead, that we find a different channel
because he didn't trust Ghorbanifar. And the President's mood was
one of wanting to continue to work the issue.

After the December meeting, as I recall, I asked Colonel North
to work with Stanley Sporkin out at the Agency and also touch
base with either Ed Meese or some of his people that worked Find-
ings, to prepare a broader, more all-encompassing Finding that
clearly laid out all of our objectives, and then once we had that
staffed and properly discussed, we would be in a much better situa-
tion to proceed ahead with some form of an Iranian project, with
all of the objectives that are clearly laid out in that.

And, as I recall, this exhibit 24 was essentially the first draft
that I saw of the broader Finding that Colonel North and others in
the Government had worked to produce, and probably what I did
in early January-the meeting with Mr. Nir w'as on the 2nd. That
afternoon-the President was on the west coast-that afternoon I
flew out to the west coast to join up with the President. I had been
on leave back here over the holidays and my deputy was with the
President.

The President had a meeting with the President of Mexico in
Mexicali on the way back, and I was going to join him for that
meeting. These notes that were in the previous exhibit we dis-
cussed were not contemporaneous notes taken during the Nir meet-
ing. I actually wrote those notes on the aircraft on the way out to
California, based on my recollection of the meeting.

And because of the meeting with the President of Mexico and ev-
erything attendant to that, I didn't have an opportunity to discuss
the Nir meeting with the President until we returned to Washing-
ton. I can't remember the exact day we returned, but, as I recall,
this memorandum was waiting for me-when I got back, and I prob-
ably took it up to a 9:30 meeting to discuss it with the President in
a preliminary way, and as is oft the way it happens, when the
President is reading something, whether it is a final or a draft, if
he agrees with it, he will often sign it, and so that's why this par-
ticular version of the Finding was signed.

It had not been fully staffed, because I felt that on such an im-
portant issue that it was important to get all of the President's Na-
tional Security Advisers, and that is the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central Intelligence, and on
this matter the Attorney General, together-the Vice President
had not had a chance to make his views known at that point. And
so, as I recall, after discussing this with the President and the
President indicating that he was in general agreement, in fact indi-
cating that by signing it, which I didn't want him to do at that
point because he hadn't had a full discussion. We agreed to have a
meeting later in the Oval Office with all the National Security Ad-
visers to thoroughly discuss the issue.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it fair to say that that meeting took place on Janu-
. POINDEER. Yes, it did.
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Mr. LIMAN. And without getting into great details, is it true that
Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weirberger again expressed their
opposition to the initiative?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, they did.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also correct--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Very vigorously.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it correct that the Attorney General told the

President that he had a legal right to pursue this initiative by re-
plenishing arms to Israel and so forth?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the transaction that was described in the

memorandum accompanying the Finding that the President signed
was one where the Israelis would sell and we would replenish. Do
you recall that on January 17, 1986, the President signed a new
Finding?

Mr. VOINDEXTER. He signed the final version of this Finding.
Mr. LIMAN. Right.
Mr. POINDEXTER. In my view, there is really only one Finding.
Mr. LIMAN. The January 6 Finding became the January 17 Find-

inr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. The January 6 was the first

version of this broader Finding.
Mr. LIMAN. Right. And that January 17 Finding is exhibit 28 in

our book, and 29, I believe. Twenty-eight is the cover memo of
yours, and 29 is the Finding itself.

Mr. POINDEXTER. In my book, Mr. Liman, it's all under 28.
Mr. LIMAN. OK. If you can look at that memorandum if you need

it to refresh your recollection, is it fair to say that by January 17
the mechanics of the transaction had changed in that now it was
going to be a sale by the Department of Defense to the CIA, which
through an agent would sell the arms to Iran, and Iran would re-
lease the hostages, and Israel was not going to be selling and re-
plenishing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The mechanics of getting over that first obsta-
cle did change.

Mr. LIMAN. And would you just tell us why that change oc-
curred.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In, I believe it was the 16th of January,
the day previous, prior to the President signing this Finding, I had
called a meeting in my office to which I invited Secretary Shultz,
Cap Weinberger, Bill Casey and Ed Meese to discuss the Finding.
Because our-well, Bill Casey's staff and mine had continued to
work after the 7 January meeting in the Oval Office on the Find-
ing, and there were further discussions with Ed Meese on the Find-
ing, and before I took the final version to the President, I wanted
to sit down with the other principals to go over it once again.

As I recall, the timing of the meeting was impromptu, and al-
though Secretary Shultz, by my recollection, and I did talk to Bill
Casey in November of 1986, and his recollection was the same as
mine, that Secretary Shultz was there initially but had to leave be-
cause of a conflicting engagement. And, as I recall, he said, "Well,
John, you know my view on this, I don't think we ought to go
ahead with it," and he did not really participate in the discussions
after that and, in fact, left for another meeting.
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In the discussions that the four of us had-and there may have
been some other staff there, I can't remember for sure-it became
clear to me that Ed's view of how the mechanics of getting over the
hostage obstacle should go were different than what I had in mind.
One of the key reasons that Ed decided or determined that the
President could legally carry out such a project that involved
arms-and you had testimony about this before, it goes back to the
William French Smith determination several years earlier on an
arms issue. I understood that going into the 16 January meeting,
but I didn't really understand up until that time that Ed felt that
we should, rather than having the Israelis sell what was in their
stock to the Iranians and then the United States replenish the Is-
raeli stocks, he felt that we ought to go direct, that we ought to--

Mr. LIMAN. Why?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I will get to that, Mr. Liman.
He thought we ought to sell material out of U.S. stocks to Iran

directly using the Israelis for logistics assistance. And the reason
for that is that under the Arms Export Control Act, there was a
congressional reporting requirement that we wanted to avoid. The
President had decided, although he hadn't formally decided until
he signed this on the 17th of January, but there had been discus-
sions about whether to report this project to the Congress. I know
that's a sensitive issue up here, and I think it deserves an answer
on my part, but I would like to put that answer in perspective.

We had a significant problem with leaks in this administration, as
with all adminstrations, but I frankly think that over the past 5
years they have gotten much worse than in earlier periods of time
when I have been in Washington, and I have been here on and off for
15 or 16 years.

Now, I don't mean to imply by this that we felt, or I feel today,
that all the leaks come from the Congress. That is pure nonsense. I
think there are leaks that come from the Congress. There are leaks
that come from the State Department. There are leaks that come
from the Defense Department. There are leaks that come from the
NSC staff. There are leaks that come from the White House staff.
It has become an art form in this city to help influence policy.

So it wasn't simply a matter that we wanted just to postpone in-
forming the Congress of this Finding. We didn't want many people
in the Executive Branch to know about it.

Our feeling was, the President's feeling was, that the way that
you carry out a secret covert activity is that you limit the knowl-
edge to the absolute minimum number of people. And there were
discussions about that.

I frankly don't recall anybody recommending that we do inform
Congress. So some spoke against, some spoke in favor of postponing
the notification as long as possible, and the President clearly
agreed with that.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, let me just pursue this and then assure the
members of the committee that I will get to the diversion within 10
to 15 minutes, what we call the diversion.

The matter of structuring the transaction as a sale by the United
States to Iran through the CIA and in turn through a CIA agent-
in this case, the Secord operation-was the result of the advice that
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the Attorney General gave that that was the only way that you
could avoid congressional notification; is that fair?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that is quite a fair description.
Mr. LIMAN. Then correct it.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I would say that he felt that it was a more

straightforward way of doing it. He felt that-you ought to, as I
think you are planning to hear from him on this, but my under-
standing of his position was that although we could continue to do
it the way that had been done earlier, that it was easier to support
and clearer if we did it direct. And at that point, we didn't see any
particular reason not to, since we were going to keep it a covert
activity.

Mr. LIMAN. If you look at exhibit 28, which is your memorandum
to the President of the United States, the last five sentences on the
first page, I will start reading them and I will ask you if you wrote
this and whether this represented the reasons.

"We have researched the legal problems of Israel selling U.S.-
manufactured arms to Iran." And when you said "we have re-
searched," you are talking, among others, the Attorney General of
the United States, am I correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN.
Because of the requirement in United States law for recipients of United States

arms to notify the U.S. Government of transfers to third countries, I do not recom-
mend that you agree with the specific details of the Israeli plan.

However, there is another possibility. Sometime ago, Attorney General William
French Smith determined that under an appropriate Finding, you could authorize
the CIA to sell arms to countries outside of the provisions of the law and reporting
requirements for foreign military sales. The objectives of the Israeli plan could be
met if the CIA, using an authorized agent as necessary, purchased arms from the
Department of Defense under the Economy Act and then transferred them to Iran
directly after receiving appropriate payment from Iran.

Did that accurately state the reason for changing the transac-
tion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I think so. But I would just add that that
was not to say that doing it the other way was necessarily illegal.
This was just a better way of doing it.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it fair to say that the objective of trying to
find a way was to defer notification to the Congress for the reasons
that you stated?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it also true that during your tenure as National

Security Adviser you presented to the Congress-you or the CIA
presented to the Congress a number of Findings involving covert
activities that were of a sensitive nature?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. The Director or one of his people did.
Mr. LIMAN. Were any of those Findings in which the Secretary of

State and Secretary of Defense were united in their opposition to
the activity?

Mr. BzCKLRm. Mr. Chairman, I am going to object. Counsel is
going beyond the scope of this inquiry talking about other Findings
and who objected and who didn't.
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We sat here and we took the questions as they came and we did
the same thing for 4 days before we got up here, and I say we
ought to stick to the topic at hand.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, H. Res. 12, which set up this com-
mittee, permits us in section 1(d) to look into these operational ac-
tivities, and I think the question is an appropriate one under the
mandate of the committee.

So the objection is overruled, and counsel may proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Would you like me to repeat the question?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, please.
Mr. LIMAN. Without going into any of the details of those other

covert operations, were any of the other matters, covert matters on
which you or the CIA briefed the Intelligence Committees ones in
which the Secretary of Defense and Secretary of State were united
in their opposition to the operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Just give me a moment to think about that
question, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Sure.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't recall, although I certainly can't be sure

because of all of the activity over the 51/2 years whether there was
any other Finding that fell in the category that you have defined
or not.

There clearly, by my recollection anyway, were Findings that the
President signed that were briefed to the appropriate congressional
authorities at the time with which either the Secretary of State or
the Secretary of Defense might not have agreed. I don't recall one
on which they both disagreed. So from that standpoint, this was a
special Finding.

I missed one point that I did want to cover a moment ago in one
of my answers, and that is that it was also our view, supported by
the Attorney General in his capacity as Attorney General, not just

-sas special adviser to -the- President, which, by the way, he had in
many of his connections with me. He really-the Attorney General
had two hats. But I will get into that more later.

But the Attorney General, and it was agreed by the laymen
amongst us, that the President clearly had the authority under the
Constitution and under the statute to postpone notification of a
Finding.

Mr. LIMAN. That is not the issue that I was trying to elicit.
Your Findings or your memos make it clear that you cite both

the statute and the President's constitutional prerogatives. You did
receive PROF notes, which you are familiar with from looking at
them recently,'from Colonel North saying that the Secretary of De-
fense was trying to throw every roadblock possible against this
transaction. You recall those, right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was Colonel North's characterization.
Mr. LmAN. That was his characterization.
The point that I am really addressing to you is whether one of

the reasons for deciding not to brief the Intelligence Committees
was that it would have given the Secretary of State and the Secre.
tary of Defense an opportunity to voice their opposition and per-
haps to lead to the blocking of this plan?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that was any part of our reason-
ing. That implies a great disloyalty on the part of the Secretary of
Defense and the Secretary of State, and I think that is not accu-
rate. I think they are both very loyal to the President, and once he
makes a decision, whether they recommend it or not, I think they
both faithfully go about trying to carry it out to the best of their
ability.

Mr. LIMAN. One other question that has been handed to me.
Colonel North apparently testified that Secretary Shultz's and Sec-
retary Weinberger's opposition was not vigorously expressed in this
January period. I take it that it was vigorously expressed at the
January 7 meeting, and it was expressed by the Secretary of State
at that January 16 meeting, and that no one had any doubt about
where both of them stood?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is true of the earlier meetings.
On the 16th of January, I think it was pretty clear to George

that the President wanted to go ahead with this at that point, and
so although he voiced objection, I wouldn't say-and this is prob-
ably why Colonel North's recollection is as it was-in fact, I think
probably the 16 January meeting may have been the only meeting
that Colonel North was in attendance, where he may have heard
the other Cabinet Officers give their views.

But it is accurate that both George Shultz and Cap Weinberger
vigorously made the case as to why we should not do this.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, is it correct that in the discussions
that you had leading up to the January 17 Finding, there was no
discussion with the President of the United States about the possi-
bility of using proceeds of the sale to support the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There was none.
Mr. LIMAN. And there was none with you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was none with me.
Mr. LIMAN. Would you tell us, and I am going to break this into

different questions, when was the first time that you were told by
Colonel North about this possibility?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My best recollection is that this took place some
time in February of 1986.

Mr. LIMAN. And would you tell us what Colonel North said to
you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection is that he had just come back
from a meeting in London, and he was giving me a general update
on the situation as he saw it, and he was reviewing the status of
the work that was in progress at CIA and Defense, in addition to
the results of his meeting in London.

And near the end of the conversation, my recollection is that he
said something to the effect that, "Admiral, I think we can-I have
found a way th at we can legally provide some funds to the Demo-
cratic Resistance or as they have been called here," and I frankly
agree with Congressman Hyde that I have no problem with calling
them Contras-"through funds that will accrue from the arms
sales to the Iranians."

Mr. LIMAN. Did he use the word "legally"?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My best recollection is that he did, but of course

I know that Colonel North is not a lawyer and so I was taking that
in a layman's sense, that that was his conclusion.
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Mr. LIMA. Do you recall reciting this in your deposition you
didn't use the word legally?

Mr. POmDEXTR. I don t recall that, that I didn't. I believe that
he did. He may not have.

Mr. LIm". Did he tell you what the method would be for doing
this?

Mr. POINDEXTER. This was a--
[Witness conferring with counsel.]

r. POINDEXTER. This was a very general discussion, but this was
clearly a new aspect that I had not thought about before. To make
a long story short, in the end I thought it was a very good idea, the
end of this conversation and I personally approved it.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he ask you for our approval?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don t recall how he phrased his request, but

he was clearly looking for a signal from me whether or not to pro-
ceed ahead along this line.

Mr. LIMAN. And you gave it?
Mr. POINDEXTrz. And I gave it to him.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, this is another one of those meet-

ings that Mr. Liman wasn't there, although I guess he would like
to have been.

I ask that he allow the witness to discuss what happened at the
meeting and stop interrupting him.

Mr.LmUN. I apologize and I would fiot like to have been there.
Mr. BECKLER. The fact is you weren't.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel may proceed.
Mr. POINDEXTER. In order to put this in perspective and I think it

is important to understand my state of mind at the time and what
things were of concern to us, the President's policy with regard to
support for the Contras had not changed since 1981. The various
versions of the Boland Amendment came and went, but the Presi-
dent was steadfast in his support for the Contras.

In fact, in 1984, he campaigned on it in the election and was
elected by a very large majority of the people.

So I was absolutely convinced as to what the President's policy
was with regard to support for the Contras. I was aware that the
President was aware of third country support, that the President
was aware of private support, and the way Colonel North described
this to me at the time, it was obvious to me that this fell in exactly
the same category that these funds could either be characterized as
private funds because of the way that we had-that Director Casey
and I had agreed to carry out the Finding.

They could have been characterized as private funds or they
could be characterized as third country funds.

In my view, it was a matter of implementation of the President's
policy with regard to support for the Contras. We were in the proc-
ess of working on our legislative plan to get $100 million from Con-
gress for essentially unrestricted support to the Contras.

We knew it was going to take time. I don't think in February we
realized how long it was going to take. It took us until October of
1986 to get that 100 million, which I would like to get into later.

But we clearly in February were in a situation where the hu-
manitarian assistance, the $27 million was running out the end of
March. It was clear to me at that point from earlier discussions
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with the staff and the Cabinet officers involved that it was going to
take longer to get the $100 million and so essentially we needed
bridge financing.

The President was bound and determined, and still is, that he
will not sit still for the consolidation of a Communist government
on the mainland of America, and in order to prevent that, he feels
that the most effective way, with which. I also agree, is to keep
pressure on the Communist Sandinista Government and the most
effective way to do that given all of the factors considered, and be-
cause we don't want to send U.S. soldiers to Nicragua, is to pro-
vide support to the Contras and keep them alive until we can get
the $100 million.

So this presented to me a possibility of bridge financing for this
short period of time until we could get the $100 million. And by the
way, I was convinced as well as other Cabinet officers that we were
going to get the $100 million in the discussions and negotiations
with Congress on that.

We had made the decision, which I had long advocated that we
would not compromise and settle for anything else. It was either
going to be the 100 million or nothing, and we were convinced that
that tactic would work and, in fact, it did work.

So after weighing all these matters, and I also felt that I had the
authority to approve it, because I had a commission from the Presi-
dent which was in very broad terms, my role was to make sure
that his policies were implemented. In this case, the policy was
very clear, and that was to support the Contras.

After working with the President for 5V years, the last 3 of
which were very close, probably closer than any other officer in the
White House except the Chief of Staff, I was convinced that I un-
derstood the President's thinking on this and that if I had taken it
to him that he would have approved it.

Now, I was not so naive as to believe that it was not a politically
volatile issue, it clearly was, because of the divisions that existed
within the Congress on the issue of support for the Contras, and it
was clear that there would be a lot of people that would disagree,
that would make accusations that indeed have been made.

So although I was convinced that we could properly do it and
that the President would approve if asked, I made a very deliberate
decision not to ask the President so that I could insulate him from
the decision and provide some future deniability for the President
if it ever leaked out.

Of course, our hope was that it would not leak out.
Mr. LIMAN. When you say deniability, are you sayin that your

decision was not to tell the President so that he would be able to
deny that he knew of it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you at any time prior to the Attorney Gen-

eral's Finding this on November 22 tell the President of the United
States for the fact that proceeds from the Iranian arms sale were
being used to support the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't-I did not-I want to make this very
clear, I understand it is an important issue-I did not talk to any-
body else except Colonel North about this decision until, to my
knowledge, to my best recollection, and I don't want to quibble
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here over times in late November of 1986-but my recollection is
the first mention that I made to anybody besides Colonel North
was on November 24th, 1986 to Ed Meese.'

Mr. LIam. And so that the answer is you did not tell the Presi-
dent of the United States?

Mr. Pomm==. I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. And that for a period of whatever it is, 9 months,

you kept it from the President of the United States for the reasons
you have given.

counsell conferring with witness.]
Mr. PNDEXTER. Mr. Liman, this clearly was an important deci-

sion, but it was also an implementation, a very clear policy of if the
President had asked me, I very-likely would have told him about it.
But he didn't.

And I think it is-you know, an important point here is that on
this whole issue, you know, the buck stops here with me. I made
the decision. I felt that I had the authority to do it. I thought it
was a good idea. I was convinced that the President would in the
end think it was a good idea. But I did not want him to be associat-
ed with the decision.

Mr. LiMAN. Admiral, let me just explain something that my job
is not only to elicit what happened, but why it happened, what was
going through the mind of people like you who made decisions, and
I hope you will understand that that is why I am putting the ques-
tions that I have put, and that I will put.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I want to comment on that edito-
rializing by Mr. Liman.

His job is to ask my client what he did and what went through
his mind, not what everybody else was thinking.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I think it is helpful to members of
the committee for Mr. Liman to make that statement and I think
counsel may proceed.

Mr. LIMAN. You testified before in connection with the destruc-
tion of that November Finding that you did see the job of the Na-
tional Security Adviser as including protecting the President from
political damage.

Do you recall that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LaxN. Is it fair to say that the decision that you made to

not tell the President about this use of the proceeds of the arms
sale was another manifestation of that type of responsibility as you
saw it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it was.
Mr. LIMAN. You understood that if this got out, it would be very

controversial.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did understand that.
Mr. LiMAN. And that it could, if it got out and the President was

associated with it, cause damage to the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I realized that it would do that, yes.
Mr. LimAN. And that was indeed the reason for not telling him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LimAw. Did you not think, sir, that given the potential for

damage and embarrasswmnt that he, the President of the United
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States, should have the choice whether to proceed with this use of
the money?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That thought didn't cross my mind at the time.
It was a matter, in my view, of keeping the Contras alive so that
there would be a viable option in the future to continue the pres-
sure against the Communist government down there. If the Con-
tras disbanded because of lack of funds, and that was always a
problem, then we wouldn't have that option, and my view was,
again, you have got to put this in the context of many, many meet-
ings with the President talking to him extensively about the way
he thought about these issues, and I am sure, as the members of
these committees and the American public understand, this is a
very strong President who is very willing to take unpopular posi-
tions and provide leadership to the country. And so I really, al-
though I can't say that at the time the thought crossed my mind
that you have described, but with hindsight, I, still contend that I
believe that the President would have approved the decision at the
time if I had asked him.

Mr. LIMAN. And in terms of your state of mind, because that is
what I am interested in, at the time you made that decision, you
believed that if you had told the President, he would have ap-
proved it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely.
Mr. LIMAN. And were there any other instances during your

tenure of National Security Adviser where you did not present a
decision to the President but made it yourself in order to-give him
deniability?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am sorry, would you repeat the question?
Mr. LIMAN. Were there any other examples during your term as

National Security Adviser where you withheld a decision from the
President that you had made in order to give him deniability?

Mr. POINDEXTER; Well, this again, this decision, in my view, was
a matter of implementation, and there were many details of imple-
mentation that were not discussed with the President. This particu-
lar detail was the only one of its kind in terms of the disagree-
ments and the controversy that existed over the issue.

Mr. LIMAN. But, admiral, you have said that you didn't withhold
this because it was a detail, you said you withheld it because it
was, you wanted to afford deniability. And my question really is:
Did you ever withhold something from the President in order to
give him deniability as opposed to in order to avoid burdening him
with a detail? Is that question clear?

Mr. BECKLER; Mr. Chairman, I'm going to have to ask that if Mr.
Liman is going to state the predicate for his question, state it cor-
rectly. Admiral Poindexter testified that this diversion was an im-
plementation, it vas like third country diversion. It was a detailed
implementation. And he also testified the reason why he withheld
it was because it was explosive politically, or words to that effect.

And I ask that be the basis for Mr. Liman's question, not Mr.
Liman's assumption as to what he felt the reason was.

Thank you.
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Mr. LMAN. Were there any other decisions that you withheld
from the President that you had made because they were political-
ly explosive?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall anything else that fell in that
same category, although there were lots of-I want to make a dis-
tinction here between what I felt my authority was and why I
didn't discuss it with the President.

Number one, I felt that it was within my authority because it
was an implementation of a policy that was well understood, that
the President felt very strongly about; it was not a secret foreign
policy; that the President's policy with regard to the Contras was
clearly understood by every member of the Congress and the Amer-
ican people.

So it wasn't a matter of going out and making a secret foreign
policy. The policy was clear. This was a-the way of going about, of
carrying out that policy. So that was my thinking in terms that I
felt that I had the authority to do it.

Now, the reason that-frankly, as Colonel North has testified, I
thought it was a neat idea, too, and I'm sure the President would
have enjoyed knowing about it. But, on the other hand, because it
would be controversial-and I must say that I don't believe that I
estimated how controversial it would be accurately-but I knew
very well that it would be controversial, and I wanted the Presi-
dent to have some deniability so that he would be protected, and at
the same time we would be able to carry out his policy and provide
the opposition to the Sandinista Government.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, maybe I could refresh your recollection if I
read to you from page 171 of your deposition.

Question--
Mr. BECKLER. Counselor, let me get that out, please.
171, you said, counselor?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have page 171.
Mr. LIMAN. "Question: Admiral, were there or are there any other

occasions during your tenure as either the National Security Adviser
or the deputy where you made a conscious decision to approve some
activity but not report it to the President because it would create
potential embarrassment for him?"

"Answer: I don't think there was anything else of this magnitude.
This was clearly the biggest decision of this kind."

Do you remember giving that testimony?
Mr. BECKLER. Let's read the whole answer, please, counselor.
Excuse me. That's an objectio to the chair.
Mr. IMAN. "The President's .an of control, of course, was much

broader than mine. He had a limited amount of time of focus."
"Question: This would have taken 5 minutes to tell him, sir."
"Answer: The point I want to make, though, is-and I'm not

trying to say that this was an insignificant decision. I was making
udgment calls every day as to what to believe, as to what to brief,

I think, the President on or not. This was certainly an out-of-the-ordina~y kind of decision. But, you- know, I was used to quickly
evaluating the facts and making a decision as to whether to brief
or not brief."
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Mr. BECKlIF. Continue to the end of the answer, I think, coun-
sel-

Mr. LIMAN. "This one I felt confident that it was consistent with
his policies, and I thought that and still feel that I had the author-
ity to do it."

Now, admiral, was there any other case during your tenure as
National Security Adviser or Deputy where you made a decision to
approve some activity of this magnitude but not report it to the
President because it would create potential embarrassment for
him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I've already answered the question, Mr.
Liman.

Mr. LIMAN. Is the answer no?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The answer is, not of this magnitude.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, a vote is pending now in the

House. It is noon. Is this an appropriate time to recess?
Mr. LIMAN. Certainly.
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will stand in recess

until 2:00.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m. the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint committees will resume their
hearings, and the chair recognizes the counsel, Mr. Liman.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did the President ever ask you to withhold
any information or facts from him in order to give him deniability?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, he did not.
Mr. LIMAN. So that this was your decision some 6 weeks after

you took the job?
Mr. BECKLER. I object to that characterization, some 6 weeks

after he took the job. He worked there for 4Y years before he tookthe job.Mr. Lim". I withdraw the question.

Chairman HAMILTON. These microphones are voice activated and
it helps if you speak right into the microphone. We have had com-
plaints that people are having difficulty hearing in this chamber.

Mr. Liman, you may proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever tell Colonel North that you were not

going to tell the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not. That was a private decision of mine. I

did not tell Colonel North one way or the other whether I would
tell the President. I did give him broad general authority to carry
out the plan in the same conversation in which he raised the issue.

Mr. Lm"N. Did you make any effort to lead him to believe that
you were ,ing to diuss this with the President?

uselconfe ~with witness.]
Por. NDEXTER. did not give him any reason to believe that

because I didn't feel that was necessary. I was clearly his superior
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and Colonel North, I think as you observed, is a very competent
and capable staff officer, and he understood that and had no ques-
tion, I don't think.

Mr. IUMAN. You have heard his testimony that up until mid-No-
vember he operated under the assumption that you had told the
President.

Do you know what you said or did that gave him that assump-
tion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think it was simply-again this is speculation
on my part because I have not had a discussion with Colonel North
on this subject, but just based on experience and my relationship
with Colonel North over a period of several years, he would know
that in general I briefed the President on most all aspects of all the
projects that Colonel North was involved with.

So it would not be surprising to-it would not be surprising to
him if I had discussed it with the President.

Mr. LIMAN. And indeed not telling the President was an aberra-
tion here?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was unusual.
Mr. LIMAN. Could you give us a description of your relationship

with Colonel North?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It was a very good one. My management philos-

ophy, both in the positions I have had in the White House and in
the Navy, I would call it command and leadership-but it has been
the same, and that is that you pick the very best people that you
can, you give them objectives and give them the broad authority
that goes with that.

You require general reports. You keep the responsibility, and
you don't micromanage what they are doing. You have trust and
confidence in your people. And I think of all of the officers over the
years that have worked for me, Colonel North is probably one of
the most capable. And I thought very highly of him and I know
much has been made in these hearings that he was only a lieuten-
ant colonel in the Marine Corps, and I would like to clear up that
particular point.

Military rank on the National Security Council doesn't really
mean anything. We had a mixture of military officers, foreign serv-
ice officers, detailees from the intelligence community and political
appointees from academia, other walks of life, and the particular
military rank that a person had really had little to do with their
responsibilities.

It depended on the ability and the capability of the people in-
volved. If it had not been for the fact that we wanted to provide a
significant amount of cover for Colonel North and his activities, I
would have recommended to the President that he be a Special As-
sistant to the President, which is the third level of rank in the
White House.

As it was, he was Deputy Director of Political-Military Affairs. I
thought very highly of him and I still do.

Mr. L .What do you mean by wanting to provide some cover
for him?

Mr. PomrnmDrmE. We didn't want to call public attention to Colo-
nel North and that was the purpose of many of my PROF notes to
him, which you have seen.

i
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I wanted him to have a low public profle, and that is harder to
do if you are a Special Assistant to the President.

Mr. LIMAN. So his title was deliberately kept down in order to
give him more flexibility to do what he was doing?

Mr. PomDXm. That was my intent.
Mr. LmAN. Did you ever discuss with the DCI, Mr. Casey, the

diversion?
Mr. Powzxrmi. I did not.
Mr. LnMAN. Why not?
Mr. POmDE TE. Because I wanted to keep the issue highly com-

prtmented. As I said and have testified before this morning, to my
owledge, Colonel North and I were the only ones that knew

about it.
Mr. Casey had to come up to the Hill to testify before the Intelli-

gence Committees, and I did not want him to have to be evasive in
answering questions on this particular area of how we were sup-
porting the Contras.

It was obvious, I think, to all Members of Congress that the Con-
tras were being supported, and I wanted to protect how they were
being supported.

Mr. LMAN. Did Colonel North ever tell you that he had dis-
cussed the diversion with Mr. Casey?

Mr. PoNIDxZTRm. Not to my recollection. I was operating under
the assumption that I have stated, that he and I were the only two
in government-of course, I knew that General Secord obviously
knew about it, but in government, to my knowledge, Colonel North
and I were the only ones that knew about it.

Mr. Lnm. You have seen, in the course of your examinations
before today, the so-called diversion memo, exhibit 34.

Would you look at it, please.
Mr. PONDEXTER. I have it.
Mr. LmAN. The colonel has-testified that he wrote this at-the-be-

ginning of April 1986.
Do you recall seeing this memorandum or a final version of it at

or about that time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not, Mr. Liman.
The first time that I recall seeing a memo like this was on Tues-

day morning, the 25th of November 1986.
Mr. LUMAN. At the time you saw it, then, were you surprised to

see a memorandum with a reference to the diversion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me say for the record I am using the diversion as

a shorthand and not for any legal characterization.
Mr. Bzc§iZR. Thank you, Mr. Liman. I appreciate that. I want to

make sure-
Mr. LIm . I would like the record to reflect that it is the first

expression of appreciation that I have drawn in these hearings in 2
months.

Mr. BzCKLE Somebody has to help you out.
Thank you, Mr. Liman.
Mr. Lmr. So you remember that when you saw it in November

finally that you were surprised to see this?
Mr. Pominxr Yes,! was.
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In fact, most of the-I would say in the October-November time-
frame, when it began to look like we were having some trouble
here in keeping the secret nature of what we were doing secret, my
recollection is that I was operating under the assumption there was
very little, if anything, in writing on the plan to transfer the funds
to the Contras.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, Ms. Hall testified publicly, as I am sure you are
aware, that she recalled that she sent a draft of this memorandum
to you and got it back with some corrections.

Does that refresh your recollection that you received this memo-
randum?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, it doesn't. I heard her testify to that. I don't
recall seeing this until November of 1986.

Mr. LIMAN. If you would look at exhibit 39--
Mr. BECKLER. Counselor, even I have to put my glasses on for

this one.
Mr. LIMAN. I'm going to read it. There is a blowup, but I can

read the language on this one.
It is a PROF note from Colonel North to Mr. McFarlane. In it he

says, and I am quoting, "Per request of J.M.P."-you-"have pre-
pared a papr for our boss which lays out arrangements"

Colonel North testified that that referred to this memorandum
and that it was at your request that he prepared this paper, and
that "the boss" referred to the President. Does that refresh your
recollection, sir, as to questioning this memorandum from Colonel
North?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I have obviously given this a lot of

thought since you and I discussed this issue in earlier closed ses-
sion. And what I would like to do now is to give you-and this is
speculation on my part because I really don t have a memory of
a= lth befiiJLV7bUt Sut ting tgell& the piees, hat.- I
would speculate happened was that we were getting ready to send
Mr. McFarlane off to Tehran. The Iranians had agreed for a meet-
ing in Tehran, and I probably asked Colonel North to prepare a
paper that I could use to discuss this with the President and get his
approval, final approval, although we had discussed it informally
up to that point, but to get his final approval on the trip and to get
his approval on the terms of reference.

Now, one of the things that has always surprised me about this
particular exhibit, on the morning of the 25th of November, when I
first saw something similar to this, my recollection was that the
terms of reference was not attached, and there was nothing in
terms of a date on the document that would put it in the proper-
put it in a timeframe.

I also don't recall in the approve/disapprove area of the memo
that there be any reference to the President. That memo that I saw
on the 25th of November, I would have put in my "out" basket in
my office and my secretary would have taken it andi put it in a file
that I established the previous Friday on the various Iranian
papers that I had on my desk. But what I speculate happened was
that Colonel North probably prepared this memo at that time in
response to my request. It probably came over to me.
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I realized that I didn't want to discuss the transfer of funds issuewith the President for the reasons I gave this morning, and I prob-
ably destroyed that memo at the time or at least disposed of it
some way, pulled the terms of reference off and discussed the
terms of reference with the President, the Secretary of State and
other people on the NSC staff that were involved in drafting the
terms of reference, because Colonel North was not the only one
that was working on the strategic aspect of the Iranian initiative.

Mr. LIMAr. Admiral, I think I have told you this before, but I
will represent it to you now, that the memorandum which we have
just shown you was given to us as a copy of the memorandum in
this form that the FBI found in that folder of papers that you had
given to your secretary, which included materials that you were
collecting in the end of November.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand that, Mr. Liman, and I can't ex-
lain it, but I'm just giving you my recollection as to the thoughts I
ad when I first saw the memo, to my recollection, on the 25th.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, did you have--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me, if I may, I must say that I didn't

spend very long on the morning of the 25th studying the memo. I
had other things to think about at the time. That was after I had
met with the Attorney General.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever give any instructions to Colonel North
with respect to whether he should write memos that referred to
the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall specifically doing that. I do recall
telling him when I took the decision the first time that I didn't
want anybody else to know about it.

I don't recall telling him not to put it on paper, but Colonel
North I think understood, or I thought he understood from earlier
discussions with him, to limit the amount of paper that he pre-
pared on his various operational activities.

Mr. LIMAN. Col rnel North has testified that he actually wrote in
addition to this memorandum some four others, five in total, that
describe the various permutations in the transactions with the- Ira-
nians and that referred to the diversion, that these all had these
references to recommending that you brief the President, and that
he sent them to you. You are aware of that testimony?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am aware of the testimony. He wrote several
memoranda on the general subject of next steps in the Iranian
project which I do recall seeing, and there are-I think you have
many exhibits of those documents.

I do not recall any memo-in fact, I did not recall this one until
November of this past year-that addresses the question of diver-
sion.

Mr. BECKL t. Mr. Chairman, at this time I would request if the
committee has more than just one copy, to give it to us, because I
understand that there is obviously a discrepancy here between the
one copy and the five copies. We would like to see if there are
more.

We have always operated under the assumption that there was
only one, at least from our earlier testimony May 2nd, and if there
are others shown to us, the admiral will try to recollect and see
what he can do with it.
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Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I regret that Colonel North testified
that he shredded the others, and since we don't have any way of
making whole papers out of confetti, and indeed don't have that
confetti, we can't show them to you.

Mr. B'CKLER. I wanted to make sure,-because we have had some
occasions in private depositions where there have been numerable
copies of memos, it seems like there are all kinds of different copies
of various documents made within 1 or 2 hours of each other, and
it wasn't clear whether they were made in the same month or at
the same time, and I wanted to make sure that there wasn't some-
thing out there that we didn't know about.

Mr. LIMAN. We have given you copies of all the versions of this
memorandum that we have. The others were shredded, and, as you
know, Colonel North testified that had he caught this one, he
would have shredded this one, too.

Mr. BECKLER. When you say "all versions," there is just one ver-
sion, one memo, is that correct?

Mr. LIMAN. One memo with a typographical change on a date on
the first page.

Mr. BECKLER. So if there is one memo, then there are at least
two versions.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Beckler, you know that of this memorandum,
there is one that has the date on it of September 14 typed in. There
are then two copies which have the "14" stricken out and made
into a "13," and then there is a final one which was taken off of
the disk on Fawn Hall's typewriter when she corrected the "14" to
"13." That is all one memorandum with that typographical change.
The other memos were shredded by Colonel North, according to his
testimony.

Mr. BECKLER. Well, thank you, Mr. Liman. I just wanted to make
it clear that there is more than one version. We do agree with
Colonel North to the extent that there is more than one version of
this one memo. We do not know of five different versions.

Mr. LIMAN. Five different memos.
Dofyou, admiral, dispute Colonel North's testimony that he sent

you five different memos, referring to the diversion and recom-
mending that you brief the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would not characterize it that way.
I would say, as I have testified, that I do not remember any other

memos.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, if you got one memo after another recommend-

ing that you brief the President, Would it not have been your prac-
tice to say to Colonel North, stop sending me memos referring to
the diversion and referring to the President?

Mr. BSCKLER. Objection, Mr. Chairman. That is pure speculation.
The admiral has testified he received only one memo. Now Mr.
Liman has asked him what would he have done if he had received
five. He only received one, only saw one.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, he has already given us speculation,
when he wishes to. I think this is an appropriate question as to
what his practice would have been.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, your objection has been noted, but
I think it is an appropriate question for counsel, and your objection
is overruled.
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Mr. BECKLm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I obviously have looked at this

memo quite a bit since it was provided to us by the committee.
staff, and I think it's important to note the structure and note very
carefully, the reconjmendation on the last page-it's the last page
of the memo, not the tab-but it says that the President approved
the structure depicted above under current situation and the terms
of reference.

Now, the paragraph-about diversion is in a paragraph after the
one labeled "current situation," which lays out the plan for the
next steps. The paragraph on diversion is in the discussion para-
graph.

And so even in this memo, if I got it at the time, which I don't
recall, I very likely would have read it, talked to the President
about the current situation, knew that I didn't want to talk to him
about the transfer of funds because I had made a deliberate deci-
sion earlier not to do that, and of course Colonel North didn't know
that, and I purposely wanted to keep that a little obscure because I
firmly believe in very tight compartmentation of these issues.

Colonel North did not need to know that. I was his superior, I
had the authority to tell him to do it. I told him to do it. He had no
reason to question that.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, you say you acted in order to provide the
President with deniability. How does it provide the President with
deniability if the lieutenant colonel sent five separate memos refer-
ring to diversion and each saying brief the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, as I've testified already, I do not
recall any other memos. I frankly don't. To my knowledge, there
weren't any other memos that addressed diversion.

There were memos that addressed other subjects, and I guess I
don't know what more you want me to say.
. Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you tell us at one of your earlier sessions
that you had actually instructed Colonel North not to put anything
in writing on this subject?

Mr. BECKLER. Can we have a reference to that?
Mr. LIMAN. To refresh your recollection, why don't you look at

pages 182 and 183, the bottom of the page.
Mr. BECKLR. The bottom of?
Mr. LIMAN. 182.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have an inquiry, a parliamentary inquiry here.
We don't have a copy of those depositions, and the only one I see

is the one in one row in front of me, and it's stamped "top secret,"
at least that page is, and I'm wondering whether those depositions
have been declassified or.whether they are still classified.

Chairman HAMILTON. The classifications-the depositions have
been-will be sent to the White House for declassification. They
have not been. I don't think the topic that is now being pursued
raises the question of material that would jeopardize the national
interest in any way.

I appreciate the concern that the gentleman has expressed, and
the chair is sensitive to that, and we will send these depositions
down very promptly.
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And I would caution counsel to be very careful in not using any
material in the deposition that might violate any national security
classifications.

Mr. Lim". I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. I felt I had an obli-
gation, if there was something to refresh the witness' recollection,
to let him see it so there is not testimony given here that may be
inadvertently inconsistent with testimony that he gave before.

And I think that Mr. Beckler understands that I have committed
to him to make that effort.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, Mr. Liman--
Mr'. Liu. Th question was: Does it refresh your recollection,

sir, you so instructed
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I see what I've said here, and I don't think

it's inconsistent with what I've said here in this particular session.
I was often cautioning Colonel North about putting things in

writing about his operational activities, especially with regard to
the support for the Contras. I didn't want him talking to Director
Casey about it-as I have told you why- or anybody else, for that
matter.

And I very likely could have told him not to put anything in
writing on the transfer of funds. I cannot recall specific conversa-
tions to firmly state that I told him that X number of times, but-
and maybe I wasn't communicating with him. But I did not want
anything in writing on it.

And, as I have told you, my assumption in October and Novem-
ber was that there wasn't anything in writing on the transfer.

Now, I felt there were things in writing on other aspects of his
Contra support activity, but I could not recall this memo and didn't
think there was anything else.

Mr. LIMAN. Can you recall a single occasion when you said to
Colonel North, you have sent me a memo that says brief the Presi-
dent and it refers to Contra diversion money, stop writing things
like that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I've testified, I don't recall getting any
memos.

Now, it appears that I may have gotten this memo at the time
that it was written, and I have given you my speculation as to
what may have happened in trying to reconstruct many months
ago activities that I was involved with.

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, may I interrupt you? Excuse me
for interrupting you.

I'm informed that a vote is now taking place in the Senate and
so Senators will be leaving.

You may proceed, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Have you completed your answer? I'm sorry, you

were consulting--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I did.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you testified that when Colonel North first told

you about this and sought your approval, in your own mind you
viewed that you could characterize this as a private donation or as
a contribution from a third country. Remember: that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that was my thinking at the time.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if it were viewed as a contribution from a pri-

vate donor, who would that donor have been?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. It would have been General Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you not regard General Secord as acting as the

agent for the CIA in this transaction?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I didn't. When the January 17 Finding was

drafted, we specifically provided the latitude to Director Casey, and
he was the one to whom the Finding was directed. We provided the
latitude to him that he could use private third parties.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that in your memoranda you referred
to the CIA-memorandum to the President on that referred to the
fact that the CIA could, acting through agents, do this?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was a loose construction of-for lack of a
better word-a description of a private third party.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, if you viewed this as a contribution
from a third country, it would have been from Iran.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. However you viewed it, is it a fact that you under-

stood that the proceeds that were being used were generated by the
sale of arms that came from the Department of Defense and then
were transferred to the CIA?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I understood that.
Mr. LIMAN. And that they were arms that were being trans-

ferred pursuant to a Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And that this indeed was an initiative that was being

conducted pursuant to a Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you understood that that Finding set forth the

purposes of the covert activity, correct?
Mr. POIN DEXTER. Yes. I was careful to make sure that we had all

those in that Finding.
Mr. LIMAN. And the reason that you were careful is that covert

activity in this country is conducted pursuant to Presidential au-
thorizations. Is that fair to say?

Mr. POINDEXTER. This gets rather complex, Mr. Liman, because
the term "covert activity" is loose terminology. I am not a lawyer,
but I have, because of the position I had-

Mr. LIMAN. We have enough lawyers, so-
Mr. POINDEXTER. Because of the position I had as National Secu-

rity Adviser and because of the importance of what we loosely
called covert activity, I did spend some time studying the National
Security Act and the Hughes-Ryan amendment to that act, and my
recollection is that nowhere in those statutes, or any place else, is
the term "covert activity" used or defined. The Hughes-Ryan Act
or amendment to the National Security Act of 1947, which came
about as a result of the Church-Pike Committee's activity in the
1970s, addresses activities that are conducted by the intelligence
community that are not intelligence collection or analysis, are de-
fined as special activities, and the requirement is that the Presi-
dent must authorize special activities defined in the way that I
have defined them and that he has to make a determination prior
to approving the special activities that they are in the national in-
terest of the United States.
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Now, the mechanism that this administration chose to use to
document those determinations is a Finding, a piece of paper that
the President signs.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, is it a fact, sir, that the Finding on Iran did
not authorize the use of any of the proceeds for support of the Con-
tras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also a fact that whatever Findings existed

with respect to support for the Nicaraguan Resistance did not au-
thorize the use of the proceeds of the sale of Iranian arms to assist
the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. But you are-well, that is cor-
rect.

Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North said that when the idea of the
diversion was first suggested to him, he was becoming disillusioned
with the Iranian initiative, and that the notion of a use of the pro-
ceeds for the Contras was one of the inducements that he saw in
the continuing the venture. Did he ever tell you that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly don't recall that being a big part of
the issue. The President, from the earliest discussions to which I-
in which I took part, which would have been, by my recollection,
the 7th of December, 1985-the President never viewed this as
arms for hostage. Now--

Mr. LIMAN. But he never viewed it as arms for support tbr the
Contras either. That is the point that I am trying to get at.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The point is that regardless of what Colonel
North felt about the project and his, as he has described it, distaste
for arms for hostage, the President never viewed it that way. He
felt that, our intelligence indicated that the hostages were being
held by various factions of the Hizballah in Lebanon. We knew the
Iranians had some influence over them. We never felt that they
had total control over them, and the President never viewed it as
the arms that we were considering selling to Iran as going to the
captors that held the hostages. So in the President's mind, he did
not view it ever as arms for hostages.

And so whether Colonel North was-his feelings about that issue
would not have been particularly persuasive, in my view, at the
time.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you see as one of the benefits of the Iranian
arms sale that money would be generated for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, that did not play a single part in my mind
or the President's mind in deciding to go ahead with the Iranian
project.

Mr. LIMAN. Was there any Finding that you were aware of that
authorized you to divert the proceeds of this arms sale to suplort
the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I--
Mr. BECKM. Mr. Chairman, I am going to keep track here. I

think that is about the third or fourth time we have asked, asked
and answered that question. I guess we can go up to about ten,
maybe 15 times, but Iunderstood the reason why we had those pri-
vate depositions was so that we could move right along here in the
public hearing, and I am going to ask that that request be honored.Thank you.
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Mr. Lnmu. I would think that could be answered yes or no.
Mr. Bacmmu. And it has been answered yes or no.
Mr. LnMAN. Was there any such Finding?
Mr. PoI DxxTs. There was no such Finding. In my view, none

was requid.
Mr. LmN. You testified that you have had many many conver-

sations with the President of the United States.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LImAN. And you knew him to be a person of good humor?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LImAN. Was there ever a moment when you were tempted to

tell him about the fact that the Ayatollah, instead of supporting
the Sandinistas, was giving money for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. Liman, there was. There was one point
that I was very sorely tempted to tell him, but I didn't. And, as I
recall, we were aboard Air Force One on the way back from the
Economic Summit in Tokyo, and in fact I think you have an exhibit
that was prepared about that time that is pertinent here. And the
President had just finished reading a book by a man named Netan-
yahu, who is presently the Israeli Ambassador to the United Na-
tions. Ambassador Netanyahu's brother was the Israeli who led the
raid on Entebbe and was killed in that raid, and the Netanyahu
family has set up an institute, the Jonathan Institute, to study
ways of combatting terrorism, and Ambassador Netanyahu has
written a book on combatting terrorism, and the President had
been reading that book during the trip over to the Economic
Summit, and he finished it on the way back, and he had a discus-
sion with me on the airplane-this would have been in May, the
middle of May 1986-and we had received via facsimile from the
White House Office a paper that laid out the status of our legisla-
tive plans for getting the 100 million, and one of the options in the
paper was that if we were unable to get the 100 million, to pull out,
drop our support of the Contras.

And I had discussed that with the President, and he had been
very adamant at the time. He says, "Look, I don't want to pull out
our support for the Contras for any reason. This would be an unac-
ceptable option, isn't there something that I could do unilaterally?"

And by that, I took it to mean he could do on his own that didn't
require congressional approval. And I was sorely tempted at that
point to tell him what we had working, but I thought better of it
and did not.

Mr. LIMAN. And that was because you realized this would be so
controversial?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LnN. So that, again, it is, the more controversial the issue,

the less the President was to be told?
Mr. BsCKLER. I am going to object.
Mr. LmA. I will proceed with the next question.
Mr. B=KLm I would like to have that stricken. That is another

bit of Arthur Liman bringing his conclusions to bear. His job is to
give questions that elicit facts. We have never-my client has
never testified that he does not bring things that are controversial
forward to the President.
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He has never said that. He has said over and over that the diver-
sion or transfer was a detail implementing a policy. He did not-
and he has also said, yes, it was political ly controversial, but to
imply that nothing controversial is brought to the President of the
United States by Admiral Poindexter is just an unfair distortion of
the record that Mr. Liman well knows was developed over 4 days
and here today. -

I would like to have at least one objection possibly sustained
sometime. Brendan Sullivan didn't get one. I would like to get at
least one.

Thanks.
Chairman HAMILTON. I hesitate to tell you to keep trying, coun-

sel, because it will make my life a little more difficult up here, but
in this case I think there is no question pending.

Counsel will proceed.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman, I am loathe to jump in here, but I

can't hesitate. My concern is that Attorney Liman is here to ask
legitimate, probing, difficult questions, and we understand that,
and he is capable of doing it. But my concern is that he is asking
questions that he knows are improper.

When an objection is made, he simply withdraws the question. I
don't think that is fair.

Chairman HAMILTON. It is the impression of the chair that Coun-
sel Liman has done very well in asking questions demanding a fac-
tual response. I think it is impossible for any member, and it is im-
possible for any counsel, to so phrase questions that they do not
show some bias from time to time or some personal opinion, and
the chair does not view that as a very great transgression.

So let's proceed, counsel.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, as ! understand your testimony, you genuinely

believed that in approving the diversion, that it was consistent
with the policies of the Prrmident in terms of third country support.
You have already testified to that, and I would like to ask you
some questions about that.

Is it a fact that the administration had gone to Congress in 1985
and gotten permission from Congress to solicit third-country sup-
port?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. We worked with Members of Congress to
get that provision.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that that provision for obtaining
third-country support was limited to humanitarian aid?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Since leaving the White House and going back
over this material, that is correct. I can't say that during the dis-
cussions that I can recall in the White House there was great dis-
tinction made between humanitarian aid or any other kind of aid
at that particular time. There was with respect to the 27 million. I
simply don't recall great distinctions being made.

Mr. LImAN. Are you saying that when Congress worked out the.
legislation with the administration that authorized solicitation for
humanitarian aid, the administration interpreted that as meaning
it could solicit the lethal aid?

Mr. POIDEXTER. No. I am not saying that at all. I am just giving
you my recollection at the time.
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Mr. LImAN. And you also understood that that bill provided that
it was only the State Department that could do the solicitation. Do
you recall that, sir?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I recall that.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, was the money that you were getting from the

Ayatollah, or Secord, however you viewed it, was that money to be
limited to being disbursed for humanitarian aid?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In no way. You see, the distinction here is
that-and this is contrary to what you have heard before from
other witnesses, but I never believed, and I don't believe today,
that the Boland Amendment ever applied to the National Security
Council staff or the President's personal staff. But the problem was
that the Boland Amendment did apply to the State Department, it
did apply to CIA, and it did apply to the Defense Department.

We had been running this operation on our own for a long period
of time because there was no other alternative in order to keep the
Contras alive. And we wanted help, we wanted also a more public
recognition of the fact that the United States was supporting the
Contras in some way.

I, frankly, I personally still wanted that to be done, the public
support to be done in such a way that we could slowly turn back to
a covert program run by the CIA, but it was important to me and
to others that we get the State Department back into the game.

Mr. LIMAN. I understand you.
Didyou ever discuss with the President of the United States that

the 1-1SC was raising money for lethal aid?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, are you-if I may ask, to clarify the

question, are you saying that raising money is soliciting money?
Mr. LIMAN. I don t want to get into a semantic debate about so-

licitation when every day in the newspapers and financial sections
they have announcements of offerings and they say this is not a
solicitation, so please do not get me into that semantic debate.

Let's talk about raising money, obtaining money for lethal aid,
that the NSC was obtaining money for lethal aid.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The President was aware that we were encour-
aging-I guess would be a fair way to describe it-third countries
to contribute to the cause of the Contras in Central America in
their fight against the Communist Sandinistas, and, of course, we
were doing that primarily by pointing out to them the dangers that
we saw, and, as Colonel North has testified, it wasn't very difficult.

They clearly understand the problem. The Central American
countries understood-the neighboring countries, the other coun-
tries that are on your list that I have heard you talk about up
here--

Mr. LIMAN. Two and three.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I know which one two is-but those

countries were readily willing to help and this might be a good
point, if I may, to point out-there has been a lot of talk abut
quid pro quos when you talk to third countries about supporting a
cause that is important to the United States and what do they get
in return.

I would like to tell- you a-or describe a meeting I had with a
senior representative of one of those foreign governments, not spe-
cifically related to this issue of the Contras, but related generally
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to the support that they wanted to provide to the President and to
the United States.

This is a country that doesn't need any money from us, that is
very strong in its own right, but as related to me, the leader of that
country had told his representative that he felt that it was very im-

rtant for the security of the free world, not just the United
states, that the President of the United States and the United

States be seen as strong.
That was to their benefit in this competition we have between

the East and the West, between the United States and.the Soviet
Union.

It is important to their long-term security as they see it that the
President be strong and if that meant supporting the policies that
he thought were important, they were readily willing to do that.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, the reason that you were using the funds
from the Iranian arms sale was that there were not enough other
countries that saw things the way you have just described; is that
fair?

counsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think that is fair, Mr. Liman.

The point is that most of the countries around the world are in
economic difficulty. They don't have the luxury of being able to
provide that kind of financial support.

There is a lot of moral support out there, there is a lot of support
in terms of service in kind, but there aren't many countries that
have an economy that allows them to be so generous.

Mr. LIMAN. Let me rephrase it-you did not have enough money,
dollars, from third countries, to support the Contias; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct at that time. There were other
reasons that we didn't want to go back right at that time.

Mr. LIMAN. And this money that was coming out of the Iranian
arms sale was therefore important in order to keep the Contras
going, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I thought that it was very important.
Mr. LIMAN. And you thought that within the general charge that

the President gave to you with respect to the Contras, you could do
what you did on the Iranian arms money without going back to
him; correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. What was the general charge that the President of

the United States gave to you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He wanted to be sure that the Contras were

supported. I don't recall the description "body and soul," but that in
essence in my view was what he wanted. He wanted to encourage
private contributions, to get what support we could from third
countries, and you know, the details-I think the President under-
stood, from discussions I had with him, the limitations that were
placed on the State Department, the Defense Department, and the
CIA..

He knew that Colonel North was the chief staff officer on Cen-
tral America because of Colonel North's attendance at various
meetings in which these issues, the general issues of Central Amer-
ica were discussed.
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But I did not get into the level of detail with him as to exactly
how Colonel North was carrying out his charter to keep the Con-
tras alive.

I generally knew those details, but frankly, I didn't think those
details were important to the President. The only thing that was
imPorrtant to him was that they were staying alive.

Mr. LiAN. The Iranian initiative was important to the Presi-
dent?

Mr. POmIDEXTm. Yes, it was.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that there came a time when you were

told by the Director of Central Intelligence that the Iranians were
complaining about being overcharged and that some of the finan-
ciers of the transaction were threatening to go public?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That would have been in October, as I
recall, of 1986.

Mr. LIM. And the Director of Central Intelligence, Mr. Casey,
showed you a memo then which revealed that Mr. Ghorbanifar or
his financiers were saying that their money went down to Central
America-remember 

that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The memo contained in one or two sentences as
I recall that speculation.

As it happens, I did not discuss that particular aspect of the
memo with Director Casey at that time. I read it and I recognized
that he had seen it.

It was pure speculation and I didn't really comment on that par-
ticular speculation one way or the other.

Mr. LIMAN. You consciously avoided discussing that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LiMAN. And he did not discuss it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. But you realized when you read that that the finan-

ciers or Mr. Ghorbanifar were threatening to blow this whole initi-
ative?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it was bothersome. I can't say that at that
point I was overly concerned about it, because I was generally
aware that all arms transactions like this get very complex, and
there could be all sorts of allegations with very little proof.

Mr. LImAN. In this case it turned out to be true that money was
being sent to Central America, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. It is not clear in my mind that the exact
connection that Furmark or his colleagues had made was accurate.
I still don't know that.

Mr. LIMAN. You said this was bothersome. Was this bothersome
enough for you to bring to the attention of the President of the
United States then in October of 1986, that the Iranian venture
might be blown by Ghorbanifar charging that the money was being
used for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was not that concerned about it based on the
particular report that Director Casey had. I might put this in con-
text, that we were very busy during the month of October 1986
with the preparations for the Reykjavik summit going up to Rey-
kjavik and the closing days of the campaign.

Mr. LIMAN. You would agree with me that no matter how slowly
anyone would speak on this subject that it wouldn't take more
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than a few minutes to tell the President of the United States that
some money had been used for the Contras and that there was a
threat to expose it?

Mr. POINDEXTRR. What I am saying is that I had a lot of things
on my mind and my recollection of that timeframe is that I frankly
did not put a great deal of emphasis on the memo that Director
Casey had shown me.

I was thinking about his recommendation, which we were still
thinking about after the election, and that was developing a
damage control plan if indeed it did leak out, but we were overtak-
en by events and one of the regrets that I have from the Iranian
project is that we did not develop an adequate damage control
plan.

Mr. LIMAN. Was one of the reasons that you chose not to brief
the President about it at that time because you were still trying to
protect him by keeping this knowledge from him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly, Mr. Liman, don't recall, you know,
thinking about it in those terms.

Mr. LIMAN. And was one of the reasons that you didn't discuss it
with Mr. Casey at that time was that it was just the type of topic
that was best not discussed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, there were two reasons-well, maybe
there were at least three reasons why I didn't discuss it with him.

One, there was somebody else in the room. It was not a one-on-
one meeting.

Number two, I was very pressed for time. I was late for another
meeting and just didn't want to get into it.

And three, I wanted to think about and evaluate how much Di-
rector Casey might or might not know about this without raising it
blindly.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Mr. Casey recommend that you speak to Mr.
Wallison about it?

Mr. POINDIXTER. I don't recall that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever recall him recommending that you

speak to Mr. Wallison about it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think so. I am not even sure Mr. Casey

knew who Mr. Wallison was.
Mr. Lim". He was counsel to the President.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I know that, but I don't known whether Direc-

tor Casey knew that.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you remember Mr. Casey or Mr. Gates suggesting

that you speak to the President's counsel about it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't remember Mr. Wallison's name coming

up in that discussion.
Mr. LIMAN. Colonel North testified that in addition to the use of

the proceeds of the Iranian arms sale for the Contras, it was to be
used for a series of other covert projects.

Do you remember that testimony of his?
Mr. POINDEXTm. I heard that testimony.
Mr. LIMAN. Was that the first time you ever heard about that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is the first time that I have heard it dis-

cussed in that depth. I must say there was, as far as I was con-
cerned, no such plan.
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I don't at all doubt that Colonel North and Director Casey may
have discussed that. Frankly, it is an idea that has some attractive
features, in my mind, but there was no plan that was brought to
me or that I took to the President to proceed in that kind of direc-
tion. That would have required substantial discussion.

Mr. LiMAN. So that the-that Colonel North's testimony that he
briefed you on the use of the proceeds for other covert operations is
just mistaken?

Mr. POIns.XTER. Well, I recall in the meeting-I think I recall,
and again, you know, trying to remember these things but listening
to all the testimony, I do believe that in the two January meetings
with Nir there was discussion about financing the 508 TOWs, be-
cause, as I have testified, I think that may have been the first time
that I realized that they really expected us to pay for them.

Mr. LimAN. He was talking about something other than that?
Mr. PoINDEXmR. No, I understand, but let me finish.
There also was a very brief, general discussion about some other

cooperative activities, which I could discuss in closed session. I'm
not at all sure what you discussed up here in the closed session
last-

Mr. LimA. I don't want you to mention it here. But did Colonel
North ever tell you that any covert operations other than the
Contra operation and the ship were to be paid for out of the Irani-
an arms sales?

[ounsel conferring with witness.]
r. POIN*DmER.Mr. Liman, as I have testified, there wasn't any

plan and I don't recall-
Mr. Lim. That was not the question.
Mr. BzCKIR. I object to you saying that is not the question.

There was an implication in the question.
I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman gets the objection-excuse me. There

are some implications out there, Mr. Liman, and I think the admi-
ral ought to be able to answer them without you interspersing
"that is not the question." We get a little leeway on this end, too,
right?

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, proceed with your response.
Mr. PoINDEXTRm. I do not recall knowing of any other specific

plan that the funds from what General Secord has described as the
Enterprise were to be used.

There were, as I said, discussions about the possibility, and these
were very preliminary discussions that frankly didn't get any place
because we were just too pressed on other issues. But there were
some discussions about the feasibility of doing some other things,
and I don't know all the details of Colonel North's discussions with
Director Casey and I haven't talked to Colonel North about this
issue since it has come up, so I'm not quite sure, without knowing
what he said, if I'm even recalling the same thing.

Mr. Lim"w. Admiral, did he ever talk to you about off-the-shelf
operations, full-service covert organizations, self-sustaining covert
operations?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Not in those terms.
Mr. LIMAN. And you said that the idea might be one that you

would fimd attractive. I think that we ought to get an explanation
of why you would find it attractive to have covert operations
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funded out of the residuals of the Iranian arms sale rather than
through the normal appropriations processes of the CIA.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, because I can't recall a thorough discus-
sion with Colonel North about this concept that he and Director
Casey were obviously musing about, based on his testimony. I'm
not quite sure the-what the ramifications of what he was suggest-
ing up here in his testimony.

But my point, the reason I said that something like that might
be attractive, it gets into a broader issue that I'm obviously willing
to discuss at this point, my views on covert activities and how they
ought to be conducted. But there are some significant problems
with our present arrangement with the CIA in conducting covert
activities. There are some reasons for that I could get into. I'm not
sure you want to do it now.

Mr. LIMAN. I think that there is probably nothing more impor-
tant for me to do for the committee than to ask you to direct those
remarks to the use of a nonappropriated funds generated by an ini-
tiative that is conducted pursuant to a Finding that deals with one
subject, and why you would have found it attractive to use those
funds, not appropriated by Congress, not the subject of the Finding
signed by the President-if that is what you are saying, -why you
would have found it attractive to use those for some other covert
organizations.

If I misunderstood you, please correct that.
Mr. POINDEXTER. You misunderstood me, and I obviously didn't

articulate very well what I meant.
I am not suggesting that I find attractive establishing such an

organization without the President's approval or without a Finding
or even without talking to Congress about it in some fashion. What
I am saying is that the present mechanism where you have two
large Intelligence Committees of the Congress with very large
staffs and you've got two Appropriations Committees that also
want to know about covert activities when appropriated funds are
involved, you have a very difficult situation.

At the CIA there is frankly, in my view, there is concern about
conducting operational activities with some of the employees there.
There is to some extent some friction between the operations side
of the Agency and the intelligence side of the Agency, because
covert actions tend to be controversial, even when they are briefed
to Congress, which, in my view, is what causes the leaks.

There is concern when covert actions fail. The risk of failure is
high in many of these operations and the result of failure, as dem-
onstrated by these hearings, is too high a price to pay for many of
the fine bureaucrats, and I don't mean that in a pejorative sense,
but that is a very high price to pay for career government servants,
so they often are not anxious to support or recommend or conduct
covert activities in a truly covert way.

And-Tm-saying that aprivateorganition prerlyap poved,
using nonappropriated funds in an approved sort of way, may be a
solution to the problem. That is all I meant.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever discuss that concept with the Presi-
dent?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
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Mr. LIMAN. Did the President ever say anything that encouraged
you to believe that he would- favor that type of operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Only in the very broadest sense, in that he
often talked about how he thought that the Lafayette Escadrille,
the Lincoln Brigade were good examples of private support for
causes that people of the United States believed in. That is a
very--

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever say anything to Colonel North that you
can recall that would have led him to believe that you would ap-
prove the creation of a private organization to do covert operations
for the United States with unappropriated funds?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall, in the early days of the administra-
tion, maybe as early as the second or third year, there were some
informal discussions internally on the NSC staff about some of the
problems that we saw in conducting covert activity, and I don't
recall at the time that there was any thought of nonappropriated
funds, but there was thought that maybe-in fact, I dan recall a
conversation, maybe not with Chairman Hamilton, but I think
maybe% Chairman Durenberger on the question of maybe we ought
to move covert activity entirely out of the CIA. So I can recall
those kinds of discussions, but nothing as specific as Colonel
North--

Mr. LIMAN. Out of the CIA and out of the government itself?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, it would not be out of the government,

but it would have that appearance.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, do you recall, sir, the matter of what came to

be called in some of these exhibits Ollie's ship?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm sorry, sir. I wasn't listening to the first part

of your question.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever refer to or did others at the NSC refer

to the Erria as Ollie's ship?
Let me try it differently. Did you know that out of the funds of

the Iranian venture a ship had been purchased?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think you have an exhibit on this subject. It is

a PROF note from me to Colonel North, in which I expressed some
surprise that he is talking about this ship with other people.

Mr. LIMAN. Let me read the PROF note and maybe we will know
what we are talking about.

Mr. BECKLER. What is the exhibit, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. It is exhibit 46.
Admiral, this is a PROF note from you to the Colonel. Its subject

is "Be cautious." It reads: "In a memo from Ken to me today"-
who was Ken?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is Mr. DeGraffenreid, Special Assistant to
the President for Intelligence Affairs.

Mr. LIMAN.
... he talks about your offering a Danish ship under your control to CIA for

broadcasting into an unfriendly country. I'm afraidyou are letting your operational
role become too public. From now on, I don't want you to talk to anyone else, in-
cluding Casey, except me about any of Your operational roles. In fact, you need to
quietly generate a cover story t at have insisted that you stop. Be cautious.

Now, first, that is a memo you sent, correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is.

75-935 0 - 88 - 3
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Mr. LauN. Second, did you know that the ship had been paid for
out of what has been called the Enterprise or funds from the Iranian
arms sales?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Let me tell you my assumption when I heard
about the ship. I assumed it was a ship that General Secord had
obtained in connection with the arms shipments that be was over-
seeing to the Contras. I did not, to the best of my recollection,
recall or know at the time that this was a ship that was procured
specifically for this purpose.

I think it is important to point out here, and I don't think it has
come out clear in the hearings, there was a separate Presidential
Finding which I can't swear to, but I'm confident was briefed to the
appropriate congressional committees. The question was in carry-
ing out, as Colonel North had stated, the Defense Department was
unable to come up with a platform for various reasons that we
could et into in closed session, and so I thought this was a situa-
tion where Colonel North was, say, offering to divert-divert a ship
that was involved in the logistics support of the Contras to this
other objective.

Mr. LiMAN. When you said "under your control," you understood
this was a ship that even if it was paid for by Secord, was under
North's control?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not mean it that way.
Mr. LIMAN. Just a poor choice of words?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Just a poor choice of words. In other words, as I

have testified in closed session already, I viewed Colonel North as
the switching point in the process of supporting the Contras.

Now, Colonel North is very capable, I can assure you, but he ob-
viously couldn't do everyhing by himself, and I knew that General
Second had a larger logistics operation. And so when I say "your,"o
it is a combination of Colonel North, General Secord. I really-I
guess I did not believe that Colonel North was actually providing
sailing schedules for ships.

Mr. L AN. Let me just then see if we can sum this up.
As I understand your testimony, you did not think of this ship as

having been paid for by the Iranian arms sales money?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I didn't say that, Mr. Liman. I think I prob-

ably thought that. I didn't think that it was procured for a purpose
other than support of the Contras.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever discuss with the President of the
United States that Colonel North had under his control a ship that
had been paid for out of the proceeds of the Iranian arms sale?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. When you said here that Colonel North shouldn't

even discuss his operational role with Director Casey, that wasn't
because you thought that Casey was loose-tongued, was it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, same reason that I gave before.
Mr. LIMA. Because you might have to go before Congress?
Mr. POINDEXT R. That is correct.
Mr. LMAN. And so that the only two people who should know

about this ship and the government would be you and Colonel
North?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the thing that I wanted to protect was de-
tailed knowledge about Colonel North's role in supporting the Con-
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tras. You see, I think it's important here to understand, I mean
there were at least two reasons why I was concerned about that,
and none of them are connected with the Boland Amendment ap-
plying or not applying. One is that I didn't want to get more re-
strictive legislation. I felt that with the present legislation that we
were not covered, that if it had been intended to cover the NSC, it
would have said that, or if we were going to cut off all support to
the Contras, it would have said it. It didn't say that.

Now, it was very likely if it became obvious what we were doing
that Members of Congress would have maybe tightened it up. I
didn't want that to happen.

Also, I wanted to return to a more covert activity. Originally the
Nicaraguan program started off as a covert activity, we had a lot of
leaks for a lot of different reasons. It came out in the open. It gave
us immense problems in the area because many of the surrounding
countries down there aren't strong enough, and they didn't like the
idea of public exposure, and it created all sorts of difficulties. Man-
aging the $27 million humanitarian aid was very difficult because
it was so open.

And, again, my philosophy was the way you keep a secret is you
don't tell anybody. These things, though, again I would like to em-
phasize, are consistent with the policy. We weren't making new
policy.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever discuss with the President that you
wanted to keep North's role secret and what he was doing to sup-
port the Contras in order to avoid more restrictive legislation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think I ever said that.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it-apart from more restrictive legislation in this

period, 1986 and earlier in 1985-you were going to Congress-by
you I mean the administration and the NSC-asking Congress to
loosen up Boland?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that you were going to Congress, and

you asked Congress for the humanitarian aid and the $100 million,
and to loosen restrictions on intelligence sharing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And were you concerned that if you told Congress

the truth of what the NSC wasdoing-that-ongress-woutd-not-giv---
you the legislation that you were asking for?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem, as I have stated, I didn't want

Congress to know the details of how we were implementing the
President's policy, and I frankly think that there were many mem-
bers up here that had a general idea, but if it didn't become an
open topic of discussion between us, I think it was recognized that
that possibility existed.

On the other hand, we had great difficulty, and this whole oper-
ation was being operated on what I thought was a shoe string, and
we needed substantially larger sums of money in order to do what I
thought was necessary.

Now, in the early days of the earlier versions of the Boland
Amendment, I numerous times recommended that we not agree to
these compromises, and finally in 1986, when I took over, I got ev-
erybody to agree we wouldn't compromise, and we got the $100 mil-
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lion. I wish we had done that earlier. I think it was a mistake that
we compromised earlier.

Mr. LIMAN. But the man we elected to the highest office in this
country made the decision the other way before, correct?

Mr. PoNrmD XT. That is correct. But I think we gave him bad
advice.

Mr. LIMAN. And are you saying that because you believe that
you gave him bad advice that you felt that you hadto conceal what
you were doing at the NSC?.

Mr. BWcKLRm. Objection, Mr. Chairman. This ought to be-this is
another conclusion by Mr. Liman.

Mr. LIMAN. It is a question.
Mr. BECKLER. It sounds like a question, but it is a conclusion.
I would ask that Mr. Liman ask him a question and get an

answer. Now, that is a conclusory statement by Mr. Liman. Repre-
sentative Courter alluded to it before. There is a way to ask a ques-
tion and make a point, but that's not counsel's job. My understand-
ing from the outset, and why I advised my client to cooperate in
previous depositions, was because I thought we were going to be
asked facts, factual questions, and get factual answers.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I understand, of course, that in a
court of law a question expressing a conclusion might not be appro-
priate, but I think in a congressional investigation it's perfectly all
right. And if the witness does not agree with the conclusion or
finds it objectionable in some way, the witness may so state and
make it clear to all of us his objection to the conclusion.

So, counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. MCCOLLM. Mr. Chairman, before you do, I would like to

make a point on that.
I think it goes beyond the question of the framing of it; it goes to

what I was concerned about during the time that we were talking
to Colonel North when Mr. Liman was framing his questions in
that he is the counsel for our committee.

He speaks, and when he asks questions as though he is the voice
for the whole committee and if he frames his questions in a way
that forms a conclusion, he may be indicating he is representing
my view or another member's view and indeed that's not always
the case, and that's the reason why I had bond e-pressing concern
before.

I haven't often thought that today, but there have been occa-
sions, this being one, where that is a concern of mine.

Chairman HAMILTON. Well, I appreciate the concern of the gen-
tleman from Florida. The counsel, of course, as you know, is not
the counsel for the House Select Committee. He is the counsel for
the Senate.

We will have other counsel, including minority counsel, have an
opportunity to question.

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. ,rr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Will the gntleman yield for one moment?
I wanted to ask if you might suggest to our counsel that he

might inquire of the head of the National Security Council which
members of Congress knew about this all the time, because if they
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are on this committee they ought to be disqualified or else ought to
be on the other side of the bench.

Mr. BECKLER. Can you give us some time to do that?
Mr. BROOKS. I had you before.
Mr. BECKLEg. Representative Brooks, I know you had me before.

I'm waiting to get you.
Thank you. I'm joking. I think you are, too.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel Liman, do you have a question

pending?
Mr. LIMAN. I couldn't remember mine, but I do remember Chair-

man Brooks'.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committee will--
Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportuni-

ty, if I might, to recognize a special guest who is here with us
today, Mr. David Jacobsen, who many Americans will remember as
an American citizen, who was held hostage in Beirut for 522 days
and was released partly through the activities under review by the
committee.

He is here at the request of the committee to assist us in our in-
uiries, and on behalf of the committee I would like to thank him
or his efforts.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you for bringing that to my atten-
tion.

We are happy to have you, Mr. Jacobsen, in our audience today.
The committees will take a 10-minute recess at this time.
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, would you suspend just a

moment. The committees will resume sitting.
The Chair wants to announce that it's the intent of the chair to

proceed until noon tomorrow, and we will not have an afternoon
session tomorrow because of the Philadelphia trip for many Mem-
bers of Congress.

We will go this afternoon until 5:00 or a little thereafter, begin
at 9:00 tomorrow morning, we will go until noon and then we will
recess until 9:00 on Friday.

Counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, you have a book there of classified exhibits,

and it is JMP-E. I would ask that you look at that, and it's my
understanding the cameras are not--

Mr. BECKLER. JMP-E as in "echo"?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
The cameras are not to focus on that.
Before you start reading it, so you will read it with some context

in mind, my understanding of Colonel North's testimony is that he
said that the project that's referred to there, and that's referred to
in particular in the third page where it refers to a phase 1, is one
that was to be paid for out of the proceeds of the Iranian arms sale.

As you look at it, my question--
Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Liman, excuse me a second. I'm not clear which

document it is we are working off of at this point.
Mr. LIMAN. It is the document that is marked in your exhibit

book as exhibit 58, the declassified version, and I'm asking him to
look at the classified version so that he will see it.
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And the question that I'm going to put is whether you knew,
whether you were told by Colonel North or otherwise knew that
the funds for this project were to come out of the Iranian arms sale
and, if so, whether you briefed the President on that.

Mr. BECKLER. Counsel, when you say "this project," you directed
us to a particular section of this exhibit. Which section was that?

Mr. LIMAN. It's referred to on the page with the Bates stamp
N2929, where it has a heading, which is "Proposed Concept" and
then "Phase 1."

Mr. BECKLER. So the question is whether the projects referred to
in phase 1--

Mr. LIMAN. He can look at it and he'll see.
It's a memo from Oliver North to him that requests that he brief

the President on the initiatives outlined at tab 3.
This is tab 3.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have not seen this unredacted version for a

good period of time so it will take me just a second here.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, when you come to that page, if you look

under phase 1, the fourth paragraph there, you will see a reference
to funds.

Mr. POINDEXTER. OK. I have read it now.
Mr. LIMAN. The first question is, did you know that the funds for

this project were to come from the Iranian arms sale?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I honestly don't believe so, but I must say I

have a very dim memory of this memorandum.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you brief the President on the initiative that is

referred to there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is my problem. I think looking at the

package that probably what I briefed the President on was what
as your Bates No. 2931 on it, because that in a much more con-

densed fashion covers the same general points.
Also I have made some marginal notes on that page, which looks

to me like what I often did for something that-it highlighted for
me when this was in front of me talking to the President about it,
that is. a further condensation of the main points that he should be
prepared to talk to Prime Minister Peres about.

Mr. LIMAN. Those are your handwritten marks on that page?
Mr. POINDEXTER. On 2931, right.
Mr. LIMAN. As you sit here today, do you recall whether you

knew that the funds for that project were to come from the Iranian
arms sale?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I honestly do not know.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you know whether you discussed with the Presi-

dent how the project was to be funded?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't remember, but I would seriously doubtit.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, excuse me if I may interrupt. The
Chair would like to point out that a vote is pending in the House
and Members will be leaving for that purpose.

You may proceed, Counsel.
Mr. LIMAN. Let's turn to another subject, and this is an unclassi-

fied exhibit.
Would you look at exhibit 51, which was a note to you from

Oliver North.
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Mr. BECKLER. One minute, Counsel. We have got another book
we need here.

Mr. LIMAN. I will direct your attention to that. That is a note
from North to you dated May 16, 1986. If you go down to the fourth
paragraph, North wrote, "You should be aware that the Resistance
support organization now has more than $6 million available for
immediate disbursement."

Mr. BECKLER. Counselor, just a minute. We are having a problem
here. The one that we have that is numbered 51 is not the same I
don't think in this book. There is another book--

Mr. LIMAN. It is 51. It is hard to read perhaps on your copy, and
we blew it up for that purpose, but I can review the words with
you. There are only two sentences here that I want to direct your
attention to at the moment.

You should be aware that the Resistance support organization now has more than
$6 million available for immediate disbursement. This reduces the need to go to
third countries for help.

Is it a fact that you understood that the $6 million that Oliver
North referred to there was money coming out of the Iranian arms
sale?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I probably thought that at the time I read it.
Mr. LIMAN. On this very day, May 16, 1986, do you recall that

you had a meeting of the NSPG?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And what is the NSPG?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The National Security Planning Group.
Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall that--
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is a small version of the NSC. It has the stat-

utory members of the NSC on it, but very few other people.
Mr. LIMAN. And it has among others the Secretary of Defense

and the Secretary of State on it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that one of the purposes of the meeting

was to discuss third country support?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall indeed that the whole purpose of the

meeting was to discuss how to raise money, bridge funding for the
Contras until Congress appropriated more money?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I recall that was one of the objectives.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that the Secretary of State at that

meeting said that he thought that you could not get reprogram-
ming from Congress and that you would have to look to third coun-
tries for support?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, and my memory of course has been re-
freshed on this by going over the minutes of the meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall having refreshed your recollection that
the meeting ended with the Secretary of State being asked by you
to prepare a list of countries that could possibly help, to be present-
ed to the President of the United States?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I recall that was one of the outcomes of
the meeting.
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Mr. LIMAN. On that very day after the meeting, Oliver North
then sent you this PROF note saying that $6 million was available
and that this reduced the need to go to third countries for help.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. My recollection having looked at all this
material fairly recently, as I believe what happened is Colonel
North was in that NSPG meeting and he during the discussion
started to say something.

At this particular time, my deputy, Don Fortier, was in the hos-
pital with terminal cancer, and so I was up to my eyebrows in
work and I hadn't had a chance to talk to Colonel North before the
meeting. He started to say something during the meeting and I
thought he was going to talk about some of the Contra support ac-
tivity and Colonel North was not aware of at all times as to who
knew what.

My guidance to him was not to talk to anybody and that way I
had control over who knew what.

In the meeting I cautioned him not to say anything and I believe
this PROF note is probably as a result of that and he is telling me
here what he was getting ready to say.

Mr. LIMAN. Since the meeting had ended with the Secretary of
State being asked to prepare a list of countries for the President,
did you tell the President that you had found $6 million from a
third country?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. I take it that the reason that you did not tell him

was for the same reason that you didn't tell him originally, that
you wanted to preserve deniability?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right.
Mr. LIMAN. You testified this morning that if the President had

asked you about what countries were helping, you probably would
have told him about this; do you recall that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That would have been a difficult situation and I
don't--

Mr. LIMAN. But you wouldn't lie to the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I wouldn't lie to the President and if he had

outright asked me about it, I would have told him. He didn't.
Mr. LIMAN. Are you saying that with the interest the President

had in the Contra movement and his concern about the dire straits
it was in financially that he never asked you which countries werehe lping?Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. The President, as I have said, is

not a man for great detail. I don't mean that in any sort of funny
way. I don't think a President ought to get involved in details. He
has to maintain a strategic perspective, he has enough to worry
about.

I think by and large the President has the same sort of manage-
ment philosophy that I do, that he picks good people for the job
and gives them a lot of authority to carry out that job. He wanted
the Contras supported.

We were reporting to him on the status of the Contras in general
terms, and he knew that they were surviving, and that was the
thing that was important to him.

Mr. LmN. Admiral, you said that he had the same management
philosophy that you had. Did you expect Colonel North to report to

.41
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you on the fact that he was getting money from the Iranian arms
sale for the Contras?

Mr. BRCKLKR. I'm going to object.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me rephrase it.
You've talked about the fact that your management philosophy

is to pick good people and to give them a broad mandate; that is
fair to say?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Was it within your management style to expect

someone who was the action officer like Colonel North to seek your
approval before diverting money from the Iranian arms sale to the
Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Why?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Because it was a detail of implementation that

was important.
It didn't really-it didn't establish any new policy but it was a

major new facet of the implementation.
Mr. LIMAN. And just so that there is no question about it, be-

cause I don't want to keep repeating-and I'm not trying to restate
things differently-the reason, as I understand it, for not bringing
this to the President's attention was not because you thought it
was unimportant, but because you thought it was within the objec-
tives that the President had stated, it was consistent with the way
in which the Contras were being financed from third countries, and
because you thought that it was important for the President to be
able to deny this truthfully if it ever came out. Fair?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a fair description.
Mr. LIMAN. OK.
Now, among the mandates that you gave Colonel North was the

mandate to conduct the negotiations with the second channel once
the Tehran mission had failed; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also true that Colonel North was the type

of officer who reported?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, extensively.
Mr. LIMAN. He indeed probably reported more than you could

read?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, but I have always hesitated to tell people

not to report.
Mr. LIMAN. And he also was an officer who liked to get the ap-

proval of his superior?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think that was his tendency. He wanted

to make sure that he was staying on the right track.
Mr. LIMAN. He testified, as you know, that he believed very

strongly in the chain of command?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I believe that.
Mr. LIMAN. And you also believe that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I believe that.
Mr. LImAN. When he was in negotiations with the second chan-

nel, did he tell you that he had, with his advisers and assistants,
with General Secord and Hakim, negotiated the nine-point plan
with the Iranian second channel?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe he did. I don't have a strong recollec.
tion of this, but I believe he did.

Mr. LImAN. Is your best recollection, and that is all we can talk
about, that you approved it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it your best recollection that you obtained the ap-

proval of the President of the United States?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it is.
Mr. LIMAN. You are aware of the plan because we have shown it

to you as well as Colonel North's testimony about the part of the
plan that dealt with the Dawa, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were a subscriber to the policy of the

United States, that the United States should not lean on the Ku-
waitis to release these prisoners?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. These were terrorists?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, and the President felt very

strongly about the issue.
Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North-
Mr. POINDEXTER. We had discussed that numerous times.
Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North report to you that part of the plan

was for General Secord or Hakim to come up with a plan that the
Iranians could use to attempt to convince the Kuwaitis to release
the Dawa prisoners?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe he did. That was my understanding,
that it was not something that General Secord-I don't, I can't say
that I really remember Albert Hakim's role in this, but my recol-
lection would be that General Secord was to come up with a plan
which he could give the Iranians that the Iranians could execute,
not that the U.S. Government would do it or not even that General
Secord would actually do anything.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you clear that with the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My best recollection is I did.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you understand that General Secord was acting

in this venture at the request of the United States, namely the
NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you discuss with the President that General

Secord was in fact being asked to act for the United States in this
venture?

Did he know, in other words, that Secord was not in this just on
his own but had been brought in it by the CIA and by the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe so. I can recall-and as I told you in
the closed testimony, I want to obviously be very careful as to what
I attribute to the President and what I don't.

It is obviously an important issue, so unless I can remember
something very specific, I'm reluctant to attribute things to the
President, either things he said or things that I think he knows.

Mr. LIMAN. And you know my view that I think it is essential
that it is only where you have an actual recollection that you
should do that.

Mr. POINDEXTER. But I do have a recollection of talking to the
President at one point during the Iranian project, that General
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Secord was involved as a private individual, and that he indeed
was a true patriot.

I don't recall going into great detail about the mechanics of how
the discussions were going on, but I always briefed the President
on the results of the discussions, and discussed the possibilities for
next steps and .ot his approval for the major next steps that we
took at various tnes.

Mr. Lim". So, as I understand it, you got the President's ap-
proval for the next steps in the venture excluding, for the reasons
you have stated, the use of the proceeds for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, do you recall the President's reaction-and

it is only if you recall it-do you recall the President's reaction to
the notion that General Secord would be coming up with a plan
that might help the Iranians get the release of the Dawa terror-
ists?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that, Mr. Liman. This again hap-
pened-we were probably on the road. We spent much of the
month of October on the road in the campaign. L traveled with the
President on all those trips, although I wasn t involved in the par-
tisan political activity, but I was there as his National Security Ad-
viser. This probably happened on the road, and was probably a
brief exchange, and I frankly don't remember it very well.

Mr. LiMAN. Did you ever discuss with the State Department the
nine points that had been agreed upon?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe so, although clearly part of the-
I did discuss with Secretary Shultz that we were working on a
second channel. He was aware of that, and he was also traveling
during this time period and I told him at least two or three times
that we needed to sit down and talk about it in more detail, but
because we were both going in various directions, we didn't have
that opportunity before things began to fall apart in November.

But he was aware that we were working on a second channel. I
think he may have been aware of the identity of the second chan-
nel, and in November of 1986, even after things began to fall apart,
one of our objectives was to try to sustain the second channel, and
I recall, because you have it as an exhibit, a cable that I sent Secre-
tary Shultz in which I told him that I wanted to set up two com-
artments, one an operational compartment which I was willing to
rief one of his people into and a strategic compartment.
The purpose of that compartment would have been to discuss

these nine points. And other than the hostage aspect, the only
other really significant part of the nine points was setting up a
mechanism for conducting future discussions, which obviously
would have had to involve a State Department presence.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, you have already testified earlier that you
believe very much in compartmentalization, not just with Congress,
but within the Executive Branch.

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is an unfortunate outcome of what has hap-
pened in the past few years in Washington with leaks.

Mr. LIMAN. Can you tell me whether you recall that during the
Tokyo Summit in early May, Secretary of State Shultz came to you
and told you that he had heard from the American Ambassador to
Great Britain that we were still engaged in the Iran initiative?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe he got to me while we were in
Tokyo. I recall having a discussion with him on Air Force One on
the way back.

Mr. LIMAN. That is good enough
Mr. POINDEXTER. He and Don Regan and I discussed it.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he tell ou that he had heard stories that we

were still dealing with the Iranians and that he was concerned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall the discussion very well, but he no

doubt did. That was his position all along.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell the Secretary that you had directed your

subordinates involved in this to stand down?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that is when I told him that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell him that at some point?
Mr. POINDEXTER. At some point, and, in fact, we did stand down

at one point, and I am a little fuzzy on the exact sequence, but
George Shultz, Cap Weinberger, and Bill Casey and I tried to have
lunch together once a week and it appears in my schedule as FGL,
family &rou p lunch, and it was called that because we had it in the
old family dining room of the residence in the White House.

We also had a rule that we wouldn't have the lunch unless ev-
erybody could be there and with all the travel that all of us did, it
was sometimes many weeks between meetings. I believe in at least
two of those family group lunches, I provided an update on the Ira-
nian project

I ral' at one of those, and it was at one point in the process,
and I don't recall exactly when it was, we were standing down.

Mr. LIMAN. Let me put it to you this way-because of the beliefs
in secrecy that you have expressed, did you ever tell the Secretary
of State that the Iranian initiative had been halted or suspended at
a time when it was still going forward?

counsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDEXTER. Not intentionally, and I don't believe I did.

Now, standing down, you understand, doesn't mean we stopped. It
just means that there is a pause while we sort things out. And at-
and I believe it was-it was some time after the February ship-
ment and before the second hostage was released, there was a point
in time there where we thought it was falling apart.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you get an inquiry from the U.S. Ambassador to
Great Britain, Ambassador Price.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Charley called me on a secure line while I
was in Tokyo.

Mr. LIMAN. And he said he had hearci about an initiative in
which the U.S. was participating?

Mr. POINDEXTE R.Wight. He had a report from a-I believe Brit-
ish, I am not certain of the nationality-businessman.

Mr. LIMAN. Tiny Rowlands. Does that refresh your recollection?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I am just not sure of his nationality.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you deflect his inquiry?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. As I recallI told him there were shreds of

truth in the story that he had been told, which indeed was accu-
rate. The whole story that Mr. Rowlands had was inaccurate, and
as I recall I asked Colonel-I sent Colonel North a message report-
ing the call from Price and wondered what in the world Mr. Nir
was doing.
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Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did you tell him it was not a U.S. operation,
as you recall it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I told him that the operation, as it had been de-
scribed to him, was not a U.S. operation. And I thought that that
was, indeed, true. Because the operation that he described was
much more extensive than anything that I knew about.

I also told him that if he had further concerns about it, that we
could get together when we were both in Washington.

Mr. LIMAN. But, as I understand your testimony, you would deny
any assertion by the Secretary of State that you told him in May of
1986 that this operation was over?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that counsel ask the
question of what he did, not denying the assertions of somebody
else.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell the Secretary of State in May of 1986
that the operation was over?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not recall making it that definitive.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever tell the Secretary of State that the

United States had actually shipped arms to Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, I think that the Secretary of State knew

that. I think that was covered in at least one family group lunch.
Mr. LIMAN. So your recollection is you did, in fact, tell him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I did. In fact, I am almost certain of

that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did the Secretary of State ever ask you not to keep

him informed?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not in those precise words. He, in at least one

or more conversations, told me that-that I understood that he was
opposed to the plan, that he also understood that the President
wanted to go ahead with it, not that he liked that, he accepted it,
and he indicated that he didn't particularly want to know the de-
tails.

He said just, in effect, tell me what I need to know.
Mr. LIMAN. One last question on the Iran venture. When the

venture started it was the firm position, was it not, of the Presi-
dent and you that no hostages should be-I mean no arms should
be ship unless the hostages were released?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And by the time the venture ended, am I correct,

sir-
Lounsel conferring with witness.]

r. LIMAN. -that we shipped 1500 TOWs directly-that is not
the Israeli shipment-that we shipped some 225 HAWK parts, we
shipped some medicine, and we entered into that nine-point plan;
that we got back two hostages-one had come back as a result of
the Israeli venture-and that--

Mr. POINDEXTER. But that was really all part of the same.
Mr. LIMAN. But that was another 500 TOWs earlier which I am

not counting. And that three more hostages were taken, though ap-
parently, so far as your understanding was concerned, it was by a
different faction?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Just explain to the committee how we came to

from the position which was vetted at the time the January 17
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Finding was signed of no arms without all the hostages to what ac-
tually did happen?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, obviously when you lay out a plan to start
a project, you lay out some final objectives that you want to reach,
and the various milestones that you hope to meet in getting there.
In reality, most real-life events don't happen exactly according to
plan.

You have got to adapt for that. The President's objective was to
get them all back in one group. That clearly was the safest way in
terms of the physical danger to the hostages.

It also was a safer political way, because you know, the President
was under no misconceptions back in December as to what the
public reaction would be if this leaked out. In fact, my recollection
is that he said that if we get all of the hostages out, we will be
heroes; if we don't, we will have a significant problem.

And we are seeing that problem today. So--
Mr. LIMAN. In fairness to him, the problem was compounded by

a decision that you--
Mr. POINDEXTER. That I made.
Mr. LIMAN. -did not disclose to him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right. And I don't mean to con-

ceal that, obviously. But as time went on and we were unable to
get them all out in one group, because of the President's desires to
fet them back, plus-and I don't think we should minimize our
longer term objectives that we had in mind once we got over this
first hurdle, he was unwilling to give up, and I agreed with him.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it fair to say that the State Department believed
that there were, that this was not the way to pursue the longer
term objectives?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I want to object to this, is it fair to
say. I have the feeling-let me finish. I have the feeling someone is
trying to pick someone's pocket when they say "is it fair to say." If
there is a question eliciting facts, the answer can be given, and I
must say that to ask Admiral Poindexter what is in the collective
mind of the State Department in the eyes of Arthur Liman or
anyone else is a little bit going beyond the scope of what this wit-
ness is able to answer.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to press that question. I
will rephrase it.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Mr. LIMAN. Did the Secretary of State ever express in your pres-

ence his view that this was not the way to open the door to better
relations with Iran by dealing with Mr. Ghorbanifar and the
second channel?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would characterize, by my recollection
anyway, the Secretary's position as being that he didn't think that
arms should be involved in getting over the first hurdle. I don't
think he particularly had a problem with Mr. Ghorbanifar as a
channel into the Iranian Government. He didn't have any problem
with the strategic objectives that we had in sending Mr. McFarlane
to Tehran. In fact, my recollection is that George cleared off on the
terms of reference, and, in fact, he-at his suggestion, we later
used the same terms of reference for a slightly different purpose in
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terms of trying to respond to what we saw as reaching out by the
Iranian Government.

Because the Israeli channel was not the first contact that we had
had or attempted contact that we had with Iran, and it was not the
last.

Mr. LIMAN. Let's go to-you have expressed your views on the
Contras, and just tell us as briefly as you can how it is that the
NSC ended up with the-whatever operational role it had in sup-
porting the Contras at the time that Boland was passed and in the
months preceding it when the CIA ran out of money.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am going-I am a little vague on this because
Central America was on Mr. McFarlane's agenda at the time, and
although I was indirectly involved with a lot of aspects of it, it was
his prime responsibility. I think that the whole thing evolved. As
Colonel North testified, he participated in the Kissinger Commis-
sion, Bipartisan Commission on Central America, and Mr. McFar-
lane assigned him to make contact with the political leadership of
the Contras.

As has been testified, we were concerned about the political cohe-
siveness of the Contra organization. They were a group that had
different views, and we saw that they needed to coalesce so that
they would be stronger, not only in the field, but in terms of our
ability to get support for them in Washington.

And so Colonel North's involvement with this evolved over a
period of time, and when the first Boland Amendment came in and
the CIA, State, and Defense could no longer be involved, as I have
testified before, in effect, Colonel North became the switching point
between a private network and the Contras and also became the
primary U.S. Government contact with the political leadership of
the Contras in order to keep them together.

Mr. LIMAN. All right. Did you participate in briefing the Presi-
dent on Colonel North's role?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I usually went to the 9:30 briefings with Mr.
McFarlane during 1984 and 1985.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you remember discussions of Colonel North's
role?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly can't remember specific discussions on
that. I think it was-it was covered in general terms. But I don't
think that every time Colonel North made a trip down to El Salva-
dor or Honduras that that would have necessarily been briefed to
the President.

Mr. LIMAN. All right. Admiral, the activities of Colonel North
began before you became National Security Adviser, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. They did.
Mr. LIMAN. And then you authorized him to continue them

duringyour tenure.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. When I took over, I was, as I

have testified, I was generally aware of what Colonel North was
doing, and when I took over, I recall a brief discussion with him
that he should continue on track.

Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North testified that he wouldn't do
things on his own and that his activities were authorized by his su-
periors. You recall that?

Mr. POINDMCETR. Yes, I do.
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Mr. LIMAN. And to the best of your information and knowledge,
were his activities in support of the Contras authorized by either
you or Mr. McFarlane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. During my tenure as National Security Adviser,
I authorized, in general, the actions that I have heard described,
and it was my understanding that Mr. McFarlane had authorized
the activities that had taken place prior to December of 1985.

Mr. LIMAN. And just so that we can identify what it is that you
understood that he was doing, am I correct that you understood
that Colonel North was looking for ways to support the Contras
through nonappropriated funds?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it correct that you knew that Colonel North had

secured the services of-or encouraged, let me put it that way-
General Secord to set up the Contra resupply operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was aware that he did that, and I was certain-
ly operating under the impression that Mr. McFarlane had ap-
proved that.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it also correct that it was your understanding
that Mr. McFarlane had directed Colonel North to oversee the
transfer of Country Two's funds to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, very specifically. I feel confident of that
one.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it correct that you became aware at some
point that Colonel North was keeping money in his safe for dis-
bursement to the Contras and that you told him that that you
didn't want him to do and he should give it back to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. At some point, and I believe it was 1984-it
could have been later, but it was associated with the first contribu-
tion of Country Two, I think-it came to my attention, by Colonel
North reporting to me, that Mr. Calero had provided some funds to
him, and it was my understanding it was cash-at least that's my
recollection of my understanding.

And probably not in the first conversation with me on that point,
but shortly thereafter, after thinking about this, I realized that al-
though I didn't see anything illegal about it, any time you handle
cash there are perception problems that can certainly develop, and
I think that's been demonstrated here in these hearings, and I also
had lived through a previous event on the NSC staff of--

Mr. LIMAN. Richard Allen?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Richard Allen.
And I did not want that repeated. And so I told Colonel North

that he should get rid of the money by returning it or whatever,
that I didn't think that was a good idea.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it true that you knew that Colonel North was
trying to get Blowpipe missiles for the Contras and that you gave
him some assistance in that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Yes, I did.
Mr. LImAN. Is it true that you were aware that Ambassador

Tambs was working on the Southern Front with Colonel North?
Mr. POINDEXTr Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it true that you were aware that Colonel North

-distributed KL-48's to people involved in the airlift operation?

i
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that I specifically knew they were
KL,43's.

Mr. LIMAN. But communications devices?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I knew about that after the fact.
In fact, I had expressed concern to Colonel North several times,

because of the Soviet ability to intercept commercial telephone
transmissions, that we needed to tighten up on communications se-
curity.

Mr. LIMAN. And is it also--
Mr. POINDEXTER. And I was aware that he had obtained some

equipment for that purpose.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it also true that you knew that he was using Mr.

Owen as a courier?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm not sure I actually knew that he was a cou-

rier. I was aware that Mr. Owen was a private citizen that was as-
sisting in some role. I'm not sure I really understood the exact role.

Mr. LIMAN. And were you aware that Colonel North had a role
in getting the airstrip in that Central American country?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In fact, as I've testified, that issue came up
on the trip that I made to Central America in December of 1985.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you brief the President of the United States on
that airstrip?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it true that you knew that Colonel North had

arranged either with Felix Rodriguez or, more likely, an official in
the country where Felix Rodriguez was working, to get logistics
support for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I was aware that he was doing what he
could to pave the way for the logistics effort in the surrounding
countries. -

Mr. LIMAN. And is it--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I would like to keep that general.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it true you regarded Colonel North as the switch-

ing point that made this whole system work?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever have a conversation-sorry.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Go ahead.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you have a conversation with Director Casey

where he said that the Contras would not be alive without Colonel
North?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I almost said that, but I figured you were
going to ask that as the next question.

Mr. LnAN. And you shared that view?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did. I certainly did.
Mr. LIMAN. And I understand from your earlier testimony that

you did not go into this degree of detail in briefing the President; is
that so?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I certainly did not brief the President in detail
of all of Colonel North's activities. That would have been much too
great a level of detail to cover will all of the other arms control
and United States-Soviet issues that we were constantly struggling
with. But I do think that the President understood that Colonel
North was instrumental in keeping the Contras supported without
maybe understanding the details of exactly what he was doing.
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Mr. LIMAN. Now, is it correct that the CIA and Director Casey,
because of Boland, did not want to be told directly, as you under-
stood it, about what Colonel North was doing?

Mr. PoINXmTR. Yes, that is correct. They wanted to be careful
and Director Casey was very sensitive to this, they wanted to keep
hands-off as much as they could.

Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall that there was an occasion when
Director Casey spoke to you about the fact that Colonel North was
indiscreet and had talked about funding and some other logistics
support that he was providing for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I would not have recalled that if my
memory had not been refreshed, but I believe he did. It was not a
particularly big issue.

Mr. LIMAN. But it then became a big issue for Colonel North
when he wrote a memo defending himself, which is in the exhibit
book called "who said what to whom?"

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LIMAN. Saying he wasn't indiscreet?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LIMAN. But essentially the policy that was being followed at

the NSC was to do nothing which would create a record of any
kind of coordination with the CIA?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. We wanted to be very careful to
live within the letter and spirit of the Boland Amendment.

Mr. LIMAN. And your view on the Boland Amendment, you have
already expressed, was that it didn't apply?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LimAN. But is it-
Mr. POINDEXTER. We didn't want to do something that would get

the other departments and agencies into difficulty.
Mr. LIMAN. All right.
Chairman HAMILTON. While counsel is talking to the witness, I

might observe the House is voting once again, so Members of the
House will be leaving to vote.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did you also want to keep what your plans
and operations were relating to the Contras secret from people in
the NSC and in the White House?

Mr. POINDEXTm. Yes, I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And would you look at exhibit 4. All right. Exhibit 4

is a memorandum or an excerpt copy of a memorandum you wrote
to Mr. McFarlane, am I correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. If you look-we have blacked out most of it because

there were personal observations. There is a section on Central
America, an it says there, as one of your recommendations,

continue active negotiations, but agree on no treaty and agree to work out some
way to support the Contras either directly or indirectly, withhold true objectives
from staffs.

Now, why was it that you wanted to withhold what your true ob-
jectives were from your staffs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it is a little hard for me now-it is almost
3 years hence-to recall exactly what I had in mind, but just based
on my general feelings on the subject, what I probably meant was
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that we had to make an effort to get a treaty. But my personal
view, and that is what these are, my personal views to Mr. McFar-
lane, was that a treaty was very dangerous because I did not per-
sonally believe that even if the Sandinistas agreed to a treaty that
the would ever live up to it.

Ur. LIMAN. But the official policy being told to the Congress and
the American people was that we were trying to get a treaty, cor-
rect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Correct. And indeed, we were, and I am not
saying that anybody else agreed with me on these points.

Mr. LIMAN. But your personal view was that a treaty wouldn't be
effective, correct?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And, therefore, what your personal recommendations

to Mr. McFarlane was was that you should continue the active ne-
gotiations, but agree on no treaty and agree to work out some way
to support the Contras but not tell the staff?'

Mr.iB ECKLER. At this point, I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, as
Mr. Liman pointed out, this exhibit is heavily redacted. It is part of
a long kind, of very personal kind of ideas on different subjects. I
don't know if it rises to the level of recommendation, as Mr. Liman
has characterized it.

I think a fairer reading of it is there were lots of thoughts on lots
of different ideas at a point in time when there seemed to be a
little time to have some sort of exchange between two individuals.

I think that would be a fairer characterization; right, Mr.
Liman?

Mr. LIMAN. I accept your characterization.
It was ideas you were expressing to your colleague?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right. Musings I would call them.
Mr. LIMAN. And they were ideas that you had at that moment?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you-I mean, this was a memorandum that

you kept because it was something that you were proud of.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, would you look at exhibit 47 on the same sub-j ect of secrecy. That's a memorandum from you, and it says, and'm going to read the last line, "Don Regan knows very little of

your operation, and that is just as well," referring to North.
What was the reason that it was just as well that Don Regan, the

Chief of Staff, know as little of North's operation?
Mr. POINDrxT, -R. Well, as you know, Mr. Liman, I have testified

on this point before, and if you insist, I will cover it again.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it because of your concern that when people have

jobs where they have to deal with the press, they may unwittingly
say something?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct. And the--
Mr. LIMAN. I'm phrasing it as diplomatically as I can. See, I have

learned that since I have been here in Washington. I used to be a
blunter fellow.

Mr. BECKLER. I'm glad you learned a couple lessons down here,
Arthur.

Mr. LIMAN. Apparently I forgot how to ask questions, according
to you.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I appreciate that, Mr. Liman.
The point here is that there's a difference between, and I may be

drawing too fine a line, but in my opinion there are secrets and
there are secrets. Clearly, items that have great importance in
terms of our national security, sources and methods in foreign
countries, for example, there isn't as much tendency to leak that
kind of information, either wittingly or unwittingly, because you
automatically recognize that is something that ought to remain
very secret, whereas the Contra support activity is something that
doesn't really fall in that same category. It, by and large, is a po-
litically controversial issue, and I was concerned that people would
be less careful with that kind of information. And the one way I
had of keeping things secret was not to tell people.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you see, admiral, that in the desire to preserve
secrecy, you could so compartmentalize things that you wouldn't
get different points of view and dissenting points of view?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, as I've said before, the policy issue here
was very clear and not necessarily all of the people involved recom-
mended the kind of policy that the President stated.

He got dissenting views there sometimes. But the policy with
regard to support of the Contras was well understood. That was not
a new policy. The question of how you implemented it within the
various constraints that existed was an issue that was something
that I had to worry about.

Mr. LIMAN. But can you reach the point where your concern
with secrecy becomes so great and your aversion to the potential
for leaks so acute that even the President of the United States
doesn't get briefed? Can it go that far?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so.
Just as an example, the Iranian project, the decision to try to

find a strategic opening to Iran was clearly new policy. That was
thoroughly discussed with the President by people that had dissent-
ing views. And the views and problems that many of you here may
see were raised by Secretary of State Shultz and Secretary of De-
fense Weinberger. So those kinds of views were not withheld from
the President, and he had them.

I doubt seriously if the President had made a decision rather
than to postpone notification, to go ahead with notification if
people would have given him any new insights as to what the prob-
lems were. And I think it's also important, and I don't think the
public fully understands this, is that under the Hughes-Ryan
amendment to the National Security Act, that Congress cannot
veto a covert action. In other words, it is not a matter of sending
the action up here for approval. The matter is one of informing for
oversight purposes--

Mr. LIMAN. And getting their point of view?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's right. But my point is that the President,

deciding not to do the notification, did not in this case preclude his
getting a different kind of view.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, one last one on this matter of secrecy on
the-in the Executive Branch on the Contras. If you look at exhibit
52, it's another memorandum from you to Colonel North, and there
it says, "To my knowledge, Shultz knows nothing about the prior
financing."
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Do you see that?
Mr. Pomnmiza. Yes, I see that, Mr. Liman.
Mr. Ln"N. Now, at the time you wrote that, it was your under-

standing that the Secretary of State had not been told that Coun-
try Two or Three, or whatever numbers we now have assigned, had
been contributing to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That-I was not sure at that point whether he
knew about it or not.

Mr. LwrA. And you said that to your knowledge he had not
been told, and you asked Mr. McFarlane, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
I think it's important for me to put this in perspective here. I

added the second sentence, "I think it should stay that way," with
respect to Secretary Shultz knowing about it, for a very specific
purpose. I didn't want Colonel North talking to anybody in the

tate Department about it, and-but as I recall, after I sent this
note to olonel North, I did call Mr. McFarlane and ask him if the
Secretary knew, because frankly I thought the Secretary should
know, but I wanted it to come from Mr. McFarlane, not from any-bOdrelse.

I.LIMAN. So when you said I think it should stay that way,
you really meant--

Mr. POINDEXTER. As far as Colonel North--
Mr. LIMAN. That Colonel North should not tell him.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Can I read this again? I am a little bit confused

here.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me read it so that the audience knows what we

are talking about. It is dated June 10, 1986. It is 3 weeks or so,
almost a month after the NSPG meeting we have talked about on
third country solicitation.

It says, 'Out of the last NSPG on Central America, Shultz
agreed that he would think about third country sources.

"I wanted to get an answer from him so we could get out of the
business. As I understand the law, there is nothing that prevents
State from getting involved in this now. To my knowledge, Shultz
knows nothing about the prior financing. I think it should stay
that way. My concern was to find out what they were thinking so
there would not be a screw up," and then it goes on to talk about
Mr. Abrams, and I am going to come to that in a moment.

You did speak to Mr. McFarlane after this, am I correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And you learned from Mr. McFarlane that the State

Department had in fact not been told about the contributions of
Country Two and Country Three?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. Limm. And it was at that point they were told?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, by Mr. McFarlane.
Mr. LmiN. And it was your view-strike that.
.Let me put it to you as a question. Was it your view that balanc-

ing what you saw as the need for secrecy versus the needs of the
State Department in carrying out its functions, should they have
been told earlier?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I think-you know, it is hard to second guess
Mr. McFarlane in the early stages of this. I think I would put it
this way-if I had been doing it, I think I would probably have told
Secretary Shultz about the Country Two contribution, but in a very
private way.

Mr. LIMAN. In this memorandum, there was a discussion about
the solicitation of Brunei. Brunei and Israel are two countries we
can mention by name. And you say there that,

He said he had recommended a country, which turned out to be Brunei, where
Shultz is going to visit. They have lots of money. It seems like a good prospect.
Shultz agrees. I asked Elliott how the money could be transferred. He said he
thought Shultz could just hand them an account number. I said that was a bad idea,
not at all letting on that we had access to accounts.

Remember that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, that was not my recollection of what I

said, but I guess it is what I said.
Mr. LMAN. It is your note.
Mr. POINDEXTER. My note.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, it obviously wasn't a good idea for the Secre-

tary of State to go around handing account numbers to the head of
another state-that you would agree with?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I agree with that.
Mr. LIMAN. But you suggest there that the way the money

should be transferred would be to transfer-would be to accounts
that you say we had access to, and I take it you are referring to the
Lake accounts there, am I correct, the Secord accounts?

Mr. BECKLER. I think if you continue on, Counselor, there is some
indication--

Mr. LIMAN.
I told Elliott that the best way was for the country to direct their embassy here to

receive a person that we would designate and the funds could be transferred
through him. Don't you think that is best?

You were referring to the Secord operation, weren't you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. I would not probably have char-

acterized it as Lake Resources, but Secord, the private network.
Mr. LIMAN. And you understood that the Secord operation

was--
Mr. CHENEY. The Chair wishes to announce at this time that

there is a vote pending in the Senate and also one pending in the
House.

Go ahead and proceed, Counsel.
Mr. BECKLER. Is there going to be anybody left?
Mr. CHENEY. I will stay.
Mr. BECKLER. I know the chairman said 5 or shortly thereafter.

Does anybody have any idea what a little after means? About 5:30?
Mr. CHENEY. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did you understand that the Secord ac-

counts were being used not just for humanitarian purposes, but to
supply munitions and air support?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I understood that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you understand that the money being solicited

from Brunei by the State Department was being solicited pursuant
to law for humanitarian purposes?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. My best recollection of my thinking at the time
was that it was being solicited under the provisions of the new ver-
sion of the law. I don't frankly recall making a big distinction in
my thinking about it between humanitarian and nonhumanitarian.

Mr. Ln.wN. But did you give any thought at the time that what
you were su testing was that the money that was being solicited
by the State Dpartment for humanitarian purposes was going to
end up in an account that was used for lethal supplies?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that possibility really entered into
my thinking about this. I did not spend much time on this particu-
lar issue.

Mr. Lim". Now, there came a time in 1985, in August of '85,
when the Congress got some wind of Colonel North's activities; do
you recall that?

Mr. Pomwzx~m. Yes, I do.
Mr. LmiN. And do you recall that that came at or close to the

time that Congress had just appropriated $27 million in humanitar-
ian aid for the Contras, the summer of 1985?

Mr. POINDEX. Yes. I'm not certain what was happening at the
time, but-

Mr. Lumn. And do you recall that there were letters from-
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. LiMiN. Do you recall that there were letters from Chairman

Barnes and Chairman Hamilton inquiring about Colonel North's
activities?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I recall there were several letters.
Mr. LmAw. And I think you have already testified that there

was concern that if there was a disclosure of Colonel North's activi-
ties to Congress, it could lead to some adverse reaction?

Mr. POIwXTER. Yes. It would certainly add to the controversy.
Mr. IUMAN. Now-
Mr. B~cKxm. Mr. Liman, let me just inteject here. I think we

need two Members to have a quorum on the House side?
Mr. LIMAN. I am counsel for the Senate. You have a quorum on

the Senate side. You are protected on your immunity, and we now
have two Members of the House.

Mr. B cwzR. Thank you.
Mr. Lim". Do you recall, if you look at exhibit 7A, that you got

the--you were sent a copy of the Barnes letter? I think it is 7A,
isn't it?

Mr. PoINDEXrE. Yes, I have exhibit 7A.
Mr. BECKIxmi. We have a number of-
Mr. LMAm. Look at just 7A.
Mr. BncKLzR. -pages within 7A. That is the problem.
Mr. Lm". I will direct your attention.
If you look at the second page, which bears the number 29810, is

that your handwriting on it?
Mr.-PomNXm. Yes, it is.
Mr. Lam. It says, "This was brought up to me first thing this

morning from the situation room. Do you want to send RM.C. a
copy before it is staffed?" And you initialed it as "no," correct?

Mr. PoN Xm. That is correct.
Mr. Lm&AN. And then you Wrote a note, "Bob"'-who is Bob? -
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Mr. PoiNzxmM. Probably Bob Kinmet. It could be Bob Pearson,
but probably Bob Kimmet, the executive secretary of the NSC staff.

Mr. LMA.. You wrote, "Send Bud an information- copy with
staffing indicated. Barnes is really a troublemaker. We have good
answers to all of this. Staff to"-and then you indicted who would
be the people to staff it; you said "North," and you put "action."

First, what were the good answers to Congressman Barnes' letter
inquiring about Oliver North's activities for the NSC that you had
in mind?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall, Mr. Liman, right now exactly
what I had in mind.

The problem is, there is a lot of water over the dam since that
time, and I have been exposed to a lot of information. But I felt
comfortable in what Colonel North was doing and I thought that
the letters could be answered.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, I had understood your testimony earlier that if
you disclosed what Colonel North was doing, it could create some
adverse reaction on the Hill, and that's why I'm asking you, what
were the good answers-that you were contemplating that could be
given that wouldn't create some kind of adverse reaction on the
Hill?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, again, at this point it is very much--
Mr. LIMAN. You just don't recall?
Mr. POINDEXTER. -a hypothetical situation, and I frankly just

don't recall. But at the time, I obviously felt that there was a good
way of answering this.

Mr. LIMAN. Was the way that you were advocating at that time
that executive privilege should be asserted; was that your prefer-
ence?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Is this-is this the letter where he was asking
for documents or--

Mr. LIMAN. Well, there was a letter for documents, but this is
not the letter for documents. This, you will see, is-

Mr. BECKLER. This is the August 16, 1985, letter?
Mr. LIMAN. Right. It says,
I request that you provide information, including memoranda and other docu-

ments, pertaining to any contact between Colonel North and the Nicaraguan rebel
leaders.

And the letter from Chairman Hamilton asks for a full report on
the activities of the NSC.

I take it that you just don't recall as you sit here now-I'm not
asking for speculation or hypothetical answers-you don't recall
what those good answers were you had in mind?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't.
Mr. LIMAN. You indicated "North, action," as the staff. Does that

mean that he was to be the action officer in responding to these
requests?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That means that he was to prepare the first
draft of the response and it was to be coordinated with the other
officers that are indicated there.

Mr. LimAN. And when you suggested that he prepare the first
draft of the response, was it your intention that Colonel North be
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ties?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right.
Mr. LIMAN. That is why you designated him as the action offi¢J
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, because my objective here again

would have been to withhold information.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you participate at all in the preparation of the

actual responses that were given to Congress?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have a recollection of participating in

those preparations. I think it is-to understand the situation at the
time, Mr. McFarlane was out in Santa Barbara with the Presi-
dent-

Mr. LIMAN. You were out, actually, just to help you, according to
your diary, you were with the President from August 23 to Septem-br 2.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me?
Mr. LIMAN. You were there from Auust 23 to September 2. I

don't want to place you in Washington when you weren't there.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, but this note is dated August 17.
Mr. LIMAN. But you were out of town from August 23 to Septem-

ber 2.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I was in California then?
Mr. LIMAN. According to your diary.
Mr. POINDEXTER. My point is that when I wrote that note, I be-

lieve I was in Washington. Mr. McFarlane was in Santa Barbara.
Mr. LIMAN. Then you went to California?
Mr. POINDEXTER. We switched positions. The standard procedure

when Mr. McFarlane received a letter from a Member of Congress
was that he would be the first one to see the letter. That was his
personal preference.

In this case, Kay, one of his secretaries, had opened the mail and
sent me a copy of the letter and she was asking whether we should
send the letter to Mr. McFarlane before we assigned it for staffing.
I read the letter and thought that we ought to get started on the
staffing of the letter and to send a copy out by facsimile to Mr.
McFarlane, that is what the first sheet of the exhibit is, with the
staffing indicated on it.

So the staffing started, and I do not recall doing much more on it
after that point.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you review the letter before it was sent?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not believe I did. I may have had access to

it, but I do not recall seeing it because I do recall a conversation
in-a year later on a similar issue with Commander Thompson in
which I asked him if he had the letters because I did not recall
having seen them before.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you then look at the letters?
Mr. PoimNzxnm. I did not. I intended to, but never got around to

it.
Mr. Umt. When you first saw those letters, did you have any

problem with them?
Mr. Pomnzxrza I would not have answered them the same way

that Mr. McFarlane did-
Mr. Lnm. They were more categorical than you would have

made them?

a'

,!
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I would have I think said it in a different way
and not gone into the detail that he did.

Mr. LIMAN. You said that you were operating on the premise
that Boland didn't a ply.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. The fact of the matter is that these letters to Con-

gress suggested that Boland did apply to the NSC and that you
were abiding by it, correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that Mr. McFarlane and I had a differ-
ent understanding. I have listened to his testimony. As I under-
stand his position as explained at this point is that his observation
that he thought Boland applied didn't necessarily mean in a legal
sense, but he, according to his testimony, as I have interpreted it,
meant that he wanted things done in accordance with Boland.

I don't recall that being stated quite the way at the time.
Mr. LimAN. Well, in fact, as I understand the whole thrust of

your testimony on this subject, it is that things were not being
done in accordance with Boland, as if Boland applied to the NSC
and that the NSC was engaging in the kinds of activities the CIA
did because the NSC wasn't covered and, therefore, it was the only
agency in the government that could do it; fair?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a fair description of my understanding.
Mr. LIMAN. Was there a decision, therefore, that was made to

your knowledge by Mr. McFarlane or others at the NSC that they
should not tell Congress that the NSC did not consider Boland to
be applicable and instead to tell Congress we are complying with
the letter and spirit?

Let me rephrase it.
Did you ever participate in any discussions at the NSC where a

decision was made that you should keep from Congress this inter-
pretation that Boland did not apply?

Did you understand the question?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not sure.
Mr. LIMAN. I will try it again.

counsel conferring with witness.]
r. LIMAN. Let me try it again so that we understand and if you

don't understand the question, you don't even have to wait for your
lawyer to say "rephrase it". I think you know that you can ask me.

Did you ever participate--
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Arthur.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever participate in any discussion at the

NSC where someone said "Let's not tell Congress that we don't
consider Boland applicable to us"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, you have an exhibit, I think, that bears
on this. And I think it is a PROF note from Mr. Fortier to Mr.
McFarlane.

Mr. LiMAN. About our legal fellow not arousing speculation?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't remember that part of it. The point I

want to make is that at various times there was consideration
&ven by or promoted by some on the staff that we ought to go to

ngress and clarify this question about third countries, and I
was-I was always opposed to that.

Mr. Limw". I think that you are referring actually to Poindexter
exhibit 5, which says,
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Ollie believes we need to flag the possible option of a Finding permitting us to
seek third-country support. John and I are very uneasy about raising this.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is the exhibit I am referring to.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were uneasy about raising it because you

thought you might get more restrictive legislation?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, and I felt, based on my assess-

ment of the situation, that we weren't precluded from doing that.
Mr. LIMAN. I understand that you acted in accordance with your

convictions. What I am asking is, did anyone else at the NSC say,
"Look, let's not tell Congress that we have this conviction about
Boland not applying"?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Don't recall having that discussion with any-

bod. That was the way I felt about it.
Mr.LIMAN. I want to say something just for the record, admiral,

so everyone understands it, that before anyone testified at these
hearings publicly, when you testified in the private session you ex-
pressed that conviction, you made it clear that in your conduct you
acted in accordance with the conviction that Boland did not apply,
and you acknowledged the various activities that you have testified
to here, so this is not a matter of adapting a position to a record,
and you said that in your private testimony in early May.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And that is the way in which you operated with re-

spect to the Contras, correct, and it is that belief that you were not
bound by Boland that led you to conclude that you could authorize
the diversion of the funds as consistent with policy and not con-
trary to law?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, and consistent with the other
methods that were being used to finance the support for the Con-
tras.

Mr. LIMAN. But it was--
ounsel conferring with witness.]
r. LIMAN. I think that your counsel is anticipating my next

question, which is, but it was your recognition that there were
Members of Congress who disagreed with that interpretation that
led you to believe that you- could not go public with that interpreta-
tion?

Mr. BECKLER. Counsel, I could never have anticipated that ques-
tion.

Mr. LIMAN. That good?
Mr. BECKLER. May we finish our conference now?
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, please, if you will suspend. The

House is voting. We have had a very confusing situation in the
House and a series of votes, and at the moment we are not able to
maintain a quorum on the House side. I think we will be able to
have that quorum in just a very few minutes. I think we shall have
to declare a recess, for a few minutes, until two House Members
can return. My understanding is that Mr. Liman will conclude very
shortly, is that correct?

Mr. LIMAN. Yes, but in fairness, if I am going to cover the No-
vember period, I've got 20 to 25 minutes and I don't know whether
you want me--
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Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, my understanding is we are going
to wrap up today at 5:30. I just heard Mr. Liman say something
about 20 or 25 minutes. I know Mr. Liman. Twenty to 25 minutes
translates into 40 or 45 minutes. We are leaving here, as I under-
stand it from Senator Inouye, at 5:30. This has been a long day,
and we would like to go home at 5:30. We will be back here tomor-
row morning at 9:00 sharp.

Chairman HAMILTON. That is fine, Counsel. We understand that.
Admiral Poindexter has had a long day, and the committee wants
to be sensitive to that. I think with the fact that the House is now
voting, we should now conclude this session and will come back
again at 9:00 o'clock tomorrow morning.

[Whereupon, at 5:22 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 9:00 a.m., Thursday, July 16, 1987.]
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THURSDAY, JULY 16, 1987

HousE SELEr COMMITTEE To INVE GATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMIE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAmLN. The joint hearings of the two Select Com-
mittees will come to order.

The Chair would simply like to announce that several Members
of the two panels are not present today because of the Bicentennial
activities celebrating the 200th anniversary of The Great Compro-
mise and the Constitution which is-taking place in Philadelphia
today.

Because of that, the committees will meet only in a morning ses-
sion, from 9:00 this morning until 12:00 or a little thereafter; and
we will reconvene at 9:00 tomorrow morning for a full day.

We will begin this morning with a continuation of questioning by
Mr. Liman.

Mr. Liman, you may proceed, sir.
CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. POINDEXTEX FROM

JULY 15
Mr. IUMAN. Good morning, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTR. Good morning, sir.
Mr. LImk. Admiral just before the break yesterday, we were re-

viewing the letters which Mr. McFarlane had sent to Chairman
Hamilton and to Chairman Barnes and you had testified that you
would not have answered the letters the same way; and you said
that-I will read it-

I would not have answered them in the same way that Mr. McFarlane did. I
would have, I think, said it in a different way and not gone into the detail that he
did.

Mr. BzcxzR. Mr. Chairman, if possible, I would like a copy of
that. Is that yesterday's transcript?

(87)
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Mr. LIMAN. You should have it. But it is page 110.
Mr. BECKLER. I should have it.
Mr. LIMAN. I don't see it there, but you should have it, and you

will be given it.
Mr. BECKLER. That is what I asked for. I would like to have it

given to me.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, we will get it to you as promptly

as we can.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, do you remember that you were uncomfortable

when you first-saw that lett r?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
As I recall, the first time that I saw that letter was actually, I

think, in the exhibits that you provided. There were extracts from
it, as I recall, in the Tower Commission report and I had seen por-
tions of it there.

Mr. LIMAN. And you are aware of the testimony of Oliver North
who said he prepared it or helped prepare it, and it was wrong and
misleading?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard that testimony.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that knowing what you did about the ac-

tivities of Oliver North and the NSC, that you considered the state-
ment that you are complying with the letter and spirit of Boland to
be misleading?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I understand your last question, Mr. Liman,
you are saying that I would say that saying that the letters that
said that we were complying with the letter and spirit of Boland
was misleading. I haven t said that.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, do you feel that telling Congress that you were
complying with the letter and spirit of Boland, given what the NSC
was doing, was a misleading statement?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified yesterday, I felt that the
Boland Amendment did not apply to the NSC staff and I felt that
indeed we were complying with the letter and spirit of the Boland
Amendment.

Mr. LIMAN. So what you're saying--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Now, it doesn't say that we are not helping the

Contras. We were.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to object. I see this

question, "what you are saying." He has said what he has said.
That is on the record. I would ask to go on to a question asking
what he did, whathe knew, not Mr. Liman rephrasing, you know,
what you are saying as putting it into his words.

We have his words on the record. I ask that that is what should
stay on the record, not Mr. Liman's interpretation of it.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, your objection is noted. I think
our counsel, Mr. Liman, has the right to clarify his understanding
of the testimony. That seems to me to be appropriate.

Counsel, you may proceed. The objection is overruled.
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, in saying that you are complying with the

letter and spirit of law, when you mean that the law doesn't apply
and that you are supporting the Contras, you do not consider that
to be misleading Confres?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Te only thing I admit to, Mr. Liman, was with.
holding information from the Congress. We did not-I have not
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said that we weren't helping the Contras. We were clearly helping
the Contras. But we were also trying very hard to stay within the
letter and spirit of Boland by keeping the other departments that
were covered by the Boland Amendment out of the issue.

Mr. LIMAN. So that in saying that you are complying with the
letter and spirit of Boland, what you mean is that the NSC was
doing the support without the CIA?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my understanding.
Mr. LIMAN. And did the President understand that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think he did understand that.
Mr. LIMAN. What is that based on?
Mr. POINDEXTER. In a general way. He understood that the Con-

tras were being supported and that we were involved in-generally
in coordinating the effort. He was aware of the contributions from
Country Two and he himself felt personally, as related to me, that
it was entirely appropriate for private -individuals to support the
Contras and he was aware of the status of the Contras in the field,
the kinds of things that he was briefed on, I think, would have
made that clear.

Mr. LIM . Did you-I am sorry.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I was just going to add that he was not briefed

on every little issue involved in coordinating this effort. As I have
testified before, the items that he was briefed on were primarily in
the policy area and it was a judgment call every day as to exactly
what level of detail I had to get into.

That doesn't mean that we were--or that I was trying to with-
hold information from him. It was just a matter of giving him the
information that I felt it was most important depending upon the
circumstances of the day.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you brief the President on the fact that the NSC
was helping the Contras?

Mr. BWCKm1. Mr. Chairman, that question has been asked and
answered innumerable times. I ask that we move on, please.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I think your objection is overruled
just because the counsel-our counsel has the right to emphasize
points that he thinks important.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you brief the President on the fact that the NSC
staff was helping the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, as I have testified yesterday, I am
not going to answer a question in a positive way unless I can re-
member a specific conversation. I have told you in general what I
briefed the P resident on, and I don't recall a specific conversation
that would allow me to answer your question in an affirmative
way.

Mr. LimA". Now-or a negative way?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Or a negative way.
Mr. LimAN. Right. Now, admiral, when you said that you felt

that Mr. McFarlane's statements were too categorical, is it a fact,
sir, that in the summer of 1986, you, yourself, had to write to Con-
gress in connection with an inquiry then about Mr. North?

Mr. BzCKIuS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to object, and here is the
reason why. Mr. Liman said, "Isn't it a fact that you, Admiral
Poindexter, said the letters were too categorical?"
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Admiral Poindexter has never testified to that. In his May 2nd
deposition, he said something to the effect that, "I would never
have written the letters that way."

However, Mr. Liman, since May 2nd, has been trying to get Ad-
miral Poindexter to say the letters were too categorical. We have
denied that over and over and over. But he is not going to stop.

He wants to get him to say it is too categorical. He has not said
that. I would ask the court-excuse me-I would ask the chairman
to just bear in mind when he asks a question, he should ask the
question and not put his own facts built into it.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel?
Mr. LIMAN. I think that Mr. Beckler is mistaken, that the wit-

ness did, in fact, say that some of the language--
Mr. BECKLER. Could we read the full question and answer?
Mr. LIMAN. Fifty-six. You can look at it and let the admiral look

at it.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair would like to observe, counsel,

that if our counsel's question does not meet with the approval of
the witness, the witness can object to the way counsel has phrased
the question or characterized the question.

So rather than making an objection, it seems to me the appropri-
ate response is for the witness simply to indicate his disagreement
with the premise or the predicate of the question. The witness has
every right to do that.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I understand the witness has a
right to do that, but I also have a right to do that. I have a right as
counsel for Admiral Poindexter to make objections to questions
that I think are severely prejudicial and have no foundation in
fact. That is my right.

In fact, it is my duty as his counsel to do that. Now, I understand
he has the power and the right also to raise objections.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, may I suggest to you that I under-
stand, of course, that your experience is in a court of law and not
so much before congressional hearings.

This is not a court of law. Admiral Poindexter is not on trial
here. We are simply trying to elicit information from him because
we believe him to be a very important witness, so that we can un-
derstand the processes of government and what happened here.

So we have a very different perspective, as I have suggested to
you before. There is no effort on the part of this committee to put
Admiral Poindexter on trial. We are not trying to do that.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, may I respond?
I understand you are not trying to put Admiral Poindexter on

trial. There is, of course, somebody else who is trying to do that.
This is what bears upon it. I pointed this out to Mr. Liman before.

Mr. Liman, because of the agreements he reached with the Inde-
pendent Counsel-and I alluded to this yesterday in my opening ar-
gument-has in a sense-Mr. Liman has in a sense been victimized

the Independent Counsel. He has agreed with the independent
counsel as to when testimony of Admiral Poindexter will be taken,
as to how long that testimony will be kept shut down, as to what
documents we will be given or not given in preparation for his tes-
timony.
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In fact, the device of handing me back transcripts from yesterday
or-actually forget about that-the transcript from the May 2d
deposition was not available until several months later. Why? Be-
cause the independent counsel said that's the way it's got to be if
you are going to give him immunity.

Threaded through this entire pre-open-hearing stage there have
been all kinds of agreements reached with the independent counsel
which have severely hampered my client's ability to prepare him-
self.

We were asking the White House back in December for docu-
ments. Mr. Wallison at the White House said, "The check is in the
mail," so to speak-we are sending them to you.

Weeks went by. We never got them. We wrote him a letter. We
called. Never got them. Why? Because the independent counsel
said the White House cannot turn over documents.

Now, finally, Mr. Liman himself told me before the May 2nd dep-
osition that-and I mentioned this yesterday--

I want to test the admiral's credibility. I want to have him go in there cold with-
out seeing any records.

And I said,
All right, Mr. Liman, we will do that. We will go in there cold without any

records.

And we did.
But I also understood from Mr. Liman that right after that cold

session was done, we were going to get to see our records, and we
were going to get transcripts of that testimony. We never got any
of that until the last few weeks.

Now, I am not impugning this committee by saying that you are
trying to conduct a trial up here. But the long arm of-the independ-
ent counsel has reached right down into the core of this committee
and has structured every arrangement that we have had with this
committee in terms of providing Admiral Poindexter with fair and
reasonable access to the materials that he needs.

Now, he went on the line, and he has no problem saying what he
has said here yesterday and today and for 5 more days, if you want
to keep him here. But the idea of flipping him back to prior testi-
mony without giving us the adequate access I think is where the
Independent Counsel's hand plays in here. I want to make that
clear.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think counsel's statement needs a

couple of comments.
Number one, Mr. Liman, of course, Mr. Chairman, has no au-

thority to make any agreement whatsoever on behalf of this com-
mittee. This committee has respected the difficult position that ev-
eryone is in and has tried to observe the proper comity between the
needs of the justice system and the needs of the Congress.

There have been no agreements reached whatsoever. Every deci-
sion has been by vote of the committee. These are not decisions
Arthur Liman is authorized to make. Nor have there been any
agreements by the-committee.

75-935 0 - 88 - 4
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Number two, I want the record to show that every record that is
within the control of the committee has been furnished to counsel
for Admiral Poindexter.

And the third thing I want to observe is for reasons that I think
counsel fully understands, records of those depositions were sealed
by order of the committees, not Mr. Liman, and I think there has
been a decided advantage to that to Admiral Poindexter because
his testimony before these committees has been fresh. I think it
has been candid. It has not been influenced by a number of no-
sources stories over an 8-week period because the admiral obvious-
ly hasn't talked to anybody about his testimony; neither has the
committee.

I think the characterization by Mr. Beckler-which I understand
he's a very able lawyer, and even able lawyers occasionally go over
a line of fairness-and this committee is trying to be fair to Mr.
Beckler's client.

And, Mr. Beckler, if you want to respond to what I have to say,
you have that right. I just want to make the observation there has
been no agreement by this committee with anyone.

We have tried to observe the comity that is historical between
the Congress and the Justice Department in certain kinds of situa-
tions. There is ample precedent for that in a number of congres-
sional committees.

I just want to observe that this committee is trying to be fair
with your client and we hope you will be fair with us.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. NUNN. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Back to the objection the counsel made relating to

the question posed by Mr. Liman and about whether he felt-
whether Admiral Poindexter felt the McFarlane letter was too cat-
egorical, I think if counsel will simply read transcript, page 56, you
will see that Admiral Poindexter has already agreed that the
McFarlane letter was too categorical. So the original objection of
counsel, it seems to me, is out of order and has no bearing on the
counsel's point.

Mr. BECKLER. Senator Nunn, if you can direct me to that portion
on page 56, where Admiral Poindexter says in his own words it was
too categorical, I would like to read it.

Mr. UNN. You had it in his own words. He agreed with Mr.
Liman's description of it as being too categorical. The question
says,

And when you saw it in the Tower Commission report, you said there was some
language in it which you felt was more categorical than you would have used; is
that fair to say?

That is the question.
The answer: "I think that is fair to say."
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Senator, if you have to go back-this was on

the fifth-fourth day of depositions. Mr. Liman kept going over and
over. And I read from page 56-excuse me-from the bottom of
page 55.

You indicated that sometime later, almost a year later, you received a copy of Mr.
McFarlane's response that you thought that some of his responses were phrased
more broadly than you would have, had you been the author of this letter? .
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That is what Admiral Poindexter repeatedly testified to before
that question.

I will show you exhibit 53, which is a September 12, 19F5 response to Congress-
man Barnes and ask you to look at it. I have only one question, whether the state-
ment in the second paragraph, which says 'Based on this review, I want to assure
you that my actions and those of my staff have been in compliance with both the
spirit and the letter of the law' is one of those sentences you felt too categorical.

Answer: To correct what you said a moment ago, I don't think I have ever seen
this. At some point in August of '86, I asked Commander Thompson if he had-this
was in conjunction with the letter Chairman Hamilton sent me-I asked Command-
er Thompson if he had a response to Mr. McFarlane's letter the previous year. He
said he did. I said I want to look at it. I never got around to looking at it. I have
seen excerpts of this in the Tower Commission report.

And you say when you saw it in the Tower Commission report, you said there was
some language in it which you felt was more categorical than you would have used;
is that fair to say?

Answer: I think that is fair to say.

That question was asked over and over. My objection was that
Admiral Poindexter from the beginning has testified that he
wouldn't have written any letters this way. I am saying Mr. Liman
for some reason wants him to use the word "categorical" and he
will continually ask him over and over, "is it fair to say, is it fair
to say?" Thatis my point.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, I want to observe that under the

procedures of the committee, Admiral Poindexter is permitted to
consult repeatedly with his counsel, Mr. Beckler, that this has hap-
pened frequently when a question has been put. He has been
drawn aside and they have had consultation and advice before he
makes the response, and, therefore, he is able to respond on the
basis of his conversations with counsel.

There is no court in the country where that procedure would be
permitted. The witness would be in a chair, and the questions
would be put, and the witness would have to handle them on his
own. The committee has extended that opportunity, and I think it
is a clear mark of the fairness of the committee and an apprecia-
tion of the sensitivity in which- the -dmiral finds himself with re-
spect to a separate proceeding; but I simply want to note that Mr.
Beckler has that opportunity and has used-it-frequently.

And as questions areput, time and time again, the admiral has
deferred his response to the question, availed himself of the oppor-
tunity to consult with his counsel, sometimes for an extended
period before he makes his response.

Chairman HAmIIToN. I thank the Senator. Counsel, you used a
Phrase a moment ago that I must say caused me some concern.

ou said that the long arm of the independent counsel has reached
into every activity of these committees. I just want to say to you
that these committees are required by statute, when the immunity
process is in order, to notify the Independent Counsel, and we have
done that as the statute requires us to do so.

But I think it is quite correct to say that your statement about
the long arm ef the independent counsel reaching into every activi-
ty of these committees is totally and absolutely false. We do not
confer with the independent counsel except as the statute requires
us to do so. Your suggestion that the independent counsel is con-
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trolling the activities of these Select Committees I find most dis-
turbing, and I reject it categorically.

Now our purpose this morning is to take the testimony of Admi-
ral Poindexter. That is what we are here for, and we would like to
proceed.

Counsel?
Mr. Lam. Admiral Poindexter, would you look at exhibit 14?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I have it and I just read it.
Mr. LIMAN. Is that a letter that you sent to Chairman Hamilton

as a result of an inquiry into Colonel North's activities in support
of the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is a letter I wrote, but the description of it I
would make differently.

Some time in the late summer of 1986 a resolution was intro-
duced into the House, a resolution of inquiry. It was referred by
the House legislative process to three committees of the House.It
was referred to the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence, the House Armed Service Committee, and the House For-
eign Relations Committee. All three of those chairmen as I recall
wrote to me and asked the administration's position on the resolu-
tion.

The administration was against the resolution. These letters were
written back to the chairmen to provide the administration posi-
tion on the resolution of inquiry that had been introduced. That
resolution was later, I am not sure of the right term but think
tabled, or it was killed.

Mr. LIMAN. Was the inquiry that the resolution was directed to
an inquiry into the activities of Colonel North and the NSC staff in
support of the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't remember the exact wording of the reso-
lution, but it was something close to that.

Mr. LIMAN. When you sent this letter to Chairman Hamilton, did
you intend him to rely upon your word as expressed in that letter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I intended to answer the question and give the
administration position that we were opposed to the resolution and
that the questions had been addressed by Mr. McFarlane in the
previous year.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you intend for Chairman Hamilton to rely upon
your word as expressed in that letter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I intended for Chairman Hamilton to not vote
for or put out a report from his committee that was in favor of the
resolution. As it turns out, the House Armed Services Committee
addressed the issue first and they voted to not recommend the reso-
lution.

I am not an expert on congressional procedures, so I may be
using the wrong terms, but the House Armed Services Committee
put out a negative report. Later in the month, Chairman Hamilton
called me and indicated that the House Armed Services Committee
had put out a negative report and under the rules of the House
that really was all that needed to be done.

There was no further action that was required, but that he
thought that it would be helpful if the House Intelligence Commit-
tee had an opportunity to talk to Colonel North in an informal
way.
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He said that he was not personally going to push the issue, and
we had a discussion about the various forums that could be used
for such a meeting.

I made the point as I recall that I didn't want to establish the
precedent of a NSC staff officer testifying before a congressional
committee because the White House, this White House and previ-
ous White Houses, have been very strong on the point that they
didn't want the Presidential staff, the personal staff of the Presi-
dent testifying on the Hill and we did not want to set a precedent;
and after some discussion with the chairman and with my staff, it
was agreed that Colonel North could informally meet with the
committee in the Situation Room and that was acceptable to Chair-
man Hamilton and that took place.

But this was all after the resolution of inquiry was essentially
killed.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you believe that you cannot answer my question
as to whether you intended Chairman Hamilton to rely upon your
word with a yes or no answer?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I intended to withhold information from Chair-
man Hamilton, which I did, which I admitted to yesterday. I
wanted to withhold information on the NSC operational activities
in support of the Contras from most everybody.

Mr. = . Let me read this letter. It says, "This is in reply to
your letter to the President of June 25, 1986, requesting comments
on H. Res. 485 relating to the allegations of improper activities by
members of the National Security Council staff in support of the
Nicaragua Resistance-the administration strongly opposes enact-
ment of the resolution."

Now, in that sentence, you stated the administration position
that it opposed the resolution.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we opposed it very vigorously.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you went on to say:

Last fall in an effort to cooperate with Chairman Barnes, my predecessor Robert
C. McFarlane met with members of your committee and the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. While I did not participate in these discussions, I understand that infor-
mation on the specific issues raised in H. Res. 485 was provided to your committee
and that this information made it clear that the actions of the National Security
Council staff were in compliance with both the spirit and letter of the law regarding
support of the Nicaragua Resistance. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
H. Res. 485.

I have forwarded similar letters to Chairman Fascell and Chairman Aspin and
sincerely hope this matter can finally be put to rest.

Did you write that letter, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't write it, but I signed it. My staff pre-

pared it for me.
Mr. LIMAN. When you signed that letter, did you agree with the

statements in it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. And I still do. I think it is an accurate

letter. It doesn't tell everything, it withholds information, but it is
accurate.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you intend to associate yourself with Mr. McFar-
lane's statement that the staff was in compliance with the letter
and spirit of the law? Or were you just simply repeating his state-
ment? What was your intent in that language?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I am not sure I understand your
question.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you intend in sending this letter to associate
yourself with the statement that the National Security Council
staff was in compliance with both the spirit and letter of the law?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, as I have testified yesterday and
today, I have always felt that the Boland Amendment did not
apply to the NSC staff and that the NSC staff was complying with
the letter and spirit of the law. The letter says what it says. I think
it is accurate. It withholds information, it clearly withholds infor-
mation.

Mr. LIMAN. Is one of the facts it withholds that you felt that
Boland did not apply to the NSC staff .

Mr. POINDEXTER. It withholds that information, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, when you say that you always felt that the

NSC staff wasn't covered by Boland, is it a fact, sir, that at a time
when a proposal was made in 1985 by Colonel North to sink the
Monimbo, you wrote a note that this couldn't be done because of
Boland?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, that is not an accurate description of that
note, Mr. Liman, and I think you know that.

Mr. BECKLER. May we have a copy of that note, please?
Mr. LIMAN. It is an exhibit.
Mr. BECKLER. May I have the exhibit number?
Mr. LIMAN. Exhibit 6. And I would like to go over it with you.
Mr. BECKLER. Are you referring to the one-page handwritten--
Mr. LIMAN. No, exhibit 6 is actually several pages, and it is so in

your book.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to take a minute here

to read this.
Chairman HAMILTON. You may do so.
Mr. LIMAN. May the record reflect, Mr. Chairman, this is an ex-

hibit that they have seen before, that they have been given access
to it, and they should look at it now because they have been given
access to lots of documents.

Mr. BECKLER. I am going to let that one pass by. I think I have a
right to spend a few minutes with my client looking at a 5-page ex-
hibit.

Mr. LIMAN. I agree.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair indicated you have that right,

sir.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I have refreshed my memory on

that now.
Mr. LIMAN. If you look at this memorandum, and I will give you

a chance to make a statement, but I would like some questions an-
swered first.

Mr. BECKLER. I resent that remark. He has answered questions.
Do you disagree with that, Mr. Liman, that this witness is not an-
swering your questions?

Mr. LIMAN. He is answering my questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, may I remind you to address your

remarks to the chair- please.
Mr. BECKLER. I am very sorry.
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Chairman HAMILTON. May I remind you we have a microphone.
We hear very well. If you speak directly into the microphone, we
can hear you.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank yotu.
Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel-withdraw that.
This is a memorandum relating to a ship that was going to be

-elivering arms to the Sandinistas. -

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North sent a memorandum to Mr.

McFarlane and you were one of the people who got a copy of it,
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. Actually, it came through me, I
believe.

Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North recommended under the recom-
mendation, and I will read it, "that you", referring to Mr. McFar-
lane, "authorize Calero to be provided with the information on
Monimbo and approached on the matter of seizing or sinking the
ship."

Then there is a notation or a typed thing for approve or disap-
prove, which is not checked, and is the handwriting there yours?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is mine.
Mr. LIM:A. And it says, "We need to take action to make sure

ship does not arrive in Nicaragua," and then that is your initials,,,j.p.1,.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, on the first-if you will turn to the sheet that

is the beginning of the exhibit, it has a date of February 7 on it,
which is the day after the date of the memo.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LIMAN. And is that a buck slip that you sent to Mr. McFar-

lane passing on this memorandum?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. That is correct. It is just a short

cover note.
Mr. LIMAN. And am I reading your writing correctly?
Except for the prohibition of the intelligence community doinj anything to assist

the Freedom Fighters, I would readily recommend I bring this up at the CPPG
meeting at two o'clock today. Of course, we could discuss it from the standpoint of
keeping the arms from Nicaragua without any involvement of Calero and Freedom
Fighters. What do you think? J.P.

Is that your writing?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is.
Mr. LIMAN. In the sentence that says "Except for the prohibition

of the intelligence community doing anything to assist the Free-
dom Fighters', was the prohibition that you were referring to the
Boland Amendment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, did you ever ask the Attorney General of the

United States for his opinion on whether the Boland Amendment
applied to the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Now, wait a minute, Mr. Liman. You said you
were going to give me an opportunity to make a statement on this
note, and I think you. are passing that by at this point. I would like
to explain that note.
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I have answered your questions. I have answered them truthful-
ly. Now I would like to provide an explanation as to what that note
means.

Mr. LIMAN. Please proceed.
Mr. POINDEXTER. What that note means is exactly what I have

been saying all along, that we were doing everything we could to
make sure that we corplied with the letter and spirit of the
Boland Amendment. we aia not want to-I did not want to discuss
these issues with anybody to which the Boland Amendment ap-
plied. That was the State Department, the CIA and the Defense De-
partment. The CPPG is a crisis, pre-planning group which I
chaired as the Deputy Assistant Secretary or Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs.

And on that group I had representatives from the CIA, from the
State Department and from the Defense Department. So what I
meant in that note, and I think it is very clear once you under-
stand the background, is that I didn't-except for the Boland
Amendment applying to these other guys, we could discuss it, but
we couldn't discuss it in those terms because the Boland Amend-
ment applied to them. It did not apply to the NSC staff.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North ask the NSC to provide informa-
tion to Calero on the Monimbo?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat your last question?
Mr. LIMAN. Was Colonel North seeking permission for him to

provide information on the Monimbo to Calero? Isn't that what he
was saying?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was the request that he was making.
There's some other points that I want to make, though, and that

is that in that first sentence where I say, "except for the prohibi-
tion of the Intelligence Community," and what I'm referring to
there is that's the Boland Amendment applying to the CIA, the
State Department and the Defense Department. And because those
people were going to be involved in the meeting, I didn't think it
would be appropriate to discuss that issue.

Now, one of our objectives in the Central American program,
which was covered in very early Findings that the President signed
in 1981 and 1982, I think, one of our objectives was to stop the
arms flow into Nicaragua so that we would reduce the arms flow
into El Salvador and Honduras and theosurrounding countries. And
so from that standpoint of stopping the arms flow, I felt that that
was something that could be discussed.

Mr. LIMAN. I've just heard your testimony, which was that it
would have been a violation of Boland for you to discuss this with
the CIA and State Department and the Defense Department, cor-
rect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. But you considered it consistent with the letter and

spirit of Boland for you to provide that information on the ship?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not have any problem with it. As it turns

out, I can't remember exactly what happened here, but the plan
was never executed.

Mr. LIMAN. You've testified that one of your duties was to imple-
ment Presidential policies on national security.

Mr. POINDEX'TER. That's correct.
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Mr. LIMAN. Did that include the National Security Directive 159?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you refresh my memory on the subject

of that?
Mr. LIMAN. That's the directive that says that if any agency

other than the CIA is to undertake certain covert operations, that
the President should designate that agency. Do you recall that? I
cian show-it to ycm t's an Axhihit-

Mr. POINDEXTER. May I see that, please?
Mr. BECKLER. What number is it?
Mr. LIMAN. It's exhibit 101. And let me just read to you:

In accordance with Executive Order 1233, the Central Intelligence Agency shall
conduct covert actions unless the President specifically designates another agency of
government.

Were you familiar with that provision?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In fact, as I recall, I participated in the

drafting of that NSDD, because one of the features of it, I think,
was that this sets up a group that I chaired, which is covered, I
guess, in another part of it that you don't have here.

Mr. LIMAN. Did the President of the United States ever designate
the NSC to undertake the activities in support of the Contras that
you have testified the NSC was doing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Let me make this clear. As I testified yesterday,
the word "covert action" is not a statutory term. I would not neces-
sarily have characterized the NSC support for the Contra activity
as a covert action.

The covert actions used in most cases is a shorthand term for the
statutory language in the Hughes-Ryan Act of special activities of
the intelligence community, those activities that are not involved
in intelligence collection and analysis.

The Hughes-Ryan Act, or amendment to the National Security
Act applies to the intelligence community. Executive Order 1233
applies to the intelligence community. This NSDD prescribes the
procedures to be followed by the administration to carry out the
provisions of the Hughes-Ryan amendment to the National Securi-
ty Act. The NSC staff is not covered in any of that.

Mr. LIMAN. Can you answer the question now? Did the President
designate the NSC to conduct the activities in support of the Con-
tras that you have described in your testimony yesterday?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, he did, Mr. Liman, but not through a

Finding. A Finding was not required.
Mr. LIMAN. I'm not talking about a Finding. You said, in effect.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I want to make it clear, as I said yesterday and

as Mr. McFarlane has testified, the President in effect wanted the
National Security Council to make sure that the Contras remained
alive until we could turn the vote around in the Congress and
return to a program that was supported with appropriated funds.

Mr. LIMAN. When we're talking about the President of the
United States, I think we would both agree that we shouldn't talk
about what he did in effect.

Did the President ever designate in words, in substantive words,
the NSC to conduct the activities in support of the Contras that
you described yesterday?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I would not characterize it that way at all. As I
said, if you take the totality of the President's actions, that was
clearly his intent.

Mr. LIMAN. But you did not'state that in words?
Mr. BECKLER. May I ask the witness be allowed to finish his

answer before Mr. Liman gives his preordained conclusion?
Chairman HAMILTON. The witness may respond.
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no written Finding on this activity

because none was required.
Mr. LIMAN. Was there an oral designation by the President to

the NSC to carry on the activities that you have described?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was not a specific designation that you

are trying to define that I know about.
Mr. LIMAN. Are you saying that you understood the President to

want the NSC to do that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you raised some questions about definition of

covert actions.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it true that your support for the Contras was in-

tended to be covert?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Covert in the sense of being secret. That doesn't

mean that it is covert as usually accepted as referring to special
activities of the intelligence community.

Mr. LIMAN. And you would also agree that they were actions
that the NSC staff was taking in the form of Colonel North, not just
PROF notes?

Mr. POINDEXTER. They were very clearly actions. I have testified
to that before. Colonel North was essentially the switching point
that made the operation work after the Boland Amendment.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, this line of questioning, we have
been over this. I thought yesterday we spent a great deal of time
discussing what was authorized and what was not. I would ask that
counsel move on.

Mr. LIMAN. At page 24, IHI-24 of the Tower Report, referring to
the President, they say,

The President told the Board on January 26, 1987, that he did not know that the
NSC staff was engaged in helping the Contras. The Board is aware--

Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me. Could you tell us where on page 24?
Mr. LIMAN. Page 3, roman numeral III, 24, last paragraph. I will

read it again.
Mr. BECKLER. Roman numeral III, 24.
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.

The President told the Board on January 26, 1987 that he did not know the NSC
staff was engaged in helping the Contras. The Board is aware of no evidence to sug-
gest that the President was aware of Lt. Col. North's activities.

Now, can you shed any light on the statement that the President
did not know that the NSC staff was engaged in helping the Con-
tras based on your briefings, sir?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't, I have not talked to the President, Mr.
Liman, since I left the White House on the 25th of November. I
have not discussed this issue with him. I don't know exactly how
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the question was phrased or exactly what the President had in
mind when he provided that answer.

My understanding is that since that time, he has modified that
position a little bit.

Mr. LIMAN. And one of your duties as National Security Adviser
you said was to brief the President. Did you brief the President
about the fact that the NSC staff was, to use the words of the
Tower Report, helping the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Again, as I testified yesterday, I want to be very
careful, and I want to recall a specific conversation with the Presi-
dent before I would answer that in an affirmative way. I do not
recall a specific conversation in that regard, but I don't think
that's unusual, because I would not get into the details with the
President as to who was doing what. The President knew that
there was a Boland Amendment, he knew there were restrictions
on the government. As he has said, I think, since November of
1986, that he did not feel that the Boland Amendment applied to
his personal staff and that that was his feeling all along. I knew
that.

He knew the Contras were being supported, and we simply didn't
get into the details of exactly who was doing what. He understood
that Colonel North was the chief action officer on Central America,
Colonel North was always there when there were briefings in
detail as to what was happening in Central America. Colonel North
was there with various foreign officials that were involved, and so
the President, I think clearly associated with it.

Now, you know, the President doesn't recall apparently a specific
briefing in which I laid out in great detail all of the ways that we
were going about implementing the President's policy, and I frank-
ly don't find that surprising. It would not, frankly, at that time
have been a matter of great interest as to exactly how we were im-
plementing the President's policy.

Mr. LIMAN. But yesterday, in explaining why you felt that the
authorization of the diversion by you was consistent with the Presi-
dent's policies and with something-that had you told him, he
would have approved, you were basing that on your discussions
with the President.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Not discussions of the diversion which make it clear.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. LIMAN. But discussions of supporting the Contras.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. To come back to the question that I asked before, did

you ever ask the opinion of the Attorney General on whether the
Boland Amendment applied to the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Not in any sort of formal way.
Mr. LIMAN. Even informally?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't recall. We conceivably could have dis-

cussed the Boland Amendment at various points, but I don't have a
sharp recollection of that.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you have any recollection of the Attorney Gener-
al telling you that the NSC staff was free from the prohibitions of
the Boland Amendment?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any clear recollection of that. But
also, I don't have any recollection that he said that it applied to
the NSC staff.

Mr. LiMAN. Did you ever tell the Attorney General that the NSC
staff was assisting the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I don't recall that.
Mr. LXMAN. During your tenure as both deputy and National Se-

curity Adviser, the President had two persons who served in the
Office of Counsel to the President; correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Mr. Fielding and Mr. Wallison.
Mr. LIMAN. And the NSC is part of the President's staff?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is part of the Executive Office of the Presi-

dent, right.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever seek the opinion of either Mr. Fielding

or Mr. Wallison as to whether the NSC was covered by the Boland
Amendment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I personally did not. I am not sure about the
rest of my staff, whether they did or not. I must say that we
seldom referred to any issues-referred any issues to the White
House Counsel.

Mr. LIMAN. Did anyone tell you that their views had been
sought?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall. Commander Thompson was the
General Counsel of the staff at the time and he was the usual con-
tact with Mr. Fielding's office or Mr. Wallison's office.

Mr. LIMAN. I think everyone noted that the letter that I read to
you which you sent to Chairman Hamilton was in response to a
letter that was addressed to the President of the United States?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you show your response to that letter to the

President of the United States?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Probably not.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you discuss with the President what your re-

sponse was?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think in general terms, I probably did. I prob-

ably told him about the resolution of inquiry and told him that we
were opposed to it. He agreed.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell him that you were going to be indicating
that you were in compliance with letter and spirit of Boland?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall the conversation specifically.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you review that letter with the Chief of Staff,

Don Regan?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not. The staff may have. The letter-let-

ters addressed to the President from Members of Congress come
into the Legislative Affairs Office headed up by Will Ball during
this timeframe and the letter is then tasked out and Will's staff
and mine work together to get the appropriate clearances.

When the clearances came in, the letter was sent to me To sign,
and I signed it, because I felt it was accurate and I thought the
staff had done a good job of staffing it.

Mr. LIMAN. And you said that the letter was prepared for you by
someone. Was it prepared for you by Colonel North?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know that.
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Mr. LIMAN. Now you also testified earlier about the fact that
Colonel North submitted to an interview?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did.
Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North has said that in that interview,

he gave answers that were evasive and wrong. You have heard
that testimony?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard his testimony last week.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you, in fact-and you can look at exhibit 15-

receive a report on what Colonel North told Congress in his inter-
view? Is that a PROF note you received?

Mr. PomD rrmX Yes, it is a PROF note from Mr. Pearson, who
was the Deputy Executive Secretary of the staff.

Mr. LIMAN. It indicated that Oliver North covered some points,
correct? Indicated various things that he had said in substance.

Mr. POINDEXTER. It starts of by saying-in fact, I think it might
be helpful to read it.

Mr. LIMAN. I will.
Session was success-Hamilton will entertain motion soonest to report unfavor-

ably on Resolution of Inquiry and made clear believes that HPSCI-the Intelligence
Committee of the House-can turn aside future offers of similar resolutions. North's
remarks were thorough and convincing. Hamilton underlined his appreciation to
admiral and to-

us, I think-
for full cooperation.

Mr. BECKLER. I think it is "to Bud."
Mr. LIMAN.

To Bud for full cooperation offered by NSC. He restated that there were no facts
uncovered by or known to HPSCI to substantiate the allegations in the Resolution
of Inquiry or media reports on North's activities.

In response to specific questions, Ollie covered following points:
"Contact with FDN and UNO"-which are Resistance organiza-

tions-
aimed to foster viable, democratic political strategy for Nicaraguan opposition,

gave no military advice, knew of no specific military operations.
Singlaub-gave no advice, has had no contact in 20 months; Owen-never worked

from Oliver North's office, Oliver North had casual contact, never provided Owen
guidance.

Then it says,
Threats/harassment-in response to question, Oliver North recounted incidents of

harassment/threats prior to 1985 vote and again prior to 1986 vote, speculated that
possibly due in part to active measures effort.

Now, North testified that these statements about Singlaub and
about Owen and about the fact that he knew of no military-specif-
ic military operations and what else he had said to the committee
were wrong and misleading.

Is it a fact, sir, that in response- to this note from Mr. Pearson,
that you had a two-word response: "Well done"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I responded by forwarding a copy of Mr. Pear-
son's note to me to Colonel North and I did tell him, "Well done."
"Well done" meant that I was pleased that the session was a success
and that Chairman Hamilton seemed satisfied.

Our objective here all' along was to withhold information. There
is no question about that. And that was my intent all along. I had
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talked to Colonel North after talking to Chairman Hamilton and
asking if he could meet with the committee, and he said that he
could, and he could handle it. There had been a lot of false allega-
tions in the press.

I expected Colonel North to be very careful in answering the spe-
cific questions. I thought he could knock down a lot of the issues by
being truthful. By reading the summary in this note, I didn t
attach any great significance to it because I knew that the ques-
tions and answers would be very carefully crafted.

I did not have any indication at this point that Colonel North
had made a false statement. I expected him to withhold informa-
tion. In fact, I am still not sure to this day, if you looked at the
questions and the answers that he gave, whether you would con-
clude that there were false statements.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you think that the most effective way of knock-
ing down false allegations about Colonel North's activities was by
withholding information, the words you just used?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I thought that was an effective way of
doing it.

Mr. LIMAN. Now let's move on.
There were three arms transactions that actually took place pur-

suant to the January 17 Finding: the thousand TOWs in February,
the HAWK parts which were paid for in May, and then the 500
TOWs that were shipped to the second channel in October; correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. All right.
And each of these transactions was approved by you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, and the President.
Mr. LIMAN. And by the President?
Were there briefing notes or memoranda that you received from

Colonel North on each of these transactions?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There were lots of notes and PROF notes from

Colonel North. I can't recall all of them, but I would think that
most of them were covered by either hard copy written memos or
notes or PROF notes.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, was it Colonel North's practice to prepare a
briefing memorandum to you when you had to get the President's
approval for a transaction such as the arms transactions we are
talking about?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was his normal practice.
Mr. LIMAN. And how would you brief the President? Orally or by

giving him a copy of the memorandum?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Usually orally. I would use the paper that Colo-

nel North prepared as talking points and if it was very detailed
and I thought that the President might be interested in it, I would
sometimes read it, but more often, I would summarize it.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, Colonel North said that in each of these memo-
randa that related to the arms transfers, hd described how the re-
siduals would be used for the support of the Contras.

Do you recall that, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I recall his testimony. I do not recall the

memos.
Mr. LIMAN. We do not have-I will say'this as a fact-we do not

have a single one of the memoranda for those transactions except
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the draft memos that he prepared in April for a transaction that
didn't happen and was then restructur in May. And, therefore, I
haven't been able to show you any of those memos.

Do you, sir, know what happened, personally know what hap-
pened to those memos?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not. You do have some exhibits, though,
that address next steps. They don't address diversion.

Mr. LIMAN. They don't?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think you have at least one that has a specific

note on it from me that I briefed the President and he has ap-
proved.

Mr. LIMAN. But those were next step memos on the initiative?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. They didn't say anything about

the diversion.
Mr. LIMAN. No. But they also-we do not have any of the memos

that describe as did that draft April memo, the transaction that
was about to take place and that the President and you approved.
Those memos are gone. Colonel North said they have all been
shredded.

I was asking you if you had any personal knowledge on that fact?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, did you believe that all of what is-what Colo-

nel North called the residuals, called the profits, were going to be
used for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my understanding.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you ever ask Colonel North how much

money these sales were generating for the Contras?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I never did.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he ever tell you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not that I can recall.
Mr. LIMAN. Was there a reason why you didn't ask him how

much money we are getting for the Contras out of these sales?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Your question was, did I ask him?
Mr. LIMAN. My question was, why didn't you, given your interest

in the financing of the Contras, which you expressed and you have
explained why you were interested in it? Why didn't you ask Colo-
nel North, "How much are we getting out of these sales for the
Contras?"

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall, frankly, ever thinking about that.
I knew that the arms sales were going through. I had a rough idea
of the amount of money involved from the early discussion in Feb-
ruary. I knew that a portion of that would go, but with all of the
other issues that I was involved with during the year, I simply
didn't get into that detail of micromanagement of the project that
Colonel North was working on. I told you that was not my style.

Mr. LIMAN. And I take it from that answer, that even though
there was an NSPG meeting dedicated to raising $15 million from
third countries for the Contras, you regarded it as micromanage-
ment to ask Colonel North how much we are getting out of these
arms sales for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I told you yesterday, I did not have an op-
portunity before that NSPG meeting to talk to Colonel North. He
often wanted to come to see me when I didn't have time. I think he
got very frustrated with it.
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Mr. LIMAN. What about afterward?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Afterwards he did send me a PROF note, which

you have as an exhibit.
Mr. LIMAN. Which had $6 million?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Which has $6 million in it.
Mr. LIMAN. Apart from that PROF note, did you ever ask him,

"How much have we gotten for the Contras out of all these sales?"
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am sorry?
Mr. LIMAN. I take it-you have already said that you never

asked him after that memo, "How much have actually gotten for
the Contras out of all these sales"? That you have already said.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I don't recall asking him.
Mr. LIMAN. OK.
Now, the-Colonel North has testified about the threats to his

life, and I think everyone was very moved by that. Are you the
person who turned down his request for a security system?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well--
Mr. BECKLi.A. Mr. Liman, we have been accused of all kinds of

things. Is there a more delicate way you could phrase that?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes. I can phrase it: Did Colonel North request a se-

curity system?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall his requesting one, but I am cer-

tain that he did. The one regret I have, after hearing Colonel
North's testimony about that, is that I didn't follow up on it per-
sonally.

I was aware of the Abu Nidal threat against Colonel North. I
have a vague recollection that he came to me and indicated his
concern; and my recollection is I asked him to speak to one of my
assistants. It was probably Rod McDaniel, the executive secretary,
or possibly Commander Thompson, my military assistant. And
asked Ollie to talk to them about the problem and see what could
be worked out.

I don't recall following up on it. As I say, I regret that I didn't,
and I suspect Colonel North thought at the time that I wasn't con-
cerned enough about the security of him and his family. I should
have been.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he take it up with you personally after the-
after it got lost in the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He may have. I don't recall it.
Mr. LiMAN. You just don't remember?
Do yovu remember that after the Hasenfils plane went down that

Mr. DeGraffenreid of the NSC came to you with some documents
or talked to you about some documents?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. As I testified to you before--
Mr. LIMAN. That is privately. You are talking about when you

testified before, not yesterday?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's right. It was on the 2nd of May.
In trying to recall what I knew about any destruction of docu-

ments, I did recall that sometime-and I believe it was in Octo-
ber-Mr. DeGraffenreid, who was the Special Assistant to the
President for Intelligence Affairs, came to me and indicated his
concern about Colonel North's exposure as alleged in the newspa-
pers at that time; primarily, as I recall, it was connected with vari-
ous allegations about the Hasenfus aircraft.
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Mr. DeGraffenreid asked me if I recalled that there were some
memoranda in System 4, which this committee has had explained
to it before, I think, that talked about some of Colonel North's ac-
tivities, and I told Mr. DeGraffenreid that I had a vague recollec-
tion of some memosin System 4 fr-m back in 1984, 1985,thatI
could recall that Colonel North had prepared to give Mr. McFar-
lane, updates on the logistics and supply situation for the Contras
and the financing status, but I couldn't remember much about the
memos.

Mr. DeGraffenreid indicated his concern about the existence of
those. I told him that I frankly couldn't remember the memos very
well, that they probably did reveal too much, and that he should go
talk to Colonel North about them.

The clear implication both from my end of it and from Mr. De-
Graffenreid's end of it was that we probably would be better off
without those memos.

Mr. LIMAN. And did you ever tell Mr. DeGraffenreid-well,
you've already said what you told him. The intent of your remarks
was that those memos should be gotten rid of?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall the exact wording I used, but that
was the clear intent of his question and my answer.

Mr. LIMAN. And did you know how to get System 4 documents
out of the computers so that they would leave no traces?

I know you are a computer expert. You told me that. And it's
your hobby. Are you an expert in getting them out of System 4?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Not that particular system. System--what I
think you are referring to is that System 4 had-well, all of the
numbered systems had computer-based indexes, but I'm not famil-
iar with the software for that.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever either erase anything from that com-
puter-based index of System 4?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. Or instruct anyone to erase something from that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you know until these hearings or publicity sur-

rounding them, that Colonel North had altered System 4 docu-
ments?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was unaware of that.
Mr. LIMAN. He never told you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And who were you trying to protect when you made

the remarks the clear intent of which was to get rid of these
System 4 documents?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have said all along, we were trying to pro-
tect the Contra support activity that the NSC staff was involved
with. We didn't want that public.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, there then came a time when the Iran initia-
tive was disclosed first in Lebanon and then it became the subject
of a great deal of controversy in the United States?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LmuN. And did you request that chronologies be prepared?
Mr. POUDXR. I did.
Mr. LimAN. Are you aware of Colonel North's testimony last

week that you were-these were his words-"witting" of the fact-
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"witting" is his word-of the fact that these chronologies were
being falsified to cover up the United States' involvement in the
Israeli TOW shipments in September and the HAWKs transac-
tions?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, as again I have testified on May
2nd, I was aware that the chronologies were inaccurate. I have tes-
tified to that before.

I also was not sure what the right answer was. There was a great
deal of confusion in November of 1986 as to what had actually
transpired in all of these events. And when we were on the west
coast-when I was on the west coast with the President election
day and the story in Al Shiraa came out, I realized that we needed
to prepare a chronology or a narrative as to what had actually
transpired in the whole project; and shortly upon returning to
Washington, I tasked Colonel North to prepare a chronology of the
facts.

I specifically told him to leave out the transfer of funds to the
Contras. I considered that a separate issue, and that-at that time
we didn't feel would leak out or be connected, so I didn't want that
issue in the chronology. But I expected the rest of it to be accurate.

Colonel-I also told Colonel North to talk to Mr. McFarlane
about it because he was the one that was intimately involved in
the early phases. I was very fuzzy at that point on the actions of
July, August, September, October, and November of 1985.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you, other than the instruction to leave out the
diversion, did you ask him to make these chronologies inaccurate
with respect to the United States' involvement in the Israeli ship-
ments?

Mr. POINDEXTER. To answer your specific question, Mr. Liman, I
did not.

The problem that we had was that at that point, we didn't real--
ize-I certainly didn't realize, and I don't think Colonel North real-
ized we had all of these old PROF notes. We had purposely limited
the amount of paper on the issue, and I was very fuzzy on the ini-
tial stages. The chronology went through many, many drafts. I saw
some of them.

I invited Mr. McFarlane to lunch at the White House on the
18th. The specific reason for inviting him to lunch was to encour-
age him to prepare a memorandum for record as to what had hap-
pened in the early stages of the project. I had asked Colonel North
to do that earlier,. and very frankly, Colonel North was having
some difficulty in getting Mr. McFarlane to recall exactly what had
happened.

Mr. LIMAN. You said that you were aware that the chronologies
were inaccurate in some respects?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That's correct. Some versions and some as-
pects.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make clear that
when we talk about chronologies, this is the stack of chronologies.
I'm not sure if these are all of these, but they are not all inaccu-
rate.

I think if we are going to talk about inaccurate chronologies, it
might be helpful to talk specifically about which one. There are
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many, many references in these chronologies to the shipments in
some that are not in others.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Beckler, let me just summarize that the chro-
nologies went from early ones, which Colonel North has testified
to, which were essentially accurate, saying that the United States
had approved or acquiesced in the Israeli shipment of TOWs, de-
scribed the HAWKs transactions, to the last ones which said that
the United States had objected to the Israeli TOW shipments and
indicated that the November shipment, to the United States'
knowledge, involved oil-drilling equipment.

My question of you, sir, is, when you just said a moment ago you
were aware that there were inaccuracies, what did you have in
your mind?

Mr. POINDEXTER. What I had in my mind was that the section in
the last version that was prepared before Colonel North and I
left-and I think it is dated the 20th of November, as I recall-the
section about the HAWKs I felt was inaccurate at the time, in No-
vember of 1986.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral--
Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem was that I didn't know what the

right answer was at that time.
Mr. LIMAN. Did anybody at the White House ask you to prepare

inaccurate chronologies?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not. That was not my objective and

nobody suggested that.
Mr. LIMAN. No one gave you that charge?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Nobody.
Mr. LIMAN. You have heard from following these proceedings,

testimony by Mr. Cooper, then by Mr.-by Colonel North about the
meeting in your office or at the White House on November 20?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LIMAN. On November 20, did you meet with Mr. Casey, the

Attorney General, Mr. Cooper, Colonel North, and Mr. Gates in
order to discuss Mr. Casey's upcoming testimony before the Intelli-
gence Committees and your briefing by that-your briefing to those
committees?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Early in the month of November--
Mr. LIMAN. Did you have that meeting?
Mr. POINDEXTER. We had that meeting. I want to tell you how it

came about. Early in November Ed Meese called me and indicated
that he wanted to be helpful in--he recognized at that point even-
tually we were going to have to go public or at least brief the con-
gressional committees on the Finding, afid he wanted to offer his
assistance in doing that.

I had several conversations over the month with Ed, and finally
the week of 17 November, the President up to that point had taken
the position, which I certainly fully supported, was that we would
still try to protect as much of the information about the project as
possible. The President felt, and I agreed with him, that we still
had an opportunity to get some of the hostages out and we wanted
to salvage what we could of the second channel.

But the week of the 17th it became more and more clear that we
were going to have to go public. Director Casey had left on that
Monday, as I recall, for a trip to Central America.
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At some point during the week we agreed to brief the two con-
gressional intelligence committees on Friday. Director Casey was
not scheduled to come back to the United States until Thursday
night, the night before.

l .. n .. r ll th ,e Week- of the 17th Valling Ad Meese and telling
him that either I had already or was going to call Bill Casey down
in Central America. In fact, I think you have a tape of that conver-
sation in one of your exhibits.

I did not realize the conversation was taped at the time, but I
guess the CIA taped it.

Mr. BECKLER. Let me inter ect that was an exhibit I asked to
have declassified so it could be used for purposes if this subject
came up. It is a contemporaneous tape of the conversation that my
client had with the late Director Casey, which I think will enable
the committee to have some understanding of what kind of a dia-
logue they were having about this.

But as of 10:30 today, I still haven't had it declassified. I made
the request last week.

Thank you.
Mr. LIMAN. As you know, we do not control the declassification

process, Mr. Beckler.
Mr. BECKLER. The White House controls the declassification proc-

ess and also the independent counsel clears on what documents the
White House can transmit, as well.

Mr. LIMAN. You have read that tape?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have not.
Mr. LIMAN. Read a transcript of it, I mean?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have not read it. Anyway, let me go on. I have

a vague recollection of the conversation.
Mr. BECKLER. Let me just explain why the admiral has not read

it. I think is important. He has not read it because the document is
one that could not be taken from this building and when we became
aware of it last week. The admiral was not with us here in this
building over on the Senate side, in the Hart Building.

Mr. POINDEXTER. But I told Bill that I thought it would be help-
ful if he came back form Central America early so that he and I
would have a chance to talk about the briefing that I was going to
provide the intelligence committees and the hearing that he was
going to attend up here on the Hill on Friday. He readily agreed to
come back.

At that point there was a great deal of confusion still as to what
had actually hu[llppl U ...... '1985L Og.lOf 1T to-ld E DKLt "-at-4-lL I ur I aepging in- .... sk

Bill to come back and ask him to come to a meeting in my office on
the Thursday preceding the briefings that he and I were to give.

And so he agreed to come, and Bill Casey came back and we had
a meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. Would you look at exhibit 68?
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, excuse me for interrupting. It is

10:30, about a break time here. Is this an appropriate time for a
break?

The committee will take a 10 minute recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, if you would turn to exhibit 68, which is

the portion of the testimony of Mr. Casey that was discussed at the
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meeting with the Attorney General and others on November 21,
and in which there has been testimony by Colonel North that he
made certain changes. Do you remember being there when these
changes were made, sir?

. .cKJR . Mr. LiAnt... jto -make-sure-we-ar on-the-sae-
wave length, are we talking about the document marked J, as in
Juliet, 6097 at the very top?

Mr. LimN. Yes.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall-let me just read this again.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall discussion of this document at that

meeting?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not recall this document, period. But I

don't think that I have seen this before just now. It may have been
available to me. What I recall of the meeting is that Director Casey
had a several-page statement, a draft, that had been prepared for
him to give the following day. I don't recall this being part of it.

Mr. LIMAN. You could put this aside for the moment since you
don't recall it. But one of the purposes of the meeting was--

Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me. One other point I should make is
that none of those handwritten notes on the page are mine.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, I think that Colonel North has identified his
handwriting.

Do you recall that one of the purposes of the meeting was to
review the facts so that you and Mr. Casey would give testimony
that was consistent the following day?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we wanted to make sure we were consist-
ent. The major-one of the major concerns that we had, or that I
had, going into the meeting was that I knew that Congress was not
going to be happy with the President's decision to postpone notifi-
cation, and one of the reasons that I wanted to have Ed Meese
there was to specifically address that question.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you remember a discussion at that meeting of the
November shipment of HAWKs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There was a discussion about the various events
of November. I don't have a good recollection of all of the discus-
sion.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you remember a discussion of the fact that the
Director of Central Intelligence was proposing to say that no one at
the CIA knew that the shipment involved HAWKs and that Mr.-Colonel North wanted that statement to b broadened to say that
no one in the U.S. Government knew it contained HAWKs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard Mr. Cooper's testimony, Mr. Liman. I do
not recall that with the same vividness that Mr. Cooper did. I don't
recall that being a major issue. What I recall being the issue was
that the draft had been primarily prepared, it was my understand-
ing, by various CIA staff. Many of them were not totally aware of
all aspects, and I can recall, although not verbalizing it at the time,
after quickly reading through the draft, which I had not seen until
the meeting started, that there was a clear effort on the part of
whoever had drafted it to make it look like the whole Iranian
project was a NSC activity with very little CIA connection, and
that did bother me.
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Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that there was a discussion at this
meeting of the fact that the Director was proposing to tell Congress
that the CIA thought that the plane was carrying oil-drilling parts
from Israel?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I recall that whoever had drafted it at that
point in there-I'm not sure how much Director Casey had or
hadn't participated in the drafting of that.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, when they left that meeting, the draft still was
talking about oil-drilling parts.

Mr. BECKLER. I'm going to have to object here about the draft.
Which draft are we talking about?

That is addressed to the chairman.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me phrase it this way.
When your meeting broke up, was there still discussion about

the fact that the U.S. Government thought that the plane was car-
rying oil-drilling parts?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, in addition to-I'll answer your
question, but just let me give this background.

In addition to the principals that I described earlier in that meet-
ing, there were also some other people. Mr. Cooper was there, my
recollection is Mr. Gates was there, and there were a few others.

I had only met Mr. Cooper a day or two before that. I didn't
really know who he was or any of his background. I, as Mr. Cooper
has testified, was very closed mouth in the whole meeting. I did not
want-at that point I knew that there was disagreement amongst
the people that were involved in the November activities, but I did
not want to surface all of those issues in front of all the people that
were in that room.

In hindsight, what I should have done is adjourned the meeting
and met separately with Ed Meese and Bill Casey so that we could
hash through the issues, but I didn't think about it at the time and
didn't do it. It would have been a better thing to do.

Mr. LIMAN. Were you uncomfortable with the fact that Mr.
Meese had brought his Assistant Attorney General, Mr. Cooper,
and that Mr. Casey had brought his Deputy, Mr. Gates?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was.
Mr. LIMAN. And as a result, you did not express your point of

view at that meeting, you stayed silent?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct, because the big question in my

mind at that point was the question of whether or not the Presi-
dent had approved fhe HAWK shipments before they had taken
place or not, and I didn't know the answer to that question and I
didn't want to discuss in such a group that issue until I was on
much firmer ground.

Mr. LIMAN. And after the meeting broke up, were you told that
Mr. Sofaer, the counsel to the State Department, had communicat-
ed with Mr: Cooper and with White House counsel some very
strong views that this was a cover-up?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that characterization. At some
point-and I'm fuzzy on the time, it was probably that afternoon,
although I must say originally I thought it was earlier-I was
aware that Mr. Sofaer had reported that Secretary Shultz had a
different recollection of the events of November than Mr. McFar-
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lane did. And I frankly at the time could not remember what hap-
pened in November of 1985.

Mr. Lmw4. Now, did you reach an agreement on what you would
say about this shipment before the Intelligence Committees?Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. At some point the evening I recall I be-
lieve, of the 20th I called Director Casey at home and told him- thit
I was uneasy with the section on the HAWKs, that different people ---
were recalling different things, and I thought we should be verycautious the following day in briefing the committees. We did not
want to put out false information the following day, and at that
point I didn't have all the answers, and my recollection is that I
told Director Casey that what we ought to say is that there had
been a shipment in November of 1985; we didn t have all the facts,
we were still looking into them and we would get back to the com-
mittees when we had all the facts.

Mr. LIMN. Is it a fact that whatever you may have remembered,
you knew that it was a false story that the CIA and the NSC
thought that these were oil-drilling parts being shipped?

Did you know that that was false as far as that went, that it was
oil-drilling parts?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXT. Mr. Liman, that isn't necessarily a false story.
Mr. LIMAN. I know, but you say not necessarily. I am asking you

whether you knew that it was false to say that these were oil-drill-
ing parts so far as the United States knew.-

Mr. POINDEXTER. I wasn't certain of that at all, because I did
have a vague recollection, as the various conversations went for-
ward, that there was something about oil-drilling equipment. Since
that time, I have thought back over it, and I believe what hap-
pened was that Colonel North used that as a cover story with the
CIA in arranging for the proprietaries, so there were probably
some people at CIA that thought that it was oil-drilling equipment.

But, again, that is with a lot of additional information since that
time. At the time, I remembered something about oil-drilling equip-
ment, but I was fairly certain in my mind that it was not as de-
scribed in that version of the narrative of the chronology.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, when you testified-when you briefed the
Senate Intelligence Committee the following day, did you tell them
that the first time that you found out that HAWKs were being
shipped was in January of 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my recollection at the time. I thought
that was an accurate statement- It obvioumty isn't accurate.

Mr. L -mN. Now, admiral, you are a man who prides yourself on
memory, is that fair to say?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have a reasonably good memory, but I have
also--I have up until my year as National Security Adviser, I have
never been hit with so many issues in such a short period of time.
There was a lot of activity that had happened over that previous
year and the events of November of 1985 until November of 1986
were very far from my current memory.

Mr. LlaN. Wasn't the HAWK shipments a memorable event in
that it was a disaster?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Not necessarily-
Mr. LIMIAn. Not necessarily?
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Mr. BECKLER. Let him-Mr. Chairman, may Mr. Liman be in-
structed to let the witness answer the question in full before his
preordained conclusion is given?

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, you may respond.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I don t know how a person's

memory workl.-Ta--mtellin-g yo -t--the-tif[--I id-n-ot-remember it,
and that is an honest answer. I did not remember it.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you remember that the Iranians felt that they
had been cheated by the HAWK shipments?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think I recalled that at some point, but I
am not sure at what point. As I testified or didn't testify, there
were informal briefings to the House Intelligence Committee and
the chairman and vice chairman of -he Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee.

By the way, we had invited all the members of the Senate Intelli-
gence Committee to come down and they chose not to. Those two
came down.

But my intent was there to put out accurate information and I
thought that I did, at the time.

Mr. LIMAN. On the 21st, did Oliver North come into your office
with his spiral notebook?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. This was the afternoon of the
21st.

Mr. LIMAN. And did he tell you that he had in that spiral note-
book some notes that indicated that you knew that it was HAWK
shipments, that the President had approved it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. He came in some time middle
to late afternoon with one of his old spiral notebooks and said he
had just pulled these out of his files and gone back through to try
to reconstruct what had happened in November of 1985, and he re-
ported that conversation with me at the time.

I told him that I didn't recall it, but I didn't question that it had
happened. I am sure it did happen.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you reach a conclusion as to what Oliver North
was going to do with his notebooks?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. From something he said-and I don't
recall exactly what it was-but I recall as he left the room that I
had the impression that he was going to destroy that notebook.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell him not to?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't tell him not to.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if what you were interested in was telling the

ingress, the public, the truth about what was known about the
November shipment and the fact that the Presidenth-ad appro-v-e
it, why didn't you say to Oliver North, "Don't destroy the note"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection of his reciting at that short
meeting these events that had happened in November of 1985, my
recollection was that there was nothing in the note that described
whether or not the President had approved in Geneva before the
operation started the shipment of the HAWKs, and the whole plan
to get the hostages back the Israelis had come up with.'

That in my mind was the crucial issue at the time, not related to
what Colonel North had just read to me.

Mr. LIMAN. Who did you think he was trying to protect by de-
stroying those notes?
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Mr. BECKLZR. Objection, Mr. Chairman. I think-are you talking
about Oliver North?

Mr. LIMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BECKLER. He was up here for 6 days. Isn't he the appropriate

one to ask that question?
Mr- LifMAN. You came away with the conclusion he was going -to-

destroy those notebooks; right?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right.
Mr. LIMAN. For what purpose did you think he was going to de-

stroy those notebooks?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think I really particularly focused on

that at the time. The working notebooks and the working files I
have never considered as official documents, and it was perfectly
all right with me if Colonel North destroyed his personal notebooks
and working files that he had. I had no problem with that.

Mr. LIMAN. You understood that he had kept that notebook for a
year. It dealt with an event a year before?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I think at that point I probably thought
that he had kept most of his notebooks. I had kept mine.

Mr. LIMAN. Are you saying that you gave no thought to why
North was going to destroy a notebook that now recorded the fact
that it was HAWKs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, you are trying to imply something
different about the HAWK shipments. In my mind, there Was noth-
ing different between the TOW shipments and the HAWK ship-
ments. We had already acknowledged that there had been TOW
shipments made and on the 13th of November, in a press back-
grounder, I acknowledged that the United States had acquiesced to
a TOW shipments.

We were not trying to conceal that. Later on, Mr. McFarlane in
a PROF notes to me indicated that the President hadn't approved
that until after the fact. I accepted Mr. McFarlane's memory of
that situation.

But we weren't-I mean, this idea that I see being generated
that somehow we were trying to cover up the HAWK shipment for
some peculiar reason escapes me.

Mr. LIMAN. Didn't the Attorney General on the 20th of Novem-
ber tell you that the only problem that he saw with the transac-
tions related to the HAWK shipment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall his limiting it to HAWKs. I think
he had some concern also about the TOW shipments, because he
recognized that there was a difficulty with the Arms Export Con-
tronl Act, in teqrmso a reportingr requrmnt-

Mr. LiMAN. I will ask you before you return tomorrow to look
over your transcript at 347 and 348, which hopefully we will have
declassified by then on that subject.

Mr. POINDEXTER. What are the numbers again?
Mr. LImAN. I will give that to your lawyer.
Mr. BzCimm. While we are on that, I was wondering if we can

have a copy of that transcript.
Mr. LIMAN. We have asked for it to be declassified.
Mr. BwKum. Thank you.
Mr. LimAN. Did Oliver North, when he was greeting you or

brought his notebook there, read to you from his entry of Novem-
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ber 26, which is exhibit 81, which-November 26, 1985, which said,
"R.R. directed operation to proceed. If Israelis want to provide dif-
ferent model, then we will replenish?"

Let me rephrase the question.
Does that note there, which comes from his book and which has

been typed, refresh your recollection that the notebooks that you
t-h-oug - wa going-to-shYd did,- fact, reflect-that-the-Presi- -

dent had approved the HAWK shipments?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not believe that was the note that he read

to me at the time, because I have a distinct recollection of being
disappointed that it didn't shed any light on prior approval.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, when you met with North on the 21st, did you
tell him that the Attorney General was going to be coming in to
look at his files the next day? _ _ -

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. As I testified yesterday, that happened ear-
lier in the afternoon by telephone call.

Right after Ed called me and told me he was going to send some
people over to go through the documents that we had to try to sort
out this disagreement, I called Colonel North, after talking to Com-
mander Thompson, and asked him to pull the documents together
and then I asked Commander Thompson to coordinate that. That
was earlier in the afternoon.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North on the 21st tell you that he had
gotten rid of all memos that related to the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard his testimony. I do not recall it. I don't
deny that he did say that, but I simply don't recall it.

My recollection at the time was that I didn't think any docu-
ments existed, period, because I couldn't remember any of the
memos that he had described.

Mr. LIMAN. Yesterday you said that you weren't sure whether
you gave him instructions not to put anything in writing concern-
ing to the-relating to the diversion.

I direct you to page 182 of your testimony in the deposition
which has now, I am told, been declassified, and I will read to you
these questions and ask you if you gave these answers.

"Question"--
Mr. BECKLER. Starting on what line, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. Line 10, 182.

Admiral, did you ever see any other version of this memorandum-which was the
so-called diversion memo-referring to the use of the proceeds of the arms sale for
Iran?

Answer: I do not recall seeing any other versions of it.
Question: Any other writings referring to it?
Answer: Wrtin ?
Question: Yes. Other than the PROF notes on the 6 million.
Answer: I simply don't recall.
Question: Did you ever-and there was an answer that interrupted the question.
Answer: In fact, my operating assumption was that there wasn't anything'in writ-

ing on it because I told Colonel North repeatedly not to put anything in writing on
the transfer of funds to the Contras and not to talk to anybody about it.

Question: Transfer of funds from whom?
Answer: From the Iranian project to the Democratic Resistance, to the Contras.
Question: How many? You said you told him repeatedly?
Answer: I told him several times. I was surprised to learn-and I forget exactly

when I learned it-that he said something to Mr. McFarlane on the way back from
Tehran. I would have advised him or told him not to do that if I knew he was plan-
ning on it.
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Does that refresh your recollection, sir, that you in fact did tell
Colonel North not to put anything in writing on the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I testified yesterday, I recall telling Colonel
North many times not to put things in writing on the sensitive
projects that he was involved with, and clearly the transfer of
funds to the Contras was a sensitive item that he was involved

-with. also told him not to talk to anybody about it.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I have an objection. Yesterday I

made the statement about his testimony and his appearance here
h ing diAsAotd over and over and-over -This-is exactly--what I-have
in mind.

I guess Mr. Liman, if he pores through-in his diligent way-
every page and every word of what was said on May 2nd, I'm sure
that he may well come up with a discrepancy on what is said
today-what is today, July 15th, July 16th? That is a discrepancy.

But I think that Mr.-that Admiral Poindexter is answering
these questions in the best way that he can under the present cir-
cumstances.

I don't know if-I doubt that he is being treated with fundamen-
tal fairness if there's going to be a constant comparison of one
transcript to the other.

The point I should make is ordinarily in court, if you read a
prior transcript, it is to impeach a witness. Usually a court would
instruct counsel that if he has something to impeach him with, im-
peach him.-

I don't think that is-let me finish, Mr. Liman-I don't think
that statement is necessarily contradictory to really what he said
yesterday, if you take the full sense of it. I would like to make that
objection on the record.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, your objection is noted. I think

our counsel has the right to explore carefully that testimony. He
certainly has the right to refer to previous testimony by the admi-
ral.

You may proceed, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Now on the 21st, did Colonel North ask you, as he

has testified here, whether you had told the President about the di-
version?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard his testimony. I don't recall that.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall him asking you at any time about that

subject?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I simply don't recall it. He may have, but t

don't recall it.
Mr. LIMAN. When was it that you learned that the Attorney

General had found the so-called diversion memo?
Mr. POINDEXTER. On Sunday night, the 23rd, Colonel North

called me at home.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were surprised?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was surprised.
Mr. LIMAN. What--
Mr. POINDEXTER. But by that time I was-I guess my mood was

one of resignation in that I was getting awfully tired of the issue at
that point.

Mr. LIMAN. And why were you surprised?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Because, as I have said, I didn't think any
memos existed on this subject.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think it is important here, people have de-

scribed this memo as the smoking-gun memo. The only thing that
it showed, it revealed the actions that were involved with transfer-
ring the funds, but the concept was approved in February, the con-
versation I had with Colonel North, I approved it at that time. I
approved it in a broad, general way that didn't really require any
further return to me to carry it out.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, on the 21st--
Mr. POINDEXTER. And that was, by the way, the only thing I

recall.
Mr. LIMAN. On the 21st, did Colonel North tell you that he was

going to be shredding documents the next day?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He did not.
Mr. LIMAN. You testified yesterday that when you ripped up the

Presidential Finding, you also ripped up some other papers?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. On the second of May, I told you that I

had-in the envelopes that Commander Thompson had there were
the three versions of the Finding. I have always personally consid-
ered the December Finding the first version. By the way, on that,
you know the way that that is reported in the paper is exactly
what I was afraid of. You know, it is reported this morning in the
Washington Post that this clearly indicates this was an arms-for-
hostage deal. That was exactly what I was afraid of in November of
1986. It was never intended by the President as an arms-for-hos-
tage deal. He never thought about it that way. That is probably
why he doesn't remember it.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he read it before he signed it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm sure he did. He reads a lot of papers,

though, as I've told you.
Mr. LIMAN. And he didn't have to sign that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. But this was one aspect of the

issue, and as I've testified yesterday, it was a CYFA ef Mton the
part of the CIA to protect their particular small involvement with
the project up to that time.

Mr. LIMAN. Now when you ripped up the other documents that
were shown to you or-you did rip up other documents shown to
you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. What were those documents?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I got off the track. I apologize for that.
The other documents were PROF notes, as I recall. They were

printed-once in a while, when I would get a PROF note, if it was
something that I wanted to brief the President on, I would print
out a hard copy of it. I had a little printer by my desk. And there
were a few PROF notes in the envelopes in addition to the three
versions of the Finding.'

I saw nothing in them that we needed at that point, and consist-
ent with my policy of deleting my PROF notes, I tore up those
PROF notes as well.

Mr. LIMAN. A year later, do you remember what they dealt with?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it is not a year later.
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Mr. LIMAN. A year-and-a-half?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. We are talking about November of 1986.
Mr. LimAN. Six months-I am sorry-do you remember what was

in them?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know. I suspect that they are PROF

notes that you have that were in Colonel North's files.
Mr. LIMAN. Have you-do you have a recollection of that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don t. There were two or three.
Mr. LIMAN. You just a moment ago said that the November Find-

ig was a CYFA-November, 1985 Finding was a CYFA Finding
for the CIA. Can you tell me who you were protecting when you
were ripping up those PROF notes?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Look, PROF notes were never intended to be
finished documents. As you can tell from the PROF notes that you
have-and I frankly think the White House made a terrible mis-
take in ever releasing those PROF notes-they were intended to be
private, frank communications between two staff officers, and they
were not intended for public use, and I did not want those PROF
notes to be released.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, when did the Attorney General speak to
you about the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. On Monday, the 24th. He had come by the
office early in the morning. I was tied up doing something else. I
understand my secretaries asked him if they-if he wanted them to
interrupt. He said no, he would be back later. My recollection is
that he came in to see me for about 5 minutes early afternoon.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you-did he ask you what you knew about this
diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was a very brief conversation. My recollec-
tion is that he started off by saying, "I assume you are aware of
the memo that we found in 01 lie's files " and I said, "Yes." He
said, "Were you aware of this?" And I said that I was generally
aware of the transfer of funds or the plan to transfer funds, and I
told him that I was prepared to resign and that I trusted him to
recommend to me the timing of my resignation, and that was the-
essentially the end of the conversation.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell the Attorney General that you had ap-
proved the diversion by Colonel North?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not use those words. I told him that I was
generally aware of the transfer-of the plan to transfer the funds. I
was being very cautious at that poit.

Mr. LIMAN. Can you tell us why you didn't tell him that Colonel
North was acting pursuant to your authority?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I wanted-in continuing the plan that I had
always had of providing deniability to the President, I did not want
to provide that detailed information at the time, because I wanted
the President and his staff to be able to say they didn't know any-
thing about it.

Mr. LImAN. Is it a fact that the Attorney General didn't ask you
whether you had told the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not recall his asking me whether I had told
the President or his asking me whether I had approved it.

Mr. LimAN. Did you also speak that day or the following day to
Don Regan?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. The followin day I was en route to the White
House office in my car, and Ed Meese called me on the car phone
just about the time we were pulling through the Southwest gate,
and he asked if I would meet him over at his office. He said he was
en route to the office, he would be there in about 5 minutes. I told
him that I would.

We diverted, went over to his office. Ed came in. He said that he
thought that the time had come that I should submit my letter of
resignation. I said, fine, I was prepared to do that, as I told him
yesterday; he indicated a sense of regret. He said that he did not
feel at that point that Colonel North had done anything illegal. We
talked about Colonel North also being transferred back to the De-
fense Department.

I departed, went back to the White House, walked down a corri-
dor to Don's office. He was tied up in a meeting. I left word I would
like to see him when he finished, went back to my office, sat down
to eat my breakfast, and a few minutes later Don Regan came in,
and I told him that I was going to resign.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Don Regan ever ask you what you knew about
the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall his doing that.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he ever ask you whether you had told the Presi-

dent?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall his doing that.
Mr. LIMAN. You heard a good deal of the testimony from Colonel

North about the fall-guy plans, and the discussions that he had
with Mr. Casey, that there was a plan discussed with Mr. Casey
that he would be the fall guy and that Casey said that may not be
high and-"You may not be senior enough, and you may need
somebody more senior."

Was that ever discussed with you, admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It was not. Several times over the years, Colo-

nel North would say to me, and it was usually when he was de-
pressed about something-which often, you know, this was a very
frustrating project. We didn't have total control of what was hap-
pening. It was a very high-risk situation, and he-Ollie would often
say that, "Look, I can always be sacrificed," or something like that.
I don't recall the word "scapegoat" ever being used. I believe that
every time he said that, I told him, number one, that it wasn't nec-
essary, that it really couldn't be done that way. I've been in Wash-
ington long enough to know that such plans don't work, and I told
him to forget about that.

I was not a party to any plan to make Colonel North or to make
me, for that matter, a scapegoat. The decision for me to accept re-
sponsibility for what I did was made in February, 1986 when I de-
cided to approve Colonel North's plan for providing funds to the
Contras. I accepted that responsibility then and knew that if it
became public, I would have to leave. Simple as that.

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, did you talk to Mr. Casey about the diver-
sion at any time from the-after November 23?

Mr. POINDEXTER. November 23, 1986?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I had-I believe I had one conversation

with Director Casey. It was probably after that. I think it was the
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last conversation, much to my regret, with Director Casey, but it
was, I think, around Thanksgiving time. I called him for advice on
attorneys. I did not discuss--

Mr. LIMAN. Now, on the 25th of November you submitted your
resignation to the President.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall what the President said?
Mr. POINDEXTm. It was a very short conversation. As I recall,

when I came into the Oval Office at 9:30 for my normal morning
meeting, the Vice President was there, Chief of Staff Don Regan,
Ed Meese was there, and, of course, the President.

I sat down, and my best recollection of the conversation was that
I said,

Mr. President, I assume that you are aware of the paper that Ed Meese has found
that reveals a plan to transfer funds to the Contras. I was generally aware of that
plan, and I would like to submit my resignation to give you the necessary latitude to
do whatever you need to do.

And the President responded and said that he had great regret
and that this was in the tradition of a Naval officer accepting re-
sponsibility. And I shook hands with everybody and left the office.
That was the last time I saw the President.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, you then-did you hear the press conference of
the President and Attorney General Meese?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LIMAN. And was it then that you learned that Colonel North

was being removed, not just reassigned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, and that was a great surprise to me. That

had not been discussed with me. To this day, I don't know how that
came about, but I think it was a mistake.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, admiral, as you sat there and you listened to
the press conference and the Attorney General describing the di-
version as an aberration in the President's policy, talking about po-
tential criminal investigations and all of the other things he said,
the concerns that you had about this being a potential political dis-
aster if it ever came out must have seemed to you to be coming
true with a vengeance, right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, I must say that at that moment
that didn't dawn on me, because it frankly was several days after
that that that began to dawn on me, and that's when I got an at-
torney.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, even before you got an attorney, and that is
the period I want to talk to you about, I mean you realized this was
now a major political issue as you listened to the Attorney General
and you read the newspapers, right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I realized that the, frankly, and I intend to be
very frank here, that the media and the newspapers were blowing
this all out of proportion and there %as significant pressure from
the Congress for the administration to appoint an independent
counsel, and I thought, and still think, that it was a gross overreac-
tion to an issue.

I think with hindsight some mistakes were made in terms of
handling the issue in November, and I think that in the effort to
make sure that the White House was not accused of cover-up, that
we moved too fast, and I accept some of that responsibility in that I
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don't think with hindsight that I should have resigned when I did.
We should have stayed around to get to a full explanation as to
what we were trying to do and the reasons--

Mr. LIMAN. Admiral, you said that one of the reasons you did not
tell the President about this was because you realized that it would
be controversial and you wanted the President to be able to deny
it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, all of a sudden the controversy that you had

anticipated if this became public when you approved it in February
of 1986 had occurred, right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat that again?
Mr. LIMAN. Well, hadn't the controversy now occurred that you

had anticipated in February of '86 when you decided not to tell the
President? You now were having a controversy that had become
public?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is a statement of fact.
Mr. LIMAN. Did-can you tell us why you didn't then stand up

and say, "I, Admiral Poindexter, made the decision and did not tell
the President of the United States"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Liman, that is a hypothetical question, and
before I made the decision to retain attorneys, I was obviously
giving it a lot of thought, but I did not want to make that kind of
decision until I had had an opportunity to consult with attorneys.
And after I did, I followed the advice of my attorneys.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, you talked about how much you wanted, you
know, how your desire was in acting here to provide- the President
with deniability.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Deniability usually, in covert operations, has another

word, an adjective that precedes it called plausible deniability,
right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's the usual term of art.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you make any contemporaneous record in your

notes, or any other place, at the time that you decided to give the
President deniability, that you were not going to tell the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I did not write that down.
Mr. LIMAN. So that you created a situation where it would be

only your word to corroborate that of our Commander in Chief?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. Good morning, Admiral Poindexter.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good morning.
Mr. NMELDS. I take it from your testimony that it was on Decem-

ber 4, 1985, that Mr. McFarlane resigned as the National Security
Adviser.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think he actually submitted his letter earlier
than that, but it was announced on the 4th, along with my appoint-
ment.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it that although he stayed aroun&.technically
until sometime in early January, he permitted you to function as
the National Security Adviser as of the 4th of December?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, he did.
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Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that on the day after his resignation,
namely on December the 5th--

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me. Go ahead.
Mr. NIELIS. I take it on the day after his resignation on Decem-

ber the 5th you handled the National Security Briefing of the Presi-
dent at 9:30 a.m.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Probably-yes, I probably did. I would have to
go back to check my notes to make sure of that, but I guess that
was the date that the November Finding was signed.

Mr. NIELDs. That is what I was going to get to.
Mr. POINDEXTER. My problem is that I have trouble remembering

that and it is conceivable that it was placed in the morning brief-
ing folder, but I rather think I had a meeting and discussed it.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you made up a checklist prior to the
briefing that would remind you what you wanted to raise at the
briefing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Is that one of the exhibits?
Mr. NIELDS. That is exhibit no. 20.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I have it.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it the first item on the list was the Iran

Finding.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. So that on your first national security briefing of the

President when you were acting as National Security Adviser, the
first item was the Iran Finding, which I take it is the same one

-- that you have testified-yesterday and today you- eventually de-
stroyed on November 21, 1986.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I-you know, I had obviously attended a
lot of 9:30 meetings with the President, over 2 years' worth. So al-
though-and I had led other meetings before when Mr. McFarlane
was gone, but I don't want to imply that this was a fresh, new ex-
perience.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that that Finding was the one which
related to the shipment of 18 HAWKs to Israel-I mean to Iran by
Israel.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In effect, it was.
Mr. NIELDS. CIA had requested it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. And John McMahon, as I recall now, had

been pestering me to get it signed, and that's probably why I took
it up that morning.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you were, yourself personally familiar
with that transaction already.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was familiar with some aspects of it.
Mr. NIELDS. You had been-I take it Mr. McFarlane was out of

town or out of the country at the time the shipment was actually
made, and Colonel North briefed you, in effect, on the transaction
while Mr. McFarlane was gone.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. He sent me several PROF notes and we
probably had a couple of meetings on the subject.

Mr. NIELDS. And indeed he sent you some PROF notes before theshipment actually occurred?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I-based on reviewing all this material, I

see that he did.

775-935O- 88-
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Mr. NiELDS. And you had discussed the matter with the Presi-
dent prior to the 5th of December?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I probably had, that's correct.
Mr. Nimzs. I think if it's helpful to refresh your memory, I think

exhibit 19-I take it those are notes of a meeting that you had with
the President on the 25th of November, 1985.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, they are.
Mr. NIELDS. And they refer to this transaction involving the hos-

tages and Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It looks that way.
As I'm sure you have detected by now, my notes are very cryptic

and they were meant to be short-term reminders.
There's a bit of speculation on my part in interpreting what that

means.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it it's your best interpretation that that

relates to the shipment of arms to Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe it probably does. I think the signifi-

cance of the note is that one shipment to Tehran will take place on
the-or took place, I guess-well, see, that's why-I'm assuming
the 22 is a date. It may not be.

One interpretation of it, is the only way I could put it at this
point, is that one hostage to Tehran on the 22, one shipment to
Tehran on the 22 produces two hostages. But that's a bit of specula-
tion.

It's not totally clear because it's not consistent with the date
above.

Mr. BECKLER. Maybe we ought to have the record reflect exactly
what the words are in that memo, just so there is no ambiguity.

Mr. NIELDS. That's fine.
The words are hostages, dash, 1 to Tehran, 22, and then an

arrow and a 2.
And I think that Mr. Liman showed you just a few moments ago

a page from Mr. North's spiral notebook that refers to a conversa-
tion with you on the 26th of November indicating that R.R. has di-
rected that the operation proceed.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I saw that exhibit.
Mr. NiLDS. Now, I take it that although the Finding was actual-

YI signed on the 5th of December, you had had it for some several
days, maybe as many as ten.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, as I recall, the exhibit indicates that Bill
Casey's cover memo to me is dated the 26th, which I guess would
have been Thanksgiving or the day before.I do not recall whenI got the memo, but some-obviously some-
time between the 26th and the 5th.

Mr. NiELs. But I take it you do recall that Mr. McMahon from
the CIA was badgering you to get it signed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do recall that now.
Mr. NIELDS. And what was the reason for the delay?
Mr. POINDEXTR. I haven't thought about that question. I believe

that the President was-well, I'm not sure. He may have been in
Santa Barbara. He may have been out of town. He often went to
Santa Barbara for Thanksgiving. I haven't checked that fact.

Mr. NIELDS. The Finding that was signed on the 5th, like the
later Findings, called for no immediate notification of Congress.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly-I'll take your word for it. I would
have to go back and look at it.

Mr. NIELDS. It's up on the board, and it's also exhibit no. 18 in
your exhibit book, and it says--

Mr. POINDEXTER. What was the exhibit number here?
Mr. NiELDs. Eighteen.
And the exhibit itself says,

I direct the Director of Central Intelligence not to brief the Congress of the
United States as provided for in Section 501 of the National Security Act, 1947, as
amended, until such time as I may direct otherwise.

Now, I take it at that time that was not-that was new to you,
that language in a Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, it wasn't necessarily new. I don't recall-
well, I do recall one previous Finding containing such a statement,
but it later was amended and the Congress was-the appropriate
authorities in Congress were briefed on that previous Finding. So it
wasn't a new concept.

I clearly understood the Hughes-Ryan amendment to the Nation-
al Security Act.

Mr. NIELDS. It was at least not the normal way in which Find-
ings were done?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, obviously it is a provision of the law that
should be used under extraordinary circumstances. This was an ex-
traordinary circumstance. It was not the usual routine.

Usually we-the President elected to use one of the other provi-
sions of the law.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you-I guess this is really my only 'question: Did
you consult with anyone regarding either the propriety or the
wisdom of putting that language in this Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There had been over the years, in discussions of
various Findings, a rather thorough discussion of the issue of noti-
fication.

So it was-the President was aware at the time, I was aware at
the time, that he clearly had that authority. There was really no
need to consult with anybody as to whther the President had that
authority or not.

Mr. NIELDS. My only question ih: Did you, in fact, in the case of
this Finding between November 26 or so and December 5 discuss
this Finding with anyone else?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I did.
Mr. NIELDs. And, for example, did you discuss it with the Attor-

ney General?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not to my recollection.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it--
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, may I interrupt you just a

moment. The chair has been receiving a number of inquiries about
plans, and the chair had hoped that we would be able to finish
questioning by counsel this morning. I am informed now, on the
basis of estimates-and I appreciate those estimates are rough-
that we just won't be able to finish it, questioning by counsel this
morning.
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So we will conclude not later than 12:30 this morning, and, of
course, be in recess then until 9:00 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. BECKLER. On that same track, do you have any ball-park fi

ures as to how many days we are going to be up here? I obviously
can't hold anybody to that, but I would like to get some rough idea.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I don't want to state an estimate
at this point, because if I do, you will try to hold me to it in a few
daMr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would never do anything like

that.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will try to give you an estimate at the

end of the business day about what you are confronted with, sir.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields, you may proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I take it, it is fair to say when you

became the National Security Adviser, among other things which
you inherited, you inherited the whole problem of the initiative in-
volving the sale of arms to Iran and hostages.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I inherited a lot of problems, and this was prob-
ably not the most significant.

Mr. NIELDS. But you did inherit--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did inherit this one.
Mr. NIELDS. And it did have problems.
Mr. POINDEXTER. It had problems. It was a very high-risk oper-

ation from the very beginning.
Mr. NIELDS. And, for example, there was an issue of replenish-

ment, the Israelis wanted to make certain whatever they sold to
Iran was replenished by us and promptly.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that was a problem.
Mr. NIELDS. And indeed that applied to the 18 HAWKs.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I-say that again now, the question.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, it may be that I am asking it in a confusing

way. I think the PROF messages that have been entered in the
record indicate the original plan was to ship 80 HAWKs, and the
Israelis were very anxious to have those 80 HAWKs replenished
and promptly.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. After going back and reviewing all this
material, that indeed was the original plan.

Mr. NIELDS. And indeed you made some contacts with the De-
partment of Defense in furtherance of the Israeli request.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I have a vague recollection of talking to
General Colin Powell, who is now the Deputy Assistant to the
President, the job I used to have. At the time he was military as-
sistant to Cap Weinberger. And I can recall conversations with
Colin about the availability of HAWK missiles. That's about all I
recall of the conversation. And I really am very fuzzy on the
timing of that discussion.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it another problem was that the 18
HAWKs that were actually shipped turned out to be the wrong
kind of missile.

Mr. PoicnTm. Yes, they did.
Mr. NmLDs. And the Iranians complained bitterly and accused

everyone of playing a cheating game.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I knew the Iranians were upset. I don't think I
was aware of all the details.

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me, Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that the mix-up on the 18 HAWKs was at-

tributed, at least in part, to the particular intermediaries that were
being used or had been used up to that time.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Based on reading these old PROF notes fairly
recently, it appears that there was some problem there. I am not
sure that we ever understood exactly what happened.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, was it part of your plan, so to speak, to try to
put things on a sounder footing for the future by-and I don't
mean this pejoratively--by getting rid of Mr. Ledeen, Mr. Schwim-
mer and Mr. Nimrodi and replacing them, so to speak, with Mr.
North and Mr. Nir?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Thinking back on it, the events of November
1985 were confusing at the time, as I have previously testified, and
I think it was probably in closed session, I missed a major NSPG
meeting in early August 1985 in which this situation was discussed.

But in early December, after I took over, I wanted to get the
issue moving in a much nore organized manner and in a way
where we had a lot more control over what was happening.

Also, after the 7 December meeting in the residence and George
Shultz and Cap Weinberger raising the legality question, I certain-
ly wanted to get the Attorney General involved, and I wanted to
get a Finding that clearly laid out the whole program. And that is
the direction we proceeded.

Mr. NIELDS. You are jumping ahead of me a little bit.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Sorry.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it the answer is you did want to put it on a

sounder footing and one thing you wanted to do was change the
personnel that were involved?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. J-because I recognized this was going to
be a very sensitive operation and I guess I was pretty well con-
vinced in my own mind that the President would want to go ahead
with it, and do as much as we could, and if we were going to do
that, I wanted people involved that I was, frankly, more comforta-
ble with.

Mr. NIELDS. And you have also just made reference to the Find-
ing. I take it that was an issue. And you testified to the Finding
that you did have signed on the fifth and you have also testified
that you were dissatisfied with the way in which that Finding was
drafted and you wanted that redone?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And you just made a reference a moment ago to the

question of legality, and I gather from your testimony that the
issue of legality arose fairly early on in your responsibility 'for this
matter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My first recollection of that issue being raised
was in the 7 December meeting in the residence. It may have been
discussed in the August 1985 NSPG meeting, but I wasn't there.

Mr. NIELDS. I think you have already testified previously that the
Secretaries of State and Defense made a big issue of the illegality
of the transaction at that meeting, the December 7 meeting.
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Mr. POINDXTER. My recollection is that they both raised it. I
don't necessarily believe that it was to the same extent, but they
did both raise it. I think Secretary Weinberger, my recollection is
that that was his biggest objection.

Mr. NiELDs. He did, I take it, make a big issue of the illegality of
it, as you said.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe he did.
Mr. NiLus. And did you thereafter ask Mr. North to address the

question of legality?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection is that after Colonel North and

Mr. McFarlane came back from London that I got the clear impres-
sion from the President's reaction to that debriefing that he
wanted to consider continuing the program and that the-what we
needed to do, one of the things that we needed to do to see whether
the program was even going to be feasible was to get a firm deter-
mination as to whether or not there was a legal way that we could
do this.

And my recollection is that I asked Colonel North to work with
the appropriate people at CIA and in Ed Meese's office, if not Ed
Meese himself, on resolving that issue.

Mr. NIE S. That is to find a legal way--
Mr. POIN TxmR. To find a legal way to do it.
Mr. NIELns. And I take it from your testimony yester&2. %y, as I un-

derstand it, on the 16th of January in a meeting with the Attorney
General, he recommended that the sales be done direct from the
United States to Iran rather than permitting Israel to sell its old
U.S. weapons and have us replenish.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Ed recommended to us that that was the best
way that he saw to do it. He did not say that he felt the other way
was illegal. But he was more comfortable in doing it the way he
recommended.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it the problem, whether it was illegal or
just possibly illegal, the problem with the way it had been done
was that the arms Israel was transferring had originally been pur-
chased under the Arms Export Control Act.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. His argument was that if the Israelis
shipped weapons form their stocks that because these weapons had
been sold to Israel under the Arms Export Control Act, then people
could argue that if they then transferred those arms to a third
country there was a congressional reporting requirement and I am
not familiar enough with the law to go into the details of that, but
I had understood that there was some reporting requirement.

It wasn't clear from the discussions whether it was possible to
waive those or not. We really-because he came up with the other
method, which Bill Casey and I and eventually the President
agreed with, we really didn't pursue that any further.

Mr. NiELDS. The committee has heard testimony on this very
subject, as you are probably aware, from people from DOD and
CIA, and we needn't go into that again.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am aware of the inference, but I am not quite
sure what they said.

Mr. NIEw)S. In any event, I take it that going direct, so to speak,
under the Economy Act with sales from DOD to CIA and then
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direct to Iran resolved that problem for the future, for the future
transactions?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That was my understanding.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was the footing on which it was put in the

Finding that was signed January 17th?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. NIELs. And I take it it is also correct that doing it that way

did not affect one way or the other whatever legal problems had
existed in the way that it had been done earlier?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I really don't understand the question, Mr.
Nields.

Mr. NIELDS. I think I am stating a truism. What the Attorney
General did was suggest a way of putting it on a sound footing for
the future, and that gave you confidence that the transactions
which occurred after the Janua "y 17 Finding were legal? But it
didn't change, it didn't rectify any possible illegality with respect
to the earlier shipments?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that I would like to object
that-on the grounds that an extended discussion with this witness
about the illegality and the law and what applies and what does
not apply is probably more appropriate directed to the Attorney
General.

My client is not a lawyer. I'm sure the legality of a lot of these
issues are going to be debated for years and years to come. But I
prefer, and ask the chairman to direct counsel to ask questions
about what he did and what the facts are, and not an extended
debate on the legality of various aspects of the events.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel,- I think the committee under-
stands that Admiral Poindexter is not a lawyer; but, at the same
time, he's bound by the law as was the National Security staff. It is
of interest to the committee how he interpreted that law or how he
was advised about the law.

Counsel may proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, maybe it would be helpful, just to understand

this point, to take a look at exhibit no. 23. Do you have that in
front of you, Admiral Poindexter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you are aware of the portion of these notes

which I will be asking you about. It is on the third page of the ex-
hibit.

I take it these are the notes that you wrote on the airplane fol-
lowing your meeting with Mr. Nir for the purpose of briefing the
President on Mr. Nir's proposal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is as I testified yesterday. I believe I
wrote them on the airplane.

Mr. NIELDS. At the very end of the exhibit, you have the words
"covert Finding." I take it you are suggesting that the transaction
in the future proceed under a Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. In the hopes that that will rectify, that that will

make the sales pursuant to the Finding in compliance with the
law?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right. My understanding at that point, and
again, I think you have essentially stated it, but let me restate it.
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This, although, it is based on my meeting with Nir, it is not-I
don't believe that that particular item was discussed with Nir.
These were prepared as notes to brief the President on the whole
issue.

Mr. NIELDS. And you are telling-you then write the words "al-
ready pregnant for 500." I take it that is a reference to the 500
TOWs and "already pregnant" refers to the fact that those were
not covered by a Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. What that means, I think, is that at some-
one of the things that came out of the meeting with Nir, and my
recollection is that it was the first time that I became cognizant of
the fact that the Israelis wanted those first 500 TOWs replaced,
and the point I was making there to the President, or that I intend-
ed to make to him, was that somehow we had to send the 500
TOWs to Israel.

Mr. NIELDS. What did "already pregnant" mean?
Mr. POINDEXTFE. In essence, already had a commitment, which

at that point I wasn't sure he understood, to sell the Israelis 500
TOWs to replace the ones that they had shipped earlier.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, why do you have that phrase "already preg-
nant for 500" under the heading "Covert Finding"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Because we had to figure out a way to, under
the law, to sell the Israelis 500 TOWs and avoid the reporting re-
quirement to Congress.

Mr. NIELDs. In any event, I take it that you were aware that
whatever legal problems there were with respect to the August
TOW shipments and the November HAWK shipments, those legal
problems were-not cured by the January 17 Finding.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any recollection of thinking about
it in those legal terms that you are describing. I knew at-well, by
the time of this note, I had not had a discussion with the Attorney
General yet.

The concept of having a Covert Finding, by my best recollection,
is that after the Nir meeting, Colonel North and I had a private
discussion to discuss the meeting afterwards, and at that time, my
recollection is that I learned that the Attorney General had felt at
that point-and I don't know exactly who had spoken to him at
that point, I may have been told at the time, I don't remember-
but anyway, I had the understanding that the Attorney General
felt that it was possible with a Covert Finding to do this project in a
legal manner.

Mr. NELDS. The Covert Finding that was signed on the 17th of
January makes-is prospective only; isn't that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. It applies only to future transactions?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It applies to future sales of arms under this

project as well as the other objectives that we had.
Mr. NLDS. And--
Mr. BEcKLER. Mr. Chairman, we had 4 days of private session. A

lot of these materials were covered by Mr. Liman then. I think he
covered all of this area over the last day-and-a-half. I think it is not
out of line for me to request the chairman and to have counsel
move on to some different areas.
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I have always been troubled with this concept of direct and cross
examination. I don't understand exactly how it works up here.

I think we are going over area that has been fully explored.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, we do not view it as direct and

cross examination. You know that we have two Select Committees
operating here and the Senate has one counsel and on the House
side, we have a Majority and Minority Counsel, so there are usual-
ly three counsel who question, and they may seek to elicit what-
ever facts they deem appropriate.

The mere fact that we might have some repetition, I think, is not
the basis for objection. We do, of course, want our counsel to move
forward.

Counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The cover memo to the January 17 Finding which I believe is ex-

hibit no. 28 also makes no :eference to the earlier transactions.
Would you agree with that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't see that it refers to the earlier transac-
tions by the Israelis.

Mr. NIELDS. And, in fact, on the first page, in the second full
paragraph, it says "The Israelis are prepared to unilaterally com-
mence selling military materiel to western-oriented Iranian fac-
tions."

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Again, "commence," I take it, means begin? In fact,

they were already or they had already made a couple of sales?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, they had, but I think it is important to

make the point here that neither Colonel North nor I-w -to be
very frank, we thought that the operation had been all screwed up,
and I don't know what Colonel North had in mind in phrasing it
that way. I certainly didn't focus on the absence of the earlier
transactions in this.

Obviously, at the time we would have been aware that the Presi-
dent was aware of these things, and so the whole Finding, the
whole cover memo is addressed to the future and not to the past.

Mr. NIELDS. That--
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, may I interrupt you for the pur-

pose of recognizing Senator Nunn for just a moment?
Senator Nunn?
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On an unrelated subject to this dialogue, a few minutes ago there

was a question from Mr. Liman to Admiral Poindexter. Admiral
Poindexter answered that he had a conversation with Bill Casey
and that he had not known that conversation was taped, but later
found that it was taped. This raises a great concern and question
about what the Central Intelligence Agency tapes and what they
do with that, what the rules are, and whether this is something we
have within our knowledge.

I would ask, Mr. Chairman, because of the considerable impor-
tance of this that we have some clarification of that to the extent
the committee can clarify it before we recess at 12:30. I would ask
the chair to see if the counsel can give us some explanation of that.

Perhaps the witness could supplement that.
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Chairman HAMILTON. The Senator makes a good request. The
Chair will direct counsel to see if we can get a response to the Sen-
ator's question promptly.

Thank you, Senator Nunn.
Mr. Nields, you may proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, the absence of a reference to prior transac-

tions in the cover memo or the Finding to which it relates of Janu-
ary 17 contrasts with the Finding which was signed on December 5,
which states in its last paragraph, "All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance of this effort are hereby rati-
fied."

I take it that Finding expressly attempted to approve a transac-
tion which had already occurred, or transactions which had al-
ready occurred?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. It tried to do that. As I said, I was never
happy with that particular Finding, and that was one of the rea-
sons, as well. I don't necessarily endorse that concept.

Mr. NIELDS. And that either referred to or included the shipment
of 18 HAWKs in November of 1985?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think that is really all that it addressed.
Mr. NIELDS. I think you testified that you destroyed this Novem-

ber Finding late on Friday, November 21st, 1986?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. NIELDS And I think you've testified that earlier that week a

difference of opinion amongst Cabinet officers surfaced about the
U.S. Government knowledge and involvement in that shipment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. The disagreement specifically related to
conversations that had taken place in Geneva between Mr. McFar-
lane and George Shultz.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Shultz said that Mr. McFarlane-Secretary
Shultz had said that Mr. McFarlane had told him in Geneva on No-
vember 18, 1985, that HAWKs were being shipped to Iran for hos-
tages, and Mr. McFarlane said that he had not known that the
shipments were missiles at that time.

Is that about the size of the dispute?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As near as I could-can make out at this point.

I don't think I ever saw or heard recited to me exactly what Secre-
tary Shultz's recollection of that conversation was.

Mr. NIELDS. And again referring to Friday, November 21st, 1986,
earlier that same day you had had a meeting with the Attorney
General and the President of the United States at which the fact of
this dispute was raised?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. The question was one of the President's
prior knowledge in Geneva of the Israeli plan and whether he had
approved it or not, and we needed to get to the bottom of that.

Mr. NIELDS. And, indeed, you needed to get to the bottom of just
what the facts were regar in this government's knowledge and
approval of the November HAWK shipment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And, by the way, at that meeting did anybody ask

the President whether he had approved?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's an obvious question, but I don't recall it

coming up. We were talking about events that had taken place
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over a year earlier, and I certainly didn't remember much about
the year and I don t think I even thought about asking the Presi-
dent because I didn't think he would remember that level of detail
either.

Mr. NiLEs. In any event, the Attorney General--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall the Attorney General asking him

about it. And I certainly didn't recall this Finding even existing at
the time, and I think it's important to restate again that the
reason I destroyed that Finding was that I thought it would be a
political embarrassment because it focused on only the arms aspect
of the whole initiative.

Mr. NIELDS. You are jumping ahead of me again a little bit.
I take it that during the meeting with the President and the At-

torney General on the morning of Friday, November 21st, the At-
torney General asked permission to conduct a factfinding inquiry
to resolve these discrepancies?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And the President authorized or directed him to pro-

ceed?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I viewed it in his role as really a special

adviser to the President. He had been involved in the project and
since we had our-on our hands a dispute between a Cabinet offi-
cer and a previous Cabinet-level official, I appreciated his help in
trying to get to the bottom of this.

Mr. NIELS. And you were actually there when the President di-
rected the Attorney General to proceed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the President-in reality, what happened
was that Ed asked permission to do it and the President said fine.

Mr. NIELUS. Now, later that same day I take it the Attorney Gen-
eral asked you to gather or told you that he wanted to review docu-
ments relating to this issue?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He said that he was going to send over a couple
of his people and asked that we pull together the documents that
we had, in a central location, relating to the Iranian project.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, the November Finding, or the December Find-
ing, the one that is up on the board there, was of direct relevance
to the inquiry that the Attorney General was doing; isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was related, but, again, it did not address the
key question, and that was what were the discussions in Geneva
early- in the month on which there was a disagreement.

Mr. NIELDS. It showed that the President had approved of this
transaction involving the 18 HAWK missiles?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no question in our mind-certainly
in my mind at that point-that the President had approved the
shipment at some point. The question was whether he had ap-
proved it in the initial stages, as George Shultz had recalled.

Mr. NIELDS. This document showed when he approved it in writ-
in . POINDEXTER. But--

Mr. NIELDS. Isn't that true?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It shows that he approved after the fact that

particular concept, but we had information at that point that he
ad actually-he may have approved it before the fact, and that

was the key question.
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Mr. NiELDs. Do you have any document in your possession or in
Colonel North's that was more directly relevant to the Attorney
General's inquiry into the question of Presidential approval of the
HAWK shipment than the one up on the wall?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know of any other document that-in
fact-you know, at this point we wished that we had a lot more
documents, but we didn t. I have explained why we didn't have
many documents. We were very concerned about leaks.

Mr. NnmLS. I take it before-before the Attorney General had a
chance to look at that document, you destroyed it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Ir-when Commander Thompson showed me this
document, my concern was only that it would reinforce the story
that the only objective we had in the whole project was arms for
hostages. I did not think in terms of HAWK shipments or TOW
shipments, or anything eJse, at that point.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you destroy it to give the President deniability?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, did you not by destroying that document give

the President the ability to deny that he had signed a Finding on
December 5th that dealt with arms and hostages?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, this question has been asked over
and over and over. What is the reason why Admiral Poindexter de-
stroyed that document? He admitted in open he destroyed it. He
gave his reasons. Now counsel-I suppose counsel can ask this
question 100 times. It is his prerogative. I submit it has been asked
and answered over and over and over.

Chairman HAMILTON. Objection is overruled. The witness may
answer the question.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat the question again?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes. By destroying this document, did you not

permit the President to deny that he had signed a Finding on De-
cember 5th, 1985, relating to arms and hostages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was not the intent at-all. I haven't-as I
said, I haven't talked to the President since the morning of the
25th, and I don't know what he had in mind when he has made
these statements.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, you did-I take it, it was your intent when you
destroyed that document that no one would see the document?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, my concern was, as I have testified before,
that any time a document left my office, I was concerned that it
was susceptible to public exposure. I didn't-simply did not want
this document to see the light of day.

Mr. NiELDs. And insofar as this document recorded the Presi-
dent's approval shortly after the fact of the HAWK shipment, and
insofar as it recorded his approval of a Finding that related to
arms and hostages, you were, by destroying the document, attempt-
ing to falsify the record, weren't you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I was not at all.
Mr. BEcKimI. Mr. Chairman, the document, just to make the

record straight, when counsel asks the question, the document says
nothing about HAWK shipments. I think the record ought to really
reflect that. It says, "All prior actions taken by U.S. governmentt
officials in furtherance of this effort are hereby ratified."
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Admiral Poindexter has testified that at that point in time, he
wasn't just-even in November of 1986, he wasn't distinguishing
between HAWKs, TOWs, so on and so forth. If counsel wants to
know what the President knew and what he thought of when he
signed that document, then perhaps he ought to have the President
come down here and answer that. Because we haven't spoken to
the President on this subject. In fact, we have asked-as I stated
earlier, we asked the White House for documents, long ago, that
would help us, enable us to refresh some of our recollections.

Now, Mr. Liman did his best to get them. He made the request
in December. But we didn't get them until about 2 weeks ago.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, a question was asked, and it was
answered. You may proceed.

Mr. NIELDs. Admiral Poindexter, what made you believe that the
President of the United States would want you to destroy a Find-
ing in order to save him from political embarrassment, if anything?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I-that thought didn't cross my mind. I recog-
nize that it was politically embarrassing. I thought one of my jols
was to protect the President, and I didn't think about asking him
about it.

Mr. NIELDS. I have to ask yout this question: Was it any part of
your purpose in destroying that document to protect anyone other

- than-the-President?-- . . .. . . . .. . ..- -
Mr. POINDEXTER. Nobody.
Mr. NIELDS. And particularly was it part of your purpose to pro-

tect yourself?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, in no way.
Mr. NIELDS. You had, I take it, earlier that day given briefings to

both House and Senate Intelligence Committees?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I had.
Mr. NIELDS. That was on the subject of these arms transactions

with Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It was more than that. It was a discussion with

the two-well, the House Intelligence Committee and the chairman
and vice chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee of the Ira-
nian project, which didn't just involve arms.

Mr. NIELDS. But it did include the arms transaction?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It did include arms.
Mr. NIELDS. And you had spent part of the previous afternoon in

the same room with Director Casey making sure that whatever he
testified to to the same committees was consistent with what you
told him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I testified to that.
Mr. NIELDS. I think Mr. Liman has asked you about what you

told the Senate Intelligence Committee, and I am going to ask you
what you told the House.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe he did.
Mr. NIELDS. If he didn't, I will do that also.
Mr. BECKLER. Counsel, do you have an exhibit there that reflects

notes of staffers at the time?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes, I do.
Mr. BECKLER. What exhibit number is that?
Mr. NIELDS. First we will look at exhibit no. 79 and then we will

look at exhibit no. 80.
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Mr. NmDS. Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. PoIwDcEmT. I do. 79.
Mr. Numix. That is a memorandum for the record of your brief-

ing of the House Intelligence Committee, and if you look at the
second page, this one is organized by the dates on which certain
events occurred, and there is a paragraph headed "November of
1985." •

Do you see that in front of you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think it is important to point out that

this memorandum was, is not a contemporaneous record of the
meeting, it is a memo that was prepared a week later, and it is.
This staff officer's summary of what I said.

Mr. NIELDS. What I am going to get to is ask you a question
about what you said. The memo says opposite November 1985,
"The Israelis transferred 18 HAWK missiles to Iran at this time.
The United States did not learn about it until January 1986."

Then later down, just to make sure I am complete about what is
written in the memo, it states-well, it says, "In February 1986,
the United States managed to talk the Iranians and Israelis into
returning the missiles to Israel," and it says "Poindexter indicated
there may have been some prior U.S. knowledge of this November
1985 shipment."

Now, my first question is: Did you tell them that the United
States did not learn about the HAWK shipments until January
1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, my recollection of what I said is probably
different from that. My recollection is that I said that I did not
learn until January of 1986 of the HAWK shipments, and at the
time I thought that was an accurate statement.

Later-and obviously this was the issue that we, part of the issue-
that we had talked about the day before, and it was pretty clear in
my mind at that point that we were aware of the 1985 shipment
prior to it, but I simply didn't have all the facts and as I have testi-
fied before, I didn't want to go any further into the issue until we
had information about prior approval, and I had a situation at that
point where Mr. McFarlane didn't remember anything about it,
and Secretary Shultz did, but nobody could confirm that.

Mr. BECKLER. Counselor, I should point out there is an asterisk
too that is worth noting on the first page of this memo. Admiral
Poindexter has testified before that he was not the line officer so
to speak on this project back in November of 1985, that is the
weapons shipment projects, and the asterisk says,

The events from July through December 1985 were largely described to Poin-
dexter by McFarlane prior to McFarlane's departure from the NSC. To this extent,
they are therefore secondhand recollections of these events.

In other words, the author of this memo, Mike O'Neill, is saying
the admiral explained that a lot of the events he is talking about,
the events that occurred in November-October of 1985, he is im-
parting information that he received from Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. NIELS. Is that true, Admiral Poindexter, that you told the
House Intelligence Committee that the events through December
1985 were based on secondhand information?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I recall at the time, because I couldn't, I could
not recall my involvement in November of 1985 with the HAWK
shipments, and as I have testified, it wasn't until after Colonel
North came in in the afternoon of the 21st, several hours after this
briefing, that he began to refresh my memory on exactly what hap-
pened.

So I do recall saying to the House Committee and Senators Dur-
enburger and Leahy that I was very fuzzy on the issues of what hap
pened up until December 7 of 1985, because I had not been fully
engaged in all the issues up until that time.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields, excuse me for interrupting
you, but I want to conclude the hearing as I have indicated to
others that I would do.

Are you at a point now where we can conveniently stop, or do
you have just a few more questions on this document?

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I fear that this document and the
other two that I will be getting into might take us five, ten more
minutes, and if the chair wishes, I am prepared to break off at this
time.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Liman for clarifi-
cation on the CIA communications.

Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. The CIA has a special voice communications system

wChch is u--Udin lieu- of cable traffic for overseas communications of
an operational nature on occasion.

When that system is used, the calls are taped by CIA headquar-
ters and an index maintained so that there is a record equivalent
to what would exist with operational cables.

During the course of our investigation, we have requested and re-
ceived transcripts of pertinent communications, which is how we

ot the transcript of the conversation between the admiral and Mr.

That call was taped, because Mr. Casey was overseas and that
communications link was used.

I have confirmed this again with the CIA and they know I was
going to read this into the record.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye?
Chairman INouYE. May I ask a question for clarification?
Is the caller notified that the conversation is being recorded?
Mr. LIMAN. My understanding is that the CIA personnel are

aware of this, andthey are the people who normally use it. When a
call takes place, which, as I understand is infrequent of the nature
that Admiral Poindexter had where the system is used, I do not
know whether the non-CIA person knows that his call was being
recorded.

Admiral Poindexter, did you know?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not know.
Mr. LIMAN. It is used normally just for operational calls in lieu

of cable traffic by CIA personnel.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Liman.
Mr. BECKLER. Once again, since I raise this document, I view it as

a critical document as a contemporaneous statement of what Admi-
ral Poindexter's intentions were at the time he asked Bill Casey to
come back up and get with him on this subject and I would ask
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again all expeditious means be used to declassify that so the admi-
ral may review it.

Chairman HAMmTON. That will be done, counsel.
Mr. BEcwxm . Thank you.
Chairman 'AmIoN. The joint hearings stand in recess until

9:00 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Friday, July 17, 1987.]
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room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hapiiton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.

--Inouye (chairman of-the Senate Select Committee) presiding.
Chairman HAMILTON. Good morning.
The joint hearings will come to order.
We begin this morning with further questioning by Mr. Nields.
Mr. Nields?
Mr. BEcKEgR. Mr. Chairman, just based on some questions that

were asked at the end of day yesterday, I would like to briefly
renew a motion, if I may.

Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, you may recall my warning to this body when we

started out here, my motion 2 days ago.
I stressed the rights of Admiral Poindexter; the fact that he is a

target of a grand jury investigation. And I asked this committee to
be conscious of that, and I know this commit is conscious of
that. But I feel compelled to point out a couple of things that hap-
pened since last night.

Picture if you will this morning, a grand juror or a potential
petit juror reading the Washington Post, the front page. Reading
the front page of the Washington Post, that potential juror would
read as follows, "Several members of the Iran-Contra panels yester-
day expressed skepticism about Poindexter's testimony. Represent-
ative Louis Stokes (Democrat of Ohio), chairman of the House
Select Committee on Intelligence, said the Navy rear admiral's ac-
count of the diversion, of funds 'doesn't square with me.'

"Senator William S. Cohen (Republican of Maine) questioned the
credibility of Poindexter's assertion that the diversion of funds was
a technicality. Senator George J. Mitchell (Democrat of Maine) said

(189)
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he was concerned about Poindexter's oft-stated inability to recall
key facts."

Mr. Chairman, I submit to you that this hallowed institution, the
Congress, has the power to crush an individual if it wishes to
unless its Members show some restraint.

I mentioned in my opening remarks that when I was a young
lawyer, I worked in the office of Frank S. Hogan, a Manhattan Dis-
trict Attorney. He made it quite certain to all of us as attorneys
working in that DA's office, and he was a bipartisan-elected district
attorney who-served for 40 years as district attorney in Manhat-
tan-but he made it clear that an institution can be powerful and
that power must be treated with great care and caution.

And what does that mean? At the very most fundamental level,
what it means is if you are an attorney working for that institu-
tion, you don't talk during the proceeding. You don't give state-
ments to the press. You don't give your opinions, because you want
to be fair.

There is one other quote that I would like to read that was in
yesterday's New York Times.

In an interview during a break in the testimony, the Chief Counsel of the Senate
Committee, Arthur L. Liman, who conducted all the questioning today and who in-
terrogated the admiral in four long private sessions in preparation, said, This man
will never say anything that reflects adversely on his Commander in Chief. If he
was willing to withhold such important matters as the diversion and destroy docu-
ments to prevent political embarrassment to the President, Mr. Liman said, How do
we know he is not still protecting the President?

How do we know he is not still protecting the President?

Mr. Liman is the counsel to this committee. He has a responsibil-
ity-as I understand it, this committee's responsibility as told to
me by the chairman was to have an impartial factfinding to find
out the facts, not to draw conclusions. I have made that point over
and over and over.

One more thing I would like to say in closing. This soldier, schol-
ar, statesman, John Poindexter, has served his country for 30 years
and served the President for 5Y2 years. He worked hard at that job.
He has earned, and I repeat, he deserves-he deserves just treat-
ment and fundamental fairness from this body.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, thank you very much for your ob-

servations. I take it you didn't actually make a motion of any kind?
Mr. BECKLER. The motion, I have a continuing motion to with-

draw the subpoena as well as the continuing objections about the
issues of credibility and going over and over the same questions.

I renew that motion.
Chairman HAMILTON. I was going to treat it that way, but I

wanted to be sure.
Let the chair just make these observations, that we approach

this, of course, with a very different perspective than you do. We
have indicated this before m previous comments from the chair.

These committees are acting as committees of the U.S. Congress
and our central focus is on the policy questions raised by this set of
facts or these sets of facts that are before us in the Iran-Contra
matter.
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We try to be sensitive to and we certainly appreciate the individ-
ual rights of the admiral, and we certainly respect your position as
his counsel, and there are many lawyers on this committee who
have some appreciation, I think, for your role.

But the constitutional function of these committees is to under-
stand what happened here and to get the facts so that we can
make recommendations and judgments about the policy process.

We also believe very strongly that the American people have a
right to know what happened and the only way we know to find out
what happened is through this kind of a hearing, and to exercise
the full powers that are available to us as congressional commit-
tees to get that information. And we intend to do that.

Sometimes that is a very painful process and it is a very painful
process when you are dealing with witnesses who, by their own ad-
mission, time and again have withheld information from the U.S.
Congress.

We are now in the process of trying to draw out that informa-
tion, and a lot of very tough, difficult questions have to be asked.

I recognize, we all recognize that those questions are not easy to
respond to, but the witness can always say that he doesn't recall or
he can object to the manner in which questions are asked.

But our purpose is to try to understand the facts.
Now,-your claims that you have stated very well on behalf of the

witness can be asserted in a court of law, and they will be asserted
I am sure in a court of law if it comes to that.

But they are not claims that we can recognize and your motion is
overruled again by the chair.

The Chair recogdizes Mr. Nields for continuation of questioning.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields, suspend please.
Mr. Courter?
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, without going into any statements that were

made by any of the counsels, I am well aware of some statements
that I think personally were improper by the attorneys that repre-
sent these committees, and I have a motion, and the motion is that
the attorneys who ar. propounding questions be instructed not to
comment about the credibility of witnesses or imply anything for
the balance of this inquiry.

I think their job is to ask pointed, tough, difficult, probing ques-
tions, but I think it does prejudice the views of the members of this
panel and prejudices witnesses when they comment on issues of
credibility with respect to those witnesses.

So my motion is that you instruct the attorneys not to talk pub-
licly about the witnesses' testimony.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Chairman, point of clarification now.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. I agree with sentiments expressed by my colleague,

but frankly speaking if you take away the right of an attorney to
ask a leading question, you might as well jerk his legal degree, and
public includes these hearings here, so leading questions are an es-
sential part of examining the witness.
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Whether we like it or not, that is part of the courtroom proce-
dure, that is part of the committee procedure,. so I would have to
ask the Congressman to clarify his motion.

Does that include the questions that are posed?
Mr. COURTER. Not at all. Those questions can be argumentative,

leading, as far as I am concerned, they should be in the Ltunds of
propriety. I am referring to after the hearings are adjourned, be-
tween recesses, on weekends, et cetera, but during the questioning,
obviously, there would be no restraints.

The motion has to do with statements made while the hearings
are in recess.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. I want to inquire of my colleague from New

Jersey, who has made that motion, I wonder if this might not be
best handled by the House Committee and the Senate Committee,
and I think we can handle it just fine.

I understand the sentiments expressed. I don't think this is a
matter that we have to vote on. I would make no such motion on
the Senate side.

If there is a perceived problem, the committee will talk about it
and deal with it. I don't think we need action of the committee to
deal with it. I don't necessarily disagree with what you are saying,
but I just don't think we ought to have a vote about it. I think in
light of all the hard work by many people here that we can accom-
plish that purpose if that is the will of the committee without
having a legislative action.

Mr. COURTER. Based on that-if the gentleman would yield--
Mr. RUDMAN. I yield.
Mr. COURTER. Based on that, I would withdraw the motion and

ask respectfully that the chairmen on both sides instruct the attor-
neys similar to the motion. That would satisfy me.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair appreciates the cooperation of
the gentleman from New Jersey as well as the suggestion of the
Senator from New Hampshire, and I assure the gentleman from
New Jersey that we will discuss with him the concerns that he has
expressed and if these matters are taken care of, we will proceed
with questioning by Mr. Nields.

Mr. NIELDS. Good morning, Admiral Poindexter.
-Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I take it from your testimony of yesterday that, and I

am just going to summarize a few things and if I get them wrong, I
want you to tell me-that you were aware in November of 1985, of
the shipment of HAWK missiles by Israel to Iran before the ship-
ment occurred?

You were aware that a CIA proprietary had, in fact, been used to
carry those weapons to Iran, and you were aware that the CIA had
sought a Finding to cover their activities in that regard and you
eventually obtained the President's signature on that Finding?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did, but I would like to go over that one
more time, since it is being reported inaccurately in the press, and
I frankly think it is deliberate, and it is exactly the problem that I
thought would happen when I saw that Finding again in November
of 1986.

In November of 1985, Colonel North asked the CIA to help in
identifying a proprietary, to help the Israelis with that shipment.
Now I was aware of that at the time. I had forgotten that in No-
vember of 1986.

After John McMahon, the Deputy Director of CIA, found out
about the CIA assistance, he was upset, and he asked or directed,
as I understand it, Stanley Sporkin to draft a Finding to cover ret-
roactively the CIA assistance in that particular shipment. That
Finding was prepared.

I understand that Colonel North assisted to some extent, but it
was basically prepared by the CIA, Mr. Sporkin and other CIA
staff.

The people involved in drafting that Finding had not been in-
volved in any prior discussions with the President in which the
broader aspects of the plan were laid out.

The only thing that they knew about at that time was that one
aspect of that one shipment. Therefore, that is what they put in
the Finding.

Director Casey sent me that Finding on November 26, 1985. That
was during the Thanksgiving holiday. The President was on the
West Coast.

On the 4th of December, the President announced that Mr.
McFarlane was retiring and that I was to be named in his place.

John McMahon had called me rather insistently wanting to get
the Finding signed. So the following day, the 5th of December, I
took the Finding to the President. The Finding was not properly
staffed.

As I have said, I was not happy with it. The President signed the
Finding.

In no way did that Finding cover the totality of the President's
thinking on the issue. It did not reflect the discussions that had
taken place up to that time.

It didn't cover the strategic aspects of the Israeli proposal with
regard to the Iranians. It didn't cover the fact that one of our
major objectives was to keep the Soviet Union out of Iran, to devel-
op the potential for a better relationship in the future ith Iran,
didn't cover the intelligence gains that we thought we could make
by having channels into the Iranian Government.

Instead, the only part that it addressed was the problem of get-
ting over the first obstacle and that was a confidence-building
effort on our part and on the Iranian part.

On the-for us it was the provision of a small amount of defen-
sive arms. On the Iranian part, it was to put pressure on the Hiz-
ballah to release the hostages.

The President did not view that at the time as arms for hostages,
I did not either, I do not today.

The hostage aspect was one small part of the plan; obviously an
important part. The Finding that he signed that day only ad-
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dressed the retroactive aspect of the CIA's assistance on that one
shipment.

In no way can that be considered an arms-for-hostage arrange-
ment.

Now, because the Finding only addressed that part, it can be in-
terpreted that way taken out of context and that is exactly how my
testimony to date has been taken by the press, out of context.

On_"Nightline" last night, the moderator said that I had testified
that it was simply an arms-for-hostage arrangement. That simply
is not what I testified and that is not what happened.

When I saw that Finding on the 21st of November of 1986, as I
said the other day, the President was under a lot of pressure from
the media from the standpoint of calling it an arms-for-hostage ar-
rangement. I recognized then and I think my judgment was accu-
rate as has been borne out in the past few days that that would be
interpreted as an arms-for-hostage arrangement.

I didn't go through a long orderly thought process as to what to
do with that.

At that point, I was damned annoyed. I was still annoyed that I
was pressured into getting that signed before it was fully staffed
and so without thinking about it, I tore the Finding up.

I think that is a fair and accurate description of what happened.
I hope it gets reported that way.

Mr. NiELDs. My point I was getting at is that I take it also from
your testimony today and yesterday that the things you just told us
now you had forgotten by the time November 1986 rolled around?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NiELDS. You had forgotten that you knew about the ship-

ment of the HAWKs before they were shipped?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You had forgotten that you knew that a CIA proprie-

tary had been used to ship them?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Nields, every day in the White House I re-

ceived hundreds of documents, hundreds of messages and hundreds
of PROF notes. We had been involved in many, many issues over
the year. I simply did not remember.

Mr. NIELDs. And when the press accounts of the Iranian initia-
tive began in November of 1986, you asked that chronologies be
prepared so that senior officials, including yourself, would be
brought up to speed on the facts? I take it that's correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat the question?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes. When the press accounts of the Iranian initia-

tive began in November of 1986, you directed that chronologies be
prepared so that senior officials, including yourself, would be
brought up to speed on the facts?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. And as I have said, I frankly could not re-
member the events of 1985, and I thought it was important, as this
issue was going to become very heated, it was clear that we have a
basic source document to use internally in the White House that
laid out what had happened.

Mr. NIELDS. And you received drafts of those chronologies which
made direct reference to the shipment of 18 HAWK missiles in No-
vember of 1985? 1 think you testified to that yesterday?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. The earlier drafts contained some reference to
that; that's correct.

Mr. NIELDS. And after reading them, you still didn't remember
that you had known about it at the time?

Mr. Ponmzxm. I still did not remember that.
Mr. NIELDS. Then--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Now, also as I recall, I did not see the first draft

until about a half hour before a congressional leadership meeting
down in the situation room, on the 18th, I believe it was.

Mr. NIELDS. Thirteenth of November?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. But at that time you did see it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDS. Then on the 20th-
Mr. Ponmwmi. But frankly, I got in a half hour before the

meeting and didn't have an opportunity to read it.
Mr. NIELDS. And on the 20th of November, you met with the Di-

rector of Central Intelligence and some other people, including the
Attorney General, at your office to talk about the fact that you
were going to brief the Intelligence Committees the next day and
so was the Director of Central Intelligence?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That's right. As I said yesterday, I had
asked Director Casey to come back from Central America early,
and I understand that that tape recording of that conversation has
been declassified now.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it one of the purposes, in fact, for those chro-
nologies was to put you and Director Casey in a position accurately-
to brief the congressional committees that had an interest in the
matter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. I think the transcript of that
conversation indicates the objective was to get all of the facts col-
lected as best we could and to lay these issues to rest in fully dis-
cussing the matter with the committees.

Mr. NiELDS. And I take it that during the meeting on the 20th,
there was mention of the fact that the U.S. Government had be-
lieved in November that the proprietary was carrying oil-drilling
equipment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do-n't think I really understood for sure-
Mr. NIELDs. I think you testified yesterday that at that meeting

with Director Casey on the 20th, there was discussion of the fact
that the U.S. Government had believed in November of 1985, that
the CIA proprietary was carrying oil-drilling equipment and that
you recognized that that was incorrect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. My recollection was that there was some
connection, as I could vaguely recall, with oil-drilling equipment,
but I was reasonably confident that we knew that it wasn't that,
that that was somehow involved in the issue, but my memory of
that period of tine a year before was very vague.

Mr. NIELDS. But you still didn't remember, even on the 20th,
after all the discussion of oil-drilling equipment, you still didn't re-
member that you had known in November, 1985, at the time, that
it was HAWK missiles?
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Mr. POINDEXTEP. That's correct. I did not remember in November
of-the 20th, it would have been Thursday, that I knew that they
were HAWKs. I simply had put that out of my mind.

Mr. NIEms. And so you went in front of the House Intelligence
Committee the following morning and gave them a briefing, and I
think we looked at a memorandum of that briefing yesterday; it is
exhibit 79. I think that we read from it yesterday, at page 2, some-
one making a summary of your remarks wrote: "The Israelis trans-
ferred 18 HAWK missiles to Iran at this time, November, 1985. The
United States did not learn about it until January of 1986."

My first question is, I take it that is what you told the House
Intelligence Committee on November 21st, and I take it it is your
testimony that at that time you still didn't remember that you had
known about it in November?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I certainly did not remember at that time that I
had known about it in November of 1985. 1 can't be sure-there are
about three versions of notes on that briefing taken by House and
Senate staff officers.

I think-the main point that sticks in my memory that I told the
committee-committees on that Friday was that I was very-I
think I admitted-in fact, I think in the footnote on the first page
of that exhibit, I admitted that I was very fuzzy on that time
period in 1985, was being very straightforward in acknowledging
that, and that we were still investigating what had actually hap-
pened in November of 1985, which is not reflected here in this
note, and that when we finished that investigation and had the
rest of the details, we would get back to the committee.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, just for the record, too, I would like
to point out that this is the same document we discussed last night
that includes the asterisk portion about these events being related
based on what Mr. McFarlane told Admiral Poindexter about this
particular shipment.

Chairman HAmILTON. Thank you, counsel.
Mr. NIELDS. Yes. The footnote refers that youth briefing is based

on secondhand-infof-m-tiodn. Yo-u- act-ually ha-d firsthand- itfo--r --
tion at the time, but your testimony is that you had forgotten it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Then you went before the Senate Intelligence Com-

mittee. And I think the memorandum of that briefing is exhibit 70?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. It was not the whole committee.
Mr. NIELDS. The chairman and Ranking Minority Member?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. The memorandum of that is exhibit 70. I ask you to

turn to the fifth page of that exhibit. Take your time. Just let me
know when you found it.

You have that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Let me read it, please.All right.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, there are a couple of things about this. First of

all, it states that the-at the top of the first full paragraph on that
page, "Poindexter said that he learned in January 1986, that Israel
had sent 18 HAWK missiles to Iran on November 25, 1985, without
U.S. approval."

I take it, first of all, you did say that to them?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't be certain of that, but I probably did, be-
cause that was my recollection at the time.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to object at this point. I
think a fair way to present this line of questioning, this is a memo-
randum of the record. It is in the nature of a loose-somebody
taking notes apparently during the meeting and having them typed
up at some later date. There is a full paragraph here which basical-
ly says what that person, that person, that Senate staffer who took
the notes said about what Admiral Poindexter was saying at tha;
briefing of the two Senators.

I think the appropriate way to do it would be to just read that
paragraph and then go back and ask questions about it. That gives
the full sense of it.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, let me suggest this. Mr. Nields
will ask the question. If the witness wants to explain more fully
the circumstances and the content of the document as well as his
memory, he is certainly entitled to do that. But our counsel may
ask the question as he thinks appropriate. It is the witness who
must respond and put the document and his recollection in context.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it, admiral, that at that time you did not-you
still did not remember that you had known about the shipment in
November of 1985; and then I think you go on, and if you want me
to read more, I will, but I think the relevant part is in the next
paragraph, which starts off, "Poindexter said he was very disturbed
to learn yesterday that there had been some important missing
facts."

I take it that refers to the fact you had heard that Mr. Sofaer,
Judge Sofaer from the State Department, had indicated that Secre-
tary Shultz knew in November, 1985, that HAWK missiles were
being shipped?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The previous day-at that point, Mr. McFar-
lane couldn't remember anything about the discussions in Geneva
and the previous day, or maybe even before that-I can't be certain
at this point, but it looks like it was on the 20th-I learned that
Secretary- Shultz had some-a-different recollection and-had-re-
called that Mr. McFarlane had discussed with him in Geneva a
plan for the Israelis to ship some HAWK weapons to Iran as the
first stage in opening up a dialogue with the Iranians, and hopeful-
ly some hostages would come out as aresult of that.

I, of course, did not participate in those conversations, and I
didn't have any firsthand knowledge about it. Mr. McFarlane
couldn't remember it, and I did not want to get further into this
issue until I had those facts; and so what I told the committee was
what I could remember that I knew about it at the time.

Now, obviously it was inaccurate. I did not know it was inaccu-
rate at the time.

Mr. NIE LS. And you told the committee, and it says this also in
the second paragraph, "he," and that is referring to you, "said that
he wants to clear that up.."

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right. Let me read the whole paragraph.
It says, "Poindexter said he was very disturbed to learn yester-

day that there had been some important missing facts. He said he
wants to clear this up. He said it is not fair to say this was an oper-
ation run from the basement of the White House. The United
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States is still not precluded from making progress in the opening
with Iran."

Mr. NILEs. So you wanted to clear up the question of what the
U.S. Government knew about this shipment, when and whether,
and when it had been approved?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And later that day, you ran across a document that

was relevant to that question, namely the November-excuse me,
the December 1985, Finding which you say you had forgotten up
until that time, and you destroyed it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. But that Finding did not answer the question
which was the key question at that time, and that was what hap-
pened in Geneva. It did not relate to that.

Mr. NIELDS. It did show, however, and it did remind you, did it
not, that you were aware back in Novembel 1985, that the CIA pro-
prietary had been used to carry the missiles?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Obviously, at that point the pieces began to fall
in place, and it was reinforced by Colonel North coming over with
some notes from his spiral notebook that he had dug out of the
files, that did begin to put the pieces in place. That is correct.

Mr. NIELDS. And is it correct to say that you found one document
that related to this issue, which was the November Finding, and
you destroyed it?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I am going to object. That is at
least the tenth time that this counsel has recounted what he be-
lieves is the most dastardly thing on earth, the ripping up of this. I
would ask, can we move on to another subject?

Chairman HAMILTON. The objection is overruled. Counsel may
proceed.

Mr. NIELDs. And Colonel North had found one document that re-
lated to this subject, which was his notes; and when he left your
office, it was your understanding that he was going to destroy his
notes?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my impression.
Mr. NiEw-sSo-each-of-you-had-discovered-one-documen that

would be helpful to answer the question that you told the commit-
tee you were going to clear up, and it was your understanding that
both of them would be destroyed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would like to make a point clear, that my im-
pression was that he was going to destroy them. In reality, he did
not, and we didn't have any discussion about the matter. Obvious-
ly, I got the wrong impression.

Another main point here, though, I would like to make is that-
look, if we were trying to cover up sol.e-thing from the beginning,
we would not have gone to all the trouble of preparing all those
various drafts of the chronology. It would have been stupid to try
to find out what all the facts were, which I think all of the evi-
dence indicates we were trying to do, if we had intended to cover
up something.

I have explained to you why I tore up that Finding. It had noth-
in* to do with trying to cover up some HAWK shipment or some-
thing like that. we had already indicated that there had been a
TOW shipment in which we had acquiesced. I was fuzzy on exactly
when that approval had taken place, because I did not remember
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anything about that and based my statements on what Mr. McFar-
lane had told me. We had press guidance prepared. In fact, I back-
grounded the press on the 13th or 14th of November, that there
had been a TOW shipment. There really wasn't any difference in
my mind between TOWs and HAWKs with regard to the Arms
Export Control Act.

The reason the Finding was destroyed was what I have ex-
plained, and indeed what has happened over the past few days here
today.

Mr. NIELDs. I take it that the final version, the most-the last
version that was ever done of these chronologies that you just testi-
fied about states two things: One, the U.S. Government did not
have prior knowledge and did not approve either the Israeli TOW
shipment or the HAWK shipment, and those statements are inac-
curate; and also states, with respect to the HAWK shipment, that
the U.S. Government believed at the time that they were carry-
ing-the CIA proprietary was carrying oil-drilling equipment.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I think if counsel is alluding-to
some chronologies, he ought to refer us to them.

Mr. NI .Lxs. I don't want to belabor the point. But it is exhibit 73.
There has been testimony about it repeatedly in these hearings. I
don't want to burden the record. But if the admiral would like to
look at it, it is exhibit 73.

Mr. BECKLER. I don't want to belabor the point either. But I have
a stack here-this is how many versions there are of the chronolo-
gies.

Chairman HAMILTON. The witness is certainly entitled to look at
the chronologies.

Mr. NIELDS. I've given the witness the wrong number-it is No.
76.

Mr. BECKLER. Seventy-six.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think it is inaccurate to describe that chronol-

ogy as the final version. There really never was a final version. It
is the last one that was prepared because Colonel North and I left
the-White-House-after-that-point-and-the-whole purpose-ofEd
Meese looking into the facts and talking to Mr. McFarlane and Sec-
retary Shultz about the events in Geneva and what discussions
there were then about the plan, my intent was to wait until Mr.
Meese had finished his factfinding search, and we would eventually
have produced the final version of the chronology, hopefully cor-
rect in every aspect.

But on the afternoon of the 21st, as the pieces began to fall into
place for me, there was nothing done to change the chronology at
that point.

Mr. NIELWS. How was an accurate version of the chronology
going to be prepared if all of the critical documents relevant to the
chronology had been destroyed?

Mr. BEcKLER. There is no testimony to the effect that all the crit-
ical documents of the chronology were destroyed, unless counsel
has some information that we don't know about. I know of no testi-
mony by this witness supporting that assertion.

Mr. POINDETER. I certainly did not consider, as I said, in a
thoughtful orderly process the significance of that Finding. I
simply saw it as contributing to the story that the President's initi-
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ative was an arms-for-hostage arrangement, which it was not,
which he did not feel it was, and which, in fact, it was not.

Mr. NIEULS. I would like to move on to another topic. There has
been testimony previously before this committee that-and I am
just going to take the first two transactions carried out pursuant to
the Finding for the sake of clarity.

There has been testimony that with respect to the first two ship-
ments of arms to Iran in 1986, that the Iranians, through Mr.
Ghorbanifar, paid $25 million for the missiles and the HAWK
spare parts, and that $8 million of that was then transferred to a
CIA account in Switzerland.

In other words, $25 million was received into accounts controlled
by General Secord and $8 million was transferred from there into a
CIA account in Switzerland with a difference of $17 million, some
of which was used for expenses.

My question to you is, if you know the answer to this, who in the
U.S. Government structured the transaction so that there would be
a substantial, many millions of dollars remaining in the accounts
controlled by General Secord?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know the answer to your question. Cer-
tainly Colonel North had discussed with me in February, as I have
testified, the general concept of producing residual or-as has been
characterized here, profits for the private party in the arms trans-
fer, General Secord, but as to the details of how that was struc-
tured, I simply don't know thc answer.

I did not get into that level of management.
Mr. NIELDS. Who decided how that money would be used?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The-my guidance to Colonel North, what he

requested and what I approved, was that those funds should be
used for support of the Contras in Central America so they could
keep the pressure on the Sandinistas.

Mr. NIELDS. So the decision-and I think you said earlier in your
testimony, "the buck stops here"-the decision as to how that
money was to be used was made by you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Was my decision;-that' is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And was it your understanding that any part of that

money would go to the personal benefit of General Secord?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That issue wasn't addressed one way or the

other. It simply didn't come up.
Mr. NIELDS. What was your understanding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I would have expected that there be reasonable

compensation for the time. I would not have expected anybody to
get rich off of it.

Mr. NIELDS. Was there any discussion that you were involved in
as to how the money would be accounted for?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I had great trust and confidence in Colonel
North and General Secord and I think they are both patriots. I still
do. I had no doubt that they would be fair and honest.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like to turn now to the subject of the Resolu-
tion of Inquiry.

I think you testified about that some yesterday. It is exhibit 13.
Do ou have that in front of you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do.
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Mr. NmLDs. I take it this was a document that was brought to
your attention some time in the summer of 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The subject of the resolution I generally under-
stood. I doubt if I ever actually read the resolution.

Mr. NIELDS. But you were aware, I take it, that the resolution
sought an inquiry into conduct of Colonel North, among others, or
maybe just Colonel North?

Mr. POIDETER. I understood that was an issue.
Mr. NIELDs. And-
Mr. POINDEXTER. There were a lot of stories in the press at that

point.
Mr. NIELDS. And the resolution was inquiring into contacts that

Colonel North had had with private persons and third countries
with respect to the funding of the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I generally understood that was the issue.
Mr. NIELDS. And it sought a description of Colonel North's con-

tacts concerning provision of military equipment to the Contras?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand that was in there.
Mr. NIELDS. And it specifically sought information about his con-

tacts on the subject of the Contras with General Singlaub and
Robert Owen, among others?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not sure I understood those names were
specifically mentioned in the resolution.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, just for the record, they are.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand. I have since read the resolution.
Mr. NIEVLs. Now, you, I take it, arranged for Colonel North to

have a face-to-face meeting with members of the House Intelligence
Committee in connection with this Resolution of Inquiry?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. But I think it is important to
put it in perspective as to the timing of that meeting. As I testified
earlier, the resolution had been referred to three committees of the
House, the House Armed Services, Foreign Relations, and Intelli-
gence Committees. The House Armed Services Committee, I think,
took action first and produced a negative report and in my conver-
sation with Chairman Hamilton that set up this meeting, I under-
stood that under the House rules, that essentially killed the resolu-
tion and Chairman Hamilton indicated that he was not going to
push that, his committee did not have to issue a report at that
time, and he did not intend to.

That was my understanding.
He indicated that he thought it would still be useful for at least

some members of his committee to talk to Colonel North and we
discussed the method of doing that and eventually I agreed that
Colonel North could meet with the committee informally in the Sit-
uation Room in the White House and that was agreeable to Chair-
man Hamilton.

Mr. NmLs. I take it, although you have testified the Armed
Services Committee had resolved it in some way or the other, I
take it you were aware that the House Intelligence Committee,
chaired by Chairman Hamilton, wanted to talk to Colonel North
about the matters raised in the Resolution of Inquiry?

Mr. PoINDXTER. Yes. I understood that the chairman thought it
would be helpful. I didn't see it as something that, frankly, he was
pushing, but that he did think it would be he pful.
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Mr. Ni ms. And you did arrange it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did arrange it.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, Colonel North, as you undoubtedly know, has

testified about what he said during that face-to-face meeting?
Mr. POINDEXTm. I understand that.
Mr. NIELDS. And he said this at page 225, of the transcript of last

Wednesday, and I will read it to you.
He said-this is his testimony-"I will tell you right now, coun-

sel, and all the members here gathered, that I misled Congress. I
misled-"-and then there is a question. "At that meeting?"

And the answer, "At that meeting."
Question, "Face-to-face?"
Answer, "Face-to-face."
Question, "You made false statements to them about your activi-

ties in support of the Contras?"
Answer, "I did."
Now, my question to you is, did you authorize Colonel North to

do that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not authorize him to make false state-

ments. I did think that he would withhold information and be eva-
sive, frankly, in answering questions. My objective all along was to
withhold from the Congress exactly what the NSC staff was doing
in carrying out the President's policy.

I felt that, as I have testified before, that the Boland Amendment
did not apply to the NSC staff.

The Government, the U.S. Government, was complying with the
letter and spirit of Boland, and I thought that was sufficient.

Don't misunderstand me. I thought that Colonel North would
withhold information. There was no doubt about that in my mind.
There were a lot of stories in the press that had appeared that I
had talked to Colonel North about periodically.

Most of the stories were patently false and in error. I thought
most of the questions would be about these rather outrageous sto-
ries in the press, and I felt that Colonel North could knock those
stories down by answering the questions truthfully.

Mr. NIELDS. My question to you is, didn't you put Colonel North
in an absolutely impossible position? How could he answer the
questions raised by the Resolution of Inquiry truthfully and still
withhold information?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. First of all, Mr. Nields, as I testified a few mo-

ments ago, I don't believe I had actually read the Resolution of In-
quiry as to the kinds of questions that were being raised there. I
knew, in general, the issue was what was Colonel North doing to
help the Contras. As I testified before, I felt that Colonel North
was a very capable officer. I did not micromanage him, and when I
called him after discussing the matter on the telephone with Chair-
man Hamilton, I simply told him that the House Intelligence Com-
mittee wanted to talk to him, and would he be prepared, or would
he be willing to talk to them?

And he indicated that he would. There was no discussion then or
later as to what the likely questions would be or how he would
answer them.
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Obviously with hindsight, it would have been prudent to have sat
down and talked to him about that before he did it to provide more
detailed guidance, but that was not the manner in which I was
managing and directing Colonel North at the time.

Mr. NIELDS. You have testified that you were aware that the Res-
olution of Inquiry, among other things, wanted to know about fund-
ing. Now, how did you understand Colonel North should answer a
question such as the following one: Have the Contras received
money from any foreign gro,'rnments in 1985 or 1986? How should
he respond to that question?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is important to point out, Mr. Nields, again,

so that the public is not misled here, the Resolution of Inquiry had
not passed, and at that point I had reason to believe that it would
never pass. I did not know exactly what questions they were going
to ask. I had not, to my knowledge, to my recollection anyway, read
the resolution. I simply didn't get into that level of detail of the
issue at that point. It was a general issue, one of the many I am
sure I handled that- particular day.-

Mr. NIELDS. Well, that is a logical question, isn't it, and I would
like to know how did you understand Colonel North would answer
a question like that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is a hypothetical question.
Mr. BECKLER. That was the basis of my objection, that it is a hy-

pothetical question. He followed your advice, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Let me just observe, Counsel, that a

moment ago the admiral answered in the hypothetical when he
talked about if he were trying to cover up.It seems appropriate
that counsel may ask a hypothetical. We all recognize that it is a
hypothetical, and the witness can certainly point that out and he
can respond to the extent of his own knowledge and feeling. If he
cannot respond, he should so state.

Mr. BECKLER. I think that is true, but if counsel has a record of
the transcript of the questions and answers that were given in the
briefing, maybe that would be helpful. I don't know if there is such
a record.- Idon't know what questions were asked. As the admiral
testified, the Resolution of Inquiry wasn't in effect at the time that
you visited with Colonel North.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, you may proceed.
Mr. NIELWS. The admiral has testified that Colonel North would

be asked questions based upon the Resolution of Inquiry, and draw-
ingdirectly on the very first paragraphh

Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me, Mr. Nields. I am not sure that in
my conversation with Chairman Hamilton that that was clear. All
that he indicated was that he thought it would be helpful if his
committee, at least some of the members, had an opportunity to
talk with Colonel North. The thing that brought it about was the
introduction of the Resolution of Inquiry and referring it to his
committee among others.

Mr. NIELDS. I am taking my first question to you directly out of
the first paragraph of the Resolution of Inquiry, which wants to
know about Colonel North's contacts with private individuals or
representatives of foreign governments concerning the provision to
the Nicaraguan Resistance of any funding.
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Mr. BECKLER. Counsel, I am sorry, can you direct me to where
you are reading?

Mr. NIELDS. Top of page 2, first paragraph, first provision.
My question to you is: How was Colonel North supposed to

answer a question, have the Contras received money from any for-
eign governments in 1985 or 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I still am not sure where you are reading.
Mr. BECKLER. Can you give me the lines? Are we on House Reso-

lution 485?
Mr. NIELDS. I first read to you from the top of the second page,

which makes reference to contacts between representatives of the
National Security Council and any private individual or any repre-
sentative of a foreign government concerning the provision to the
Nicaraguan Resistance of any funding.

And my question to you is, how was Colonel North to answer a
question, have the Contras received money from any foreign gov-
ernment in 1985 or 1986?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I said earlier, Mr.Nilds, idntprovide -

any guidance to Colonel North on how to answer the question. I did
not know what the questions would be. I knew in general that they
were going to ask about his involvement with support of the Con-
tras. I didn't-you know, he was not there as a spokesman for the
entire U.S. Government on the United States' relationship with the
Contras. He was there to talk about his particular involvement.

Mr. NIELDS. You testified that he was supposed to withhold infor-
mation.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. I did not--
Mr. NIELDS. Was he authorized to disclose, in response to a direct

question, that he had met with representatives of Country Three
and as a result Country Three contributed $2 million to the Con-
tras in the last year?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would have expected him to withhold that in-
formation.

Mr. NIELDS. How would he withhold that information in response
to a question which I just read you, have the Contras received
money from any foreign governments in 1985 and 1986? It is a hy-
pothetical, but it is a pretty logical hypothetical. Suppose that
question were asked, what should he answer? .

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would object. It may be a logical
hypothetical question, but let's think about what the question is.
He is asking the witness what should Colonel North have said to a
question which may or may not have been asked, because Mr.
Nields doesn't know whether or not it was asked and what should
he have done. Admiral Poindexter testified that he did not instruct
Colonel North specifically on each question. He has already testi-
fied to that. We can have, "If it rains tomorrow, we may go out; if
it doesn't, we may not." We can have speculative questioning and
hypothetical questions for the next 5 hours, but I submit there
comes a time when we ought to move on.

Chairman HAMILTON. The witness can so respond if he chooses.
Res nd please, admiral.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't want to answer a hypothetical question.
I don't know what the thinking was in Colonel North's mind at the
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time. I certainly did not analyze it in the detail you are asking at
this point. I don't know how he would have answered.

Mr. NIELDS. Was he authorized to disclose, in response to a direct
question, that the Contras had received funding from the arms
sales to Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He should have withheld that information.
Mr. NIELDs. Even if he was asked directly, what sources of fund-

ing are you aware of that the Contras have received during the last
6 months?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Look, Mr. Nields, as we have said, these are hy-
pothetical questions, and I don't know what. I would have done at
that point if that question had been asked and I don't want to spec-
ulate on it today.

Mr. NIELDs. Well, you were sending a subordinate to meet face-
to-face with members of the House Intelligence Commitee, know-
ing that they would ask him questions on these subjects, and as I
understand your testimony, you told him he was not to provide
them certain information.

-Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't tell him that specifically. That was a
general understanding, that he was to withhold information about
our involvement.

Mr. NIELDs. And was it the general understanding that your sub-
ordinate was to go meet with these members of the House Intelli-
gence Committees and withhold that information even if he was
asked a direct question calling for it?

Mr. BECKLER. Objection. This is the tenth time this question has
been asked and answered. In fact, it has been asked so many times
it is probably not a hypothetical question anymore.

Chairman HAMILTON. You may respond, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat the question? I've lost track

of where you were.
Mr. NIELDs. Yes. My question is, was it the general understand-

ing between you and Colonel North that he was supposed to with-
hold information even if a member of the House Intelligence Com-
mittee asked him a direct question calling for it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Colonel North was a very competent individual,
as I think you have observed. He had been in much tougher situa-
tions, I was sure. Colonel North is very resourceful. I thought he
could handle it some way.

The -nal _sis asto exactly how he wouid-&d it did-not enter my
mind.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, he has testified here that he was unable to do
that, that he was put in a position where he either had to give up
the information that you didn't want him to or he had to lie.

Now, assume that he is faced and was faced with that choice.
Which choice did you want him to make?

Counsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDEXTER. As I've said before, I did not expect him to lie

to the committee. I expected him to be evasive, say that he didn't
want to answer the question, be uncooperative, if necessary, but I
rather think that with his resourcefulness, I thought he could
handle it.

And furthermore, I-I understand that there isn't one, and it is
unfortunate, but I would really like to know exalctly what was

75-935 0 - 88 - 6
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asked and what his answers were. I'm sure they were very careful-
ly crafted, nuanced. The total impact, I'm sure, was one of with-
holding information from the Congress, but I'm still not con-
vinced-I know he testified that he lied and made false state-
ments-but I'm not totally convinced of that myself.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, let me say at this point I assume
that counsel is trying to establish the proposition that there was a
question asked and a false answer was given to it much as would
be the case in 18 U.S. Code 1001, giving false statements to the gov-
ernment.

If that is the proposition he is trying to establish, I think as a
fundamental underpinning to that line of questioning, you at least
ought to have some idea what the question and answer is. As I un-
derstand it, there is nothing in the record anywhere, either from
Colonel North's testimony or from the actual proceeding that took
place, as to what the alleged question was and what the alleged
false answer was. We are just spinning around in circles here.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I don't think it is your role to
comment on the question. You may make an objection to the chair
and the chair will rule on it.

Mr. BECKLER. That was an objection. I'm sorry.
Chairman HAMILTON. There is no question pending at this point.

How could there be an objection?
Mr. BEcKLm. I was anticipating another hypothetical question. I

think that was a reasonable expectation.
Mr. NIELDS. It was wrong, however.
Chairman HAmTo. Mr. Nields, would you suspend for just a

minute? The Chair wants to recognize Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Chairman, I have sat through the wit-

ness's testimony very quietly, and some would say rather meekly,
listening to lectures from the counsel, and incidentally, he has
spent nearly an hour telling us how we should question the wit-
ness, how we should pose and phrase our wording, how we are
doing things wrong. He has lectured the members of the panel on
improper "s of statements made and he has said that this has
been don't; in the name of fairness. And in the name of fairness, I
have not said anything.

But I would like to say a few words at this time, Mr. Chairman.
In our rules it says, 54(a), "A witness's counsel shall be permitted
to be present during the witness's testimony at any public or closed
hearing or deposition-or staff interview to advise the witness of his
or her rights." That is all we say about a counsel.

Secondly, admiral, I think you are extremely fortunate in having
your testimony under the able, courteous, and gracious guidance of
Chairman Hamilton. You can look far and wide, throughout the
Congress of the United States, and you will not find any person
much fairer, much more just than Chairman Hamilton. He has
leaned over backwards to be fair.

But, at the same time, when we sit here and listen to your testi-
mony, in which you tell us that you have either withheld informa-
tion from or misled or misinformed the C of the United
States, that you have withheld information from the President,
that you have either withheld information from or misled or misin-
formed the highest-ranking Cabinet members of the United States,
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that you have withheld information from your most trusted
deputy, Colonel North, I don't think it is improper for any member
of this panel to characterize that testimony as being incredible,
mind-boggling, chilling. I think they are all proper.

I would hope that we can carry on the remainder of the testimo-
ny in a much more civil manner, and as my distinguished and
gentle-voiced chairman has said, the PA system works well in here.
we don't have to yell at each other. And I must say that it gets a
little tiring to be lectured at.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Nielfl, you may continue.
Mr. POIrv..! TER. Mr. Chairman, could I say one thing in re-

sponse to Senator Inouye?
Chairman HAMILTON. Yes, indeed, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Chairman Inouye, I don't think it is fair to say

that I have misinformed Congress or other Cabinet officers. I
haven't testified to that.

I testified that I have withheld information from Congress, and
with regard to Cabinet officers, I didn't withhold anything from
them that they didn't want withheld from them.

The only question I think that has come up is what Secretary
Shultz said to me, and he was not aware of all the details but that
was by his choice.

Chairman INOUYE. Admiral, I am not an expert on semantics. I
will accept your correction, sir.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields, proceed, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, at this same period of time, I take it you

were actively seeking from Congress aid for the Contras?
Mr. POINDEXTER. What timeframe are you talking about?
Mr. NIELDS. 1986.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we were.
Mr. NIELDS. And you eventually obtained it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. And I would like to make a point on that

particular subject, and that is that the President requested on the
25th of February, 1986, the $100 million for the Contras. It took 8
months, until October 18, 1986, to get that funding through. The
Senate voted on it first rather promptly. The House, by legislative-
maneuvering, held up the passage of that appropriation for a total
of 6 months.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you eventually got the $100 million?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Finally, in October of 1986.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was in a public bill?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. So that the public was aware now that the U.S. Gov-

ernment was going to give military aid to the Contras?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct. There weren't any signifi-

cant restrictions in the legislation.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that following the passage of that bill,

the professional intelligence agencies carrying out the provision of
military aid to the Contras would make periodic reports to the Con-
gress?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe there was -a requirement for that. It
has been a long time since I've looked at the legislation.
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Mr. Nlxws. And I take it one can assume, we hope that those
reports made to Congress concerning their carrying out of this con-
greesional legislation would be truthful?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, certainly, because we are talking about the
expenditure of proposed funds.

Mr. NIELDS. Why is it-and I take it that was what you were
seeking to have happen?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, because we knew that we needed substan-
tially more money to carry out an effective program than we could
raise any other way. And furthermore, we wanted a stronger
public U.S. commitment to the Contras in their fight against the
Communist Sandinistas, and the way to do that was through legis-
lated appropriations.

Mr. NIELDS. So you were seeking a public bill providing for mili-
tary aid to the Contras to be carried out by the U.S. Government
with truthful, periodic reports about how the money was spent to
Congress?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. My question to you is this: If that is what you were

seeking to have happen, why was it, when the NSC was carrying
out military support for the Contras, you felt it necessary to with-
hold information from the Congress?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Because we weren't using appropriated funds.
They were private, third-country funds.

r. NIELDS. Which was the reason to withhold information from
Congress when they inquired about it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Two reasons. One, we wanted to-we wanted to
return to a covert implementation of the policy. If it had been-if
it had become public as to exactly what we were doing, there would
have been all sorts of press inquiries down in Central America. It
would have been a very hot political issue. It would have caused
problems for our friends and supporters in Central America, and if
we had revealed all those details because the press understood it
was a controversial, political issue in the Congress, there would
have been a lot of attention to it, which would have essentially de-
stroyed our ability to carry on the support for the Contras under
those very difficult situations.

The second point was that we didn't want more restrictive legis-
lation introduced in some new form of the Boland Amendment. I
knew that it would be controversial and that there were different
interpretations of the Boland Amendment.

I felt that we were on strong legal ground with what we were
doing and it was consistent with the President's policy, and I
simply didn't want any outside interference.

Mr. NIELDS. The first thing you have said is that you wanted to
return to a more covert way of supporting the Contras, but at the
same time you were seeking a public declaration by the U.S. Con-
gress that we were supporting the Contras--

Mr. POINDEXTER. But that doesn't--
Mr. NiDims. Followed b periodic reports by the intelligence

agencies to Congress about iow they were carrying it out, isn't that
true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. But by that time, I mean if we got the appro-
priation, we would have had a majority of Congress in favor of the
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appropriation as, in fact, we eventually achieved. There would have
been less likelihood of leaks at that point, and just because we have
got a public declaration that we are going to provide $100 million
does not mean that we are going to go public with exactly how we
are implementing it.

I, frankly, haven't followed the implementation of the program,
and I don't have access to information in my present position, so I
am not quite sure what is happening, but I think in one of the ex-
hibits you have a note of a meeting I had with the President some
time in 1986, in which I discussed with him the fact that even
though we were going to get a public appropriation, we needed to
devise a method so that the implementation of that program could
remain covert.

Mr. NIELDS. The second reason that you gave, as I understood it,
was that this was a hot political issue and you didn't want any out-
side interference?

Mr. POINDE:XTER. That is correct.
Mr. NILEs. Now, the outside interference we are talking about

was Congress, and I take it the reason they were inquiring about
Colonel North's activities, the Government's activities in support of
the Contras, was precisely so that they could fulfill with informa-
tion their constitutional function to pass legislation, one way or the
other. Isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I suppose that is true.
Mr. NIELDS. And that you regarded as outside interference?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The point was, and still is, that the President

has the constitutional right and, in fact, the constitutional man-
date to conduct foreign policy. His policy was to support the Con-
tras.

Congress had put some restrictions on the use of appropriated
funds. Those res trictions didn't apply to private funds. They didn't
apply to third-country funds.

And the restrictions in the Boland Amendment, as I have said,
did not apply to the NSC staff.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it there came a time when a plane was shot
down in Nicaragua and Mr. Hasenfus parachuted down to safety
and there were press accounts of it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, in early October 1986, I believe.
Mr. NIELDS. And statements were then put out by administration

spokesmen denying any U.S. Government connection to that air-
plane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall all of the statements. I do recall at
one point my Public Affairs Officer coming in to me with some
guidance that had been prepared in the State Department that I
thought was too broad, and I asked-or told him to pass to the
State Department that they should delete that particular answer.

We were being very cautious, I thought, in answering those ques-
tions.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, I guess my first question is, just so the record
is clear, this was one of the planes that was being run by the
Contra resupply operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, a private operation, not U.S. Government.
Mr. NIELDS. But it would be quite untrue, would it not, to say

that there was no connection with the NSC?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. There was obviously knowledge about the NSC
as to what the private organization was doing. There was coordina-
tion.

Mr. NiEms. It was Secord's organization?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NiELDS. And Colonel North has testified that every single

dollar that went into the Swiss bank accounts that funded that or-
ganization went there because of him.

Mr. BECKLER. Because of whom?
Mr.-NIELS. Colonel North. We went through each item of fi-

nancing, there was the Spitz Channell group and money was
routed that way, there was country three, and there was Mr. Coors,
and there were the proceeds from the Iranian arms sales.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I would be surprised that if every penny
that went into that went there because of Colonel North. I think he
was absolutely essential in keeping the Contras alive during this
period of time that we were restricted from using appropriated
funds, and he was certainly instrumental, but-well, I think some
of the private contributions and third-country contributions might
have been more spontaneous than--

Mr. NIELDS. Well, perhaps I have overstated it, but I think that
the record is fairly clear on the connection and relationship be-
tween Colonel North and the Secord operation.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Colonel North clearly understood what was
happening and there was close coordination between Colonel North
and General Secord.

Mr. NIELDS. There were, for example, statements such as the fol-
lowing, and you might want to turn to exhibit 92, again, with re-
spect to this Hasenfus airplane. exhibit 92 is an article in the
Washington Post, October 8, 1986, and the first paragraph reads,

Top Reagan Administration officials yesterday flatly denied any U.S. Government
connection with a transport plane that the Sandinista Government said it shot
down in Nicaragua with three Americans and a man of Latin origin aboard.

And then at exhibit 94, there is a transcript of a briefing given
by Elliott Abrams of the State Department, and on page 2 he
states--

Mr. BECKLER. This is Evans and Novak.
Mr. NIELDS. Yes. There is a question by Mr. Evans,

Mr. Secretary, can you give me categorical assurance that Hasenfus was not
under the control, the guidance, the direction or what have you, of anybody connect-
ed with the American Government?

Mr. Abrams answers, "Absolutely. That would be illegal. We are
barred from doing that and we are not doing it. This was not in
any sense a U.S. Government operation-none!" And later on he is
asked specifically about the National Security Council and makes
the same statement.

My question to you is this: Who decided-if you know-who de-
cided that these statements would be made to the public about the
NSC's connection to the Hasenfus airplane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, first of all, I don't consider the Washing-
ton Post a good source or accurate source.
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Mr. NIELMS. Did you ever take any steps to correct the state-
ments that were reported in the Washington Post?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall ever seeing that story. At this
time almost 100 percent of my time was devoted to the President's
summit meeting with Gorbachev in Reykjavik. This happened at
that time. I paid very little attention to this issue.

Mr. NIELDS. It may 'be that that is an answer. I just want to
make sure.

My question was who, if you know, in the U.S. Government is
responsible for the decision to make these statements to the public?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know the answer. I don't know that
there was a conscious decision by anybody except the people that
made them.

Mr. NIELDs. And then again I think you have said, maybe you
didn't read these articles, but I want to make sure I have asked the
right question: Did you take any steps during this period of time to
correct statements like this made to the public?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I just said that the one instance I can
recall-and I believe it was shortly after we returned from Reykja-
vik, Commander Handley, my public affairs officer on the NSC
staff, came to me with some guidance the State Department had
prepared which I thought was too broad and too all encompassing.

I asked him to make sure they did not use that.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you make any suggestion or request that the

statements previously made be corrected?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think I ever saw the previous state-

ments.
Mr. NIELuS. I have just a few more questions, admiral, and I will

be through.
You said you had worked for this President for some 51/2 years, I

believe?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you had come to know what he wanted and

what his policies were?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me, Mr. Nields. Was there a question at

this point?
Mr. NIELDS. I think there was a question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat it, please?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes.
I think you have already testified to this, that over the 52 years

that you worked for this President, that you came to know him and
what he wanted and what his policies were?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And when the issue of what has been referred to as

the diversion was brought to you, I think you testified that based
on your 5 years, you knew how he would want that decision to be
made?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you felt, therefore, that you could make the de-

cision yourself.without bringing it to him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. And, more importantly, I think-well, as impor-

tantly, I thought I had the authority to do that.
Mr. NIULS. Because this was an implementation you felt of a

policy that you-of his that you already knew about?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is right.
Mr. NIELDS. But, admiral, didn't the diversion proposal raise

really two issues: One of them was what did the President favor?
And that I think you have already testified you believed he would
favor the diversion and, therefore-and that you felt confident you
knew that? But didn't it raise a second issue? And that is-are you
still with me? -

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I am listening.
Mr. NIELDS. That is the question of whether he would want to be

told or whether he would want to be shielded from responsibility
for a politically embarrassing decision? Didn't it present that
second issue, too?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I suppose it did.
Mr. NiEmLDS. And my question to you is this: Based on your 5V2

years of experience with him, what led you to believe that he
would want deniability as opposed to responsibility for an embar-
rassing political decision?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was a personal judgment on my part.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you believe it was what he would want.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The situation I think was very clear in my

mind. As I have testified, I felt confident that he would want to do
this. He was very secure in his belief that it was the only way that
we could bring about a democratic change to the government in
Nicaragua; that it was the only way that we could keep from at
some point in the future having to use U.S. soldiers on the ground
in Central America.

He felt confident that unless we brought about a change to this
government, at some future point, some future President would

ave to make the decision to send U.S. troops down to Central
America.

He wanted to avoid that. He was willing, by my assessment, to
take unilateral action.

In other words, the President exercising his constitutional au-
thority without necessarily getting the agreement from Congress.
Later on, I had a specific discussion with him on that subject,
which I referenced briefly the other day and you have it as one of
the exhibits in your book.

Mr. BECKLER. Exhibit 45, counsel.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Exhibit 45. And if I might, I would like to read

this. It is a PROF note from me, and I was aboard Air Force One at
the time, and it was back to my staff in Washington. It reads:
"Next, yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he
started the conversation with 'I am really serious."'

And the rest-this is also a quote,
"If we can't move the Contra package before June 9, 1 want to figure out a way to

take action unilaterally to provide ." In other words he does not buy the
concept of taking actions or talking about pulling out as described in the package.
He his been reading Netanyahu's book on terrorism, and he was taken with the
examples of Presidential actions in the past without congressional approval. He also
read an op-ed piece on the same subject. I believe that was the one by Dick Pipes'
son. The _,P~dent is recalling the 6(a) action we took on Honduras. I told him
that I didn't think that that particular provision would apply here, since we are not
dealing with a government. But the fact remains that the President is ready to con-
front the Congress on the constitutional question of who controls foreign policy. We
need to get Abe Sofaer and other stalwart lawyers thinking in these terms to see if
there is some way we could do this, if all else fk

i -
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Mr. NIRUms. He is talking there about special powers that may or
may not exist, but he is talking about special powers of the Presi-
dent of the United States?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Not powers of the National Security Adviser who

has never been elected by anybody? Isn't that true?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Obviously--say that again.
Mr. NIELDs. I think that is just a yes or no question. You can

expand if you wish. He was not talking about powers of the Nation-
al Security Adviser?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He was talking about his powers.
Mr. NIELDS. Now my question to you is: What was it that made

you believe that he wanted those special powers exercised by you
with deniability rather than responsibility on his part?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was a judgment call on my part based on
a long time in government and a long time working with the Presi-
dent.

Mr. NIELDS. Are you saying that there is something that you
learned from working with this President that led you to believe
that he did not want responsibility for an embarrassing political
decision, but wanted deniability?

Mr. BECKLER. Objection, Mr. Chairman. The witness did not say
that. That is what counsel said. That is his conclusion. The witness
has said, he has testified over and over, that he had authority.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, let the witness answer in his own
way.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The President never indicated in any way to me
that he did not want to be responsible for his decisions or that I
should provide deniability to him, if that is what you are getting
at. This was an integration of a lot of experience that I had that
made me conclude that this was the way we should go.

Mr. NIELDS. The same issue was raised-and I will ask you the
same question-about the destruction of the Finding. What was it,
if anything, that made you believe that your President would want
you to destroy a Presidential document in order to avoid embar-
rassment to him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't analyze, when I saw that Finding on
the 21st of November, what the President would want, one way or
the other.

Mr. NIEus. The same issue was presented, and I will ask you the
same question, about sending Oliver North to brief the Congress
and at the same time withholding information. What, if anything,
led you to believe that your President would want-our President
would want Colonel North to go to the members of the House Intel-
ligence Committee, who were asking him questions about his sup-
port of the Contras, and withhold information?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was a personal decision on my part, as I
have testified. The President didn't enter into that matter.

Mr. NIELs. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will take a 10-minute

recess. When we return, we will begin questions by Mr. Leon..
[Recess.]
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Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will resume with ques-
tioning by the Deputy Chief Minority Counsel for the House, Mr.
Leon.

Mr. LEON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good morning.
Mr. LEON. Admiral, I have been listening intently to the ques-

tions you have been asked for the last 2 days, and I have been
thinking about the fact of the depositions that you went through.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LEON. All four of them.
And I can't help but remember one specific section in the first

deposition on May 2nd. I would like to start off by harkening back to
that and asking a followup question in regard to it.

Bear with me if I have to read a page or so.
I refer back to the May 2nd deposition about 2V months ago, on

page 73, and this series of questions and ansWers came up after you
had been describing to Mr. Liman, who was questioning you, the
events with regard to your decision to allow Clonel North to go
ahead with the diversion; your accepting responsibility. for it; your
decision (and your telling Mr. Liman now and the committees at
that point for the first time), your decision to not tell the President
and the reason for it, being deniability.

And you pointed out, just before this series of questions that I
am going to read, that you decided not to tell Colonel North that
you were not going to tell the President. And upon going through
all that, Mr. Liman engaged in a series of questions with you on
page 73.

Question: And I want to be sure, because this is obviously a question that is on
the minds of a number of people, and I am not trying to take away legal defenses in
terms of your apparent authority, Mr. Beckler. I see you are ready to jump in. You
realize that this is an important issue in the investigation. You are an admiral, cor-
rect?

And the answer was, "Correct."
The President is your Commander in Chief?
Your answer was, "Correct."
Question: There are some things that in order to protect the Commander in Chief

you would lie about.
Your answer was, "No, at this point there aire not. I do feel, well, let me put it

this way-I always felt as the National Security Adviser, and this goes back to-
well, I had two commissions. I think it is important that that be understood. I had a
commission not only as a naval officer, as a flight officer-

Mr. BECKLER. Excuse me, that is flag officer.
Mr. LEON.

Flag officer, an admiral in the Navy, but I also had a commission as assistant to
the President and I always tried to keep those two positions in my mind, at least,
separate. That is frankly one of the reasons I haven t appeared in uniform. I think
this is a political issue. I was essentially in a political position. I was still covered by
the Hatch Act, but I haven't been out involved in partisan political activity, and I
felt that as an assistant to the President, I had the authority to make those kinds of
decisions. It was a judgment call. It was, you know, clearly it was an important deci-
sion. But as I always said, I always felt that it was completely consistent with our
methods of financing the Contras, but obviously knew that it would be controversial.

Question by Mr. Liman:
Where did you think the money was coming from?

Interruption by Mr. Nields:
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Wait a minute. Did you get an answer to your question? You may have, but I am
not sure. I think he asked you whether there were items-you are an admiral.

The Witness: That I would lie about now.
Mr. Nields: To protect your Commander in Chief.
Admiral Poindexter. I recognize I have immunity now with the exception of perju-

ry or making a false statement. What I am telling you are the best-the facts of my
knowledge and so at this point, even to protect the President, I would not lie about
it.

Do you remember making those statements, admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTR. Yes, I do, Mr. Leon.
In fact, the whole point of taking the decision that I did in Feb-

ruary of 1986, was to avoid that very problem now. I protected the
President by my decision, in my opinion, in February of 1986. I
don't have to do anything today to protect him.

Mr. LEON. You believed that then, did you not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. LEON. Is that equally applicable today?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It certainly is.
Mr. LEON. It has been your testimony in part at different points,

I think it was yesterday that you said that it was part of your mis-
sion as the National Security Adviser to protect your Commander
in Chief. And I recognize here the reality that credibility, like
beauty, to a certain extent lies in the eye of the beholder.

Let me ask you this again, are you here and can you here today
assure this committee that as you appear under a grant of immuni-
ty, you are not here on some mission to protect your Commander
in Chief?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
As I said, I took actions to protect him many months ago and I

am here now to tell the facts as best I recall them and to lay it all
out.

Mr. LEON. Let me ask you about another area that might help
put a little bit in perspective some of the decisions you were
making and some of the facts that you did or didn't do during this
time period that you were the National Security Adviser to the
President.

I think you testified that you had global responsibility.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is right.
Mr. LEON. And I believe you have testified that you had a re-

sponsibility to review certain sources of information on a regular
basis, information from the State Department, the Central Intelli-
gence Agency, and the Department of Defense; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Right, and private individuals.
Mr. LEON. And you had to evaluate, synthesize and evaluate that

information on a daily basis?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, 7 days a week.
Mr. LEON. Covering issues around the world?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. You said you received hundreds, I believe, hundreds of

PROF notes daily from your staff.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. What was your average day like?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I would usually get up around between 5:30 and

6:00, get to the office by 7:00. My first meeting was with the office
directors of the NSC staff at 7:30. At 8:00, the Chief of Staff had a
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daily operations meeting that I attended. At 9:30, I met with the
President, usually it lasted about a hour, and then at 10:00, my
day began, depending on the particular schedule.

Often I would spend several additional hours a day with the
President in meetings that he attended on issues in my area of re-
sponsibility, national security.

Mr. LEON. Were you supposed to take the lead in many of those
meetings?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was, in the NSC and NSPG meetings and
briefings for the President on various subjects.And Iwould work until usually somewhere around 9:00 p.m. in
the office, and leave, go home, have dinner, then work until about
midnight, go to bed and get up the next morning.

Mr. LEON. Seven days a week?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Six days a week. I went to church sometimes on

Sunday morning-not as often as my wife would have liked.
Mr. LEON. You had five boys to attend to as well?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. I did paperwork then on

Sunday afternoon or Sunday evening.
Mr. LEON. How much of your time did you spend supervising and

overseeing Colonel North? Or should I say, could you have spent?
Mr. POINDEXTER. In terms of the total number of hours that I

worked, it would be a relatively small percentage.
Mr. LEON. During the year 1986, when you were the President's

National Security Adviser, there were many serious problems that
arose during the course of that year for you and the President,
were there not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We had a very busy year.
Mr. LEON. You were involved in the saving of democracy in the

transition of the government in the Philippines?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The Libya raid?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The Tokyo summit?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Marshaling the Contra aid bill legislation through

Congress?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The Duvaliep departure?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The release of Olav and Scharansky from the Soviet

Union?
Mr. POINDEXTR. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The Soviet spy problem as a continuing problem in

the United States, and at the UN in particular.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. The Reykjavik summit?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Which was in October of 1986.
Of course the elections in 1986, the rewriting of the NSDD 238.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. As well as all matters relating to the People's Repub-

lic of China in an effort to strengthen the relationship there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
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Mr. LEON. And of course there was the Iranian initiative as well,
was there not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, and the continuing support to
Central America.

Mr. LEON. During that 11-month period that you were the Presi-
dent's National Securit Adviser, your principal deputy had been
basically in the hospital for treatments for 6 of those months, had
he not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Mr. Fortier went into the hospital while
we were at the Tokyo summit in May and never returned.

Mr. LEON. So that was the context in which your supervisory
roles, to the extent you could perform them,-were being done with
regard to Colonel North and that was the context in which you
were in a position to be focusing on the details of what he was
doing in Central America?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, but I think it is also important
to point out that I was comfortable in doing it that way, and that I
had selected a very good man to do the job. He had broad objec-
tives, giving him the authority that was necessary to carry out
those objectives,- and 1 was always-confident that he _was dor.gthe
best that he could to reach those objectives.

Mr. LEON. And in the tradition of the Navy, as captain of a ship,
you accepted responsibility for what he did under your watch?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely.
Mr. LEON. Let me go to a couple of other points before I focus on

specific areas. With respect to the National Security Council. Did
the NSC, during your experience there as deputy and later as the
adviser to the President, play an operational role in the, let's say,
the Libya raid?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we did.
Mr. LEON. Did it play an operational role in the Grenada inci-

dent?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In fact, we started the planning for that.
Mr. LEON. How about an operational role in the Achille Lauro

incident?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, very great involvement.
Mr. LEON. And in each of those situations, there was great suc-

cess, was there not, on the part of the U.S. Government?
Mr. POINDEXTER. We thought there was.
Mr. LEON. Would it be fair to say that the people of the United

States thought so too?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that is fair to say.
Mr. LEON. Was there any criticism of the operational role that

the NSC played after the success of those incidents?
Mr. POINDEXTER. None that I know of. There may have been

some irritation within some of the departments.
Mr. LEON. Because of the cutting through of red tape, perhaps?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Now, I think you testified at one point in one of your

depositions that you don't believe the NSC should be or is an ivory
tower?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. Do you still hold to that position?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do.
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Mr. LEON. Why don't you explain that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem is that-as I have hinted at before,

but this is an opportunity to expand on it-we live in a very imper-
fect world. You don't always have good decisions-good options to
make, and decisions are necessary. The stakes are simply too high
for us not to take actions. Invariably, because you don't always
have good options, there are high risks involved.

The bureaucracy-and I don t mean to demean them in any way,
because there are a lot of very fine, dedicated public servants out
there in the bureaucracy-but the problem is that many of the op-
tions that a President has in managing foreign policy involve high
risk, and because of the mechanics of our government, the bureauc-
racy doesn't handle risk very well, high-risk situations. They are
always concerned about failure and the results of failure.

This episode that we are presently involved with, I think, is a
good demonstration of the costs of failure, because clearly our Ira-
nian project failed, we didn't achieve our objectives, it was exposed
before we had a chance to achieve the success that we thought was
possible.

Now, because the cost of failure is very highhe bureaucracies
not willing to recommend, often recommend, or certainly endorse
high-risk operations, because of their fear of failure and the result-
ing harangue that comes about because of failing. Therefore, they
don't make those kinds of hard options available to the President.
And I think one of the roles of the NSC staff has got to be to bring
these options to the President, and because the bureaucracy is
often not willing to push them once a decision is made, push them
vigorously, I feel that in the very real world that we live in, the
NSC staff has got to be the catalyst that keeps the process moving
forward, keeps the President's decisions moving along, and helps to
make sure that they are implemented, and that often involves an
operational role for the NSC staff. Their only loyalty is to the
President.

Mr. LEON. You have just stated that there were times that you
had to bring those kinds of options-in certain circumstances that
were.high risk-to the attention of the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. In that case, you made a judgment not to bring a high-

risk option to the attention of the President with respect to diver-
sion, isn't that right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. With respect to that decision, you have testified ad

nauseum that you thought had you brought it to the President's at-
tention, he would have approved it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That is why I was comfortable with taking
that, decision.

Mr. LEON. The events that have transpired since it was brought
to the President's attention by the Attorney General on the 24th,
seemed to suggest, admiral, that you guessed wrong?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I disagree with you, Mr. Leon.
Mr. LEON. Did he not accept your resignation and have Colonel

North reassigned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me-that was always--
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
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Mr. POINDEXTER. When I took that decision in February of 1986,
I clearly recognized that if the action were exposed eventually that
I would have to resign. I didn't talk to anybody about that. That
was a personal decision on my part, a personal conclusion, and I
was prepared to do that. I thought it was that important to keep
the Contras alive in Central America as a fighting force until we
could bring about a change in the legislation, which I was con-
vinced we could do, because I have always felt that a majority in
the Congress supported the program. There are many here in the
Congress that do not support it for various reasons.

I think, as with all compromises, there is often a lot of arm twist-
ing that goes on on both sides of the issue. But I have been con-
vinced in my mind for a long time that if the majority of the
people had all of the facts, which we tried to put out-it is very
difficult to get the facts across as to what the situation is in Cen-
tral America when you have the Soviets and their proxies putting
out false information, and most-much of the press of the United
States has been opposed to it.

But I have always felt that if the American people, the average
American citizen out there, understood all of the issues involved,
that they would support the President's program. People don't
want a Communist Government on the Mainland of the Americas.
That is very clear to me.

The response to Colonel North's appearance here and the re-
sponses that I have received since I have been up here confirm that
for me.

Mr. LEON. But the President, admiral, has indicated in question-
ing to the press that since these events have transpired, that had it
been made aware to him that that option existed of diversion of re-
sidual funds, that he would not have authorized it. He said that.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand that he said that, and I would
have expected him to say that. That is the whole idea of deniabi-
lity.

Mr. LEON. You testified a while ago that you hadn't given any
thoiaht, as I recall it, as to whether the President wanted deniabi-
lit 'u hadn't focused on that?

A PoInER. I really didn't focus on that issue.
Mr. LEON. Nor do you have any reason to believe that he did nec-

essarily want deniability?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. In fact, the answer to that

would probably be that he did not want deniability.
Mr. LEON. Was it your experience that the President was unwill-

ing to face up to tough political questions?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not. As I tried in my testimony yes-

terday or the day before to point out, that this President was will-
ing to make tough decisions.

Mr. LEON. Was there ever any instance in the 5V years that you
worked at the NSC that you were aware of when the President said
after he had been made aware of a risky or difficult political
choice, don't bring that to my attention in the future?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Never.
Mr. LEON. With respect to Director Casey, you have testified, I

believe, correct me if I am wrong, that you believe Casey had a su-
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pervisory role or some kind of a role with respect to the Iran initia-
tive after that January 17th Finding was signed; is that accurate?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think more than a supervisory role. The Find-
ing, Presidential Findings, are addressed to the Director of Central
Intelligence. As it turned out, I always viewed the entire operation
as essentially a joint operation. Colonel North had been involved
with it before the Finding.

I think Director Casey appreciated Colonel North's capabilities
as much as I did, and it was a mutually agreeable decision on both
of our parts to essentially have it as a joint operation with Colonel
North working the issue for me and there were several people,
some have been identified, some haven't, that worked the issue for
Director Case.

Mr. LEON. Were would Director Casey have fit in the chain of
command vis-a-vis Colonel North and yourself?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. There are two different chains of command. Bill
Casey was the Director of Central Intelligence reporting to the
President, often through me. That was not a requirement, but out
of courtesy to me and because of respect for the President's time,
Bill often reported to the President through me.

And I don't want to say that Bill Casey worked f6r me in any
way, but the chain of command did at least include me as a dotted
line out to the side.

Mr. LEON. Was he in a position, as you understood it, to give
orders to Colonel North with respect to carrying out the Iran initi-
ative without first clearing them through you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Not in a position of giving orders, but I certain-
ly expected and wanted Bill Casey and Ollie to talk frequently.

Mr. LEON. He testified they did, and that they had numerous dis-
cussions.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. And, in fact, they had numerous discussions, appar-

ently, with regard to the diversion, and I believe it is your testimo-
ny that Colonel North didn't keep you apprised of those.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. I was unaware of that. It ap-
pears now after the fact that both Bill and I knew about the diver-
sion, but I did not know that he knew and we never discussed it.

Mr. LEON. He must have known that you knew?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, I am sure he did.
Mr. LEON. He never told you that he did?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. He-he is a-he probably is as
Mr. LEON. A master-
Mr. POINDEXTER. As secretive and keeps things as compartmen-

talized as I do. He is a good teacher, was a good teacher.
Mr. LEON. Colonel North certainly seemed to think so. While we

are on the subject of the diversion, you have testified repeatedly
and ad nauseum with regard to that and I don't want to retrench
that whole area.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, counsel.
Mr. LzON. I would like to ask you this, though colonel-admiral.

Do you have any knowledge or information or any basis to believe
for that fact that Colonel North did tell the President about the di-
version?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I have absolutely no reason to believe that he
did.

Mr. LEON. Do you have any knowledge--
Mr. PorNDmEXTE. I would be almost willing to say absolutely he

did not. There was never an opportunity, and furthermore, Colonel
North would not have done that without talking to me about it.

Mr. LEON. Do you have any ko-w-dge-or reason to think that
the President learned about the diversion from some other source
other than Colonel North or yourself, as you have testified?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any reason to believe that.
Mr. LEON. Now, there has been some discussion in these hearings

with regard to a particular exhibit and with regard to the possibili-
ty of briefings by you of the President with regard to diverting
money from the arms sales transactions to Iran for the purposes of
other covert programs.

I believe you have testified that you were unaware of the exist-
ence or even the prospect of such programs that Director Casey
had in mind?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't think I have testified quite that
way.

Mr. LEON. Let's focus your attention on that. Let me ask you to
look at exhibit 58, which is an unclassified version of the Septem-
ber 15, 1986, memorandum that has received so much attention re-
cently, and I would ask you also to look at JMP-E, which is the
classified version of it, so you will have it for comparison, taking
appropriate steps to ensure that the contents of it, of course, are
not revealed.

But I think that is letter "E", Mr. Beckler.
I would like to direct your attention to that particular memoran-

dum. This was exhibit 303 in Colonel North's testimony. You are
familiar with these exhibits, are you not, admiral?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I obviously saw them at one point because
I have got some notes on them andI have read them.

Mr. LEON. Let me ask you this-with respect to-you can use, of
course, JMP-E, the classified version, as an additional reference for
yourself, but let's focus on the unclassified version, which is exhibit
58, if you will.

Starting with the first page of that exhibit, is there any refer-
ence that you can see on that page with respect to the prospect of
diverting money from the arms sales transactions with Iran forany purpose?

Mr. POIDEXER. No. Neither in exhibit 58 or the classified ver-

sion of it.
Mr. LEON. Why don't you turn to the second page of both copies

that you have?
Now, the unclassified version obviously has nothing there, but if

you would refer to the second page of the classified version, do you
see any reference in there to the diverting of money from the Ira-
nian arms sales for the purpose of other covert programs?

Mr. BEcKIU. Bear with us, counsel. We have to read this.
Mr. LmoN. Please, take your time.
Mr. BzcKUZ.m Just on that one page is the question?
Mr. LUON. Yes, counsel.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. There is nothing to indicate the use of diversion
or the use of residual funds to finance this.

Mr. LEON. Turning, if you will, to the third page, which is the
last page of the unclassified version, exhibit 58, you are familiar
with this page, are you not, admiral?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I am.
Mr. LEON. Is there any reference on that page to the diverting of

money from the Iranian arms sales for the purpose of funding any
other kinds of covert programs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, there are not.
Mr. LEON. Is it your testimony today that this exhibit does not

establish the fact that the President was briefed as was indicated
on here on the first page, that there was a briefing, with your ini-
tials and "done," that there was any briefing by you of the Presi-
dent of the United States with respect to the possibility of diverting
funds from the Iranian arms sales transactions?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, there is absolutely no indication of that.
The President was getting ready to meet with Prime Minister
Peres and there were several items that they wanted him to dis-
cuss with Prime Minister Peres.

The unclassified issue was on the hostages, and essentially I
wanted the President to thank Prime Minister Peres for the assist-
ance that the Israeli Government was giving to the United States
in this regard and the other aspects of the Iranian project.

The other issues are classified, but I can testify that -there is
nothing in those other issues that talks about the use of residual
funds for any covert activity.

Mr. LEON. With respect to the briefings that you did give to the
President, as with regard to this document and other briefings, did
you ever brief the President- about the prospect of diverting funds
from the Iranian arms sales for any other covert programs?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I did not.
The reason that I said a moment ago that I didn't believe I testi-

fied quite the way you phrased it is that we did-not the President,
but Colonel North, others on my staff, and I-and I believe also I
discussed it with Director Casey, the possibility of conducting some
other operations with other third countries, but even in those dis-
cussions, there was no discussion of the source of funding that
would be required for those cooperative efforts.

Mr. LEON. So the notion that-circulating around in the media
and other places-that the President had had proposed to him the
possibility of getting money from the Iranian arms sales to fund
other things has no basis as far as you know?

Mr. POINDEXTER. None whatsoever.
Mr. LEON. Let me ask you something about deniability. Would

you agree with me, admiral, that deniability in essence is a two-
sided coin? On the one side of the coin, as you testified, people that
you did not inform-such as the President, Donald Regan, the Sec-
retary of State, Elliott Abrams-with regard to the diversion, they
were freed, by not being informed, from choosin , in essence, be-
tween disclosing the information you didn't tell them about or
making a false statement if confronted and questioned about it by
Britt Hume or Robert Novak, Congressman Hamilton, or one of the
Senators?

it
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Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. They were freed from that choice by your decision.
But the reverse to that coin is that you had to face that choice if

you were confronted?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. Colonel North was faced with that dilemma, was he

not, in essence, in August, 1986?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Reviewing it after the fact, yes, indeed, he was

faced with that problem.
Mr. LEON. Before he went to that briefing of the House Intelli-

gence Committee that you agreed to, that you sent him to, did you
consider the possibility that there might be a diversion question to
him, some kind of inquiry along those lines?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that thought crossed my mind,
Mr. Leon.

We had kept-he and I had kept this issue, I thought, very
highly compartmented and I didn't have any indication at that
point that there were any leaks.

Mr. LEON. How about when the Hasenfus plane went down in
October of 1986 and it was reported that Southern Air Transport
Company was involved in that, and, of course, that was the same
airline that was involved in the Iranian initiative. There were con-
nections in there and there were all these statements out there on
the record about no U.S. Government involvement.Did you consider the possibility at that time that Colonel North
might be questioned or you might be questioned about a diversion
link between the two?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think at that time the diversion link
crossed my mind. We were concerned, though, because Southern
Air Transport was involved in the private effort to support the
Contras. They were also-I was informed, I don't think I realized it
until the time, when Colonel North reported to me that Southern
Air Transport was involved in the Iranian project.

As a result of that, I did make a call to Ed Meese and asked him
to hold up either-either hold up on the investigation of Southern
Air Transport or just make sure that the investigators understand
that there maybe some other very sensitive information that they
could come upon and he should take the necessary steps to make
them aware of that possibility.

As I recall, I left it up to him as to how he handled it. I just
alerted him to the fact. Of course, he was aware of the Iranian
project and I felt comfortable in talking to him about it.

Mr. LEON. Now, on November 25th-I don't know if you saw the
testimony of Elliott Abrams, but on November 25th, he was
asked-on the day of your resignation-he was asked the question
by a Senate committee with regard to funding in the Brunei area,
third country funding.

Four days before that, you had a briefing with a House Select
Committee. Had you considered before you met with the House and
Senate committees on the 21st the possibility that diversion or
funding of third countries might come up in your briefing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I don't think I had any indication or even
considered that a possibility.
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Mr. LEON. Had you decided, going in, how you would handle it if
you were asked about diversion or funding by third countries?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I probably-it's a hypothetical question. I hate
to answer those.

Mr. LEON. But I think your answer is that you hadn't thought
about it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's right. I had not thought about it.
Mr. LEON. Now, with respect to the Attorney General's involve-

ment here, I believe it has been your testimony that the Attorney
General was not at the December 7th meeting in 1985, I think the
meeting you have referred to as the family quarters meeting; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. It was over on the second floor of the resi-
dence.

Mr. LEON. That was the meeting at which Secretary Weinberger
raised the issue of legality that you hoped the Attorney General
later on would be helpful on; is that right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That's correct. That was the first opportu-
nity I had had to hear at any length Secretary Weinberger and
Secretary Shultz speak about the issue.

I had spoken to both of them, as I recall, that week prior to the
meeting to give them a heads-up that we were planning a meeting
in the residence on Saturday, and gave them the subject matter.
And I think in both of those calls, that was probably the first time
that I had an opportunity to talk to either one of them.

Mr. LEON. Now, on the day of that meeting, December 7th, by
that point in time, you had already had-and I believe you testi-
fied-the Finding signed, the November 26th Finding it's referred
toas.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, indeed. It would have been signed by that
time.

Mr. LEON. That was the Finding that you were unsatisfied with?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. And that was a CIA product from its legal depart-

ment, Mr. Sporkin?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. LEON. And the Attorney General had nothing to do with the

preparing of that Finding to that point?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. LEON. And I believe you testified after the December 7th

meeting when the legality issue was raised, that you asked Colonel
North to at some point in the future get in touch with the Attor-
ney General with regard to improving the Finding; is that your tes-
timony?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Well, it was a little more than that. I
wanted a more comprehensive Finding prepared that indeed ad-
dressed all of the President's thinking on the subject of Iran.

Mr. LEON. Now, Mr. Nields questioned you at length with regard
t. the various versions of the January Finding that culminated in
the January 17th Finding; you recall that, don't you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. LEON. And I believe you recall his pointing out, and I think

you're acknowledging that that Finding was prospective in nature,
not retroactive in nature?
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Mr. BEcKLzm. Which Finding are we talking about?
Mr. LEON. For that matter, any one of the January versions that

culminated in the January 17th Finding.
Mr. POINDEXTER. They were prospective; that's correct. And I

guess it is also important to point out that the Finding that was
signed on the 5th of December had this retroactive nature as well
as a prospective nature, but nothing was carried out under-from
the period of 5 December, 1985, until 17 January, 1986.,

Mr. LEON. Did you ever personally sit down and discuss with the
Attorney General or over the phone discuss that-your unhappi-
ness with that November 26th Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I did.
Mr. LEON. OK. Were you ever present when that was discussed

in his presence, any problems with regard to it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't believe.
Mr. LEON. Did you have any knowledge that he ever reviewed it

or saw it prior to the January 17 Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have no indication of that.
Mr. LEON. Or for that matter, prior to the November 22nd, 1986,

incident when he interviewed the counsel to the CIA, Judge Spor-
kin?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any reason to believe that Ed was
aware of that Finding.

Mr. LEON. Now, with regard to the Boland Amendment, admiral,
just a few questions in that regard.

You have testified that your position was, and still is, I believe,
that the NSC is not covered by the Boland Amendment?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. That's what I believe.
Mr. LEON. And of course you have acknowledged that that is a

different opinion than your'predecessor, Mr. McFarlane, had?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's my judgment. I recognize others have

different judgments. That's supposedly left to the courts to decide.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure if Admiral Poindexter

ever acknowledged in so many words what Mr. McFarlane's opin-
ion is of it and how it's different from his own.

Mr. LEON. I think he now has.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I just simply said that I recognize that others

have other judgments.
Mr. LEON. Were you aware when you were Mr. McFarlane's

deputy that he had a different opinion than you as to the applica-
bility of Boland to the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that that was as clear to me then
as it has been made during his recent testimony.

Mr. LEON. Were you aware of the Intelligence Oversight Board
opinion in September of 1985, in which it was concluded that the
Boland Amendment does not apply to the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXNTER. Yes. I was aware of that determination.
Mr. LEON. Did you have any reason to think that that was-that

that conclusion, that legal conclusion in that opinion was question-
able or erroneous in any way?

Mr. POiNDEXTER. No. I have a very high regard for not only the
general counsel of the Intelligence Oversight Board but also the
three members who are very distinguished gentlemen.
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Mr. LEON. Did you see any reason to have that opinion re-evalu-
ated and re-assessed by the Attorney General or the White House
counsel?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I did not.
Mr. LEON. Did you accept it as being correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I had made that conclusion on my own as

a layman and this just simply reinforced it.
Mr. LEON. Now, in August of 1986, after you had been NSC ad-

viser for about 9 months, 8 months or so and the Resolution of In-
quiry issue arose, the question of Boland s applicability to the NSC
was there again staring you in the face, was it not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, it was.
Mr. LEON. Did you consider on that occasion, with a media blitz,

as you've described, of accusations with regard to Colonel North,
did you consider at that time seeking the counsel of the White
House counsel's office or the Attorney General of the United States
to help prepare yourself and your office for dealing with the Reso-
lution of Inquiry?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I just-I didn't think about it at the time. I
was handling a lot of issues. I just didn't do that kind of analysis.

Mr. LEON. Had anybody suggested it to you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not that I can recall.
Mr. LEON. Commander Thompson was an attorney, was he not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Was it your impression that he concurred with the

opinion of the Intelligence Oversight Board?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my impression.
Mr. LEON. And he didn't suggest to you that you should go to the

Attorney General or the White House counsel?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. He did not.
Mr. LEON. In retrospect, do you wish you had?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well--
Mr. LEON. I recognize that's a hypothetical question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Maybe I better not set a precedent by answer-

ing it.
Mr. LEON. If you'd rather not, don't.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I'd rather not answer hypothetical questions.
Mr. LEON. Admiral, you've testified at length with regard to your

management style. -

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. r
Mr. LEON. Vis-a-vis Colonel North and others who served under

you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. You believed in settigpbroad objectives and giving

them authority and giving them flexibility? And you've accepted
responsibility, as you said before, the way a captain of a ship does
in the Navy?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. In fact, I believe you testified on the day you resigned,

that was the analogy the President himself used?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. He came up with that.
Mr. LEON. Now, with regard to your Navy background and train-

ing, in one particular aspect, you, of course, are familiar with the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, are you not?
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Mr. Pomimmm. Yes.
Mr. LEON. When you were commander of a ship, there probably

were court-martial actions considered against subordinates of
yoi 'jtha rIght?

INDEXTR. Yes, that's correct.
xON. So you had some famillanty with certain rules andons thereJ

1', oNDEXTER. I did.
M"tLEoN. And you studied the uniform code at Annapolis, I

assume?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Nearly 30 years ago.
Mr. LEoN. Since then you have probably had occasion to review

it and look at it from time to time?
Mr. PoINDmEXTR. Yes, some, not a great deal.
Mr. LEON. That's the same code that your son studied in Annap-

olis and your other son is a Naval officer and familiar with it?
Mr. PorDzxnmR. Yes. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. That code, as has been pointed out, provides that supe-

rior officers who give lawful orders must be obeyed, does it not.?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. It also points out that there's a duty on the part of

subordinate officers to question or disobey unlawful orders?
Mr. POINDEXTR. That's correct.
Mr. LEON. Would you say it also would stand for the proposition

that superior officers have a responsibility to give lawful orders?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Absolutely.
Mr. LEON. Before giving an order, if they have any question as to

its legality, they should check that out?
Mr. POIDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. You are an admiral. You have been giving and taking

orders for many years. So I assume that this is something you are
familiar with.

Let me ask you this question-a couple of questions. First of all,
did you ever give Colonel North an order, at any time that he
served under you, that you believed to be an unlawful order?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. LEON. Did you ever give Colonel North an order that he

came back and challenged because he believed it might be unlaw-
ful?

Mr. POINMDXTR. No.
Mr. LEON. And under the military system that you are familiar

with and are still a part of, what is it, under what circumstances as
you understand it, are officers supposed to question the orders of
their superiors if they have a doubt as to legality? What are they
supposed to do? Are they supposed to go to the person who gives
them the order?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think so. Frankly, the issue has never
come up in my experience. I have never knowingly issued an un-
lawful order and-but just based on common sense, if I were con-
fronted with that fact, I would go back to my superior and tell him
my problem.

Mr. LEON. Before-
Mr. PoINrDEm. See what he directed.
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Mr. LEON. Before you sent Colonel North out to work on this re-
sidual transfer of funds, did you have any doubt in your mind that
that was something that was lawful?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no doubt in my mind but what it
was lawful.

Mr. LEON. Was it ever questioned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Never questioned.
Mr. LEON. When you served, as you still do, under the President

of the United States as Commander in Chief, did he ever ask you to
give what you believed to be an unlawful order to anybody?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Never.
Mr. LEON. Do you have any reason to think he would ever sug-

gest or tolerate such a thing?
Mr. POINDEXTER. None whatsoever.
Mr. LEON. Did you ever have an occasion to question the legality

of any order that was given to you by him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No occasion.
Mr. LEON. Now with respect to the decision you ultimately made

here, admiral, you have testified you worked very closely with
Colonel North over these years.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. LEON. And you testified, I believe, that you admired him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did and still do.
Mr. LEON. And he testified, you might recall, that you were an

admiral that he would follow up any hill. I imagine he is a lieuten-
ant colonel you would want behind you if you were going up that
hill?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely.
Mr. LEON. You worked on some difficult projects together, didn't

you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we did.
Mr. LEON. And there were difficult choices that had to be made.

You sent him on a mission to Tehran, with your predecessor,
where his life was put in danger, did you not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. We recognized that. I was asked at one
point in the earlier depositions why I didn't consider an advance
trip, which was being advocated by some of the members. I frankly
thought that that was more dangerous and that if we had a more
senior person there with the group that there was less risk to the
whole group, and that is why-one of the reasons that I wouldn't
agree to an advance trip.

Mr. LEON. You have also testified about PROF notes and the
PROF notes system?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. LEON. I believe you testified they are very personal commu-

nications between you and the members of your staff?
Mr. POINDEXTER. They were. Essentially it was a method to im-

prove the efficiency and better coordination, and thus get better re-
sults on the staff, rather than playing telephone tag all day long
trying to talk.

Mr. LEON. And I believe you testified you believed they were
gone forever from the system, at least yours were?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
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Mr. LEON. Admiral, you have seen a number of PROF notes. I
would like to close in, focusing on one of them, if I may. I think
sometimes these PROF notes do provide a helpful insight. I would
&&M0 like to uesiyo-w1JL YVWith-reLgard-tor-i.

This is a PROF note on November 24, 1986. I do not have it as an
exhibit, but I do have a copy here that I can provide counsel, if we
could have someone hand it to counsel, to follow along.

I am focusing on the PROF note, on the bottom of that page,
dated 11/24/86, from Colonel North to yourself. With respect to
Iran. Are you familiar with this PROF note?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. It has been a while since I read it.
Mr. LEON. Let me-there is no window into the mind of a person,

but this might be a helpful insight of the situation at the time. Let
me read it, if I may. It is very brief.

There is that old line about you can't fire me, I quit. But I do want to make it
official so that you know I sincerely meant what I said to you over the course of
these last several difficult weeks. I am prepared to depart at the time you and the
President decide it to be in the best interests of the Presidency and the country. I
am honored to have served the President, you and your predecessors these past 5
years. I only regret that I could not have done so better. My prayer is that the
President is not further damaged by what has transpired and that the hostages will
not be harmed as a consequence of what we now do.

Finally, I remain convinced that what we tried to accomplish was worth the risk.
We nearly succeeded. Hopefully, when the political fratricide is finished, there will
be others in a moment of calm reflection who will agree. Warmest regards, Semper
Fidelis, Oliver North.

Let me focus your attention on two aspects of that PROF notes.
Do you remember receiving it, admiral?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. LEON. This was the very day it was clear you were going to

have to resign, and the colonel was going to be leaving as well, the
NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. LEON. The diversion had been brought to the attention of the

President of the United States by the Attorney General?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I knew the Attorney General knew. I assumed

the President knew at that point, but I wasn't sure of that.
Mr. LEON. This was 5:44 in the evening on that day, was it not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. LEON. Now the first portion of it is, "I remain convinced that

what we tried to accomplish was worth the risk." With respect to
accomplishments, was it your impression that what Colonel North
was referring to is the accomplishments of keeping the Contras
alive and opening a second channel and getting the hostages out?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my understanding of what he was
talking about.

Mr. LEON. And with regard to the risks that he was asking, or
that were worth taking, was he talking about the risks of political
fratricide that he refers to, here? The risks to career? You had
turned down, in order to stay at the White House, had you not,
command of the Sixth Fleet?

Mr. PoNuw m. Yes. At the beginning of the second term, I had
a decision to make whether to resign my White House Commission
at that point and return to the Navy or to offer to the President to
stay on into the second term.'
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Mr. LEON. Is it safe to say in the Navy that command of the
Sixth Fleet is a very, very important and cherished post?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is a very cherished post, and I am not at all
-sure-but that my-wife wouldn't have preferred that we go to the
Sixth Fleet.

Mr. LEON. Was he also talking here about risks to his life, Bud
McFarlane's life?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think he probably was.
Mr. LEON. And risks to the relationship to Congress perhaps?

Were these risks that were taken?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. This was-these were high-risk operations

that we were involved with.
Mr. LEON. Let me ask you this, admiral. Having gone through

what you have gone through now, many of these risks having ma-
terialized, do you think that the progress that was made toward
these goals was worth the risks that were taken?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I think so, irn the long term.
We did keep the Contras alive. We have them funded now. And I

am convinced that Congress will see fit to continue to fund them. I
think although these hearings are difficult and consume a lot of
time, and I'm not really sure that I'm in favor of them, they do
have one advantage, that is an opportunity for the American
people to understand the issues better, and I think as a result, the
prospect of freedom and democracy in Central America has im-
proved.

Mr. LEON. With regard to the last portion of this, where he says
"Hopefully when the political. fratricide is finished, there will be
others in a moment of calm reflection who will agree" that the
risks were worth running, did you have that hope that he had at
that time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it is hard to judge how history will evalu-
ate this time period. I certainly hope that with-as time passes and
people develop a perspective on what happened, what we were
trying to do, that it will bea favorable judgment.

Mr._LEON. You share today Colonel North's hope at that time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is right.
Mr. LEON. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, Counsel. We turn now to the

principal questioners. They will be recognized for one hour.
The chair recognizes the distinguished chairman of the -Senate

Select Committee, Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from

Georgia, Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, first let me say that I followed your career for a long

time. I am grateful, as I am sure most members of the-committee
here are, and most Members of the Congress) for your long service
to the country, particularly aware of your Naval career. I know
you and your wife and your family, as all service people, have had
considerable sacrifice for the duty you have performed nobly for
the nation,.

And I am also aware of how hard it is for a Naval officer to be
offered the command of a fleet and turn it down and go to the
White House. Being in the White House may sound like the great-
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est job in the world for a lot of people. I have been down there
enough to know that that is not the greatest job in the world, par-
ticularly for a Naval officer who has an opportunity to go to a com-
mand.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The glamour wears off very fast.
Mr. NUNN. I want to read a couple of statements about you, ad-

miral, that have been given to me and see if you agree with them.
The first one is by Admiral Jim Holloway. Do you know Admiral

Jim Holloway?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, very well.
Mr. NUNN. You served, I believe, as his Executive Assistant for a

period of time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. For 2 years, 1976 and 1978.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral Holloway has described you as "a brilliant

and very effective aide, totally loyal and trustworthy and a thorough
briefer who rarely interjected his own viewpoints."

Would you agree with that assessment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I agree with that assessment.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral Holloway has also stated, quoting him again,
"Captain Poindexter"-this was when you were a Captain-

"Captain Poindexter has a spectacular mental capacity. He reads
and understands every paper or report that comes into the office.
Furthermore, he retains fully, recalls accurately, and evaluates with
a keen sense of what is important and what isn't."

Would you agree with.that assessment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that is a little bit elaborate. You must

have been reading from a citation or something, a fitness report?
Mr. NUNN. Fitness report.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Moving on, how long have you known Robert McFar-

lane?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I met Mr. McFarlane I believe in 1981 when he

was counselor at the State Department working for Al Haig.
Mr. NUNN. You worked for him at the National Security Council,

is that right?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did When he came over with Bill Clark in Jan-

uary of 1982.
Mr. NUNN. How long were you with him before you took over as

the National Security Adviser?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it would have been January, 82t Jan-

uary. 1986, 4 years.
Wr NUNN. Earlier this week, I asked Mr. McFarlane whether as

National Security Adviser he would have reported the diversion of
funds to the Contras to the President. In response he testified,
"While I was serving, if a change of that magnitude had occurred, I
would have reported it."

Does that testimony surprise you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. I think that Mr. McFarlane probably would

have.
Mr. NUNN. How long have you known Oliver North?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall, he came to the NSC staff in the

summer of 1981, and that was the first time that I had met him.
Mr. NUNN. Colonel North has testified repeatedly to this commit-

tee that he always assumed that you reported the diversion plan to
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the President and the President had approved it. Did that testimo-
ny surprise you, that he was operating under that assumption?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified, I did not tell Colonel North
whether I was going to talk to the President or not. Frankly, I
didn't think that it was important for him to know who else knew
about it, because I didn't want him to talk to anybody but me
about it in the government. And so I am not surprised about that.
He would have probably made that assumption.

Mr. NUNN. Well, admiral, you say that you didn't want Colonel
North talking to anyone but you about it. Would it not have been
wise at that stage to tell him that you were not going to tell the
President of the United States about the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so, Senator. My whole concept
of a-of keeping a secret is to keep things highly compartmented,
and I was his lawful superior. He understood very well the military
chain of command, and he felt that the actions he was recommend-
ing were lawful or he wouldn't have recommended them.

Mr. NUNN. You didn't think Colonel North would tell anyone, in-
cluding the President of the United States, without your permis-
sion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Now, did you hear the testimony where Colonel

North told Bud McFarlane without your permission?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. And I, as I have testified I

think in depositions, I was surprised at that.
Mr. NUNN. So you were surprised that he did tell Robert McFar-

lane about the diversion without your permission?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. I was surprised.
Mr. NUNN. Did you hear his testimony that he told Bill Casey

without your permission?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard that testimony.
Mr. NUNN. Well, it seems to me then that you misjudged Colonel

North, did you not, and his ability or willingness to keep this very
close hold, compartmentalized in your words?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I made a mistake in that assessment, ob-
viously.

Mr. NUNN. Wasn't it a very serious mistake, admiral, not to have
confided to Colonel North that the President was not going to be
told back in February of 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so. I don't see that he had a
need to know.

Mr. NUNN. Even when he was with the President in most of the
meetings and could very well have assumed "-he President-did
assume the President knew and could have blurted out something
that would have given the President the information that you were
trying to protect him from?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. Colinel North didn't speak out in these
meetings unless he was asked to, and I would usually nod to him if
I wanted--

Mr. NUNN. So you thought you had Colonel North under com-
plete control as far as not telling anyone?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I felt that he understood what I wanted and
that he would carry that out.
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Mr. NUNN. Looking back on it, admiral, wouldn't it have been
much more protective of the President giving him much better den-
iability if Colonel North had been in on the plan not to tell him?

Mr. PomDzxT=. I don't know. I never analyzed it quite the way
that you are right now.

Mr. NuNN. Back to the--
Mr. POINDEXTER. If I could, Senator, make one other comment on

something you read earlier. As you indicated, it was from a fitness
report that Admiral Holloway wrote on me. It is important to note
that the description he was giving there was a description of the
way I functioned as an aide to him.

Mr. Nuru. Correct.
Mr. POINDEXTER. In a position of much less responsibility than I

had as National Security Adviser.
Mr. NUWN. Correct.
The assessment though of Colonel North when he assumred--that

ou had told the President and the assessment of Robert McFar-
ne when he just, having just held your job, assumed that you had

told the President or at least said he would have told the Presi-
dent, that testimony is not based on prior experience, but rather
direct experience in dealing with you in your capacity as National
Security Adviser--Colonel North's experience and Robert McFar-
lane's experience was direct experience in their association with
you?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection of Mr. McFarlane's testimony

was that he did not want to offer a judgment on second guessing
what I did in the circumstances that were involved. He only indi-
cated what he would do.

Mr. NUNN. I believe that is correct. I think that is correct. As far
as his testimony, I recall in the Intelligence Committee he had
much more explicit testimony, but I won't go into that here.

I don't have the page number, and I will accept your interpreta-
tion of that.

How is it that McFarlane and North so misjudged your own ac-
tions?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, first, I am not sure that Mr. McFarlane
did or at least I haven't heard that.

With regard to Colonel North, I think that he was thinking more
in military terms and not necessarily considering all of the politi-
cal issues involved, which I felt that I was considering.

Mr. NUNN. Speaking of misjudgments, Mr. Leon went into a few
minutes go with you about the recent White House statements
since your testimony.

As you recall, in this morning's paper, without trying to get real
specific on it, the White House disputed-I believe the paper-let
me read you the quote, it would be better here.

The White House yesterday disputed Poindexter's earlier contention that Reagan
would have approved the diversion of funds to the Contras if he had been asked to
do so. Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the diversion wouldn't have happened had
Reagan been advised. Fitzwater also said that officials who failed to seek Reagan's
approval for important decisions as Poindexter testified he had in the case of the
diversion had done the President a disservice.

You read that?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I had it read to me this morning.
Mr. NUNN. Then you said in answer to the previous question,
"I would have expected him to.s4y that"-this is a quote according

to my notes-quoting you, "I would have expected him to say that.
That is the whole idea of deniability."

Is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral, you testified- on July 15th, a morning ses-

sion, page 98, quoting you, "I believe that the President would have
approved the decision at the time if I had asked him."

Is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have the testimony here in front of me,

but I will take your word for it.
Mr. BECKLER. Can we get a copy of that testimony?
Mr. NUNN. Certainly, page 98, July 15, 1987, morning session.
Maybe I can cut this short, admiral.
Mr. BECKLER. I don't have July 15th here.
Mr. NUNN. Morning session.
"I believe that the President would have approved the decision

at the time if I had asked him."
Mr. BECKLER. I am sorry, Senator.
Mr. NUNN. Page 98. I have a quote out here. I could make this a

lot easier.
Let me just ask you again, admiral, after reading the denials by

the White House issued since your testimony, do you still believe
the President would have approved that decision if you had asked
him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do.
Mr. NUNN. You have not changed your mind?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have not changed my mind.
Mr. NUNN. Again, you said Ju!.y 15, 1987, page 95, reading the

words if you can find them, "I made the decision. I felt I had the
authority to do it. I thought it was a good idea. I was convinced
that the President would in the end think it was a good idea."

Do you see that?
Mr.-POINDEXTER. Yes, I see it.
Mr. NUNN. Is that still your testimony?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is.
Mr. NUNN. So that the denials from the White House have had

no effect on your testimony?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, they have-not.
Mr. NUNN. That means, admiral, you must believe the White

House is now misleading the American people?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so.
Mr. NUNN. How can it not be?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, number one, what you have are reports of

what Marlin Fitzwater said. I don't know exactly--
Mr. NUNN. You don't believe he is speaking for the President?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I would-I would want to have a personal

conversation with the President, which I have not had, and which
would not be appropriate at this time.
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Mr. NUNN. If Marlin Fitzwater really was speaking for the Presi-
dent, would you agree that those statements are in your opinion
misleading the American people?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. PoINDz'xT. Senator, as I have testified before, and you have

gone over some of the instances just now, I felt that the President
would approve that if I had asked him.

I still feel that way. I am giving you my thought process at the
time, my thought process now.

At this point, I can't speak for the White. House. I don't know
what they have got in mind over there, and I really can't comment
on that.

Mr. NuNN. Well, I would just observe, admiral, you can refute
this if you like, a White House statement directly contradicts your
testimony and you are standing by your testimony, so your testimo-
ny directly contradicts the White House statements.

Mr. PowDxm. That is correct. It appears to be obvious. People
can draw their own conclusions, I guess.

Mr. NUNN. Yes.
Turning to another area, admiral, do you recall-you heard the

testimony here and I don't want to belabor the point, but I will go
back through it briefly here.

Did Colonel North tell you about his meeting with Ghorbanifar
in the bathroom that he related to this committee?

Mr. Pow =Tm. I don't recall that. I don't believe that I was
aware that the idea had initiated with Ghorbanifar.

Mr. NUNN. Well, he said that Nir, I believe Nir had mentioned
the possibility of generating funds, but Ghorbanifar went further
and said specifically the Contra money could be raised from the
arms sales.

That is paraphrasing, but I think that is close.
Mr. POINDEXTFR. Yes--
Mr. NuNN. You don't remember him telling you that?
Mr. PoINDxrmI. I don't remember anything about Ghorbanifar.

I do believe that in the discussion in February of 1986, Mr. Nir's
name came up. But I don't recall anything about Ghorbanifar.

Mr. NuNN. Do you remember anything about Ghorbanifar and
North in the bathroom being told to you? Either orally or from per-
sonal observation? You don't know anything about it?

Mr. POINDEXTERt. I don't know anything about Mr. Ghorbanifar
in the bathroom.

Mr. NUNN. Do you know anything about the one million dollar
offer that Colonel North related from Ghorbanifar? The one mil-
lion dollar offer to him, he called it a bribe?

Mr. PoID ETm. I don't recall that.
Mr. NUNN. Would you expect that to be related to you as his su-

perior or sort of routine as Colonel North portrayed it?
Mr. Ponw 0m . Not necessarily. I would not have had the

slightest doubt in my mind that what Colonel North's reaction to
that would be, and in the whole scheme of things I don't think he
or I would have considered that as a ver important issue.

Mr. NUWN. Colonel North testified that in January of 1986, he
had, quoting him, "grave reservations" about the wisdom of the
Iranian initiative.
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Did CGo13 1 el North express those reservations to you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I was aware that Colonel North had a

little more difficulty than I did in drawing the fine line that the
President was drawing. You see, as I have testified before, even if
you forgot about all of the other aspects- of the Iranian project, and
only addressed the hostage portion of it, which was not, as I have
testified before, not the totality of the President's thinking on the
subject, but if you isolated everything else and just considered that
separately, even then the President did not consider that it was
arms for hostages, because we were talking about selling arms to
the Iranians to put pressure on the Hizballah, who were the cap-
tors of the hostages, to release them.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, I am puzzled on that point because you
keep saying that, but you keep also describing the hostages as
being an obstacle to establishing the new strategic relationship
with the Iranians, is that right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, because we thought that that was
a very good test as to whether the Iranians were really serious.

Mr. NUNN. But if they are not the ones holding the hostages,
how can the removal of the hostages be a necessary condition
precedent to establishing a relationship with Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. They can put pressure, we thought, on the Hiz-
ballah.

Mr. NUNN. So you thought they had some connection with the
terrorists then?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We thought they had some connection with the
Shia fundamentalist groups in Lebanon in terms of providing fi-
nancing and assistance.

Mr. NUNN. Doesn't that disassemble the statements that have
been made that you weren't giving arms to terrorists? I don't see
how you can have it both ways, admiral.

I know there are fine lines here, but it seems to me that one is
cut a little too fine.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem that we saw was that there were
many different factions in Iran. Some felt that hostage taking was
appropriate, others felt that it wasn't. Some were opposed to con-
tinuing terrorism, some felt that the use of terrorism had not
served Iran well and wanted to make a change for the better.

Mr. NUNN. Let me go back to another line which we had already
started here.

Basically, Colonel North didn't relate to you-he did relate to
you his reservations, but let me frame the question this way.

Did he relate to you this new incentive that was related to him
by Ghorbanifar in the bathroom; that is, the idea of getting addi-
tional funds from the sales of arms to Iran to use in the Contra
operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that the conversation went in that
direction. My recollection of it is that this was an additional bene-
fit that we would get out of the Iranian project that I certainly had
not anticipated.

Mr. NUNN. Well, he testified, and let me just make this clear so
the record will be clear, Colonel North testified that Ghorbanifar
took him into the bathroom and
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suggested several incentives to make that February transaction work and the at-
tractive incentive for me was the one he made that residuals could flow to support
the Nicaraguan Resistance.

He expressed before that that he had grave reservations until
that event occurred.

And what you're saying, as I understand it is, he didn't convey
this sense of shifting of priorities to you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that he did.
Mr. NUNN. Because he testified, as I understand his testimony,

that really he was pessimistic about achieving the original Find-
ings which were set forth in that January 17th Finding-scratch
the word Finding-achieving the original goals, and he then shifted
in his own mind as the principal operations officer to a more at-
tractive goal, and that is raising funds for the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not recall now that I drew that'kind of con-
clusion that he had made at that time.

Mr. NUNN. If you had, and I realize this is hypothetical, if you
had drawn that conclusion, would you have then had a different
view about your obligation to report to the President that the chief
operating officer had shifted goals that he thought were achieva-
ble?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I-as I said, I don't recall Colonel North

making that so obvious at the time, that he felt that way about it.
But that was very early in the Iranian project. The President had
made very clear to me, I felt, that he wanted to continue with the
project, even after the negative report from Mr. McFarlane about
the character of Ghorbanifar.

So we had-the President had and I and others had no miscon-
ceptions about the channel that we started on, but I think that we
both, the President and I, saw Ghorbanifar as an opportunity to
start talking with some Iranians.

One of the early objectives was to get a meeting in Tehran so
that we could identify some other channels.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, I don't want to cut you off, but I need to
pursue some other lines. I just asked you if you had gotten the
same interpretation that Colonel North gave this committee. That
is that the old goals he wasn't very optimistic about, but the new
goals, the new possibility of raising funds for the Contras was a
major factor-if you had had that presented that way from him,
would that have changed your view about the necessity of report-
ing to the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know. You know, it is a hypothetical
question.

Mr. NUNN. Fine, thank you.
Admiral, you have testified and if I am not fair in summarizing

this, please correct me, you were determined to protect the Presi-
dent from political embarrassment by not telling him-this is
about the diversion-and by preventing a leak of the plan.

You treated this as a highly compartmentalized issue. You took
great pains not to tell anyone, including the President and Director
Casey, and you told North not to put anything in writing on this; is
that a fair summarization?

75-935 0 - 88 - 7
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. The putting nothing in writing, I think,
probably was a more general statement to him. But it certainly in-
cluded the Iranian project.

Mr. NUNN. If you saw these five memos come across your desk,
the diversion memos, under that set of rigid protective instructions,
don't you believe you would have remembered them?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't know. It appears that it is possible
that I saw one memo, the one that you have as an exhibit. I do not
recall seeing any of the others, and I don't have any indications
that the others came to me. I guess it is conceivable they could
have been prepared, but I do not recall seeing them and I don't be-
lieve I did.

So I don't-the kind of question didn't come up in my mind
anyway.

Mr. NUNN. I believe that you testified that in November 1986
you had forgotten about the Finding on the Iranian initiative the
President signed in December of 1985.

Specifically, your testimony on that is, reading from the July 15,
1987 morning session, pages 45-46, and I am going to read it, coun-
sel, here,

But anyway, after this Finding was signed, it was retained in my immediate office
and at some point after it was assigned, I had apparently given it to Commander
Thompson, my military assistant, to put in an envelope in his safe to keep. I had, as
I said, completely forgotten about it.

I am not asking you whether that is an accurate reading of the
transcript, but is that an accurate recollection--

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is an accurate recollection.
Mr. NUNN. Did the President ever remind you or bring this Find-

ing to your attention?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I am certain that he had forgotten about it.
Mr. NUNN. And this is the same Finding that you later de-

stroyed; is that right?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Is it fair to say that Findings are rather important

documents, admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, they address important issues.
Mr. NUNN. Is it fair to say that this Finding described only the

arms-for-hostages part of the Iranian initiative and you felt it was,
therefore, not completely accurate?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. It did not give a fair picture of
the-it wasn't a fair picture of the entire situation.

Mr. NUNN. And I believe that is the reason you destroyed it, one
of the principal reasons?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. You also testified, admiral, that the President "reads

everything you give him." Is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, maybe a bit of exaggeration, but he does

read most everything you give him.
Mr. NUNN. And, therefore, you believe the President did read

that December 5th Finding before he signed it. You testified to that
already?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any doubt but what he read it. He
doesn't sign something without reading it.
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Mr. NUNN. Despite the fact that according to your testimony the
President siged the Finding, he read the Finding-on November 13,
1986, he said to-the American people, "The charge has been made
that the United States has shipped weapons to Iran as ransom pay-
ment for the releases of American hostages in Lebanon. Those
charges are utterly false. We did not trade weapons or anything
else for the hostages."

Admiral, my question to you is, to have made this statement
truthfully, the President would have had to have forgotten that
Finding, would he not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so. As I explained to you, the
President's thinking on the subject, with which I agreed-he did
not consider that as arms for hostages.

Mr. NUNN. So you believe that November 13th statement was ac-
curate?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. NUNN. Even looking back on it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. NUNN. The charges are utterly false-do you think that is a

correct impression for the American people?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The impression that was in the press was that

the only thing we were doing was swapping arms for hostages.
That was not what we were doing.

Mr. NUNN. Without getting bogged down in that again, let me
just ask this question: Do you believe that the President had a

een memory of that particular Finding that said nothing but arms
for hostages when he delievered that statement on November 13th?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am sure he didn't, because although he agreed
obviously at that point, looking back on it, with the CIA assistance
on that particular project, that did not represent a total picture of
what he was willing to do and to approve, and so he wouldn't think
about it in those terms.

Mr. NUNN. So that was really before-this is November 13th
speech was before Commander Thompson had brought this Finding
in, before your memory had been restored on that subject--

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is true.
Mr. NUNN. And, therefore, you had not seen that memo at that

stage, since, of course, the original signing of it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. So the President at that stage would have probably

not had that memorandum in mind?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am certain he didn't.
Mr. NUNN. And he would probably have forgotten himself--
Mr. POINDEXTER. In fact, the only one I think that he would

recall would be the final one on 17 January, because there was
much more discussion about that. As I said, one of the-one of the
regrets that I have is that the 5 December Finding was not well
staffed, it was probably not thoroughly discussed.

In fact, I don't recall the conversation with the President about
it, so I don't have any reason to believe that he would have any
lasting memory of that any more than I did.. Mr. NUNN. I believe a while ago you testified that you were
pretty certain he had forgotten about that particular Finding.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
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Mr. NUNN. Well, admiral, if the President had forgotten a Find-
ing which by your own statement was rather important, and he
had read it before he signed it-

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think I said-well, maybe I did say it
was important.

Mr. NUNN. I asked you if Findings were important.
Mr.-POINDEXTER. Findings were important. I don't think that one

was important.
Mr. NUNN. That is the reason you tore it up?
Mr. BECKLER. Objection, Mr. Chairman. There is a reasonable

distinction being made there. There has been ample testimony by
Admiral Poindexter to the effect that this Finding was one of a
series and it was a general question asked, Findings are important.

Chairman HAMILTON. If there is a distinction to be made, it
should be made by the witness, not by counsel. You may proceed,
sir.

Mr. NUNN. So you think Findings are important, but you don't
think this one was important?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified, I think, Senator, it-was a
preliminary version of what finally culminated in the 17 January
Finding.

Mr. NUNN. But it governed the covert activities of the United
States in that respect, from that date, December 5 until the subse-
quent Finding in January for a 30-day period it did have that appli-
cability?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, but other than discussions, noth-
ing transpired during that time period.

Mr. NUNN. And it also was retroactive?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right, but I have also testified that I

was never comfortable with that concept of retroactivity. The key
question is, did the President approve it before.

Mr. NUNN. Well, if it wasn't important,.why-destroy it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Because it could be misinterpreted, Senator, as

it has been misinterpreted.
Mr. NUNN. Let's get back to the line of questioning. You believe

that when the President made his statement on November 13 to
the American people that he had indeed forgotten about that Find-
ing, whether it was important or not important?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am almost certain that he did. I had certainly
forgotten it. But even if we had known of its existence or recalled
its existence at that time, that would not have changed that state-
ment.

Mr. NUNN. If you had forgotten the Finding at that stage and
the President of the United States had forgotten the Finding at the
stage, is it not also possible, Admiral Poindexter, that both of you
had forgotten those five memos relating to diversion of funds for
the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I suppose that is possible, but-he certainly
would have no reason to forget because he never saw anything,
Senator. I deliberately did not send or talk to the President on any-
thing related to the diversion.

Mr. NUNN. How do you know he didn't see those memos, since
you don't remember seeing them yourself?.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Because nothing went up to the President in
my area unless it came through me.

Mr. NUNN. He couldn't have gotten them otherwise?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think so.
Mr. NUNN. So it is possible that you could have forgotten those

five memos?
[Counsel conferTing with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, would you repeat the last question,

please?
Mr. NUNN. It is possible that you forgot those five memos?
Mr. POINDEXTER. What I have testified to is that I don't recall

seeing them, and that is the fact.
Mr. NUNN. Is it possible that those memos were delivered to the

President by someome other than yourself?.
Mr. POINDEXTER, I doubt that seriously. There was a very hard

and fast rule that anything of substance, and this clearly would
have been of substance, was not to go to the President unless I saw
it.

Mr. NUNN. What about from Bill Casey-is it possible since he
was dealing with North and you didn't know about him dealing
with North that he may have seen these memos and delivered
them to the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, I have no indication from what I have
heard in testimony that Bill Casey saw any of those memos.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, turning to another subject here briefly, on
March 8, 1987, a Washington Post article, and we note for the
record you don't consider that a good source.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. You will permit me to read from it this morning, will

you not? It says, "A well-placed legal source said that in the first
weeks after his departure from the White House on November 25th,
Poindexter and his attorneys planned to construct a legal defense
around his contention that on two occasions in 1986 he told Reagan
that the arms sales to Iran were generating money for the Contras.
According to this source, Poindexter did not tell Reagan there was
an illegal diversion of money, but rather that funds for the Contras
contributed by the Iranians or Israelis were an ancillary benefit of
the arms sale."

Quoting from Time magazine, April 6, 1987, "Poindexter believes
that he was following Ronald Reagan's policies and that he kept
the President adequately informed. Indeed, he is likely to testify
that on at least two occasions in 1986 he told Reagan in general
terms that the Contras were being helped as an ancillary or side
benefit of the arms sale or the arms deal with Iran."

Admiral, reading from your deposition, and I do think your attor-
ney ought to have a chance to take a look at this, May 2, 1987,
pages 162 and 163, there is something here that I just want to clari-
fy because it is something that troubles me.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have that.
Mr. NUNN. Do you have that? It is pages 162 and 163. Again, I

have it typed on a separate sheet of paper.
I will have to give you time to find it. The question I will refer to

here, and I will read. it to you, it is a question by Liman, question,
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"Admiral, did you ever tell the President of the United States that
Iran was giving any money to the Contras?"

Do you see that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do.
Mr. NUNN. Your answer,
"I have no recollection of that."
Question, Mr. Liman, "Did you ever tell any third person that you had told that

to the President?
Answer, "No. I have read the press reports. I hav- not knowingly told anybody

since I left the White House, except my attorneys and my wife."

Now, admiral, reading the question again, "Did you ever tell any
third person that you told that to the President?"

Reading the answer again, "No. I have read the press reports. I
have not knowingly told anybody since I left the White House, except
my attorneys and my wife.

One could conclude from that or get the impression from that
that you had, in fact, told your wife and your attorney that you
had told the President that the money from Iran was going to the
Contras as those news reports suggest.

I would like for you to clarify that, if I am under a misimpres-
sion because it is ambiguous.

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is, I agree, Senator, ambiguous. What I
meant was that I had not told anybody exactly what had happened
except the people identified in that sentence. I do not know the
source of the press stories that you referred to.

Mr. NUNN. And so--
Mr. POINDEXTER. They have no substance in fact.
Mr. NUNN. If I asked you today do either of those stories have

any substance?
Mr. POINDEXTER. None.
Mr. NUNN. They are wrong?
Mr. POINDEXTER. They are wrong.
Mr. NUNN. You never told anyone including your attorney and

your wife that you had told the President of the United States that
funds were being diverted for the Contras?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Senator, if you can ask that question in a way
that-we can avoid the question of what conversations we had with
each other as attorney/client. That is the only problem we have
here.

He has answered this before Mr. Liman.
Mr. NUNN. What I am asking you, counsel, is whether Admiral

Poindexter told any other person that he had related to the Presi-
dent of the United States that funds from the Iranian arms sale
were being diverted to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have told no person that I ever told the Presi-
dent about the diversion. I don't know the source of those stories.
They are not true, and what I have testified to here today is indeed
true. I did not tell the President and I didn't tell anybody that I
told the President. Is that clear?

Mr. NUNN. Including your attorney and your wife? Does that
answer include your attorneys and your wife?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I said everybody.
Mr. NUNN. So it includes everybody?
Mr. POINDEXTM. Everybody.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, admiral.
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Admiral, this is one other question on the transcript here. This is
from your recent testimony, July 15, afternoon session, page 24. Do
we have a copy of this?

I will ask counsel--
Mr. BECKLER. I have it. Page 24.
Mr. NUNN. Yes, sir, July 15, afternoon session, page 24.
I refer you down, counsel, to--
Mr. BECKLER. I am sorry. I have the morning session here.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn, excuse me for interrupting

you. I am getting a number of questions up here. I just want to
clarify that we will permit Senator Nunn to finish and then we
will return at 2:30 for the afternoon.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I will accommodate hungry members,
hungry witnesses and hungry lawyers by letting this be my last
question and just reserve the balance of my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair did not mean to press you, Sena-
tor Nunn. If you want to, go ahead.

Mr. BECKLER. Senator, I still don't have the afternoon session up
here. I have the morning session.

Mr. NUNN. May I read it to you and then I will send it down to
you. Then I will pose the question.

It is, counsel, page 24, and it is about the fourth, fifth paragraph
down where is says, "Mr. Liman". The question is-Mr. Liman
asked this question. "Did you see, as one of the benefits of the Ira-
nian arms sale, that money would be generated for the Contras?"

Do you see that, counsel?
Mr. BECKLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Answer, Admiral Poindexter, "No. That did not play

a singlepart in my mind or the President's mind in deciding to go
ahead with the Iranian project."

Now, admiral, I know that can be read two ways. But one way is,
of course, that the President knew about this, but it wasn't part of
his deliberative process. There were other reasons for going ahead
with the sale. Would you want to comment on that reading, possi-
ble reading of that answer?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The way that should be read is-the way I in-
tended it was that it didn't enter the President's mind because he
never knew anyhing about it.

Mr. NUNN. That seems to me an entirely gratuitous statement, if
he didn't know anything about it. You so clearly established the
President didn't know anything about it. Why do you throw that
out?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well--
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman-let's let the witness answer. I will

withdraw the objection.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, counsel. That is the

point I have been trying to make, counsel.
Mr. POINDEXTER.guess it was sloppiness on my part. I should

have been more precise. The possibility of transferring residuals
from the Iranian project to the Contras did not come to my atten-
tion until after the January 17, Finding was signed.

Therefore, it didn't play any role in any recommendations I
made to the President. Arid I guess, you know, with hindsight, I
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should have left the President completely out of that answer, be-
cause it is possible to draw another conclusion.

I made a mistake.
Mr. NUNN. It does lead one to believe that perhaps in a moment

of-
Mr. POIDEXTER. Weakness?
Mr. NUNN. --weakness, you. just basically--
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, no. It was sloppiness. When you sit here

and have to listen to all these questions very carefully and make
very precise answers, it is difficult.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you, admiral, very much.
I would reserve the balance of my time, but I would serve notice

to Senator Rudman that I would go ahead and defer to him after
lunch and perhaps come back at some later point. I would reserve
whatever time I have left, the balance of my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn, you- have about 17 minutes
to reserve.

We will begin when we return with questioning by Senator
Rudman.

Counsel?
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, could you shed any light yet on howmany more dayfs?Chairman AMLTON.Counsel, it is my best estimate that we

would conclude some time on Tuesday.
The joint hearings stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m. the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Coimittees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:30 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, let me make an announce-
ment.

The joint hearings will come to order.
I have been informed that some of our television cameramen are

focusing on classified documents when they are being used in ques-
tioning.

I would respectfully like to request that that not be done for ob-
vious reasons.

This afternoon we will take-we will go straight through with
the first two principal questioners, Mr. Rudman, and Mr. Hyde,
and at that point, we will recess until Monday morning at 9:00
o'clock at which time we will begin with Mr. Foley, the Majority
Leader.

Chairman INOUYE. The Chair is pleased to recognized the gentle-
man from New Hampshire, Senator Rudman.

Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, counsel, let me start my questioning by

simply joining my friend from Georgia, the chairman of the Armed
Services Commi , Senator Nunn, in saying that I have always
had high regard for you, admiral.
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I have had the opportunity to work with you on many occasions,
and none of us find this process pleasant. We believe it is neces-

'o your counsel, I would say that I hope you had a good lunch,
Mr. Beckler. I think you can sit back in your chair and relax a bit
because I don't intend to try to use any prior statements or deposi-
tions or anything like that to impeach the admiral's testimony.

Mr. BECKLER. I appreciate that.
Mr. RUDMAN. I intend to have a series of questions on things

that I truly don't understand about his testimony and to try to get
a better understanding of that process.

I don't think I will use the hour, Mr. Chairman. I will probably
reserve the time.

I want to start out just by, I think, cleaning up a few matters
that remain from Colonel North's testimony.

It is my understanding-I am going to try to fairly summarize
your testimony before us. If I don't, please immediately say so.

I think these matters we can pretty much agree on. I believe it is
your testimony that Colonel North did come to you with notifica-
tion of a threat of some kind. We are aware of what that was.

You turned it over to one of your staff, did not follow it up. After
that, you expressed your regret for that and said if you could do it
over, you would; is that a fair characterization?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a fair characterization.
Mr. RUDMAN. When Colonel North was before us, he was some-

what agitated about that and made a statement to the committee
that he thought the law ought to be changed.

I just, for the record, Mr. Chairman, am not going to read it. I
want to put in the record a letter from the Secretary of the Navy,
Mr. Webb, dated 9 July, at my request and the chairman's request,
a letter addressed to us from the Commandant of the Marine Corps
by his legal counsel setting forth that-as I am sure the admiral
recognizes, as we stated earlier in these hearings-that any U.S.
Government employee, military or otherwise, who has a legitimate
threat against himself or his family, has available to him adequate
resources for protection, and the colonel had reason to think that
he didn't, but I just want to put that in the record.

Counsel, your counsel, will have copies of these, of course. I
would ask consent these be placed in the record.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered.
[The documents appear in appendix B.]
Mr. RUDMAN. The second question on Colonel North, Colonel

North testified that he handled fairly large sums of money, some
traveler's checks, some cash. He thought it was in the vicinity of
$90 or $100 thousand dollars. I don't recollect his exact-testimony. I
believe it was $150 or $175 thousand. It certainly was a great deal
more.

He said there were times when it ran out and he had to use his
own funds to pay for some of his expenses in relation to that.

Question number one: Were you aware from the beginning as his
superior, when you became his superior, that he was put in the po-
sition of spending his own funds to defray some of his expenses?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have a recollection or at various times where
there was last-minute arrangements, last-minute arrangements
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were being made after the White House Administrative Office
would be closed or however the tickets were prepared and so forth,
that I can recall his saying that he would go ahead and pay with
his credit card and be reimbursed later.

Mr. RUDMAN. This, of course, was not reimbursement by the U.S.
Government. This was reimbursement from these funds. You were
aware of that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe I was. You know, it is a detail that I
wouldn't have been heavily involved with.

Mr. RUDMAN. You were aware of the fact there was a ledger
being kept of all these funds?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I was aware of that.
Mr. RUDMAN. Were you aware of the fact that Director Casey

told him the ledger ought to be destroyed?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I was unaware of that.
Mr. RUDMAN. And I understand your testimony that when you

learned of these funds, you asked Colonel North to return them to
whoever-whatever the source? We know the source of some was
Mr. Calero, and he advised you that he did return them at that
point?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. I have a policy question for you on Colonel North.

The Findings related to the CIA in rms of this operation, yet
Colonel North ended up in operational control of the Iran initia-
tive, certainly. If you disagree with that characterization, feel free
to state it in your answer. I would say from all of the documents
we-have, he ended up in operational control of the Iran initiative
on your behalf, not anyone at the CIA. I am not talking about the
diversion now. I am talking about the Finding authorized under
law, the Finding, whether it was timely, retroactive, whatever.
There was at least some attempt to comply. I don't agree with the
attempt, but there certainly is documentation.

Why was an operative of the NSC put in operational control of
this when the Finding specifically said CIA?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recal a detailed conversation with Bill
Casey in coming to that decision. I would rather describe it as the
situation evolved that way. As I think I testified this morning, Bill
Casey held Colonel North in very high regard, as did I, and after
the 17 January Finding was signed, Bill agreed that Colonel North
ought to continue with the-in the role that he had started in No-
vember. Bill assigned some of his other people to the situation and
eventually brought back an Iranian expert-I guess he has been
identified in these hearings.

Mr. RUDMAN. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. George Cave. And George and Ollie and one

other CIA employee, who I don't think has been identified, were
heavily involved; but I would agree with you, that Colonel North
took probably the most active role, and since he was representing
me, I am sure that the other members who worked for Bill Casey
deferred to him often in carrying out the operations.

Mr. RUDMAN. Since Colonel North was more than just involved
in it, but in fact was directing all these people, would it not have
been appropriate, admiral, to have that Finding include specified
NSC personnel, for the record?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. The thought never crossed my mind.
Mi. RUDMAN. All right. You said in your testimony that you had

given the task to Commander Thompson-to assemble some docu-
merts, that you had a request from the Attorney General to assem-
ble documents. You tasked him, to use your words, to do that. You
said you called Colonel North, and I am quoting you now, because
he was "very protective of his documents." And you wanted him to
know--Colonel North-that Thompson had been properly tasked to
assemble those documents.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Do you believe that it is possible or probable that

Colonel North might have misconstrued what you were saying to
him and that you were really telling him that some docum--ents
ought to be destroyed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That thought didn't cross my mind either. To
be very frank, there had been some friction between Commander
Thompson and Colonel North over the years on the staff, and I
wanted to be sure that Colonel North understood that I had asked
Commander Thompson to do this.

Mr. RUDMAN. So you believed that the message was clear?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think so.
Mr. RUDMAN. Do you believe it was proper?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me.
Mr. RUDMAN. Do you believe that it was proper for the destruc-

tion of all these documents to be accomplished, Admiral Poin-
dexter?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, I don't have any problem with it. I
know there is concern here that I Have heard expressed, but these
are working documents in the staff offices.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, to the extent, admiral, that people wanted
written documentary proof of the veracity of your testimony on,
let's say, the notification of the President, it certainly would have
been helpful if we had some documentation. I am not talking about
classified things that would protect sources. I am talking about his-
torical documents. Don't you think that is right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand that much of the recordkeeping
that goes on in Washington is for such purpose.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to turn to another subject. I want to talk
about the diversion itself. I would just ask you a few questions
about that to see if we have a correct understanding of these.

I believe what I am going to state to you is our impression of this
committee from all the witnesses. I want to see if you agree with
this.

I have read your deposition. I would just ask you these questions.
Do you think it is correct to state that, to your knowledge, each

transaction that involved the sale of arms to Iran in 1986, was spe-
cifically approved by an.official of the U.S. Government and was
an extension of official U.S. Government policy?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Clearly the Finding expressed U.S. Government
policy.

Mr. RUDMAN. All right.
Mr. POINDEXTER. And, indeed, the President did specifically ap-

prove each of those transactions.
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The Finding also gave deliberately the Director of Central Intelli-
gence the flexibility to use private parties in carrying out the plan.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think that answers my question. I have some
follow-ups.

Is it correct, within your knowledge, that the ultimate purchaser
of the weapons-Iran-was designated by the U.S. Government to
receive those weapons and that the intermediaries who handled it
for you-General Secord, et al.-had no discretion at all as to
whom they would sell the weapons to?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That probably requires a legal analysis to
answer. I'm not sure--

Mr. RUDMAN. I am not asking for a legal opinion. I just want to
know is that your view, that General Secord could not have sold
them to Korea or West Germany or Libya, that he had to sell them
to Iran, that is what he was tasked to do?

- That is my question, not whether he had a legal obligation to do
it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I certainly would have expected General Secord
to sell the weapons to Iran. The exact legal issues involved, in
terms of the titles to the equipment and what he might legally
have been entitled to, I don't know the answer to that.

Mr. RUDMAN. I understand your lawyer's concern. I want to
make it very clear that I do not want to ask you legal opinions. We
will get to that in a while.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my concern.
Mr. RUDMAN. So that if General Secord really in his heart of

hearts wanted to sell them to Country Six-I think I know Country
Six-he shouldn't have done that? You would have been rather
shocked if those weapons ended up someplace else? They were sup-
posed to go to Iran?

Mr. BECKLER. Do we know Country Six?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Does it make any difference?
Mr. RUDMAN. Not really. I just thought we used code quite a lot

in these hearings, we should not let a day go by without using
them today.

Is it correct that in each instance, to your knowledge, U.S. Gov-
ernment officials were aware of the approximate selling price of
the weapons to Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. By "selling price," Senator, you mean the
amount the Iranians were paying?

Mr. RUDMAN. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. And whether a U.S. official would have been

aware?
Mr. RUDMAN. Yes. Colonel North?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I am sure Colonel North would have been.
Mr. RUDMAN. That is his testimony.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right. I was not necessarily aware.
Mr. RUDMAN. I wasn't asking that. I said, "to your knowledge." I

am trying to be careful about that. I have observed your counsel's
sensitivity. I am trying to be mindful of that.

Is it correct, sir, that, to your knowledge, that all non-financial
conditions of the arms sales were approved by U.S. officials in ad-
vance of each transaction?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
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Mr. RUDMAN. So I guess, summarizing those four answers, I
think it would be fair to conclude-and I have, and you may dis-
agree, end this is my question-that General Secord didn't have
any flexibility in the handling of the transaction in terms of how
many, how much, when and to whom he could arrange logistics,
but in terms of the delivery of these weapons and the reimburse-
ment, that was tightly controlled by the United States?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Certainly we gave-the President approved
very specific arrangements and conditions. Those were passed to
Colonel North, who, in turn, I think, passed them to General
Secord for the logistics aspects of it.

Again, what he was legally entitled to do, I am not qualified to
answer.

Mr. RUDMAN. Again, I am not asking for your legal opinion. I
don't think it is justified to ask you for that.

I guess my question, then, after those four questions is this, ad-
miral: Answering those questions as you did, and I believe those
are, in fact, the uncontroverted facts of this entire transaction, I
don't understand on what basis that you stated on Wednesday that
General Secord was not an agent of the U.S. Government for the
purposes of these transactions?

I don't use the word "agent" in any legal sense, admiral. I just
mean that since he was so tightly controlled, he either had to be an
agent or he had to be kind of a free entrepreneur. I don't under-
stand your testimony that he was not an agent. So I would like
your answer.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I guess-and I thought I made it clear-
that agent was not being used in any sort of legal sense. He was
not a government employee. He was a private businessman who
was doing things that we were asking him to do. So he, just as
other businessmen, periodically do things that the U.S. Govern-
ment asked them to do.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I would point out, admiral, that I don't have
any problem with your answer. It doesn't contradict my under-
standing.

I would point out we have to rely on the written record for some-
thing, even though I would agree with you that some written
records are more important than others. Some contemporaneous
writings are probably not as accurate a year later as you would
like them to be. That is the record.

If you look at exhibit 25, exhibit 25 is a PROF note from Oliver
North, subject "Blank Check."

Mr. POINDEXTER. Could I clarify what "Blank Check" means? Is
that pertinent to your question?

Mr. RUDMAN. Oh, you are free to answer. Yes. Of course.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That was simply the subject line of a PROF

notes that I sent Colonel North back in August of 1985 that al-
lowed him to reply to me directly. Otherwise staff officers that
were sending PROF notes to me, those messages were intercepted
by the executive secretary.

Mr. RUDMAN. I see. Would you agree with me in retrospect that
was probably a poor choice of names?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was a poor choice of names.
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Mr. RUDMAN. On that note, on that PROF note about six or
seven-lines down appears this sentence-or seven or eight lines
down. "He did not see any particular problem with asking
Copp,"-that was Secord-"an agent for the CIA in this endeavor,
but he is concerned that Cap"-et cetera, et cetera&

Here Secord is described in a PROF note as an agent of the CIA.-
After you look at that one, turn to exhibit28, page 2.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Page 2?
Mr. RUDMAN. Twenty-eight, page 2 of exhibit 28, which is a

memorandum for the President from you, "Covert Action Finding
Regarding Iran."

Page 2. And the first paragraph on page 2, about the middle,
"The objectives of the Israeli plan could be met if the CIA, using

authorized agent as ne , purchased arms from DOD under the
Economy Act and then transferred them to Iran directly after
receiving appropriate payment from Iran," again describing oan
agent ofJthe government, which, of course, we afn know without
violating classified information is the way in many covert operations
are carried out; is that not correct, admiral?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. All right.
Now, the reason I ask these questions is because I want your

view about something. Obviously you cannot be held accountable
for what people did without your specific authority. I will ask you
flat out that I assume that you never intended for anybody to
profit from this transaction.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I've testified to that already.
Mr. RUDMAN. Yes, you have, sir. I am not alleging now that any-

body did or didn't. That's not up to us. Somebody else will deter-
mine that sometime.

But my point is that we do have some interesting statutes on the
books about United States assets and the proceeds from them. I
don't want to get engaged in them because your counsel will have
to read them to make sure I'm construing them right. So we don't
have to waste time with miscellaneous legal issues.

But it seems to me-and I want to ask whether or not you agree
with this or not-that since Secord was described as an agent in
every document that I have found reference to him,"since your un-
derstanding in answer to my first questions is the same as other
witnesses' understanding as to his flexibility, that whatever pro-
ceeds remained from that, only one entity has a right to determine
their disposition, and that is the U.S. Government. Is that your un-
derstanding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that I certainly felt that we had a sig-
nificant say-so in-as to where those proceeds, residuals would go.
Again, whether General Secord could legally have done something
else with them, I think is another matter.

Mr. RUDMAN. All right.
I would just say parenthetically that in terms, and I am not talk-

ing about criminal statutes, I am talking about general statutes of
the United States, for the record, Mr. Chairman, 31 U.S. Code
3302(b) which is the miscellaneous receipt of money statute, the
Anti-Deficiency Act, which is 13 U.S. Code 1341, are rather specific
on what happens to money that flows from the use of United
States assets. I say that for the record because I think your answer
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is the answer that I had hoped for and an answer that I can agree
with. -

I want to talk about the diversion just very briefly. I listened to
your testimony very carefully, admiral, and it seems to me that
what you have said, and I think I am quoting in part verbatim,
was that the diversion did not establish a new policy. It was merely
an implementation of a present policy, i.e., the President's strong
commitment to supporting the Contras; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, Senator.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did I understand you to say that this was a-

would not-in your view, was like an individual making a contribu-
tion, or did I incorrectly understand you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I described it as my thinking at the
time was that it could be considered as a contribution from a pri-
vate individual or we could have considered it as funds from a
third country.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, that was my next question because I thought
I heard you say that.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. RUDMAN. I wanted to point out some distinction here. It

seems to me-I won't talk about the individual because I just don't
understand that, but maybe if I think about it I N il-as far as the
country, a donation from a third country like .L altrnes One, Two,
Three, Four, Five, and Six-counsel, are we b,. Jnd Six ew?

Counsel says we are up to one-hundred and eleven.,
Mr. POINDEXTER. I wish there had been that many, Mr. Liman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Counsel says 1 through 6.
In terms of Iran, which we don't have to call by number, it would

be a very unique third country donation in this sense; it would be
the only third country donation in which the donor was unaware of
the identity of the donee; isn't that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I wish that I understood better and knew
what, exactly what the Iranian officials were thinking. I don't
frankly know what they were thinking or what they might have
suspected.

One of our problems in the whole Iranian project, and one of the
reasons that I frankly was personally interested in proceeding with
it was the possibility of gaining better intelligence as to what the
Iranians were thinking.

I really-I agree with you that it was an unusual situation, but
as to what the Iranians suspected, what they knew, as it turns out,
what Mr. Ghorbanifar may have told them, I don't know.

Mr. RUDMAN. Admiral Poindexter, you are a very competent
man and you were, I think, a very good National Security Adviser,
with a couple of mistakes along the way. But. let me say, admiral,
you are not submitting to this committee your view that the Irani-
ans were anxious to help the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We made the point to them, Senator, that we
didn't want them helping the Sandinistas. We also--

Mr. RUDMAN. We understand that.
Mr. POINDEXTER.. We also made the point to them that we would

appreciate their helping more in Afghanistan. They probably were
not very interested though in helping the Contras.
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Mr. RUDMAN. But Ghorbanifar, it well may turn out, was not
telling his superiors, whoever they might be, and I am not sure we
will ever know--

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not sure either.
Mr. RUDMAN. He wasn't telling them what he was doing. It

seems to us looking at that, I want to ask you a question and it
may get to the area of a hypothetical, but, unlike counsel, members
of this panel occasionally are allowed to ask hypothetical questions.

I would just observe to you that it at least seems to us looking at
the strong body of evidence we have before us, that there is no way
that you can't come to at least a partial conclusion that Ghorbani-
far, who is known to be able to and shrewd and extraordinary as a
bargainer, was throwing out some bait here to see whether the
United States would buy it to reach his objective, which might
have been to profit for himself as much as to help the Iranian Gov-
ernment; is that an unfair conclusion?

counsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDEXTER. Clearly Ghorbanifar, Mr. Ghorbanifar, has a

very poor reputation with people in this government.
Mr. RUDMAN. We will stipulate to that, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. And we knew that and one of our objectives

once we got into this was to bypass him as soon as possible.
What he was thinking and what he was doing, I just-it really

would be pure'speculation on my part.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, it is speculation, but certainly knowing Ghor-

banifar and knowing that he badly wanted to get into this act for
one reason or another, certainly it is not-knowing Ghorbanifar as
you knew him from reports-it would not be unusual to think he
would do all he could to give us incentives to do what he wanted
done.

Is that not correct? That is not an unreasonable hypothetical.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think Mr. Ghorbanifar was clearly anxious for

us to get into the project and clearly anxious for us to continue. I
think in the process of bypassing him that although I think was a
good objective, it did create problems of its own.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to now turn to Boland, and I want to start
by saying I don't want to debate whether Boland applied or didn't
apply, that really will serve no useful purpose here. I am more in-
terested in the process, how our government works, because I must
tell you that I found your testimony on how the conclusion was
reached somewhat surprising or I could say astounding.

My friend from Georgia and I have consistently supported aid to
the Contras and neither of us liked the Boland Amendment. We
liked Eddie Boland, but not the Boland Amendment. I don't want
to talk about whether it is good or bad. I want to talk about how
this came about.

We have testimony before us that Mr. McFarlane believed that it
applied. We have testimony, I believe, from Mr. Gates before the
Intelligence Committee indicating that the general view was that it
applied, and I believe to the NSC.

I want to make sure I am right. I will get back to that. I will
have someone check that part of the deposition.

But you are a highly trained naval officer with a Master's and a
Ph.D., I believe, in physics; am I correct?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, nuclear physics.
Mr. RUDMAN. I would not want to discuss nuclear physics with

you, admiral, I can assure you. But neither you nor Bud McFarlane
nor Oliver North, all bright people, graduates of the U.S. Naval
Academy, advanced degree in your case, had any substantive legal
training whatsoever; am I correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, as far as I can see, no one in

that entire operation, including those who had law degrees, had
what I would call extensive experience with legislative law and
intent of Congress; would you say that is correct?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think Commander Thompson did have signifi-

cant legislative experience.
Mr. RUDMAN. He did not render an official opion; did he?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not in writing or in what I think you are refer-

ring to as in an official way, but I think his opinion was that the
Boland Amendment didn't apply. Don't forget, Senator, my feeling
about this was reinforced by the Intelligence Oversight Board.

Mr. RUDMAN. But, admiral I must point out, and I won't go to
the page of the deposition, but I will fairly characterize it, I read it
within a few moments, you testified that without going over it word
for word-I don't want to do that-that you knew there was an
opinion, you knew the existence of it, but you hadn't read it yourself?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, that is correct. But I knew the results of it.
If I had read it, I am not sure it would have added anything.

Mr. RUDMAN. What I am getting at, admiral, is that here you
have this highly contentious piece of legislation, fought over for a
long time in the Congress, high emotion. Means a lot to the Presi-
dent, opposed vigorously by very powerful Members of the House
and the Senate who believed that it covered the NSC if it was in-
volved in intelligence activity.

I want to understand how you can make a statement that you
made here today, "We were on strong legal grounds on Boland."
You are not going to tell the committee-you don't think that Mr.
Sciaroni's opinion or Commander Thompson's oral opinion would
be what you would call strong legal grounds, are you?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not consider that-I recognized that the

opinion or the determination from the Intelligence Oversight Board
was not just Mr. Sciaroni's determination, so I don't think it is fair
to characterize it as his.

It was from the Intelligence Oversight Board, a group of three
very eminent people with legal training and understanding, and I
thought that that was a valuable piece of information to use.

It happened-I mean, I had concluded personally some time
before that that I didn't think it applied-you know, the Boland
Amendment, in my view, was an anti-appropriation law that affect-
ed how the U.S. Government could spend appropriated funds.

Mr. RUDMAN. WeU-
Mr. PoInfIcr. And the policy to support the Contras was very

clear, and if we could find another way to do it outside of appropri-
ated funds, I didn't see any problem with it- There was also, I can
recall some discussion on the staff ato if we really wanted to push
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the issue whether CIA could do a little more-could do some of the
activities.

CIA, at least below Bill Casey, were very leery of that and didn't
want to get cross-threaded, frankly, with the congressional commit-
tees involved. We never pushed that, but I think if we had really
pushed the legal issue, we might have been able to open that up alittle bit.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, talking about the oversight board, with all
due respect, they have no line authority whatsoever over NSC.

Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. RUDMAN. Here is my question--
Mr. POINDEXTER. But I think they are good advisers.
Mr. RUDMAN. They may be. But you have been around this town

long enough to know how contentious this issue was. You certainly
knew that if Congress knew that was your view there would be an
uproar?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I knew that there would be an uproar from
some Members.

Mr. RUDMAN. Maybe even some who would agree with your poli-
cies. My question is this: why didn't-certainly you had a problem
with White House counsel. I don't want to get into that, from your
deposition, it is not important to get involved in personalities, but
ou had your own reasons for not going to White House Counsel.
e will respect those.
But Ed Meese is one that you had a great deal of respect for.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is true.
Mr. RUDMAN. And he was consulted on a number of important

measures that you testified to. When you had problems with
things, there was one reference where you and Meese got together
and talked about some issues that were proper to talk about; I am
not talking about anything that wasn't. So you had a relationship
with Meese.

I have a question. I think the people of the country would like to
know. Why didn't you, as the National Security Adviser, go to the
Attorney General of the United States and say, General Meese, it
is the view of the NSC that we are not covered by Boland, I want a
secret legal opinion to the President, which he has a right to do as
the President's client, telling us that we are right or we are wrong,
so we can proceed?

Why didn't at least we avoid the situation we are in now where
we had an opinion of the Attorney General essentially agreeing
with your position? He is the highest legal officer in the land. It
was the single, most important foreign policy initiative in this
hemisphere that the President was concerned about, is one that
you were immersed in enormously, had put great stakes in, why
not have the Attorney General give an opinion?

I would like an answer to that and that will be my last question
on that subject, because I don't understand it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The thought never crossed my mind. In carry-
in* out my duties, I simply didn't think about them in terms of
going to Ed and asking for a legal opinion from him.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you know the Justice Department does that as
a matter of course for agencies if they request the Office of Legal
Counsel, they do issue opinions?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I guess I am generally aware of that. I don't
think I have ever initiated something like that.

Mr. RUDMAN. I hesitate to ask this question, but I--
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. RUDMAN. I am going to ask this question. Was there any con-

sideration of the fact that you didn't want to go outside for an opin-
ion because you might get an answer you didn't like?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that crossed my mind.
Mr. RUDMAN. That was never discussed amongst your staff?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, not that I initiated or participated in.
Mr. RUDMAN. I accept your answer, admiral, you know I don't

mean to make light of this, but it is like a book written a few years
ago, like everything we always wanted to know about Boland but
were afraid to ask. It doesn't make sense to me that we are in this
mess without getting an opinion from a valid lawyer. If we had an
opinion of the Office of Legal Counsel here today that said you
could do it, a lot of people might disagree with it, but nobody would
get into the process.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think an important point here in terms of my
thinking in these legalistic ways that you are describing, clearly
my involvement with Central America evolved over a long period
of time. When the Boland Amendment first passed in October of I
believe-the fall, early winter of 1984-I was the deputy, and Cen-
tral America was not one of my major responsibilities. I, in gener-
al, followed what was happening there.

So when I took over in January of 1986, the activity of the staff
in support of the Contras was well under way. My instructions to
Colonel North was to continue on course.

So I don't mean by that statement to pass the buck to anybody
else, I am just telling you that that accounts to some extent, in my
mind, for not going through a very thorough analysis of all these
considerations that you have raised.

Mr. RUDMAN. I would just point out exhibit JMP-8, which is a
memo from North-I don't think you have to get it out, I will read
it to you, it's very short, a note from North, and it says in part,
shares my concern-not the admiral-that "our legal fellow is going
to create unhelpful speculation re our intentions on this matter as
he proceeds around town asking questions about the Boland
Amendment and its legal legislative intent." So there was almost a
nervousness with some of your staff, "Don't ask, because you are
afraid to get the wrong answer." At least that is how I read other
memos. That was not your intent?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was not my memo, and I have seen that
exhibit in mypreparation for these hearings. I am not sure who he
was even talking about. V

Mr. RUDMAN. One part of your testimony I have a hard time un-
derstanding, and you said that you could say that you were comply-
ing with the spirit and the letter of Boland because you knew in
your heart that it didn't apply to you; is that basically what you
said?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, on another law that I am interested in, is

that like if I had come down to you a year ago and said to you,
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"Admiral, are you complying with the spirit and the letter of
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings," would you have said to me, yes, sir, I
am, because in your heart of hearts you thought it was unconstitu-
tional? That is what you are saying.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have some problems with your piece of legisla-
tion.

Mr. RUDMAN. Lots of people do. You join a lot of folks, admiral. I
am simply saying to you that I don't understand-and I will tell
you why I don't understand it. In all the dealings that I had with
you heretofore in committee, I believe you would agree with me
that government must operate in good faith.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I agree.
Mr. RUDMAN. And it is the trust that we put in each other in

government that makes it work. You would agree with that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I would agree with that.
Mr. RUDMAN. And I would simply ask you if it didn't trouble you

a bit at least to have to look people in the eye and say to them, "I
am complying with the letter and the spirit of your law" because
essentially you said to yourself the law doesn't apply. That really
isn't dealing in good faith, is it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified before, I was clearly with-
holding information, and unless it is for a very good reason, I think
that that is a difficult thing to do. I would much have preferred if
we had had another way to do it.

As I have testified before, often you don't have good options or
solutions. You have got to make do with what you have. I did the
best that I thought I could under the circumstances.

Mr. RUDMAN. I have a couple more brief lines of questioning, and
I will be finished before that hour.

Very briefly, about the investigation itself, I just want to make
sure I understand your answers completely. I think they have only
been asked once, which is unusual. A lot of these questions were
asked a number of times and they may be asked again.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was going' to say, we are not through.
Mr. RUDMAN. But we'll ask this one for a second time, is it your

testimony that Attorney General Meese at no time asked you a out
the source of your authority for the diversion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did not ask me that question.
Mr. RUDMAN. Is it also your testimony that he never asked you

specifically whether the President knew of the diversion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that he asked me that. I certain-

ly don't recall it.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did he discuss with you at all any discussions he

had had with the late Director Casey in the last 72 hours on the
issue? °

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did not. The meeting that he had with me
on Monday, the 24th, was a very short meeting.

Mr. RUDMAN. What was the concern that he was expressing? He
was there on a factfinding mission for the President; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. He was going to go public with the diversion

memo-you knew that, I assume?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not know that.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Did you know it shortly after?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I guess I would have had to have concluded that

on Tuesday morning, the 25th, after my meeting with him in his
office, but I didn't know when they were going to go public, I don't
believe, until I heard from my staff that he was going down to the
press room at whatever hour it was..

I think that was really the first indication that I had that they
were going to go public.

Mr. RUDMAN. When he was in your office and on any occasion
you spoke to him after the diversion memo was discovered, which
was on a Saturday, at any time from that point until the time you
resigned and left your post, did you have any discussions with At-
torney General Meese that would give you some indication -,f whet
his concerns were about this diversion memo that he had found?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The only thing that comes close to that is that
in the meeting with him in his office around 7:30 on the 25th, he
indicated to me that he didn't think that there were any criminal
problems.

He did say that his people were still looking into it, but that at
that point he didn't see any problem. And we really didn't have
any other discussion.

I knew from my own assessment that it was going to be a politi-
cally volatile issue, and I was going to receive a lot of criticism, and
the reason that I decided what I did at the time in February 1986
was that I hoped that most of the criticism would be deflected on
me.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you know who recommended to the President
that Oliver North be fired?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know that. I was surprised and disap-
pointed that that came out the way it did.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you think that Mr. Meese in his public state-
ments overreacted to this whole matter or do you think the he un-
derreacted?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I think I testified yesterday, since that time,
with hindsight, I think I made an error in agreeing to resign so
soon. It would probably have been better if I had not, and if we had
resisted the temptation to go public so quickly until we had many
more facts sorted out.

And our rationale, my rationale for doing what I did-and by
"our" there, I meant Colonel North and me, not anybody else-
that would have made things simpler, I believe.

Mr. RUDMAN. Admiral, the last questions I want to ask are diffi-
cult questions. They are not meant to be, but we are looking at
policy and I expect some people will be looking at this as a matter
of history and maybe somebody will learn something from it.

And I pick up off your last answer, which you answered a few
days ago. Maybe it was yesterday; it seems like a few days ago. I
have a clear picture of the President of the United States during
this period-I think it might have been the weekend after North
was fired, you resigned-walking out of the White House to board
Marine One to go to Camp David and somebody in the press yelling
to him across the area, "Mr. President, won't you tell us what has
happened and who's involved.and whose idea it was?" I remember
the President standing in front of cameras there holding his hands
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up and shrugging his shoulders with a very plaintive look and
saying, "I wish somebody would tell me."

I understand that you had great personal concern at that time,
but I don't think anyone has ever got into your personal courage.
What I don't understand is why it took us so long to get to where
we got yesterday.

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. RUDMAN. I want to know, as the National Security Adviser

to the President of the United States, as one who did not feel he
was acting as a criminal, as one who was carrying out the policies
that he believed his Commander in Chief wanted, why before you
left your assignment you did not say to the President, "Mr. Presi-
dent, I may get in trouble about this, but I want you to know, and
you may say that what I did you did not authorize me to do, and I
take responsibility for it," and thus not have had the agony that
we have had for the last 8 months, because I happen to believe
your testimony. I believe you when you say you did not tell the

resident.
Mr. BECKLER. Senator, there is one thing that you said, that "you

did not authorize me to do." There was never testimony by Admi-
ral Poindexter that he was not authorized.

Mr. RUDMAN. What I meant to say was that the President, you
did this on your own, you authorized it and you did not notify it,
you did it on your own based on what you perceived to be your gen-
eral authority from the President, which is your testimony.

Why was that not done, admiral? That is something that baffles
many people in America.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, this was a very difficult time in Novem-
ber. I was very tired, as I have testified. I think that if I had
thought about the whole issue more rationally, at that point I
should not have agreed to resign right away. In fact, the events of
November 25th snowballed very rapidly. I frankly had no idea that
Ed Meese was going to go out and, whatever time it was, 11:30 or
whatever, to make this announcement.

My meeting with the President at 9:30, as I recall, I thought
was-it was the first opportunity to tell him that I wished to resign
because of the transfer, and it was going to be a difficult issue.

Mr. RUDMAN. If I could interrupt, you didn't have any pressure
to resign at that point, if I understood you, or did you? I want to
know that.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I did. When I talked to Ed Meese on
Monday the 24th, I told him that I was prepared to resign, but I
would leave it up to him, and I don't think I said this, but my
intent was to him and the President as to the timing of when I re-
signed.

And so I frankly, on the morning of the 25th when I got the call
from Ed in my car, I was surprised that he wanted me to come
right over. So the unusual method of setting up that meeting and
my diverting from going into the White House to go over to his
office, and his telling me that "I think you should resign today," I
assumed that that was also coming from the President at that
point, and so I didn't really think I had any options at that point.

Mr. RUDMAN. But by--
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Mr. POINDEXTER. With hindsight, I probably should have objected
and made a case for slowing it down.

Mr. RUDMAN. But by your previous answer, I think if I under-
stand your previous answer, the one about delaying your depar-
ture, you believed that had you stayed, at least the President would
have had all the facts and not made s6iiie of the statements he
made based on erroneous information.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I am not sure, Senator, what erroneous
statements he has made.

Mr. RUDMAN. We don't have to get into that, but I will tell you
the President has been in the position of having to correct a
number of statements since he, himself, has become aware of some
of this information, and certainly he was not-everybody who could
help him who was directly involved was gone; isn't that correct?

Mr. PoiNDinm. That is correct..
Mr. RUDMAN. And you were not in a mood to talk to people down

there. I assume you retained counsel. I assume counsel said, look,
from this point on, you take advice from me; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTR. That is correct. And, of course, the problem was
that there was pressure in the media and from the Congress to es-
tablish an independent counsel. I don't think I had anticipated
that.

That put the whole situation in a different light and was one of
the-the talk of that made me realize that I really should retain
counsel, and after that, I did take their advice.

Mr. RUDMAN. I understand your answer. I have used up actually
more time than I thought I would. I would just say, Admiral Poin-
dexter, that you've been helpful to the committee-I must say that
I just don't understand how that Boland decision was made, and we
will disagree about that. I will not get into the question of whether
the President should have been notified or not, except with that
last observation.

That, in my view, you acted in good faith. It is my view that
presidents ought to be allowed to create their own political disas-
ters. Nobody else ought to do it for them'.

That was not your intention. Unfortunately, that is the way it
has turned out.

And I thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Chairman, I have no other questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Senator has 8 minutes remaining'in

his time, which we will reserve for him.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Hyde for 1 hour.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, adiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good afternoon, sir.
Mr. H'WE. We will wait until all the major media leaves.
We planned it that way.
I have a limited time, admiral, so I won't tarry too long on the

almost obligatory, but nonetheless sincere, condemnations of some
of the things that went on here.

I want a more comprehensive record than otherwise we might
have, and so I have several issues I want to discuss with you.

But I do want the record to be clear that I find very difficult to
defend the lies and the deception-the letter of compliance, that
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said you have complied with the letter and the spirit of the law
when you really meant to say it didn't apply. That is almost a neg-
ative pregnant, which Mr. Beckler can explain to you.

The weapons in one plane, I don't see-I have been keeping
track, admiral. You once told me those weapons could get in one
plane and we are talking a thousand TOWs, HAWK parts in May,
and 500 TOWs in October, and I am told if they could ever find a
plane that those could fit in, it would never fly.

The Hasenfus matter, and a for-m" of hubris-mild, benign, but
nonetheless hubris-that permitted you, a nuclear scientist, to
make what was essentially a political decision, not a legal decision,
not a strategic decision, but a political decision, and that raised the
question of political competency, competency to govern, the ques-
tion as to who is in charge.

It produced a political calamity, not just for you and Colonel
North and Mr. McFarlane, but the President, and our party as
well.

And, worst of all, I think it might damage the causes that you
and I so passionately believe in. What has happened as a result of
this calamity has been the throwing of raw meat to the Reagan-
haters that abound at least inside the Beltway and I am very sorry
that it happened.

I know you are very sorry that it happened. The problem with
deceiving Congress is that your friends get deceived and they go
out and talk, to the media and do television programs and insist
that what you have told us is true, and it can be very embarrass-
ing. It affects our credibility.

I was very insistent with Charles Krauthammer on a television
show that these were just a small little piddling group of weapons
to show our bona fides, to coin a phrase.

He insisted it was arms for hostages. While I am not convinced it
was arms for hostages in its starkest terms, I think he may have
been more correct than I was, and so if Mr. Krauthammer is listen- -
ing, I apologize to him for being so strident.

I shall be a trifle more cynical than I have been heretofore, and I
am one who doesn't like to be cynical.

Putting that all to one side now, I have purged inyself of all
those negative thoughts. I want to supply a little context-a word I
have come to love-to this situation.

Now, there is nothing more deadly dull-oh, I can think of a
couple of things, but I won't-nothing more deadly dull than read-
ing from a book. However, I think you will find this utterly fasci-
nating, as I did. It is a book written by Bill Gulley with Mary Ellen
Reese called Breaking Cover.

The former Director of the White House Military Office reveals th6 shocking
abuse of resources and power that has been the custom in the last four administra-
tions.

Now, Bill Gulley and Mary Ellen Reese were writing about the
Johnson administration, the Nixon administration, the Ford ad-
ministration, and the Carter administration. It was written in 1980.
And I am going to tell you the question I am going to ask you
before I read the book. It is kind of an open exam. I am going to
ask you if this doesn't seem familiar, a little deja vu?
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Let me read this.
The White House is a world apart. It's a palace, an ivory tower, an ego trip for its

inhabitants. One of the elements that makes that world so special is the feeling of
importance that pervades it. Whatever work is being done takes on a heightened
significance; there's an urgency about everything. It's heady stuff. This sense of the
critical quality of everything that's done in the White House interacts with the
nature of those in it. Most are personally ambitious, have a tendency to be im-
pressed with power, and are goal-oriented achievers.

So you have a small, special, isolated world revolving around truly awesome
power, in which there are ambitious men and women who are convinced of the im-
portance of what they are doing, and feel they have a better grasp of significant
issues than those removed from the seat of all that power. But that's not all. If it
were, the White House could be a think tank, and it's not. On the contrary, the
White House is the hub of the Executive Branch of the government, where decisions
of government are implemented. The Hill is the talk-about-it place; the White
House is the do-it place.

All this doesn't necessarily lead to abuse; it just makes abuse easier. If you are
convinced that what you are doing is right, important and urgent, you may well be
impatient with anything that might slow you down or bring you to a halt.

The scene is set, the players are in place to take that next step, which will carry
them over the line into abuse of power. When getting things done becomes the goa,
value judments about the means become blurred; more and more the standard be-
comes 'Will it work?' Almost imperceptibly, expediency begins to outrank principle,
and when that happens, 'bending the law becomes breaking it, and secrecy enters
the picture.

The White House that Gulley saw was a palace of pragmatism
where dishonesty flourished. It is a pragmatic palace because it is
dedicated to the work of getting things done, not to debating the fine
points. "To be efficient you have to circumvent the bureaucracy,
Gulley says. "If you don't circumvent the bureaucracy you're a
toothless tiger. Literally, you're a toothless tiger. Because you know
if you go to Congress they re going to talk it to death, politics is going
to get into it, nothing's ever going to happen. But in the White House
you can get things done. You can make things happen."

Richard Nixon posed the crucial question in his memoirs: "What is
the law and how is it to be applied with respect to the President in
fulfilling the duties of his office " To expand: What is the law and
how is it to be applied with respect to those who are trying to fulfill
their duties to the President as they, and he, see those duties? It is a
knotty question, which, Gulley says, hardly brushed the conscious-
ness, let alone the conscience of those in the White House during his
11 years there.

In the White House, he says,
You never worry about the law. I never worried about the law, about breaking the

law. This never entered my mind, and I doubt it ever entered the minds of people who
asked me to do things-maybe for a little bit after Nixon resigned, but it evaporated
almost immediately. My thinking was, if the President wants it done, it's right. I
never questioned it. It never occurred to me that some sheriff might show up
somebody with a warrant.

Say you are talking to the chief of staff about a project. The first thing you do is
immediately try to size up the importance of what he wants. And whatever you're
talking about is legal because anything's legal, You never say no. If he didn't want
to do it, you wouldn't be there in the first place. He hasn't got you in there to tell
him he can't do it, or why he can't do it. He wants to know how he can do it. Re-
member, the guy's not doing it for himself, for Watson or Rumsfeld or Haig. He's
doing it for Johnson, Ford, or Nixon.

First you got to think, what are the percentages that we're likely to get caught?-
because it's embarrassing Fif we get caught. In the back of their mindit's not that
they're going to go to jil. It's the image. They're terrified of being seen to be using
government money, facilities-any of its assets-for their own purposes. And the
reason is that they are abusing those assets. All the goddamn time. And every ad.
minstratio's Just the same.

You need to get a thing done, and you don't care how it's done. They would have
probems on the Hill. Trying to4get stuff through committees. If it was public, knowl-
edge can't you se some guy of the opposition party standing upon the Senate floor
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or on 'Issues and Answers' saying, 'Do you know how much the President's tele-
phone bill is a year? Well it's 10 million dollars, plus he's got five hundred people
full 'time to make sure his calls go through.' So you see, this is why. In order to
make the White House work, it's not possible to stay within the law.'

With the recent quantum jump in aggressive investigative reporting, it has
become more difficult to keep thing from the press, and by extension, from the
public, but it can be done. Just as in formation is withheld from Congress.

Congress has been criticized, often bitterly, for failing to press for facts about ac-
tivities at the White House. Part of its constitutional function is to serve as a check
on the Executive Branch of the government. No doubt there are times when con-
gressional investigations could be pushed with more vigor, but in the end they're no
match for the White House's ultimate weapons: 'Tell the bastards no.'

When I first got to the Military Office, Gulley says, we had a call from the Gen-
eral Accounting Office. They had an inquiry from Melvin Laird, who was a Republi-
can conressman then, about how much Johnson had spent on renovating an air-
plane. So GAO called and wanted to see the figures. When we told Johnson what
they wanted, he said, 'Tell the bastards, no.' So we called GAO back and said those
figures weren't available, and the thing just died.

Here it was, an inquiry from a congressman, from the General Accounting Office,
and nothing ever happened. When I saw that, I decided right then I wasn't ever
going to let anyone see anything. Except what I wanted them to see.

I just thought that might provide a little context for what we are
going to talk about.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde, may I interrupt? And I apolo-
gize to you for doing so.

I am informed a Senate vote is under way. That is the reason the
Senators have left.

Mr. HYDE. I thought the were all media people.
Don't let them back in, tr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. You may proceed.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you.
Unfortunately, admiral, we in the House don't have the re-

sources the Senate has, so we have a little map. If-I could get a
map of one of the most strategic parts of the world half as big as
we can get Boland Amendments blown up, it would be marvelous.

Would one of you stand up there?
I just want you to indicate, admiral, why Iran is geostrategically

important. Tell us what countries surround it. What is its crucial
importance?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The crucial importance, I would say, is based on
two factors. One is the immense oil supply that exists under the
ground in that area of the world. Although today the United States
does not receive that much oil out of the Persian Gulf area, it does
go into other parts of the world,.and clearly if that oil supply is
endangered it has an eventual impact on the United States.

Mr. HYDE. I have heard, admiral, it is potentially the second
largest oil producer after Saudi Arabia. Is that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, potentially, I believe that that is correct.
Mr. HYDE. Now, the countries that surround it-where is the

Soviet Union? Can you point to it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The Soviet Unionmis just to the north. To the

northeast you have got Afghanistan, and then Pakistan. The Soviet
Union-

Mr. HYDE. It has a large border with the Soviet Union, does it
not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. A very large border, which is essentially the
area he's marking right there.

Mr. HYDE. Are there not Soviet divisions in place there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There are a large number of Soviet divisions on

the border, and indeed the Soviets go through periodic exercises as
to how they would cross that border and move into Iran.
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The Soviets historically have wanted to have a warm water port
in the Indian Ocean. Strategically that is very important to them.
Control of that oil in the Middle East that comes out of Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait, Iran, Oman, and the Arab Emirates along
the western side of the gulf would be very valuable to the Soviets,
certainly just from the standpoint of being able to control the flow
of that oil to the West.

Mr. HYDE. And of course there is a shooting war going on in Af-
ghanistan, which has a long border with Iran, and some 110 to 120
thousand Soviet troops in there fighting; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right.
Mr. HYDE. And are there not a million refugees in Iran from Af-

ghanistan?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There are a large number. I'm not certain of

the number.
Mr. HYDE. I am told a million in Iran and three million in Paki-

stan. Does that-
Mr. POINDEXTER. That would be--
Mr. HYDE. -sound reasonable?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There are more, I think, in Pakistan, than Iran.
I have felt, and I think supported by much of the intelligence

community, that the Soviet move into Afghanistan is an attempt to
push on through eventually to the Indian Ocean.

Mr. HYDE. A Soviet-Iran or a Soviet-dominated Iran would be a
catastrophe for the West, would it not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It absolutely would be.
Mr. HYDE. And it would dominate the rest of the Middle East as

well if it happened, would it not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct, Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. All right.
Now let's talk about moderate Iranians. That is a great joke

around town. They say the only moderate Iranian is someone who
has run out of ammunition.

Are there moderate Iranians?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think probably a more accurate term is "prag-

matic Iranians." There are Iranians that believe that the course of
the government in Iran over the past few years cannot be in Iran's
long-term irmerfst, that eventually they need to come back to the
West in terms of establishing a more constructive relationship.

Mr. HYDE. This war seems endless with Iraq, and fourteen year
old children are getting killed at the front, and the economy is in
difficulty, and it seems endless. And it seems to me, as I'm sure to
you, admiral, insane that there aren't some elements within Iran
who understand they are being led off the edge of a cliff by the
present government; is that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely. One of the very interesting observa-
tions from Bud McFarlane when he came back from Tehran was
the situation in the city. Building constructio i has essentially
ceased. Metal buildings and facilities are rusting away. Cranes are
standing there stationary. The condition of the streets is-there is
no maintenance being done.

The economy is in an absolute disaster.
Mr. HYDE. The Ayatollah Khomeini is 86 years old; is that not

true-at least 86?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. At least.
Mr. HYDE. And he is ill, I am told, we know that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He has been physically weak for some period of

time.
Mr. HYDE. And there is a struggle more or less visible for succes.

sion going on as we speak; is that not true?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. There is very significant maneuvering be-

tween the various groups.
Mr. HYDE. Now, for the United States to turn away from that sit-

uation and not try to influence events would be to hand it over tothe Soviet Union, which has the advantage of immediate-geo-
graphical immediacy and many troops mobilized on the border.

The consequences of Khomeini dying and a struggle for power
and that being influenced by the Soviet Union have immense con-
sequences for the West; is that not true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is absolutely true. One of the reasons that
we started pushing on the Iranian situation in June of 1985 with
the draft NSDD that we prepared-which I believe is an exhibit-
was to get people in the U.S. Government focused on the issue, be-
cause we did not want to repeat the situation of the 1970s of
having a dramatic change come about in Iran over which we had
little influence and about which we knew very little.

Mr. HYDE. Now, a president can sit in the Oval Office and coast,
especially in the latter years of his administration-don't do any-
thing risky, and be controlled by events and hand it on to his suc-
cessor or he can attempt to control events himself.

And this President attempted to control events himself, did he
not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right, Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Let's talk about hostages.
Did you ever meet with the families of the hostages?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did.
Mr. HYDE. I did, too. It is an agonizing experience, is it not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It is.
Mr. HYDE. You cannot even speak to these people because you

don't kiiow what to say. They say, "you don't care about my hus-
band, you don't care about my brother. You care more about an
empty policy written on a piece of paper," and that is the sort of
thing, and entirely understandable.

You have to weep for these people, because they are hurting,
they are in pain, and they are crying out for help, and it is impossi-
ble to tell them what you are trying to do; isn't that so?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I was going to say, that is the hardest thing, is
being with them and not being able to tell them what you are
doing to get their loved ones back.

It's very difficult, and fortunately most of the families, although
very grieved, are understanding. They believe in the U.S. Govern-
ment. They believe it when the President says that he is working
as hard as he can to get them back.

But there is still, I am sure, a flicker of doubt in their minds.
You would like to be able to put that at rest but you are not able to
because of the dangers involved.

Mr. HYDE. The book on Ronald Reagan during his first term was
he had no compassion. The book on Ronald Reagan during his
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second term is he suffers from an excess of compassion. I would
suggest having the President interview these families-and there is
no way it can be avoided-they are entitled to see the President,
and they did. But that created a situation that I can honestly say
you have to be there to really understand.

Now as an example of the bone-crushing pressure brought on a
President and an administration that cares about human life, I
have collected just a fraction of the press that was written about
the hostage crisis. One of the interesting ones was Newsweek mag-
azine, 10/20/86, "America's Forgotten Hostages." And they have
things like "The Daniloff deal, then her brother's haggard look and
pained, videotaped call for help were the last straws.

"It is now possible to piece together a wrenching study in human
misery.

"We've said in every way we can, publicly, privately, on the
street, that we are ready to talk to these people about the safety
and release of the hostages, and we are willing to do it, any place,
any time, with anyone.'But so far, according to the administration, all leads have
proved tenuous, imprecise and contradictory. 'It's a maddening sit-
uation ... There's no place to vent one's rage. You simply have to
keep plugging away at it...' Given the lack of results, however,
the argument leaves most hostage relatives cold. 'The President
keeps saying there is no comparison' with Daniloff, says Blank's
son, Blank, a cardiac researcher from Huntington Beach, Califor-
nia. 'He's right. In our case, I see a complete lack of commitment

a lack of urgency and a prolonging of his suffering.' If nothing
is done to break the impasse, the plight of the captives will grow
worse. And with the families breaking silence, an administration
that has so successfully avoided the fate of Jimmy Carter in Iran
could finally face its own hostage crisis." -

"William Buckley, a diplomat the kidnappers took to be a CIA
agent, apparently did not survive. Privately, administration offi-
cials now believe that after 19 months of sustained torture he suf-
fered pneumonia and other complications as a result of one espe-
cially brutal session and died ear yin October."

Buckley was the CIA Station Chief there, had been the CIA Sta-
tion Chief in Islamabad, and when they got him, they got a whole
network of people that took years and years to develop, human in-
telligence sources in the whole Middle East. That called for some
urgency, it would seem to me, to try to save him and save number-
less lives throughout the Middle East.

"Peter Kilburn, a librarian at the American University in Beirut.
A gentle man in frail health, he used to write long, loving letters
about God and life to his favorite niece, Patty Little of Watsonville.
Kilburn was held for ransom by a group of kidnaj>for-profit Leba-
nese who, many U.S. officials told the family, had been demanding
millions of dollars for his release. Intelligence sources learned that,
shortly after Kaddafi offered a million dollars if the hostages in
Beirut were turned over to him, Kilburn's kidnappers sold him to a
pro-Libyan Abu Nidal faction, which promptly executed him call-
ing it a reprisal for the Libyan raid. The same group also tried to
buy Anderson and the other hostages for the same purpose... But
they were not sold.
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"Afterwards Blank wrote a bitter letter to President Reagan. 'It
is terribly sad to think he was worth more dead to them than alive
to his own country,' she said. And she accused the administration
of failing to help her family find a way to negotiate."

Skip ing all this, because it is heartbreaking, "'I can assure
you,' Poindexter concluded"-this is a letter you wrote which
really should be read, and I will put it in the record-but you
ended up, "'I can assure you,' Poindexter concluded, 'that Presi-
dent Reagan will never forget the hostages remaining in Lebanon.'
'It was a real good letter,' so-and-so said last week. 'But I'm not
that stupid.' "

"Now, critical of the administration's lack of action on behalf of
other hostages, Levin says, 'I think that was the dirtiest, meanest
thing Reagan ever did.'" And on and on and on.

Vice President Bush was called a terrorist by one of the families,
and he had-was-he said, "How can you say that to a Christian
man?"

This person said, "Prove you're a Christian." So that is some of
the pressure the White House was under.

And Congress played its role. One of the Presidential candidates
for the Democrats put things in the record, articles from U.S.A.
Today that were-"If President Reagan was chained to a wall in a
small, windowless room, he would call for negotiations. If the cap-
tors became the captives, they would pray for immediate release. If
any of us were seized and held hostage, we would all beg not to be
forgotten. These men deserve nothing more than what any of us
would expect to be done on our behalf."

Another one by the same Presidential candidate: "They have ex-
perienced shock, anger, frustration and lack of confidence in elect-
ed and appointed officials."

Another one from a Congressman from North Dakota. Well, an-
other one, a Congressman from California. "The President gets
angry at the suggestion that he has not done enough to bring the
hostages home. Yet after 2Y2 years, he admits that he has not even
succeeded in contacting the captors."

A Senator from a Midwest State; a congressman from a Midwest
State; the Christian Science Monitor: "There isn't even a specific
person in charge of the hostages. I am told that there are 200
people working on counter-terrorism, but no one can tell me the
person who is responsible for the hostages." Et cetera, et cetera, et
cetera.

I just think it is helpful to the record to know the pressure that
ou people were under, and I have so many more that I won't
urden the record with it.
Mr. POINDEXTER. If I might, Congressman Hyde, a couple of

points.
Mr. HYDE. Sure.
Mr. POINDEXTER. One, I think it is interesting that since the Ira-

nian project became public, you have seen very little in the press
about the hostages. We still have many over there.

The second point is that we felt from the beginning in managing
the hostage situation that we wanted to maintain a low profile
public approach, because, after all, one of the reasons that hostages
are taken is to put pressure on the U.S. Government, and we did
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not want to publicly acknowledge our concern as much as people
might have appreciated, and, in other words, we wanted to down-
play it from the public point of view while secretly we were work-
ing very hard.

Mr. HYDE. Admiral, let's talk about the quality of intelligence
available to you. A fascinating book that I hope everyone interest-
ed in Iran will read by a man named Gary Sick, "All Fall Down:
America's Tragic Encounter With Iran."

Mr. Sick was with the Carter White House and was involved inti-
mately with the hostage crisis that President Carter was involved
in-and may I say that the criticism of President Carter was un-
warranted that he received in the campaign. Anyone who reads
this book and understands what hell he and his people went
through trying to get those people out ought to understand what
hell Ronald Reagan has gone through, and I hope we never have
another hostage crisis of that magnitude. But I hope Americans
would not be as critical as we seem to have a penchant for being.
That is a parenthetical.

One of the parts in this book talks about the intelligence failure,
and Mr. Sick says, "I had written a briefing paper for Brzezinski
noting that the most fundamental problem at the moment is the
astonishing lack of hard information we are getting about develop-
ments in Iran. I commented that this has been an intelligence
disaster of the first order. Our information has been extremely
meager, our resources were not positioned to reldrt accurately on
the activities of the opposition forces, an external penetration, the
strike demands, the political organization of the strikers or the
basic objectives and political orientation of the demonstrators."

I won't read more, but it goes on to say that our intelligence
strategy apparently was not to get the Shah mad by talking to the
Mullahs and to the opposition for fear he would think we were cut-
ting a deal with them, so we didn't go for them. We just kept talk-
ing to the Shah. Therefore, we knew nothing about the revolution,
nothing very useful, and we got caught there flying blind.

And so my question to you is whether we have improved? Is the
quality of our intelligence an better when you were formulating
policy? I suspect not. I will tell you why. I would rather answer it
than you for a couple of reasons.

I think human intelligence is what we need over there, not satel-
lites and signals intelligence. I think you need people who pene-
trate organizations over there, and that is the toughest thing to
get, and it takes years to develop, and we lost that capability some-
where along the line, and it is hellish to rebuild it.

Is that true?
Mr. POINDEXTEI. That is absolutely true, Congressman Hyde.
The problem is that with technical means of collection, there is

no way that you can find out about intent as to what the people
are plannmg on doing. The only way you can get that is through
human intelligence. A satellite will tell you how many divisions, or
how many tanks, or how many airplanes, but it won't tell you what
they are planning on doing with t at. To do that, you have to have
good human intelligence. The problem is human intelligence is
messy, because you have to deal with people. You don't always
know whether they are telling you the truth or not.
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Mr. HYDE. A Boy Scout can't penetrate the Hizballah. An Eagle
Scout would have a tougher time, I suppose, than a Tenderfoot, but
the Boy Scouts aren't admitted to the company of assassins and
kidnappers, you have to deal with murderers and dope dealers and
some people think that is beneath the intelligence service.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have to deal with pretty despicable characters
if you are going to get penetration of some of these organizations.

Mr. HYDE. The succession struggle was on in Iran. The Ayatol-
lah, elderly and ill, although, again parenthetically, I am told he has
an older brother who is 96. I don't think that gives one an awful lot of
encouragement.

To make it even worse, I am told his father died at 106 under
interesting circumstances which I shall not-well, I shouldn't leave
it that way. He fell out of a tree while picking an apple.

In any event, the succession struggle was underway and if you
were going to have any influence, you had to move; is that not so?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is absolutely true.
Mr. HYDE. So we relied on Israeli intelligence, which has for

years had people over there and had a successful intelligence
system, at least far better than anything we have, is that not true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
They had been working on the problem for some period of time

for their own reasons. We thought that they had a beginning that
we could take advantage of.

Mr. HYDE. Admiral, weren't you inclined to shut down this Iran
operation during the spring and summer of 1986 when the Febru-
ary arms shipment failed to get a hostage released and it looked
like we were being strung along?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, we were. And we did go through a period
of time there where we were essentially standing down.

Mr. HYDE. Who kept reviving the operation? Did Colonel North
get Director Casey to help religh t ihefre?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, at the time I would have said that Bill
Casey was anxious to continue. I did, as I recall-get a memo from
him that recommended that we push ahead.

Mr. HYDE. Was it the Israelis? Did they have an interest in keep-
ing this thing going and did they come back with new information
and additional spins on this to give encouragement to continue?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
The Israelis were anxious to continue. They felt that the long-

term gains were significant enough that they wanted us to contin-
ue participating.

And I frankly was torn. We were discouraged after the February
shipment, and the fact that we didn't get the hostages back, and I
sensed bad faith. But on the other hand, we had so few other op-
tions in terms of gaining a decent cl.annel into Iran, and getting
the hostages back.

Mr. HYDE. In for a penny, in for a pound.
You started down the slippery slope and--
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I said earlier today, I believe, you don't

always have good options. You have to make do with what you
have.

Mr. HYDE. The conventional wisdom is that the Iran overture
was a policy disaster. Is that not too precipitous a judgment?
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Shouldn't the jury still be out on that? Because if we do lack good
intelligence, we don't really know whether we were getting some-
where or not on the hostage issue or the strategic opening.

Would that be a fair statement?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that is a very fair statement. I think it

is possible if the present people working this problem in govern-
ment go about it properly, I think it is still possible. One of the in-
teresting things is that we maintained contact with the second
channel right up until the day I left the White House, and, we were
alerting the channel as to what we were getting ready to do so that
the President's speech, so that his press conference didn't surprise
them.

We got the Iranian Government to have their ambassador at the
U.N. make a statement, which referred to the United States in
terms that are more favorable than ever had been made public by
this particular Iranian Government, because I truly believe that
with the second channel that we had established, we were in con-
tact with some people that really wanted to bring about some
changes in the Iranian Government that would be much to the
benefit of the United States.

I am not talking about returning to a situation in Iran that was
the same as when the Shah was there, but turning the government
around to a direction where we could indeed have a constructive
relationship with them.

I think it is still possible that that may come about.
Mr. HYDE. It is a little disheartening, isn't it, admiral, that since

November, when the succession struggle is being waged in full
force, and we need the access and influence most, we seemed to
have lost it, and that is--

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think--you know, there is another problem
here. I think it is a misconception, and there are probably people
on this committee that will disagree with this point.

But I do not agree that we caused great damage to the foreign
policy of the United States in that area of the world. I personally
spoke to two very senior representatives of governments in that
area of the world, and once I explained what we were doing, why
we were doing it, there was no big problem.

Mr. HYDE. You would think those countries would have a great
interest in a more moderate Iran rather than a revolutionary
Moslem fundamentalist expansive state?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
At this point, I want to take a bit of a shot at the State Depart-

ment because one of the prob lems after this became public was
that we got a lot of harping and criticisms from officials in the
State Department, primarily in my view because they didn't under-
stand what we were trying to do, they were overreacting to press
reports because they weren't aware of what was happening, and I
think that that contributed to what I consider to be overreaction to
the whole affair.

Mr. HYDE. Moving to the lying, leaks and paranoia department,
let me talk briefly about lying, because we have all been sermon-
ized about how terrible lying is, and that is a given. I certainly
accept that. But "the end doesn't justify the means"-it just seems

75-935 0 - 88 - 8
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to me that is too simplistic when you have to deal with some very
difficult, complex moral situations.

A lady from Florida sent me a clipping about her dad. I just gotit this morning. Her father was Walter Rozamus, who in 1945 was
a 31-year-old lieutenant colonel. His job was to change the immi-
gration papers on rocket scientists in Germany who worked for the
Nazi Government so they would come to our country arid the Sovi-
ets wouldn't get them.

They could not be admitted to our country had their position in
the Nazi government been told truthfully.

So his job, called Operation Paperclip, was to change the records
so that we kept these scientists from going to the Soviet Union,
and by reasonable estimates getting a 20-year jump on us in space
science.

One can say you cannot tell a 1;e, you should not tell a lie; that
was one of the things George Washington went down in history for,
but I personally am glad we got those scientists and the Soviets
didn't. There may have been a lot of lives saved.

Leaks. I have a book of leaks. I am a leak collector, and I have a
book. I am going to keep it here for members to look at. I don't
want the media to look at them because I don't want to confirm
the accuracy of some of the things that have been disclosed, but if
anybody doesn't think it is a major, critical problem, they are not
paying attention. This book will be here for any members to look
at and it has quotations, leaks from the Hill, from the committees,
even as we sit on this one, from the White House, from the CIA,
and I think it is very important to know that human nature is the
same. People have a secret. It burns a hole in their mouth or their -
mind. They have to tell people about it. And because you are an
elected official, human nature remains the same.

A little bicentennial note: Going back to 1776, the Committee of
Secret Correspondence. As we all know, under the Articles of Con-
federation there was no central Executive Branch of government,
so special committees dealt with the business of government and
on the Committee of Secret Correspondence, Ben Franklin, Robert
Morris, Benjamin Harrison, John Dickenson, and John Jay.

Let me read to you from October 1st, 1776. Mr. Thomas Story
mentioned that "the French court could not think of entering into
a war with England but they would assist America by sending from
Holland this fall 200,000 pounds sterling worth of arms and ammu-
nition to St. Eustacious, Martinique, or Cape Francois."

Philadelphia, October 1, 1776, "The above-intelligence was com-
municated to the subscribers, being the only two members of the
Committee of Secret Correspondence now in the city, and on ourconsidering the nature and importance of it, we agree in opinion
that it is our indispensable duty to keep it a secret even from Con-
gress for the following reasons. Should it get to the ears of our en-
emies at New York, they would undoubtedly take measures to
intercept the supplies and deprive us not only of those succors but
others expected by the same route. As the court of France has
taken measures to negotiate this loan in the most cautious and
most secret manner, should we divulge it immediately we may not
only lose the present benefit but also render the court cautious of
any further connection with such unguarded people and prevent
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their grantin other loans of assistance that we stand in need of.
We find by fatal experience that Congress consists of too many,
members to keep secrets."

That is Ben Franklin, a wise old man, I think everyone will
agree. There are more here, too.

My point is not to be historical, but to point out that human
nature has been the same and when you are a Congressman-bythe way, Thomas Paine was fired as secretary of the Secret Corre-
spondence Committee for revealing information from the commit-
tee's file.

Mr. POINDEXTER. He was a journalist, wasn't he?
Mr. HYDE. Yes, he was.
By the way, when you were Mr. McFarlane's deputy, do you

recall an occasion when there were seven unauthorized disclosures
within 10 days, each of which damaged foreign policy interests?
Didn't this precipitate a renewed but utile attempt to identify and
punish the leakers?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We had a-I vaguely remember that period of
time. But we had a continuous battle in order to try to identify
where the leaks were coming from.

Mr. HYDE. We have access to someone who made a chart dia-
gramming the seven leaks in 10 days.

Let me just add a little paragraph from William Colby's mem-
oirs, "Honorable Men, My Life in the CIA." He was speaking of his
experience about leaks. He says, "Sadly, the experience demon-
strates that secrets, if they are to remain secret, cannot be given to
more than a few Congressmen. Every new project subjected to this
procedure during '75 leaked, and the covert part of CIA's covert
action seemed almost gone."

Who leaks the most? I don't know. Anybody whose got an inter-
est in currying favor with the media, or who wants to torpedo a
policy that they don't like. There are all sorts of reasons why
people leak. If the soldier lives by the sword, the Congressman lives
by the typewriter, or I guess the word processor, and we like to be
popular with the media and if we have a little inside story, it can
be not too difficult to worm it out of us.

Admiral, when you have other people's lives dependent on what
you say or what you do, it is quite a burden, isn't it? In other
words, the secrecy to protect people's lives, those words come off
very easily, but as a lawyer, I had one capital case, and I remember
worrying myself sick that if I did the wrong thing, my client would
be executed.

I am sure Mr. Beckler, Mr. Liman Mr. Van Cleve, Dick Leon un-
derstand that representing somebody whose liberty or whose life
is at stake if you do the wrong thing is a heavy responsibility, and
you, I assume, having covert operations that involved people's lives
and the hostages' lives were moved by the same consideration,

ren't you?
r. ' OINDEXTER. Yes, I certainly was. That was amongst other

reasons that was one of the reasons that I did not like to speak out
publicly.

Mr. HYDc. Privatizing foreign policy, I hate to sound like the
broken record, but my classical example is March 20, 1984, when
some of the most distinguished Members of Congress wrote to the
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President of Nicaragua telling them that they didn't agree with
our foreign policy. "We have been and remain opposed to U.S. sup-
port for military action directed against the people or government
of Nicaragua," et cetera, and they wind up saying, "We reaffirm to
you our continuing respect and friendship for the Nicaraguan
people and pledge our willingness to discuss these or other matters
of concern with you or officials of your government at any time."
They had their own little State Department going and they were
ready first announcing to the President of Nicaragua they don't
agree with this Government's policy, "We stand ready to talk toyou."

But I have another such example. January 11, 1985, the Congress
of the United States to Prime Minister Wilfried Martens, care of
the Embassy of Belgium. "In 1985, Belgium is in the unique posi-
tion to undertake new initiatives to further your government's
stated goal of making the further deployment of theater nuclear
weapons unnecessary. We strongly endorse the recent announce-
ment by your government to delay the initial deployment of cruise
missiles in your country, and we now ask that you seriously consid-
er formally extending this pause during the course of the bilateral
negotiations to be undertaken as a result of the Geneva meetings
earlier this week." The copy I have is signed by five Members of
Congress but there are names here for another seven. What they
were doing is writing the Prime Minister of Belgium saying, don t
deploy the cruise missiles and the Pershing Ils. That was our
policy, the policy of Europe, but these folks had their own foreign
policy and they were sort of privatizing things.

Well, history, if anybody cares anymore about history, shows
that every President has used private citizens for important mis-
sions. Washington used Governor Morris in 1791 to negotiate with
the British on the Treaty of Peace. David Humphries negotiated at
Washington's instance and request with Spain. James Polk had
John Slidell in 1846 negotiate with Mexico. Grover Cleveland in
1893 had a man named Blount take over Hawaii. Woodrow Wilson
had his peripatetic Colonel House. F.D.R. had Eleanor. Jimmy
Carter had Ramsey Clark, not to mention William Miller, who was
staff director of the Senate Committee on Intelligence, try to nego-
tiate, and it was patriotic, dangerous work, with the Iranians. My
Lord, Ronald Reagan had Bud McFarlane after he left office go
over in a life-threatening position. So it is not unusual to see that.

Let me close very briefly by making a couple of points. We
haven't talked too much about Nicaragua. But it just seems to me,
admiral, that if we-if we cut the support for the Contras, they will
become refugees. They will disperse. Those that aren't in prison or
killed will become refugees and we will never get them back again.

Is that your belief?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. History would confirm that, I think.
Mr. HYDE. When that happens, the Communist revolution that

the Borges and the Ortegas talk about, the Revolution without
Frontiers, will get consolidated. They won't have to look over their
shoulders and they can start working on what they have been tell-
ing us, subverting El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, and I often
wonder who is going to protect the Panama Canal 10 years from
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now-the Postal Service, I suppose, of San Jose, Costa Rica, be-
cause they don't have an army, do they?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, they don't. They have a civilian--
Mr. HYDE. If that happens, we are going to have to send our

troops down there, aren't we?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is the point I have been trying to make.
Mr. HYDE. If we keep these indigenous people of Nicaragua who

love the mountains and their land, and are willing to fight for it as
people were in Hungary and got crushed, as people were in Czecho-
slovakia and got crushed, because that was over there, but this is
over here, in our back yard?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It really is. I have always had trouble under-
standing why we are not delighted to help when they are willing to
fight for themselves.

Mr. HYDE. Let me read, and this will be my penultimate com-
ment. Let me read to you from a speech that was delivered June
9th this year at the Foreign Policy Association by the former Gov-
ernor of Virginia, a Democrat. "Much of the blame for our erratic
course rests with the Reagan administration, whose shifting ration-
ales for Contra aid and extralegal misadventures have done much
to discredit its policy."

I agree with that.
"Still, I hope Congress will recognize that it too has a responsibil-

ity to the Nicaraguan Resistance. Turning aid on one year and off
the next"-and these are classic lines-"is tantamount to playing
with their lives. If Congress is unwilling to make a clear and con-
tinuing commitment to aid for the Contras, it should terminate the
progam and be prepared to accept the consequences.

"My view is that Congress should approve a multi-year package
of aid, for without constant pressure, the Sandinistas will have
little incentive to relax their repressive grip on Nicaraguan society
or to reach a negotiated settlement with their neighbors.

"In short, the Resistance must win political as well as military
victories, but it is unlikely to do either if it must face alone and
unaided a Sandinista army of 70,000 men trained by Cuba and sup-
plied by the Soviets and equipped with advanced weaponry like the
Soviet Hind helicopter gunship. Only with consistent United States
backing can the Contras even the military odds sufficiently to win
growing support among the Nicaraguan people. We can't expect
them to rally behind a doomed cause."

Do you accept that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. HYDE. Well, admiral, this has been for all of us, and some of

us have tried to lighten the burden, but it is an emotional, gut-
wrenching experience to go through these hearings and to see good
people who have made errors in judgment have to sit here and go
through the tortures of the damned, and I know what this has been
for you and your family, but you were confronted with dangerous
and difficult choices that none of us hopefully will ever have to be
confronted with, and as you get the back of our hand for your sac-
rifices and your services, I hope you understand in your heart that
there are a lot of Americans who appreciate the sacrifices you have
made, because when it all adds up, the good and the bad and the
ugly and the indifferent and the hostile and the vindictive and the
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hypocritical-never forget the hypocritical-you have helped keep
freedom alive in Central America. You have given freedom a fight-
ing chance and that is not a small achievement.

Thank you, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think the American people, if I may respond,

many of them understand that as demonstrated by the telegrams I
have received since my appearance up here has started, and for
that, I would like to thank them.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, admiral.
I am told I have a few minutes left. May I reserve my time for

Monday following my friend Mr. Foley or anybody else.
Chairman HAMILTON. You certainly may, Mr. Hyde. We have 7

minutes remaining for you.
This concludes the business, and the joint hearings will stand in

recess until 9:00 Monday morning in room 2172 of this building.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Monday, July 20, 1987.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the House and
Senate Select Committees will come to order.

The Chair recognizes Mr. Foley to begin one hour of questioning.
Mr. Foley?
Coungel?--
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I just have one request. There was

a fitness report abstract, a part of a fitness report that was read by
Senator Nunn on Friday.

I request, I guess it would be Mr. Kaplan, who is in attendance
here, that I be provided with a full copy of the fitness report from
which that was read so we may examine it.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will see you get it, Counsel.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley is recognized for one hour.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. POINDEXTER, FROM
JULY 17

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Admiral.
Mr. Pomw=mx-R. Good morning.
Mr. FouL. Admiral, you testified that the President knew in a

general way of your efforts and that of Colonel North and others
on the Nationa Security Council staff to assist the Contras. I
would like to explore in a little more detail that testimony.

Chairman HAmToN. Mr. Foley, we are having a little trouble
hearing you. Is your mike on all right?

Mr. FOLEY. Can you hear me, Mr. Chairman?
(226)
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Chairman HAMILTON. I think that is better.
Mr. FOLEY. I will repeat the question, admiral.
You testified that President Reagan knew in a general way of

your efforts and that of Colonel North and others on the National
Security Council staff to assist the Contras.

First of all--Colonel North also testified that he received specific
authorization from his superiors to coordinate the procurement of
arms for the Contras during 1985 and 1986.

Did you authorize Colonel North to coordinate or otherwise par-
ticipate in any fashion in the procurement of arms to the Contras
in 1985 and 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, Mr. Foley, as I have testified before, these
activities were ongoing when I took over as National Security Ad-
viser in January of 1986, and my instructions to Colonel North
were to continue on course, and that certainly would have included
the coordination and discussion between the private parties, the
private support network, and the Contra leadership to get them the
right kind of arms that they needed.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you tell the President that you were so instruct-
ing Colonel North?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall telling him that specifically. He
knew that the Contras were receiving arms and that they were re-
ceiving it from private parties and third countries.

Mr. FOLEY. Did he know that Colonel North was involved direct-
ly?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He knew that Colonel North was, as I have de-
scribed him, the chief staff officer on the NSC staff with regard to
coordination and liaison with the Contra leadership.

Mr. FOLEY. Colonel North testified that his efforts to open up the
so-called Southern Front received support from his superiors.

Did you discuss with Colonel North specifically the Southern
-Front efforts?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Certainly. In fact, in December of 1985, 1
traveled to Central America on a day trip. I flew to Panama one
night and the next day flew back up through Costa Rica, El Salva-
dor, Honduras, and Guatemala; and in Costa Rica, we did discuss
there, for example, the private landing strip that was being con-
structed in the northwest corner of the country; and--

Mr. FOLEY. Of Costa Rica?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Of Costa Rica.
-and we discussed in general measures that could be taken to

encourage the cooperation between the government of the country
involved and the democratic resistance forces.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you specifically authorize Colonel North to pro-
ceed with the development of the airstrip?

Mr. POINDEXMT. I don't recall it that way. I think I was aware
that there was a difficulty because they didn't have a divert field
that was close enough to be used to provide safety to the aircraft
and to the crews, and for a long time, there had been concern
aboat tta, And my recollection is that it was on this trip that I
was brought up to date on what was happening in that regard.

Mr. Foxzv. Were you told that there was a need to refuel air-
craft? Or was it largely the emergency diversion?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall discussing it at that level of detail.
I just knew it was a field that could be used. I don't think we dis-
cussed the mechanics of fueling the aircraft.

Mr. FOLEY. The airstrip was opened in the spring of 1986?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe that is correct.
Mr. FOLEY. And did you discuss with the President prior to the

airfields being opened that this was being planned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. When I returned from my one day trip through

Central America, I debriefed the President on the results of the
trip and my notes, which you have as one exhibit, indicate that,
indeed, I did talk to him about the private airstrip.

Mr. FOLEY. What date was this again? Approximately?
Mr. BECKLER. You will--
Mr. POINDEXTER. You will have to get out one of the exhibits.
Mr. FOLEY. January 1986?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. December 1985. There is an e)-hibit that

provides the notes for that 9:30 meeting.
Mr. FOLEY. You did explain in the general debriefing of your trip

that the plans were being made to develop an airstrip in Costa
Rica; you did tell the President this?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall, the discussion with the President-
and this has been a very long time ago-but I believe all we dis-
cussed was that the Costa Rican Government was being cooperative
in terms of letting private individuals establish an airstrip in the
remote corner of the country.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you tell the President that the U.S. Government,
through Ambassador Tambs, was active in obtaining the coopera-
tion of the Costa Rican Government?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall going into that level of detail.
Mr. FOLEY. Was it--
Mr. POINDEXTER. In general, Mr. Foley, the details as to how ac-

tions were being carried out across the board-not just on Central
America, but in all the other broad aspects of the President's
global responsibilities-seldom do we get into the details of who is
doing what.

The real thing that is important to a president, I think, is what
indeed is the outcome, what is the result.

Mr. FOLEY. Let me put it this way. Did you lead the President to
believe that this was a purely private effort, the construction of the
airfield was a purely private effort, and the U.S. Government was
not intimately involved in arranging for the construction of the air-
field?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think so. I think that it would have
been clear from my debrief that we knew what was going on and
were keeping very close track of the private operation.

Mr. FOLEY. My question is what the President knew and what
you told him.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, Mr. Foley--
Mr. BECKLER. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that the question was

answered. We will answer the questions. We have been doing that
for 4 days, and we did it in 4 days of depositions.

Mr. FoLEY. Mr. Chairman, the answer was "we." I am trying td
decide who the "we" refers to. Does it refer to the National Securi-
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UAdviser and his staff, or does it include the President of the
cited States?

It is a very fair follow-up question, I think.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I don't know what the President

knows. I'm not going to speculate on what he knows or what he
doesn't know.

Mr. FOLEY. My question, sir, was what you told him at the time
of the meeting in December and what might be fairly inferred from
your briefing of him as to what he knew then.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I've given you the detail that I can recall. I
simply can't recall further detail about it. It's been a very long
time ago.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would request-there is an exhibit
that this committee has-unfortunately I don't have the number at
my fingertips-that is notes of that meeting. Perhaps the witness
could use that to refresh his recollection as to what was said or
perhaps Mr. Foley could use that as a guide as to what was said.

Chairman HAMILTON. The witness may certainly refer to the ex-
hibit.

Do we have the number?
Mr. BECKLER. Unfortunately, I don't. It was an exhibit by the

Senate, I think, by Mr. Liman s examination.
Mro Fo-Y.-Letme ask--you-what-your-intention-was, admiral, if

you can recall. Was it your intention, on the one hand, simply not
to go into what you might have thought to be unnecessary detail in
the briefing of the President, or was it your intention to protect the
President from knowledge about the degree to which the U.S. Gov-
ernment was involved through Ambassador Tambs and others in
the permission to build the field in Costa Rica and the plans to con-
struct it with U.S. Government assistance?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, my intention was to exclude what I
considered extraneous detail.

Mr. FoLEy. Did you tell the President that it was Colonel North
who had requested General Secord to construct the airfield?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that I covered that detail.
Mr. FOLEY. But you yourself knew that General Secord was oper-

ating under the general instructions of Colonel North with respect
to the construction; is that fair?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I certainly knew that General Secord was lead-
ing a private logistics organization and Colonel North stayed in
very close contact with him. I don't know that I was aware of the
detail of General Secord's involvement with that airstrip, but it
would not have surprised me to learn that.

We simply-with all of the issues involved, simply didn't-I usu-
ally did not get into that level of detail, and I did not bring the
President into that level of detail. He knew the Contras were being
supported. He knew they were being support by third country
funds and by private support activity and that we were keeping
close track of what was happening.

Mr. FOLEY. Under some interpretation, construction of the air-
field might be considered a detail; isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The point-the only reason for bringing that up
with the President was that it was a dramatic display of coopera-
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tion and support for the President's policy by the country involved.
That was the thing that was important to the President.

Mr. FOLEY. Colonel North testified that he received approval to
conduct the air resupply of weapons to the Contras inside Nicara-
gua.

Did you authorize Colonel North to direct the air resupply oper-
ation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Again, Colonel North was given a very broad
charter to carry out a mission, and I did not micromanage him. I
don't think it is appropriate.

Mr. Foi . Did he tell you he was doing it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I was aware that he had information on the

times of delivery, and I assumed that he was indeed staying in
close coordination with the private support effort.

Mr. FoLzy. In your method of managing subordinates, I think
you've testified that you tend to give them responsibility and then
not attempt to micromanage them?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I give them authority. I maintain the responsi-
bility, Mr. Foley.

Mr. FoLzy. So you assumed the responsibility for the resupply
effort because you knew it was being conducted by Colonel North
and you did not interrupt or countermand those efforts?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. FoLzY. Did you authorize Colonel North to use the air supply

to drop lethal supplies in Nicaragua?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no distinction in my mind in the pri-

vate logistics support organization between lethal and nonlethal
weapons or material.

Mr. FoLzY. Even-
Mr. POINDEXTER. The whole question-excuse me-of lethal and

nonlethal I think is a very difficult semantic question and it really
only arose with regard to the $27 million appropriation.

Mr. FOLEY. And as far as you are concerned, that was not a very
good distinction in law or in practice; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think, as you have all heard in the prior testi-
mony here by Secretary Abrams, in practice, it was a very difficult
issue to resolve as to what was lethal and what was nonlethal.

Mr. FOLEY. In September of 1986, did Colonel North give you a
photo album prepared by Colonel Dutton to show to the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall seeing the photo album. I do recall
being aware that it was available. My recollection is that Colonel
North told me that he had a photo album if I wanted to show it to
the President, at that point we were heavily involved in other
issues, and I did not accept his offer to show it- to the President.

In fact, I don't recall seeing it. The first time I recall seeing it
was on television during one of your hearings.

Mr. FOLEY. So to your knowledge, the President never saw the
album?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. FOLEY. Colonel North testified that he had discussions with

David Walker concerning certain military missions inside Nicara-
gua during 1985. Did you know about these activities?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I recall that Colonel North reportc-d to me at
one point-I have lost track of the timeframe-but that a man
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named David Walker had come to town, and as I recall, Secretary
John Lehman, who was the Secretary of the Navy at the time, had
made it known that Walker was an interesting person that some-.
body ought to talk to.

Colonel North reported talking to David Walker and generally
laid out who he was and what sort of assistance he might be able
to provide the Contra leadership.

Mr. FOLEY. You knew he was a former SAS officer?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe I did.
Mr. FOLEY. And that there was discussion under way about con-

ducting military operations inside Nicaragua under David Walker's
direction?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall my level of detailed knowledge on
that was simply that he was an ex-SAS officer involved in an inter-
national security business and thought that he might be helpful to
the Contra leadership in their fight against the Sandinistas.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you know whether Colonel North directed him to
the Contra leadership and helped coordinate his activities?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall knowing that. I would not have
been surprised.

Mr. FOLEY. You wouldn't have disapproved of that effort?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not.
Mr. FOLEY. Were you concerned about the U.S. Government

being involved through an intermediary security specialist in the
performance of military operations inside Nicaragua?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that is inappropriate at all. As I
have testified numerous times before this body, I did not feel as if
the Boland Amendment applied to the NSC staff, and there
weren't any restrictions on our putting the Contra leadership in
contact with people that might be of assistance to them.

They needed help. We were trying to do everything we could tohelp them.Mr. FOLEY. Well, you are familiar as the National Security Ad-

viser with the usual standards of international conduct. Isn't it
true that if the U.S. Government directly perpetrated acts of mili-
tary violence inside a country with which we have diplomatic rela-
tions that that could be considered an act of war?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, under the Presidential Findings that
existed long before this, the U.S. policy was to do that very thing.

Mr. FOLEY. Commit acts of war against Nicaragua?
Mr. BECKLER. May I request, please, that the witness be allowed

to continue his answer?
Mr. FOLEY. I am sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt the witness,

counsel.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't consider that an act of war. The Sandi-

nista Government is exporting revolution to the surrounding coun-
tries of the area. I think that is a much more serious problem. All
that we were doing was putting the Contra leadership in contact
with an expert that might be of assistance to them in training and
in operations.

Mr. FOLEY. Well, if I can review your answer, as I understood
you to say, that under a previous Finding, the President had ap-
proved this kind of thing, and the previous question to that was
whether if it had been done directly by the United States, whether
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committing acts of military violence in Nicaragua could be consid-
ered an act of war.

Now, I am still a little uncertain about what your answer is with
respect to the activities. You say that they are not acts of war, but
they are acts of military violence. Would you agree?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not saying that we were directly involved
in that. What I am saying is that Colonel North talked to Mr.
Walker to find out what his capabilities were, and then I assumed
that he put Walker in contact with the Contra leadership.

What the Contra leadership decided to do with Mr. Walker is a
decision for the Contra leadership.

Mr. FOLEY. Do you know what later happened in Nicaragua?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not know.
Mr. FOLEY. We were, in effect, a sort of broker to bring David

Walker together with the Contra leadership for the purpose of
what he proposed to do in the way of committing military acts
within Nicaragua. We were at least in that role; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I don't see any difference between
putting Mr. Walker in contact with the Contra leadership than I do
in encouraging private support to the Contras to carry on their
fight against the Communist Sandinista Government?

Mr. FOLEY. Was the President informed of Mr. Walker's activity
at any time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, he was not.
Mr. FOLEY. To your knowledge, has he ever been informed about

it prior to these hearings?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Would you repeat the question, please?
Mr. FOLEY. To your knowledge, has he ever been informed about

it prior to the public disclosure of Mr. Walker's activities?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I doubt it. In fact, as I have just testified, I

don't recall knowing if any results ever came out of the Walker
connection.

Mr. FOLEY. With respect to the air resupply operation, did the
President ever give specific authority for Colonel North to conduct
the air supply-resupply operations?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I have gone over this question nu-
merous times now, and I have told you what I feel was the Presi-
dent's understanding. It did not include something as specific as di-
recting Colonel North to conduct air supply operations.

Mr. FOLEY. I understand you have told us the President has gen-
eral knowledge, and I accept that answer. I am trying to find out
whether the President had more specific knowledge. You told us
that the President had specific knowledge about the construction of
the airfield, which is a detail of the effort of air resupply.

I am just asking you if he knew about the general effort to resup-
ply or authorized it, and you have answered the question.

Colonel North testified that in the summer of 1985, rather than
route money directly to the Contras, he participated in the estab-
lishment of a secret Swiss bank account under his control.

When you approved the diversion of funds from the sale of arms
to Iran, did you also approve the use of the Swiss bank accounts,
the secret Swiss bank accounts?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I don't think it is accurate to say
that Colonel North established a Swiss bank account under his con-
trol.

Mr. FOLEY. I said participated.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I misunderstood you then. I was aware

that Colonel North was concerned about the logistics operation, the
way it was going, and I was aware that he was going to Miami to

to the Contra leadership about this, and I was aware that he
was going to talk to General Secord about setting up a more profes-
sional logistics support operation as a private operation.

With regard to details of bank accounts that General Secord may
or may not have had, I simply didn't get involved in that.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you know about it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I suppose at some point I probably did, only

from the standpoint of it being mentioned probably in passing, in
talking about the amount of money that was available to the
Contra leadership.

But with regard to how many accounts and what their names
were--

Mr. FOLEY. Were you told how much money was available to the
Contra leadership from these accounts?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The only figure that I can recall is the one that
you have got in one of the exhibits where Colonel-North indicated
to me that there was $6 million available.

Earlier on, when support was coming from what we have re-
ferred to as Country Two, I was generally aware of the amount of
money that was available then.

Mr. FOLEY. Were you led to believe by Colonel North that $6 mil-
lion from the sale of arms to Iran was going to be available to the
Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is the reference I was just making.
Mr. FOLEY. Were you satisfied later that that $6 million was ac-

tually distributed to the Contras?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I-again, that is a detail that I did not get into.

I don't know that.
Mr. FOLEY. You don't have any knowledge at a later time that

you can recall-you had no knowledge of how much actually went
to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I do not know.
Mr. FOLEY. Do you know if the main force of the Contras, the

FDN, was ever provided with any of the funds from the diversion
of tunds?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have no basis on which to answer that ques-
tion.

Mr. FOLEY. You don't actually know who got the money or--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know that.
Mr. FOLEY. Well, there has been a lot of testimony here about

keeping the body and soul of the Contras alive during 1986 with
the sale of arms to Iran.

Are you testifying that you don't of your own knowledge know if
they got a dollar of it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No-
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Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I think the testimony, the words,
say what they say. The witness has made it clear, he has testified
now, this is his 8th day of testimony.

In 4 days of private deposition, we were told that if we wanted to
get the facts out, find out, and so on-

Mr. Foizr. Let me rephrase the question, counselor.
Mr. BECKLER. Let me finish-I would like to finish my objection.

My objection is we are going over and over the same ground again.
This is the eighth day. This witness has testified on many occasions
that he did not know the actual details of where the bank accounts
were and where the money went to, but he has never denied the
fact that the Contras received some part of the money. That has
been asked and answered over and over.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, the question has been withdrawn
here so there is no basis for an objection.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. However, the Member certainly has the

right to ask questions that he thinks need further explanation.
I recognize that the witness is waked again and again to comment

on certain transactions, but Members have the right to explore it
in detail.

Mr. Foley, you may proceed.
Mr. FoLEY. Let me suggest something to you and ask for your re-

sponse. I would suggest to you that Mr. Calero has testified that in
1986, the main force of the Contra resistance in northern Nica'a-
gua-this force is generally put to be about 12,000 to 15,000 men-
did-not receive any funds from the accounts of General Sacord or
Mr. Hakim.

Do you have any response to that? Do you know whether that is
true or do you have any comment on it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard Adolfo Calero's testimony, and I am
sure that it was truthful. If it were not for these hearings and the
special prosecutor, I think that all of the parties involved, General
Second, Mr. Hakim, Mr. Calero, and Colonel North could sit down
and sort this out very accurately.

But as things stand now, there is no opportunity for that sort of
consultation, and I don't know what the correct answer is.

Mr. FOLEY. Let me ask you to respond to this if you wish. That
the only funds that were distributed from the accounts of Mr.
Hakim and General Secord that resulted from the diversion of
funds were applied to the so-called Southern Front, most of them
for the purpose of aircraft and the payment of salaries and that
about $600,000 or so was the amount of the supplies that were pro-
vided to the Southern Front.

Do you have any reaction to that statement?
Mr. POINDEXTm. No, I don't.

counsel conferring with witness.]
r. FOLEY. You do not yourself-is it your testimony that you do

not yourself know how the funds were distributed from the sale of
arms to Iran or whether any of those funds reached the Northern
Front and all of them if any reached the Southern Front that were
distributed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have great trust and confidence in Colonel
North and General Secord, and I was confident that they would
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make the right judgments and do the best they could under a very
difficult set of circumstances of keeping the Contras alive as a
fighting force, and I still believe they did the best they could under
very dficult circumstances.

Mr. FoizY. Where was the fighting force of the Contras, the
main force?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am sorry.
Mr. FoLEY. Where was the main force of the Contra resistance,

in northern Nicaragua or in the Southern Front?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The main fighting force in the country was, of

course, in the north. One of our objectives in order to keep pressure
on the Sandinista Government was to make the force in the south
a better force.

Mr. FoLEY. Can you tell me-
Mr. POINDEXTER. We also worked very hard in getting political

coordination between the leaders in the south and the leaders in
the north.

Mr. FOLEY. What I am trying to understand, Admiral Poindexter,
is how it can be said again and again in these hearings that the
diversion of funds, which you authorized in February 1986 from the
sale of arms to Iran, kept the Contras alive during a critical period,
when kou yourself do not quarrel with the testimony that the main
force of the Contra resistance by far, the northern front, did not
receive any of those funds?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I haven't testified to that. I said I don't know.
Mr. FOLEY. Well, if you don't know, how can you testify that the

Contra force was kept alive by the diversion of funds, if you don't
know whether they got any of the money or not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that I have attributed keeping
the Contras alive only to the transfer of residual funds. It was the
whole effort of private support, third-country support, getting polit-
ical-developing political cohesiveness amongst the Contra leader-
ship, helping them focus on what their objectives were. Those
things taken in toto I believe kept the Contras alive as a fighting
force.

Mr. FOLEY. So you are not willing to say here that it was the di-
version of funds that purchased vital supplies to keep the main
force of the Contras alive-

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I have ever testified to that.
Mr. FOLEY. All right. Thank you.
If we can turn for a moment to the sale of arms to Iran. You

testified, I believe, that the President approved in general the so-
called nine points that were discussed with the Iranians in Tehran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. FOLEY. And was he given point-by-point explanation of what

those nine points were?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall the actual conversation with the

President. It would have been during the campaign. We were very
likely on the road. It was probably a very short bre ring.

Mr. FOLEY. I think this is exhibit 62, the reference. Were these
nine points for discussion with the L'anians serious proposals, or
were they designed to merely open up possibilities for discussion?

Mr. Bwcuza. May we have a minute to look at the exhibit?
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Mr. FOLEY. Yes.
Mr. BsCKLzR. Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Those nine points and the whole effort with the

second channel, which we felt, and not only-by "we," I'll define it
this time, Mr. Foley, it was me, Bill Casey, Bill Casey's people at
the Agency, and Colonel North felt that the second channel was a
very credible channel that went to an official within the Iranian
Government in a very high position, and we thought the channel
showed a great deal of promise.

The nine points were designed to get over the first hurdle, which
we have always described was getting our hostages back, and after
that, setting up a mechanism through which we could carry on a
more strategic dialogue with the-what we considered to be the
pragmatic elements within the Iranian Government.

Mr. FoiEY. Without the American hostages, though, no such un-
dertakings as these would be made to the Iranians, isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Say that again.
Mr. FOLEY. Without the existence of American hostages and the

desire to have them released, no such undertakings as these would
ever be made to the Iranians, isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that I would make such a state-
ment.

Mr. FOLEY. Let me put it another way, then. Could you conceive
of the United States authorizing the sale of HAWK missiles and
HAWK missile parts and TOW missiles in substantial numbers in
order just to begin a geopolitical dialogue with the Iranians?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a hypothetical question.
Mr. FOLEY. You answered a hypothetical question last Friday in

these terms.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, sometimes maybe I don't want to answer

a hypothetical question.
Mr. FOLEY. So you don't prefer to answer this one?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. Let me give you an answer.
The problem that we have tried to discuss earlier in these hear-

ings was that Iran is in a very strategic location that is critical to
the security of the free world. It is important that we simply-that
we not simply ignore Iran and the coming succession to power in
that country. It is important that we have a better understanding
of-through intelligence, as to what is happening in the country,
what people are thinking, what their hopes and desires are for the'future.

I thipk there is a recognition amongst many Iranian officials
that things can't go on the way they have been going on. The econ-
omy s in a shambles. They are in a no-win war that Iraq started,
and they are grasping for help, and whether or not there had been
hostages in Lebanon which we thought the Iranians might have
some influence over, I don't know. We might very likely have de-
cided that we needed to open up a channel into the Iranian govern-
ment.

In fact, the NSDD, that was the draft that was prepared by the
NSC staff in early 1985, was specifically oriented toward the strate-
ic objectives on Iran before there was any connection whatsoever

With the hostages.
Mr. Foigy. When was that NSDD issued, do you recall?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. It was not issued. That is what I said. A draft
NSDD was prepared and distributed to the various depart-
ments-

Mr. FOLEY. When was that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It was in June of 1985. The first approach, I be-

lieve, to Mr. McFarlane by the Israelis was in July of 1985.
Mr. Foi Y. But it was 4 years into the administration before you

suddenly decided that there was a need to open up a channel?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That isn't true, Mr. Foley.
Mr. FoLEY. Was there an earlier draft or earlier discussions?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There were many, many earlier discussions

within the NSC staff and with Director Casey and other Cabinet-
level officials about the problem, that we didn't know what was
happening in Iran. Iran was important to the United States and it
was high time we figured out a way, and there were a lot of efforts
that are not directly related to this hearing that were made.

Mr. FOLEY. But it was not until the hostages were taken and the
proposal that Iran needed arms made it possible to suggest that
sale of arms to Iran might facilitate the release of hostages and the
broader purposes you have described?

Counsel conferring with witness.]
r. POINDEXTER. Im sorry, Mr. Foley. Would you repeat your

question?
Mr. FOLEY. But it was not until the American hostages were

taken and Iran was said to be in desperate need of military sup-
plies to continue its military operations against Iraq that there was
a connection between the sale of arms to Iran and the removal of
this first obstacle to improve relations for release of hostages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that is an accurate and fair de-
scription of our thinking or our objectives. As I have testified
before, many times now, the problem was that we saw a strategic
problem with Iran, an opportunity presented itself to us to open up
a channel into the Iranian Government.

The problem, though, in any sort of endeavor like this, especially
after the animosity and damaging relationship that the United
States has had with Iran, certainly not due to actions we have
taken, but actions that the Iranian Government has taken, there is
a lack of confidence on both sides to begin such a dialogue. The
confidence-building measure that the United States thought would
be effective, and also we believed that the Iranians thought it
would be effective, was to sell them a small quantity of defensive-
essentially defensive arms. The confidence-building measure on
their part was to put pressure on the Hizballah, the Shiah funda-
mentalist group in Lebanon that actually had the hostages. The
Iranian Government was to put pressure on those groups to release
the hostages. That would have been their good-faith step.

Mr. FOLEY. So our good faith step was the sale of arms, their
good faith step was the release of hostages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct-no, putting pressure on the Hiz-
ballah for them to release the hostages. As it turned out--

Mr. FOLEY. Arranging for release of hostages?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As it turned out, I don t believe that they had

the control over the Hizballah that we thought they did in the be-
ginning.
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Mr. FoLEy. But we were willing to have the two confidence-build-
ing first steps to be the exchange or release of hostages for the sale
of defense arms?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. The tenor of your question would mean that the

only thing that we were really interested in were the hostages, and
that is simply not the case.

Mr. FOLEY. No. You testified that the confidence-building action
on our part was the sale of a small quantity of defensive arms,
quote, unquote, and that the confidence-building action on their
part was the intervention with the Hizballah to release American
hostages; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. FOLEY. My question is, we were willing to have the confi-

dence-building mechanisms on the two sides consist of our sale of
defensive arms to them and their intercession to release the hos-
tages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, if you exclude all other aspects of the
initiative, it does come down to that. And I think the discussions
that have taken place in tha press, in the media and in these hear-
ings has tended to ignore t,'e other aspects of the initiative.

You can't just look at a part of a problem in isolation from the
rest of it.

Mr. FOLEY. But at that point, in 1986, the initial steps were confi-
dence-building exchanges ef arms for hostages; isn't that fair?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have always said That the first hurdle that we
had to get over in carrying on a strategic dialog with the Iranians
was to get the hostages back. Otherwise, we wouldn't have any
reason to believe that they were operating in good faith.

Mr. FOLEY. You believe that the violation of our stated policy
around the world through Operation Staunch and other activities
was not seriously damaged by this undertaking?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not, Mr. Foley. First of all, our
policy was not an arms embargo against Iran. We don't just all of a
sudden, out of the blue, decide to embargo arms to Iran.

The policy objective there was an end to the Iran-Iraq-war. One
of the methods we went about to achieve that policy objective was
to try to reduce the flow of arms into Iran. We, frankly, weren't
very successful.

As it txrns out, Bill Casey and I-before he died-firmly believed
that the actions that we had taken with the Iranians, the talks
that we had had with them, were responsible for preventing or
postponing a major Iranian attack across the border against Iraq.

That doesn't have anything to do with the fact that we provided
arms; it had to do with our discussions with the Iranians, explain-
ing to them that we didn't think the Soviets would ever allow them
to defeat Iraq and they better rethink their situation.

Now, that is a step toward our objective of ending the Iran-Iraq
war. The provision of the small amount of defensive arms was im-
portant to get them to listen to us, to listen to our reasoning.

Mr. FOLEY. So if you had it to do over again, you would not have
stopped the process of this kind of exchange; is that fair?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. If it had not been exposed, the next step was to
bring in officials within the State Department in the actual discus-
sions with the Iranians, and who knows where it would have led.

As I testified the other day, I think there is still a possibility.
Mr. FoLEY. The problem was in the exposure, not in the policy?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. FOLEY. I will reserve the balance of my time.
Chairman HAMILTON. Did the gentleman reserve the balance of

his time? The gentleman reserves 15 minutes.
We move now to the 15-minute rule.
The Chair recognizes the chairman of the Senate Select Commit-

tee.
Chairman INOUYE. I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from

Maryland, Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, how did it come about that you went to

work at the National Security Council-that was in June of 1981?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, in June of 1981.
Mr. SARBANES. How did that happen?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Richard Allen, who was the National Secu-

rity Adviser at the time, became acquainted with me through his
deputy at the time, who was retired Admiral Bud Nance, who had
worked with Mr. Allen during the Presidential campaign in 1980.

Mr. SARBANES. Were you the highest ranking military officer on
the National Security Council staff?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was. I was the highest ranking military
officer in the White House.

Mr. SARBANES. Did that remain the case throughout your 4
years in the White House?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It did.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, when did you first learn about the arms

shipments to Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. With hindsight, and going over all of the exhib-

its and the information that has been provided to me within the
past few months, it appears that I was aware of arms shipments
probably shortly after the release of the first hostage.

It may have been shortly before that, but in that time frame.
Mr. SARBANES. So that would have been in the fall of 1985?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Late-probably late summer of 1985.
Mr. SARBANES. And then were you aware of each subsequent

shipment of arms to Iran?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I was.
Mr. SARBANES. Including the very significant shipments that

were made directly by the United States through the Secord oper-
ation in 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Would you turn to exhibit 65, please? This is a

transcript of the press conference you did with "Meet the Press" on
November 16th of 1986, I think some 9 days before you submitted
your resignation.

On the last page of that-on the last page of that transcript,
right in the middle, you state, "The only shipments that the U.S.
Government authorized were those that the President described
the other night, which taken in toto would fill a single cargo air-
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craft. That is the extent of the U.S. involvement with Iran on this
issue."

Mr. BEciuzi. Mr. Sarbanes, if we may, I think to give a fair im-
pression, I would like to have the previous question and answer
read as well as the next question that comes out with the full
answer.

Mr. SARBANES. Fine. The admiral can use it in his response. But
the question I want to put to you, that was out-and-out false, was it
not?

Mr. PomnF-mR. No, I don't think so. Let me read the preceding
question and answer.

Mr. BEcKLzR. The questioning is by Andrea Mitchell.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The question is, "Admiral, can I just clear up

one fact about the kinds of weapons. The Defense Minister, the Is-
raeli Defense Minister, Mr. Rabin, has said that nothing was sent
by Israel, no American weapons that were not directly approved by
the United States. Is that true?"

I answered, "I don't care to answer that question in public. Our
relations with all of the third countries that may or may not have
been involved in this should be private."

Question, "Can you at least deny the reports that have come to
us from very authoritative sources in Israel that they did ship of-
fensive arms parts for jet fighters?"

My answer, "The point that the President has made and that I
have made before on this issue is that the only shipments that the
U.S. Government authorized were those that the President de-
scribed the other night, which taken in toto would fill a single
cargo aircraft. That is the extent of the U.S. involvement with Iran
on this issue."

Now, the point here is that there were all sorts of rumors float-
ing around out there about shiploads of arms from Israel to Iran,
the business about parts for jet fighters had been a longstanding
speculation.

I have some personal views on that, but we, frankly, have very
little concrete evidence. The point about the 2,008 TOWs and the
240 spare parts for the HAWK missile system, we wanted to get
across the point that the amount of arms that were sold to Iran
under this project was a very small amount. When we got into this
issue in early November I asked Colonel North to estimate in some
way that the public would understand what the volume would be.

We wanted to get away from this idea that there were shiploads
of arms being provided to Iran. And he came back to me after talk-
ing to General Secord and said that the cubic volume of the 2,008
TOWs and the 240 HAWK missile parts would fit in a C-5 aircraft.

Now, I didn't sit down and do the calculations.
Now, on the 16th of November, which is the date of this meeting

or of this appearance on "Meet the Press", I personally had forgot-
ten about thia HAWK missiles. Now, even taking--and I am not
quite sure, because I simply haven't talked to Colonel North-I
don't know how they took the HAWK missiles into account.

But in my mind, the statement is still reasonably accurate from
the standpoint of tri to descriLa the small volume of weapons
that were provided to Iran, because after all, the 18 HAWK mis-
siles, although they were transferred, they came right back and so
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those HAWK missile had nothing to do and didn't have any impact
on the war effort.

Mr. SARBANES. So you continued to take the position that the
extent of the U.S. involvement with Iran on this issue in terms of
the shipment of arms were arms in the quantity that they would
have fitted in a single-cargo aircraft; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That characterization was meant to describe
2008 TOW missiles and 240 HAWK missile parts-HAWK missile
battery parts.

Mr. SAMANES. In other words, it was not meant to describe all of
the arms that had been sent?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, as I have testified, on the 16th of Novem-
ber,°1986, I did not recall the episode with the HAWK missiles in
November.

With hindsight, even taking them into account, it seems to me
that that is still effectively an accurate answer in that the 18
HAWK missiles, although they were delivered to Iran, they were
also taken out of Iran. So the net of all of that is 2008 TOW mis-
siles and 240 HAWK missile battery parts.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, you knew about the diversion that took
place of the proceeds of the Iranian arms sale to support the
Contra effort; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I authorized that.
Mr. SARBANES. If you would turi to exhibit 72, this is a press

conference that Attorney General Meese had on November 25th,
and he was asked, "General Meese, who in the NSC was aware
that the extra amount"-this is about in the middle of the page,
the third page of the press conference.

Mr. BECKLER. I think we have it here. "General Meese, who in
the NSC was aware"--

Mr. SARBANES. Yes. "... that this extra amount of money was
being transferred to the so-called Contras or under their control?
Did Admiral Poindexter specifically know?" Then they go on to ask
about others.

And in his response, General Meese said none of us knew.
"When you say that Poindexter knew, do you mean he approved

of it?"
"No." This is General Meese responding. "No. Admiral Poin-

dexter knew generally that something of this nature was happen-
ing. He did not know the details."

In fact, you knew more than generally, did you not?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I-as I have testified before, Ed Meese did

not ask me if I had approved. It was a very short session, informal
session in my office, and I told him I was generally aware. He
didn't ask me any more questions.

At that point, I didn t provide any more information. And I
didn't suggest to Mr. Meese that he say this. You'll have to talk to
him about it.

Mr. SARBANEs. But on the basis of the actual facts, this is a mis-
leading response by the Attorney General, is it not?

Mr. POINDEXTHR. Well, I-again, you will have to ask Mr. Meese
to evaluate that. I don't plan to.
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Mr. SASSANrS. Well, you would not have briefed the Attorney
General to give this response on the nature of your involvement,
would you?

Mr. PozmmERn. Say that again.
Mr. SAmm Es. You would not have briefed the Attorney General

to give this rsponse on the nature of your involvement?
Mr. PomDExT-R. No.
Mr. SRANES. This is not an accurate reflection of your involve-

ment, is it?
Mr. PO[NDEXTER. As I have testified, I did not know that Ed

Meese was going to go out in the press room for a session until
shortly before he was on the air.

Mr. SARBANes. Now, I'm interested to know why the Iranian
Findings were treated differently. You, in response to questioning,
said, "We handled"-this is on page 56 of your responses on the-
very first day. "We handled"

Mr. BzcKLER. First day of the public testimony.
Mr. SmwANo. Yes, Counsel.
"We handled this series of three Findings outside of our normal

system. We did have a normal process through which most Find-
mgs were managed."

I this instance, as I understand it, you held these Findings-not
only the November Finding, the retroactive Finding with respect to
the transfer of arms to Iran, but also the January Findings were
retained in your immediate office; is that correct?

Mr. BECKLE. May we just look at this testimony for a minute,
please, Mr. Senator? That's page 56 of the Wednesday morning ses-
sion or the Wednesday afternoon session?

Mr. SAmBANES. Wednesday morning, page 56.
Mr. BciLz. I'm sorry, but on page 56, I can't find any refer-

ence-I'm sorry. Excuse me.
Mr. PomzxTm. These three Findings, as I have testified, were

indeed handled outside of our normal system.
I've also testified that the-what I prefer to call the December,

1985 Finding, it was sent to me in November, but the President
didnt actually sign it until-

Mr. SARBANES. December 5?
Mr. PomDzxnm. -early December. That was not properly

staffed. And I regret that.
It was a situation where I was being pestered jy the Deputy Di-

rector of Central Intelligence to get it signed and we simply didn't
take the proper steps in staffing that. For example, it would have
been good to have discussed that with the Attorney General, which
was our standard procedure.

Now, aside from the December Finding, the first draft of the Jan-
uary Finding and the final version, January 17th, in terms of the
principals involved-and by that, I raean the President, the Vice
President, the Attorney General, Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defense, and me-we were all involved in that Finding. Those are
the principals-Cabinet officers that are involved with any Finding.

We didn't choose to use our standard administrative procedure
because it was a very sensitive operation that we didn't want to
leak out. And as I have testified, the way I feel that you stop leaks
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in this city is that you limit the number of people that are aware
of a secret document.

The problem is that in the normal administrative procedure, if
we had followed that, there would probably have been an addition-
al hundred people or so that were aware of the Finding. And I
didn't want that to happen.

Mr. SARBANES. Were these the only Findings that were handled
in this extraordinary fashion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Let me think about that a moment. They are
the only Findings that I'm aware of that were not eventually
briefed to the appropriate Members of Congress. Now, whether we
had other Findings that we kept out of the normal administrative
process, I'd have to think about that to be sure my answer was ac-
curate.

Mr. SARBANES. But none occurs to you at the moment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not right at the moment.
Mr. SARBANES. All right.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I've kept my part of the bargain by

providing Admiral Poindexter up here for closed sessions. We've
been up here for 4 days. I notice there is a red light on. I am going-
to ask that this committee keep its part of the bargain.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, the chair will enforce the time
rules. Thank you.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, I have a final question.
Admiral, you've taken the position here that if the President had

known about the diversion, he would have approved it. The Chief
of Staff, Mr. Baker, has said that the-that Admiral Poindexter's
remark is based on no conversation with the President and based
on no piece of evidence, and, in fact, the President said in his
March press conference that had he known about it, you would
have heard him shout all the way down the corridor and through
the door.

Now, how are we going to square your position with that of the
President, or, to put a more fundamental question, what steps can
we take to prevent future National Security Advisers from arrogat-
ing unto themselves this authority?

We have an instance here in which you've assumed this author-
ity. You assert that the President would approve it. The President
is very clear in saying he would not.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, as I have testified before, Senator, I think
it was very clear in my mind that I had the authority to approve
that action.

Now, one of the reasons that I testified that I decided to approve
it was that I felt that the President would have approved it if I had
asked him in February of 1986. I still feel that way.

Now, this is a great deal of time later, a lot of things have hap-
pened, the circumstances are different; and I, frankly, don't think
it's appropriate to speculate now on what the decision would have
been at the time given the conditions that existed at the time. The
conditions today are different.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, the President says he would not have ap-
proved it; is that correct?

Mr. BECKLER. May we finish our response, please, Mr. Senator?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Clearly there is a contradiction. I think that
contradiction is going to have to stand.

I have testified what I believed at the time and what I believe
today. Now, there can be disagreements about that.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Cheney?
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good morning.
Mr. CHENEY. At the outset, I think it is important to recognize

your many years of devoted service to the nation. Unfortunately,
one of the by-products of this kind of exercise is that a great many
people will come to know you only in connection with the contro-
versy surrounding the Iran-Contra affair and not be aware of your
years of service as an officer in the U.S. Navy or your many years
of service on the NSC staff on behalf of the President.

We have a bit of a tendency in the Congress to act as if we are
the fount of all political virtue in this society. Obviously, we are
not. We have our share of knaves and fools as well, none on this
committee, of course.

But I must admit to a certain amount of ambivalence to all of
these proceedings and to the events we are looking at here. I share
the view of Mr. Hyde and others that the survival of the Contras,
in a form that the Congress could reverse itself and ultimately sup-
port them, was absolutely essential and a major achievement.

I personally do not believe the Boland Amendment applied to the
President, nor to his immediate staff, nor to the NSC staff. I think
it was perfectly acceptable for the President to encourage third
countries to contribute to the cause of the Contras.

I have enormous respect for Mr. Boland. I simply don't think
much of his amendment, because I believe it did, in fact, provide an
opportunity for the Sandinistas to consolidate their position in
Nicaragua. It gave them a two-year hiatus during which period of
time the lack of official U.S. support served merely to weaken the
Contras and to permit the Sandinistas to consolidate the Commu-
nist regime in Managua.

Having said all that, I look at the Iranian transaction, and I
must admit to being a bit more skeptical about the wisdom of those
proceedings.

I think it is understandable why the President took the action he
did. I think when you consider the plight of the hostages and espe-
cially Mr. Buckley, that there is no question but what they
weighed heavily on his mind and were an important consideration
in his decision.

I will grant you the argument about the strategic significance of
Iran. I think it is clearly there.

What I would like to do, if I might, is ask you to hark back to a
meeting last November, shortly after all of these events began to
unfold.

My recollection is that the election was on November 4th, that
about the 4th or 5th of November was the first disclosure in the
press in Lebanon alleging that the U.S. was involved in selling
arms to the Ayatollah; i. that your recollection?

Mr. Pornin'rxa I believe that's correct.
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Mr. CHENEY. Following that, I think I am correct in saying that
the first meeting at which Members of Congress were notified or
briefed about all of this happened, I think, on November 12, in a
meeting in the Situation Room attended by Senator Byrd, Senator
Dole, Speaker Wright, and myself. Do you recall that meeting?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I thought it was on the 13th, but my recol-
lection is that the President was going to give a nationwide speech
on the evening of the 13th. I thought we had you down on the
afternoon of the 13th. It may have been the 12th.

Mr. CHENEY. 12th or 13th.
I recall present at the meeting also were the President, the Vice

President, Attorney General Meese, I believe, Secretary of State
Shultz, Secretary Weinberger, Director Casey, Don Regan, the
White House Chief of Staff, and yourself.

We met in the Situation Room, and for the first time Members of
Congress, the leadership, were offered background information, if
you will, or a briefing on these events.

I am curious about the decision to call the meeting, about what
the background of the meeting was, and also what the efforts were
to prepare for it.

Mr. POINDEXTER. In the early days of November, I guess it would
be the period of time from election day or the day after when we
began to focus on the problem, from then until the 13th, I believe,
the President felt, and I certainly agreed with him and encouraged
the position that we continue to withhold as much information as
possible about the project because we still felt at that point that we
could salvage something out of it.

We thought that there was still an opportunity to get more of
the hostages back. We thought that there was still an opportunity
to make progress through the second channel into the Iranian Gov-
ernment.

The second channel was-continued to make contact with some
of Bill Casey's people on a nearly daily basis. They were trying to
explain to us what had happened and trying to get us not to over-
react, and because of these considerations the President felt, and I
certainly agreed with him-and, as I said, encouraged it-that we
continue to withhold as much information as possible.

But, in my view, I think shared by the President, there was over-
reaction in the press that egged on Members of Congress. In fact, I
can recall a conversation with one Member of Congress who had
written me about it, and I called him back as soon as I could to
talk to him about it, and he frankly wasn't very concerned and
said that the only reason that he had made the statement that he
had in the press was because the press was putting pressure on
him.

Now, as time wore on, this pressure began to build up and it
became obvious that-and we knew this from the beginning, but
we wanted to hold off as long as we could. But it became obvious
that the President needed to go before the American public and ex-
plain in broad, general terms what it was we were trying to do.

Before we did that, we obviously wanted to talk to the congres-
sional leadership so they would not be surprised at the content of
the President's speech.
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Mr. CHIKf. My impression, admiral, admittedly made fuzzy by
many months of intervening debate over these issues, is that there
was a sequence of events, of public events, which was all we could
perceive at the time of the meeting with the four of us, the Presi-
ent's speech, which I believe was the following night, the subse-

quent press conference a week later, in which, viewed now with the
benefit of hindsight, my impression still is that Congress was not
given the complete story at that point. That what we saw, in effect,
was, as Senator Sarbanes mentioned-we still harked back to the
notion that it was only a single planeload of weapons. The Presi-
dent used that phrase in his speech on the 13th, I recall.

And many of us went out in good faith, because our President
had, in effect, asked us to, and briefed our constituents, appeared
on national television, enthusiastically endorsed the President's
policy and tried to defend him, only to find out subsequently that
we didn't have the whole story.

And as Mr. Hyde mentioned the other day, that puts a member
of Congress in considerable difficulty when he finds himself left
hanging on a limb because the story that he's been given by admin-
istration officials, and that he's tried to support publicly, turns out
not to be true, or at least inaccurate, not complete.

Do you have any concern about that at all?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, as I have testified before, it was my plan

to continue to withhold the connection with the Contras, and so I
readily accept responsibility for that.

But with regard to the rest of the Iranian project, I tried to
present to you and the three other congressional leaders in a short
period of time the general outline of what it was we were trying to
do, and I think that that was accurate, as I recall it now, and as I
recalled it at that time.

Again, maybe the use of an aircraft to describe the volume was
an unartful way of doing it, but what we were trying to do was to
knock down the idea that there were shiploads, very large amounts
of all sorts of arms, involved in the project.

And as I recall, in my-in the meeting that you are describing in
the Situation Room, we did get into the numbers of weapons that
were involved. I don't think-I don't believe that I covered at that
time the aborted HAWK transfer, but that was simply not intend-
ed to mislead you; it was simply at that point I did not recall that
those HAWK missiles had been transferred and then returned.

Mr. CHzNY. Admiral, I am not one of those Members who thinks
Congress has to be told everything in advance. I think there are
legitimate areas where the President ought to be given some flexi-
bi lity in that arena. I disagree with some of the members of this
committee.

I do believe Congress leaks like a sieve. I think this committee
has leaked.

But I also spent a long enough period of time in the Executive
Branch to know that it leaked like a sieve, as well. One of our big-
gest problems, of course, in recent years has been espionage cases.

erything from the Howard case, the CIA official who sold out to
the Soviets; the Pelton case, the former NSA official who sold out
to the Soviets; the Walker spy case involving the Navy; Mr. Chen,
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an agent for the PRC; Mr. Pollard, an agent for the Israeli Govern-
ment.

And if we are to embark upon a policy that says we are only
going to provide information to units of the government that we
are sure never leak or haven't been penetrated by the opposition,
we obviously would have to start with writing off a big portion of
the Executive Branch, as well.

It seems to me that that is not a sufficient rationale for exclud-
ing Congress from some of these proceedings.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That, of course, is what we did. We also ex-
cluded it from a large part of the Executive Branch, a very large
part.

Mr. CHENEY. And it held for a while?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It did.
Mr. CHENEY. There are news reports out today that Colonel

North was responsible for briefing Newsweek magazine on the
Achille Lauro incident. Do you know anything about that? Do you
have any reason to believe those reports are valid?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Is this-I haven't seen the reference that you
are making. I assume that this is the Newsweek article that ap-
peared at the time, shortly after the Achille Lauro?

Mr. CHENEY. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any basis on which to feel that

Colonel North provided that information. I don't know.
Mr. CHENEY. OK. Well, I don't want to--
Mr. POINDEXTER. It certainly did not come from me.
Mr. CHENEY. Certainly. I didn't sugest it did, admiral. Nobody

has ever accused you of being anything other than close-mouthed.
It has been one of your great attributes.

The concern I have is that-I don't mean to moralize about not
telling lies. A lot of people who will do that. There have been-
there has been plenty of expressions of moral indignation and out-
rage over some of these events, and I think a lot of it is unjustified
and excessive.

The reason for not misleading the Congress is a practical one. It
is stupid. It is self-defeating.

Because while it may, in fact, allow you to prevail in the problem
of the moment, eventually you destroy the President's credibility.
The President's powers are, for the most part, the powers to per-
suade.

He can't compel anybody to do much of anything. He has to rely
upon his capacity to persuade the Congress to support difficult poli-
cies, to persuade the public to make difficult decisions, and support
difficult policies, and every time actions taken by the President or
his subordinates that raises questions about his credibility, it is just
that much more difficult the next time around to argue that, in
fact, the President is telling the truth, that he has solid informa-
tion.

I look back at the events of the Reagan administration. I can
think of several incidents were the President's credibility was abso-
lutely essential to having the American people understand and
support what it was he wanted to do.

I think of the shoot-down of the Korean airliner, the charges the
Soviets made that somehow this was an espionage mission. Or the
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Grenada operation, where there were charges this was just a will-
ful use of power and there was no justification to take the action
that was taken.

The Libyan raid, bombing raid, the Marine deployment in Leba-
non, the need to aid the Contras, the level of support that the Sovi-
ets provide to the Contras-or to the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and
thereby justify our involvement, the attractiveness of a potential
arms deal with the Soviet Union-all of these things ultimately
from the standpoint of the President and a successful policy
depend upon his ability to be able to persuade the Congress and
the American people that he understands the problems, that he
has looked at it, and that the course of action he has recommended
is based, in fact, in a sound policy.

If you go back and find instances where, whether it is the Irani-
an arms transaction or the alleged diversion of funds to the Con-
tras, where there is a question about his credibility, then it seems
to me you have destroyed his effectiveness for the future, or seri-
ously weakened it, made his problems in governing more difficult
than they otherwise might be.

Do you have concern about that?
Was that ever subject for a discussion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, in my view I think that the President has

remained very credible throughout this whole episode. That, of
course, was part of my plan.

That is also why I recognized when I approved the diversion or
the transfer of the residual funds to the Contras that if, indeed,
that ever did leak out, that I would have to resign, and I was pre-
pared to do that.

You know, I approved it. I accept responsibility for it. And I
don't think that the President has lost any credibility because of
that. He has said all along that he was unaware.

Indeed, he was unaware. I think with regard to the Iranian
project, in his speech that he made to the country, the statements
were accurate, in my view. I still feel they were accurate. We
weren't telling everything that we knew at that point, and that
was very deliberate.

And I, frankly, think, Mr. Cheney, that the American people un-
derstand that. I don't think they want to know the secrets of all of
the details of the actions that the U.S. Government takes in trying
to implement foreign policy and to protect the national security of
the United States.

The kinds of responses that I have been getting in telegrams
since my.appearance, my public appearance here, convinces me
that that is the case.

I think the American people understand very well that they
don't want to know all of the details.

Mr. CmH E. Well, admiral, I see my time is up.
I am not suggesting that there is any obligation on the part of

the President to tell the American people all the details about sen-
sitive operations. I don't think that is the point.

The point is if the relationship is going to work long term, there
have to be a handful of Members of Congress who have enough
knowledge about policy to be able to do whatever needs to be done
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on the Hill to support and sustain the President's efforts down-
town.

My concern iF that, as I look at this whole series of events,
speaking as a strong partisan of the Contras and, I think, a strong
supporter of yours and the President's currently, that is one of the
most disturbing aspects of this exercise. That in the effort to win
the struggle of the moment, damage may have been done long
term.

Now, to the President's credit, I think eventually he got it
squared away. He did by very aggressively helping to cooperate, to
lay out the facts so we could, in fact, get to the bottom of it, sup-
ported the work of the committees, cooperated with us in every in-
stance, appointed the Tower Commission, et cetera.

I think we did eventually clear away the underbrush and I feel
good about that. I am concerned that that one particular element
of it is vital, and I hope we don't lose sight of it in further delibera-
tions.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I certainly agree with you, Mr. Cheney, that we
need to develop a better way. The problem, of course, I think- as
K ou recognize, as you have alluded to-with the environment that

as existed in recent history, and may even still exist today, I don't
think that it is possible to brief a limited number of Members of
Congress and then have them be willing to take the necessary ac-
tions to preclude Members that are unaware from asking ques-
tions, that then again put the Administration in a very difficult po-
sition.

I think there needs to be a greater acceptance of the fact that
the President's power under the Constitution makes him the pri-
mary architect of foreign policy and the American people have a
chance every 4 years to confirm or deny that particular foreign
policy, and the President ought to be given an opportunity to carry
out that foreign policy that he has campaigned on.

And if there is greater acceptance of that, then I think there will
be more willingness to talk to limited numbers of Members of Con-
gress, that Congress decides are the appropriate ones, and then
other people in the Congress ought to stay out of the issue. That is
my personal view.

Mr. CHENEY. I have used up my time.
Thank you, admiral.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will take a 10-minute

recess.
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will come to order.
The Chair recognizes the Senator from New Hampshire.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I recognize Senator Cohen of Maine

for his allotted time, and I want the record to show that I believe I
have 8 minutes left and I reserved it and now yield 7 minutes of
that to my friend from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. I thank the Senator form New Hampshire. Admiral
Poindexter, were there other covert operations that the NSC was
operationally involved in other than this particular one during
your tenure as adviser or while you served under Bud McFarlane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, there were.
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Mr. Comms . Would you be prepared in executive session to advise
the committee as to the nature and extent of those operations?

Mr. Pom rrm. Yes, I think so. I would want to I think first
check-have my counsel check with the White House and make
sure they didn't have a problem with it.

Mr. CoHm. You indicated during your first day thvt on one or
two occasions there were one or two Presidential Findings that
were retroactive in nature, and I want you to know that I have
checked with the Senate Intelligence Committee and the committee
has never received a single Finding that purported to authorize
covert activities that have already taken place, which leads to one
of two conclusions.

Number one, either they were never reported to the Congress, or
number two, they did not indicate the retroactive nature that the
activities actually had taken place prior to their signing.

I was wondering if you could shed any light on those one or two
occasions.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, I think as you know, the precise Find-
ing is not usually provided outside of the Executive Branch. There
is a paper that is called an advisory, I believe is the term that we
i se now, that summarizes the activity.

My recollection is still that there were one or two previous Find-
ings that had a retroactive feature. My recollection is that the ac-
tions that were to be included in this retroactive way were not very
significant, but in my view it was an overabundance of caution on
the part of some people at CIA that insisted that such a sentence
be included. I don t know whether that was briefed to the Congress
or not.

Mr. CoHEN. Perhaps we could discuss that also during the execu-
tive session.

You also indicated during your first day that if the President had
made a decision that you would expect Secretary-

Mr. Bzc i z. The admiral just asked me appropriately is there
going to be an executive session?

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair has not had a request for an Ex-
ecutive Session at this point, counsel. We did that with Colonel
North at one point and if it is appropriate, we will go into execu-
tive session.

Mr. BwcTIa~. I point out as I have stated many times that this is
our eighth day of testimony. We had 4 days of executive session,
that is 4 days of private session in which if there were concerns
that ple wanted to have discussed and done in private that
would have been a perfect opportunity to do so.

Chairman HAmmTN. Senator Cohen.
Mr. Comm. I was not part of the executive session at which depo-

sitions were taken. Secondly, as Vice Chairman of the Intelligence
Committee, I think it is important that I have an opportunity to
find out what other covert activities the NSC was involved in with-
out our knowledge, and what other retroactive Findings may have
been signed with no communication of that to the Intelligence
Committees.

Now, I think the appropriate forum is not here, but in some pri-
vate session with the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the House
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and Senate Intelligence Committees. And I will move on to another
question.

Chairman HAMILTON. I will try to accommodate, the Senator on
that. You may- proceed, sir, and I will not take this discussion out
of your time.

Mr. COHEN. Admiral Poindexer, you indicated that if the Presi-
dent had made a decision on a policy issue that Secretaries Shultz
and Weinberger would accept it and faithfully go about carrying
out that policy to the best of their ability. And the question arose
in my mind that as to whether you meant that if either gentleman
was called to testify before the Intelligence or Foreign Relations
Committee, you would expect them to withhold information in the
same fashion that the information was withheld from Congressman
Hamilton and others?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We never had a discussion that would allow me
to answer your question. There was never any intent to put Secre-
tary Shultz or Secretary Weinberger in a position where they
would be vulnerable to being asked about that.

Mr. COHEN. I would hope that would not be the case if it occurs. I
would not want to see Congress put in the position of having to put
Cabinet officers under oath and demanding that they answer ques-
tions under oath. That occurred one time during the Carter admin-
istration and Senator Nunn may recall that we had to put the
entire Joint Chiefs of Staff under oath before the Armed Services
Committee, because we were not satisfied the straight story was
being told, and we did it for their protection. I think it is a bad
policy, and I hope we don't have to do it again in the future.

I was curious about your chartacterization of the diversion as a
technical implementation of a policy that had already been decided
by the President as a sort of a procedural bagatelle almost, or book-
keeping entry. I was confused about it. The President, as I under-
stand it, authorized the sale of weapons to Iran-that is policy
number one.

The President also was determined to keep the Contras alive,
hold their heart and soul together-body and soul together-
through assistance from third countries and individuals, and he
knew about some of the third countries who were helping.

So I was curious as to why you consider the diversion of funds to
be so politically embarrassing that you felt that you should not tell
him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, there are a large number of Members
of Congress that do not agree with the President's policy with
regard to Contras and Nicaragua and Central America. I felt that
if this became known, that something like what has happened
would happen.

I frankly didn't think it would be quite that severe, but I was
convinced it would happen, and, therefore, it was going to be a po-
litically explosive issue that the President's opponents would take
advantage of to cause as much problem for him as possible.

Mr. COHEN. You didn't regard it simply as a procedural techni-
cality, did you? Didn't you think this was fairly substantive?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I frankly didn't. In view of the amount of
money that had come in from third countries and from other pri-
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vate sources, in the whole scheme of things, this frankly didn't
seem all that much different to me.

Mr. COHEN. In other words, you didn't feel it amounted to such a
significant policy that you would want to inquire of the Attorney
General whether or not the raising of prices in this mechanism and
to divert the surplus to the Contras was legal or appropriate-that
didn't occur to you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It did not occur to me to talk to the Attorney
General about it.

Mr. COHEN. Or the White House Counsel?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. COHEN. Could you tell us-I am curious about the circum-

stances under which Colonel North told you about the diversion.
Apparently that occurred some time during February. Could you
tell us a bit more about where you were, what time of day, evening,
what were the circumstances under which he brought this to your
attention, what your reaction was, how long you thought about it,
did you think about it over night?

You discussed it in perhaps one sentence, something of this polit-
ical significance, and we have had only one small sentence about it.

Could you tell us the circumstances under which this occurred?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I will.
My recollection, as J said, it was some time in February of 1986. I

was in my office, probably it was in the afternoon. My mornings
were pretty well taken up with a fixed schedule. My recollection, I
was sitting at my desk, Colonel North came in, provided me an oral
debrief of his most recent meetings with the Iranian officials, gave
me a general update on the Iranian project, and at the end of the
conversation, my recollection is that he said that he thought that
he had figured out a way to transfer residual funds from the arms
sales that Dick Secord was making to the Contras.

My impression at the time, not necessarily because of anything
that he said, but my impression as I recall was that this was Colo-
nel North's idea. I thought about it for several minutes while he
was standing there.

My mood at the time was one of feeling that we were going to be
able to convince the Congress to appropriate the hundred million
dollars that either the President had requested or was about to re-
quest.

But the administration had decided on a hundred million and
our general tactic in getting it, we were bound and determined this
time not to compromise. We either would get the hundred million
dollars or we wouldn't. But I frankly was personally convinced that
we would be able to get the hundred million dollars, but I knew it
was going to take time.

I didn't know it was going to take 8 months.
Mr. COHEN. Did you have any further discussions with Colonel

North from the time he told you about the diversion-did you dis-
cuss it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. To finish this meeting, after thinking about
it and thinking about what authority I had, what the President
would do if he were asked, the controversies that would exist if this
became public, I considered all these factors and at the end of the
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conversation I told Colonel North to go ahead because I thought it'
was a good idea.

In my view, it was legal, it was very similar to the third country
and private support for the Contras, and in my view was an added
benefit of the Iranian project.

Colonel North left the office and we had periodic conversations
about it just as to how it was going after that, but there was never
any question in his mind or mine after that point that we were
going ahead with it.

Mr. COHEN. I think you indicated that you did not want Colonel
North to talk to Director Casey about the Contra activities so that
Director Casey wouldn't have to report to Congress; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.

Mr. COHEN. And you are aware that Colonel North did in fact
discuss this on many occasions with Director Casey?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I heard his testimony.
Mr. COHEN. You also told Colonel North not to tell anyone about

the diversion plans, and you are aware that Director Casey was
made aware of this almost from the very beginning?.

Mr. POINDEXTR. Again, I heard Colonel North s testimony, yes.
Mr. COHEN. You also told Colonel North it was unwise to keep

cash in the safe. Did you determine whether or not he had ever re-
turned the cash?

Mr. PomDEXn. My recollection is some weeks after he told me
that or after I told him that I didn't think it was a good idea be-
cause of the perception problems that it created, my recollection is
that he informed me that he had gotten rid of it.

Mr. COHEN. Did that apply to traveler's checks as well?
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no distinction in my conversation

with him between cash and traveler's checks. I would have consid-
ered them the same.

Mr. COHEN. Colonel North sent you a PROF note in October,
1986, indicating that he had called the President of Costa Rica to
explain that if he went ahead and called a press conference disclos-
in the existence of the airstrip, there would be some retaliation

en against Costa Rica.
You responded at that time that you did the right thing, but let's

try to keep it quiet.
The question I have is, do you believe it is the right thing for an

NSC staff member to call the head of state of a friendly country
and seek to intimidate or threaten political and economic retalia-
tion in the event that he went forward and called a press confer-
ence?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall, from my preparations for these
hearings, that PROF note goes on and says several other things,
that there had been conversations with Assistant Secretary
Abrams and with Ambassador Tambs.

Mr. CoHN. The question I have is, is it the right thing for some-
one onyour staff to call the head of state of another country?

Mr. PomImuE. I think it depends on the circumstances, Sena-
tor. It depends upon the country. It depends upon who the leader
is. It depends upon what sort of acquaintance the staff officer has. -
It depends on a lot of things.
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Mr. COHEN. In any event, you now know the call was never
placed? Well, I will represent to you--

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I don't know that.
Mr. COHEN. --Colonel North indicated that he did not place that

call.
Did there come a time in July of 1986 when you came to suspect

that Colonel North was. leaking information to the press and that
he had lost his objectivity in formulating policy issues for you and
the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Do you have a reference for that?
Mr. COHEN. Well, I do. It is in the Tower Commission. B-125. Ba-

sically it is a PROF note to you from Colonel North which indi.
cates that he rg very deeply that he had now become a suspect
of leaks to CBS, Newsweek magazine, that even a luncheon with his
sister the prior day had been considered to be-had been ques-
tioned as to whether he had in fact done this, but he went on to
say that "I'm sorry that you regret that I've become too passionate-
ly involved-that can't give objective advice."

Do you recall that memo?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I vaguely recall that memo, but let me put thatin erspective.havenever felt that Colonel North made any leaks to the press.

The whole episode came about because of the fact that I wanted to
lower Colonel North's-profile on the Contra support activity and
his operational roles in general. And I recognized by July, we had
finally gotten the Senate to approve the $100 million; the House
had. There were some discrepancies or differences between the two
bills at that point, and so we didn't actually have the authorization
or appropriation, but I knew that we would shortly. And as CIA
phased back into the Contra operation, Colonel North I wanted to
phase out.

It became public that he was going to be phased out, and I frank-
ly was getting a lot of static from Colonel North's supporters here
on the Hill as to why I was trying to take him out of the program.
And I think Ollie misunderstood what I was trying to do.

Mr. COHEN. He remained on the program?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He did.
Mr. COHEN. Right.
Admiral Poindexter, I want to make a couple of observations. I

think when you first appeared before the committee your attorney
wanted to shut the television cameras off. I am glad we rejected his
request, as we did with Colonel North, because I think it is impor-
tant that millions of Americans have had a chance to view you and
assess who you are, and found you to be a dedicated and patriotic
individual who believed he was acting in the best interests of his
country.

But I must tell you, I think your calm demeanor and delivery
have struck a number of people as sort of summer lightning, just
sort of an innocuous illumination. But some of your words have
had a profound impact upon me, and I want to just discuss it brief-
ly because I think the use of language is as important in politics as
it is in literature, because it helps define what our values are.

I must tell you, I find it troubling when you say that I withheld
information from Congress but I did not mislead it, or that the ad-
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ministration support for the Contras was secret activity but not
covert action, or that the United States acquiesced in the initial
shipment of TOW weapons but did not authorize it, or that the
transfers of funds for the sale of weapons was a technical imple-
mentation, not a substantive decision, and that we did not trade
arms for hostages even though Mr. Hakim and General Secord ar-
rived at a formula of one-and-a-half hostages for 500 TOWs.

I think Congressman Courter noted this in his opening statement
the first day when he pointed out that last year we swapped an
American journalist, Mr. Daniloff, for a Soviet spy, Mr. Zakharov,
but we publicly denied that there was a trade.

I would respectfully suggest that if the administration would like
to regain the strong support of the American people-and I hope
that it will-that it has to stop insulting their intelligence and tell
them the direct, unvarnished truth.

I would point out, for example, that Colonel North, when asked
about his statements, he said, "I lied. I lied to protect lives." People
may not like the fact that he lied, but I think they now under-
stand, perhaps a bit better, what motivated him to do so.

Secondly, I think it is clear--at least to me it is-that there is an
environment in the White House that nurtured suspicion and dis-
trust of virtually everyone in and outside of the administration,
and that a circle of secrecy was drawn so tightly that at one point
you felt only you and Colonel North had knowledge about the di-
version of funds.

I want to say publicly that I believe that Congress has had a role
in the creation of this distrust. I think as Congressman Cheney and
Congressman Hyde have noted on several occasions, we live in a
glass house on Capitol Hill, and we must take care before we pick
up stones.

I want to say also that our record in keeping the Nation's secrets
is not as good as we would like to have it, but it is far better than
you and others have portrayed it. And I might add, far better than
the administration's own record in keeping those secrets.

Some of us have watched with considerable dismay and frustra-
tion the administration officials who either have delibrately or in-
advertently leaked classified information to the public, and our re-
sponse has not been "that's it, no more covert operations," because
I think we all recognize they are necessary to promote our inter-
ests and protect our security.

But by the same token, when Members of Congress either delib-
erately or inadvertently disclose secrets, the administration can't
say "that's it, no more notice, timely or otherwise. Let's get a pri-
vate band of black bag specialists who will be unaccountable to
anyone except the President, if We decide to tell the President."

I think the answer is for Congress to expose those Members who
leak information, remove them from their positions of trust, and
fully apply the rule of law to them. And the answer for the admin-
istration is to faithfully comply with the law and not disingenuous-
ly defy it.

Briefing four people or eight people on Capitol Hill is not the
equivalent of telling all of our details of our secrets to the Ameri-
can people.
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And the final point, if I can Mr. Chairman, I think a great deal
has been said about the strategic location of Iran. We don't have
the maps on the walls today. But Congressman Hyde, I think very
effectively and properly pointed out the strategic location of Iran.
And no one, in this-on this committee or in this Congress or the
country would deny its importance.

But I would like to suggest that the most important piece of stra-
tegic geography in the free world runs from 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue to Capitol Hill. And I know that a lot of visitors have been
surprised to see all the barricades that have been erected down at
the White House and up on the Hill. I think that these stone barri-
cades are not only safeguards for all of us, but they are also sym-
bols of the dangerous times in which we live.

But I think we have been for too long now-at least the last sev-
eral years, perhaps longer-been engaged in constructing an imagi-
nary Maginot Line across Constitution Avenue and it has come at
an infinite cost to our national interest, because if we continue to
lie to each other, or withhold information, or leak information,
alter or shred documents or put them in burn bags, if we continue
to interrupt the flow of truth and trust between the 16 blocks that
separate us, I think the loss of Persian Gulf oil is going to become
irrelevant. Because we will enter into a permanent state of guerril-
la warfare and the damage that we will inflict upon ourselves will
be as suicidal, I think, and destructive as that that has taken place
in the Middle East.

Somewhere between lives and lies, between compliance and defi-
ance, there is a place for the truth, for national security, and for
the bipartisan formulation of a foreign policy.

And I must say, Mr. Chairman, if we care to keep this Republic,
I don't think we have very much time to find it.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I wonder if I can get Mr.Hyde to slide to the right?
Mr. HYDE. This way?
Mr. FASCELL. Shouldn't be too difficult, Henry.
Mr. HYDE. Which way is left? Shall I just leave?
Mr. FASCELL. Well, you could slump.
Mr. HYDE. I will go to sleep, Dante.
Mr. FASCELL. I will do my best to wake you up, Henry.
Admiral, nice to see you again.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Thank you.
Mr. FASCELL. I would like for you and your counsel to refer to

exhibit 112 for a minute, please.
That is a memorandum from Walt Raymond to you.
And the memorandum recommends that you send an attached

draft memorandum which was prepared by Walt Raymond to Bill
Casey and it ran through the NSC, as you can see by the initials of
approval, intelligence section, North's desk, and some others.

Mr. BECKLER. This is an exhibit we just got this morning. We
have to take a few minutes to look through this, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. FASCELL. Sure. Go ahead.
The subject matter of that-memorandum is Central American di-

plomacy.
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Mr. POXExR. Public diplomacy.
Mr. FAwSCmu. Public diplomacy, right.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Which I would like to explain.
Mr. FASCELL. Just concentrate on the second paragraph of the

first page.
Mr. BECKLER. You are speaking now, when you say the second

page, that marked 58 5840?
Mr. FASCELL. That is the draft memorandum, yes. You see that

language that says, "The departure of Otto Reich has not resulted
in any reduction of effort. His public diplomacy coordination office,
LPD, has continued. Although the independent office was folded
into Elliott Abrams' bureau, the White House has sent a clear
tasker to the community that this limited reorganization in no way
reflected a diminution of activities. On the contrary, the same
interagency responsibilities are being exercised, and the group re-
ports directly to the NSC."

Do you have that section?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I have it.
Mr. FASCELL. Is that a correct statement?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that it is reasonably accurate. I think it

is important to explain what we were trying to do here with public
diplomacy.

Mr. FAscLL. You were trying to educate the American people
and lobby Congress, right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We were trying to educate the American
people. And, in effect, the result of that we thought was to make
sure that Members of Congress heard from their constituents on
what they felt about Central America.

The problem is that for a very long time we have been involved
with a war of words with the Soviet Union and their proxies. It
was my feeling, fully supported by Mr. Raymond, who was the Di-
rector of the Public Diplomacy Office at the NSC, which by the
way was established under this administration in order to provide
leadership and guidance and management of a more extensive
public diplomacy effort across-the-board to explain to the American
people the situation in this struggle we have with the Soviet Union
over the minds of the people of the world.

Mr. FASCELL. I think that has been made plenty clear. The point
I was getting at is Colonel North was tasked with this effort, was
he not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Walt Raymond was tasked with the effort of su-
pervising public diplomacy across-the-board, and, of course, on
Latin America, which would have been part of that, he would have
gotten a lot of assistance from Colonel North, who was the expert
in the area.

Mr. FASCELL. Admiral, would you take a look at exhibit Ill?
That is your calendar. January 9, 1986, you look down there at 5:00
p.m., "Roy Godson: says there may be an attack on you in the press
soon; 3344 'til 6:00 p.m." Something has been redacted. "Home-
also wants to talk about how to handle accounts."

Mr. POINDEXTmR. I know Mr. Godson. I don't know what that
note is referring to. It would have been January 9, 1986, was short-
ly after I took over. There were some critical reports in the press at
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the time about my appointment but I don't remember any details
about it.

Mr. FASCELL. And you don't know what the reference to "ac-
counts" is?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that m -I don't know for sure, but my
judgment at this time would be that Mr. Godson was working on
several projects, and we often referred to projects as accounts. I
suppose he wanted to talk about that.

Mr. FASCELL. Did you know that Colonel North had asked
Godson to see what he could do about raising some money?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't-the word "accounts" there could also
apply to press accounts. I simply don't recall the conversation.
What this is, it is a list of phone calls that I have received that was
kept by my secretary, and I frankly don't recall talking to Mr.
Godson about it.

So I am not sure what he had in mind or what my secretary
meant.

Mr. FASCELL. Admiral, you testified that you first learned about
excess funds in a discussion with Colonel North. You made a deci-
sion on the use of the funds as legal based on North's debriefing of
you.

I believe you said persuasive conversation."
Did you ever consider or discuss with anyone that the funds gen-

erated by the sale of U.S. arms, no matter how laundered, would
always be considered as public money?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. That did not enter into the equation at the
time. In fact, I am not convinced today, and I think there are many
legal experts that have questions as to whether your interpretation
of that is correct.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, the point is it was never considered or dis-
cussed by you with anyone?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. That's correct.
Mr. FASCELL. Was there any discussion with respect to how to

use excess funds prior to the time that North told you that there
would be excess funds, or that they would be used to support the
Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The conversation that I have just recalled for
Senator Cohen a little bit ago was the first recollection I have of
any thought of using residuals out of the Iranian project to support
the Contras.

Mr. FASCELL. Now, you testified in answer to Mr. Foley that.
you'd never really received an accounting or a report on the
amount of money that was raised, and also that you never really
got an accounting or report on aid that actually went to the Con-
tras, and that you left all of that to North, as I understand your
testimony.

And so you had no way of measuring or determining the attain-
ment of our objectives, because that was all in North s hands; am
I correct.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. The thing that I was interested
in-that they were getting supplies and they were surviving as an
effective fighting force in country and in the surrounding coun-
tries.
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Mr. FASCELL. So there was no review or accountability either
with regard to funds or with regard to attainment of objective,
except in the brain of Colonel North, unless you knew that he was
telling Bill Casey?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Fascell, asI said, I was unaware that Direc-
tor Casey was in on this. But I think-you know, this business
about accountability, it bothers me.

Mr. FASCELL. I didn't mean it in the'sense of accounting for every
dollar. But-

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. But even in general terms, I take exception
to the claim that there is no accountability. Colonel North is a very
competent, trustworthy officer.

Mr. FASCELL. I am sure of that. I wasn't raising that question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. And General Secord is, too.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, we are still trying to figure out his books. At

least I am.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, my feeling is they are both trustworthy

people who exercised good judgment and I frankly think that much
of the accounting that goes on to provide accountability starts with
the premise that people aren't trusted, and in this case I trusted
both of these officers implicitly.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, I'd have to disagree with that with regard to
government accountability or any kind of accountability, but that's
neither here nor there.

Now, according to Colonel North, he and Director Casey dis-
cussed the question of who was to be the fall guy and Casey said,
according to North, that he was not big enough, not a big enough
fish or words to that effect, and that, as I recall his testimony, he

-didn't bother to tell you about that discussion.
Did you ever ask Colonel North to be the fall guy or take the

spear or stand on his head and salute?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Colonel North would do anything I asked him,

but I did not ask him to be the fall guy, or the scapegoat, as I have
testified.

He brought that up with me several times, and each time he
brought it up I told him it wasn't necessary, it wouldn't work,
wouldn't be appropriate, and to quit thinking in those terms.

Mr. FAsCELL. Do you know if anyone else ever asked Colonel
North to be the fall guy?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know that.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, I wonder why it ever came up in discussions.
Did you ever discuss with anyone the question of whether you

were to provide plausible deniability or whether or not you were to
take the spear?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. FA sczu. Well-
Mr. POINDEXT. That was a personal decision on my part when I

made the decision in February of 1986.
Mr. FASCmxu. I believe that, admiral. I don't like it, but I believe

it.
Colonel North testified-
Mr. BcK LR. Thank you.
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Mr. FASCELL. -he would follow you up a hill because he had
such a high regard for you, but obviously he wasn't about to follow
you down the hill.

He testified and you corroborated that he was operating totally
under your orders, so both of you knew all the time that he would
never have to take the spear and that you would; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That both of us understood that?
Mr. FAwSCELL. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Certainly it-as I have testified, he would have

no reason to believe from anything I said that I was asking him to
be the scapegoat.

I didn't tell him that my personal decision was not to tell the
President, that I would take responsibility for it, because I thought
I had the authority to do it.

And I expected after both of us left the White House in Novem-
ber of 1986 that Colonel North would tell the story exactly as it
was, as I think he tried to do, and asi am trying to do.

So I don't consider that he wouldn't follow me down the other
side of the hill. I think he would, and I think he has.

Mr. FASCELL. Did the NSC have a contract with General Secord?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. FASCELL. Do you know if the CIA had a contract with Gener-

al Secord?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't t believe they did, but I'm not absolutely

certain of that.
Mr. FASCELL. Do you know how and when and under what condi-

tion the arms that went to Iran were removed from the U.S. armsdepot?-t 
el gsMr. POINDEXTER. I don't know the details of how those-the logis-

tics actually operated. I do know that there was liaison between
the logistics people at CIA, the logistics people in the Defense De-
partment, that when the appropriate moneys were available to pay
the Defense Department's asking price for the weapons, that that
money was transferred. But I wasn t aware of the details.

I knew that it was being transferred and that-I knew that Gen-
eral Secord or his organization would take custody at a remote lo-
cation that is controlled by the CIA and that he would then take
responsibility for moving the material on to its eventual destina-
tion.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, admiral. I see my time is up. I have a
lot of questions about damage control meetings I would like to ask
you about, but I'll have to let somebody else do that.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Trible?
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, good morning.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good morning.
Mr. TRIBLE. Admiral, I want to talk first about the enterprise

managed and directed by Mr. Hakim and Mr. Secord.
You have testified that all the profits from that enterprise were

to go to the Contras; is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My understanding was that the-what residu-

als there might be out of the Iranian project would go to support of
the Contras.
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Mr. TRIBLE. In fact, that was the clear reason for your authoriz-
ing that activity in the first place? You wanted to help the Contras;
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I assume that you are talking about au-
thorization of the transfer of funds, not the authorization for the
Iranian project?

Mr. TRIBL. Exactly;
Mr. POINDEXTER. OK.
Mr. TRIBLE. Correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. TmIBL. Your purpose in authorizing the diversion of funds

from the sale of arms to the-from the sale of arms to Iran to the
Contras was to help the Contras? It wasn't to generate profits?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. TRIBLE. And it is a fact is it not--
Mr. POINDEXTER. And I don't know, you now, what profits if any

were generated.
Mr. TRIBLE. We are going to move on to that, admiral. It is a

fact, is it not, that during these activities, that at no time did you
assume that moneys were being made, that there was personal
profit?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified earlier, I think I was con-
scious of the fact that there would probably have to be some com-
pensation here. There would be costs involved, salaries that would
have to be paid, and so forth. But I did not think about it in terms
of large profits.

Mr. TRIBLE. It is a fact, is it not, admiral, that Colonel North was
always telling you that Secord was losing money?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Colonel North and others.
Mr. TRIBLE. That is a fact, is it not?
Mr. POINDEXUER. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now, isn't it a fact as well that Colonel North asked

you to intervene with the CIA to help Secord and company sell
their material to the CIA?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There were some PROF notes that covered that
subject, and I think you have them as exhibits.

Mr. TRmBLE. Is the answer yes or no, admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTm. He did want me to talk to Director Casey.

There were several aspects of this.
Number one, he thought that it as not prudent or efficient for

the CIA to completely build a new logistics operation from scratch;
that there would be precious time lost in getting the supplies flow-
ing to the Contras out of the hundred million dollars, and they
could take over an existing operation and be on line much more
quickly.

I also, in preparing for these hearings, I note that there were ap-
parently requests made to General Secord to provide some food
after the humanitarian aid ran out, and I believe the PROF notes
that General Secord did not have a source for that.

My recollection is that when I eventually spoke to the CIA, I
don't believe I spoke to Director Casey. I think it was Mr. Gates.
And I simply indicated to him that there was an effective private
logistics operation and that they ought to look into the possibilities
of taking that over and didn't get into the details with Mr. Gates,
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whether it would be purchased or given or what sort of arrange-
ments might be worked out.

Mr. TRIBLE. So in response to my question, a request was made

A lonely North that you talk to the CIA and you did talk to the

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. TRIBLE. What was your response when you first learned that

Hakim and Secord had amassed some $8 million in the bank in
their own name when the venture ended?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, that obviously became-I became aware
of that in preparation for these hearings, and I don't care to give
my personal reaction.

Mr. TRIBLE. Colonel North was shocked. You don't have a re-
sponse--

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly don't know enough of the facts, Sena-
tor Cohen-Trible, excuse me. You know, I would, want to talk to-
well he sits right over your shoulder-I would want to talk to Dick
Secord and Hakim. They were testifying here under difficult cir-
cumstances, and I am not prepared to draw any conclusions.

Mr. TRIBLE. All right, sir.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand there are some uncertainties and

there are possible discrepancies, but I am not going to pass judg-
ment on them.

Mr. TRIBLE. Let me tell you something about which there is no
uncertainty. Mr. Hakim's records, the official records of the Enter-
prise, established that Mr. Hakim and Mr. Secord transferred over
a quarter of a million dollars of those residuals for their own bene-
fit, investing those moneys in an arms company and a timber oper-
ation in the Northwest. Did you approve those kinds of actions?
Were those actions contemplated by you when you approved the di-
version?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Those actions or alleged actions never came to
my attention so I was completely unaware of them.

Mr. TRIBLE. Would you have authorized that kind of activity?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It depends on what is appropriate compensa-

tion. General Secord, the rest of his business, I was told by a third
party, in fact a foreign representative that had done business with

im, that because he was spending so much time in helping us,
that he was not attending to his business, so I think it was fair to
say that his business was losing money. If it had come to me, I
would have had to evaluate all the circumstances and all the facts
at the time. The point is, it didn't come to me, so I didn't get into
it.

Mr. TRIBLE. But you could not have contemplated that kind of ac-
tivity when you authorized this operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER As I said--
Mr. TRIBLE. You wanted the profits to go to the Contras, those

are your own words?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I wanted the residuals, after expenses, to

o to the Contras, and I simply didn't address at the time the possi-
ility of large profits.
Mr. TrBLE. Admiral, the records of the Enterprise, again Mr.

Hakim's records and his sworn testimony before us, establishes
that in the last arms sale to the Contras, we had a $2.1 million
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arms sale and a profit accruing to the Enterprise of $861,000 and
that was divided equally between Hakim, Secord, and Clines.

Is that the kind of reasonable compensation-
Mr. BweKuz. -Mr. Chairman, I would like to object. We have

never been given access or an opportunity to examine the records,
all the accounting records, in preparation for our testimony here
today.

Let me say further that there has been all kinds of amounts
thrown out. The case started with the Attorney General saying
there was something like $12 to $30 million diverted to the Con.
tras. I can't remember the exact figure, but that's what goes in my
mind. Now we are down to $3 million. Now Senator Trible is talk-
ing about $250,000. The fact is we have not had access to all the
bookkeeping records, and we are not here to testify at great length
about w at every little transaction meant. ,

The admiral has answered the question, that is, he was not fa-
miliar with all the ins and out financial transactions. If he were
asked questions at the time, he would have perhaps addressed
them, but he was not.

My objection is to this line of questioning.
Chairman HAMILTON. I understand, counsel. The witness can

simply state what he recalls, and what he does not recall, and what
he knows about the transaction, and that is all he can do. So we
will just have the witness answer the question.

Mr. TRIBLE. Admiral Poindexter, let me ask you again, when you
approved this activity, did you authorize that kind of a mark-up, a
mark-up in excess of 40 percent for the arms sold to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified and answered an earlier
question of yours, Senator Trible, the question of compensation or
profits for the private organization that was carrying this out
simply didn't come up.

Mr. TRIBLE. It would seem apparent to me that anyone who
cared about the Contras, as you and I do, would be offended by that
kind of activity.

Let me ask you this question-
Mr. POINDEXTER. If I knew all the facts, I might be able to draw

some conclusions about this, but I don't know all the facts and I'm
not going to speculate.

Mr. TRIBLE. What about financial oversight in accounting? What
oversight in accounting did you put in place to ensure that these
large sums of money would be properly allocated?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The trust and confidence in Colonel North and
General Secord.

Mr. TRIBLE. When the CIA -or CIA proprietaries undertake covert
activity, isn't it true that there is very strict accounting and over-
sight?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I have no idea.
Mr. TRIBLE. The record I think establishes that there is very

strict oversight and accounting, and that was absent here.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I understand that the Intelligence Committees

and the Appropriations Committees of the Congress want to micro-
manage all covert operations and get details down to the level of
sources. That information is not always provided, but it is my view
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that much too much information is provided to the Congress about
the details of covert activity.

Mr. TRIBLE. Well, admiral, I simply have pursued this line of
questioning because I think it does underscore the risk of taking
public policy private, of operating outside of established channels
without checks and balances, without oversight or accounting.
Good people and policy get into big trouble, and we have seen that.

Here the evidence establishes conclusively, I would suggest, that
millions of dollars were socked away in secret Swiss bank accounts,
that hundreds of thousands of dollars were converted to the person-
al use of these private operators, and that the Contras were not
well served. That they were sent shoddy equipment at grossly in-
flated prices. And I think that underscores the folly of doing busi-
ness in this fashion, and obviously here, your intention and that of
Colonel North was to help the Contras. It wasn't to generate profit
for individuals. But we will let the record speak for itself on that
point.

Let me move on to another aspect of all this.
Mr. POINDEXTER. May I comment on your last statement?
Mr. TRIBLE. Sure.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't agree that this was a privatization of

foreign policy. The foreign policy was clearly established by the
President. There was no secret about that. He campaigned on these
issues. He campaigned on support for the Contras. He campaigned
on working to get the hostages back. He campaigned on the impor-
tance of the Persian Gulf to the American people and to the na-
tional security of the free world.

Again, we are talking here about details of implementing that
policy. And I still contend that the American people don't want to
mow those details.

Mr. TRIBLE. So then Hakim and Secord were operating on behalf
of the government. They were agents of the government in their
activities?

Mr. POINDEXTER. They were operating in cooperation with the
overnment as private individuals. Very patriotic, I might add, and
am not going to pass-you have made a lot of allegations as to

what sort of profits they have made or not made, and I think you
know that the facts will have to speak for themselves, but I hope at
some point a better explanation as to their long-term thinking
about the use of these funds can be made.

The point is that when they started, they didn't know-we didn't
know that this was going to be exposed in November of 1986. We
were trying to open an effective second channel into the Iranian
Government. They would have had no idea how long this was going
to go on. It needed to be a self-sustaining operation so all the ques-
tions that went into the money that they set aside I think are still
uncertain in my mind as to what their intentions were.

Mr. TRIBLE. Admiral Poindexter, clearly you didn't know about
the fi-iancial aspects of this operation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. TRIBLE. And neither did Colonel North, and that was the

problem here. Let me simply say as I conclude this particular part
of the questioning, that everything I have shared with you this
morning comes from the record of these proceedings and the facts
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and figures that I have shared with you are those of Albert Hakim
and the Enterprise, their own records, presented to us through
sworn testimony of one of the principals, one of your principals,
Mr. Hakim. Let me move on if I may.

One of the most troubling aspects, I think, of the testimony titus
far has been the kind of unapologetic embrace of untruth. We have
seen the withholding of information, evasion, false and misleading
statements made to virtually everyone, to the President, to key
members of the Administration, to the Congress, to the American
people.

In a free society that doesn't work, and some would suggest that
it is not right.

Now in the context of these statements, we have been told that
untruth was permissible or appropriate in order to protect or pro-
mote some higher good, the fight against communism, which we all
would agree is of the highest priority, or in the words of Oliver
North, it was lies versus lives.

Now, in your testimony you talked about a meeting that Colonel
North had with Chairman Hamilton's committee to discuss the al-
legations in the press that the NSC was involved in Contra resup-
ply and you were asked by one of my colleagues how could North
respond truthfully. And you answered-and these are my notes
taken from your speech-I cannot refer you to a page in the tran-
script yesterday or on Friday.

But you responded, "I did think North would withhold informa-
tion and be evasive."

On a second occasion you responded, "I thought North would be
evasive, uncooperative, but not lie."

Mr. Chairman, I see the red light, could I have a couple more
minutes?

Chairman HAMILTON. The gentleman may proceed.
Mr. BECKLER. I would like to-this is an area that it would be

very helpful if we had the exact reference in the transcript, be-
cause although the good Senator has his notes, it is no substitute
for the words themselves. When we talk about people being evasive
or withholding information and not lying and so on, this is a con-
cern that everybody has had here, and I think it would be helpful
if we had the exact reference in the transcript.

I realize this is not a courtroom, but if it was a courtroom we
would be held to the testimony of what was the question and what
was the answer.

Mr. TRiBLE. Admiral Poindexter, I want to be very fair, and I
took these words down and they are your words. I would simply
repeat them and ask you if you can remember saying it, that you
said, "I did think North would withhold information and be eva-sive."

Don't you remember saying that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I can t recall the exact quote, but that is con-

sistent with m view.
Mr. TRmLE. Thank you, sir. Let me read to you, if I may, from the

handbook of Midshipmen at the Naval Academy, the section that
deals with the honor code.

It says in section 1303, Standards of Conduct, Section 4, "Mid-
slipmen must bear in mind the dishonest nature of making oral or
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written statements or reports which may be regarded as evasive or
misleading-any person in the Naval Service who utilizes such eva-
sive means to obtain any desired end will not and cannot command
the respect of his seniors, peers or subordinates."

My question is this-at the Academy, the young men and w1.men
that we train to be our future officers are told the truth is abso-
lute. If the conduct, evasion, that you have talked about as men-
tioned in these regulations is wrong for Midshipmen, isn't it also
wrong for officers?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, I think that is a very unfair thing to
say and I object to it. I have always lived by the honor concept. I
still live that way today.

One of the things you also learn at the. Naval Academy is the
ability to exercise independent judgments that are in the best in-
terest of the United States. My whole time as a National Security
Adviser I worked very hard to do the best that I could to protect
the national security of the United States. I don't have any regrets
for anything that I did. I think the actions that I took were in the
long-term interests of the country, and I am not going to change
my mind, and I am not going to be apologetic about it.

Mr. TRmix. Let me ask this question, and I will bring this line of
questioning to a close very promptly. What, in your opinion, is the
responsibility of people in public office to tell the truth? National
Security Advisers or Congressmen or Senators, we are taught as
young people the truth should be absolute.

We live in a tough world, obviously. But that is a very fair ques-
tion and it is absolutely central to our purpose here, because if we
are going to do business in this democracy, we have to be able to
depend on the truth of what we are told.

Iow, we have been told that the truth should bow to other
higher interests. I can understand that argument, but I would like
to have your opinion of what is the role of truth for a public offi-
cial.

When should National Security Advisers and their top assistants
be assumed to tell the truth, and when is it their right or preroga-
tive not to do so? And I think that is a fair question, and I think it
is central to what we are about.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Ideally, Senator, good faith, and I think that is
basically what you are ta ing about, is a two-way street. The prob-
lem is that in this struggle that we have ongoing now between our
way of life, democracy and the totalitarianism represented by the
Soviet Union, we are often faced with many, many issues that have
lots of shades of gray.

The world is not black or white, the world is a very complex,
dangerous place. Sometimes you have to make very tough deci-
sions.

In the cases that I have been involved with, I have done my best
to use my best judgment to help make those decisions and in some
cases make those decisions.

The example that I would like to cite about good faith being a
two-way street is the thing that I have referred to several times up
to this point about the last hundred million dollars that the Con-
gress appropriated. It took 8 months for this Congress to appropri-
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ate those funds while men in Central America that were fighting
for their freedom were dying. Now, I don't think that is good faith.

Now, the ex-Speaker of the House, in my view, this is my person-
al assessment, held up bringing that issue to a vote in the House
for 4 months, for 4 of those 8 months, even after both Houses had
voted, a majority of them, for the hundred million dollars, he held
up bringing the issue to a conference and putting it into an instru-
ment that the President could sign for an additional 2 months.

So one man, who is not elected by all the people, was responsible,
in my view, for holding up that funding for a period of 6 months.

Now, that is just one example of what I consider to be the lack of
good faith on the part of some Members of the Congress. Now, that
is not an ideal situation.

I acknowledge that. But sometimes you have got to cope with
things the way they are. That is what we were trying to do.

Mr. TRIBLE. Admiral-and I will close on this note, Mr. Chair-
man-there is plenty of fault and we are all responsible, I guess, in
some part for what has gone on here. As you know, I have been an
advocate of helping the Contras.

I did not stand in the way of that appropriation. Indeed, along
with many of my colleagues I was doing everything I could to see
that that aid was forthcoming. It is easy to assess blame and that is
not my purpose, but I do believe we have to sort out the role of
public official, administration, Congress, the responsibility to tell
the truth, because we have got to create an environment where
people cannot only understand each other, but believe each other.

Truth is important. It is important in our public and private
lives. After all, that is the first lesson we try to teach our young
children and then they have to struggle with that as they live their
lives, but it is also important because untruth, mistrust, produces
confrontation and gridlock and that is not what this country needs.
What this country desperately needs is consultation and coopera-
tion between the Executive Branch and the legislative branch be-
cause that is the only way that policy can be sustained and can
succeed. So I thank you for your testimony today and I thank you
for your long years of service and I acknowledge the contribution
that you have made through many, many years of hard work and
talented service.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INouY. You wished to be recognized?
Mr. HATCH. Just for one moment.
Chairman INoUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. I am just a little bit concerned about some of the

questions that were asked Admiral Poindexter. I am not convinced
that there is enough evidence that money has gone to a land deal
or would have, or would have gone to a land deal in Washington,
or that there were moneys for an arms company and that there
was a markup of 40 percent.

I don't think these are facts. I think they may be in time-in
fact, I have been led to believe that General Secord can refute that
there were not 40 percent in profits. With regard to the $8 million,
he made it clear, it seemed to me, that the ke t it there for the
purpose of resolving all difficulties, bills andso forth, and then-in-
tended to give it to the Contras.
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He akso-I think there is some evidence that he lost his business
during this time because he was running all over the world trying
to do things for our country, at least from his perspective.

So what I am concerned about here is that the witness here does
not know these answers. Nobody is going to know the answers to
those questions unless we bring in General Secord again, and I be-
lieve General Secord ought to be given an opportunity to explain
this, because he has been portrayed, I think, by a number of us-on
this panel as a profiteer who seemed to be running all around the
world to make millions of dollars worth of profits, who does not
appear to have had a lot from it other than the matters mentioned
here that amount to less than $100,000. I presume his business is
worth more than that.

I'm just concerned because I want to be fair to General Secord,
who I felt came off pretty well when he testified, but clouds have
arisen, difficulties have arisen, and they need to be explained
away, and I presume the only person who is going to be able to do
that would be General Secord.

So until he comes, I think we ought to at least reconsider wheth-
er or not these are "facts."

Mr. POINDEXTER. I agree with you Senator Hatch. That is why I
don't want to speculate on this, because I don't think I have all the
facts.

The problem is that accounting records don't reveal people's in-
tentions. They may point in that direction, but it is the same thing,
the difference between technical intelligence collection and human
intelligence collection. It is very difficult to determine people's in-
tentions.

Mr. HATCH. Keep in mind, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Hakim made
it very clear that he intended to make profits, and, frankly, busi-
ness people do make profits. When he was asked to characterize
General Secord, he said that he was born a general, he will die a
general, he wasn't a very good businessman.

I don't see anything wrong if there were a profit to be made.
Most businesses operate on a margin of 40 percent, at least retail
businesses in that area. I'm not saying that was right here. I'm
saying let's get the facts from sources who can istify about them
and not from sources who cannot testify about them.

I want to make those points for the record.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will conclude this morning

with Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. Broomfield is recognized.
Mr. BROOMnmD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, admiral.
Mr. POINDECRM. Good morning, sir.
Mr. BROOMIEL. Let me begin by expressing my deep apprecia-

tion, and I want to emphasize deep appreciation for your dedication
and commitment to promoting the national security interest of the
United States.

Your long and patriotic service to our country is not in question
here, at least by most of us. While some may disagree with the de-
cisions you have made, I don't think any of us can doubt your sin-
cerity, your patriotic interests that led you to those decisions.
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Clearly the best interests of the United States were at the heart of
what you sought to achieve, I believe.

We have been at this investigation now for nearly 9 months and
we have amassed literally volumes of details about the arms sales
to Iran and the transfer of the profits to the Contras.

As I understood it, those were to be the major questions we were
going to explore when these hearings began, andlast week you an-
swered what I believe to be the key question in the minds of the
administration's severest critics, the question about the so-called
smoking gun.

Your testimony has begun now, I believe, to lift the cloud which
made it difficult for President Reagan to carry out with full effec-
tiveness the function of his office in the past 8 months, especially
in the area of vital foreign policy.

I sense a great disappointment on the part of some that no smok-
ing gun was uncovered, and a determination not to let go of this
until someone is indicted and even sent to jail.

Eight months ago you appeared before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, and I remember it very well. Had ou told us then
what you have told us in the past few days, I think the country
could have been spared a great national trauma. Congress also
could have taken steps, I want to add, to hasten your testimony
months ago. However, the majority-they chose not to do so.

However, I recognize you had a perfect constitutional right not to
tell us what you knew at that time, since there was no grant of
immunity.

Giving the facts of the American people has beeniverydiicult
and this investigation, I believe, has gone on far too long. I, for one,
hope we can complete our work very soon-and I am very pleased
about some of the speculation-and get this matter behind us.

I saw in the paper this morning that this whole investigation
could exceed $10 million. That is almost three times as much
money that was diverted to the Contras. It seems to me that we are
rapidly reaching the point of diminishing returns.

Admiral, I have got several questions I would like to ask you.
What mechanism exists under the National Security Council

structure for evaluating planning and overseeing U.S. covert ac-
tions?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The NSDD that has been referred to before in
the hearings, I believe it is 159, but-and I believe it has a date in
early 1985. But one of the problems that we saw, at least the per-
ception that we thought existed with the Congress, was that the in-
telligence community was out as a-they, in fact, are often de-
scribed in the press as rogue elephants, carrying on their covert ac-
tivities as an independent arm of U.S. foreign policy. That was
never true.

But in order to get the correct perception across to the Congress,
Mr. McFarlanie and I and others on the NSC staff worked on pro-
ducing an NSDD that, amongst other things, set up a-what we
call a planning and coordinating group, which, as the Deputy Na-
tional Security Adviser, I chaired.

The point of this group was to pull together the deputy or under-
secretary level in the State Department, the Defense Department,
the CIA and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to make sure when we were
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considering covert activity, that we considered it as just one of the
tools that the President had to implement his foreign policy, to
make sure that the actions were consistent with the policy. If there
was a requirement to take new policy issues to the President, that
would come out, as well.

The group often met when I was deputy, and I believe it contin-
ued after I moved up and my deputies continued in my stead, and I
must say that we recommended against numerous covert activities.

There were long and thorough discussions, much along the same
lines that I understand that the present National Security Adviser
has published. Those are not particularly new. They are the same
kind of criteria that we used to judge the appropriateness of covet
activity when I was there.

And the members of the planning and coordinating group report-
ed back to their principals, and their principals then made deci-
sions on what their recommendations to the President would be
about some particular covert activity. It is very closely tied to
policy.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Admiral Poindexter, you presented the Presi-
dent with the first Finding in November of 1985, the same Finding
which you destroyed on November 21st, 1986. Bud McFarlane was
still the National Security Adviser at that time.

Why did you take the Finding to the President and not Bud
McFarlane?

Mr. POINDEXTR. When--
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do you recall?
Mr. POINDEXTER. When the Finding came to me, and I assume-I

don't know this, but I assume it was shortly after the 26th-and
the reason it was sent to me rather than Mr. McFarlane is that he
was out of the country. He remained behind in Europe to debrief
leaders there on the results of the Geneva summit, and by the time
he got back, the President was on the West Coast, and Mr. McFar-
lane proceeded out there.

So Y was the National Security entity in town, and I suppose that
is why Mr. Casey sent it to me.

The President returned some time after Thanksgiving. I don't
know exactly when it was. But Mr. McFarlane had talked to the
President in California or on the way back about his wanting to
resign, and the President had accep ted his resignation with regret.
And there was a period of several ays in there while the President
was making a decision on who should replace Mr. McFarlane and
so during that very confusing time of high emotion on everybody's
part, we simply didn't get around to it.

And the day after the President announced me as Mr. McFar-
lane's successor, there was an opportunity to focus on the outstand-
ing work that we had, and this Finding was one of those. That is
the only reason.

Mr. McFarlane decided after the President announced his resig-
nation that I should go ahead and handle the business with the
President while he remained in his office, closing out his paper-
work and so forth.

Mr. BROOKRELD. Admiral Poindexter, turning to the hostage
question, you worked very closely with President Reagan on our
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hostage rescue efforts. Several hostage family members made per-
sonal attacks in the media on the President for not doing enough.

What effects did these statements have on the President and our
policy?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't think they had a great effect on
the policy. I think it would be fair to say, at least my assessment
was, that the President was disturbed and hurt that he was being
charged with not doing enough.

In addition to the Iranian project, which in my view only in-
volved the hostages from a peripheral standpoint, we had been en-
gaged in numerous efforts over the years to free the hostages.

We had even considered the possibility of rescue if we could have
identified where they were. So I think it heightened the President's
concern, but he is a very humane individual and whether or not he
had received these charges in the media and by the families, I
think he still would have been very much concerned and interested
in doing everything possible the U.S. Government could do to get
the hostages back. But I don't-I don't think that the criticism
levied by some of the hostage families had any impact on policy.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Admiral, I am very disturbed by testimony
which I have heard that clearly shows that the United States was
forced to rely on foreign intelligence agencies for intelligence in
Iran and Lebanon.

Do we need to improve our intelligence capabilities in this area
of the world?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think we do. I think Bill Casey recognized
that. I think he took steps to make improvements. But I think we
have got a long way to go, Mr. Broomfield.

We basically, in some parts of the world, and that part is one, we
are flying behind in a very dangerous world with a lot of peaks and
valleys. We have got to improve our human intelligence collection
and, as somebody commented the other day, you can't just neces-
sarily take an Ivy League school graduate and make him a good
human intelligence officer. You have to have people that will get
down into the nitty-gritty with people that aren t very savory.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Admiral, it seems that the committee will not
hear from one of the key players in the Iran initiative. That is Mr.
Ledeen. Therefore, I would like to ask you a question since he actu-
ally-you were one of his superiors.

Mr. Ledeen was on the NSC staff, as I understand it, as a con-
sultant whose responsibility included the preparation of the intelli-
gence analysis and other intelligence material in support of the
Iran arms sales.

Did you ever question the validity of the intelligence analysis
that you received from Mr. Ledeen?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Broomfield, I don't recall personally receiv-
ing anything that would have been entirely his work product. Mr.
McFarlane thought very highly of Mr. Ledeen. He has a lot of very
interesting contacts overseas, and he contributed his portion, but I
certainly didn't rely just on his assessment or his opinion in the
situation.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Admiral, looking to the future rather than the
past, where do we go from here to ensure that any President's for-
eign policy decisions have an opportunity to be successful?
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In your opinion, how do we improve the trust, as well as the con-
fidence, between Congress and the Executive Branch and what me-
chanics of foreign policy decisionmaking need to be changed?

Do we need to change the laws? Do we need new guidelines?
do we just need a renewed commitment to cooperation and pr, -

ably good faith?
Mr. PonmExTm. Well, Mr. Broomfield, this obviously requires a

lot of thought. If I had the answer, I would certainly have come
forward with it much earlier.

You know, frankly as a senior government official, you are so
tied up in day-to-day business, that there is not a lot of time for
reflective thought on how to make the system better. Maybe over
the next few months and weeks I will give it some more thought
and be back in touch with you, because I take it as a sincere re-
quest on your part for my views.

I think as difficult and basically unfair that these hearings are,
as we have stated, my attorney has stated, I think that one possible
benefit amongst some others that can come out of the hearings is a
recognition of the fact that there has been a loss of good faith be-
tween the Congress and the White House, and I think, you know,
both parties probably share in the blame.

I am willing to accept some of it.
But this recognition itself and also an open and vigorous discus-

sion of the President's constitutional authority in the area of for-
eign policy, I think, is very important. And I think that these hear-
ings are allowing the American people to hear that discussion take
place in an unbiased and undistorted way and not filtered by any-

boy else.
I would hope that you will hear from your constituents and get

their views of what they think needs to be done.
Mr. BROOMFaLD. Admiral, I know it has been a very trying expe-

rience to appear before this committee for more than 30 hours, an-
swering detailed questions about your activities, and, frankly, I
hope we are nearing the end of this exercise.

Whether we realize it or not, I am convinced we could have ar-
rived at this point much sooner if we were truly interested in
policy rather than being preoccupied with prosecution of witnesses.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BBcKcu .Mr. Chairman, I have a question to Mr. Broom-

field's comment about-do we have a shot at concluding this wit-
ness' testimony today? Or is that not even in the cards?

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, it is always difficult to make judg-
ments. I think the answer to that is no. I think it is more likely to
be Tuesday.

Mr. BcwmZR. I just want to explore the possibility.
Chairman HAumTON. Mr. McCollum?
Mr. McCOLLuM. I have a unanimous consent request to make.

Last week in examining Colonel North, I referred to the deposition
of Colonel Robert Earl taken Saturday, May 2, 1987.

My understand is that the pages of that deposition I used,
from 74 through 81, have been declassified. I would like to ask
unanimous consent that his portion of Colonel Earl's deposition be
made an exhibit in the portion of the testimony of Colonel North.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, it so ordered.
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The joint hearings will stand in recess, until 2:00 o'clock this
afternoon.

[Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees. met, pursuant to recess, at 2:05 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will come to order.
Tile Chair recognizes the chairman of the Senate Select Commit-

tee.
Chairman INoUYE. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to recognize the

gentleman from Oklahoma, Senator Boren.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a unanimous consent re-

quest before you do.
Chairman INOUYE. Please do.
Mr. COHEN. During the course of the morning, I made reference

to two PROF notes, one from Colonel North to Admiral Poindexter
that was contained in the Tower Report, B-125. I think this is a
prior exhibit, but I think it would be helpful to have that PROF
note and the admiral's response, which is contained on B-126, in-
cluded in the record along with the two references to the Washing-
ton Times newspaper and the CBS evening news of those dates.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered. Senator
Boren.

[The information appears in appendix B.]
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, there was a period of time that the CIA was

prohibited from sharing intelligence with the Contras, and Colonel
North has testified that during that period of time, it was his prac-
tice to request certain intelligence from the CIA for the National
Security Council and then pass on that intelligence to the Contras,
usually without informing CIA that he was doing this. In other
words, he was keeping the CIA in a position of thinking they were
furnishing it only to the National Security Council with a few ex-
ceptions to that, a few individual exceptions.

Did you know that this was going on?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I recall it first coming up in probably 1985

sometime. Frankly, many of us felt that the CIA probably could
under the Boland Amendment provide some intelligence, especially
if it was intelligence that involved a direct threat to the Contra
forces, but we didn't push the point, and I was aware that Colonel
North was passing intelligence unbeknownst to many at the CIA to
the Contras.

Mr. BOREN. So this was with your approval and authorization?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is right. Although initially Colonel

North's actions would have been under Mr. McFarlane's time.
Mr. BOREN. Right.
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In regard to what has been referred to as the retroactive Find-
ing, the one signed in November after the fact of the shipment, and
also the Finding which you later destroyed, did I understand in lis-
tening to your testimony earlier that that Finding was signed by
the President after you presented it to him without prior debate
and consultation and discussion that you would normally have
with people like the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and
others within the National Security group?

Mr. POINDEXTm. That is correct.
Again, I think the note from Bill Casey to me indicated he would

like to get it signed as soon as possible, and John McMahon called
me once or twice about it. It is also important to recognize that the
Finding-the main feature of the Finding was the retroactive
nature and those-obviously at this time, the events were much
clearer in peoples' minds.

The events had already taken place. There really wasn't a for-
ward-looking aspect to the Finding.

Mr. BoREN. It was really a sort of damage control after the fact
and the Agency being very concerned that there might be ques-
tions raised about legality of doing it--

Mr. POINDEXTER. You have heard the way I have characterized
it.

Mr. BOREN. Yes.
Let me hsk, and I want to go into a series of questions here, and

I think you know they don't arise out of any personal animosity on
my part toward you at all, but as an interest of mine in terms of
policy, and I think some important lessons for us to draw from
them for the future.

How did you feel when on March 17th, the President said at his-
press conference that indicated that'he would have strongly object-
ed had the question of the diversion of funds been raised to him for
his approval?

In fact, I will quote him directly at his press conference. He
said-he was asked, "Could you possibly have forgotten if you were
asked about the diversion of funds?" and the President answered,
"Oh, no. You would have heard me without opening the door to the
office, if I had ever been told that at any time."

How did you react? How did you feel about it when you heard
the Commander in Chief giving the implication that he would have
so strongly disapproved that you would have heard him all the way
through the closed door?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't react strongly to things like that. I ac-
cepted that as what the President felt.

Mr. BoRN. Did it cause you-you said several times in response
to Senator Nunn's question, you said that you felt secure in assum-
ing that if you had ever asked the President, you wanted to protect
the President against a controversial decision, but you felt secure
that if you had ever asked the President, he would have approved it.
proved it.

Now the President is saying to the American people in March
that-he is implying he would have violently disapproved of it and
not authorized it. He said, "You would have heard me through the
closed door."

/
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And I wonder how you felt about that? Whether or not you felt
that the President was truthfully expressing his feelings to the
American people? Or do you think that the President was just car-
rying through with what you have called deniability?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think the President has always been truthful
to the American people. We discussed this this morning. I don't
really think it is appropriate to speculate now when the circum-
stances, or in March of this year, when the circumstances are a
great deal different than they would have been in February 1986. I
still stand with my judgment, and it will have to remain a contr?
diction.

Mr. BOREN. So you feel that the President's statement contra-
dicts what you felt was the President's-the President's statement
in March that he would have had violent reaction to it contradicts
what you think the President's feeling would have been at the
time.

Now, I understand-I have to say I don't agree-with the idea of
protecting the President by not telling him of controversial deci-
sions. Having been a governor and from time to time having had
people call me on the phone and say, "Governor, is this something
you really want done,' something I had never thought about want-
ing to have done, and me saying, "Absolutely not, where did you
ever get that idea?" and they would say, "Well, some subordinate
of yours called and said you wanted that done."

Ihad a very strong feeling that the person elected to office by
the people-not some subordinate appointed-should be making
controversial decisions that, under our political process and Consti-
tution, the elected people should make. But I don't question what
;ou said about your intent, your intent of wanting to shield the

resident.
I think it was a mistake under our-fundamentally out of com-

pliance with the spirit of our Constitution to do that, but I take
it-I take your word you were sincere. But by protecting the Presi-
dent in advance by not telling him, I wonder when the story began
to come out, starting with the Beirut newspaper and otherwise, the
President is in a position, by your not having told him, to deny
that he knew about it.

Did you ever go to the President after this story all started to
come out and say, Mr. President, you didn't know about it at the
time, but this thing looks like it is really going to be controversial,
and I think you should know, you should hear it from me, you
should know exactly what went on because you are going to be
asked so many questions?

Did you ever go to the President after the fact at any time?
Mr. POJNDEXTER. With regard to the transfer--
Mr. BOREN. The diversion of funds?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Residuals?
Mr. BOREN. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I did not. Because, as I have testified earli-

er, up until the very last minute that month, I did not think that
the transfer of residuals would come out. In fact, I specifically had
direct-d Colonel North to leave that out of the chronologies. I was
,treating that as a separate issue.

I
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Mr. BoRmE. So before you knew the President was going to make
a speech to the American people oh November 13th-

Mr. PoiwDwmxr. I didn't see that that-
Mr. BoRm. You still felt the President didn't need to know?
Mr. PomDxTER. That is correct.
Mr. BOREN. Again, with this press conference on the 19th, you

-felt the President didn't need to know?
Mr. Pom'Dmxrzi. That is correct.
Mr. BoRm. Again, I have to say that really troubles me. Going

back to my own experience on a very small scale as an executive,
used to say to my staff, if you made a mistake, you've done some-
thing to inject me into controversy, I want to be the first person
who knows about the mistake. Especially when trouble hits, I want
to know all the facts.

Mr. PonmDmTE. Senator, I obviously didn't think it was a mis-
take. If I had discussed that in the Rite House before I left, I
think it would have made it much more difficult for the President
to distance himself from the decision. It would have raised a lot of
questions as to when he knew it.

This way he didn't know.
Mr. BoREN. I suppose the President could have said, though, I

didn't know it at the time, and I found out about it later. He could
have said exactly when he found out?

Mr. PoINrKxr. I know. But I think it would have been, in my
opinion, more difficult to believe that and decided to do it the way
I did it.

Mr. Boim. I understand it. I guess I can-well, as I say, in all
honesty, and I say this not unkindly because I certainly have made
mistakes in my career as a public servant. Anyone who tries to do
anything makes mistakes.

! guess what troubles me the most is that in retrospect, you said
this morning-and this really surprised me, having observed you as
a public servant and knowing what I think is your sincere love of
this country. We are trying to learn from what has happened here
so we can avoid this kind of situation, so we will never have John
Poindexters on the witness stand; we will never have to have com-
mittees like this in the future; we can build the kind of partnership
that we need for the future.

And it really did surprise me when you said I have no regrets,
because it seems to me that well-intentioned as you might have
been at the time, that now it is very clear that this decision was a
highly-about the diversion of the residuals or use of the residuals,
as you have called them-was a highly controversial decision.

It has been the flash point of this whole inquiry. The whole ques-
tion has boiled down in the minds of the public ac to whether or
not the President knew about that because it seems to be the one
area of which there is the great potential legal question. Had
the President himself ordered it?

So it has become the linchpin of this controversy. Understanding
that you wouldn't have thought about it, ht not have thought
about that in advance, now we know it. We inow it was a highly
controversial matter, a very important decision that was made.

And it troubles me that in retrospect, even now, that you would
say, knowing our system of government-we are not here arguing
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about the powers of the Congress versus the powers of the Com-
mander in Chief, the President.

We are talking about should an elected person, the Commander
in Chief, the President of the United States, make the most impor-
tant decisions under our government, the most controversial deci-
sions.

Harry Truman used to say, "The buck stops here. That is why I
am here, to make the controversial decisions. I am not supposed to
sit here and sign National Rosebud Month proclamations, and then
say now keep all the controversial ones away from me."

That is the job of the President. That is the role of the President
under our system and only the President should make controver-
sial decisions of this nature because he was elected by the people,
as you said.

Now, I would ask you again as we try to learn from this, does it
not trouble you at all in retrospect-and I am not asking you to be
perfect, I am not here to condemn you, I am not here to try you.

I am here for us to learn for the future. That as we are thinking
about our constitutional system and the heart and soul of it,
wouldn't you say that in the future, controversial decisions should
be brought to the President of the United States so that he, as the
elected--person elected by the American people, can make those
decisions for himself?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It certainly would make it easier on the people
involved to do that. I don't know. The future is obviously going to
be very complex.

Mr. BoREN. Admiral Poindexter, it isn't a matter of making it
easier for the people involved. It's a question that in this Republic,
with the democratic principles we have, the Constitution says the
President is the Commander in Chief. It doesn't say the National
Security Adviser. It doesn't say any bureaucrat appointed by the
President. It says the President, and it is because he is elected by
the people.

So doesn't it trouble you, as we are talking about-we are talk-
ing about not even about whether people, whether it is inconven-
ient, we are talking about- the preservation of constitutional gov-
ernment.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, the difference between the way you
think about it and the way I think about it, I frankly don't think,
in the whole scheme of things, it is that important a decision. It
obviously is a controversial one.

The thing that's made it important in your eyes, in my mind, is
the overreaction of the media to it, and Members of Congress have
to react to the media. I think that is what happened.

Mr. BOREN. I guess we just have an honest disagreement, and I
would say that apparently the President himself now feels he
wishes he'd been told and has implied that he would have prevent-
ed it from happening if he had been told.

Mr. BzcKiuR. Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure where the support is
for the President saying

Mr. Bomm. The Prident said, Mr. Chairman, that you would
have heard me through a closed door if I had been told that. That's
the President of the United States, elected by the people, the Com-
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mander in Chief that the people have elected. He has said so, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Bcs=mi. If this committee's record is the record before this
committee and it is interested in getting the facts, I say nowhere in
the factual record is there one scintilla of evidence that suggests in
any way, shape or form that this witness, Admiral Poindexter, was
told by the President that he should have been told that, either
then, now or at any time in these last few weeks.

That is what I'm talking about.
Chairman HAMiLToN. Counsel, I understand that in a court of

law it is altogether possible-you would know better than I-that
you cannot comment on evidence not before the court. But this is
not a court of law. This is a congressional committee, and members
of this committee have every right to refer to events that are re-
ported in the media. And I think Senator Boren's position and
question is well taken.

Senator, you may proceed.
Mr. BOREN. Mr. Chairman, let me say I made that statement-I

made it very clear, not out of any unkind feeling toward Admiral
Poindexter. I said I didn't question his motivation. I made that
point because I think it's an important principle of the Constitu-
tion that the President, as the person elected by the people, rather
than someone who is appointed, should make key decisions.

I'm not casting aspersions on Admiral Poindexter. I'm simply
saying, expressing my deeply felt conviction about the Constitution
and what we can learn about this process. I think I have a right to
do that.

Let me ask you. There are three or four factual questions, if I
might.

Your records indicated that on November 17th you received a
message from Attorney General Meese at 9:43 a.m. You returned
that call at 6:30 p.m., November 17th, 1986.

Can you recall what you discussed with Attorney General Meese
during that conversation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Let's see. As I recall, the 17th, I believe, is on a
Monday. I think that may have been about the fact that I was
going to call Bill Casey andask him to come back early.

I really can't recall that specific telephone call, but during the
month I had several conversations with Ed about the issue. I re-
member one call I asked him if he could have one of his assistants
prepare a legal paper on the President's authority to postpone noti-
fication to the Congress. It could have been that issue.

Mr. BOREN. What about on November 21st? This was the day you
met with the President at 11:30. Your records indicate that you
had a call at 9:22 in the morning with Attorney General Meese, a
telephone conversation, prior to your meeting with the President.

Do you recall the nature of that conversation?
Mr. Pomiixxm. 9:22?
Mr. BoREN. Just sometime in the morning prior to your meeting

with the President.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I believe-that was the call that he initiat-

ed to let me know that he wanted to come over and see the Presi-
dent at 11:30 to talk to him about the conflict that existed in Mr.
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McFarlane's recollection and George Shultz's, and he indicated that
he wanted me and Don Regan to go with him.

He said he'd already talked to Don about getting the time, and I
believe that was the extent of the conversation.

Mr. BOREN. Then you did indeed go with the Attorney General to
see the President at 11:30 that morning?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I did.
Mr. BOREN. And after that there is an indication that you had--

that you and Attorney General Meese talked again, I guess this
time in person, after that meeting with the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe he called me on the phone in thyfter-
noon. 'V

Mr. BOREN. And during that conversation did he indica to you
that he would be reviewing documents and reviewing the situation?

Mr. POINDEXTER: He-the purpose of the call was to tell me that
he was going to send over a couple of his special assistants to look
at the documentation that we had, and he asked me if I would
have it pulled together in a central location, and I said of course,
that I would.

Mr. BOREN. Did he give you any kind of a timeframe as to when
he would be coming to look at the documents, review the records?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. He may have, but I don't recall it.
Mr. BOREN. After that--
Mr. POINDE::TER. Excuse me, Senator. I assumed it was going to

be rather promptly because we frankly were interested in getting
back to the committees as soon as we could with what the facts
were.

Mr. BOREN. After that, your records indicate at 2:25 that you met
with-later that afternoon-you met with Colonel North. This was
after you'd had this discussion with the Attorney General.

What did you talk with Colonel North about at that time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I recall, the issue that I was having the

greatest trouble recalling, as I have testified, were the circum-
stances surrounding the aborted transfer of the 18 HAWK missiles
from the Israelis to the Iranians, and my recollection of that meet-
ing in the afternoon with Colonel North was that he came in with
one of his old spiral notebooks and reviewed with me some notes
that he had ma e in November of 1985.

Mr. BOREN. Let me ask, during that conversation with Colonel
North did you indicate to him that the Attorney General would be
coming over, or some of his staff people, to review the records and
look at the documents?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection is that immediately after the
phone call from Ed, I called Commander Thompson, told him I
wanted him to supervise this and provide the liaison to Ed's people,
and immediately after that I called Colonel North and told him.

I don't recall the Attorney General or his people coming up in
the conversation with Colonel North later.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I know we are on day eight looking
down the eyeball of day nine. I don't see any red light on here. I
know you are in charge of the time.

Chairman HAMILTON. You are correct, counsel, the chairman is
in charge of the time. The chairman will allocate time among the
members as he sees fit.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr. Boam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
So there was not any indication at this meeting that afternoon

with Colonel North that he should be concerned about the possibili-
ty his records might be checked or that he should make any distri-
bution or any activity, have any activity in regard to removing doc-
uments or making sure sensitive documents were not present at
that time?

Mr. Pompz i R. As I have testified, Senator, at the end of the
conversation, he did say something that led me to believe that he
was going to destroy that notebook. And I don't believe I responded
to it.

Mr. BoRmN. Mr. Chairman, I thank the chair for allowing me to
ask these questions, and Admiral Poindexter, I thank you for your
response.

Let me say one concluding word and that is I hope when these
hearings are over, that we will end on a positive note. I think it is
time for us to change our mindset here, change the tone.

In asking you some probing questions, I tried to stay consistent
with that, what can we learn, where can we go from here.

I believe very strongly that for the sake of this country we have
to stop being Republicans and Democrats, Members of Congress, or
members of the Executive Branch, and all be Americans, and we
have to rebuild trust.

The President can start a policy, he can announce a policy, he
can embark upon it, but he can't continue through with it unless
the Congress is going to support it, appropriate the money, and
carry on through with it in the long run.

The only way that we can really present a united front to the
rest of the world and have continuity of our policy and not be
known as a country that changes its mind every 24 hours or re-
verses gears is to build that kind of partnershi.

And I have to say I was a little discouraged as I listened to you
this morning and heard you say I am just not sure that you can
share information with Congress at all or that you can have people
exercise responsibility.

Let me say that over the last 2 or 3 weeks, I have been talking
with people in the administration. They have indicated to me that
they have had these discussions with the President as well.

We are trying to rebuild that trust.
Judge Webster as the Director of the CIA has, I am convinced, in

a very candid way shared every possible sensitive operation with the
Intelligence Committees and not a single one of those operations in
the last several months has leaked to the press.

Just the past 2 weeks, I would want you to know this, that there
were a couple of Members of the Senate who did start to ask ques-
tions about some sensitive matters. I went to them.

I heard your discussion this morning, it happened I went to them
and said, 'These are sensitive matters of national security." They
deferred from probing into that area. We go back to the history of
our country we have had that kind of partnership before where
Democrats, Republicans, the Speaker of the House, the President of
the United States, those leaders have worked together.

Mr. Rayburn knew about the atomic bomb. He was even asked
about it by a member of the press, and he said to a member of the
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press, "If you love your country, you won't write any articles about
it," and they weren't written.

There has been that kind of responsible activity for everyone in-
volved in the past.

I would want you to know that we are on the way to rebuilding
that, or I am convinced that we can. And I am convinced we can do
it because people at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue love the
country, and I would hope, and I realize t at you have been under
the gun and that this is a hot seat in which to sit, but I would hope
you would reflect on it. You are a man of immense ability, I have
great respect for your ability, and I would hope that you would
change your mind about some of these things, both in terms of sen-
sitive decisions that should ultimately be left to the President and
also especially about the possibility that we have for people of good
will in both branches of government to rebuild the kind of trust
that we need, because I think it is so important to the future of our
country.

I would hope that in the days and weeks as you collect your re-
flections under less pressure, share them with the American
people, I really hope I will hear some positive comments from John
Poindexter, whom I have known andrespected for a long time,
about the possibilities of rebuilding that trust and the importance
of rebuilding that trust.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, don't get me wrong. I didn't mean this
morning to imply that I didn't think that would be a much better
situation where there was trust and confidence and a return to the
point where good leadership is exercised on both sides, down in the
White House and up here, and that we can figure out a way to
inform a limited number of people in a very secure way where it
won't leak out, even if the people don't agree, but so that they stay
informed-I think that is an ideal situation and what you are de-
scribing as taking place gives me heart.

I guess I am a little pessimistic that we can make that work. Not
that I don't think we should make it work, I think we should, but I
just-I guess I have had a bad experience.

Mr. BOREN. Well, we are going to work our hearts out to try to
make it work. I understand we're going to work our hearts out to
try to made it work, and I am convinced from what I am getting
from the White House, and I am certainly convinced with the reac-
tion of our committee on both sides of the aisle, we have every in-
tention of doing everything we can to make it work.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino?
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good afternoon, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Admiral, this morning during your testimony, you

made a statement which I would hope you hadn't made, and I
wonder on reflection whether or not you would want to continue to
characterize these hearings s unfair.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. omino, that is a legal question, I think,
that my attorneys have raised, and I understand their arguments
very well. I think that Chairman Hamilton has conducted the ses-
sions that I have been here in a reasonable manner, not always the
way I would like to hear him rule-but the point is that I think it
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is basically when a criminal investigation is being pursued and
they are trying to find some law to fit the circumstances, that it is
not fair to force a person that is a target of an investigation like
that to testify.

That is what I think is not fair, it is not the conduct of the par-
ticular hearing.

Mr. RODINO. Well, Admiral, apparently you insist, continue to
characterize the bearings as unfair, which I consider regrettable,
but that's your testimony.

Mr. PoINDEXm R. You understand what I mean though, Mr.
Rodino, that-

Mr. RODINO. I am trying to. I want to follow up, admiral, on
some of the questions posed to you a while ago by Senator Boren
concerning the news conferences of the President on November
13th and then again on November 19th.

Did you prepare the President in any way for any of those new
conferences?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the speech that he gave on national tele-
vision on the 13th, I and my staff participated with other elements
of the White House to prepare that speech, and before the Presi-
dent's press briefing on the 19th, as I recall, we had at least one or
two sessions prior to that to go over what we thought the questions
would be; with the President.

Mr. RODINO. You knew, of course, that what the President was
about to tell the American people was absolutely not only mislead-
in, but deceptive; isn't that not the case?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't think it was, Mr. Rodino. What part
are you referring to?

Mr. RODO N-Well, on November 13th, the charge has been made
that the United States has shipped weapons to Iran as ransom pay-
ment for the release of American hostages.

Mr. POIND R. We didn't think then, nor do I think now, that
that is an accurate--I mean, saying that we were shipping arms as
ransom for hostages is not an accurate description of what we were
doing. I still believe that.

Mr. RODINO. And when you say that the United States has not
swapped boat loads or plane loads of American weapons for the
return of American hostages and we will not, and that again is a
statement of the President, that again is not misleading?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified, Mr. Rodino, the President's
view, and I agreed with it, was that it was not a swap of arms for
hostages because the people that we were dealing with were the
Iranians, they were not the captors of the hostages, they did not
have control, total control over those captors, and it is just as if
you would go to another third country and ask them to intervene
for ou.

Mr. RODINO. You think that is the way the American public un-
derstood that statement?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, so far, Mr. Rodino, I have received prob-
ably a couple thousand telegrams since these hearings began, my
appearance before you, and all but about 12 or 15 or those, the
people say they understand, they support what we were trying to
do, and I think it is very clear to them. I don't think that they feel
misled.
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Mr. RODINo. Notwithstanding the fact that the President stated
time and again that it was American policy not to deal with terror-
ists and not to trade arms for hostages-you still insist on that po-
sition?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that he had, prior to November of
1986, had ever addressed the question of arms for hostages. But he
has stated--

Mr. RODINO. You mean that was not the stated American policy?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, the issue didn't come up before that. That

is all I mean.
It is and has been our policy not to compromise with the terror-

ists that take the hostages, and we didn't think we were doing that.
And that was-the President-that was very clear in his mind.

In my preparation with him for the speech and for the press
backgrounder, there was no need to go over that point with him.
That was firm in his mind from the very beginning.

Now, I am telling you the way he thinks about it. Now, some of
the Cabinet officers that objected to it did not see it that way, and
they argued with the President and he argued right back that he
was comfortable in viewing it the way he did.

And so from his own heart and mind he did not see it as ransom-
ing hostages by providing arms.

Mr. RODINO. Admiral, we know that Colonel North has come
before this committee and stated that he was ready to be the fall
guy, go quietly into the night, and I think this was his attitude
until he found that he was going to be the subject of a criminal
investigation, and then, of course, I think Colonel North may have
had a change of mind, but nonetheless, Colonel North stated un-
equivocally that he never undertook any single action which he
was not authorized to undertake, and that as a matter of fact he
had assumed that the President knew of all that he was doing con-
cerning the exchange of weapons and that his superiors knew.

And, as a matter of fact, he had sent five memos up the line, ac-
cording to his testimony, and I understand that, of course, you
don't recall having seen at least four of those memos.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I, frankly, don't think those existed, Mr.
Rodino. I don't know what Colonel North was thinking about, but I
simply don't have any knowledge about any except the one.

Mr. RODINO. Well, let me go on further.
On November 25th the Attorney General came before the Ameri-

can people and stated to the people of this country that you had
not approved these things and only had a very general knowledge
that something of this nature may have been occurring, and as a
result of that, it seems to me, that there was a decision made that
Colonel North be fired and that you would be permitted, however,
to resign.

If Colonel North did not in any way act without authority, and
you, as his superior, were aware of this, how could you have per-
mitted Colonel North to be fired while you were being permitted toresign?What is the significance of that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Rodino, I did not permit that. That was as
much a surprise to me as it was to everybody else.

Mr. RODINO. Did you do anything about it?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I knew nothing about it ahead of time.
Mr. RODINO. I am sorry, I didn't hear you.
Mr. BtCKLER. I am sorry. He didn't hear your last question,

which was "did you do anything about it?"
Mr. RODINo. Did you do anything about it, yes, admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. At that time it was already done. Ed Meese

went out in the press conference unbeknownst to me and charac-
terized the two departures the way he did. I was unaware that that
was intended. In fact, I had a discussion with Ed that morning at
7:30 in his office,A-hich I have testified to before, in which we
talked about my resigning my commission.

Colonel North only had one commission, the commission as a
Marine officer. I was in a different situation. I had two commis-
sions. So it was discussed that I would resign and I understood that
Colonel North would simply be transferred back to the Marine
Corps to continue his duties with the Marines.

It wasn't until the press conference that I learned that he was
going to be fired. Now, I don't know of any plan to make Colonel
orth a scapegoat.
I know that he has testified that he and Bill Casey talked about

it, and Colonel North mentioned to me several times unrelated to
Mr. Casey that he was willing to be the fall guy, and every time he
said that I told him that was nonsense and that he should quit
thinking in those terms.

Now, Ed Meese's comment at the press conference was obviously
too general. He had not asked me, and he did not know whether I
had-

Mr. RODINo. And you didn't tell him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. And I didn't tell him, that is right, because of

the reasons I explained. I think you missed some of the hearing
this morning. But the whole point there was that I thought that
the President would have much greater deniability if the White
House simply knew as little as possible about it until after I had
gone.

Mr. RODINO. Well, let me ask you, admiral: Did you do anything
at all to try to clear up the statement that the Attorney General
had made that you were only generally aware, that you hadn't ap-
proved?

Mr. POINDEXTER. At that point I did not, because it was pretty
clear that, after the press conference in which he, the Attorney
General, indicated that a criminal investigation was commencing,
at that point I became cautious.

Mr. RODINO. Don't you think that at that time it might have also
been prudent to acknowledge that you had been the one who had
been responsible and, therefore, clear everything for everybody?

,,Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Rodino, at that point I wanted to have an
opportunity to consult with attorneys, which I did later, and since
that time I have taken their advice.

Mr. RODINO. Let me ask you, Admiral-on the 21st, Attorney
General Meese called you early in the morning and, as I recall, At-
torney General Meese intended to see the President and ask you as
well and Don Regan to see the President at 11:30 that day in order
to embrace the matter and to conduct a factfinding investigation, is
that not so?

75-935 0 - 88 - 10
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Attorney General Meese called me early in
the morning on the 21st just to answer some questions on this and
said that he wanted to meet with the President. He thought be-
cause we had a disagreement in recollections between Mr. McFar-
lane and Secretary Shultz that it would be useful if he looked into
the matter to try to figure out what had happened in November of
1985.

And he indicated he had arranged a time with Don Regan to see
the President at 11:30 and he asked me to come along and, of
course, I did.

Mr. RODINO. And you met for 45 minutes at that time with the
President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection is it was much shorter than
that.

Mr. RODlrO. I have a copy of an appointment schedule of Admi-
ral Poinde:ter, November 21st, and the President's Oval Office
from 11:30 to 12:15.

Mr. BrXKLER. Mr. Rodino, is it possible for us to get a copy of
that or cite the exhibit number of that schedule?

Mr. RODINO. I can send it down to you.
Mr. BzcK=cz. Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The President's diary, his schedule, not his

diary, but his schedule would be much more accurate in terms of
time. I doubt seriously if all of that time I was actually in the Oval
Office.

Mr. RODINO. Could you tell us what you discussed at that time?
I know you have talked about clearing up things. Just what did

ou discuss? This was supposed to be apparently a meeting which
ad been requested by the Attorney General in order to conduct a

fact-finding investigation.
(Counsel conferring with the witness.]
Mr. RODINO. It was more than just saying hello.
Mr. PoiNDExnm. I have already described the meeting, as much

as I can recall about it, in previous testimony. But I'll go over it
again.

My recollection is it was a very short meeting, lasting maybe 10
minutes or 15 minutes. But the Attorney General indicated that
there was a disagreement between Bud McFarlane and George
Shultz as to what had happened in November, and he thought it
would be useful if he looked into the matter to try to get to the
facts as to what happened in November of 1985.

The question was had there been discussions in Geneva, during
the summit with Gorbachev, about an Israeli plan to move forward
with the initiative that the Israelis had discussed with Mr. McFar-
lane back in July in which the President had discussed with the
other national security advisers in early August of 1985. And that
was the key question. We didn't know at that point what the
answer was.

Mr. RODINO. I thought, Admiral, that the meeting had been re-
quested by the A.G. to conduct a fact-finding inquiry on the wholematter of the President's knowledge of these different initiatives,
and that was to be the A.G.'s em bracing of the facts, so that he
might later report to the people.
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You mean all you discussed at that time was the issues that
arose at Geneva? I

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, no, you misunderstood me, Mr. Rodino.
The November-whpit eventually turned Out to be the November

shipment of HAWKs by the Israelis to the Iranians -- according to
George Shults's recollection, a discussion about that had taken place
in Geneva. Mr. McFarlane didn't remember it.

That is what we were trying to sort out, what was the prior
knowledge of the Israeli plan to take the next step in the project with
the Iranians.

Mr. RODINO. Admiral, it was later that afternoon, after that
meeting and after another call from Attorney General Meese, I
think about 2:52 on a secure phone-was it after that that you de-
stroyed that November Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection is that I destroyed that Decem-
ber Finding late in the afternoon, early evening of the 21st, that's
correct.

Mr. -RODINO. This was following the telephone call from Meese
and fpliowing that meeting on the 21st with the President?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr.) RODINO. Let me ask you one final question,Admiral. -
At l :25 to 3:20 p.m. on Saturday, November 22, 1986, again ac-

cording to schedule for Admiral Poindexter-and if you don't have
it, I'll send it down to you-you had lunch with Director Casey and

-, were later joined by Oliver North,,:-. --
Was there anyone else present at that iincheon?
Do you recall whether or not--
Mr. POINDEXTER. In fact, I hadn't' thought about that lunch until

you just now mentioned it.
Mr. RODINO. Can you tell us what took place at that lunch? What

idCasy-y-whatdid-Northsay, what-did you say,. if you can_
recall? " .

Mr. POINDEXTER. I really don't recall. Al Keel may have been in
and out during the lunch. As I recall, it was--

Mr. RoDINO. Do you remember Don Regan calling also for Casey
during that time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't remember that.
My recollection is we talked about how we could get over to the

American people better what we were trying to do with the Iranian
project. Probably Bill gave me a debrief of his meeting with the
congressional committees the previous day, because I had only
talked to him very briefly the evening of the 21st, I believe, and
there Was no discussion of the transfer of residuals to the Contras
at that point.

He, as I recall, had called me and wanted to know if I had eaten
lunch yet, and I said no, and so he said v iy don't I come over and
let's have a sandwich together.

But I don't remember much more about the meeting.
Mr. RODINO. Let me just make a final observation, Admiral.
You have testified here and stated that you were concerned

about -the disclosure of a lot of these facts concerning the diversion,
concerning the sale of arms for hostages,-and you wanted really to
protect the President from political embarrassment. But isn't that
political embarrassment that you talk of merely a consequence of a
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disclosure tq the-Americsmpople of' misstatements and misleading
information that the public might then 1e-awareof? ...........

Wouldn't that be t e political embatrr/ssment?
In other words, w uldnt it be, in effect, an- attempt to keep the

American people frm knowing, fronqi0ktwifig what had taken
place, and the political embarrassment as a consequence that
would occur to the president, but weien't you keeping the Ameri-
can people from knowing what was happening?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't view it that way at all, Mr. Rodino.
The people knew that the President wanted to support the Contras
and was going to do everything he could to do that. He constantly
talked about it; he constantly talked to the President about how
important it was.

Mr. RODINO. He didn't tell them though he wanted to divert
funds or he didn't tell them he wanted. trade arms for hostages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He told -them, Mr. Rodino, that we were trying
to get the hostages back and we were working very hard to do that,
but he wasn't going to-he specifically told them that he was with-
holding information on how we were trying to get the hostages.
back.

I frankly don't think the American people Wyant to know that,
Mr. Rodino.

Mr. RODINO. I don't think the American people want to know
what they shouldn't know, but I think, Admiral, that the political
embarrassment that you speak about can't be other- than" a refusal
on your part to get the American people to participate in the proc-
ess 'of knowing what the President had been doing and what the

- administration had done.,
Mr.-Po zExTEa.'The,.1ain point, and maY be I wasn't clear on,

this, but I'll go over it again-I thought that the transfer, the use
of-residualsto support-the-Cotrasmmuld- be-a-politically -volatile
issue.

It wasn't withholding it from the American people; it was that
there were a lot of opponents in the Congress that would have not
agreed with our interpretation of the Boland Amendment. They
wouldn't have agreed to the Iranian project, just as we have seen
demonstrated, and if it came out it was going to be a very hot polit-
ical issue it would be used to pound on the President,

And I wanted to be sure that the President could say 'that he
didn't have anything to do with that part of it, and he has said
that, and I 'think in the end I believe that the President is going to
come-out stronger for it.

Mr. RODINO. Let me conclude by reminding you, Admiral, that on
November the 19th the President, in that news conference, con-
cluded by saying' that he was going to issue a directive or direct
that all information concerning the. Iran initiative be provided tot*e appropriatMembers of Congress.

Now, that "was a directive from the President on the 19th, and
yet, Admiral Poindexter, you are saying to me that. notwithstand-
ing that directive to inform the American people, you decided that
you would not, countermanding the directive of the President that
the people should know.

Mr. ]POINDEXTER. We tried to get out as accurately as we could
the information about the Iranian project, less the way that the pri-
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vate agent was using the residuals in his logistics support, oper-
ation to support the Contras. In my mind, that was an unrelated
issue. The source of the funds was incidental to the whole issue.

-The thing that we were trying to get out--
Mr. RODINO. But, Admiral, wasn t that a directive of the Presi-

dent--
Mr. BECKLER. May we finish our answer,-please, Mr. Representa-

tive?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The information that we were trying to get out

was why we had tried to open the channel to the Iranians, how we
were trying to get the hostagewbackvand the Contra issue, in my
mind, was a separate issue.

Mr. RODINO. Admiral, I have got to state that while I want to'be-
lieve you,-did respect the position you hold, but, you know, I read,
-and I am reading from the President's news conference of Novem-
ber 19, 1986, and this, this statement is made here, "I have further
directed that all information relating to our initiative be provided
to the appropriate Members of Congress."

Notwithstanding that, you destroyed the Finding on November
21st, you didn't tell the people, since you say that you wanted to
assure that you protect the President.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Rodino, you are-I just don't agree with
your assessment.

Mr. RODINO. Well, you don't agree with what the President di-
rected you to do.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I agreed very well with what the President said,
Mr. Rodino.

Mr. RODINO. Admiral, well. do you believe that you carried out
his directive?

Mr. POINDEXZEMTo-the-best of-my ability.
Mr. RODINO: And you gave all the information that he wanted

provided to the American people?
Mr. -POINDEXTER. I think he said to the.Congress. At that point,

we were preparing to meet with the congressional committees on
the following Friday, on the 21st, and to provide all the informa-
tion, and to the best of my knowledge at the time-,what we provid-
ed was accurate.

Now, it turns out there were some inaccuracies in that, but that
wasn't because we were trying to withhold information at that
point. That i4 everything, less how the profits or residuals from the
Iranian project were being used to support the Contras.

Mr. RODINO. Well, Admiral, I want to thank you very much, but
it strikes me as difficult to believe that after the President makes a
statement of this sort, which is clear on its face, that he is direct-
ing that all information that-notwithstanding that, you take this
position and I find it rather difficult to believe that you were pre-
pared to provide all that information when 2 days later you-tore up
the Finding.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The Finding was very incidental to this whole
issue. I have explained that I didn't go through a long, detailed
analysis as to whether to keep the Finding or not. I saw that asi-
supporting the view that this was simply an arms for hostage ar-
rangement which was not the case, and that the Finding, taken out
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----of context of- the whole operation, could be used to damage the
President.

And I just thought that we didn't need it at that point.
Mr. RODINO. Alf right. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The gentleman from Utah, Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCh. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, I want to thank you for your testimony and

the time you have given here.
The information you have provided to us, it seems to me, in my

opinion, is the most significant we have heard through all of these
lengthy hearings. I think your testimony goes to the very heart of
what caused us to hold these, hearings in the first place. Now, last
November, early in the month, news of arms sales to Iran was, of
course, circulated and that, of coti-se, caused some understandable
controversy, but, it wasn't until the diversion possibility was an-
nounced later in the month with its attendant possible tie-in to the
President that the controversy became in the minds of some an
event worthy of the extraordinary attentions such as these hear-
ings have meant and the convening of these panels.

Some people no doubt gleefully hope for another Watergate.
Now, your testimony has unequivocally confirmed what the

President has been saying for 8 months now, that he never knew
and did not know what you didn't tell him. And that is of the di-
version of funds.

Now, the reaction to your testimony, in my opinion, has been
quite interesting. Those same people who were so taken by the
original prospect -of Presidential involvement .are now scurrying
around hoping that they can find a new line of fire. Some simplysay that you are lying.

That is what some of them say, which strikes me as both not
very creative and I- think very wrong.

I believe you, Admiral, and I do believe the President of the
United States. I have been -around him enough both before this
happened and since it happened that I believe what he said. He is
one of the few people I have met in government life who really
does stand up and say I did it. and I take the consequences or I
didn't do it, and I think he has done that throughout his whole Po-
litical career.

Now, others have picked up on a new thing. They are screaming
about-how shocking it is that you should keep such an. important
matter away from the President to begin with.

Well, they are saying that no elected official was making these
high foreign policy decisions that affected our country. Now- with
respect to that line of thinking, I would like to ask you just a few
questions.

Who was it, Admiral Poindexter, that made the decision to go
ahead with the operation to try to develop a long-term relationship
with the people in Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. The President of the United States.
Mr. HATCH. By gosh, it was, wasn't it?
Well, before the President made that decision, did he seek the

advice of his top advisers?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He did.
Mr. HATCH. He did, didn't he?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Extensively.
Mr. HATCH. My goodness. And once the decision was made, was

there any question in your mind who made that decision?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely none.
Mr. HATCH. OK. Once the decision was made, I take it that you

saw it as your job to carry out that decision; is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Tothe best of my ability.
Mr. HATCH. And that is whatayou-hae expressedl-here. Much has

been said about the President's managerial style or management
style. Let me ask you this: would you say that the President of the
United States, Ronald Reagan, is a decisive person?

Mr. POINDEXTER. On some issues, he is. If he is confident and has
a strong feeling about something, he can be very decisive.

Mr. HATCH. If he has studied it, listened?
Mr. POINDEXTER. If he has studied it, listened. He is not one to be,

a hip-shooter. He wants to understand the issue, and once he u,-

derstands it, he makes decisions very readily and is very secure in
those decisions.

Mr. HATCH. Is he willing to make the tough decisions himself?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely.
Mr. HATCH. All right. Now, as to the Contras, who made the deci-

sion to support the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance forces?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The President did.
Mr. HATCH. Was that a knee-jerk \reaction on the part of the

President or 'did he seriously study the serious problems down
there in Central America and what-the Sandinistas were meaning
to that area?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We spent most of the first year of the adminis-
tration studyingth- imue. trying to fire out what we could do.
And in the end, the President decided that the only solution we
had was-to support an indigenous organization in the country to
keep military pressure on the Sandinista Government to bring
about change to democracy there.

Mr. HATCH. I thought exhibit 45 was interesting. In that note
you were describing a conversation you had with-1the President dnd
you say, "yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he
startedthe conversation with 'I am really serious. If we can't move
the Contra package before June 9th. . .- ", and I take it he
meant move it through Congress?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. t
Mr. HATCH. And you described how the leader of the HouSe' of

Representatives-I should-say the Speaker of the House prevented
that for 4 solid months?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. He could have brought it up like that in the inter-

ests of this country one way or the other?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. But he didn't and you knew it was foot-dragging, is

that right? In your opinion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. In my opinion, it was.
Mr. HATCH. He said, "I am really serious. If we can't move the

Contra package before June 9th, I want to figure out a way to take
action unilaterally to-provide assistance."
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Then he went on further to say as I read this, "The President is
ready to confront the Congress on the constitutional question of
who controls foreign poicy. We need to get Abe Sofaer . . ."-that
is counsel for the State Department; right?-"and other stalwart
lawyers thinking in these terms to see if there some way we can
do this if all else fails." " ?

That is what you wrote at the time; is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.-,---,
Mr. HATCH. I take it, Admiral, nothing you said in that note indi-

cates that the President was attempting to do anything unlawful;-
is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not. It was just a desire on his part
to exercise what he saw as his authority and responsibility as pre-
scribed in the Constitution.

Mr. HATCH. In fact, the President was trying to do everything he
lawfully could consistent with his constitutional authority to ac.
complish his foreign policy objectives in Central America; is that
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. HATCH. Now, regarding the Boland Amendments, which are

up there on the wa~l--by the way, I don't know why we put them
up there-on a dlsplay like that. The are right up there on the wall
for everybody to see in different technicolors.

To be honest with you, it is clearly not some of our better work
in the Conges. And I am not blaming my good friend and col-
league Ed land. He has to compromise just like everybody else
around here from time to time.

But I am -not lure why we would want to show a national audi-
ence how inconsistent and vacillating we can be. It is a little like
the-like Ford displaying the Edsel, it seems to me. But regarding
Boland, would you say that you were trying to comply with the law
while still attempting to pursue the President's policies; is thatgiht? 1ritr. POINDEXTER. Yes, sir. That was our objective.

Mr. HATCH. OK. Boland didn't really app ly to the President, did
it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We did not think so.
Mr. HATCH. I don't know of one person who has any semblance of

constitutional authority or law or background who will say that it
did. Now, I have to admit there are some questions beyond that,

.-but there are plenty of room to debate it.
There was nothing in Boland, though, or in any of these Boland

Amendments that prohibited private donations to the Contras, was
there?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We didn't see any after--
Mr. HATCH. I don't see any either. Private donations could be

made to the Contras. Even though they seem to be something
awful, the fact is they could be made to the Contras. There was
nothing in Boland that prohibited foreign governments from donat-
ing to the Contras, was there?

Mr. PoNDzXTER. No. Nothin at all.
Mr. HATCH. Not a thing. So foreign governments were totally ca-

Pable of donating to the C tras; is that right?
-Mr. PormzxTzm Yes, they were.

(.
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Mr. HATCH. There was nothing in Boland. that prohibited a pri-vate su eration i support of the ContrasLwas-there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. We didn't see any- p0rohibiiorn against t hat.
Mr. HATCH. I don't see any prohibition against that either. There

was no mention in Boland of the National Security Council; is that
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. As a matter of fact, if we in theogress had

wanted Boland to cover the National Security Council, it seemed .to
me we would have put them in there; is that right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would think so, but I think that that really-
makes the constitutional issue very apparent if you try to do that.

Mr. HATCH. Well, you raised another issue. If we did put the Na-
tional Security Council in the Boland Amendments, we really raise
a big constitutional issue, whether or not the Congress can
impose--

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. HATCH.-and-micromanage in a purely executive -function

or at least what some would argue would be a purely executive
function.

Given the President's clearest directions on Iran' and the.Con-
tras, how did you view your decision not to tell him about the di-,
version? Did you view it then, or do you view it now, as a major
foreign policy decision?

Mr. POINDlEXTER. I did not view it then, and I don't really view it
now as a major foreign policy decision. It was a matter of imple-
menting the President's policy.

Mr. HATCH. Did you view those funds, the residual funds thatyou talked about, a U.S. GoveIim-'et funds?
Mr. POINDEX':ER. I-did not.
Mr. HATCH. You did not. You considered those private funds once

the government was paid what it asked for with regard to those
weapons?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.. The U.S. Government got every
penny that was.appropriate for those weapons.

Mr. HATCH. Now, you've been criticized for waiting too long, to
come forth and testify.

Why has it taken you so long to testify right now?
I think I know the answer, but I would like to hear it from you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, it is our view-that a schedule was worked

out with the Independent Counsel. I've actually testified in closed
session on the 2nd of May and provided-that information that I did
not inform the President, that I had approved it, that I took re-
sponsibility for it, and the committee chose not to make that avail-
able to most of the members, even.

Mr. HATCH. I see.
Well, now, I called for limited use immunity for you, North,

Secord, and Hakim last December, because I felt that- within a
month we' could have'gotten to the bottom of this, laid out all the
facts, given them to the American people and let them assess
blame, if there is any.

Andyou would have been willing to come and testify then?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I would have been.

. .Mr.- HATCH.-Under-the-same-immunity-that you have right now? -



Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.

Mr. HATCH. Well, would it be fair to say that the-let's to to that
November Finding.

The November Finding that the President signed, would it be
fair to say that that was hurriedly thrown together to sat fy the
wishes of certain CIA officials at the-time?

Mr. POINDEXEzR. That's a fair description.
Mr. HATCH. Well wouldn't one of the officials be the former

Deputy Director of the CIA, John McMahon?-
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it was.
Mr. HATCH. He was not known as a strong supporter of covert

actions, was he?
MY. POINDEXTER. He was a very cautious man-is a very cautious

man.
Mr. HATCH. And he wanted to make sure that this particular

Finding was signed to protect him and his agency; is that right?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That was my belief.
Mr. HATCH. Well, you have stated that the November Finding-

was not a fully staffed Finding.
Mr. POINDEXT. That's correct. It did not explain the whole ini-' .,

tiative. -

Mr. HATCH. What do you mean by that-that it" was not fully
staffed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, for example, I had not had an opportunity
to talk to the Attorney General about it, nor the Secretary of State,
nor the Secretary of Defense.

Mr. HATCH. Well, it wasn't run by all of the parties concerned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. HATCH. And it wasn't run by all of the back-up people con-

cerned?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. HATCH. But the January 17 Finding was, I take it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it was.
Mr. HATCH. That is what you call a fully staffed Finding?
Mr. POINDEX#R. That's correct.
Mr. HATCH. That indicates that this was far more than just an

.arms transfer to-'for hostages?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It certainly does.
Mr. HATCH. I take it that once the January Finding was signed,

that that made the November-excUse me--the November Finding
somewhat superfluous, in your mind?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it did. In' fact, I viewed this whole process
of the three Findings as just that, a single process that started off
with a first version, a second version and a final, third version. I
really did not view-I viewed the December Finding as essentially
being superseded by the January 17th Finding.

Mr. HATCH. I can see all the screaming and shouting about this,
Admiral, if there weren't lots of documents indicating there were
many other, foreign policy objectives involved, including opening up
that new relationship with Iran, of course, and improving our intel-
ligence capabilities, preventing Russian control and hegemony in
that area, negotiating a settlement to the Iran-Iraq war, protecting
the northern tier states, the southern tier states, acquiring Russian

I
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equipment, weaning them away from terrorism, and of course if we
could get the hostages Out, too, it would be wonderful. I

Allof'those were legitimate foreign policy reasons, weren't they?
Mr. POINDEXTER. We thought so and Istill think so.
Mr. HATCH. And all ;of those were discussed from time-to time,

along with some others?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct.
Mr. HATCH. Finally, Admiral, let me just say'this. There were

mistakes made along the Way. You've admitted those. There were
errors in judgment.. think you may have admitted those, especial-
ly in the way you chose to respond to- Congress and especially in
the way that this matter was handled since November 6 'of last
year.

For instance, I can't understand for the life of me why you, the
President, and others didn't get everybody in a room, lock the door
and say what happened here? Let's get to the bottom of this, and
resolve this problem.

Of course, people in a responsible position like yourself needed to
do that-and, of course, I might add, the President, as well.
, I think since you are or you have been in those responsible posi-

tions, you have to be prepared to take some of that criticism, and
you've had plenty of it. But you've also'done a tremendous amount
of good work. You've done, just to mention a couple, Grenada,
Aclile Lauro-you could go on and on, because you have worked
in this government for many, mafy. years. Your wife, I am sure,
has had to put up with long hours and long days, even on Sundays.

It seems to me it is a shame that we haven't come up with a way
of speaking about the good that' you've done, as well as the bad.

o ,,N , in my pinion Admiral Poindexteryou are a man of ex-
ceptional skills. You were trying to do what you thought was right
and you thought was best, and I don't think you deserve or even
need to go through the level of grief that this affair is really put-
ting you through_ -............

I think your lawyer is correct about the jeopardy this appearance
puts you in. It is hard for me to see how, after the entire nation
has heard your immunized testimony, how you are going to find a
jury that will be totally impartial in this matter, if it comes to
that-and I hope it does not come to that.

As we near the end of these hearings, I hope-and I am struck
more and more by how terribly overblown this whole affair has
been. We have elevated the art of beating a dead horse to new
heights, it seems to me.

Still, I hope that we are going to learn from our mistakes and
hopefully with the passage of history, I think that passage might
itself work its own magic and our perspective on these issues will
not be forever misplaced.

A lot has been said in these hearings that the end cannot justify
the means. Unfortunately, I feel that there are many who came
into this affair with a preconceived notion of where they wanted to
go. They were bound and determined to find something terribly
wrong here, no matter what the facts turned out to be. They will
find something to condemn if they can and something to justify all
of this effort that has been made and all of the millions that will
have been spent between these committees and the special counsel.
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That, in my judgment, is the end justifying the means in its most
insidious form, because unlike" what ybu were trying to do, which
appears to me what you genuinely felt was in the best interests of
our country's national security, the end some of these folks seek
who have been watching and writing about this, it seems to me, is
not similarly motivated. I don't believe it is.

And I believe what you did was at least well intentioned and
what they are doing will not inure to the benefit of the American
people but will inure to the detriment of the American people.

To a degree,- Admiral, you are a means to their ends one way or
the other. A wise jurist once said, "Any fact viewed with the appro-
priate degree of suspicion becomes sinister." That may sum this up
here. I am afraid to some extent that happened here.

My favorite quote is by Soren Kierkegaa'd who said, "To ven-
ture causes anxiety, but not to venture is to lose oneself.".

When you are in this position, you have to venture sometimes.
You have to take the risk and so does the President, and he took
some risks here, and because of disclosure of a covert action he lost
and you lost. And because of the overblown nature of this, our
country is losing, and I think we ought to take heed.

I said last December if we would give limited use immunity and
quit worrying so much' about persecuting, people and worry about
getting the truth out and the facts, if we'd give limited use immu-
nity to Poindexter, North, Secord, and Hakim, the 60 percent of
the facts we got from the 90 hours of the Select Committee on In-
telligence-hearing,-set of hearings-would have become 100 per-
cent, and I think we could have done that within a month, maybe 2
months at the most, and not the 9 months it's become, or the ap-,
-proximate year by the time this process wil probably be- brought to
a formal close.

I said it was, in the best interests of the institution of the Presi-
dency-forget about Ronald Reagan-the constitutional institution
of the Presidency, our foreign policy, and7-our national security for
us to do that.

Frankly, here we are today basically in that posture, except for
Mr. Secord, who voluntarily came in and who probably, based upon
some of the attitudes around here, is in the worst shape of any-
body.

I want him brought back so he can explain some of these things.
I believe he will be able to explain a number of them.

I believe what you and Colonel North and others believe, that
here is a man who didn't have to give up his business, run all
around the world, risk his life for what he did, without compensa-
tion. If he got some compensation, that may be all right. His prob-
lem is he said he forwent compensation, but so what? The fact of
the matter is he didn't get a lot out of this except grief.

To venture causes-anxiety, but not to venture is to lose oneself.
Mr. POiNDXTFR. I like that.
Mr. HATCH. I like it, too. That really sums up a lot of what

you've gone through.
A -great neo-existentialist said, "Faith says yes in spite of the

anxiety of no." 
I

I think if you had and I will finish with this one comment, Mr.
Chairman. I think-I have been interested in this business that

1 ,,~ m , -- I n ! nn •tn _~ i. " . . . . .. .. . t . m . ... .. .
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you believed that at the time if you had told the President he
would have. approved this. I dQn't think anybody is going to know
really what would have happened then.

But I bet you right now if you knew what was going to happen
and you had the benefit of the hindsight all of us do, and you were
asked to do this again right now, you d probably think twice about
it yourself and so would the President.

Sothe fact is he may very well have said let's give it a go, this is
that important, the Congress is not helping us, they are delaying
up there when we could have help to these people. If those 15,000
Contras aren't helped, this whole hemisphere can have problems
for the rest of the lives of-our own lives and the lives of our chil-
dren and our grandchildren. And you were trying to carry out that
policy.

Now, I have to say there are flaws here. The process was flawed.
I choose to believe your testimony. I don't see why it shouldn't be
believed, and I just want you to know that though the process Was
flawed, I believe you are well motivated in trying to do what 'you
did.

Thank you very much.
Thanks, !Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mk. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter-I want to thank the chairman first, be-

cause he's a great man.
Have you ever heard of a Syrian arms merchant named Monzer

---------- Alkassar? . /
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't, believe so. Doesn't ring any bells.
Mr. BRooms. He's one that the senior editor of Readers Dgest

said the police suspected that Alkassar is an arms supplier for ter-
rorisjs and among his associates is the PLO's Abu Abbas, who
masterminded the Achille Lauro hijacking.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I know that name. I just don't remember know-
ing Alkassar.

Mr. BROOKS. Would it disturb you to learn that one and a half
million dollars was paid to this Alkassar out of the Lake Resources
and ToyCo accounts controlled by Colonel North, General Secord,
and Mr. Hakim, accounts which contain the proceeds from the Ira-
nian arms sales and donations from American citizens?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Brooks, when you are buying arms on the
Third World market-I haven't been in the business myself, but i
understand that you often have to deal with people that you might
not want to go to dinner -with.

I don't know anything about the particular item you are discuss-
ing, but it doesn't particularly surprise me.

Mr BROOKS. You testified that you agreed with Colonel North
that' the diversion was a neat idea because the Ayatollah's money
was supporting the Contras.

Now, might not the terrorists think it was a pretty neat idea
that their activities were being supported by our million and a
half?.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't-lkiow-what we-I'm not sure of the facts
or what we got for the million and a half. Presumably we got-
General Secord got arms for that and--
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Mr. BROOKS. That is the assumption from the documentation.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. Bp~oxs. He was just buying arm from him, it said.
Mr. POINDEXTER; I assume that that's what you were referring to.
Mr. BROOKS. That's right.
Now I'd like to ask you a couple of questions related to the Presi-

dential Records Act of 1978. Are you familiar with it at all? I will
give you a copy of the pertinent parts if you tire not.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm not familiar enough with it to--
Mr. BROOKS. I'll send you down this copy and ask that it be

made-entered as a committee exhibit. 0
Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. BROOKS. First, Admirdl, I would like for you to take a look at

the Act's definition of "Presidentiql records.' That is in Section
2201 on the first page,.on the rightl~nd side, about one-third down,
I believe.

Mr. BECKLER. Give us a minute, Mr. Brooks, to look it over.
Thank you.
Mr. BROOKS. Plenty of time.
Mr. POINDEXTER. You said on the second page, 54?
Mr. BROOKS. 2201, in the Act's definition. The definition-did you

look that over, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am reading it, Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Brooks, this is quite a long definition. Is there

any particular part you would like us to focus on? This paragraph
1, 2, subpart (a), subpart (b).

Mr. BROOKS. Generally look at the subheadings.
The question I want to ask you is: Would you say that the De-

cember 5, 1985 Finding which has been signed by the President.
which you have testified that you personally destroyed on Novem-
ber 21 of 1986, would fit the definition of a Presidential record?

Somewhere there it ought to be included, wouldn't you think?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Brooks, we are not going to be able to con-

clude, I don't think, whether it does or it doesn't. There is an offi-
cer on the NSC staff, an archivist, Ms. Reger,' who handles such
matters and a large portion of her time is devoted to answering
questions as t6 whether a particular document was covered or not
covered.

But for the purposes of this questioning and answering, let's
assume that it is covered. I am not sure of that, but let's just make
that assumption.

Mr. BROOKS. I would like you to look then at Section 2203 on the
next page. It says that during his term of office, the President may
dispose of Presidential records that no longer have administrative,'
historical, informational, or evidentiary value. But it doesn't say
that Presidential records can be destroyed if some bureaucrat
thinks they might be politically embarrassing.

As amatter of fact, 2203(c) requires the President to obtain the
views of the Archivist of the United States before disposing of Pres-
idential records, and that is on-you know, that is under part (c), 1
and 2 where you are supposed to check with the Archivist.

I wonder by any chance, did you call the Archivist before ripping
that up and stuffing it in that burn bag?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not, Mr. Brooks.
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Mr. BROOKS. You didn't'iall him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The thought didn't cross my mind.
Mr. BROOKS. It didn't even cross your mind.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Not at all.
Mr BROOKS. I wil) bet it didn't.
Colonel North lhas testified that beginning in October of 1986,

and right up Until the day he was fired by the President from the
staff on November 25th, that he undertook to destroy and alter
records from the NSC files related to both Contra supply and the
Iranian arms deal and you were his superior officer' at the time,
you were head of the NSC.

Did you authorize or instruct him to alter or destroy those
records?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I did, but I also don't think it is
accurate to say that all-I don't know exactly what he-destroyed,
but-based on his testimony, I would conclude that most of what he
destroyed is not covered by this particular Act that you are talking
about here. They are working records of the. NSC, which in this
context are different than the Presidential records.

The papers, for example, that I handled in my position as Na-
tional Security Adviser fell in about three different categories. One,
they were Presidential records; two, they were official NSC records;
and three, they were personal or working papers.

Mr. BROOKS. You were aware that he did destroy some records,
though?

Mr. POINDEXTER. After the fact, I understand from his testimony
that he did.

Mr. BROOKS. Section 2202 of the Presidential Records Act states
that, "TheUnitid States shall reserve and retain complete owner-
ship, possession and control of Presidential records."

In 1978, Congress made a point of establishing the ownership of
these Presidential records because a few years previously a Presi-
dent and his staff had tried to alter history by destroying some
papers.

I would just ,want to conclude, this section by saying that the
value of the paper that you destroyed, that you destroyed and the
other documents that Colonel.North destroyed, what is at issue is
not that value, but the-effort of people like you and Colofiel North
to make the historical record conform to what you wanted it to be
by tampering with that record, by altering it or destroying it and I
think what you have done is to steal from the American people,
this generation and future generations, their chance to learn what
actually happefted, what documents you were working with! and
what you all were doing, since you are telling stories that are very,
interesting.

And I think that in addition to being a potential offense, which
we are not handling here, the action most certainly is an enormous
betrayal of the trust that I thought you held with the American

I Tave a couple other questions--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Could I respond to that?
Mr. BROOKS. Admiral, you are welcome to respond.'You have

been responding beautifully this time.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I obviously don't agree with your interpreta-
tion. The problem was---

Mr. BROOKS. That is an understatement.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That particular version of the Finding taken by

itself, which would have been done if it leaked out as has been
done since I have testified' about it, taken out of context presents a
misleading picture to the American public and that is what I was
trying to avoid.

Mr. BROOKS. I understand that is your viewpoint. Now admiral, it
was your intention that Congress not know anything about the
Iran arms shipment or the diversion of funds to the Contras; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was the President's decision to postpone noti-
fication to the appropriate congressional people the Finding until
such future time as he decided it was appropriate. He has the con-
stitutional and statutory authority to make that decision.

Mr. BROOKS. And you agreed with him?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I obviously did._ _ _ _ _ _
S Mr. BROOKS. And-it -was a so your intention that the President

himself not know anything about the diversion; is that correct?
. Mr. PoxmEXTm. Thatwawmrydecision. .... ...
Mr. BROOKS. In other words, you wanted to exclude all the elect-

ed officials from knowledge of some of the most important and far-
reaching areas of foreign policy facing the U.S. Government.

.Your plan would have vested the final authority for these deci-
sions in yourself as a Navy admiral, working in a staff position
within the White House appointed by the President, and is this not
precisely the kind of thing that our Founding Fathers were trying
to prevent when the Constitution placed the authority and the ac-
countability for these decisions in both the Congress and the Presi-
dent?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Brooks, I don't agree with your interpreta-
tion of that either. I was a Cabinet level official and I had very
broad authority. What we were talking about here with regard to
the transfer of the residual funds to the Contras was not a major
foreign policy decision by any stretch of the imagination. It was an
implementation detail of a Presidential policy that is well under-
stood by the American people.

Mr. BROOKS. Was it not a ma4or policy of his?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The decision to support the Contras was a

major policy decision, but I didn't make that decision.
Mr. BROOKS. You made the decision to give them the money and

not tell him about it and you made the decision not to tell Mem-
bers-of-Coness.

Mr.- POINDEXTER. I certainly made that decision, but the Presi-
bent was aware that money was getting to the Contras from third
countries and from private individuals. What we are talking about
here in terms of the transfer of the residual funds from the Iranian
arms sales was just like that.

For reasons that I have tried to explain, I decided not to talk to
the President about that so he could distance himself from that
particular decision.

Mr. BRoo*S. On November 13-did you finish?
Mr. Poi, m . Yes.
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Mr. BROOKS. On November 13, 1986, the President said, "As
President, I have always operated on the belief that given the facts,
the American people will make the right decision. I believe that is
true now." /

Now, Admiral, can you explain how the American people can getthe facts if the Preside't himself is denied access to those facts by
his own staff?

Mr. POINDEXT9R. I think- the President is absolutely correct as
the results of these hearings are understood by the American
people. I think they do understand, and I think they are supportive
of what we were trying to do.

I don't think the American people necessarily, unless it is to re-
solve this overblown issue that Senator Hatch referred to, the
American people don't want to know those details of how the Presi.-
dent goes about implementing his foreign policy,

Mr. BROOKS. But you didn't let the President make that decision.
Admiralyu had an astounding--

Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me, Mr. Brooks-on the 13th of Novem-
ber, the President still wanted to withhold a lot of the details of

__-theproct,_because -westil. felt that there was a-possibility to get- --
additional hostages out and we still thought there was a possibility
to preserve the second channel.

Mr. BROOKS. Well, that is his problem.
Admiral, you had an astounding exchange, I thought, this morn-

ing with Congressman Cheney in which you contended that the
President has not lost any credibility because, as far as you are
concerned, he told the American people what he knew. Now, as you
put it, that was part of your plan; that as long as the President
accurately repeated just what he had been told, he would maintain
credibility. But, admiral, the President of the United States is the
spokesman for the entire Executive Branch of the U.S. Govern-
ment.

He is going to be charged by the American people, our friends
and enemies perseas, with knowledge of this government's activi-
ties whether-he Knew about them or didn't, and I find it incredible,
really, that the Presidential staff thinks it can provide him with
selected, edited knowledge of the facts, and somehow insulate him
from responsibility for the government s actions.

If this relationship between a President and his staff is condoned,
who will ever believe any President of the United States again-
not the American people, not our friends, not our adversaries.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,

Chairman HAM ON. The joint hearings will stand in recess for
10 minutes. When we return we will begin with Senator Mitchell.

[Recess.
Chairman HAMILON. The joint hearings will come to order. The

chair recognizes Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MrrcHiuL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Admiral Poindexter.
Mr. PonqrnmzyP. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. Mnrrci. Good afternoon, Mr. Beckler.
Mr..Bzcxza. Good afternoon, Senator Mitchell.
Mr. Mrrcmu.. Admiral, you said that in early December 1985

you presented to the President a Finding, which has been inter-
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preted as' describing the Iran initiative as an arms-for-hostage
___- ap, and you said you were concerned about it because you felt it

didn't completely and accurately describe the Iran initiative. You
said the President read it and signed it, and then a year later you
destroyed it.

When you tore up the F* ding you did so, in your words, "with-
out thinking about it." N6w, am I correct that one of the things
you didn't think about was whether your destroying that document
was lawful?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was certainly not part of the equation. I
don't think that I implied earlier that I destroyed it without think-
ing about it. I simply didn't go through a complete analysis of all
the ramifications of destroying it. One thought crossed my mind, at
the time, and I took action promptly to get rid of it.

Mr. MrrCHELL. I was merely quoting your words when you said,
"and so without thinking about it, I tore the Finding up."

When you met with the President and he read and signed the
Finding, did he ask you any questions about it?

Mr. POINDEXTER.-enator, I have tried to recall that conversation.
on the 5th ofDe mber. I can't. I just-I don't remember exactly
hodw the Finding was presented to the President or what conversa-
tion ensued. As I have said, it did not represent a totality or a total
description of the President's thinking.

It covered one aspect that had already taken place.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, is it a fair summary of your current testimo-

ny that you specifically recall presenting it to the President, you
specifically recall his reading it and signing it, you specifically
recalL tha. youI ad reservations about-it, but you -cannot recall
whether you expressed those reservations .to the President, wheth-
er he askpd you any questions about it or indeed whether he said
anything bout it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall that, and--
Mr. MITCHELL. Is that a fair summary of what your testimony is?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, but the way you placed it I think it is a

little bit distorted. The reason I know that he signed it was that
the paper I tore up in November' 1986 had his signature .on it. The
President doesn't sign things without reading. Therefore, the items
that I have testified on that I am sure of were based on some fact
in my mind.

I simply-I have had hundreds of conversations with the Presi-
dent. I simply don't recall the details of that one, as well as a lot of
other conversations.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Thank you, Admiral. I want to move to another
subject.

You were asked earlier why you didn't say last November what
you said last week, that you made a deliberate decision to withholdfrom the President knowledge of tuna
from the Iran arms sale to the Contras. What I find most striking
about your answer is not so much what, you didn't say, but rather
that you weren't asked about it, and I -want to ask if I understood
you correctly to say that you met with the President when you re-
signed, you met with Chief of Staff Don Regan, and you met sever-
al times with Attorney General Meese in the week immediately
preceding your resignation, and that not one of them ever asked
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u to explain your decision or whether you had told the President.
that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. There were three significant

meetings involved of those that you have described. There was a°
short meeting with Ed Meese in my office on Monday, November
the 24th. There was a meeting-well, there were four, I guess-the
second meeting was with Ed Meese in his office the morning of the
25th.

Don Regan came into my office while I was eating breakfast. It
was ab6ut a 5-minute conversation, and then I had about 5 or 10
minutes with the President, the Vice President, Don Regan, Ed
Meese at 9:30 on that morning.

All these conversations were very general in nature; not any sort
of inquiry or investigation or detailed questions, and I was not
asked those questions.

Mr. MITCHELL. Did you ever discuss with any of those three men-
or with any other person what you would or would not say if asked
about your decision approving the diversion and the President's
knowledge of that diversion?

-Mr._POINDEXR. Iwas not asked 'nd have( not discussed that
with anybody except my attorneys.

Mr. MITCHELL. So you have no agreement, arrangement, or un-
derstanding of any kind, express or implied in any way with any
person regarding your testimony on your decision approving the di-
version and your decision not to notify the President of that fact; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. You are absolutely corre-ct. I-haoveh iand-y
such conversation.

Mr. MrrCHELL. And you have no knowledge of any agreement, ar-
rangement, or understanding of any kind, express or implied, re-
garding the testimony of any other person on any aspect of the sub-
ject'matter of these hearings; is that correct?

Mr. POINDiXTER. None whatsoever.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Admiral.
Now, one of the purposes of this committee is to try to determine

what happened and to lay the facts before the American people. A
difficult part of that will be to reconcile, if possible, the many con-- -
flicts in the testimony we have heard.

.. y a l -- ldC nel North have been the two most knowledgeable
witnesses, because you were at the center of these events. Perhaps
inevitably, the record is filled with conflicts in, your.testimony -with
that of Colonel North.

I would like to mention just a few of those that I deeni important
and then I want to ask you, first, whether or not I have accurately
summarized your aspect of the testimony, and then I want to ask
you about the resolution of those.

Most significantly, in my view, is that Colonel North testified
that he prepared and sent to you five memos which included refer-

- ences -to the diversion of funds to the Contras from the Iran arms
sale, each of which specifically asked you to brief the President and
obtain his approval.

You have said that you cannot recall seeing those memos except
possibly the one that survived, indeed just a short while ago, in re-
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sponse to a question by Mr. Rodino, you said you didn't think the
other four memos ever existed.

Excuse me?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, I listened to Colonel North's testimony

quite carefully. Because, for one thing, I knew that he would be
aware of details that I was not; and so to help fill in the full pic-
ture, I thought that that was important.

I don't recall him- testifying that positively that there were
indeed five. That conclusion was jumpV1 at by several members of
the committee, but I don't think you will find in there any very
positive statement.

Mr. MITCHELL. Really, there was, admiral. I was present, in fact,
in his testimony under oath, he said five or six-he narrowed it
down to the minimum.

Mr. BECKLER. I think if I may, Senator, comment as well?
From the record, there is a certain amount of ambiguity if you

really looked at it as to the exact number that would mention that.
I am not sure if it was that clear. I think that is all the admiral

is saying. We are not really here to dispute that point.
Mr. MITCHELL. OK. Thank you.
My time is running and I wanted to get through a couple of

areas.
Colonel North testified that on November 21st, he assured you

that he had gotten rid of all of the memos, referring to the diver-
sion, whatever the number, and you say that you cannot recall any

---- such-cnvesation-
You testified at your deposition that you instructed Colonel

North ,not to put anything in writing concerning the diversion.
Colonel North denied that you gave him any such instruction, and
he further testified that had he received, such an instruction from
you, he would not have prepared. and sent several separate
memos-I have five in my mind, but whatever number-for brief-
ingthe President on obtaining his approval.

Colohel North testified that you were aware that the chronolo-
gies prepared in November 1986 were false. You have said that you
were unaware of any deliberate falsification.

Colonel-North testified that at the- meeting- on November 20th, to
prepare testimony for-Mr. Casey to give to Congress, that you knew
as well as he did that the testimony was wrong.

Colonel North testified that his PROF note to McFarlane in
which -he spoke, of your request to him to prepare a memo for the
President referred to the one surviving memo which mentions the
diversion. You said that it didn't.

Colonel North testified that he told you no'later than November
2lst tha t he had. d~troyed documenta.Yo-u-h-aYe said that he
didn't.

Colonel North testified that he discussed with Mr. Casey, Mr.
McFarlane, and with you what Mr. Casey originally called and
what Mr. North testified as the fall guy plan. You denied any such
discussion.

Colonel North testified that on November 21st, he asked you
whether you had told the President of the diversion and you said
you had not. You cannot recall any such conversation.
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Now, obviously, human. memory is such that different people can
and frequently do recall the same events differently, particularly
with respect to minor details. But as the number and importance of
conflict in testimony increase, so also does the likelihood that
someone is not telling the truth.

Now, before I ask a question about these conflicts, if I have mis-
stated your testimony in any way in this summary, it was inadvert-
ent, and I want to give you the opportunity to correct it before I
ask a question about it.

Mr. Pomwmmm. I think you have misstated my position in sev-
eral aspects.

___ Mr. Mcfu. In which respect? Why don't youwstate what
-would be-the correct reference. I have got the transcript reference

-here, but why don't you go ahead and state in what respects you
feel I have.
- Mr. POhNDEXTER. Senator, I think this tactic of quoting what
Colonel 'North said and quoting what I have said without-and
the are not direct quotes, they are your interpretations of what I
said, is a highly unfair way to do it.

As you pointed out, people have different recollections. I have
told you things that I can t recall. I am not saying that Colonel
North didn't tell me those things on the 21st. I simply don't recall
it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, that is what I said.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that necessarily i3 a conflict, just

because I can't remember it.
I don't think I said that-the April memo was not prepared as a

result-or it wasn't the memo that Colonel North referred to in the
one PROF note. It may very well have been. I just don't simply
recall seeing it. And it isn't fair even to describe that memo as re-
questing the President to approve the transfer of funds. That is in
a different section of the memo.

The memo was asking for me to get the President's approval on
the first part of the memo, that part about the transfer of funds is
in a background section.

It is pretty clear to me that when Colonel North wrote that he
understood that was approved, and it was a reminder to me that

. that amount of money in his view would be available to be. trans....
ferred to fulfill the objective that I had approved back in February
of 1986.

Mr. Mnvmu.L May I read you what it said on that PROF note,
admiral?

Maybe perhaps it is that I read so many that some of them are
running together, but what I said on that was Colonel North testi-
fied that his PROF note to McFarlane in which he spoke of your
request to him to prepare a memo for the Presidentreferredto the_-
one surviving memo which mentions the diversion.

Mr. POmDEXTR. But then what did you say I said?
Mr. MNrcH=,L You said it didn't.
Mr. PomDEXTER. I didn't say that.
Mr. MITCHELL You didn't say that?
Mr. Bzcvm. Mr. Chairman, this is the exact problem I was re-

ferring to. This is our eighth day up here. We have nine coming up
tomorrow. We had probably 600 pages of transcript and testimony.
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Senator Mitchell is going to point out inconsistencies. I concede-I
hope there are inconsistencies. There should be inconsistencies.
That is what happens when there is no plan,.when there is no plan
to conceal, no plan to coordinate testimony.

There are inconsistencies. I wager for every inconsistency Sena-
tor Mitchell could show we can get these transcripts here and show
25 consistencies for every one inconsistency.

I say this is an unfair proceeding to go -on and on with these in-
consistencies over and over. Let's have facts elicited and questions
and answers given, please.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, all of the points that you have
just made are points appropriately made by the witness, not by the
counsel. -

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I have-I have heard that said, that
these are facts and questions and statements that can be made by
the witness. That is true. But I want to say for this Congress to
hear, this witness has. a sixth amendment right to counsel. He has-
an independent counsel investigation underway for criminal activi-
ty where he is the primary target of an investigation. I said at the"
beginning, I have said it throughout these hearings, and I will say
it again, and I will say it over and over and over, that I have a
right to protect my client. Period.
-- Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Counsel, I don't think you have ever
heard a word from this Chairman--

Mr. BECKLER. I have not, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. -or from any Member of this committee

which denies you that right. And you will not.
Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, sir. I am not saying what the chairman

is saying. I am pointing out-I have no complaint with the chair-
man. I am just pointing out out this line of questioning, I want to
make that clear, Mr. Chairman. o q i Ia

Chairman HAMILTON. Your objection is noted.
Senator Mitchell?
Mr. MITCHELL. I will proceed to one final question.
I tried to summarize the testimony accurately. ,I have direct ref-

erences to transcripts and documents with respect to each. I recog-
nize there may be differences of opinion. I tried to do it in a fair
manner....Ifyou feltit was notfair I apologize for that. I don't want to be
unfair to you or any other witness.

Let -me ask you to concentrate on what is for me the most trou-
bling, apparent conflict, I will say. That is with respect to these
memoranda.

You have said that this was an important decision. Your counsel
used the phrase "politically explosive" in describing it. You adopt-
edthat-phrase-ubsequent to his-using-it.--...

Mr. POINDEXTER. He used it because that is the way I have earli-
er described it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, right.
And I agree with Mr. Beckler that any two witnesses describing

events over a long period of time, there will be many conflicts. I
said that earlier.

The question we must judge-and this is something we have to
do in the course of our proceeding-is to determine, and all persons

I
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involved in proceedings which require an evaluation of testimony
have to try to judge, at what point does the normal expected
number of conflicts in testimony,.reach the level both in number of
conflicts and significance that they indicate something else.

That is really what I was trying to get at. The pne that troubles
:me most is the memoranda. It seems to me this is a very signifi-
cant thing. You have accurately said, and no one disputes it, that
the memoranda did not deal exclusively with the diversion, it
was-the one surviving is a 5-page memorandum in which the di-
version is only one paragraph.

The significance of it, however, was clear to the Attorney Gener-
al's personnel when they went over and looked at it. The signifi-
cance has been clear to you.

Yqu used language to describe it as significant. It is difficult, at
least for me--andJ speak for no one else-to reconcile that Colonel
North's testimony was that he prepared five of these, one for each
transaction.

He was quite certain in that, that there were five proposed trans-
actions, some of which did not go through, and he sent them for-
ward for approval, and that you can't recall even seeing them.

Is there any way that we can reconcile that in your mind?
Mr. POINDEXTRR. Senator, I think you have in exhibits memoran-

da that Colonel North prepared for various phases of the operation.
Those exist.

They- don't say anything about diversion. I have told you that I
don't recall seeing any of the memos until the 25th. I did see the
one that survived.

I very likely could have seen that in April. I simply don't recall
seen# it. The one thing that I am positive about, and the thing-
that is important to you is that I made a decision in February of
1986, not to ask the President or tell him about this proposal. I de-
cided to approve that on my own.

I made a very deliberate decision not to tell him, and frankly,
whether the memos existed or didn't exist, I frankly don't think
they'did.

I think Colonel North may be mistaken on that point. He pre-
pared, as you kniW,--i" awful lot of papers, probably more than
an her staff officer on the NSC staff, and out of all those papers,

-t think~he~sm nlv hasforot n ........ ... ....... . . ........ "..
I do not believe there were any more than that one, and I frank-

ly had forgotten that. My operating assumption was that we didn't
have anything in writing on it.

I had forgotten, for example, the PROF note that referred to $6
million. So in my mind, it was not a matter of telling anybody to
destroy something.

I, ra l didn t think idhing.exh.ted.
Mr. t Well, thank you, admiral.
Mr. Chairman, if I might, I would like to make just a brief clos-

ing comment in the timte that remains for me.
Admiral, you said that you deliberately withheld from the Presi-

dent knowledge of your decision to authorize the transfer to the
Contras of funds from t;he sale of arms to Iran because you wanted
to protect the President from political embarrassment if it were
disclosed.
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You approved the diversion within minutes after first learning of
it. You sought no advice on whether it was lawful.

You also said that you deliberately destroyed a document, an im-
portant document, a Presidential Finding to spare the President
political embarrassment.

You said that you didn't think about whether your action in so
doing was lawful.

In explaining your actions, at least in part, you said on Friday of
yourself and the other members of the National Security Council
staff, and I now quote you directly, "Their only loyalty is to the
President." "Their only loyalty is to the President."With all due respect, admiral, I disagree with that. When you
joined the staff of the National Security Council, you reaffirmed.
your oath of office. In that oath, you swore to uphold the Constitu-
tion of the United States.

Nowhere in the oath is the President mentioned, let alone the
President's political interests. Yet, according to your own testimo-
ny, in making important decisions, you didn't consider the Consti-
tution or the laws enacted under it. You based your decisions on
what you believed to be the President's political interests.

One of the unusual features of the American system of govern-
ment is that it combines in one person, the President, the duties of
the chief of state and the executive head of government.

Most other countries separate those duties. One result of there
being combined in our system is that, for many Americans, the po-
litical interests of the President are seen as identical to the nation-
a-n terests.-This-not-a problem--unique- to-the-currentAdmin is-
tration.

You are not the first, you will surely not be the last Presidential
aide to confuse those interests. But as a result of your making deci-
sions based on your desire to protect the President's political inter-
ests, those very interests have been seriously damaged.

At the same time, at least in the opinion of some of us, the na-
tional interest has been damaged. If these hearings do nothing else,
let's hope they remind all government officials that their first loy-
alty is not to any person and not to any office. *

Their first and foremost obligation is to support and defend the
Constitution and the laws of the United States. The Constitution'
and the-laws. And if government officials remember that, they will
best serve both the national interest and the President's political
interests.

Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, may I respond?
Mr. MITCHELL. You are free to do so. Certainly, admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The President also takes an oath of office where

he will support and defend-the Constitution ofthe United States
against all enemies foreign and domestic, I believe.

What I meant by saying my loyalty and the loyalty of the NSC
staff was to the President does not preclude or in anyway super-
sede that oath of office that I took or the President took.

The job of the NSC staff is to assist the President and advise the
President in carrying out his duties to support and defend the Con-
stitution of the United States. That is exactly what we were doing.
And I don't find that my expression of the loyalty of the NSC staff
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to the President in any way abrogates the responsibilities that I
took and the other military officers on the staff and those civilians
with commissions took to support and defend the Constitution of
the United States.

That is what this is all about. That is what we were trying to do.
Mr. MrrcHumi. Well, I will simply say that your words were, page

77, line 1756, of the transcript, "'Their only loyalty is to the Presi-
dent," and I suppose we will just on this and other things agree to

Thank you, admiral.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter?
Mr. CouRT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, while I make a couple of brief remarks, if

you could refer to exhibit 58. It is a memorandum dated September
15, 1986, from Oliver North to yourself. These hearings started out
with the big question: Did the President know about the diversion
of the residuals from Iran to Central America? Then when it
became obvious that there was no one here to testify that the
President knew, there was a shift of focus to Central America, and
then in my mind, since the results of that particular proceeding
and those hearings and those witnesses didn t go as well as some
people would like, there has been a reshift of these with respectto
the wisdom of the weapons sale to Iran. I think that is obvious
toda.

[Te exhibit appears at p. 613.]
What I would like to do is just to review some of the record that

in my mind supports the proposition that although I disagree fun-
damentally-with-the-idea-of selling-weapons -to Iran,-that-was clear--
ly-and the record reflects it-was on the mind of yourself, Oliver
North, and certainly the President of the United States.

First, in referencing exhibit no. 58, September 15, 1986, letter, I
would like to read and then I am going to ask you a question on
the third pag e about hostages.

It says, Several weeks ago, Peres expressed concern that the
United-States may be contemplating termination of current efforts
with Iran. The Israelis view the hostage issue as a 'hurdle' which
must be crossed en route to a broadened strategic relationship with
the Iranian Government. It is likely that Peres will seek assur-
ances that the United States will indeed continue with the current
'joint initiative'... In that neither Weir nor Jenco would be free
today without Israeli help, particularly in logistics, it would be
helpful if the President would simply thank Peres for their discrete
assistance."

It is obvious to me by reading that record of September what was
on your mind, what was on Oliver North's mind-and possibly the
Preident's-was the fact that he was concerned with the strategic
inititi ivean~dotsimply-hstagefr weapons.

I would like you to question whether that was on the Israeli
minds as well as far as you know?

Mr. Pouwzx"m. As far as I know, -based on my discussions with
Amiram Nir, who I believe is the only Israeli official that I talked
to directly on the matter, the hostage issue-was clearly a peripher-
al issue. Their main objective was to establish a better understand-
ing and channel into the Iranian Government so that the West
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could have some influence in Iran in the future. That was the
major objective.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you.
You indicated that there was a Finding signed by the President

in November 1986-November 1985, excuse me-and that that
Finding was destroyed by yourself, and you said in your testimony
that the reason you destroyed the Finding because it left the im-
pression that all you were concerned with and the only thing the
President was concerned with was arms for hostages, and I am just
wondering whether another interpretation could be made of that
Finding if one knew about the thinking of the President?

It seems to me that the law requires the President to sign Find-
ings for covert activities, not for covert purposes, covert intentions,
or covert strategies. And if that is the case, the Finding is not nec-
essarily inconsistent with the strategic goals and initiative of the
President and you, yourself.

The November 1985 Finding, even though you thought would be
misinterpreted, in my mind is completely consistent with the stra-
tegic purposes as you testified; is that possible?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, I think so. I think it is completely consist-
ent. The trouble with it was and still is that it is open to misinter-
pretation.

Mr. COURTER. Now there was-I am referring now to exhibit no.
35, and your attorney can get it. It is the heretofore well-known,
smoking-gun memorandum.

Mr. B1scmz. Is this in the classified exhibit book? We don't have
the classified-exhibit-book down here. whoever has been bing igt
down. We didn't get it for this session.

Mr. COURTER. The part I will read is not classified. The classified
part has beei blacked out. Thank you. I think my reading is not
going to leave any doubt as to where I am going. I am on the first
page of that memorandum.

Once again all this seems to be consistent, clearly, with the fact
that you and Lt. Col. North and others in the administration, in-
cluding the President, were interested in really a strategic break-
through.

It said on the first page, "On February 20, a U.S. Government
official met with the first direct U.S. Iranian contact in over 5
years. At this- meeting, the United States side made an effort to-re-
focus Iranian attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union
and the need to establish a longer term relationship between our
two countries based on the arms transactions. It was emphasized
that the hostages issue was a hurdle, which must be crossed before
improved relationships could occur."

Then again, on the sixth page, and that is the page that has the
recommendation boxes left
on the trip to Tehran is to commence the process-the process-of
improving U.S. Iranian relations."

s pping down, "These discussions, as well as follow-on talks,
should be governed by the terms of reference with recognition that
this is hopefully the first of many meetings and that the hostage
issue, once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relation-
Ship."
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Now it is a etorical question you didn't have to answer it once
again, in my d, that indicates that paper record revealed that
the President ad the sttegic relationship in mind and notmerely t~le hosages. While I amn on this memorandum, I would liketo read it perhaps differently tha, some others have, and ! know
you have no recollection of receiving it, so it is not a question toyou, but I urge my other members of this panel to recognize that
Oliver North, if he was a lot of things, he was not sloppy, and he
was not imprecise.

The memorandum under "Recommendation," states: "The Presi-dent approve the structure depicted above under 'Current Situa-
tion' and the Terms of Reference of Tab A."

If you go to the entire document, it is broken into various parts.Number one is "Background." Number two is "Current Situation."
Number three is "Discussion," and number 4 is the recommenda-
tion, and Numbe_five is Tab A. So it seems to me that when
Oliver North indicated that you review with the President the
"Current Situation" and the 'Terms of rence,' he was referring tothose two things. And that -it seems to me even if this memoran-
dum had been read by you, digested by you, and checked approved,it would not be a smoking gun. You would have precisely done ex-
actly what Oliver North had recommended to you; that is go over
those two things with the President and not the entire memoran-
dum.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, Mr. Courter. That is the point I
tried to make a couple of times so far.

Mr._C-) VTERm Thank you. - -
Finally, I would like to say that it would be nice, it would be just

wonderful, if we had a tape recording of the President of the
United States very early in 1986, a transcript of same-stating
what the President's real intentions were with the Iranian initia-
tive way back in February 1986.

The point I am trying to make-and this is the first time, to my
knowledge, it has been revealed-we have precisely that. We have
a contemporaneous interview with the President of the United
States and a nationally syndicated columnist, Dale Van Atta, who
works with Jack Anderson.

That was reduced to writing, sent to Dale Van Atta, and I would
.-- like-to readthe comments of the President in an interview Febru-

ary 24th, 1986. I think the date is quite significant. It is in between
the first two shipments from the United- States to Iran. I have a
transcript of the President's precise words here. I think it would be
helpful to this committee.

Mr. Van Atta said, "I am going to move on to the next country,
because we have limited time here. I am sorry I have to be sorapid.This is on Iran. For 6 years now, they have been waging a
terrorist war against us, and there are at least 264 American

----bodies- that-can-be--that' can- count or-as being- iesi-ii i 1f in.
cluding, as we reported, William Buckley last year, whom they tor-
tured mercilessly. I know there is still four hostages there now and
that may preclude you from saying anything. If that does, and I
were to agree not to run any statement you would make until after
the hostages were home safely. What I would like is just your gut
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feeling on what we need to do about Iran and what we should do
about Iran." -

The President: "Well, as you pointed out . . ." Van Atta inter-
rupts. I guess we can interrupt you if he interrupted the President.
"I can hold this until after the hostages are home," Van Atta says.

The President: "Yes, you hold it because unlike some -of the-and
I can understand their families' impatience in thinking nothing is
going on because they don't see it out in front. We are doing . .
Another interruption. -

Question: "No. I am aware you are doina lot on it."
The President: "Yes. We have been working every hour."
Question: "Very close at different times, too?"
The answer the Piesident gives: "Yes, and investigating every

possible opportunity to get them back so I can't comment very
much, but, again, With your protection that this won't be done
while they are there

Question: "What you say now we will not read until after the
hostages come home."

And this is the President's response. I think it clearly indicates
to him, if I can editorialize what was on his mind February 24th,
1986.

The President: "All right. The Iranian situation. We have to re-
member that we had a pretty solid relationship with Iran during
the term of the Shah. We have to realize also that that was a very
key ally in that particular area in preventing the Soviets from
reaching their age-old goal of the warm water ports and so 'forth.
And now with the take-over by the present ruler, we have to be-
lieve that there must be elements present in Iran that-when
nature takes its eventual course-they want to return to a differ-
ent relationship."

The President goes on, "so our conduct must be motivated on-
we have to oppose what they are doing and what is going on. We at
the same time must recognize we do not want to make enemies of
those who today could be our friends."

That is the first time, to my knowledge, that we know there was
a tape recording of the President, February 1986, which in my
mind clearly indicates the President's intentions at that particular
time.

I will allow you to respond, but let me just say therecord reflects
you are not in the room. The record reflects that Don Regan was
there, Mr. Van Atta was there, the President was there and per-
haps one other person. Would you like to respond to that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would just simply like to confirm that indeed
the President did say those things. I was not there. In fact, I frank-
ly had forgotten, I'am not really sure I knew there was an actual
transcript of that meeting. The President told me about his meet-
ing afterwards, and I frankly was very nervous that he had told
Mr. Van Atta an awful lot of information, and I just hoped that it
would remain quiet, as itdi-d-that they-held-W their word.

Mr. COURTER. Yes. I would like to say, as you indicated, that Mr.
Van Atta and Mr, Anderson displayed, I think, the essence of re-
sponsible journalism. They were fully aware of a very sensitive ini-
tiative by the President, they themselves might have disagreed
with it, but they sat on the story for a long period of time and corn-
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plied exactly with the request of the administration and the-re-
quest of the President and my hat, obviously, is off to them.

They are very responsible individuals.
Mr. Chairman, I guess I have a couple more minutes before my

time is up. Admiral Poindexter, were you aware of any shredded
documents that you believe today would have a material effect on
this investigation?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I am not sure what documents Colonel
North may or may not have shredded. I, frankly, don't know of
anything significant that hasn't already come out in these hear-
ings, and I think I have listened to most every session.

I think you have at this point a very accurate picture.
Granted there are conflicts between different people's recollec-

tion of events. But I don't know of any documents that ever existed
that would shed any light on any aspect of this that hasn't come
out already.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Admiral.
Mr. Chairman, as I wrap up, I would just like to say a couple of

additional things, and that is on the issue of lives and lies. It is a
very difficult theological, moral, ethical question, which thank
goodness I have never faced. I have never faced that problem,
never had to make them. I think people recognize the fact that if
an intruder held a gun to your'head and told you to call the police
and say that no one was there, you would do it, I understand that
situation, that is justifiable.

-This past weekend when I was speaking to my Reverend, Frank
Fowler, he told the congregation a story on the lighter side show-
ing and demonstrating the same thing. There was a farmer had a
truckful of farm animals and it went off to the side of the road.

The farmer was not driving the truck; he was watching it. As he
was looking at his animals he noticed a cow was badly injured, so
he had to destroy it. There was a horse that had broken its leg very
badly, so he shot the horse and went up to the driver and said,
"How are you?". The driver said, "I am just fine."

Let me mention one gratuitous thing, as well. The point was
made, I believe, by Mr. Cooper that one being sworn in under oath
does not enhance one's obligation to tell the truth.

I agree with that statement. I would also say that indirectly-I
am-not-referencing this comment to anything you have said-if
you_ want to respond, you-can, but I think it is important for me to
lay this on the record. It seems to mp/that indirectly misleading or
hoodwinking the Congress by- withholding information is as deplor-
able and as indefensible as misleading the Congress, by not telling
the Congress the entire truth. That is the way I personally feel.

I am not sure that it applies to the factual circumstances. If you
think it does, you can respond. If not, I want to thank you very
much for your testimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. SToKEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, I want to start my questions to clear up a

little confusion around the meeting of the 21st that you had with
. ..-- the Intelligence Committee. In the discussions that have taken
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place in the last few days, reference has been made to your coming
up on the Hill and speaking with the committee here.

The meeting on the 21st took place in the Situation Room of the
White House, didn't it?

Mr. Powix . Yes, it did, and I believe I have testified that
way.

Mr. SToKEs. And that meeting was set at 7:30 that morning,
wasn't it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was.
Mr. STOKEs. Do I characterize that meeting properly when I say

that you opened up the meeting at 7:30, that you talked, giving a
chronology, from 7:30 until 10 minutes until nine? At 10 minutes to
nine,_you made note of the time, you said that you understood we
had a meeting with Directo-raey at 9 o'clock, and therefore there
wouldn't be any opportunity to answer questions. Perhaps we could
do this at another time.

Mr. Hamilton, the chairman of our committee, then, in his very
gracious manner, thanked, you for having invited us there and.
briefing us and all of us got up and left. No one had an opportunity
to ask a question; is, that right?

Mr. POINDEXTER. !Yes, that is corr't. I had a lot of information
to put out, and it took me longer tha I expected. There was no
intent on my part to preclude your asking questions, but we would
have had to have started earlier, I guess.

Mr. STOKES. You were there for 1 hour and 20 minutes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right, but there was a lot of information to put

out.
Mr. STOKES. Is it fair to say that at that meeting you withheld

information from us?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The only thing that was deliberately withheld

was the transfer of the residual funds from the arms sales to the
Contras.

As it turns out, I made some inaccurate statements, but that was
not deliberate, and I was not trying to withhold anything. We had
some uncertainties as to what all the facts were in the aborted
HAWK missiles transfer. But I think I acknowledged that at the
time and indicated that we were still looking into the matter and I
would get back to the committees when we had more information.

Mr.-ITOKES. Now, this morning Mr. Cheney made reference to
some of the leadership that was invited down on the 13th to a
meeting. On the evening of the 13th I was in a group that was also
invited down, Les Aspin on this committee-Senator Ted Stevens,
Senator Strom Thurmond, and some others of us were invited
down on the 13th and you gave us a briefing at that time'do you
recall that?-in the same room.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I had forgotten about that, but I believe
you're right.

Mr. STOKES. That's right. And at that time you withheld informa-
tion from us, too, didn't you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think the meeting on the 13th, we were still
in the process of trying to sort out all the facts. I believe that that
was cast as a general briefing to go over the highlights of the
project. We didn t have all that much time And it wasn't a matter
of deliberately withholding anything from you. There may have
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been a problem as to what we- knew at the time or what we had
recalled at the time. But that was a much more general briefing,
knowing that there would be further'briefings as time went on.

But I do admit readily that r was withholding the information
about the transfer of residual' funds. Any other errors that may
have been committed were either due to lack of time or lack of
recollection, at least on my part, of what I-what may have been
left out.

Mr. BECLER. Mr. Congressman, is there any memo that was pre-
pared by anybody at the meeting that would help us refresh our
recollection as to what was said?

Mr. SToES. I think he just referred to the meeting. He remem-
bers the meeting,

Mr. BEcKLR. There have been other briefings-
Mr. Sroms. Exhibit 76, counsel.
I am not going to ask any further questions about it. I really

wanted to characterize what had occurred at those two meetings.
Let me refer, counsel, to page 77, Friday, July 17th's transcript.

That is'the morning session.
Mr. BECKLE. Seventy-seven
Mr. STomks. Do you have that?
At the top of the page, page 77, the morning session.
Mr. BEcKLmR. I have it. In fact, I have it open, because this ia the

same page that Senator Mitchell was referring to in his quote. It is
part of a larger answer.

Mr. STouzs. At the beginning of that page, I want to read from
it, Admiral Poindexter testifying, saying

... now because the cost of failure is very high, the bureaucracy is not willing to
recommend, often recommend, or certainly endorse high-risk operations because of
their fear of failure and the resulting harangue that comes about because of failing.
Therefore they don't make those kinds of hard options available to the President,
and I think one of the roles of the NSC staff has got to be to bring these options to
the President.

Then it goes on further,
Mr. BzCKL=I. In fact, it would even be helpful, if you could, to

continue that answer.
* Mr. STOKES. Counsel, I'm going to read the part that predicates
my question. He can read whatever he -likes.

Mr. Bzcluzi. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SToKES. This is you speaking, Admiral Poindexter. You are

talking about the necessity to bring these options to the President.
Tell us, sir, in light of your experience, your role adviser to

the President, your statement here that these options are those of
the President-tell us why you prevented the Wesident from exer-
cising the option wjith-reference to diversion

Mr. PoINDEX9T'I- Mr. Stokes, I have already answered that ques-
tion numerous times. You want me to repeat it?

Mr. SmOKEs. I think you have answered it from the viewpoint of
saying to us you did it to provide him with deniability. I don't
think that deniablity is something, admiral, that you necessarilygive him. If he had known nothing about it, he would be able to
deny in the first sense because he knew nothing about it. You don't
necessarily give him deniability simply because you say you didn't
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tell it to him. He had deniability regardless of what you did, as
long as you didn't tell him.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's right. -- ,
Mr, STOKES. So why did you prevent hiin- the President of the

United States-you are the adviser, you are not the President of
the United States-why did you prevent him from making this de-
cision?

Mr. POINDEXTER. At some future time I thought it might be
useful for him to be able to distance himself from th decision on
implementation of his policy.

It was clearly, in.. my mind, within my authority to make that
kind of decision and, as I have testified, all the reasons why I decid-
-ed to-approve-it,--and-that is the end of it.

Mr.- STOKES. Admiral, let me ask you this. Either before you re-
signed or subsequent to your resignation, has anyone in the admin-
istration at any time discussed with you the question of congres-
sional immunity or Presidential pardon?

Mr.'POINDEXTER. Certainly not a Presidential pardon. We never
did request congressional immunity. Other people discussed that. I
haven't discussed it personally with anybody.

Mr. STOKES. Admiral, are you aware of or have you ever been
told of a meeting which occurred on the 16th of December in the,
White House, before the independent prosecutor was appointed,
where a discussion took place between Attorney General Meese, -

Don Regan, and the President regarding giving you and Colonel
North either congressional immunity or a Presidential pardon?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know-anything about that, Mr. Stokes.
- Mr. SToKES. Admiral, you have on several occasions said that "if
this whole matter ever leaked out, I was prepared to resign."

Tell us, Admiral, how did you know that if it did leak out, that
you would be permitted to resign, as opposed to being fired, as Mr.
North was?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't know that.
Mr. STOKES. You did not know that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not. That was an assumption on my part.
Mr. STOKES. Admiral, I have listened carefully to your testimony

and that of Colonel North about the covert operations that he di-
rected from the NSC. It has occurred to me that this testimony has
likely given the American public a false impression of how covert
operations are normally conducted by the United States.

First of all, normally covert operations are conducted by the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency; isn't that true?

Mr. POINDEXT. Normally. It is not a requirement, but norinal-
ly.

Mr.. SwTK. The reason for it, Admiral, is that they are the
professionals; that is one of the responsibilities of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency and they have been doing it for the United States
since World War H.

Mr. PoiNDEXTE. But they do not have a monopoly on the exper-
tise to do that, Mr. Stokes.

Mr. SToKES. You say they don't have a monopoly on it. Had you
or Colonel North ever conducted covert operations before?

- e ,,
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I had not. I'm not certain about Colonel North,
but certainly Director Casey has been heavily involved in covert
operations going back to the Second World War.

Mr. STOKES. I am talking about you and Colonel North. You were
carrying out this covert action. Director Casey wasn't carrying it
out, was he?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I disagree with that. The Finding was addressed
by the'President to'the Director of Central Intelligence. He chose,
with my agreement, to use Colonel North heavily in that operation.
Members of this commitee and other Members of Congress and the
press have insisted from the beginning this was some sort of NSC
harebrained scheme operated out of the basement of the White
House.

That -simply is not n accilrAte. dpscription, and I frankly resent
your characterizing it that way.

.Mr. STOKES. I.haven't characterized it that way. What did I say
to characterize it in that way?

Mr. POINiflXTER. You just said that it was an NSC covert oper-
ation. It didn't -have anything to do with Director Casey. That is
what I understood you to say.

Mr. STOKES. I don't think I said that at all. I said you and Colo-
nel North were carrying out an operation in which neither one of
you had had any previous experience in covert operations. That's
true, isn't it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is the point I take exception with, describ-
ing it as a covert operation that Colonel North and I were carrying
out. I was involved with the decision to go ahead with it. I was in-
volved with coordination with Bill Casey, but it is not accurate to
describe it and thereby discredit it by saying that I didn't have any
experience conducting covert operations.

I don't think that is relevant.
Mr. STOKES. Would you agree with me, Admiral, that when the

CIA conducts covert operations that it regularly reviews its activi-
ties to ensure that they are legal, and no such review was conduct-
ed with reference to your covert operation? --

Mr. POINDEXTER. Are you talking in general terms of the Iranian
project? What exactly are you talking about? Maybe that is
our disconnect. -

Mr. STOKES. I am talking about the covert actions. I- understood
that the Iranian operation where funds are being- diverted to'the
Contras in Central America and the Central American operation,
where resuppying of the Contras--those were covert operations,
were they not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, and I don't know whether the
CIA reviewed periodically the legality, of the Iranian project. I sus-
pect they did. The General Counsel of the CIA was involved in pre-
paring the Finding.

Mr. STOKES. No, Admiral, let me try to clarify it, if I am confusing
.you in some way I didn't intend to. . What I am saying to you is,
under operations conducted by theCentral Intelligence Agency-of a
covert nature, they regularly review those operations with their
lawyers in order to be assured that they are complying with the
law. I am saying to you, your operation was not so reviewed for its
legality. •

75-935 0 - 88 - 11
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Mr. POINDEXTER. You are talking about the transfer, that portion
of the project that involved the transfer of residual funds to the
Contras. Is that the point you are trying to get to?

Mr. STOKEs. Yes, let's just talk about that.
Mr. POmDEXTER. That was not reviewed to #iy knowledge. As it

turns out, unbeknownst to me at the time, Colonel North has testi-
fied that he did discuss it with Director Casey, who also happens to
be a lawyer and a very good one, but I was unaware of that at the
time.

Mr. STOKES. The CIA was not part of the Contra support and re-
supply covert operation in Nicaragua, was it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, they weren't.
Mr. STOKES. That was a covert action run solely by Colonel

North, wasn't it? _-Mr POINDEXTI. It wa secret operation. I W il -- not character-
ize it in the way that you are trying to, using what I believe is your
definition of covert activity as a substitute for the statutory Ian-
guage of special activity.

Mr. STOKES. Thank you, admiral. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will conclude this afternoon's session

with Congressman Aspin.
Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Chairman, let me just-Admiral Poindexter, I

would like to follow up a little bit on some of the things that Con-
gressman Stokes was asking about, but basically let me start by
saying that I have been spending some time looking at the num-
bers here of the amount of aid that the Contras were getting at
various times, and I come to the conclusion that we are missing
something, that-there has got to be another source of funding for
the Contras other than those which this committee has so far iden-
tiffed, and I would like ou to try and help us if you can. Let me
just explain what we've been doing.

Working with several members of the staff, what we did was lay -
out a chart, kind of a spread sheet, where you take the dates across
the top--1983, December-all the months in 1984, 1985 and just-
there isn't one up on the chart anywhere here-and then down the
side listed all of the various sources of fuids. First congressionally
approved sources, appropriated money; next, third country sources;
next, private donations; finally, diversions, all of the various
sources down the side. And then you plug it in and see how much
money the Contras had at various points over the history of the
United States helping them.

And the results are very interesting. But what it particularly
shows is that there was a big gap in funding, and I don't know
what was p going that gap at the time in which it occurred. Have
you-AdmiralPondexter, are you aware of how much, what the
actual numbers were, what you would need to keep a-the Contras
going, keep body and soul together, what was the number that you,
thought you needed, the monthly amount-that you needed to keep
the Contras going from all sources?

Mr. Pomxm. My recollection is that Colonel North's estimate
of that was about a* million dollars a month, and that-of course,the. numb~-d6pends very much on whether the Contraforce grows
or doesn't grow. There were many more people that were willing t6
join-the cause if they could have been equipped and arnied,
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But my- recollection is the thumb-rule, at least I have in my
mind, was about a million dollars a month to sustain them without
makin large reductions in the number--

Mr. PAIN. And that is based upon a size force of what?
Mr. PolMzxT. Oh, I would guess something in the neighbor-

hood of 10 to 15,000, something like that.
Mr. AsPN. So if it is 10 to 15,000, that is less than a hundred

dollars a month?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That doesn't give them the amount of money to

conduct a lot of operations, but to sustain them.
Mr. AsPiN. Because if it is 10,000 a month, 10,000 divided into a

million dollars, you get about a hundred dollars a month. It has to
be more than that. You say you think it is a million dollars?

_ Mr. POINDEXTER. I haven't thought about this in a long time, but
my vague recollection is that Colonel North used to talk if-terms
of about Ei million dollars a month. That was again-that is a mini-
mum. That is a subsistence level, sort of.

Mr. AsPiN. Really. I know that at the time the Contras were not
moving outside of Honduras because they didn't have the funds for
ammunition to conduct operation&

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was more than just lack of funds, I think.
The problejn was that when the Boland Amendment prohibited the
CIA from running the logistics operations, the problem was the dif-
ficulty in establishing a new supply system that would drop sup-
plies in count

Mr. AsPIN.S that would be all included, of course, in the mil-
lion dollars a month, or are you counting that on top of that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't know. I just-it has been a long
time, and I don't recall whether the million dollars included the lo-
gistics support or whether--;

Mr. ASPiN. The point is that if you lay out the figures and look
. at it you wilL find that on the average;- up until February of 1986,

the average amount of money was $3.4 million dollars a month for
the Contras, the average from all sources. You fW in the amount
of money coming from the Third World countries, from the private
donations, from the government coming in, going out. It worked
out to about $3.5 million dollars a month. /

Then for the next 8 months the money drops off precipitously,
and from all sources we are talking about-you know, you separate
out the amount of money going from the diversion and the amount
of money going to the Southern Front and all of that, you are'talk-
ing about $3 million dollars, less than $3 million dollars, from all
sources going to these-this operation, for a total of an 8-month
period.

So from going from $3.5 million dollars a month, it suddenly
went to $3 million dollars for a total of 8 n months.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Aspin, it might help-could you give us the
amount-that you came up with for the diversion?

Mr. AsPiN. The diversion was depending on how you calculate it
either $2.4 or $2.7.

Mr. BECKLER. -$2.4 or $2.7 million-less the amount going to
the Southern Front.

Mr. AsPIN.--
Mr. BECKLXR. Overall?

.1
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Mr. AsPIN. Overall and lets the amount going to the Southern
Front and plus you have got some money coming from the other
sources. I don't now how much of this is classified-but anyway.it
comes out to-and I don't know where the money is coriing from. I
must say that Mr. Calero seems to be right. I mean he testified
that he didn't see it, and I don't know where this money came
from.

I mean, I don't know what was keeping body and soul together,
which is the claim of the whole operation was we were keeping
body and soul together. I don't know where body and soul was kept
together. I think you have gotto be--somewhere in the whole oper-
ation there has got to be another source of funds somewhere for
the Contras, and I don't know what that is.

Admiral, do you have any idea of any other sources of funds for

Mr. POINDEXTER. No. Other than what I have testified to. I don't
know of any other source. I would just make one comment. That
due to the uncertainty of future funding, I think as you understand
with gTerrilla forces, there is a tendey to conserve material
when a future source of funds is uncertain.

I suppose that could partially account for the high expenditures
earlier.

Mr. AsPIN. That doesn't help in this case. Because on February
of 1986, Admiral, Colonel North has testified that they were down
to $90,000, total. This was to buy current foods and thAt kind of
thing; and that does jibe with Mr. Hakim's number.

Mr. Hakim's number, if you look at those numbers, they were
down to $92,534. So all of the testimony shows and is consistent
with the fact that they were really flat broke in February of 1986.
* It. was really desperation time, but desperation time does not.

seem to have been offset by any other source of funds.
I am puzzled as to where- they got the money. I think there has

to be some other source of funds that we-we, meaning this com-
mittee, have not yet uncovered.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't think I can help you there. I don't
know of anything else.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you 'this: Why wasn't it more, if this was
such desperation time? Why wasn't there more agitation on behalf
of people like yourself and like General Casey to get, money to
them?

We have discovered -this-who was it? Somebody was going over
it this morning, I think Senator Trible was going over the fact you
had a lot of money in these accounts of these people like r.
Secord and Hakim's accounts, and others.

I mean, if they were such desperation times, and as you say, you
were terribly' annoyed at Tip 0 Neill at delaying the $100 mil ion
coming from Congress, it seems to me that one logical place you
could have looked to get some money, and there sits $8 million, is
this account from Mr. Hakim and Mr. Secord.

I am really puzzled by this as to why there wasn't more agitation
on your part and Mr. Casey's or other people who might have had
some influence on this to get that money to the Contras?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Of course, as I have, testified, I was not aware of
how much money Mr., Hakim might have available. Of course, the.
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reason that I approved the recommendation -that Colonel North
brought to me in February of 1986, was that he had convinced me
through his reports that indeed the Contras were flat broke and
needed money to survive until we could get the hundred million
dollars. That is consistent with what you have said and that was
why I approved it.

Now, with regard to how Colonel North, General Secord, and Mr.
Hakim followed up on that, 1 simply-I depended on Colonel North
to keep track of how that was going. He didn't come back to me
and say we needed more, and I suppose that is why I didn't raise a
greater level of concern. I thought it was being taken care of.

Mr. AsPiN. I don't know. It does seem rather peculiar that you
had the attitude that you thought it was being done, that you
needed a certain amount of money, but it never seemed important
enough to you to inquire as to how much was getting there.

It apparently, I take it from what Colonel North said about Mr.
Casey's concern, that he -wanted to buildup the assets of the oper-
ation first before giving so much money over to the Contras.

So here is the darkest days, and you are sending that message-up
to Congress wanting them to vote for the hundred million.

Great anger at Tip O'Neill for throwing a lot of sand in the
works to getting the hundred million. Yet very little interest in
looking at this logical place for money for the Contras.

It just-I find it very difficult to understand.
As I say, I think based upon the record, the Contras would have

.needed in that period somewhere on the order of $24 to $28 million
dollars. I think they got three. If they had got the Hakim-Secord
eight, they could have otten eleven. That would have helped some
of the way. I

On the one hand, being of a suspicious mind, I think people
aren't worried about this $8 million in the Secord account because
maybe you knew about some other funding that the Contras are
getting.

Again, I come back to the question of where the Contras'are get-
ting the money to keep body and soul together while there was no
money from any of these sources.

I don't know what they were. It is clear that this. arms-for-hos-
tages deal with Iran did not produce enough money to keep body
and soul together.-

That, you look through these numbers and come flat out to the
conclusion thathe idea that somehow the arms-for-hostages deal,
whatever we might say it produced enough money to keep the Con-
tras going during the dark days, didn't do it at all.

Did not do it at all because a lot of the money out of $16 million
that might have ended up with-you end up with some very, very
small amount. of that money actually going to the Northern Front
-of the Contras; only -about $2.4, $2.7 going to the Contras in total.

Others, as you pointed out, others might have gone there some'
time. During the dark days, it wasn't there. Secord and Hakim
were sitting on the money and if they didn't give it over-they
didn't give over the $8 million during the dark days, I don't know
why you would expect they were going to hand it over during the
fat days after the hundred million dollars that Congress approved
started to roll in.
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And so I find the whole puzzle very difficult to figure out.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair has several announcements.
All hearings this week will be in this room, room 2172 of the

Rayburn House Office Building.
Next week, the hearings will be in the Senate Caucus Room.
The committees will announce not later than tomorrow morning

the schedule for the balance of this week and for the following
week, including the witness lists.

And finally, because of a Senate roll call vote at-9:00 a.m. tomor-
row morning, the hearing will begin at approximately 9:15 tomor-
row morning.

The joint hearings stand in recess until 9:15 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 9:15 a.m., Tuesday, July 21, 1987.]

N
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HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,
___Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:20 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon.-Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.. Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the two Select Com-
mittees will come to order.

The Chair, without objection, will enter into the record exhibits
JMP-11 through 85 and JMP-90 through 113.

The Chair recognizes the chairman of the Senate Committee,
Senator Inouye.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from Alabama, Senator

Heflin. /

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. POINDEXTER, FROM
JULY 20

Mr. HEFLN. Admiral Poindexter, I don't think there is a dispute
that the Iran-Iraq war is a serious war and that it is in a region of
the world both politically and militarily that is a powder keg.

We have heard a great deal that in the event that Iran were to
win the war, there is the potential of the unification of-some radi-
cal fundamental Moslem groups, particularly the Shiites, through-
out the entire Mideast, not only in Iraq, but other Mideastern
countries. And in regards to the arms sale to Iran, did anyone seek
the advice or the input of th6 chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
or a top military man as to the decision as to whether or not we
should sell arms to Iran?

Mr. PoIN xmx . Senator, no, we did not. The Secretary cf De-
fense was fully 'involved in the decision, and he certainly had the
opportunity to talk to the chairman if he wanted to.

But I think it is important to point out.that in, the decisions that
the Presidert took as to the quantities of arms and the type of

(321)
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arms, we were very careful to adjust both of those items so as not
to have an impact on the war.

For example, other kinds of weapons were requested with which
we would not agree, and as I have testified yesterday, a big part of
our objective in talking to the Iranians about the longer term inter-
ests of the United States and of Iran as we saw it was to convince
them that the war with Iraq was a useless proposition that should
be brought to an end as soon as possible.

We pointed out to them the threat'that we saw from the Soviet
Union on their northern border, the fact that the Soviets have con-
tingency plans and train for an invasion across the border, and in
our view there wasn't any way the Soviet Union could allow Iran
to win the war against Iraq and we were very straightforward with
them.

We told them that we didn't want them to win the war and we
didn't want Iraq to win the war, we wanted a negotiated solution
in which the territorial boundaries of both countries were pre-
served.

Mr. HEFLIN. It'is my understanding that Admiral Crowe, the top
military man and Chairman of'the Joint Chiefs of Staff, found out
about the Iranian arms Sale by accident in late June or early July
of 1986, and this would have been afterfive of the six arms sales to
Iran had occurred.

With all of the relationship between Russia, the effect in the
Mideast, in retrospect, do you not feel that our top military man,
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs df Staff, should have been consult-
ed relative to the decision to sell arms to Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, Senator, Bill Crowe is a very good friend
of mine, and I hold him in very high regard. But frankly, on this
issue, I thought that it was up to the Secretary of Defense, Cap-
Weinberger, to make the decision whether to bring him in or not,
and I did not try to influence Secretary Weinberger .one way or the
other on that particular point.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, because of the importance of the military to
decisions that are made pertaining to wars, in which other coun-
tries are involved, do you not feel that the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff ought to be a member of the National Security
Council?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a very good question, Senator. And I am
not sure that I really am prepared to answer it. The Chairman of
the. JCS as I think all of you understand, is a statutory adviser to
the National Security Council. The only statutory members are the
President, the Vice President, the Secretary of State, and the Sec-
retary -of Defense. The- Chairihan of the JCS and the Director of
Central Intelligence are statutory advisers.

Now, whether they are elevated to the position of statutory mem-
bers or not I am not really sure where I come out on that. I have
thought about it some, but I don't think that I personally reached
any conclusions. We have opposed, this administration has opposed
in the past, the addition of other cabinet officers or agency heads
as statutory members. I frankly think that in the end I probably
come out thinking that you need to leave the Presidency 'titude
as to who he is required to consult with.

I
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You clearly in the Secretary of State and the Secretary of De-
fense and and the Vice- President-you have a situation where you
have two officials that are elected by all of the people, and two offi-
cials that control the two major departments of the U.S, Govern-
ment that are involved in that security.

I guess in the end, with a reservation that -I might like to think
about it and change my mind later, but right now I think I would
prefer to see it left the way it is.

Mr. HEFLIN. I don't intend to argue or get into a long discussion
on this, but the reliance upon the National Security Adviser, the
President on military matters particularly land activities and land
wars, that if you rely upon the Secretary of Defense you have a
mixture, first of civilian, second a person who may look at matters
from a political viewpoint, and who may have a conflict between
military preparedness and political viewpoints.

So I think it is 6iie-tffha--hscmi f66 and other commit-
tees of Congress, as we study it, should give some consideration to.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I agree with you, Senator. I think it is an im-
portant' issue that needs further study.

Mr. HEFLIN. While there was not delivered 4008 TOWs, at times
there were plans and I believe when the decision was made that
number of TOWs-do you feel that 4008 TOWs would not have had
a material bearing on the outcome of the Iraq-Iran war, where Iran
has a great number of foot soldiers, and the fact that Iraq has
fewer, much -fewer foot soldiers, but depend upon tanks relative to
their military efficiency?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HEFLIN. I didn't know that your lawyer was a military

expert in regards to this question.
Mr. BECKLER. Three years in the Navy.
Mr. POINDEXTER. He is a man for all seasons, Senator.
Senator, we, were convinced that the number of arms that we

were talking about would not have a decisive impact on the war.
Now, remember what we have always said-we don't want either
side to win. We don't want Iraq to win either, frankly. We wpUld .............
like to see a negotiated settlement that preserves the 'territorial in--
tegrity of both Countries and there has been some concern that
Iran might lose.

So it was a very careful balancing game. One of the reasons that
the President agreed to provide some very limited intelligence to
the Iranians was to convince them that it was a futile effort in the
war with Iraq. You must recall that Iraq started this war by An
invasion across the border after the Shah died when Saddam
Husayn thought that he had an opportunity for some easy win.
Now it is true that since that time, some 6 or 7 years ago, that Iraq
has indicated they would be prepared to end the war and Iran has.
been the one that ,has refused to sit down at the negotiating table,
and one of our objectives as borne out by the Terms of R~ference
for Bud McFarlane's trip to Tehran was to convince Iran that they
couldn't win the war because of what we saw as Soviet interests in
the area, and to bring the war to an end, and I think that especial-
lywith the second channel we were beginning to have some impact
on\ thatf •
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Mr. HEmN. Considering a worst case scenario, which should
have been considered, in my judgment, in staff planning for the
selling of 4000 TOWs, jf you -had a massive battle in which a large
number of tanks, if 5 to 1 TOWs, one out of the five could have
crippled or caused some damage, serious damage to a TOW, or 1
out of 10 TOWs could have been effective, out of that number, on 1
to 5, you might have had some damage to as many as 800 tanks or
I to 10. to 400 tanks, which could show that at least in 20 to 1-on
4000 TOWs it would appear that they could have had' some type of
effect relative to the Iraqi tank corps.

Was that worst case considered?
Mr. POINDEXTER., Yes, sir. I think that the worst case was indeed

considered and it was our judgment that it would not have a deci-
sive impact. Also I should point out that the United States is obvi-
ously not the only country in the world that has supplied arms to

- -____Iran.--Iran has been-able to-carry-on the war with Iraq for a very
long period of time. And so to some extent if they hadn't had ob-
tained the weapons from-us, they would have obtained them else-
where. Obtaining them from us this way we felt gave us some in-
fluence at least within some elements of the Government to have
an impact.

Mr. H uN. Let me ask you a little about the decision and the
uestion of depletion of our various HAWK repair parts and of

'OWs, but particularly HAWKs. It is my understanding that there
was afterwards an Inspector General investigation on the question
of readiness and that their figures came up that in regards to
repair parts, replacement parts, there were 234 line items that
were listed, and of that there were something like 15 of the parts
would have been a .total 100 percent depletion of our U.S. invento-
ries, in excess of 50-percent depletion for 11 repair parts, and less
than 50 percent, but still enough to be classified as significant de-
pletion, for 20 parts.

Now, at the time that the decision was made relative to the sup-
plying of the HAWK parts, was any consideration given as to the
effect on readiness of the U.S. at that particular time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe so, Senator. On the other hand,
Secretary of Defense Weinbetger did not raise that issue with me
or the President as that it was a problem that he was concerned
about.

Mr. HF.uN. Now in regard to the evolution of the Finding from
December, the 5th, to January 17th, 1985, to January 17th, 1986,
you have said it required a good deal of staff work, and you felt
that it ought to be'in the law to straighten it out. I just wondered if
at that particular time--considering that the new strategic opening
with a moderate element in Iran was one of the significant rea-
sons-if at that particular time was any staff work required as to
how many arms sales might-be required before the achievement of

--- a significant relationship with the moderate element would have to
occur?

Mr. Ponk xTER. We didn't have a good enough crystal ball, Sen-
ator, to predict exactly how that was going to go. We had a rough
idea of how far we were willing to go, but it was more qualitative
than quantitative.

Mr. Houx. You went to som-consideration of that?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, yes.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right. Now, as the matter progressed and it was

relative to this moderate element, was any followup done on staff
work as to timeframe, whether or not the demands would increase;
for example, would we be called upon at a certain stage to supply
Stingers if we were going to be able to arrange some type of a
Summit between the Vice President and the Speaker of the House
over in Iran-was any consideration given-as to how far this might
go and to the extent that we might be involved relative to the type
of weapons and to the amount of weapons and to the number of
sales that might be'required to, achieve this goal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, as has been testified to both by me and
others, the major objective of this phase was to establish a reliable
channel into the Iranian Government to set up-essentially to set
up the process. In November, when Mr. McFarlane's trip to Tehran
was exposed, we had just about, in my view, reached the point
where we had set up the process. It would have required numerous
additional meetings, and as I have testified earlier this week, we
would have involved State Department representatives and a
future high-level meeting, as has been described, would have been
quite a distance in the future. And so a lot of the items that you
are talking about, really, we didn't get to the point of having to ad-
dress those. Certainly if we had continued without exposure, we.
would have addressed that issue.

Of course, our major objective was to end the war, and we
thought we were having some impact on that. And so whether
there would have been these additional sales is highly speculative.

Mr. HEFLIN. One final question, as I see my time is up.
At the time that the decision was made to sell the arms and to

pursue lbis strategic opening with the moderate faction in Iran, at
that tirff was any thought given that the success of this mission
was almost at that time entirely dependent upon first the effective-
ness of Ghorbanifar, and, second, the reliability of Ghorbanifar?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I missed part of your question.
Mr. HELIN. Well, at the time the decision was made, was any

thought given that at that particular time that if you were going to
be successful in the mission that it was largely dependent upon the
effectiveness of Ghorbanifar and the reliability of Ghorbanifar?

Mr. POINDEXTER. You are talking about the decision in Janu-
ary-- I

Mr. HEFLIN. The decision to sell arms in January, when you
made the Finding, when the staff work was going on, the evolution
of that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It was very clear to us that Ghorbanifar was
not going to be reliable channel, and that was based on our-the
U.S. intelligence community's assessment of the man. It was also
based on Mr. McFarlane's meeting with him in London in Decem-
ber.

But we saw this as an opportunity to have further contacts, and
the main reason that we wanted to have a meeting in Tehran as
early as we could was to get beyond Mr. Ghorbanifar, because we
knew that he was not going to be satisfactory, but we thought that
he was the key to the door that would open that would give us ex-
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posure to other officials for whom -we held out hope that we could
reach through to somebody that would be a satisfactory channel.

Mr. HwmuN. Well, at the time in January, when the decision was
made, wasn't it-if that was the intention at that time to develop
other people, he was the one that would be selecting the people
that you would be dealing with, was he not?

Mr. PoINDEXmR. Not necessarily me c y a p
Mr. HmUN. Well, who else at time Could you have depended

upon?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, we at some point, and I am not exactly

sure when we learned this, but at some point we realized-well, I
guess from the very beginning we realized that Ghorbanifar had to
have other contacts inside the Iranian Government, and we, were
aware that there were different factions there and that any sort of
meeting in Tehran would have to involve several other people. We
also-I don't think we should ignore the impact of the Israeli eval-
uation. They felt that aside from the particular characteristics of
Mr. Ghorbanifar, the Israelis were convinced that he indeed did
have some good contacts in the country.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, this will be my final question. At that time
were you under the impression that Ghdrbanifar was an agent ofIsrael.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that we suspected that in Janu-
ary of 1986. I know Colonel North's testimony about that. I think
that he may be right. We do not certainly have any confirmation of
the fact as to whether or not Mr. Ghorbanifar is or is not an Israeli
agent.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, you testified last week that there was a meeting on De-

cember 7th, I believe it was, 1985, between yourself and Secretary
Shultz, Secretary Weinberger, and the President in the White
House to discuss the future of this Iranian initiative, whether to go
forward, have another meeting in Europe, to pursue it anymore.

Am I not correct that you did?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
There were other people there. Mr. McFarlane, John McMahon,

and the Chief of Staff, Don Regan.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Well, at that meeting, you also said that Secre-

tary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger expressed very strong oppo-
sition to this Iranian initiative; and you went into some detail in-
describing that for us and some' discussion ensued about what their
objections were. I

I am curious if on that occasion, or at any other time to your
knowledge, if Secretary Shultz or Secretary Weinberger offered to
the President any alternatives for getting the release of our hos-
tages, alternatives to this Iranian initiative which, as I recall, you
said the President had expressed a desire at that point after it was
all over. to go ahead with some comment to the effect that the-we
ought to explore every avenue possible to see if we could get the
hostages back.

Did they offer any alternatives to the President about how we
might do it other than this Iranian play that you were engaged in
or wanted to engage in at that time?
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S Mr. POINDEXTER. They did not.
Mr. MCCoLLUM. At any time after that, did they?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. Nor, to my recollection, any time before

that. The NSC staff, I -feel, was the driving force from the very be-
ginning in trying to figure out how to get the hostages back. I don't
mean to imply that other Departments and other officials in the
Government were not concerned about the -hostages; but very
frankly, I don't recall a single recommendation from those two de-
partments on initiatives to accomplish the objective.Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did Ithey-ekpress, that is Secretary Shultz and
Secretary Weinberger, either lone, any kind of a feeling that we
should simply let the hostages remain there, that that was their
fate to be?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm sorry. Your question again?
Mr. McCouM. My question was on that occasion or later, did

there come fip~ S Scretary Shultz or Secretary Weinberger, to your
knowledge, aiy feelinir-that we should-simply leave the hostages
there?

Mr. POIND.XTER. Oh, no. I don't think that is fair, at all. I just
don't think that their staffs had this as a high priority item on
which they ,vere working and coming up with options. Both Secre-
tary Shultz Iand Secretary Weinberger, as officials of the Govern.
ment and a human beings, are certainly, concerned about the hos-
tages. But the fact, is they did not come up with any initiatives.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. You had routine meetings, briefings I believe
you said with the President, I guess virtually every working day
morning around 9:30; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, sir, I did.
Mr. McCOLLUM. And they lasted about 30 minutes?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Right. On the schedule it showed as 15, but the

next 15 minutes-the President's schedule is really managed in 15-
minute time blocks and the second 15 was reserved for senior staff,
and invariably I ran over into that second 15-minute period.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Was Don Regan usually present at those meet-
ings?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Unle~s he was out of town or having an-
other meeting.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. You told us that he was at this meeting on De-
cember 7th, and you just told me that he was at most of the meet-
ings that you had with the President, at least briefings. Is it safe
for us to assume that Don Regan knew virtually everything about
the Iranian initiative and the Contra resupply operations and sup-
port operations that the President did?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Now, the one exception to that may be that actions that took

place before he became Chief of Staff-see, I have lost track of
time. He became Chief of Staff in January of 1984?

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I believe that is right. I am not precisely sure of
the time myself.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am trying to think if he Was there when
Country Two made their first contribution.

Mr. McCOLLUM. At any rate, at any time after you became the
National Security Adviser, he would have been aware?
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Mr. POINDEXTE. Yes. That is-right. Not of everything that I was

aware of.
Mr. McCOLLUM. No. No.
Mr. POINDEXTER. But everything that the President was aware

of.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That's what I mean. Everything the President

was aware of?
Mr. -POINDEXTER. Right.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did he ever enter into the conversation and dis-

cuss this in your presence?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. He would, once in a while, he would make

an observation or make a recommendation to the President which
sometimes agreed with me, sometimes didn't.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And the meeting of December 7th, did he join in
the chorus with Secretary Shultz and Weinberger in opposition to
this Iraniarinitiative being further pursued? Was he silent? Or did
he support going forward?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I know there has been testimony that I read
somewhere or heard commenting on what position he took at that
meeting. I frankly can't remember at the 7 December meeting
what Don Regan said. But certainly later, when we got around the
the 17 January Finding, the final version, my recollection is that
Don Regan was very supportive of it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did he ever take you aside and question you
about this whole matter on other occasions outside the presence of
the Presideilt?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. McCOLLUM. I would like to turn to Attorney General Meese.
Mr. POINDEXTER. May I just add one comment on that?
Mr. McCOLLUM. Oh, certainly. Absolutely.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that Don Regan got a bum rap earlier

in his time as Chief of Staff of inter-ering too much in the national
security area. He certainly did not, when I was National Security
Adviser, and he was very careful not to, not that he wasn't inter-
ested, but he recognized that the President wanted the National
Security Adviser tA) report directly to him, and he accepted that.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. You, of course,, raised the question that even
though he didn't, maybe he should have steppe& forward a little bit
more, at least to talk with you and to be more knowledgeable. You
don't think he should have?

Mr. POINDI.TER. Not necessarily.
Mr. McCoIuM. Let me ask about Attorney General Meese. I

want to cle.r up one or two things. A lot of people have asked
questions about his knowledge. I particularly am interested in
what you know as to the degree of knowledge, if any, the Attorney
General had about the 1985 arms shipments, particularly the No-
vember uwies.

Prior to November, 1986, I think that's the critical cut-off date,
he obviously got involved at that point,-in fact, that was the center
question in November 20 and. 21. What, to your knowledge, did At-
torney General Meese know about the November, 1985, arms ship-
ments or for that matter the September ones? Prior to November,
1986?

f
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, of course, Mr. Meese was not involved in
the issue until sometime after. 7 December 1985. He was not in-
volved (in that meeting and I don't believe that Mr. McFarlane had
spoken to him about the Israeli proposal before that time.

I brought him into the situation in December, '85, January, '86. I
don't recall specifically talking to Ed about the shipments that hadbeen made ini985I oeer, pny notes for briefing the President
on Nir's visit -n January 2nd, 1986, my notes that were later made
up, indicate that I did talk to the President about the TOWs that
had been shipped.

For some reason, at the time I did not have.on my list of things a
discussion of the HAWKs; and I don't know exactly why I didn't
have that.

Now, I used those same notes by my recollection in the 7 Janu-
ary, 1986, meeting in which Ed Meese was there; so although If
can't be certain, we may very, well have discussed the TOW ship- -
ments in that 7 January, '86, meeting. It certainly would not have
been a big issue.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That would have been the September shipment?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The September, right.
Mr. McCOLLUM. But the November one?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think-I don't have any notes or any

recollection of discussing that in the 7 January meeting because-
and if we touched on the TOWs, it would have been just as a pe-
ripheral issue, because the 7 January meeting was focused on the
future.

Mr. MCCOLJUM. But the HAWK shipment, the November 1985
one that got him so concerned in November, '86, you didn't touch
on that at all?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any indication that we discussed
that in the 7 January meeting.

Now, in the 16 January meeting. the day before the final version'
of the Finding was signed, I don't recall specifically, and I have
said that several times in these hearings, becIuse I want to be
careful not to imply something for certain that I can't be certain
about; and out of the thousands of conversations I had over the 5 Y
years in the White House, I simply cannot recall specifically all the
conversations, and I don't think that should be considered unusual.

In the-in the 16 January meeting, I find it-although I can't
recall specifically the conversation, I find it difficult to believe that
we didn't et off on a discussion of the 1985 shipments. But--

Mr. MC&LLuM. You have no recollection-
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have no recollection of it.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. So from your actual recollection, you cannot tes:-

tify that Attorney General Meese had any knowledge of the No-
vember, 1985, shipment prior to November, 1986?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That s a short answer to my long answer.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did you ever ask Attorney General Meese to

hold up an FBI or Justice Department investigation during the
_- time y iu-_W-e&NSC AAviser?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I testified to that before.
In O-tober, the aircraft carrying Mr. Hasenfus was shot down.

Colonel North advised me that there was some sort of investigation

.
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and I can't recall specificaUy-I think it was the FBI and maybe
Customs.

Mr. McCOLLUM. I want to call you to a halt on that., You have
testified to that. I should have said other than that. I amj'n the'
question that's been raised a lot in the 'press about somedy
asking the Justice Department to stop an investigation going on
into drug smuggling and arms shipments down into Costa Rica and

- that sort of thing?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolutely not.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Nothing other than the Hasenfus incident you

described?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. That's correct.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. It has come to my attention the chairmen of the

Senate and House Intelligence Committees have occasionally re-
fused to be briefed on sensitive matters. Are you aware of any of
those occasions while you were National Security Adviser?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Would it not. be-yes?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I probably ought to explain the circumstances.

Or were you going to ask that?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Sure.
Mr. POINDEXTER. As. everybody- understands, I think, in the

Hughes-Ryan amendment to the National Security Act of 1947,
there are three provisions- that address the question of briefing
Congress on special activities or colloquially covert actions. One of
those is that the two intelligence committees, in toto, are briefed.
The second. way to do it is to brief the leadership of the Congress,
the eight we have talked about before. And-the third provision is to
withhold notification until the President decides that it is timely.

Now, the second way of briefing the leadership is what is at issue
here. In the past, with previous Chairmen of the Intelligence Com-"uittee, they have ben willing o briefed for the leaderhip, he.
eight. Some of the past, the more recent chairmen of at least one of
those committees has been unwilling to do that, in other words,
modifying the notification of the leadership. He insisted-which he
had every right to do'-that if we wanted to limit the knowledge in
the Congress and not brief the entire committee, then he insisted
that all eight of the leaders be briefecL.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Were those then briefed on that occasion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection on that point is a little fuzzy. I

think we may have fallen off of our position and gone ahead and
briefed the committees. I'm-not certain.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Wouldn't it-be better, as a matter of policy, if
the Committee Chairmen agreed to be briefed? Wouldn't that make
a little of this mistrust come to pass that we have been talking
about up here when you want to brief them?

Mr. Powmzxnm. I think we np__--figure-out--a way that is- ac-
ceptable-the-Congresu-ii4-d t-the Administration. I think it is a

... two-way -street That on very sensitive issue, that we brief a very--
limited number of people. The problem is that when you increase
the number of people that are aware, you have got to increase-I
think historically or empirically, you increase the chances of leaks
and on sensitive issues, where lives are involved, you'ye got to
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figure out a way to minimize the possibility of leaks. And the fewer
people that you brief, the more secure you are going to be.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Did. Commander ThompsQn.eveF come to you at
some time in May or June of- 1986, and say that concerns have been
expressed by another member of the NS sta ut the legality of
some of Colonel North's activities?

Mr. POINDEXT9R. I don't recall that; He may have. But I don't
recall it.

Mr. McCoLLuM. I just wanted to pursue it. I heard something to
that effect.

I have, one last question for you. I am concerned' about the
manner in which the Boland Amendment was addressed during
this whole period, before and during your watch.

I think you ma'y recall-since you said you listened to and
watched Colonel North's testimony -that at some point he said one
of the panel members here, one of us, had brought to the attention
of Mr. McFarlane the fact that it might have been far preferable to
have had a confrontation, constitutionally or otherwise, with the
Congress over the Boland Amendment than to proceed as was
done, by- skirting it, trying to abide by it, and so forth. He said he
agreed with that. N

I'm the Member who raised that with Mr. McFarlane, I really
felt then and still do-after all these days of hearings-that we
wouldn't have perhaps had so many questions or so much puffery
and politics and everything else in these hearings about the subject
of the Contra supply effort and the Boland Amendment if there
had been a confrontion over that issue rather than the skirting
process.

Do you have a view about that in retrospect? Would it have been
preferable to have had a confrofiftion rather than tried to, so to
speak, live within it even though yow said you didn't think it ap-
red%" to the Ns.C?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, Mr. McCollui,- do. And it is not just in
retrospect. At the time I often expressed my opinion in meetings in
the White House that we should not compromise..I think in hind-
sight, it was a clear mistake that we made. I understand, you
know, politics is the business of compromise; but on this issue, in
which the national security of the country was a vital concern, I
don't think we should have compromised.

Mr. McCoLLuM. Who did you have the; disagreement with? Who
overruled you? Vhe President himself?. Mr. Regan?

Mr. POINDEX-ER. I am talking about-this goes back to a time
when I was a Deputy and not National Security Adviser. In fact,
when I became National Security Adviser and we started the legis-
lative process to get the $100 million, I was able to get through the
portion that we wouldn't compromise; and so, for example, I came
u-p to the Hill and I can recall a meeting in the then-Majority
Lmdex, Bob Dole's, office, in which the present Majority Leader
came in, and there were several other Senators there, and it was a
very gentlemanly conversation, but I held firm.

Afterwards, I was accused by a Member of the Senate of march-
ing into the room like an admiral in full regalia, damn the torpe-
does, full speed ahead, and I torpedoed all possibility of compro-
mine. But in the end, wewon, and we got-tihe-v100 million. I think
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gotten it.

* i Now there were other elements in the White House, and I don't
think it is really necessary to get into who they were, that felt that
their evaluation wag that we couldn't win if we didn't compromise.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Let me ask you about one 'specific thing as I
close this out. Exhibit No. 50 in your book, no special exhibit here,
is the National Security Planning Group meeting report to the
President, the one of May 16, 1986. It has been referred to quite a
bit for other reasons. You may recall that on May 2d, exhibit 45 is
a May 2d PROP note-that you entered and discussed about the trip
back with the President on the plane in which he asked you if
there was anything he could do unilaterally to help the Contras,
and you have discussed that at some length.;

Just about less than 2 weeks later, the National Security Plan-
ning Group had this meeting to discuss that very point. Was that
meeting a product of that discussion with the President on the
plane?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In effect, it was; but the progenitor of both the
meeting on the airplane and the NSPG meeting later was a-staff
paper that had been prepared, And I believe it was probably an
agency paper on the various options that the President had with
regard to going forward with the legislation.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Also part of this was to keep the Contras alive
in the interim if Congress did not in fact continue or come forward
with appropriations.

On page 3 of exhibit 50, well, actually pages 2 and 3, the bottom
of that, there are three or four alternatives given to the President
about keeping the Contras alive. Reprogramming $15 million of
money from other sources; a second one was a Presidential appeal
for private donations by U.S. citizens; and the third was a direct
and very private Presidential overture to certuii heads of state
who are financially and politically capable of bridging the Resist-
ance.

We have had some discussion about a -number of these. But
number two, a Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens, was this proposal, this memo taken by you to the Presi-
dent and this option presented to him. to directly -appeal for private
donations to U.S. citizens?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it was.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did he reject that? How did it come that this did

not get accepted as a proposal?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly don't recall. I believe in preparation

for these hearings, I did read through the classified notes of that
meeting. I don't recall it being mentioned that we discussed that
particular issue.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Would you have supported that option? That is,
a confrontation-type option?

Mr. POINDEXTR. Yes. I would have supported that, and probaty
did.- I just think the problem is that'there always is a limited
amount Of time in these'NSPG meetings, and we- probably didn't
simply get to that issue. Spent too much time on other parts.
• Mr. McCoLLuM. It occurs to me, and in closing I would like to
make this comment. I think you have corroborated-it-fro-yOur
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personal perspective. We would have avoided a lot of the problems
with Coniress and with this hearing and a lot of the other things
that went on in the; process if we had had an acceptance of your
early advice to have some confrontation over Boland; and if we had
prevailed, or your views had prevailed, and the President had done
things like go directly to the American public for private dona-
tions, setup a business, orderly account for those donations to aid
the Contras that would have been audited. I am sure it would have
been, we wouldn't have had all these questions that arose. We
might have had a big tangle in Congress. I am sure we would have.
We wouldn't have had this secret, behind-the-scenes-type of thing
about policy.-

I agree with the idea about having secret covert operations. I
think that is always necessary. That is the implementation, that is
the operational side. Secret policy is what has gotten us to the
point we are here at today. Here is an area, particularly the
Contra area, where it doesn't make any sense; we had a secret
policy instead of a confrontation policy.

Thank you very much, admiral.
Chairman HAMILTON. Chairman Inouye.
"Chairman INOUYE. I am pleased to recognize Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I know thire are two or three issues covered very well

in testimony both last week and yesterday. The two or three that I
just can't help but try to get something off my chest, at least
with respect to the difference between your judgment of what the
President would have said -or decided at that time and his more
recent statements that he would not have decided in that fashion,
the suggestion has been made that either you are not telling the
truth or that today the President is attempting to mislead the.
American public because you have a different opinion. -

i think you covered that yesterday by saying that times are dif-
ferent, the situation is different, the President s judgment is differ-
ent than you would have at that time anticipated. Is that a correct
statement?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is a fair description, Senator.
Mr. MCCLURE. I can't find anything in that situation that indi-

cates to me that either you or the President is trying to mislead
the American public. It seems to me both you and the President
are trying to inform the American public, and certainly opinions
may differ, and there is room for a lot of difference of opinion in
your interpretation, your understanding or your expectation and
the President's, just as there may be between others who try to in-
terpret those statements.

The second thing is the assertion that I think was responded toagain yesterday with respect to whether or not the injunction,
whichI think all of us have grown up with, to tell the truth is an.
absolute injunction. I remember a few years ago when in the

- waning year-of-the-Vietnam-war-I-was-called-upon- to-participate---....
in the debate at Catholic University. There was a representative
from the Pentagon and I from the Congress, a professor of moral
theology and a professor of dogmatic theology on the panel. I re-
member in preparation for that, before we went out to Face the au-
fdience and tie questions that we were bound to get, that the two
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professors-in conversations between themselves said, "We are not
going tO get into the question about whether or not a war is just
under any circumstances, because we'll concede at the outset that
under. some circumstances, waging war is more moral than failing
to do so."

As I recall, there is an absolute injunction in the law of Moses
that is deeply imbedded in our Judeo-Christian heritage; that kill-
ing is wrong, and yet I was struck by the fact that two professors,
one of moral theology and one of dogmatic theology, started the
discussion by saying under some circumstances it is more moral to
kill than to refrain from doing so.

I think the analogy is apt here with respect to the intunction
that we all must follow that indeed killing is wrong but there are
exceptions, and that lying is wrong but there may be times when
telling the truth is more immoral than failing to.

The question I guess that comes back and haunts me a little bit
is, I am not quite certain that I Understand in that context what it
is that you have meant when you said, I intended that we should
mislead the Congress but we are going to tell the truth. I remem-
ber your comments about what you expected Colonel North to do,
that he would mislead or evade but he was going to tell the truth,
and I am not sure exactly what you meant by that statement.
-Could you help us?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I think I have testified, there were a lot of
stories in the press circulating around.. We can hypothesize on
what the source of those stories might be, but they were absolutely
false.'

For example, there was one charge that Colonel North was in-
volved with a plan to assassinate Pastora, which was Absolutely
false, outrageous. And there were other stories like that that were
also ineorreetpr4=-a JKLyZ- thought that most of the questions would
be about these outrageous issues, and that he could answer truth-
fully on those particular issues, and evade answering questions on
which he didn't want to answer the questions.

Mr. MCCLURE. Well, it has been suggested-I remember once ear-
lier, I believe, was wben Secretary Abrams was testifying, he had
been authorized to talk about something that was-they had decid-
ed at the highest levels in the administration should not yet be dis-
cussed, and that he frankly misled the Congress in his answer.

It was suggested by some, both in the committee and in commen-
tary outside about that testimony, that what he should have done
is to simply say, "I can't talk about that," rather than trying to de-
flect the answer away by something that was frankly misleading,
intended to be misleading.

I agree that troubles me, because I'm not sure that I know
whether you are saying, as Colonel North did, that sometimes you
are pushed into very tough decisions where. you have to weigh the

--..... alternatives between telling the truth and not telling the truth,
and you .are forced to make a hard choice, which he frankly'said he
found very, very distasteful.

Mr. POI}NDEXTER. It is' I think, a very hard choice. Clearly, with-
holding information is not laying out the full story, and that iswhat we-were-doing ...... ______________
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r McCLURE. And not laying out the full story is sometimes
if an untruth?/"Mr. PoINDEXmJI. It can be defined that way. And it is a very dif-

ficult decision.
It would be-it would be nice if we could design a system that
dn't require that, and maybe through cooperation and through

these' hearings we can arrive at a method of managing foreign
policy in these very difficult areas that produces that result.

Mr. McCLuRz. Well, Admiral Poindexter, it still troubles me be-
cause I don't really know where we draw that line or how, or how
we define it, but I think we should be conscious that there is a line
to be drawn. If we are going beyond that line, we have to have
very, very strong reasons to do so. They, should be conscious rea-
sons and we should be able to articulate those reasons at an appro-
priate time.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The whole issue, of course, depends on having
good people that are motivated with the national interests of the
country in mind. ' 0

Mr. McCLURE. That is devoutly to be hoped, and I -hope indeed
that we will find that to be true, not only in this case but also in
other-cases in the future as well.

But it isn't just that kind of misleading that troubles me. I have
heard throughout these entire proceedings statements made by a
number of people who may sincerely believe what they have said,
but I fimd to be a misleading statement, the statement that all aid
to the Contras was forbidden by Boland. I-didn't read Boland that
way, didn't understand it at the time to be intended to do that,
don't believe now that it does that. It is a narrow band of proscrip,
tions that is defined in the statute, and yet a number of Members
of Congress and commentaries outside have said Boland prohibited
aid to the Contras. Now, that is a misleading statement, in my
V-i W.

There may be others who don't believe it is misleading because
they honestly believe it is correct, but I think it is a difficult ques-
tion for alt of us.

I want to go back to '85 and discuss some of the key points in the
Iran issue. After the failure of the November HAWK shipment, as
I recall, on December 7th, there was a meeting with the President
and NSC principals, after the first Finding was signed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Secretary Shultz, Secretary Weinberger, Don

Regan, and the President were there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, and Mr. McFarlane.
Mr. MCCLURE. I believe you testified that this was the first time

you heard the President express his feelings about the initiative,
and I believe it was also the first time you heard Secretary Shultz
and Secretary Weinberger express their opposition to the initia-
tive?

Mr.'POINDEXTm. It is true with regard to the President. I believe
I have testified that earlier in that week, I had spoken by secure
telephone with Secretary Weinberger and Secretary Shultz, so I
probably had an indication of their general position, but it was the
7 December meeting was the first opportunity I had to hear them
articulate in great detail what their objections were.

i
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Mr. M CLURE. On W~dnesday last week, in response to a ques-
tion by Mr. Liman you said, "And the President listened to all this
very carefully and at the end of the discussion, at least .the first
round, he sat back and he said something to the effect, and this is
not a direct quote, but it was something to the effect that 'I don't
feel we can leave any stone unturned in trying to get the hostages
back. We clearly have a situation here where there are larger stra-
tegic interests, but it is also. an opportunity to get thke hostages
back, and I think that. we ought to at least take the nextstep. "

What did you understand the President' to mean when he said
"we ought to take the next step"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the issue under discussion, the decision
before the President, was whether Mr. McFarlane should leave
later that day to fly to London to meet with Mr. Ghorbanifar and
so I interpreted that to mean that the President wanted him to go
on, that he wanted to take the next step.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did the President give you or anyone else, to your
knowledge, specific instructions as to what he wanted to do? Did he
lay out the steps that he expected to be followed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. At that point, I don't believe we did. That was
not until later.

And I also want to clarify one point, that my recollection is that
the President said the things that I have testified to earlier at the
end of the first round of discussions. There was further discussion,
as we say in the bureaucracy, the Secretary of State and Secretary
of Defense "reclaimed" his decision. At the end of the meeting in the
residence, the President said, well, he Would think about it, which
was often his tendency to do, so he didn't actually take the decision
in the meeting.

Later in the, day, I believe the President called Mr. McFarlane
and said that he had decided that he should go, and we really
needed to get that first meeting out of the way before we decided
what additional steps we would take, aqo that is what we worked
on in December and January.

Mr. MCCLURE. At that time, was there any decision made to
make further weapons transfers, or was that initiative dead at that
time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. There certainly was no decision at that time to
make further arms transfers. It was clearly a future possibility, but
the President wanted to wait until Mr. McFarlane returned from
London to take that next decision.

Mr. MCCLURE. At the end of the meeting, Mr. McFarlane was
asked to take, and you said later in the day he affirmed the deci-
sion that Mr. McFarlane should take the trip, and that was a trip
to London to discus it further?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. As I recall, he was going there to check out the

Israeli channel so the President could make a decision based on
first-hand reports from his own people with respect to that channel
and that Israeli proposal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. The following day, Mr. McFarlane and Colonel

North and others met in London with Mr. Ghorbanifar.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.

I
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Mr. McCLuz. Admiral, to the best of your knowledge, when did
we first become aware that Mr. Ghorbanifar was the channel that
the Israelis were using?

Mr. PomDnmix. Well, we knew it on 7 December. I don't believe
that we knew it in July, August, September-probably-or Octo-.
ber. We probably didn't identify him until General Secord got in-
volved with helping the Israelis on that flight. I am a little fuzzy
on that, but I believe that is reasonably accurate.

Mr. McCLuz. When Mr. McFarlane came back from that meet-
inc-he briefed the President directly?

. Pom rm. He did.
Mr. McCLuRz. Were you present at the time he gave that brief-

inUr. PoMDANrEN. Yes, I was.
Mr. McCLxuR. As I recall the testimony, both from his direct tes-

,---timony and that of others, he was very very skeptical about wheth-
er or not this channel was going to work, he was very skeptical
about Mr. Ghorbanifar, and asI recall at least some comments
were made that he was repulsed by the way Mr. Ghorbanifar had
suggested arms-for-hostages trades m kind of a mathematical equa-
tion, is that correct?

Mr. Po wxmR. My recollection of -his debrief was that he did
not think that Mr. G orbanifar was a good channel, didn't have
any confidence in him at all. That is the thing that sticks in my
mind.

Mr. McCLURE. He wrote a memo, didn't he, Mr. North wrote a
memo indicating that the meeting was inconclusive? .

Mr. PomI rmz. Colonel North wrote a memo and/or PROF
note. I can't recall right at the moment, you have it as an exhibit, I
can't r what exactly his conclusion was. -

Mr. McCmaR. WhAt impression do you have in your mind- now
abeut Colonel Norths opinion or the Israeli channel following the
meeting in London?

Mr. PODExm". I don't--my impression is that he was not as
negative as Mr. McFarlane.

M McCLuRz. That is the way I remember the testimony.
Mr. PomvMxMr. Yes. %
Mr. McCLu"w. Was there a specific proposal for action following

the London meeting?
Mr. PomwimD . Yes, there was-there was discussion with the

President that-in the debrief of the London meeting, as I have tes-
tified, Director Casey has. memorialized what I consider td be a
very accurate description of the President's-what I perceived as
the President's thinking at the time, that he was disappointed that
Mr. Ghorbanifar was not going to be a reliable channel, but at the
same time he was not willing to give up on this idea of such a
project with the Iranians with the broad objectives and with the
possibility of getting the hostages back. .

So at some point in December-I don't remember exactly when it
was-I told the President that I was having my people work with
Bill Casey's to review what other possibilities there might be and
that we would be back to him after the Christmas hoiiays, which
eventual ly we did, and the Nir meeting on the 2d of January was
an additional step in that process.
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Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I seemy time has expired. I do
have further questions. Perhaps after everyone else has concluded
their questioning, I might have an opportunity to ask more.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes -Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Good morning, Admiral.
Mr. Chairman, I want to put to bed the canard raised yesterday

with reference to Speaker O'Neill dragging his feet and over a
period of 8 months dragging out the last bill for providing for $100
million for Contra aid, $70 million for military assistance and $30 .
million for humanitarian assistance.

I would like to read a chronology on the passage of that particu-
lar bill. That is a nice word, "chronology," we have heard it often
in these hearings.
I February 25th, President Reagan's request for $100 million was sent

to Congress. On March 20th, the request was defeated in the House
by 210 to 222. On March 27th, the request was approved in the
Senate, 58 to 47. On April 16, the second House vote, which was an-
urgent supplemental, the President's request was tabled by almost
a solid vote on the Republican side and some Democrats on" the
Democratic side voting for the Hamilton substitute providing for
$27 million in humanitarian aid. On June 25, the House approves a
request for the military construction appropriation bill, 221 to 209.
IfI remember correctly, that was the first appropriation bill that
was passed in 1986.

On August 13th, the Senate passed a military construction bill
containing the Contra funds. August 14, recess begins. September
8th, recess ends. September 25th, the continuing resolution passed
both Houses with Contra aid included. October 3d, the continuing
resolution passed the Senate. October 15th, the continuing resolu-
tion conference agreement passed the House. On October 16th, the
continuing resolution conference agreement passed the Senate. On
October 18th, the continuing resolution was signed by the, Presi-
dent.

Mr. Chairman, that is the chronology of the last appropriation
for Contra aid that appeared in 1986, and that is the correct-those
are the correct dates with reference to that particular bill.

Admiral Poindexter, you testified that you directed Colonel
North to leave out of the chronologies he was preparing on the
Iran arms transactions any mention of the diversion of funds to the
Contras, is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. BOLAND. Did you give Colonel North any other instructions

with respect to items to be left out of the chronologies?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I did not.
Mr. BOLAND. -Evidence has been presented to these committees

indicating that notification to Congress of the Iran arms transac-
tion would have been made either when the hostages were all re-
leased or when the administration's term of office was ending,
whichever came first. Was that your understanding of the plan for
congressional notification?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, it was not. The way the President worded
the preamble to the Finding was worded, it was up to him to decide
when it was appropriate. I don't recall discussing exactly when
thatmight be.
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Mr. BOLAm. Were you aware that negotiators representing the
U.S. Government on the Iran arms transactions had indicated to
their Iranian counterparts that the United States was prepared to
go to war with the Soviet Union in the event of a Russian invasion
of Iran and that the United States would assist in deposing a head
of state in the Middle East?

Mr. PODmXMTER. Mr. Boland-
Mr. BOLAN. Were you aware that negotiators made this repre-

sentation to the Iranians?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Boland, the business about the Soviet

Union, I think, is clear to everybody since President Carter was
President, in which the U.S. policy had been that we are not going
to stand by while the Soviet Union moves into the Persian Gulf.
That is not news to anybody. All that General Secord was doing, as
I understand it, after hearing his testimony, was simply making
that point to the Iranians. That is not news.

Mr. BOLAND. Well-
Mr. BECKLER. I think there is more of an answer, Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Fine.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Now the business about Saddam Husayn, con-

trary to what is carried in the papers, I don't believe is in those
nine points. That was a separate discussion that Mr. Hakim as a
private individual had. That was not the U.S. position and 's not
the U.S. position.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, isn't it so that General Secord and Albert
Hakin\ were negotiating in behalf of the United States with respect
to the release of the hostages?

Mr. POINDEXTER. All of their meetings and discussions were what
we call ad referendum. They were not authorized to reach any
agreement. Anything that they discussed as a possible future
agreement had to be referred back to Washington.

--Mr.-oAVNo. Let me ask whether or not the President was made
aware of their representation--

Mr. BECKLER. Once again I would like the witness allowed the op-
portunity to answer Mr. Boland's questions.

Mr. BOLAND. I would be delighted to have the witness answer
full but I don't want the 15 minutes used.

M. -BECKLER. I will stipulate we will stay an extra 10 minutes,
but it is important.to have the answers in full.

Mr. BOLAND. I think it is, too.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly the same position that most ne-

gotiators for the U.S. Government, whether they be private individ-
uals, Assistant Secretaries of State, Assistant Secretaries of De-'
fense, the arms control people in Geneva, the same guidance exists.
Their instructions are essentially ad referendum, in other words,
they have got to refer back to Washington for final approval. They
have negotiating guidelines just as Colonel North, General Secord,
Mr. McFarlane had guidelines.

Mr. BOLAND. Admiral, when you were in the process of relieving
Mr. McFarlane as National Security Adviser, I assume that you
had one or more sessions with him in which he described matters
of which he was aware that you had not needed to know as his
deputy but which you would need to know in your new post, is that
correct?
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Mr, POINDEXTER. I don't remember that.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. McFarlane has testified twice before these com-

mittees that he thought the NSC, the National Security Council,
was covered by the Boland Amendment and that he repeatedly ad-
vised his staff of his belief and his desire that the law be complied
with. Do you recall Mr. McFarlane's discussing that subject with
the NSC staff?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. BOLAND. You have made it clear that you did not share Mr.

McFarlane's view of the applicability of Boland to the NSC. Did
you ever discuss your contrary views with Mr. McFarlane and if so,
what did he say?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Again I don't recall a specific conversation on
that. I think that Mr. McFarlane was aware of my position, espe-
cially with regard to coming back to the Congress to try to get it
clarified about talking to third countries. The reason that I did not
want to do that was that I didn't think it was necessary because
there wasn't any restriction in Boland that I could see that pre-
vented us from talking to third countries and I didn't want to re-
surface the issue, on the Hill and get an answer that we didn't
want to hear, and I think he was well aware of that.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask you, when you became the National Se-
curity Adviser did you inform your staff that a new view of the
coverage of the Boland Amendment would henceforth apply?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified, Mr. Boland, I do not recall
Mr. McFarlane making that kind of issue with the staff. In my
view, things didn't really change when I became National Security
Adviser. I did meet with Colonel North and tell him to continue on
course with the way that he had been managing the Central Amer-
ican account up to that point. So that was not a change.

Mr. BOLAND. Did you depend upon Mr. Sciaroni's opinion from
the Oversight Board.

-Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified before, I was aware of the
Intelligence Oversight Board's determination with regard to the ap-
plicability. I don't think it is fair to call it Mr. Sciaroni's decision.
It wap ratified by three very prominent U.S. citizens that are immi-
nently qualified in this field. I was aware of that. I had reached a
conclusion on my own earlier that the Boland Amendment didn't
apply and this simply confirffied it.

Mr. BOLAND. Did you rely on Mr. Sciaroni's opinion?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I believed that the opinion of the Intelligence

Oversight Board, you keep calling it Mr. Sciaroni's opinion, I think
that is misleading. I felt it was a conditioned, well-thought out
opinion.

Mr. BOLAND. The Sciaroni opinion was written in'September of
'85. North's, that opinion was written September of '85. North's,
Contra -activities began well before that. Thus there was no
thought given to checking the legality of those actions before they
commenced. No one asked Sciaroni to do an opinion. McFarlane
said he never saw it. Why didn't you discuss it with Mr. McFarlane
if you found it persuasive, especially since you knew McFarlaie
held a contrary view on the applicability of Boland to the NSC?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As-I havetestified, Mr. Boland, I did not simply
rely on the Intelligence Oversight Board's opinion on this issue. I
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had reached my own independent conclusions much before that
and I became aware of the Intelligence Oversight Board's opinion
at some later point, I don't recall when that was. It may well have
been after Mr. McFarlane left. In September and October of 1985,
we were getting ready for the Geneva summit with Mr. Gorbachev
and I don't recall focusing on that particular aspect of the issue at
that time. -

Mr. BOLAND. You testified that it was our opinion that the
Boland Amendment did not apply to the NSC. You have also testi-
fied that you were generally aware of Colonel North's activities on
behalf of the Contras. Colonel North has testified that he sought
assistance for the Secord lethal resupply operation froin employees
of agencies that you have testified were covered by the Boland
Amendment., Colonel North has testified that his superiors were aware that he
had done so. Were you aware that Colonel North had made re-
quests of or issued instructions to employees of the CIA, the De-
partment Of Defense and the State Department for assistance in
the operation to resupply the Contras with weapons?

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman,. there is one point in this record
that I have to--emphiiie aid that is Admiral Poindexter has never
stated in answers to Mr. Boland or anybody else that he was ever
under the opinion so to Mr. McFarlane s opinions about the Boland
Amendment applying. He has never stated that he understood that
Mr. McFarlane felt.that Boland applied. I want to male that abso-
lutely clear on this record. I don t think there is any basis-df his
testimony for Mr. Boland to assume that Admiral Poindexter has
stated that he felt that McFarlane said it applied.

Mr. BOLAND. The question, Mr. Counsel, is whether or not in his
opinion the Admiral believes that the Boland Amendment did not
apply to the NSC. But he has testified that employees of other
agencies were covered by the Boland Amendment. So I raise the
question as to Whether or not he was aware that Colonel North had
issued instructions to employees of the CIA, the DOD and State De-
partment for assistance in the operation to resupply the Contras
with weapons.

Now that is a fair question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have said before, I did not micromanage

Colonel North in carrying out his mission. I am not aware of specif-
ic conversations that he may have had with employees of 6ther de-
partments. He understood, and he also has testified, that he did ev-
erything possible to comply with the letter and spirit of Boland,
and I believe him and I think that is very accurate.

Mr. BOLAND. Did-were you aware that Colonel North made re-
quests of the employees of these agencies?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not going to say i am aware unless I know
of something specific and I do not recall anything specific that you
may be referring to.
. Mr.- BOLAND. You are certainly aware of the fact that he was in-
volved in the Secord operations M Costa Rica?

Mr. PoIni'ExTER. Absolutely.
Mr. BOLAND. And you were aware of the fact that there were em-

ployees of these agencies that were doing some of the work that
they were instructed to do by Colonel North, I presume?
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Mr.: POINDEXTER. I don't think that that is an incontroverted fact
at all.

Mr. BOLAw. Let me ask you whether or not you believe that it
was lawful for Colonel North to make those requests and issue
those instructions to people who were clearly covered by the
Boland Amendment?

Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDXTER. Mr. Boland, the decision as to what is lawful

and unlawful is not the function of this committee. It will be deter-
mined by the courts, by the independent counsel, and I am not
going to sit here and debate you on that particular issue.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask you whether or not-Ambassador
Tambs of course is an employee of the State Department, is that
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He is a representative of the President of the
United States.

Mr. BOLAND. And Colonel Steele was with the Department of De-
fense, is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. BOLAND. And Joe Fernandez was with the CIA, is that cor-

rect?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am not sure who you are referring to.
Mr. BOLAND. Were you aware that all three were involved in the

Secord lethal operation? At any time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I again did not micromanage this operation. I

don't think it is appropriate and I didn't do it, and so the precise
knowledge that I have on that issue is not significant enough) to
give you a positive answer.

Mr. BOLAND. You have probably answered this question a million
timeibut I will ask it once more. You have testified that you made
the decision to authorize the diversion and that while you did not
inform the President, you believed that if he had been asked for his
approval, he would have given it. You have indicated that you ulti-
mately discussed the diversion with the President on November
25th of '86. Do I understand your testimony to be that while you
told the President that you were generally aware, you did not tell
him that you had been the one who authorized it? Did he give you
reason to believe-then, at that time, that he would have approved
the diversion?

* Mr. POINDEXTER. The issue didn't come up, Mr. Boland. As I have
testified, the President didn't ask me whether I had approved it

. and I did not volunteer it at that point, so the issue didn't come up.
Mr. BOLAND. Did he indicate he was disappointed, really disap-

pointed that he did not know anything about it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Hedid not indicate that to me.
Mr. BOLAND. You have testified-just one more question-you

have testified that you believed that all profits from the Iran initia-
tive would be channeled to the Contra#; is that correct?

0 Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. BOLAND. Was that belief based' on your assumption that

North or sokneone subject to U.S. Government control would assure
that that would be the result?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I-felt that Colonel North-and General Secord
were completely able to carry that out and I thought they would.
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Mr. BoL . Colonel North testified that if you had wanted all of
the residuals in the Iran arms sales transaction to be returned to
the U.S. Treasury, that would have been done. Do you believe that
you had the authority or the ability to direct Colonel North as to
how the residuals would be used?

Mr. PoINDR. Absolutely.
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you very much. -
Chairman HAMILTON. The commi~ts will take a ten-minute

recess. . /

[Brief recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will come to order.
The recess was extended because of a vote taking place in the

U.S. Senate.
Senator Nunn is recognized for the balance of his time that he

reserved.
Mr.. POINDEXTER. Mr. Chairman, before Senator Nupn begins,

may I amplify my answer to Mr. Boland's last question?
Chairman HAMILTON. Yes, ind-ed. You may proceed.
Mr. POINDEXTER. After I left the room, Mr. Boland, I realized I

may have left the wrong impression there. I did not mean to imply
in any way that I felt that those were Government funds involved
in the transfer. I simply meant to imply that I had authority to
provide direction and control over Colonel North in terms of his
making his recommendations to General Secord.

I still feel that those funds were either private funds or could be
considered as third country funds.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you.
Senator Nunn?
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, you have used the term during the course of the last 4

or 5 days a good many times, the term "plausible-deniability."
Mr. POINDEXTER. Correct.
Mr. Nurii. Everybody I have talked to in the intelligence com-

munity and around town where that term has been used tells me
that the definition' Of that term is that when you set up plausible
deniabilityfor someone, the President or someone else, what that
mean is that they know the fact"jn-question, but they can deny
the knowledge and that the denial is believable.

Now, would you tell us whether that is your definition or wheth-
er you have some other definition in mind? o

Mr. POINDEXTER. First of all, Senator, I believe if you go back
and look at my testimony on May 2d, when this issue first came
up, I used the term deniability, that I wanted to provide the Presi-
dent deniability and insulate him from the decision.

Since that testimony, the terminology has been raised in these
hearings of plausible deniabiity and I have gone along with that
definition.

Since this is not any ptort of printed do eordoatsimply
is a concept, I think it is open to interpretation; and my interpreta-
tion of it is simply and very straightforwardly the ability of the
President to deny knowing anything about it and be very truthful
in that process. He didn't know anything about it.
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Mr. NUNN. That is wiat I would call absolute deniabiity. If you
don't know, it is not only plausible, it just didn't happen. Is t&at
what you mean then?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Absolute deniability would be a more accurate
description.

Mr. NUNN. Because that word has been used quite a bit during
these hearings.

Mr.. POINDEXTER. It has been. And again because it \is not some-
thing that is codified, it is the same thing with cover action and
special activities. We use covert action when most Of the time we
are talking about special activities. But because deniab~ity, plausi-
ble deniability or absolute deniability are not defined in statute
any place, it is obviously open to interpretation.

Mr. NUNN. Well, you are not-let's just make the record clear.
You are not using plausible deniability as it has commonly been
used and I defined it?

Mr. POINDEXTER- As discussed in the morning newspaper, I be-
lieve, I am not using plausible deniability in that way or the way
that you defined it.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, going back to something that has been dis-
cussed a great deal, but hopefully giving you a new slant on it in
terms of a question, the December 5th Finding, now you testified
that you' ripped up or "destroyed that Finding and you have given
your reasons oh all of that; correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Correct.
Mr. NUNN. The question I have is why was the Finding, which

you have'said clearly-did not reflect in your view an accurate as-
sessment of what the President really had in mind, why did that
Finding ever go to the President to begin with? Wasn't it your job
to keep that kind of incomplete Finding which you have testified
was inconsistent with the objective from being both read and
signed by the, President of the United States?

Mr. POINbEXtR. It was and I believe in my, earlier testimony or
possibly in one of the depositions indicated that I had some regret
that I had let him sign it.

Mr. NUNN. But you do have-the morning h6adline is not correct /

then? You do have some regret?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Of course I do, Senator. /
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Senator, you know, we are not going by the

morning headlines, fortunately. We are going by what the Ameri-
can public feels about this, not by the headlines.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Beckler.
Admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I thought I mswered.
Mr. NUNN. So you do have regrets about that?Mr.' Ij)INDEXTER. Yes.
As I ave testified, I think that I acted under pressure when .1

should ave had the Finding fully staffed. I didn't. And the Presi-
den * .-But it also, I think, is important tonotethat from a
1w -looking standpoint, nothing was done under that particu-
lar Finding. It Was an acknowledgment that after the fact, that
the President had approved the HAWK transfer in November. It
did not shed any light on his prior approval that may or may not
have taken place in Geneva.,
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Mr. NuNN. Admiral, along that line, the January 17 Finding
which followed, of course, that one and was a more complete docu-
ment-

Mr. Pomvm m. Right,
Mr. NuNN. -according to your testimony, that is exhibit no. 28.

In the first paragraph of the memo which you sent to the Presi-
dent, that accompanied that Finding, the first paragraph states,
and I will read it to you: "Prime Minister Peres of Israel secretly
dispatched his special adviser gn terrorism with instructions to pro-
pose a plan by which Israel, with limited help from the United
States, can create conditions to bring about a more moderate Gov-
ernment in Iran. The Israelis are very concerned that Iran's dete--
riorating position in the war with Iraqi the potential for further ra-
dicalization in Iran, and the possibility of enhanced',Soviet influ-
ence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the security of
Israel."

Did you see that?
Mr. Po=N xma. Yes, I see that.
Mr. NuNN. There is just one part of that I want to ask you a

question about. That is the words "the Israelis are very, concerned
that Iran's deteriorating position in the war with Iraq," that was a
memo you were sending to the President of the United States with
a very important Finding attached thereto. Everything I recall
about that period of time indicates that that position, though it
may have very well been the Israeli position, was not the Uf.S. Gov-
ernment position.

That is, we did not believe the Iranian position was deteriorating
-vi&a-vis Iraq in that war.

Do you have a different recollection of that?
Mr. PowDwcr . I do.,We were always concerned about the abili-

ty of the Iranians to hold on for a protracted period of time.
Mr. NuNN. The Iranians, I thought it was the Iraqis who

were-
Mr. POmNxTm. No. There were differences of opinion on this

issue.
Mr. NUN. So you agreed with the Israeli position?'
Mr. PoIDz T. Yes, I think we id agree with that at that

time.
Mr. NuNN. When you say we,, who do you m ?
Mr. PoI-rnTmI. I think members of the N Sstaff and I think'

Director Casey felt that way:
Mr. NuNN. Why in the world did we have a roving ambassador

going all over the world trying to stop the flow of arms into Iran
and calling it Operation Staunch with the State Department people
going all over trying to prevent that if we thought the Iranian posi-
tion. was the one that was deteriorating?.

Mr. PomxnR. Senator,; we were trying to bring an end to the
war. We wanted to help bring about the end of the war by limiting
the flow of arms into Iran and frankly Iraq. We were not interest-
ed in providing or encouraging others to provide unlimited support
to Iraq. We wanted to lower the intensity of the conflict.

Mr. NuNN., We will have to ask Secretary Shultz about-that
when he appears and Secretary Weinberger, because that state-
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meant, although I can certainly acknowledge it was the Israeli view,
it was contrary to everything I was hearing back then.

I have been under the impression for at least 2 to 3 years that
we have been concerned about precisely the oppte, that the Iraqi
position was going to deteribrate over the long haul?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I said, there was difference of opinion. I can
recall intelligence analysts predicting very early in the war that
there was no way that -Iraq could stand up to the Iranian forces.
That was not the case. The Iraqis demonstrated a significant abili-
ty t6 hold on.

.. .Mr. NuN.Switchi ito another subject, Admiral Poindexter, we'
_.-::wisc sidWith Colon North, I did the other day, the Los Angeleg

STimes article. about lMverend Robertson and what he had said in
that -article North~ had -told him about the effort- to get hostages
back. I don't know whether you followed any of that or not.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I followed'it.
Mr. NUNN. It has come to my attention that there was an inter-

view that took place on television with Reverend Robertson inter-
viewing President Reagan in a televised interview which was aired
on September 20, 1985, and in that transcript, which I will read to

S..you, Reverend Robertson says to President Reagan, "Word reached
us that a member of the White House staff was dispatched on

-Sunday to Iran to seek the release of the remaining six"-and actual-
ly was seven at that time. "Is there any word on that that might
give hope to us?"

President Reagan answers, "Well, I can't' really talk about what
we are doing because I don't want to do anything that would en-
danger the prospects of the others being freed. I can only say that
we have explored every avenue. We have been working or this all
the time. Since the first one, Mr. Buckley, was kidnapped and I
know that some of the families have grown impatient because they
don't see things in the paper. We don't think we are doing any-
thing"-that is the way it reads-"but going public and being in
the paper is not the way to get the Reverend Weir back or ahy of
the others.".

My question is, were you. alerted to that question having been
posed to the President?

Mr, POINDEXTER. I don't recall, Senator, being aware of that at
the time.

Mr, NUNN. If you had been alerted to that question being posed,
would not that have caused you considerable alarm? ,, Mr. POINDEXTER. It would have. As I testified yesterday, I was
alarmed at- what the President had told Mr. Van Atta.

Mr. NUNN. So that interview means that somebody evidently had
told Reverend Robertson?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Or speculation. I simply don't know the -facts
surrounding 4t. -

Mr., NUNN. SO you neyer had an investigation about a leak or
....anything of-that nature?- .

Mr. PODEXTER. No, I believe I was unaware of that. This is the
first time I can recall hearing it.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, you and I had a dialogue at the end of last
-week about Director Casey and whether indeed he had -seen any of
those memoranda that Colonel North testified he wrote on the di-

f
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version and you testified that you did not remember seeing those
memoranda.

Mr. BECMXR. Could we have a reference to a transcript?
Mr. NUNN. I am not going to ask you any questions that will give

you any problem needing a transcript. If I do, I will-be glad to get
it for you.

Mr. BECKLER. There was a reference made the other day to a fit-
ness report I understood it wasn't going to cause us any problems
either, but when you read the full fitness report, I think it does
cause us some problems. I understand you have good intentions,
but I have my eye on other balls, concerns here.

Mr. NUNN. I haven't asked a question, but wait for the question
if you woul4land then- if you have a problem with it, we will deal
with it. I edn ive you the reference.

The question I have, do you recall hearing Colonel North's testi-
mony that he showed at least one of the diversion memos to Mr.
Casey, Director Casey?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly don't recall that part of the testimony,
but I will take your word for it.

Mr. NUNN. Counsel, it is July 9th, a question from Mr. Liman to
Colonel North, pages 169 and 170.

Mr. Liman asked, "Now, when you talked to the Director in Oc-
tober about the Furmark incident and in November, did he ever
ask you what the memorandum looked like that you had sent up
the- line and that you either were going to take care of or had
taking care of?."

Colonel North answers: "I don't believe so, because I think at
least on one occasion I actually went over- the memo at random
with the Director."

Liman: "So he knew what it looked like, that one?"
North: "Certainly."
So we have testimony that Director Casey had seen at least one

of those memos. &
My question to you under that set of circumstances, if Colonel

North's testimony is accurate, would you agree that it is possible
Director Casey not only saw the memo, but may have shared those
memos with.others?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I understood your reading of Colonel North's

testiihony, I believe he said that he thought. I don't take that as an
absolute fact.

Mr. NUNN. Let me-read it again.
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified before, I didn't have any in-

dication based ,on personal knowledge that Director Casey was
aware of this operation, this part of the operation, nor aware of
any memos. As I have-testified yesterday, I don't think there were
any other memos except the one, and also know that I did not
sho--that-r-di2uss--that-witesident . . .

Mr. NUNN. But you cannot tell us that Director Casey did not
show that--,

Mr. POINDEXTZR. Obviously I can't. I think it is highly unlikely.
Mr. NUNN. You can't exclude that possibility though?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think it is highly unlikely.

75-935 0 - 88 - 12
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Mr. NuN. Do you know whether Director Casey ever met with
the President privately?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He did infrequentybut Ithink it is very
wrong, Senator, to draw any conclusion Tromn this.

Mr. NUNN. I am not drawing any conclusion. I am just asking
questions.

Mr. Ponw rrmI. Well, I see the direction you are going, though.
Mr. NUNN. If you can see it, I will skip the next question and

you can just give me the answer.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe that Director Casey ever talked

about this issue with the President. I think the Preside-nt has
been-

Mr. NUNN. You don't believe that happened, but you can't ex-
clude that as a possibility?

Mr. BECKLER. Objection. We can't exclude all kinds of possibili-
ties. But we are not here to exclude possibilities. This witness is
here-9th day-I don't know if_ there is going to be 10 or not, we
have a request for another private session on some unrelated sub-
ject-

Mr. NUNN. You added 10 more minutes a while ago voluntarily,
counsel.

Mr. Chairman, may I proceed?
Chairman HAmiLTON. You may proceed, Senator.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral, you testified yesterday that there was a

lunch, I believe on Saturday, November 22d; is that correct?
Mr. POINDEXTR. I do have a recollection of a lunch, yes.
Mr. NUNN. Who attended that lunch?
Mr. POINDEXTER. My recollection was it was just Director Casy

and I. My schedule, which I forget-I guess it was Mr. Rodino
raised- that issue-you would have to pull my schedule out. It
should indicate who was there.

As I recall, Director Casey called me from his Executive Office
Building office and asked me if I had had lunch yet and I said n6
and he said, "Why don't I join you for a sandwich?" I said fine.

It was very impromptu. It was the first opportunity I had had to
meet with him since his testimony before the Intelligence Commit-
tees the previous day. He was up here on the Hill for many hours
that day, 6 or 8 hours.

Mr. NUNN. Who else was there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall anybody else being there.
Mr. NUNN. Colonel North wasn't there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He may have been. I don't recall it. He was not

invited. He may have dropped in.
Mr. NUNN. Was your assistant, Al Keel, there?
Mr. POINDEXTER. He was in the office area. He may have dropped

in. It was just Director Casey and I who were actually eating
lunch. Other people may have come in while we were sitting there.

__Mr. iNzmI. At that meeting,-that was Saturday, November 22d,
that was after the President had his news conference on Iran on
November 19th?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, it would have been.
Mr. NuNN. And that was after the meeting on November 20th

between you and Colonel North and Ed Meese and Mr. Cooper and
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Director Casey to discuss the Casey testimony to the Congress; is
that right?

Mr. PoINDErE. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. And that was after Director Casey had testified on

that Friday, November 21st to the Intelligence Committees; is that
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. And that wis after Friday the 21st vhen Ed Meese

met with President Reagan and requested permission to proceed
with his investigation; is that correct?

Mr. Ponwzxm. I think it is more accurately described as a fact-

find UNN. Fact-flndin investigation.
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. And that was after-we have heard testimony that

Colonel North and his secretary, Miss Fawn Hall, had shredded
documents. I am not asking you to verify that. That was after that
time sequence; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. If they testified that way.
Mr. NUNN. Right. And that was after Friday the 21st, when you

have testified you ripped up the December 5th Finding?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. And that was after the Justice Department arrived

that morning on Saturday the 22d to go over the documents?
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, we will stipulate that that lunch at

noontime on Saturday, November 22d, took place after everything
that happened before that.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you, counsel.
Mr. BECKLER. Will that satisfy you, Mr. Senator?
Mr. NUNN. That is wonderful If you had done that earlier, I

could have skipped those questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator, you may proceed.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral, now I want to ask you some questions about

the luncheon. What did you discuss at the luncheon?
Mr. POINDEXTER. As I testified yesterday, about the only thing I

could recall was Director Casey giving me a debrief of his meetingswith the two intelligence committees the previous day, going over
the questions that had been raised.

Mr NUNN. You don't recall anything else?
4 - POINDEXTER. The only thing that I can be positive of is that

there was no discussion of the transfer of funds to the Contras.
Mr. NUNN. Why don't you tell us what you are not quite positive

of but think that you recall?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I have told you that.
Mr. NUNN. That is all you can recall?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is all I can recall.
Mr. NumN. You didn't talk about the destruction of documents?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I didn't.
Mr. NuNm. Would you remember that now if you had, or are youjust saying you can't recall?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I'm sure-I was unaware of the destruction

of documents that Colonel North was involved with, although, as I
have testified, I thought that he was going to destroy some of his
working documents.
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Mr. NuNN. Would you recall one way .or the other whether you
discussed destruction of documents th Director Casey at t0
time? 7 th . ata

Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm sure I would have recalled that.
Mr. NuNN. If it had occuned, you would recall?
!Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm absolutely certain that I did not tell him

thatI had destroyed that earlier Finding.-
Mr. NuNN. Did you discuss the Justice Department review?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't even recall discussing that.
Mr. NuNN. Do you think you would recall it had it occurred?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think I would have recalled that. We may

very well have discussed the different- recollection that Secretary
Shultz had of the November events and Mr. McFarlane's.

This is an exhibit-I believe it is an exhibit. This is the tran-
script of the tape recording that I have referred to before of a con-
versation I had with Bill Casey when he was in Central America
before he came back to Washington, and I think it is pertinent to
the line of questioning that you are using, and I would like.to read
part of it into the record, because I think it demonstrates what our
objectives were at that time.

Mr. NUNN. I don't mind you doing that but I prefer you to let me
complete my questioning, and if the chairman would give you extra
time after that, it could be done. Is that relevant to the lunch?

Mr. POINDEXTER. It is relevant. I think what you are getting at is
what was our mood, what was our intent, what were we worried
about at the time. I

Mr. Ni.NN. Yes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The mood and the -intent was one of finding

out all the facts so we could get them out to the appropriate au-
thorities in the Congress.

My conversation with Bill starts, after initially establishing com-
munications at the tope of page 2 of the transcript, it says, "Bill, it
is just that because I got to thinking about the hearing on Friday
and the coordination the two of us need to do and I just didn't
think there would be enough time to do it with your coming in
early Friday morning. So if you could get\back on Thursday so we
could meet Thursday afternoon, I think it-would be very useful so
we make the best possible presentations oil Friday and try to lay as
many of these questions to rest as we can. Over."

Bill comes back, "OK. John, I'll be back Monday-I'll be b
I'll be back Thursday morning"----

Mr. BECKLER. The hesitation is because of the way the transcript
reads the conversation.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I'm trying to read it accurately.
He says, "I'll be back Thursday morning and I would like what-

evei information you can collect in there, OK? Over."
"This is John. Roger. We have been putting together all the chro-

nologies and all the facts that we can lay our hands on and I'll be
ready to talk to you any time on Thursday, but you probably would
want to spend some time out at your place on Thursday morning, I
guess. Over.* -

And then the conversation goes on.
But my point is that I obviously did not know that that tape re-

cording was being made. It was- -cont6mporaneous conversation
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over a secure telephone, and I think it very accurately depicts our
mood of trying to find. out what all the facts were and get them
out.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, would you read on over the third page of
that transcript, the third sentence down?

Mr. "POINDEXTER. Right. I come back to him and say, "This is
John. OK." The previous sentence, Bill Rays--

Mr. BECKLER. Why don't we just keep reading? There's only a
few more words between that and the next paragraph.

Mr. NUNN. Fine. I thought that last reference would probably
lead up to the Saturday luncheon.

Mr. POMDEXTER. "Bill, this is, John. I prefer t0 meet Thursday
afternoon. That would give you an opportunity to spend some time
out at the Agency in the morning and talk to Clair' -ClairG6orge,
that is-"you know you went up"--or "you know who went up. I
guess the staffers came out' to him today, but that would give you
some time to talk to them in the morning. Over."

Bill comes back, "Are you going to have a lot of people at the
meeting, State and Defense? Over."

"This is John. We could do it however you Would like. I want
to-I would like to"--

Mr. NUNN. Who is this, now?
Mr. POINDEXTER. This is me talking. "I want to-I would like to

spend some time, just the two of us, but if the-Ed Meese indicated
'h should want to be helpful and so he would like to be in at least
one of the meetings. Over."

"You set whatever time you would like for us to get together and
have a little talk ourselves. Then I'll have, I'll handle a meeting
anytime you set it and I'll be there and I'll see you then on Thurs-
day. Over."

"This is John. Roger."
Mr. NOINN. Admiral, thank you for that, and I think that does

set up the Saturday meeting.,
My time has expired.
It seems to me in light of the circumstances that we have been

over, and we both agree to the sequence of events, that this was an
enormously important meeting with you and Director Casey, and

•* yet you seem to recall nothing about it except that you had sand-

Can you think of anything else that occurred at a meeting which
certainly, based on the sequence of events, the conversations that
you had had with Director Casey, must have been a very important
and perhaps traumatic meeting between the two of you?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think by.that time, we of course had provided
the additional briefings to Congress, and, as I said, Director Casey
had been up here for 6 or 8 hours the previous day, and I wouldn't
describe the meeting or the mood as trdumati..

We were concerned about the damage to the second channel. Di-
rector Casey had, as I, had been very optimistic that with the
second channel, that we had finally reached the point where we
were in a position to make some significant progress in terms of'
setting up a process that would lead to a better relationship with
Iran. And obviously we were both very disappointed that it looked
like that we weren t going to be able to salvage that.
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At that point; at least in my mind, there was no concern about
the transfer of residual funds to the Contras. At that point, I was----
unaware that Director Casey was aware of it, so that particular
issue wasn't discussed.

Mr. NUNN. Well, the only thing I could say, at that stage you
had already gotten that long letter from Director Casey talking
about the allegations about the $15 million being put in Central
America, so you knew he knew there were allegations to that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I knew he knew there were allegations to that,
but. I took it just that way, that it was veil speculative. I was
aware that generally the financial dealings in the whole business,
not just our Iranian project, but across the board, in terms of fi-
nancing Iranian arms purchases, were very complex. There were
probably lots of financiers around the world that were participat-
ing and just because a particular individual comes in and says he.
speculates on this, I frankly didn't-f-ed a lot of credibility to that.

Mr. NUNN. Admiral, I find it paradoxical that in an effoi to
compartmentalize, you hadn't been told by North that Casey knew.
Therefore, it seems to me it was the ultimate corpartmentaliza-
tion, that you, in charge of a lot of this operation, didnot recognize
that the man you were dealing with knew an awful lot about it.

It seems to me that is the ultimate in terms of overcompaitmen-
talization to the point it seems you could make a case it was detri-
mental to the relationship between you and Casey, if the testimony
is entirely accurate.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think it was in any way detrimental to
my relationship with Bill Casey. I think that that relationship was
very good. I certainly had very high respect for him and I think he
did me.

It's ironic that indeed he knew. I wish that I'd known that.
Mr. NUNN. That is exactly my point. If you had known that he

knew, there would have been a lot of things done differently,
maybe good, maybe bad, maybe ugly-

Mr. POINDEXTER. If I had known that he knew, I think that we
could have possibly done things a! bit differently, which would have
improved our chances of success.

Mr. NUNN. I agree.
Chairman. HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, there was one exhibit, I want to

raise it since it was mentioned before by Senator Nunn when he
read into the record the other day an abstract from the fitness
report. Just to clarify the record, there was an inference.in that
fitness report which indicated that Admiral Poindexter was a
good number two man who had a good memory and so on, was a
good briefer.

I should point out that this is one of approximately 40 fitness
reports that Admiral Poindexter received during his time in the
Navy. This particular fitness report I believe was written by Ad-
miral Holloway and at a time when Admiral Poindexter had the
rank of captain in the U.S. Navy, and written at a time when he
was serving in a staff position, and the isolated paragraph that
Senator Nunn chose "to read from it-does not tell the whole story.-

The last paragraph says: "Captain Poindexter. This officer has
everything and he has it all together in perfect balance. He is fully
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qualified now for promotion to flag rank"--that is admiral rank-
: ana I urge in the most positive terms that he be selected at his
very first eligibility. I know of no one of his contemporaries who
can equal his potential to serve with effectiveness now in a wide
range of flag assignments."

That is the concluding paragraph to the fitness report that Sen-
ator Nunn read from.

.,Mr. NuNN. I think it is perfectly acceptable. EverythjngdI read
was very complimentary. Admiral Poindexter has had a splendid
career in the U.S. Navy, and I think we can stipulate to that.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very mueh, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, let me first start by tharlking you for your testimony,

thanking you probably more importantly for' your service to this
country. It's my opinion that some mistakes were made, but I don't
think there is any doubt that every decision you made was made in
good faith. And that you thought it was in the best interests of the

- country. -And we appreciate-your-service-
Admiral, isn't it your experience that Colonel North is a good

soldier, takes orders, carries them out, and then reports back?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I think that is an accurate description of

Colonel North.
Mr. DEWINE. That is his track record, isn't it? That is his very

nature?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. So if Colonel North has testified that his activities

were authorized and that he reported what was going on, that
would be consistent with your own experience with him, would it
not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I believe I have already testified to that.
Mr. DEWINE. How do you then account for the difference in testi-"

mony between what Colonel North said and Bud McFarlane in this
area? -Why dQ you suppose that Bud McFarlane denies that Colonel
North reported to him on his activities?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I can't account for different recollections. I have
testified accurately, truthfully, based on my best recollections. You
know, at the time when you are involved in enormous amount of
activty; of a global n.tur"- yu don't sit dne rnd tlnaly'7e evpry-
thing that is said or every piece of paper with the fine-tooth ap-
.proach that this committee is taking. Hindsight is always very
good. Obviously different people have different recollections of
events at the time; and I don't really care to speculate on those
recollections.

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate that. And I understand that. But based
upon your-let me phrase it this way: based upon your experience
with Colonel North, you have no reason to believe that what he
told this committee about that would be untrue, do you? That is
not inconsistent? In fact, it is very consistent, is it not, with your
experience with him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. My experience with him would indicate that his
testimony up here was entirely consistent with everything that I
had observed. I can testify how I felt. I felt that Colonel North kept
me very well informed of the issues and items that I should be
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aware of, and I was very comfortable that he was carrying out his
mission in a very effective manner.

Mr. DEWINE. All right. Admiral, let me move to another area, if
I could.

You know that Bud McFarlane has said that he believed the
Boland Amendment applied to the NSC. We have been through
this several times. Colonel North, as you know, testified that Mr.
McFarlane never told him that Boland applied to the NSC. In fact,
we got into this a moment ago with Mr. Boland. Mr. Boland was
questioning you.

Now you told Mr. Boland that Bud McFarlane never told you the
Boland Amendmqnt applied to the NSC; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall his ever telling me that.
Mr. DEWINE. I would like to be a little more specific, if I could.

Take that just a little further.
Did he ever send youi a memo saying he believed that? This is

when you are the deputy, he's the head?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I don't recallUi'
-Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Congressman, if you have a memo to that

effect, we Would be happy to look at it?
Mr. DEWINE. I don't. No. No. I don't. I am just asking if he ever

got a memo because I want to be very specific about this.
Did he ever call a staff meeting where he would have explained

this, his position on Buland and the NSC and lhe applicubiliLy? Do
you ever recall a staff meeting when he was head, and you werethe deputy?Mr. POINDEXTER. We had a small s-. ff meeting every morning at

7:30 in the Situation Room with the office directors, and we had a
weekly staff meeting on Wednesday evening which all members of
the NSC staff were invited to attend. So those were regularly
scheduled meetings. I don't recall a specific meeting on this subject,
and I don't recall in those regularly scheduled staff meetings the
point being made.

Mr. DEWINE. How do you account then for Mr. McFarlane's lack
of candor with this committee about that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I'm not-I don't care to characterize it as lack
of candor.

Mr. DEWINE. How would you characterize it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. His recollection of events is different from

mine.
Mr. DEWINE. But you don't recall.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall it.
Mr. DEWINE. You- said, in I believe the first or second day of

your testimony, that one of the regrets you had is that you did not
have time to develop an adequate, I believe the word was, adequate
damage control plan. That intrigued me. What kind of a plan
would you have developed if you had time?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, my point there-and frankly, I am glad
you came back to it. I realized after I said it it was open to inter-
pretation.

Mr. DzWnz. I didn't interpret it any way. I just didn't know
what you meant.

Mr. PoINDMEXTE. OK. But to close the door on the interpretation,
let me tell you what I meant.
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We should have anticipated the factional in-fighting within Iran
and addressed the question as to how to minimize that and what to
do in terms of continuing a dialogue with the Iranians if it began
to leak out. We didn't address that, and I think thit we should
have. I did not mean to imply any sort of damage control plan with
respect to domestic.media or congressional reactions to it. What my
concern was, frankly, the more substantive problem of how we
could have controlled the damage to the United States-Irinian bud-
ding relationship so that if indeed it did begin to leak out, as it did,
we could have anticipated and taken some actions earlier.

And we should have discussed openly with the second channel
how to handle it. As it turned out, we hadn't discussed that, -or at
least to my knowledge; and so we had to carry on discussions with
the second channel in November over the telephone and in' trying
to manage an issue as complex as that, you simply can't do it that
way. We should have set down with the second channel earlier and
discussed the problems and the dangers of it-leaking out, one way
or the other.

Mr. DEWINE. So it is not a domestic control, political control?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. DEWINE. We are talking about major foreign policy initia-

tive, what happens, how do we control it if things. go bad?
Mr. POINEXRy. ThAat is correct. Thatf is what I meant-
Mr. DEWINE. All right. Let me turn to a PROF note, and coun-

sel, it will be delivered to you I hope momentarily. The young page
from Indiana is going to take it over there to you.

Mr. BECKLER. OK. Thank you.
Mr. DEWINE. This was dated April 16, .1986. Let me just read it.

You have it in front of you. This is a PROF note from you, admi-
ral, to Colonel North. I'll read it verbatim. "You may go ahead and
go, but I want several points made clear to them. There are not to
be any parts delivered until all the hostages are free in accordance
with the plan that you laid out for me before. None of this half
shipment before any release crap. It is either all or nothing. Also,
you may tell them that the President is getting very annoyed at
their continual stalling. He will not agree to any more changes in
the plan. Either-they agree finally on the arrangements that have
been discussed or we are going to permanently cut off all contact.
If they really want to save their asses from the Soviets, they should
get on board. I am beginning to suspect that blank"-the name has
been deleted, or the word has been deleted-"doesn't have such au-
thority."

Do you recall that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. Obviously it is a very frank message.
Mr. DEWINE. All right. That is why I-I was trying to set the

stage. I wasn't trying to put out anything that shouldn't be put out.
I was trying to set the stage on that date, April 16, 1986.

Now after this note was sent; Bud McFarlane went to Tehran.
There were more-frankly, more disappointments. What kept this
initiative alive? The President was frustrated. You were frustrated.
McFarlahe was frustrated. What kept it going-at that date?

Mr. POINDExTER. Well, I think I've testified on this point before,
but let me see if I can rephrase it.

Mr. DEWINE. Yes. And if you did, I apologize.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, that's all right.
Mr. DEWINE. I didn't get from that date on.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem is when you start any project,

whether it's a project in foreign policy or involves the national se-
curity of the country you -tart off with a plan and you lay out ob-
jectives, milestones that you want to each. Seldom does an actual
project follow the plan. You've got to adjust for it. I was in this
note trying to be very emphatic and thus my choice of a few of
those words to Colonel North that I wanted him and the others
that -were representing Bill Casey to be as tough as possible and
that was our objective, as laid out in that note.

Now when we weren't able to reach that objective, we had to re-
assess. The President was unwilling to give up. He thought that
there were still possibilities and his message was always try
harder; and we kept trying. And that is why we continued.

Mr. DEWINE. Was there anything else that kept the thing going?
Pretty much you are saying it is the desire just to keep moving?
And the desire to-

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't-I don't know of anything else that kept
it goingfrom my standpoint or the President's standpoin t.

Mr. DEWME. All right. Let me turn if I could, Admiral, to an-
other area.

You have testified that--it's been dnezi~tent wi.th eve.-ybdhy
else's testimony, that the Secretary of State was opposed to the
Iran arms deal; is that c,6rect?

Mr. POINDEXTER. He was. That is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. Now this arms deal was a major foreign policy ini-

tiative of this Administration; there is no doubt about that, is
there?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would characterize it as the Iranian project
was a major foreign policy initiative.

Mr. DEWINE. But it was majoi?
Mr. POINDEXTER. It was major.
Mr. DEWINE. And everybody--
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me. It was major because of the strate-

gic importance of Iran to the United States and the free world.
Mr. DEWPIE. And everybody understood that? They understood

the sensitivity of it, the importance of it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. DEWINE. Yet the Secretary, Secretary Shultz, told you he

disagreed with it? And told you, further, that he didn't want to
know the details of the operation; is that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. To be-and I want to be fair to George Shultz,
he disagreed with the arms aspect of the initiative. He didn't think
that was appropriate. He saw that as creating problems. In trying
to maintain Operation Staunch, many of our allies were anxious to
transfer arms to Iran; and he was afraid that if it became known
that we were involved with that, that that would open the flood
gates. And I think, you know, it was a legitimate concern and was
certainly factored into my thinking and the President's thinking.
He wasn't opposed to the strategic objectives.

Mr. DEWINE. I understand. He also told you, did he not, though,
that he didn't really want to know the details?

Mr. POINDEXTER. At one point he did tell me that.
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'Mr.-DEWINE. Admiral, wouldn't you agree that on an issue as-
this important, having-very, very important to the Admninistra-
tion, that that required the Secretary of State to give the President
hi best advice and then if the President went the other way-
which he did-to give him his full support?

Mr INEX_ . I think-
Mr. DEWINE. Not jumt to back away from it?
Mr. POINDXTER. I think that's important.
Mr. DEWINE. The fact is, the sad fact is the Secretary of State

chse to protect his own position, did he not?
/Mr. POINDEXTER. You could draw that conclusion. -

1Mr. DEWINE. Let me move to another area.
!/ You testified in response to Senator Nunn's questions about the
_1985 December-you have characterized it as the December Find-

ng. I think you ave been very clear about that. What specifical-
ly-you told us what was wrong 'with it, that it didn't accurately
reflect what the President's real meaning, real intent was. Very,
very quickly, if you could-and I want you to take the time you
need--couldyou explain to me what should have specifically been
in that Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. What should have been in it is essentially all of
the material that wound up in the 17 January Finding, because the
17 January Finding, except for the detail of going direct United
States to Iran rather than Israel to Iran, except for that, the Janu-
ary 17 Finding is really consistent with the President's initial
thinking on what our-objectives ought to be.

Mr. DEWINE. So if we would look at that Finding, that is pretty
much what should have been in that earlier Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. Let me move to one final area, if I could.
You have said again and again-in fact, you said this morning-

that you did not micromanage Ollie North, that your management
style was, frankly, very similar to the President's. So my question,
admiral, is this: Just who was the detail person in this scenario?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I think, you know, it obviously depends
upon what level of detail you are talking about. Certainly General
Secord, in terms of the Contra support operation and the details of
the movement of the arms, was in it at a much greater level of
detail than Colonel North.

Colonel North was heavily involved in'the details of the discus-
sions with the Iranian officials. He was heavily involved with the
details about the hostages. So, you know, it depends.

Mr. DkWINE. Maybe--
Mr. POINDEXTER. You know, I think in an organization, my view

as to the way they ought to run is that you have some Sort of hier-
archial structure, and the level of detail addressed at each level de-
pends upon wiere it is in the structure.

Mr.-, DEWnk. I'guess, Admiral, what, bothers me is who was in
charge of the details in regard to Secord and North? Who took care
of that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. You are talking about oversight? Is that--
Mr.' DEWINE. Well, let me just be specific. Who in this operation

was worried about the legalities? Who was putting up the red flag
and saying we have-maybe we have a problem here, maybe we

/
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have potential problem? I am not conceding what some of my col-
leagues say, that everything that was going on was illegal. I think
a lot of this thing is frankly very, very unclear. So I am not being
critical in that respect.

But it seems to me there is a flag that should have been going
up, a Pag should have been--going up, I think, in regard to the
money. Every-virtually every scandal we have had in the 200-year
history of this country, or most of them, have had to do with
money. It seems when you got'that much money, when you are in-
volved with that millions of dollars, and you ad to it in this case,
you got private folks involved, it just seems in-hindsight is always
good-but it just seems to me maybe a flag should have gone up,
and ma be that is your level.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. DeWine, that implies looking at the prob-
lem in a different way than I was looking at it. Clearly, if appropri-
ated moneys of the U.S. Government, in other words, U.S. taxpay-
ers' money is involved, you know, you probably have to have, as we
do have, a very detailed accounting system to make sure the money
is all.spent for its intended purpose.

But here we are not talking about U.S.-appropriated funds. We
are talking about private funds, third-country funds that really are
outside of the purview of the U.S. Government, and the trust and
confidence that I have and had in General Secord did not give rise
to any concern in my eyes that he wouldn't use the money in the
best interests of the United States.

Mr. DEWINE. But, Admiral, in hindsight, looking back, with what
we know now-and that is always an advantage that we have up
here-no doubt about that-but looking back, with all that money
being involved-and I am not going to get into whose money it is.
A court is going to decide that. We are not going to decide that.
You and I are not going to decide that today. ,

But wouldn't that have been a way to eliminate a lot of this
problem, if records would have been kept? Wouldn't that-assum-
ing everybody is totally honest, isn't that how you protect honest
people by having good records? You don't have good records to pro-
tect dishonest people. You have them to protect honest people. And
isn't that a problem here? In hindsight, looking back?

Mr. POINDEXTER. In hindsight, it would have been useful, I think,
in terms of assuring-that-the money was getting to the Contras in
the amounts that it should have been. And I am not conceding that
that is not the case.

But to answer your questions that have been raised in this com-
mittee, it would obviously have been easier on- the witnesses to
have detailed records.

The-obviously, there are some records. I have not had the op-
portunity to look at them. Frankly, I don't care to. So, you know,
somebody is going to have to draw some judgments as to how accu-
rate those records are.

Mr. DEWINE. Admiral, in conclusion-I see that my time is up, I
appreciate the chairman's indulgence very much-it just seems to
me that looking back that when this whole thing started to break
up in November, 1986, when the negotiation started to come out,
that it would have been1better if you -would have gone to the Presi-
dent of the United States and sid, "Mr. President, there is one es-
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sential fact that you don't know, and here is what it is" and told
him about that diversion. It seems to me that then the President
would have been able to go on TV, that he would have had the es-
sential facts, and I just-I don't know, but I just suspect that
Ronald Reagan, being the great communicator that he is, if he had
all of the facts and went in front of the American people back in
November, I think we all would have been spared, yourself includ-
ed, a lot of this. Now that may be hindsight. I maybe wrong. But I
think we would have been.

I think what happened is that you, in essence, didn't give that
great communicator the basic facts so that he could communicate
directly to the people of this country.

Now what you said on the first day was very interesting. You
came in here, and you said, "The buck stops with me." And I ap-
preciate that. I understand that. But the sad truth is that in this
country, the buck can only stop one place, and that is in the Oval
Office. That sign originally was in Harry Truman's Oval Office, not
on his National Security Adviser's desk.

If I could just finish, and you can certainly respond, that to me is
the real problem, looking back at this thing. I think, in essence,
you took the key player, the best player, out of the game. The pre-
mier politician of this generation, Ronald Reagan, did not have the
opportunity to have the essential facts to make what, in essence,
was a political judgment, not political in a partisan sense, but polit-
ical in-itdpurest, finest sense_ f making a judgment of how to com-
municate to the American people and what the American people
would accept and what they would not'and to be able to level with
the American people.

And we-you took really, by your decision, took him out of the
game. So he didn't have the opportunity to play. And, in essence, I
know this wasn't your intent, but, in essence, you put yourself be-
tween Ronald Reagan and the American people. And I think, in es-
sence, that hurt the President and I think it also hurt the Ameri-
can people.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. POINDEXTER. May I respond?
Mr. DEWINE., Yes, sir. You certainly can.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, you really, I think, Mr. DeWine, are ad-

dressing two timeframes. One, November, 1986, and one, February,
1986, as I understood your comments.

Now, I have testified-
Mr. DEWINE. Excuse me. I was actually referring to when this,

whole thing-I wasn't referring-or we could-to your original de-
cision as to withhold. I am talking about when it was breaking
loose. He didn't have the facts when he went on National TV. I
confine it to that. I didn't get into the other. We could, but I didn't.

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I have testified earlier, I did not establish
the time table for my departure from the White House. There was
a meeting which I did not attend after my 9:30 meeting with the
President in which I assume this issue was discussed.With hindsight, I have also testified earlier, that I think that the
decision to have me resign that day was premature. On the preced-
ing ddy, on Monday, I had indicated to Ed Meese that-I was pre-
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pared to resign; but then I was, frankly, surprised when he in.
formed me the following morning that I should resign that day.

You know, I don't know what factors went into the discussion
with the President at the meeting that followed mine, but with
hindsight, I think it would have been better if I had stayed and if
we had pulled together all of the facts so the President could have
explained it.

Now, I am not naive enough to believe that that would have com-
pletely solved the problem. I think, as I have testified, I think that
that would have increased the speculation as to whether the Presi-
dent knew or didn't know eventually. I don't know. Hindsight is
always very good. We have to go on the basis of what happened.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Admiral, very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. The chair's intention will be to complete
Admiral Poindexter's testimony this afternoon. Admiral, it is my
best estimate that we may be Ale to do it, if we have good fortune,
in about 2 hours' time this afternoon. We will do our best.

We will begin when we return with Chairman Inouye at 2:00
p.m. At the end of Admiral Poindexter's testimony, the committees
will be in recess until Thursday morning at 9:00 o'clock. -The com-
mittees will reconvene at that time in this room to hear the testi-
mony of Secretary of State Shultz. We expect his testimony to take
2 days, Thursday and Friday.

The committees Will be in recess next Monday_. We will recon-
vene on Tesday-Ju-ly--28, in the Senate Caucus room to take the
testimony of Attorney General Meese, former White House Chief of
Staff Donald Regan, and Defense Secretary Weinberger. If other
witnesses are to be called, their names will be announced. If the
hearings continue into the first week of August, they will be held
in the Senate Caucus Room.

The joint hearings will' stand in recess now until 2:00 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:00 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees' met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee.H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will resume.
The Chair recognizes the distinguished Chairman of the Senate

Committee, Chairman Inouye.n
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Good afternoon, admiral, Mr. Beckler.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Good afternoon.
Chairman INOUYE. Like many Americans and I presume like

both of you, I watch the Sunday talk shows, Face the Nation, the
Brinkley hour, and Meet the Press.

There were certain common threads throughout these three
shows.

For example, on all three, the lead story was Admiral Poindexter
and the hearings, and I think the lead question was almost identi-
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cal in all cases in something like-this-can you believe the admiral;.
is his credibility good?

Now there was another' common thread. There were some who
were pleased with the admiral's declaration that the President was
not aware of the diversion, but equally when the admiral indicated
that the President knew of the sale Of arms in exchange for hos-
tages,'and the same was true for those who felt otherwise.

Now, that being the case, I could well understand your feeling,
Admiral. I have been in this business now since 1954, and during
these many years, there have been some who have suggested that I
have been less than candid, some have openly said I have lied, and
it is not a happy feeling. It is distressing to say the least, disturbing
and irritating.

Let's touch the diversion,- because this was the subject matter of
all the talk shows this past Sunday.

The diversion, for example, has been characterized as being a
neat idea, I believe you called it a neat idea. Colonel North also,
called it a neat idea, and two members of this panel agreed that it
was a neat idea.

Secondly, I believe on several occasions, you responded to ques-
tions indicating that as far as you are concerned, it was legal.

Am I correct on that, sir?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, That is correct. I think I described it as a

good idea.
Chairman INouy-A good idea, I will -take that correction, sir.

And you also indicated that this was really just an implementation
detail, I think these are the two words you used, of foreign policy
that was loudly and clearly announced by the President of the
United States, not on one occasion, but several occasions.

And you went further to indicate that the President is not afraid
to make tough decisions.

Now, one would think that if you had a neat idea or a good idea,
a legal idea, that others concur would be a neat idea, I would like
to brag about it. I would go to my boss and say, "Boss, I have got a
neat idea. I have got a good idea. I can show you how we can pay
for the Contras, 'provide them with arms, and" as you said, "it
won't cost the taxpayers any money."

But instead, you made a decision, according to your testimony,
you and you alone, to set up a very elaborate scheme of keeping
this secret. -

Well, you decided not to tell the President because it would
result in a political explosion. And this was done 6 weeks after you
assumed the high position of National Security Adviser.

I am certain you were well aware that Mr. Casey was the cam-
paign manager of the President. He was the political brains in'the
White House. He was an expert on covert activities, and yet here
again you felt that you should not discuss this matter with him be-
cause, in the case-of Mr. Casey, you didn't want to face that awful
possibility of having to withhold information from the Congress.

Then you decided to withhold this information from members of
,the Cabinet, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the
Attorney General, and when asked earlier this morning about the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs-of Staff, well, he is subordinate to the
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of Defense, so if you are not going to give it to the Secre-
tary of fense, why give it to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs?

Then, needless to say, if you are not going to give information to
the above, you are not going to give it to the Congress, which you
did not, but more specifically, you decided to withhold information
not from the Congress of the United States, but from the leader-
ship of the United States Congress; it was just a few people, and
the members of the Intelligence Committees of both the House and
the Senate.

I think with that type of testimony some of us are justified in
asking ourselves, and in this case I will ask you this-you have had
about a week to review your testimony, to sharpen your skills of
recall.

Do you have any clarification you would like to make or can you
tell us whether information is being withheld from us today or
during the past week?

Mr. POINDEXTER.. Mr. Chairman, absolutely not. I have not with-
held any information in this hearing that I can accurately recall or
have any recollection of, and what I have testified as I swore at the
beginning of these hearings is the absolute truth and the whole
truth.

Chairman INouYE. I will not go-through the contradictory testi-
mony we have received from other witnesses such as Colonel North
about the five memos and such; enough has been said about this.

But I would like to just close up with an observation. I will not
take up my 15 minutes.
a First of all, riiy colleagues have discussed the morality involved
in lying or not lying. I am not a moralist, so I won't know what is
right or wrong, but I think there is a difference between lying to a
North Korean interrogator where my life is on the line and with-
holding information from the Attorney General or the Congress of
the United States.

I would hope fo believe that the Attorney General is someone a
bit iinore trustworthy, and for that matter friendly and not an ad-
versary as one would find in a North Korean interrogator.

I just wanted to share my thoughts because some have suggested
that there are moments when lying may be justified.

The other observatiQn I would like to make is one that really
saddens me. I hope my observation is inaccurate. Before I do that, I
would like to ask you a question.

In all the times you have appeared before the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence and the House Permanent Select Committee
on Intelligence, were you required to take an oath?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think by my recollection that I ever ap-
peared in formal sessions before either one of those committees.
The standard procedure in this Administration and previous Ad-
ministrations is that the President's personal staff do not appear to
testify before congressional committees, with or without oaths.

I did meet informally with the respective Chairman and Vice
Chairman of the Intelligence Committees. Sometimes other Mem-
bers would be there. It was not a formal hearing with' any sort of
transcript because we didn't want to set the precedent of the Presi-
dent's personal Staff being put into a position of having to answer
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questions about very private conversations with the President in
his decision-making process.

Mr. BECKLER. That is "with the exception of some of those com-
mittee appearances that took place in late November or December
of 1986,

Chairman INOUYE. Were you aware, can you tell us whether the,
Director ot'Central Intelligence was required to take the oath?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think he at least on the Senate side, I can
recall one incident in which that issue was raised, and my recollec-
tion is that it was decided not to put him under oath.

Chairman INOUYE. My objection, after sitting through many,
many weeks of hearings, is that in the coming months, in the
coming years, I hope it is just for a short period, the distrust that
has been displayed by some of the members of Congress will result.
in members of the administration being required to take the oath.

I was Chairman of the Intelligence Committee for 2 years and a
member for 6 additional years, and I cannot recall any instance in
either open or closed sessions where we required the Director of
Central Intelligence or the members of the Intelligence Community
to take the oath.

I would hope that this matter can be cleared as soon as possible,
-because it does not bode well for the establishment and mainte-
nance of good relations between the Executive and Legislative
branches, and I think that is the essence of what we are here for,
to see what happened in the relationship between the Executive
and the Legislative Branches.

I just hope that we can once again restore the trust and faith
that is absolutely essential if this democracy is to function well.

These days have been difficult for you, and I can assure you they
have been difficult for us also-maybe not as great as your difficul-
ty. But I hope that when al) the- dust settles, all will be well with
your family once again.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Jenkins.

* Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I'll be brief.
The decision to fire Colonel North was made by whom?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know the answer to that, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Was it someone Within the administration?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Again, I simply don't know. I did not play a

single part in that decision.
I m unaware-I assume that it-the decision came about as a

result of the President's meeting with his advisers after I talked to
him at 9:30 on the 25th, but I did not participate in thht meeting
and I don't know whether the decision was taken there or when.

In my meeting with Ed Meese the morning of the 25th, it was
my understanding that Colonel North would simply be transferred
back to the Defense Department.

Mr. Jm mNs. The ultimate decision, of course, was made by the
President?.

Mr. PowDWCnM. I don't-I really don't know that.
Mr. Jzmws. We don't even know who fired North?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Unfortunate ly, the only thing that I know
about it is what I heard and I suppose you heard on the television
with Ed Meese in the White Hou press room.

Mr. JENKINS. Who made the decision to relieve you of your re-
sponsibilities?

Mr. POINDEXTR. Oh, the Pre~ident clearly.
Mr. JENKINS. Who made the( decision to commence a criminal in-

vestigation of you and Colonel North and others?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Again, Mi. Jenkins, I don't know the answer to

that.
Mr. JENKINS. Was it someone within the administration?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Presun~bly.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, I t 6ughtI was going to establish very clearly

that it wasn't'the Corgress that fired Colonel North or relieved you
of your response ties or sthlted-a-urtIinal-investigation, and ob-
viously we can't.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I would attest to that, Mr. Jenkins; it wasn't
the Congress.

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you.
The meeting which-the Iran meeting where McFarlane partici-

Fated, before he went to Iran. Did you call a meeting with McFar-
lane and others who were engaged in that meeting?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I believewedid have a meeting.
Mr. JENKINS. Who all attended that meeting to get your signals

*straight?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't remember who all was there. We had

worked for some time on the Terms of Reference for such a meeting,
and I had discussed those Terms of Reference with Secretary Shultz
and gotten the President's approval on the Terms of Reference, and
then had a meeting with Mr. McFarlane before he left. There were
probably other staff officers there, but I frankly can't remember
wh6 they were. Probably Colonel North, maybe Howard Teicher,
who also went on the trip.

Mr. JENKINS. The reason I asked that, obviously there was a dis-
agreement or has been a disagreement between the participants
there as to whether or not all the prisoners were to be released or
not. McFarlane obviously thought that they were. Mr. Secord, and
I believe Colonel North, indicated that they were not.

Did you discuss this at the meeting?
Mr. POINDEXTER, I'm certain we did, and, in fact, I think you

have one of the exhibits, a PROF note from me to Mr. McFarlane
on that point. But I think it is important to put that in perspective.

It was my understanding that we were going to get all of the hos-
tages out, and it was also our clear objective to get all the hostages
out.

Mr. JENKINS. I understand that.
Mr. POINDEXTER. There was no assurance-we had been misled

up to that point. There was absolutely no assurance that we would
get them all out. And the President's main point, which I passed
on to Mr. McFarlane, was that there were to be ho further arms or
parts transfers at that point unless we got all the hostages out.

Mr. JENKINS. But Secord and Hakim thought otherwise.
Mr. POINDEXTER. From testimony I've heard, I understand that

there is a disconnect there.
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Mr. JENKINS. It is inconceivable to me'when you are arranging a
trip of this importance that the players don't understand what the
terms are.

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, I don't-I would not characterize it that
way. As I said, no matter what we had been told, we clearly recog-
nized that we had no assurances that we would-no positive, abso-
lute assurances that we would get all the hostages out. That was
our objective. That was our go-ahead position.

Mr. JENKINS. It seems to me we have had-of course, I under-
stand when you succeed, you don't have examinations, but when
there is a failure, obviously we try to go back and find out why we
have failed.

In the November, '85, endeavor the Iranians thought we were
lying because of the mix-up on the HAWK missiles.

Mr. POINDEXTER. They-to correct that, if I may, the Iranians
felt the Israelis were lying.

Mr. JENKINS. At any rate, they' felt they were being double-
crossed in the November, '85, meeting.

In the February, '86, meeting in Frankfurt with the first chan-
nel, we thought at that time that Ghorbanifar was double-dealing,
according to testimony of North and Hakim.

In -the May, '86, situation that I have just gone over, there
seemed to be a lack of clear understanding between the players on
our side. And it appears to me that you were having to run this
operation without the cooperation of the other agencies that we
-would normally have, such as State Department and Defense De-
partment and other agencies that would normally be involved; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We certainly did not include in the-other than
the logistics portion bf it, .anybody from the Defense Department.
Ail said, I 'did discuss with Secretary Shultz the Terms of Reference
for Mr. McFarlane's trip. He was aware of that, and I did not know
who if anybody he had talked to within his department.

But I think it is important, Mr. Jenkins, to understand that both
in Colonel North and in the-in George Cave, who Bill Casey was
using, and the others at the CIA that were involved, and I think
most of their names have been protected, and in General Secord,
we had people that were very experienced, very professional, and
were completely competent to carry out this project.

Now, I think it is fair to say, and I hope it is acknowledged, that
you never have intelligence that is 100 percent- accurate, and
things don't always go according to plan. If they did, it wouldn't be
a high-risk operation.

Mr. JENKINS. I understand that. I also understand the desire to
open a dialogue with Iran. That is a Presidential decision. I find
some fault, as a lot of people do, as to whether or not that was a
wise or unwise decision in the manner that it was opened, and that
is, of course, the arms precondition.
'And the first impression that I gained was that we were trying

to deal with moderates, but the facts are, of course, that the weap-
ons didn't go to the moderates; they went to the radicals, didn't
they?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that is entirely clear, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, who did the weapons go to?
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I would-sometimes I may have used the term
moderate. I have tried hard to stick to the word pragmatic. I think
that is a more accurate description of the faction that we were
trying to deal with. -I don't think that we can be certain as to exactly who in the Ira-
nian government received the weapons, but our belief was that
they were going to elements that were supportive of the pragmatic
leaders that we were trying to get to.

And just as an example of that-I'm not sure this has come out,
but it has to do with another country in the area which we asked
the Iranians to help. Has that come out?

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, I think it has not come out and I
would suggest that you reserve, that for executive session, if you
would, please.

Mr. JENKINS. And I don't want to tread on any question that
maybe might ought to be taken up in executive session, but maybe
I could simply ask, am I incorrect that the 4000 TOWs that were
contemplated were not to go to the Government of.Iran? The Gov-
ernment officials?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, certainly they were.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, aren't they the radical---
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, not at fi. There are some radicals, and

there are some pragmatic -elements and there is a third element
that our intelligence experts have categorized as conservative; but
it is no different-well, I shouldn't say that. It is obviously very dif-
ferent from other countries. It is a revolutionary government, but
there is a mixture, a spectrum of beliefs held by the various mem-
bers of that government.

Mr. JENKINS. I understand that, that there are different elements
within the country.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Everyone within the government, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Would you assume that the leader of Iran knew

that we were getting-they were getting TOWs from us?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't think that it was ever totally clear to us

exactly what Ayatollah Khomeini knew or didn't know about this.
We were told that he was aware of the contact.

Mr. JENKINS. Maybe I can pursue this later in executive session.
I want to switch rather quickly. And I hate to go back over this
financial thing, but I must be honest with you in saying that I
think the reason that it gives the committee members such difficul-
ty is that it is difficult for us to understand how this was a private
commercial endeavor by Mr. Hakim and General Secord; and yet
directed apparently by government officials. I don't ask you to
agree or disagree with that statement, but I am simply making
that as a premise to my questions about the profits or residuals.

Mr. BECKLER. May I have a second, please.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me.
Mr. JENKINS. Sure.
Both you and Colonel North have testified that you certainly did

not anticipate or expect that Mr. Hakim and General Secord would
make a lot of profits, that you anticipated that they would receive
reasonable compensation for their efforts; is that correct?

Mr. POINDKXTER. That is correct.
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Mr. JENKINS. Now who determines what is reasonable? That
bothers me. Do you know?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't know. rm not really able to put a finger
on what is reasonable or unreasonable. I know there have been a
lot of figures throw around up here. I understand from some of
the telegrams I've gotten that the percentages, profit, markup, asid
so forth get very complex.

Mr. JENKINS. Well, whatever it is, who determines what is rea-
sonable is my question? I

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think the people engaged in the project. I had
great, as I have said time and time again, trust and confidence in
General Secord. I did not know Mr. Hakim. In fact, I don't think I
had ever seen him until I saw him here testifying before these com-
mittees.

Mr. JENKINS. In other words, Mr. Hakim--
I would hope, Mr. Chairman, I could have a little more time

since there has been a great deal of conferring.
Chairman HAMILTON. You may, sir.
Mr. BECKLER. There will be lots of time for questions. I think this

is an area that has been gone over before. We are not going to en-
force the yellow'light or the red light, but it is important for me to
confer, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. I understand that, counsel. You leave the
enforcement up to me, if you would, please?

Mr. BECKLER. Absolutely, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Excuse me.
Mr. JENKINS. You assumed that Mr. Hakim and General Secord

will make their own determination as to what is reasonable?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct. You know, it is not all that

much different, in my mind, from the way that the Defense De-
partment contracts to build a weapons system.

Mr. JENKINS. You mean, they just leave it up to "the defense con-
tractor?

Mr. POINDEXTER; No. No. Not at all. But, you know, a bid is sub-
mitted. If the person can do it for less cost than he initially real-
ized, then his profit can be greater. You know, this was an arrange-
ment whereby the President had authorized the-Bill Casey to use
private third parties. There was agreement, informal agreement
reached that they would do it; and once the Enterprise started with
regard to the Iranian project, the possibility was raised with methat there could be residuals generated and that the private parties
involved would be willing to provide those residuals to support the
Contras, which was the other effort that General Secord was in-volved with.

I think, you know, some people may have trouble understanding
that. And I think there are many Members of Congress that under-
stand that, and I think there's a large number of people in Amer-
ica that understand that.

Mr. JENKINS. Well, Hakim testified that he really negotiated
with himself as to how much he would keep on any particular sale.
That didn't seem to me to be the normal commercial operation, I
gess. That's what concerns, I think, a lot of committee members.

some understand it.
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I have problems with it, and I think that others do, too.
I want to hand you, on another area-you recall Mr. Sjporkin

telling ydu that he had problems with General Secordr Sen he
lehred that he was a part of the operation?

Mr. PoiNDxTxm. I recall being aware that Mr. Sporkin had prob-
lems with General Secord and my telephone schedule indic tes I
talked to him, Sporkin, on the telephone in January.I don't recall
specifically that conversation. That could have been the timethat
he raised those concerns.

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Sporkin -was, of course, counsel to the CIA, was
he not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. When he learned that Secord was involved in the

-Central-Arnrican---th--N-icaragu- opration,- hd called you to tell -
you that he had concerns if, in fact,%Seord was a part of the oper-
ation, did he not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I sa,y, my -rqcords indicate that he called me.
I was aware that he didn t much care for General Secord.,'i don't
recall the specific conversation.

Mr. JENKINS. Did you:know that he had had the unfortunate re-
,sponsibility of at one time denying General Secord a security clear-.,
ance?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall knowing that. But the main point,
Mr. Jenkins, to me was that I had talked after that and, as a,
matter of fact, before that, I had talked to Bill Casey about Dick
Secord and Bill agreed with me. He did not think there were any
grounds that were justified and-to have any doubt at all about
General Secord. And he agreed with me in January of 1986 that
Dick Secord was a great patriot and he was very comfortable in
using Dick Secord in this role.

Now I specifically discussed with Bill Casey the concerns that
were raised by some of the people at the Agency and Stanley Spor-
kin was one of those people; and Bill essentially dismissed those
concerns.

Mr. .4NKINS. So he cleared up any-problem that you had--
Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't have any problem to begin with.
Mr. JENKINS. But Sporkin had problems?
Mr.. POINDEXTER. Sporkin had a problem, and, you know, you will

have to-if you haven't talked to him-I guess you have-get his
views.

Mr. JENKINS. We have talked to him. I'know my' time i up, Mr.
Chairman. I would-simply like to end with one question on the cen-
tral issue of deniability. You testified that at 'the ,time you ap-
proved of the diversion that you knew that it, if it Were ever re-
vealed, that you would have to resign, I believe was your testimo-

--ny. .

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr., JENKINS. This seems to be such a statement that you were

going to make a decision that -you knew would result'in your
- having to resign from your position, an# even in view of that, you

decided, as you testified, not to reveal that to the President of the
United States? I I.,

Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. I knew it would be a very con-
troversial political issue.
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Mr. JENKINS. So that he would have deniability?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That's correct. I wanted him insulated from the,

decision. And I think the American people understand that.
Mr.-JENKINS. Well; maybe they do. I guess the analogy that I

thjnk of many times is people in our position of having to face the
people and have elections and sometimes supporters get carried
away, and you make a statement that I have to carry thaticounty
or that precinct or tbgt area, that's my objective, that's my policy;
but don't tell me any of the details; and then your campaign man-
ager or people around you start all sorts of rumors and falsehoods
and then you can deny it. I didn't know anything about it. It seems
to me that that type -of plausible deniability is at best a -technical
truth.-- 4hankyoyMr_ Chairmnan. - -...... _

Mr. POINDEXTiR. Could I respond to that, the last part of that?-
\Mr. JENKINS. Certainly. Certainly.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Since these hearings have begun, at least my

part of them, I have received literally thousands of telegrams and
letters from people all over the country. About 98 to 99 percent of
those are very positive. The other 1 to 2 percent are not. They
clearly indicate to me that the peopleunderstand, they are getting--
the message, they, are supportive of the actions that I have taken,
and the President:. has taken, and' they are appreciative. The ex-
pressions of appreciation that they have made make the sacrifice
all worth it to me, and I just thought it might be interesting for the
committee, I pulled out one'letter Which I think is truly represent-

//ative and it's from a lady in ConyejsrQeorgia, dated July 17, 1987.-
Mr. JENKINS. Not my district, hdt I am delighted it is from Geor-

gia.Z
Mr. BECKLER. Maybe it is Senator Nunn's.
Mr. POINDEXTER. When I selected this letter, J'*&rnkly didn't

even notice where it was from, but I thought I should mention
where it is from.

It is very short, and it is representative, and I would just like to
read it. Because-I would also like to thank the American people
that have sent in these' letters and telegrams, because it has been
very helpful to me, andI read every one that has come in.

"Dear Admiral Poindexter: I just wanted to write to you to let
you now that my husband and I fully support you. We believe in
what you did and believe that you and Colonel North have served
your country well. I am very much encouraged to know there are
men of your courage and dedication to your country serving Amer- 2
ica. I know this has to ,be a very difficult time for you and your
family. I hdpe I can encourage you to believe thatlreadyyour sac-_
rifice has not been in vain. I m only one person, but I must be typi-
cal of many -average citizens. I have listened to almost all of the
hearings With you, and Colonel North. If I had to miss some, I taped

'them and watched later.
"For the first time, I felt I knew what was at stake in Nicaragua

and who the Contras r#1 l.ke. I tried to know before, but newsprices were always contradictory. I have made my support of fund-
i for the Contras known to al applicable Members of Congress
and will again at, he time of a vote.
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. "In addition, I have for the first tie tirly seen how utterly
biased the news media -is. They have made false statements, mis-
leading out-of-context quotes, and innuendoes designed'to shape the
opinion of the public. I would hear your actual testimony, and five
minutes later hear commentators tell me what you said, and it
would not be at all true. I am horrified at the power they have in
America.

"When things are taking place that I cannot watch, where do 'I
get the truth? At least I can write the management and express
my displeasure at the irresponsible untruthful reporting.

"I have felt that Congress has over a number of years been,
gradually usurping the powers and duties of the Executive Branch
of government. They have been greedy to gain power and control ---
in all areas. These hearings have driven-this nthome as welV. _

The crimes Ihave been guilty of are apathy and passivity. I am
determined to correct that now. I see it is too-crucial to our nation.
I've written more letters in the past week than I've written in the
past five years. I am only one voice, but since I am just an average
person, there must be others like me.

"The personal trials that you are undergoing now have shined a
light in many areas. I believe we have the opportunity for a turn-
ing point in America. I hope and pray that we don't let it slip
away. God bless you and your family. Thank you for your service to
all of America. Sincerely."

And I am going to leave her name off.
Mr. JENKINS. I think that is a very nice letter, and she could well

live in my district. I would have no problems with that, as you well
know. I support the Contra effort. I simply believe that it ought to
be done. through the United States Government which, of course,
you have indicated that.it could not because of a cutoff; and inci-
dentally, my good friend,-Ed Boland, has been maligned. I notice
the first Boland Amendment passed the House by 411 to nothing,
includiifg most, of the people on this panel, because it was a substi-
tute for a more harsh amendment by Mr. Harkin.

But there has been a great deal of controversy, and I watched
y6u very carefully. I think I attended every meeting. When you tell
me that you didn't tell. the President, I accept that. I accept that

-fully, eyen though I may disagree with the action that was taken,
which I do, with the private-what I call the private effort. I think
that is . terrible mistake.

But I 'understand the motives that you had that were goo,46fI,
more than anything else, believe in the rule of law and d me on
the House Floor, to my knowledge, when I 1lst-and I htave read.-: ,
the entire debate, it is noW in one volume. No' one ever thought,
including myself, that we could have the effort tiat we have had

.throutkh the National Securit r Council. I mean, th t is not the only
bill that has ever come through the House that w didn't know ev-..
erything that was in it. But Lwould have to, say that that was the

_ Most covert bill that I, have ever seen.-- -: ...: T h an k you :' ... _ __.. . _" -_ -.. .-

- irman HAMILTON. Senator Rudman. -
; Mr.I RuoMAN. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. I am going to use the

time' had left, not very much. f really only have one question.

!
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You may wish to turn to a reference page, although it is an opin-
ion, not a fact, counsel. It is on, page 60 of yesterday's testimony,
line 1377. I am going to read it to you, Admiral, because I think
that these hearings are about broad issues. They are about policy,
'relations between the Congress and the President, and the Ameri-
can people. In fact, in a way it kind of~picks up off the last para-
graph of your correspondent's letter to you because she talked
about the usurpation of power by Congress. One thing I think we
can do is insist that every student in every high school read the
Constitution. Everybody read 'it. I have a feeling a lot of people
don't understand it, including a lot who probably have read it.

Starting on line 1377, -page 60, July 20, a.m. testimony, 'the very
end of Congressman'Cheney's examination.

M r. BECKLER. Got it...........-........ -- .
Mr. RUDMAN. This is the Admiral speaking, and there, is one typo

in 1378. It says "he', and it means "the".
"I think there needs to be, a greater acceptance of the fact that

the President's power under the Constitution makes him the pri-'
mary architect of foreign policy; and the American people have a
chance every four years to confirm or deny that-particular foreign
policy. And the President ought to be given an opportunity to carry
out that foreign policy that he has campaigned on.

"And if- there is greater acceptance of that, then I think there
will be more willingness to talk to limited numbers of Members of
Congress, that Congress 'decides are the appropriate. ones, and" then

.other people in the Congress.ought to stay out of the issue. That is
my personal view."

-. : Now I- just want to ask you a couple of questions about that
statement, because I think in a sense if I understaric what you are,
saying, it is a-I find it astonishing. 1ut I find a lo of things aston-
ishing other people don't. That-is-not-ony--reinarkable. -just want
to frnd out what you really mean.

As to the second paragraph, starting on line 1384, "And if there
is greater acceptance of that, then I think there will be more Will-
ingness to talk to limited numbers of Members of Congress." Are
you saying if there is not greater acceptance of a stated policy of a
President that there will not or ought not to be a willingness to.
discuss it with the Congress? That is what flows from that state-
ment. Or are you describing what happened?-

I guess I want to know if you ar6 talking prospectively, real time,
retrospectively? What do you mean by that?

Mr. POINDZXnM. Well, retrospectively, and I think somebOdy,
one of -the members of one of these committees, brought it up theothr dv e havb haA, -hlo -i-tm

- .ot.... e had pr....--. n-the-paSt-wher~eitherleaks-orthe condonig of leaks or the-threat of-leaks has been used to stop .
something that the Presidentw7antds--tW id r-d 6' 1ii _itia-t is
appropriate, and I think that sort pf atmosphere leads to an unwill-
ingness on the part of the Executive Branch tq be completely
candid with the Congress. That is my personal view."./ .

Mr. RuDMAN. So your view, I guess, is if there is 'bn4tntion over
a particular policy and that contention can lead to reults which
you and I would both agree are certainly improper, that you would

0tthere would be .esa w shdd belesswilling-
ness to talk to Congress tinder those circumstanqes?

f
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, whether would or should, I am not sure. I
think there would be.

Mr. RUDMAN. Let me go to the first part of the statement, and,
the last two lines, 1381 and 1382. Last question I have. "And the-
President ought to be given an opportunity to cary out that for-
eign policy that he has campaigned on."

By that, I assume from those words that when the, President was
elected-and he. carried 49 out of 50 States, overwhelming-but

a whether he carried 49 or whatever; he won. He is the President
You are saying that the Congress ought to give him much greater
latitude in carrying out that foreign policy even though the Con-
gress has a role in the Constitution?

For instance, the appropriations power is probably the most abso-
lut. of any power in the Constitution given to the Co-ngress. But
you are saying aside from the appropriations power, that the Con-
gress really ought to back off a bit and let the President carry out
that policy because he was elected by the people, is that your posi-
tion?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is my position, -Senator. And, yoi know, I
clearly recognize the constitutional authority of the 'Congress to ap-propfiate monpys. But I-doi t think that theit vehicle should be
used to try to-restrict what-the Presidant can doin foreign policy.=__
It obviously will' restrict his use of appropriated funds, but I think
many members of jhis committee, based on +the statements I've

Q-heard, eieve-that the Boland Amendment applied to the Presi-
dent and that would place those restrictions oh him and his !person-

' al staff which Idont think is appropriate, and I don't th~nk did
apply. And that is my pint.

Mr. RUDMANJ-WelI, Iunderstand your point. It surely isn't my
-point. I am not even sure it i§ your point.- I am going to tell you
why.
I arn going to give you a hypothetical.' It maybe isn't so hypothet-

ical, I regret to say. In my view, it is conceivable, maybe- even rob-
able, certainly possible, that a President of the United Sttes will
be elected-out of the current field that is running-in 1 88 that
will take office on January 20, 1989. I would expect that thit resi.,
dent could well-this is well within the realm of possibility, 'd I __

have a lot of documentation, but I am not going to take the time of
the committee, as to the positions these people have taken--toke
the following positions: One, that the Contras were not a solItion
to the problem in -Central America, and they should be cut off to-, N.
tally. -Every dime. dTht is the stated position of a number of candi-
dates running.

Number two, that in oer. to get rappr6cdieme~t with the Sovi-
ets, particularly in strategic arms control, that th re should'be no
-linkage whatsoever, in fact that there might be q backing away
from Afghanistan, that there is a global sphere of influence the So-
viets have, a global sphere of influence we have, and that the
United States would back away from its commitment terms of
an arms control a meant Ion range.'

Third, that our interests -in Angola and other places o4' -the Afri-
cai Continent are not proper 'interests. In other words, Admiral-
Poindeiter, in my view, an isolationist administration.
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Now, reading your statement, you are saying, because you are
not a Republican or Democra , you are a member of the United
.States Navy, and most of the people I know in the service are
pretty independent politically, you may support this President
s rongly, but I would say that independent is probably the best way

describe most members of the service; is that accurate?
j Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that is. accurate.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, Admiral, what you are saying in this state-
ment, "And the President ought to be given an opportunity to
carry out that foreign policy," is people like this Senator and a
number of Qthers on this panel who would stridently disagree with
that President on that policy ought to give him a "chance" to let it
operate.

And my statement to you, Admiral, is I would do o everything I
could to frustrate that chance, and I think that is myr1 onstitution-
al responsibility, and I.:think that is what my constituents would-
expect me to do. "

How do you possibly balance this statement against what this ar-
gument is all about? I want to hear your answer. ".

Mr. POINDEXTER. All right, Senator. I guess I have tried to re-
frain from answering hypothetical questions.-

Mr. RUDMAN. That is maybe not hypothetical, Admiral.
Mr-PoNnxa-ER.-4t-is-etting-so-near-the-end of the hearings,

and I may get a pinch from my attorney in a momeflt. .-
Mr. BECKLER. If it is'not hypothetical, does that mean you are,

one of the candidates?
__ Mr. RUDMAN. I have been-accused of a lot of things, Counsel, but

never having lost my sense to run for, the Presidency. The last
word is yours. I want you to look at that statement in front of you

".... fid with that maybe-not-so-hypothetical. There are people
running for office who have stated those positions who-might get
61,ected. .

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that I have great trust and faith and
confidence in the American .people to- do the. right thing. I don't be-
lieve, as I have said numerous times, they want to'know all the de-
tails, but I just don't see the American people voting for a candi-

* date that takes the kind of positions that you are describing. I just
S think the American people._and'one of the good things, I guess, I

will have to admit, that comes out of these hearings is an, opportu-
nity for the American, people to hear about the problems that we
face around the world, this dangerous world that we live in, and I
think the message',is getting through. They are beginning to under-

" stand- the problem. I kow the President has always felt, aw ayT
-- felt, hat if we can ever get the true information to the American,

, people about what was happening in Nicaragua, they. would sup-'
port the President's policy.

But it has been one heck ofa' time getting that' information out.
Maybe we should have worked. harder. I know there are s me
members of this committee, that think we should have taken, a.
much tougher line from the. beginning.

But I think that the American people, and certainly the sample
that I have received, indicate they understand very Clearly, they
are getting the message, they don't want a: Communist Govern-
ment on the mainland in America.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Well, Admiral, I am going to turn it back on again.
That is not an answer. You are saying what all of us hope for. We
all hope that the American people will always exercise judgment

S th t coincides _ith our own, because we all think, of course, -that
Souudgiiehtis correct.

My question to you is if the American people, as they have in
0uO history, elect a President with policies that might npt -have :
been clear to them at the time the President is elected, and I can
quote it.chapter and verse-I wonder how you square that with
your statement on whether or not you don't agree with me that
under those circumstances people have to use their judgment, their
beliefs in country, their mandate from their electorate to oppose a
President's policy?

NAe f ey th n ention-here. We
don't have a disagreement on that. But that isn't my question.

My question: is what happens if the worm turns, a different age
descends upon us in 1989-are we all supposed to sit back here and
simply say, -"Okay, Mr. President, Admiral Poindexter says we
ought to give you a better chance to carry out that foreign policy
that you campaigned on?"

I don't think y6i-really believe that. I would like an answer to
that question.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I have to say, which is consistent with m y .
testimony and it is what I truly believe, that under the conditions *

you describe, if the American people indeed vote for such-a candi-
date, then I think we ought to let'that candidate try out that
policy. That doesn't abrogate or in anyway change the responsibil-
ity you have over controlling approj~riatidns, ratifying treaties and.-
requesting consultations so that your views can be heard, but I
don't think that what I consider to be underhanded'itactics should- .
be used to undermine that particular President if the people-that
is what their choice Was.

Mr. RUDMAN. That is one piece of your advice that I would guar-
antee you probably won't be heeded around here.

Under those circumstances, I dare say that people feel quite dif-
ferently abot the constitutional role here. And that to some
extent is what a lot Of this is 'll about.

I don't ant to discuss the Boland Amendment and Whether ,it.._
applied or dln't apply, but it just seems to me that we have got to
have more good faith dealing around this town or else a lot that
ought to happen won't happen and I firmly believe that every
Member of Congress has the right and the obligation, indeed the
duty, to strongly oppose ay Presidential-initiative-that-he-believes -

is not in the national security of this 'country_-
We all take the same oath, Admiral, everybody. I thank you for

your answer.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley.
Mr. FoucE. Good afternoon, Admiral.
I would like to refer to two or three items that I think would be

helpful in clearing up perhaps inadequate specifics i1n the record
andthen go to a final subject.

Withrespect to the obtaining of TOWs and HAWK spare parts
from the Department of Defense, I believe the record shows that
several Pentagon officers and the Army's General Counsel have
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testified that the order to transfer the weapons was given in such a
way that it would bypass the normal Department of Defense usual
procedures for monitoring of 'price and sales to the Central Intelli-
gence Agency.

Are you able to shed any light on that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. You will have to ask Cap Weinberger on that. I

gon't know h6w he managed it in the Department.
Mr. FOLEY. Did y'ou participate in directing any particular

method of obtaining those weapons?'
Mr. POINDEXTER. No.
Mr. FOLEY. Wheih Lt. Gen: Brown of the Army staff apparently

brought to your attention the fact that there might be a require-
ment to notify the Congress-do you recall that memorandum--

Mr. PoiniwER-.Right. I-recall it, having seen it in preparation-
for the he~trings.

Mr. Foixy. Did you indicate that it should be put in the file with
the Finding?

Mr. BECKLER. Let's just get exhibit 78.
Mr. FdLEY. All right.
Mr. POINDEkTER. Yes, I did, but to clear it up to make sure that

we are entirely accurate here, General Brown sent a memo to Gen-
eral Colin Powell, the Military Assistant, and General Powell re-
ferred it to me. And I also believe we had a telephone conversation
about it before he sent it over.

'Mr. FOLEY. Did you make the judgment that there was-nore-
,quirement to notify the Congress or that the Congress should not
be notified?

Mr" POINDEXTER. I didn't actually make that judgment. That
judgment was made in January of 1986/by Ed Meese, who deter-
mined that under the provisions of the National Security Act,
which was the statutory authority for the President to carry out
this action, there was no reporting requirement.

See, what the Army did not understand, and apparently- this is
as a result of the way, that Secretary Weinberger was managing
the issue with the-Department, they didn't understand that these
weapons were not being transferred under the Arms Export Con-
trol Act and I think this memorandum was simply prepared to
keep the Army's experts clean, that if it was under the Arms
Export Control Act, there would be a reporting requirement.

Mr. FOLEY. So you decided that in accordance with the Attorney
General's Opinion that this was not required?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
.M. . Fom. Speaking ofthe -Attbornmza-eral, yitfied this

morning, fI believe, that you assumed he knew about the sales of
arms to Iran in '85 by something like January, early January?

Mr. POINDExTER. No, I didn't really say it quite that way. I said I
had no specific knowledge that Ed leese,was aware of those ship-
ments.

I also said, although I couldn't'remember the conversation specif-
2 ically, that in the 7 January. neetin in the Oval Office, when we

discused this issue, my notes would indicate that I probably talked
about the 500 TOWs, but I can't be cerin of that.' ..

Mr. Fouzm. Did you- ' .
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Mr. POINDEXTER.. And in the 16 January meeting, I said I
couldn't remember specifically addressing the '85 shipments, but I
find it hard to believe that we didn't touch on those.

"Mr. FOLEY. Of %your own knowledge, you don't know if the Attor-
ney General was ever briefed by anyone in the National Securi
Council or the staff?.

Mr. PonNDWzxrzu. On the '85 shipments?
Mr. Foizy. On the '85 shipments.
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, to my knowledge, the only opportunity that

Ed Meese would have had to know about those would be in the two
meetings that I described. That. is all I'know about it.

Mr. FoLEY. Would it have been difficult for the Attorney Gener-
al, in your " view, to give an opinion as to the preferable means Qf
sale-without-having some knowledge of-the alternative that had
been the practice in the earlier 1985 sale?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't really know, Mr. Foley. You're going to
- have to ask the Attorney General.

Mr. FOLEY. Going tothe final meeting of Colonel North with the
second channel of Iranians, that occurred in November of 1986, is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I frankly don't recall.-when the- last meeting
was. I would hotve said October. It may have been-there was con-
tact in November by telephone. I frankly don't recall if there was,
an actual meeting. .

Mr. FOLEY. Did you 'sCuss with Colonel North the October meet-,inr 9 "POINDEXTER. I did:

Mr. FoLEY. What was the purpose of that meeting, to continue

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. We"-in August, as I recall, was when we
first identified the second channel, and there was a lot of material
to' go over with the second channel and the second channel eventu-
ally came to the United States, and I've lost track of the exact se--
quence.-

Mr. FOLEY. Did you remember authorizing a telephone contact by
Colonel North in November?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, absolutely. In fact, one of our concerns,
both mine and the President's, in early November, was to preserve
the possibility of getting out more hostages and to preserve the
contact through the Second channel, that there were telephone con-
versations with the second channel before and after the President's
speech to the country, and beforehand after the press conference.

Mr. FOLEY. Was the Department of State aware of that, do you

Mr. POINDEXTER. At some point in early November, I think you
have it as an exhibit, I sent a cable to Secretary Shultz that talked
in general terms, and I told him- that I was going to set up two
compartments, one an operational compartment and one a strate-
gic compartment, to discuss the issues, and asked him to identify
people to participate in that.

Secretary-Shultz was aware that we were trying to establish a
second channel, and I can recall trying to get in touch With him
several times during the month of October to discuss with him
progress. Unfortunately, I was traveling with the President on the

.
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campaign. Secretary Shultz was traveling and our schedules just
didn't permit an adequate number of meetings.

Mr. FoLEy. Were the so-called Hakim accords, as we have come
to know- them, still operative at that point as-a basis of reference
for discussions?

Mr. Powm XTER. I don't think'that it is fair to describe those as
Hakim accords.

Mr. FoxEy. It is a shorthand. Whatever term you would like to
use, are those the nine points of discussion that were the subject of
earlier ad referendum discussions that you mentioned--Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, that is correct. I believe that was in Octo-
ber, and my recollection was that that was probably the last meet-
ing that Colonel North had with the second channel.

Mrw-FoLyv. They were still matters of discussion at that -point?'- -
Mr. PoiNDExTTR. In his last meeting and when he came back ana

we got the nine points, I discussed those with the President, and he
approved the ones that applied to the U.S. Government.

You know, I contended that one of the points about the Kuwaitis
was a private arrangement in which General Secord and Mr.
Hakim would give the Iranians a plan that they thought might be
useful in talking-in the Iranians talking to the Kuwaitis.:

Mr. FOLEY. Let me tu to another subject. °
Mr. POINDEXTER. On, other point on that- It hasbeen reported

that one of the nine po ts involved the president of Iraq. I did not
remember that at the ime, and looking over the nine points that
are in the exhibit, I do t fhfidthat that is one of the nine points at
all.

Mr. Foimy. There w some indication that that was listed on a-
Colonel North's copy. ou are saying that it was not approved by
the President or---

Mr. POINDEXTER. It Was not one of the nine points as far as I was
concerned, and in looking at the exhibits, I have not been able to
find any reference to that.

Mr. FOLEY. There was no-
Mr. PoINDEXR. I is my understanding from the testimony- of,

Mr. Hakim at least that this item was discussed with the .Iians,
but I don't think it ever wound up-

Mr. FO, m. Was there any point at which these nine points were
withdrawn from consideration? Were they operative up until the
last contacts?

.Mr. POINDE . As far as I was concerned, they were operative
'. up until the time I left the White House.

Mr. BzCxzm . Mr J Chairman, is there any end tothe qu#stioning
in sight? Basic question. -
- Mr. Foiuy. I think it is five or ten minutes, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAmToN. Mr. Foley originally had 69 minutes as one
-of the p-np, questioners. He used 45 and reserved 15 so he i
proceJ3ingm that basis, counsel.

Mr. BzucmK . I didn't realize there was a 15 minute reserve
there. Sorry.

* Mr. FoLzr.7Were you told that Roy Furmark had visited Director
Casey and mentioned to him that there had been a diversion of
funds to the Contras?
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Mr. PoxNDmxI .Yes. in faet you have an exhibit, and we have
talked about it i previous testimony, that maybe you missed, Mr.
Foley, but a memo was prepared for Mr. Casey that addressed that
and he showed that to me some time in October.

Mr. FOLEY. So he told you himself--
Mr. POINDEXTER. No, in fact in the meeting he showed me the

memo, in the meeting that I had with him in his office I don't
recall his saying about that paragraph. I read it, obviously realized
that he hadreaditutii iereally didn't discuss it.

Mr. FoLy. On November 10, 1986, during and after #he NSPG
meeting, did you discuss the diversion issue with anyoneL

Mr. POINDEXTER. Which meeting? L

Mr. FoLEy. After the November 10th meeting of the SPG, No-
vember 10, 1986.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, I don't remember the Nov ber 10th
meeting, but I did not discuss the, what you call the div rsion with
Director Casey at any time.

Mr. FOLEY. On November 17th you received a messa e from At-
torney General Meese marked "Urgent" at 9:43 in the orning. Do
you recall that?

Mr. BECKLER. May we' see a copy of that message an exhibit
number?

Mr. FOLEY. It is a telephone log.
Mr. BECKLER. May we see a copy of the telephone og? You are

referring to the November 17th--
Mr. FOLEY. Yes.
Mr. BECKLER. This is an appointment schedule, miral Poin-

dexter's phone calls.
Mr. POINDEXTER. All right, I have it.
Mr. FOLEY. Do you recall that telephone call?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not. I just simply don't recall t.
Mr. FOLEY. Admiral-
Mr. POINDEXTER. I recall talking to the Attorney Gneral numer-

---.--ous times during the month of November, but What 4e discussed in
that particular phone call I am sorry, I have no way qf remember-
in that.

FOLEY. Just a few final questions. /
I gather from your testimony and please correct /me if I am

making a misinterpretation of what you have said, that on many
occasions in your.term of service as the National SeCurity Adviser
you felt frustrated by the lack -6f-enthusiasm, some :of the intelli-
gence agencies to develop, sufficient programs for action, is that
fair? You talked about bureaucratic tendencies to take no risks, for

--- example. - -

Mr. POINDEXTER. That didn't apply just to intelligence communi-
ties.

Mr. FOLEY. Did it apply to the Department of Stath, for example,
and the Department of Defense?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As well.
Mr. FoLEy. The entire bureaucracy would youtlk ws character-.

ized from time to time with that sort of attitude?'
Mr.POINDEXTER. I think it is characteristic of all bIreaucracies

that they aren't willing to take any risks. As these hearing* dem-
onstrate, the cost of failure is too high for them. VA

I
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Mr. FOLEY. So to do what you felt was necessary, there was
always a problem with dealing with those agencies?'

Mr. POINDEXR Not on routine matters. I don't mean to imply.
and I don't think that you necessarily mean to imply that I had
complete disregard for the Departments and agencies. There are a
lot of very competent people out there and on routine matters they
provide the President.with very good advice, and good options.

Mr. FOLEY. Taking initiatives, taking risks, developing innovative
programs, to deal with the problems that were" facing the Presi-
dent-there is a deficiency there?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. Foiky. And with respect to the Congress it was your feeling

that there was a problem of resistance to the President's programs
from time to time whichyou felt unwarranted?

Mr. POINbEXTER. That is correct. I
Mr. FOLEY. And that Congress was encroaching too much on

what you felt was a constitutional prinracy, almost plenary respon-
sibility of the President for foreign affairs, is that correct?

lr. POINDEXTER. I thought that bad faith r efforts were being..
made to undermine the President's foreign policy.

Mr. FOLEY. By bad faith, you mean not legitimate opposition, but
carrying opposition to the point-would you expand on that? What
do you mean by bad faith?

Mr. POINDEXTER, Well for example, and this doesn't applyjust to"
the Congress, but I think that leaks took place within the Adminis-
tration, and from the C6dgress, maybe the staffs, maybe the Mem-
bers sometimes, in which Qptions that the President might be con-
sidering would be foreclosed. I don't consider that a legitimate or

- fair way to ran the government.
--- Mr.--FoLEv. And as far as the press was concerned you felt that
the press was often deliberately misquoting and misinterpreting
events?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I often felt that the press did not present -a
clear and complete picture to the American public about many of
the issues that we were faced- with.

Mr. FoLEy. Would it be fair to say that the letter yburead which
obviously provides from the correspondent very warm rppio for
your situation, also was selected by you because you tend to agree
with the characterizations that the correspondent had made about
the President and Congress?

Mr POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I have a stack of telegrams and let-
ters, there are sev erhap-ytaI yrt look
through them and I think that you would, conclude that the letter I
pulled out is completely representative of at least 90 percent--

Mr. FoLrv. That is really--
- Mr. BECKLR. Let him fish the answer, please. That is an objec-

tion. Maybe I can get it sustained.
Chairman HAMILTON. The witness can complete his answer.
Mr. FoLEY. The counsel .has had his objection sustained and I

apologize for interrupting your answer.
Mr. PoUwZXTEz. I thiik that the letter I pulled out is repre-

sentative of a majority of the people of the United State%-
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Mr. FoLEY. But do you agree with the correspondent's character-
izations that she made in the letter as to the character of the press
in the country, the media?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that there is deliberate distortion by the
media of many of the issues of the day. I firmly believe that. I don't
want to pass on the motives for that but I think that it happens.

Mr. FoLEY. Well, I am asking these questions because I think we
have talked again and again about how to establish a basis of trust
and a basis 'of better reaction, interaction between the Congress
and the Executive Branch, and the only thing that I would observe,and I have tried not to make a lot of observations here is that it is
-extremely difficult, it seems to me, if the view that you have, and I

.. - take it you sincerely express all your views here, is that the Na-
tional Security Council is surrounded by a media that often deliber-
ately distorts, deliberately misreports on the news and events, that
the Congress is reflecting attitudes that are in bad faith in the at-
tempt to confront the President's policies, that the normal agencies
of government are lacking in enthusiasm and sort of Affected by a
cancer, a bureaucratic unwillingness to take risks-it leaves a very
small group of people in the National -Security Council to whom;
you would feel comfortable in sharing your plans and proposals for
the Presidential action.

You didn't choose to share it with the Director of the Central In-
telligence Agency, for whom you had high regard. You have given
the impression, I think, that the less contact with the Congress, the
better as an absolute rule, and I find it-that it would be a little
distressing if I were in your position and felt that that was the case
as to how-in the future a democratic society can develop the kind
of consensus and-the President's program can be advanced with re-
spect to the Congress and to the press, to the other agencies of the
Executive Branch of government if that pessimistic judgment is
made about their intentions and attitudes.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Foley, I don't think it is accurate, as you
are-impling, that the NSC staff had some secret foreign policy. As
I have testified before, the Pre-idet's foreign policy wasyy open
and understood by the people- of this country.-He campaigned on
the issues in the 1984 campaign, and the people fully understand
that.- io that was not being withheld, and he was elected holding
these positions.

What we have been talking about primarily in these hearings is
how the NSC staff went about implementing these policies that

-were very public positions. that the President took, and I think,
_- under the -conditions that have existed over the past few.years thatwe were completely justified, and it was entirely proper that we

keep the details of these implementations secret and highly com-
- partmented, and I still contend that-the majority of the people un-'

derstand that and accept that and feel that that is a necessary way
of doing business.

Mr. Foqw. I take it very--seriously that you felt that that was
true and that you believed that great secrecy and compartmentali-
zation hW_ to occur. I am not going to debate that with you. I
think, as I have said publicly many times, that you are an honora-
ble man who has given much service to the country, but you seem
to suggest in your answers that you are enormously dissatisfied
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and uncomfortable with the performance of the free press in this
c9unt .ih performance of the Congress, with the perform-
ance of the other elements of-the-Executive-Branch-from-the-inte-
ligence agency to the Departments of Defense and State, and I
share a concern with you that we have to final a way to work to-
gether to make it possible to carry on certain parts of the national
security process, including the carrying on of what are called spe-
cial activities.

But it seems to me that if you bring to this problem, a person of
the service that you have given and the background that you have
given, a sense of distrust and a view of bad faith of all the other
elements of the American Government in society which has to
work out this problem, that it is a more formidable task than even--
we might have- thought as a result of these hearings, and that is
my only comment.

I thank you for your testimony. I have, in the time that I have
h~d an opportunity to be associated with you, always had a high
opinion of your character and service, and I wish you well.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde is recognized for seven minutes,
,having reserved that amount from his 60 minutes earlier. Mr.
Hyde.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will tryXot to tres-
pass too much on what has already been a tremendous, burden, on
the witness.

Let me just discuss briefly. My friend from Georgia asked who
was the detail man on Oliver North. I don't think it has been suffi-
ciently discussed here, but you had a deputy, an excellent man
named Don Fortier, and isn t it a fact, Admiral, that Don Fortier
became very ill, and while he was fighting for his life, you didn't
replace him because IiWould certainly not have helped his morale
while he was making that life-and-death struggle. And so you were
handicappd - se that your deputy, a very able man, was
not-around perhaps when you most needed him?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct, Mr. Hyde. Unfortunately, Don
came down-he was diagnosed as having cancer in May of '86.

\ \~ Mr. HYDE. But you weren't going to replace him as he still had
hope, and it was the appropriate thing to do?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't want to take any action that would lead
him to believe that I didn't think that he was never coming back.

<Mr. H vx. Now, in response to my dear friend, the Majority
Leader, I just want to say that I would stipulate, as I thilk perhaps
the Admiral would stipulate, that most everybody in the ,nedia and

---- the Government and the bureaucracy are-honest and patriotic, but
I think the Majority Leader insufficiently recognizes te force of
ideology is not confined just to the flat earth right. Let's talk about
something that the Majority Leader mentioned earlier, namely
that we by helping acts of violence occur inside Nicaragua were
perhaps committing acts of war.

First of all, Admiral, is it a fact-that we still have formal recog-
nition ofthe-Vrnmentof-Afghanistan,is that not true? I think
the answer is yes, but--.

Mr. PoINDxm. Yes, of course we do.
Mr. HYDE. We have+ an embassy, I don't think we have an ambas-

sador in place.

. 4.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that is right. It has been a few months
since I focused on Afghanistan.

Mr. HYDE. Since I only have seven minutes, I may have to give
you the answers.

Mr. POINDEXTER. At the end of the ninth day, Mr. Hyde, I appre-
ciate that.

Mr. HYDE. I understand that. We are both fighting the clock. But
I think it is important that there are those of us who hope but will
not confirm that somebody is helping the Mujahedin fight for free-
dom inside this country, that we don't look upon those as acts of
violence and committing war on Nicaragua, it is just helping free-
dom fighters.

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is exactly right.
Mr. HYDE. And some of us feel Nicaragua is an occupied country,

don't we? We feel that thousands of Cubans, Soviets, Libyans, East
Germans, North Koreans, Bulgarians, they are not there just to
enjoy the beaches, but they are there for a strategic purpose; cor-rect.

Mr. POINDEXTER. We clearly think that Nicaragua is a Soviet
proxy controlled and influenced by the people you are describing.

Mr. HYDE. Now about the legal status of Nicaragua. You perhaps
recall that in the Intelligence Authorization Act for 1984, Congress
had some findings in that Act and Congress found, one, the Gov-
ernment of National Reconstruction of Nicaragua has failed to keep
solemn promises made to the OAS in July 1979-the Organization
of American States-to establish full respect for human rights and
political liberties, hold early elections, preserve a private sector.
permit political pluralism and pursue a foreign policy of nonaggres-
sion and nonintervention and-now this is Congress speaking-two,
by providing military support, including arms, training and logisti-
cal command and communications facilities to groups seeking to
overthrow the Government of El Salvador and other Central Amer-
ican Government, the Government of Nicaragua has violated Arti-
cle XVIII of the charter of the Organization of American States,
which declares that no state has the right to intervene directly or
indirectly in the internal or external affairs of any other state.

And then we had the Foreign Aid Act of 1985, it-has a more formal
title, but that is what it is.

Section 722(c) finds that it condemns-that is this Congress-con-
demns the Government of Nicaragua for violating its solemn com-
mitments to the Nicaraguan people, the United States, and the Or-
ganization of American States and affirms that the Government of
Nicaragua will be regarded as having achieved political legitimacy
when it fulfills its 1979 commitment to the Organization of Ameri-
can States to implement genuinely democratic elections in which
all elements of the Nicaragua Resistance can peacefully participate
under conditions recognized as necessary for elections.

So it would seem to me that we don't hold the Government legiti-
mate yet in Nicaragua, at least that is what Congress thought in
1985 when we passed the Foreign Aid Act.

Now, there are certain legal consequences, I am sure you are
aware of, that flow from Finding them in violation of the United
Nations charter, the Organization of American States charter, Ar-
ticle XVIII, and the U.N. has found that aggression doesn't mean
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marching soldiers across the border necessarily supporting subver-
sive activities within a country can be defined and is defined as ag-
gression, to which states may respond pursuant to their rights
under international law.

So aggression isn't marching across borders. It includes subver-
sion. Nicaragua has been and is subverting El Salvador and other
countries. They have a right to self-defense. It is as old as mankind
and we have a right and a duty as signatories to those treaties to
assist them.

Now, Admiral, out in the provinces, we have a saying that is
when all else fails, one can achieve immortality through spectacu-
lar error, and I think about that often as I look at the five versions
of the Boland Amendment, and I predict immortality for my friend
from Massachusetts.

But there is another saying and that is all lies are reprehensible,
some are just more reprehensible than others.

For instance, we politicians, we practice what is called political
hyperbole. We don't lie. We practice political hyperbole.

George Will has a great phrase: "He has an emancipated view of
the facts."

There is a governor of a major state that said it best of all. He
said, "We campaign with poetry, but we govern with prose."

Now, an example, we have daily speeches on the floor of the
House excoriating the Reagan deficit. As soon as that period is
over, we immediately vote to waive the Budget Act and spend and
spend in the name of compassion. We don't call that intellectual
dishon-esty It is political hyperbole.

As secrecy has its uses, so does deception.
I hate to always resort to a book, but I think this will be helpful

in our discussion; and let me just read briefly from page 71 of a
book about the CIA, about Wild Bill Donovan, "From Wild Bill
Donovan to William Casey: The Rise and Decline of the CIA" by
John Ranelagh, page 71.

"The clearest demonstration of Donovan's awareness of the
Soviet threat came through an extraordinary intelligence coup. In
November 1944, the.OSS mission in Sweden obtain 1500 pages of
Soviet codes, including their intelligence codes from Finnish intelli-
gence services. The Russians did not know the codes had been com-
promised and were still using them. Nevertheless, after informing
Roosevelt of this coup and of the potential value of the codes, Dono-
van was ordered by the President to hand back the material unco-
pied to the Russians. Instead, Donovan secretly photographed the
codes. These copies were later used by the FBI to decode postwar
Russian communications. The intelligence gathered provided evi-
dence against the British traitor, Donald McLean and the Rosen-
berg spy ring. This affair as well as the growing volume of reports
from OSS agents in Europe warning of Soviet-backed communist
attempts to dominate resistance movements with an eye to political
control of the postwar world convinced Donovan that the Soviet
threat was real.'

There is an example of deception, of deceit. I am sure if you lie
to Congress, it's bad; it must be bad when you lie to the President,
too. But personally, I'm glad Donovan was guilty of that deceit.
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Now, Admiral, my time is up and I'm-so much I would like to
talk to you, but I shan't. I just want to say in closing one thing, one
idea.

You have been accused again and again, relentlessly of assault-
ing democracy by deceiving Congress, by covering up, withholding
important information. Some of us believe democracy is sort of a
seamless garment-a phrase I'm not all that fond of-but when
you talk about democracy in this hemisphere, it's hard to dissociate
our own democracy and compartment it from democracy on the
land bridge between the United States and South America.

So it seems to me some of us who believe in the unitary nature
of this fragile diaphanous thing called democracy understand that
it is in desperate straits in Nicaragua, and many of those people
who helped overthrow the Somoza dictatorship didn't intend to
substitute a communist state in Somoza's place: These people view
their revolution against tyranny as unfinished and incomplete.
And for the United States to train, encourage, supply, and arm the
Contras and get them inside their own country fighting to continue
their struggle for democracy and then to cut and run through the
device of the Boland Amendment-all five versions of it-is itself
an assault on democracy, assault by betrayal.

And by disclosing what you were doing to keep faith with the
Contras, you felt you might be forced to halt that support; and so
you would be playing with lives, to use the phrase of a democratic
ex-governor of Virginia, thousands of Freedom Fighters in Nicara-
gua. Those were your choices. Thank God I didn't have those
choices. But there's always a gap-not always, but many times-between positive law and moral choice. I lack the wisdom and I
lack the arrogance to adjudge that in trying to protect the Contras,
you made the wrong moral choice. I'll leave that to others. But if
Wild Bill Donovan were around, I think he'd vote with you.

Thank you, Admiral.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Thank you, sir.
There is an interesting book on this subject by Jean Francois

Revel on how democracies perish, a very enlightening book.
Mr. HYDE. Yes. I have two copies.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair has five members who have

asked for the opportunity to question briefly and then there will be
a closing statement by the chair. So I think it's appropriate that we
take a 10-minute recess and then we will return and conclude.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say before we take
this recess that I strenuously object to further questioning outside
of the chair. I think that this is what I said in the beginning-this
dissection over and over and over. Now I think we are at the point
where looking at past testimony from earlier in this session, re-
reading it, whatever is going to go on, I must ask that the chair
reconsider that and close this proceeding.

We were told it was going to end at 4:00 today. Everybody has
been heard from, except the chair, and I would like to hear from
the chair. I know that that's your decision. I think the endless
questioning ought to end, please.

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, I appreciate-you-and Admiral
Poindexter have been very, very patient indeed, and I know that
your client has been on the dock here for a very extended time. It

I I O
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is difficult, I think you can appreciate, to refuse members who have
just a couple of additional questions. It will be my intent to recog-
nize those members and then we will proceed to conclude it as
quickly as possible.

We stand in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, may I have some guidance as to

how much time is going to be allowed each of thesequestioners and
whether or not that limit is going to be adhered to?

Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, it is my intention to give each of
the members approximately five minutes.

The Chair recognizes, as the joint hearings resume, the gentle-
man from New Jersey, Mr. Courter.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, I understand I have a very short period of

time, so I will attempt to be very brief. I hope in response to a
couple of questions you will be brief as well.

First, just let me say that everybody, I think, has received a lot
of mail; and ironically, the mail that I have received-not ironical-
ly-the mail that I have received has indicated that my constitu-
ents feel that I'm correct, but on the other hand, I was speaking 0
my good friend, Jack Brooks over here, and he's received as many
pieces of mail as I have and they think he's right, too.

Now, I'm not sure what that is. That's not a request for greater
balance in my mail. It's just an observed fact.

I'd like to point out something that I think is very important.
The United States obviously has interests in the Middle East and
interests in the Persian Gulf. Based on those interests, two or three
of which would be greater seccrrity of the countries in the Middle
East, free passage of shipping in the Persian Gulf, less of an influ-
ence of the Soviet Union, those are all our interests. Based on
those interests, the United States formulates policies. One of our
policies is trying to seek an end to a very dangerous war there; and
based on those policies, we adopt strategies as well as tactics.

It seems to me that part of the problem here, in these hearings,
is that-and I'm not less guilty than everybody else, but what is a
tactic, we call a policy; what is a policy, we confuse for a strategy
or an interest.

It seems to me that one of our policies is to end the war and one
of our policies obviously is to continue with the rapproachment
toward Iran. And one of the strategies or tactics in order to carry
out that policy was the effort to gain the release of the hostages;
and one of the tactics used for that purpose was the sale of weap-
ons to Iran.

Do you agree with that and do you agree with the fact that some-
times we confuse one with the other?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think the way you have described it, Mr.
Courter, is consistent with what I have said. I have made the point
that the criticism that has been levied against the Administration
that the arms sales to Iran violated-our stated policy, and I don't
believe that's true. I think that it is inaccurate because of the
items that you talked about. The policy is to end the war. The em-
bargo is only one of the tools or tactics that we have used to do
that.
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Trying to gain a channel into the Iranian government was an-
other tactic that we were doing to achieve that objective. They are
completely consistent ir achieving that objective, ending the war.

Mr. COURTER. I thank you for your answer.
In another area-as I say I have just 5 minutes-there was an

individual that-is not an arms merchant, not a retired general, not
an official of the U.S. Government, but nevertheless, because of his
great expertise in that part of the world, and because of the fact
that he was very familiar with Iran-as a matter of fact wrote one
of his fine books on the fall of the Shah-a person who is an ac-
knowledged expert in counterterrorism, he was contracted for
advice with regard to the rapproachment initiative with Iran. I
think that gentleman is Michael Ledeen. Are you familiar with Mr.
Ledeen?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. I know Mike.
Mr. COURTER. Was he contracted by the Government for his

knowledge and expertise in Iran and in the Persian Gulf?.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes; Mr. McFarlane approved him as a consult-

ant to the NSC and there was a consultancy arrangement.
Mr. COURTER. He also, it's my understanding, earlier in these

hearings-you may not recall the testimony-was charged or criti-
cized for being a profiteer. Do you know from your own personal
knowledge whether he received any profits from weapons sales or
not?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't have any information that would allow
me to come to that positive conclusion.

Mr. COURTER. Do you think that Michael Ledeen, with respect to
the very important issue which is one of the fundamental reasons
why we sit as a joint panel, to learn about Iran or learn about the
strategic initiative in Iran, do you think that Michael Ledeen
would be able to give us valuable information and insight with
regard to the strategic importance of that part of the world and
also with regard to the rapproachment and the type of tactics that
are necessary in order to accomplish same?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think Mike is a very knowledgeable source for
that kind of information. He's very articulate. I think if you want
that kind of information, he'd be a good witness.

The reason I didn't want him to speak out earlier, and people
may contrast that with what I just said, was that I simply didn't
have time to sit down with Mike to go over with-exactly what he
was going to say. He hadn't been with the project for some months,
and I didn't want him going off on his own.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Admiral.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the additional time. I appreciate

that very much.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Again time being brief, I am going to try to move through three

or four things very rapidly. Earlier in my questions, I asked ques-
tions up to and including the meetings on December 7th and the
trip to London on December 8th and the return by Mr. McFarlane
and Colonel North after that meeting and their reports. _N
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Lt. Colonel North testified repeatedly that it was well known
that Mr. Ghorbanifar was an Israeli agent. Was that your under-
standing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think we touched on that earlier today. I can't
recall precisely when we came to the possibility that Mr. Ghorbani-
far was an Israeli agent. I don't believe we ever had any absolutely
hard intelligence to that fact, but that was a suspicion.

Mr. MCCLURE. Would there be any difference in your answer if
we used the term "Israeli asset" rather than "Israeli agent"?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, I think yes, we knew very early that Mr.
Ghorbanifar was the contact the Israelis had.

Mr. MCCLURE. So there would be some difference in the differ-
ence in that terminology?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. In my mind. An agent would mean he was
being paid.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did Colonel North, Mr. McFarlane, or yourself, or
anyone else, suggest to the President in the debriefing that you
were concerned or that they were concerned because Mr. Ghorbani-
far was considered an asset of the Israeli Government?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was not our concern at the time, Senator.
Our concern--

Mr. MCCLURE. It wasn't expressed at that time?
Mr. POINDEXTER. No. It wasn't expressed at that time.
Mr. MCCLURE. To your knowledge was anyone skeptical about

proceeding further because of that allegation?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, that allegation I don't recall being made.

I am getting a little confused, I guess. Your question is whether we
knew he was an asset?

Mr. MCCLURE. And whether or not people expressed concern
about going forward because he was an asset?

Mr. POINDEXTER. People expressed concern about going forward
not because he was an asset but because the U.S. intelligence com-
munity had not had a good experience With-the man prior to that
time and also based on Mr. McFarlane's face-to-face meeting with
him.

Mr. MCCLURE. On January 2d, 1986, you had a meeting with Mr.
Nir, who was a Special Assistant to Prime Minister Peres; is that
correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Who requested that meeting?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Nir, I believe. Colonel North, of course-he

did not request it directly of me, but Colonel North passed to me
that Mr. Nir was in town and would like very much to meet with
him.

Mr. MCCLURE. Had any U.S. official to your knowledge met with
Mr. Nir or others prior to this time to help prepare the proposal?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Colonel North had met with him. There may
have been others, but I don't believe I am aware of that. Mr. Nir
was not an unknown quantity to many officials in the U.S. Govern-
ment. I had met with him many months or even years earlier on
the subject of combatting terrorism.

Mr. MCCLURE. I believe you testified earlier that it was an Israeli
initiative, something that they wanted to do. In fact, from your
notes of the meeting, the Israelis offered to take the risk of losing
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500 TOWs if-the hostages weren't released after the shipment; is
that correct?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That was part of their proposal.
Mr. MCCLURE. Did you see anything inconsistent about the fact

that they were now offering to take the risk of losing their weap-
ons when they were insistent earlier that the TOWs be replaced?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I took that to mean that they were very anx-
ious for us to proceed ahead with the initiative. The initiative was
important to them, and I think that they recognized that if we
didn't agree and, go along with them that we could cause some
problems for them in the future, and so from that standpoint, a
selfish standpoint on the part of Israel, but understandable that
unless we proceeded ahead, they were going to have a more diffi-
cult time.

So it is not that we ignored that, we accepted that that was prob-
ably one of their reasons. But it turned out we thought it was also
in our interests as well.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, might I ask if I might have a
couple of extra minutes, I would like to ask one more question on
this and switch to another subject.

Mr. BECKLER. I object to any extension of the five minutes.
Chairman HAMILTON. The objection is overruled.
You may proceed, Senator.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much.
Sorry, Mr. B-ckler, that's the way it sometimes goes up here.
What made you believe the Israelis wanted to go forward on

their own if we didn't want to cooperate? I think you indicated
both last week and again now that they appeared so anxious to go
forward they would go it on their own even if we didn't cooperate.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I believe-it has been a long time since that
conversation, but I believe that Mr. Nir in the conversation indicat-
ed that whether we were going to go forward with the initiative,
that they had planned to go ahead on their own.

Mr. MCCLURE. Admiral Poindexter, are you aware of prior arms
and war materiels shipments by Israel to Iran that were not a part of
this initiative?

Mr. POINDEXTER. We had intelligence reports over the years that
I was in the White House that there were such arms transfers.
Various U.S. officials had talked to the Israeli Government about
this, and the Israeli Government always denied it. I don't recall
that we had absolutely hard evidence that indeed they were, but it
was certainly a suspicion on our part.

Mr. MCCLURE. I have read reports that they had a very large
arms industry and a very large arms trade with Iran at the time
the Shah was in power and that they continued to protect that
trade and that economic base in their country after the Shah fell
from power.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't doubt that.
Mr. MCCLURE. You testified yesterday in response to Mr. Sar-

banes that you had some personal views on the prior arms ship-
ment. I really am interested to know just what those views are and
how extensive that trade may have been.

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
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Mr. POINDEXTER. Senator, can you put that in context a little
more? I don't recall what you are talking about.

Mr. MCCLURE. I am talking about prior arms and war materiel
shipments by Israel to Iran.

Mr. BECKLER. I think the reference to personal views is what is
confusing here.

Mr. MCCLURE. Look at yesterday's transcript, page 37, lines 857,
858.

Mr. BECKLER. Yesterday afternoon?
Mr. MCCLURE. Yes. Yesterday morning-the morning session.
Mr. BECKLER. Page 37, yesterday morning.
Mr. MCCLURE. Yes.
If you will start at line 853, and you are saying, "I think now the

point here is that there were all sorts of rumors floating around
out there"--

Mr. BECKLER. I would like to refresh our recollection by looking
at the entire answer.

Mr. MCCLURE. If you can take the time.
Mr. BECKLER. The time-we have run out of time.
Mr. MCCLURE. Well, you asked to take the time to read it.
Mr. BECKLER. We ran out of time at 4:00 o'clock.
Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, you may look over the transcript.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Okay, I see the context now. I think that is the

answer I have already given you, Senator. My personal views are
that the Israelis were probably shipping larger quantities of arms
to Iran earlier, which were not authorized by the United States.

Mr. MCCLURE. You heard General Secord's testimony, I take it?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. -It has been some weeks ago.
Mr. MCCLURE. Do you have the hearing record in front of you?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I doubt it.
Mr. BECKLER. No, we don't.
Mr. MCCLURE. Let me send mine down to you. I don't need to

read it. The response is on page 273 and 274 on this subject.
On my question to General Secord and his response, it starts on

the bottom of page 273.
If you go down the fitst two or three inches on the page, "Mr.

McClure: So there was a pattern of resupply to Iran of spare parts
for equipment that had at an earlier time been supplied from the
United States sources to Iran."

Mr. Secord's answer, "Yes, sir."
Do you have any personal knowledge concerning that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall right now the exact content of the

various intelligence reports that we had, but General Secord's
statements there are consistent, I believe, with my suspicions at
the time. The thing that I am a little uneasy about and want to be
careful as to whether we really had hard intelligence on this or
whether it was just our analysis as to what was happening.

Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Admiral, and Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Poindexter, there was some testimony relating to meet-

ings that you held at which were present Attorney General Meese,
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among others, to consider the question of structuring the transac-
tion and discussing the Finding of January. Do you recall that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes. There was one meeting that I held on Jan-
uary, the 16th.

Mr. RODINO. There was another-wasn't there another also on
January 7?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, but that was a more general meeting with
the President at which we discussed the strategic objectives, what
the pros and cons were, and the fact that it could be done legally
with a Finding, but at that meeting of the 7th we did not get into
the details of how a Finding would be constructed.

Mr. RODINO. I take it from your testimony that you said that
your understanding of the Attorney General's position was that al-
though we could continue to do it that way, that it had been done
earlier, that it was easier to support and clearer if we did it direct.
Is it fair to say that from that testimony that the Attorney General
knew how it was done earlier?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That I think would be an inaccurate interpreta-
tion of what I said. Up until the 16th of January, I thought that
the Attorney General was agreeing that we could transfer the arms
under the Arms Export Control Act, which was the way that the
earlier shipments had been done. But I don't think it is fair to con-
clude that I can specifically say that Ed Meese knew about the ear-
lier shipments. I have testified on that just earlier today. I think
those shipments may very likely have been discussed, but I can't
absolutely confirm that. Certainly the method, the use of the Arms
Export Control Act, was clearly discussed.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I am trying to focus in my mind just how Ed
Meese might have been able to then give you a legal position or to
tell you if he had no knowledge.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The bulk of the discussions on the 7th and the
detailed discussions on the Finding on the 16th were all oriented
toward the future as to what we were going to do in the future.
Now, I said earlier in testimony that my assumption was that we
probably did discuss those earlier shipments, but I can't remember
for sure that we did. We certainly talked about the method that
was used.

Mr. RODINO. Yes, I know you did state this morning, 1 think in
answer to a question from Congressman McCollum, that you found
it difficult to believe that we didn't get off on the 1985 shipments,
although you did say that you couldn't recall it specifically. Nei-
ther could you rule it out?

Mr. POINDEXTER. That is right. I have tried to be very factual
here.

Mr. RODINO. On March 24, 1986, you were briefed by Deputy At-
torney General Lowell Jensen on a criminal investigation conduct-
ed by the Miami Office of the U.S. Attorney regarding alleged gun-
running to the Contras.

Mr. POINDEXTER. What was the date on that?
Mr. RODINO. March 24, 1986. You got some information during

that briefing, and I am wondering just what action you took re-
garding that information and whether or not you received a memo
from Mr. Jensen during this briefing.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't remember the meeting, Mr. Rodino, and
I don't remember the subject. If you have got an exhibit, maybe I
can remember it, but at this point I have no idea what the meeting
was about.

Mr. RODINO. The memo is classified, and I could send it down to
you. Anyhow, I wasn't going to discuss it. I merely wanted to ascer-
tain whether or not you had received that memo. I will be glad to
send it down.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I at this point have no idea.
Mr. RODINO. Let me go on while you are considering that.
Mr. BECKLER. We are going to have to consider it. Can we look at

the memo? We just got a copy of it, Mr. Rodino. Not of the memo,
of the schedule. Are you referring to this March 20, 1986---

Mr. RODINO. March 24, 1986.
Mr. BECKLER. That is the date of the memo?
Mr. RODINO. No. That is the date of the briefing. And that is

from Admiral Poindexter's appointment schedule, again.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall, Mr. Rodino, having seen this

memorandum. I don't know whether I have seen it or not.
Mr. RODINO. Well, let me ask you whether or not you recall

asking Attorney General Meese or Lowell Jensen to slow down or
in any way curtail the investigation that was going on.

Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't recall ever doing that. The only thing
that I asked to be either slowed down or proceed ahead with great
caution was the Southern Air Transport issue, and the fact that
they were connected with the Iranian project.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, I know this is already in the files. It
is classified information, but I would like to make reference to that
fact, that the indication is on the Deputy Attorney General's memo
that the memo was sent, supposed to have been carried to Admiral
Poindexter.

It states on that memo, "first floor, West Wing, carry and wait."
Mr. BECKLER. First of all, I would like to object. This is the 11th

hour. We are being shown a memo that we have never seen before.
We have made ourselves available since approximately February.

Now, this routing and transmittal slip goes to one Mark Richard,
who is an Associate Deputy Attorney General. I know him because
I used to work at the Justice Department. It says "Please get on
top of this. DLJ is giving a heads-up to the NSC. He would like us
to watch over it. Call Kellner. Know what is up." I can't even-I
can't read the whole thing, but I am looking for Admiral Poin-
dexter's name on here.

What is being left is an impression that this memo under it went
to Admiral Poindexter and I don't see that on this cover sheet. Fur-
thermore, I would have liked to get some of these exhibits earlier-
it is 4:15 in the afternoon-and not at this 11th hour.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, let me say that I have been advised

that Admiral Poindexter was during his deposition questioned con-
cerning this investigation, and the reference that I make is to the
memo to try to establish whether or not the Admiral did receive
such a memo which relates the basis of the investigation.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I would like to set the record straight. I don't
remember that, Mr. Rodino, Mr. Liman ever showed me that exhibit.

Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Liman is here. Perhaps he can answer whether
he ever showed us this exhibit, because I don't think it was shown
to us. There is no indication on this that Admiral Poindexter re-
ceived this memo.

Mr. Rodino, I have a great deal of respect for you, but to leave
the impression after all these many hours that Admiral Poindexter
is suggesting that he stopped some investigation or asked to have
some-he has answered it several times.

He never requested this investigation to end, this narcotics inves-
tigation.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. I asked the Admiral to answer whether or not he

received the memo--
Mr. BECKLER. Don't you understand?
There is an inference that somehow--
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, we have gone from the point of

counsel repeatedly, in effect, coaching the admiral--
Mr. BECKLER. I have not coached my witness and I am not going

to tolerate that kind of accusation.
Mr. SARBANES. Counsel is down there answering questions direct-

ly.
Mr. BECKLER. My witness has answered the questions--
Mr. SARBANES. He is not answering questions directly.
Mr. BECKLER. I have prepared my witness for testimony. He has

testified for nine days. I have not coached him, I repeat.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. I want the record to show, since it was visible and

the record is written, that repeatedly when questions have been
put to Admiral Poindexter he has refrained from responding and
engaged in extended consultation with his counsel. That has been
plain for everyone to see.

It will not appear on the written record unless it is stated for the
written record, which is exactly what I am doing now.

I think counsel is abusing the process when he now moves to the
position of actually responding himself from the witness table. He
has had repeated opportunities which have not been circumscribed
by the committee to again and again and again draw the admiral
aside, detain the response to the question while they have had ex-
tended discussions, and that has happened throughout this testimo-
ny.

I want the written record to show that.
Mr. BECKLER. I have not pulled the admiral aside. This admiral

can answer all of his questions and he has. I was not answering a
question directed by Mr. Rodino. I was pointing out the inference
that can be drawn by suggesting that a memo was directed to
Admiral Poindexter when there is no suggestion on the face of this
memo that it was directed to Admiral Poindexter.

That is what I said.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, I think it is clear that tempers on

the part of the counsel and on the part of the committee are get-
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ting frayed. I must object to Senator Sarbanes' comments. It seems
to me that Admiral Poindexter has been extremely cooperative
with the committee.

Anybody who would submit to nine days of questioning by coun-
sel and 26 members of Congress has to be a man of iron. I appreci-
ate his testimony and don't think he has done anything inappropri-
ate.

I am certain that the Senator would not war. t to leave the im-
pression that somehow having a witness consult with counsel is in-
appropriate. There are members of this committee who have their
questions written for them by staff.

I think it is important that we try to wrap this up as quickly as
possible. I can't conceive of any questions yet that haven't already
been asked in at least one form and I would hope we could quickly
move to a quick conclusion.

Mr. SARBANES. I want to respond to Congressman Cheney. I am
not faulting Admiral Poindexter, but I want to make it very clear
that Mr. Beckler has repeatedly assailed the fairness of this com-
mittee, repeatedly, and I want the printed record to show that he
has been extended by the committee a fairness in terms of being
able to repeatedly consult with Admiral Poindexter before he re-
sponded to questions.

Now, that would not show on the printed record unless stated. It
is something we have seen visually again and again and again. And
I make this point because of the assertions by Mr. Beckler about
fairness from this committee and I think this committee has bent
over backwards to be fair to Admiral Poindexter and to give him
an opportunity here. And this opportunity for extended and con-
stant consultation is one very clear example of that fairness on the
part of the committee.

Chairman HAMILTON. A question is pending. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, let me finish my questioning by

saying that if counsel thinks that I was trying to draw an infer-
ence, he is sadly mistaken. All that I sought to find out was wheth-
er or not the admiral had in effect received such a memo. And
then I asked him the other question as to whether or not there had
been any attempted interference with that investigation.

I am satisfied that the admiral could give me an answer to that
question. I wouldn't want to suggest that I was drawing an infer-
ence. If the counsel wants to draw an inference, then so be it.
Thank you very much.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. I thank the chair.
Mr. Chairman, since last week and I am not sure whether every-

body will remember this, one of the chairs indicated that silence
connotes acquiescence. I wanted to make sure that the witness, Ad-
miral Poindexter, recognizes the fact that I don't believe you were
coached. That may be someone else's interpretation. They can have
theirs. I believe that you have answered the questions honestly, to
the best of your ability and according to your recollection and I
would never use the word "coached" in this tvpe of a forum. Thank
you.

Mr. BECKLER. Thank you. I appreciate that.
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Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn is recognized.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral now that everyone is in a good mood, just

two or. three and it won't take but a moment here. We talked
before lunch about the January 17th Finding on the sale of arms to
Iran and all the ramifications of that and your memo which recited
the Israeli position that they are very concerned at that time about
Iran's deteriorating position in the war with Iraq, do you recall
that?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. I believe you said that you agreed with that Israeli

position?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. NUNN. I am informed that there was an interagency study

in '85 and there was an update of that study in February 86, one
month after that that concluded that the major U.S. concern was
collapse of Iraq on the Southern Front.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The intelligence community from the very be-
ginning was concerned about the Iraqi's ability. Not everybody
shared that view.

Mr. NUNN. So there was a split in the Administration on that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. All right. Another question, Admiral, another line.

We talked before lunch again about this transcript of the telephone
conversation between you and Director Casey and we had that-I
would like, Mr. Chairman, for it to be made an exhibit. I think it
has been declassified.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. NUNN. You read this morning a part of that, the third page,

I refer you and counsel to the third page, you-state here: "This is
John, we could do it-uh--however you like-uh-want to, I would
like to spend some time just the two of us but if Ed Meese indicat-
ed-uh-he should want to be helpful, and so he would like to be
in at least one of these meetings."

Do you recall that?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, I do.
Mr. NUNN. A question I have is what did Ed Meese mean, this is

on November 18th before there was a fact-finding mission by him,
what did Ed Meese mean by wanting to be helpful?

Mr. POINDEXTER. As I testified many days ago Ed called me very
early in the month of November after we came back from the West
Coast and the story began to break and he offered his assistance in
helping prepare to discuss the issue with the Congress. He recog-
nized very early on that at some point in the not too distant future
we would have to brief Congress on the Finding. He of course was
well aware that the President decided to postpone notification
under the Finding but it was pretty clear to all of us that at some
point as I say in the not too distant future from the first of Novem-
ber, we were going to have to brief the Congress and Ed was clear-
ly th3 expert on addressing the question about the President's stat-
utory and constitutional authority to postpone notification.

Mr. NUNN. So he wasn't getting into the HAWK missiles and
that kind of thing?

Mr. POINDEXTER. No, not at all.
Mr. NUNN. And
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Mr. POINDEXTER. By the way, one other point I would like to
make, and that is that Ed Meese during the time that I was Na-
tional Security Adviser and that he was Attorney General, he
really had two hats. I think I have testified at least in the deposi-
tion about this. He was a member of the NSPG because the Presi-
dent wanted him to remain in that capacity because he had been
in that position when he was Counselor to the President. He was a
member of the NSPG not as the Attorney General, but as-essential-
ly a Special Counselor to the President.

The President-the way we set up the NSPG, he could invite to
those meetings whoever he wanted. So often Ed would provide
advice and counsel to the White House that was not strictly Justice
Department business.

Mr. NUNN. All right.
Let me shift to one other line of questioning here. We talked this

morning at length about the lunch you had with Director Casey on
November 22d, which was Saturday. That was the day after you
had destroyed the Finding of December 5th.

Mr. BECKLER. Yes. We stipulated that that lunch took place after
everything that took place before it.

Mr. NUNN. One other question.
Didn't you this morning indicate that you did not in any way

discuss the destruction of that Finding with Director Casey?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I don't believe I did. I don't have any recollec-

tion of that. I feel rather confident that I would not have discussed
that with him.

Mr. NUNN. The thing I am puzzled on, why would you not tell
him about destroying it? Wasn't he one of these people who knew
about that Finding?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes, but you are missing the point, Senator.
When I destroyed that Finding, I didn't really think that it was

an important document from the standpoint of the process that we
had been going through. I viewed it as being superseded by the
final Finding; and the reason I destroyed it was simply because if it
leaked out, it would be misconstrued and present a picture that
was not accurate as to the President's thinking at the time.

Mr. NUNN. Well, I understand that pat. But since Director Casey
was head of the CIA and they were the ones who requested the
Finding, wasn't it important if that embarrassing information was
not going to come o it to know that Finding had been destroyed?

Mr. POINDEXTER. ',. don't think so. You see, you are putting too
much importance on my destruction of that Finding. At the time,
my frame of mind was that destroying it was not really a very sig-
nificant issue. And it would not have frankly occurred to me to
even raise it with Director Casey.

It was a minor matter in my mind. As long as it didn't exist, you
know, if it had leaked out, it would have been a big problem, I
think.

Mr. NUNN. That is the point of my question. Unless you had the
cooperation of Director Casey, it was inevitably going to leak out,
wasn't it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. Good evidence I didn't discuss it with him, the
copies you have came from apparently CIA files.
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Mr. NUNN. That is the point. I wondered why if you didn't want
it to come out, you didn't tell him to get rid of it?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I didn't consider it an important issue and it
didn't occur to me there were other copies of it.

Mr. NUNN. One final question. Believe me, this is the final ques-
tion.

Back to the point of the memo on the Iraq-Iran war where you
said there were differences between the various views in the Ad-
ministration. In that memo that the President was basically using
for his decision to sign that Finding, wasn't it important to point
out others in the Administration, including the interagency review,
had a different view of the balance between Iran and Iraq?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that the President was aware at the
time as to the other view. I frankly did not put great emphasis on
that point one way or the other.

Mr. NUNN. So you think he was fully aware when you made that
decision that there was more than--

Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, I think-because I can recall when earlier
in the administration there were all sorts of dire predictions of the
Iraqis falling with the Iranian attack, and of course it never hap-
pened. I think that there was a great deal of misjudging the situa-
tion there.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Admiral. I wish you and your family
well.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks?
Mr. BROOKS. Admiral, I have got just one question, really. You

know, several times today you said that the American people when
they vote for a President, they know what his foreign policy is, that
they are voting for his foreign policy, he should be allowed to carry
out that foreign policy without any interference.

Is that basically what you said?
Mr. POINDEXTER. What I said was that I think that the way our

Constitution is written, the President is the chief architect of the
foreign policy and the people when they vote for a President recog-
nize the foreign policy position that he represents and that the
President ought to be given an opportunity to carry out that for-
eign policy.

Mr. BROOKS. And are you suggesting that the millions of Ameri-
cans that voted for the President were in favor of sending weapons
to the Ayatollah in Iran?

Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that that is a tactical decision, using
Mr. Courter's words, that most Americans would think that they
didn't have enough information to make a decision one way or the
other; and I think that most American people feel that that kind of
tactical decision ought to be left up to the President who has the
intelligence and who has the information on which to base that
kind of decision.

Mr. BROOKS. One other thing, Admiral. I wanted to observe that
the fact is that no Americans, very few Members of Congress, if
any, even knew about this Presidential policy in November of '84
nor in November of '85 and it was only in November of '86, because
of a story in a foreign periodical, that it was disclosed, and the re-
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suits of the election that month, in November of '86, are pretty
well known.

Thank you.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Brooks, may I respond to that?'
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, sir. I didn't know if you kept up with that elec-

tion. I know you were busy with a lot of other things. It was a won-
derful election.

Mr. POINDEXTER. The White House certainly thought it was. But
the point--

Mr. BROOKS. The '86 election?
Mr. POINDEXTER. Which election?
Mr. BROOKS. The '86 election when you were so busy with other

matters.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I want to make two points. One, the policy of

the President with regard to the Iran-Iraq war, the fact that we
wanted to bring it to a peaceful end, was a very clear foreign policy
statement that the President made before. The importance of the
Persian Gulf, the security of the oil assets in the Persian Gulf area,
was very clear. The President stated numerous times that we, the
United States, would take whatever action is necessary to keep the
Straits of Hormuz open and the oil flowing, so in terms of the
policy, the importance of Iran to the free world, the importance of
bringing an end to the Iran-Iraq war were both very public policy
positions of President Reagan.

Now what we are talking about here with regard to the Iranian
project, those were tactical moves that the President was taking to
improve our strategic position with regard to Iran; and I don't be-
lieve and I felt that way then and I feel that way now, that the
American people recognize that a President to be able to carry out
foreign policy, the policy positions that he's stated publicly, often
has to take secret action to implement- those- policies. That's what
we were doing.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Before making the closing statement, the

chair recognizes Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, very briefly, just as the Senate

Members are returning from their vote, I just wanted to commend
the chairman for the most even-handed-way-that he has handled
this very difficult last few days and thank Admiral Poindexter. I
want to make just a general comment lest someone misunderstands.
The Congress respects to the highest degree the 6th amendment
rights under our Constitution to the right of counsel to anyone ap-
pearing before our committee. Some counsel are more vigorous
than others and those of us who have been in that pit understand
that. And I just want the record to show that although in the opin-
ion of some Members, including this Member, on occasion Mr.
Beckler has been provoked maybe more than he had a right to be,
nonetheless he has vigorously represented the admiral. I don't
think anyone on this committee resents that representation.

We respect the 6th amendment rights. The chairman has ruled
fairly under the Rules of the House and the Senate. I thought that
the remarks ought to go in the record lest anyone think the admi-
ral is denied full right to counsel in his appearance before this
committee.
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Chairman HAMILTON. Senator, I thank you for your gracious re-
marks.

Admiral Poindexter, I want to say that we have indeed appreci-
ated your testimony. I've worked with you, I think, for about 5
years. I consider you to be honorable and able, certainly dedicated
to this country and in all of my experience at all times, a gentle-
man. Besides all of those virtues, you have the good judgment to
have been born in Indiana, Odon, Indiana, if I recall correctly.
That is a community, for the benefit of my colleagues, that is less
than 1500, I think, in population.

Your home State of Indiana and your community are justifiably
proud of your service to the country. You have experienced, as
other witnesses have before these committees, something of the sat-
isfaction, I think, and something of the frustration of public serv-
ants; and none of us, I think, can know all of the circumstances
that you confronted as the National Security Adviser to the Presi-
dent.

But I know enough about those circumstances and about your re-
sponsibilities not to judge you personally. It is, however-and I
t ink you can appreciate this-our job to examine your role in the
decisionmaking process so that we can understand what went on
and try to correct the mistakes that occurred.

Your comments about secrecy in government or compartmenta-
tion, as you put it, concern me, as it concerns my colleagues, a great
deal. You have testified that you intentionally withheld informa-
tion from the President that denied him the opportunity to make
probably the most fateful decision of his Presidency on whether to
divert the funds from the Iranian arms sales to aid the Contras.

You said your objective was to withhold information from the
Congress, apparently, so far as I understood the testimony, without
direction or authority to do so. As many have mentioned, you de-
stroyed the December 5th, '85 Finding. You apparently intended to
have original documents relating to the Contras either altered or
removed. You were unwilling to speak candidly with senior Justice
and CIA officials about the HAWK missile shipments to Iran. And
you kept the statements--or the Secretaries of State and Defense
uninformed about important initiatives in their areas of responsi-
bility.

Now all of us recognize the need for secrecy_ in the conduct of
government. This Member has been privileged to receive, I believe,
the highest secrets of our government and I am quite sympathetic
to your pleas that secrecy is often needed and too often violated.
Even so, I believe that in this instance we have had testimony
about excessive secrecy that has had serious consequences for the
decisionmaking processes of government. All of us who work
within our system of government sometimes feel impatient with its
painstaking procedures. All of us disagree from time to time with
the decisions reached. Yet your comment about Congress-and I
quote it directly-"I simply did not want any outside interfer-
encef"-reflects an attitude which makes, in my judgment at least,
our constitutional system of checks and balances unworkable.

Instead of bringing each agency dealing with foreign policy into
the process, you cut those agencies out of the process. You told the
committees, "I firmly believe in very tight compartmentation."
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You compartmentalized not only the President's senior advisers,
but, in effect, you locked the President himself out of the process.
You began your testimony by saying that the function of a Nation-
al Security Adviser is to present options and to advise the Presi-
dent.

Yet you told the committees, "The buck stops here with me." That
is not where the buck is supposed to stop. You want to deflect
blame from the President, but that is another way of saying you
wanted to deflect responsibility from the President and that should
not be done in our system of government.

You testified that diverting funds to the Contras was a detail, a
matter of implementation of the President's policies and you felt
that you had the authority to approve it.

Yet this was a major foreign policy initiative, as subsequent
events have shown, with very far-reaching ramifications, and this
Member, at least, wonders what else could be done in the Presi-
dent's name if this is mere implementation of policy.

As my colleague, Mr. Cheney, said yesterday. The secret methods
you chose to determine and to implement policy were also self-de-
feating.

Both Mr. McFarlane and Lt. Col. North have acknowledged to
these committees that it would have been better to continue the
public debate, to seek Contra funding. Both the Contra resupply
effort and the Iran initiative were highly controversial.

Decisions were made by oaly a few people. Many experts in the
Government were not consulted who should have been. Members of
Congress were not informed.

Contacts with high officials did not take place. Information was
compartmentalized. Decisions were made in secret. And discussion
about them was limited.

May I suggest to you, sir, that this approach did not and will not
work?

You cannot gain and sustain the support of the Congress of the
United States and the American people for significant foreign
policy decisions when they are uninformed. The secret means em-
ployed on behalf of the policy undermined its success, and when re-
vealed, in my judgment, contributed to its failure.

Now, beyond that, excessive secrecy led to disarray in the process
of government. That December 5th Finding that has been so much
talked about is a case study of excessive sereecyand-how not to
make policy in a covert operation.

You had the President sign a Finding that, by your own admis-
sion, was prepared before there had been thorough discussion of
the issue; That was not representative of the total thinking on the
subject; that was retroactive; that was stuck in a drawer for nearly a
year without being shown to anyone; was forgotten by you and by the
President.

And nearly a year later, when the operation began to unravel,
you ripped it up because you thought it was politically embarrass-
ing and put it into the burn bag.

As I understand your testimony, there was significant disarray
in other aspects of these events. You, Mr. McFarlane, and Lt. Col.
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North each had a different interpretation of the Boland Amend-
ment.

You said that it applied to Executive Branch agencies and not
the National Security Council. But you did not check with the
White House counsel or the Attorney General.

Mr. McFarlane stated that the Boland Amendment did not apply
to the NSC staff. Lt. Col. North said that it did not apply to the
President or anyone directly working for the President.

And none of these interpretations were ever conveyed to the Con-
gress until very recently. Lt. Col. North testified that he forwarded
five memos to you regarding the diversion issue. It is not clear to
me that you recall receiving any of them at the time.

Lt. Col. North testified that Director Casey sought to create an
off-the-shelf, self-sustaining, stand-alone entity to conduct covert
operations, but you said you had no knowledge of that entity; and
these discrepancies, so far as this or these committees are con-
cerned, remain unresolved.

Probably more important, secrecy contributed to disarray in the
Oval Office. The President apparently did not know that you were
making some of the most important foreign policy decisions of his
Presidency. You have testified, "I was convinced that the President
would, in the end, think the diversion was a good idea."

Yet, the President has stated that he would not have approved
the diversion. Excessive secrecy placed the President in an unten-
able position and caused him to make false and contradictory
public statements. Let me cite some of them.

On November 6, 1986, the President said, "The speculation, the
commenting and all on a story that came out of the Middle East
has no foundation."

A week later the President said, "We did not, repeat, we did not
trade weapons or anything else for hostages."

But on March 4, the President said, "A few months ago I told the
American people I did not trade arms for hostages. My heart and
my best intentions still tell me that is true, but the facts and the
evidence tell me it is not"

Turning to the solicitation of private aid for the Contras, the
President said on May 5th, "I don't know how that money was to
be used and I have no knowledge that there was ever any solicita-
tion by our people with these people."

But on May 15, the President altered his view. He said, "As a
matter of fact, I was definitely involved in the decisions about sup-
port to the Freedom Fighters. It was my idea to begin with."

May I suggest that the President was unaware of some impor-
tant actions taken by his staff and, therefore, he misspoke? Be-
cause he lacked information, the President inflicted serious and re-
peated political wounds upon himself. Polls continue to indicate
that a majority of the American people still feels that the Presi-
dent, despite his statements to the contrary, did know that money
from the Iran arms sales was channeled to the Contras.

Let me finish, Admiral.
Two policies brought us here. The arms sales to Iran and the di-

version of funds from those sales to the Contras. The first began
with a document the President forgot and you considered inoper-
ative.
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The second began without the President's knowledge. The Presi-
dent created the environment in the White House in which you
and Lt. Col. North operated. He cared passionately about freeing
the hostages and aiding the Contras.

He gave you broad authority to carry out those purposes. Appar-
ently he did not spell out how you were to achieve those goals. You
believe that it was left to you and to Lt. Col. North to make key
decisions, but the President cannot delegate such authority. No one
can ask you or expect you to take responsibility for the President's
decisions. Those are his and his alone.

If the President did not know what you did, he should have
known. Given the consequences of the President not knowing, it
was incumbent on those who did to keep him informed.

Your testimony concerning the processes of government has been
most disturbing. I think it makes the work of these committees
very difficult indeed. And we turn at the latter part of this week to
the testimony of officials more senior to you who apparently knew
as little about some of these events as did the President.

Admiral, we appreciate your testimony, and we want to state at
this time that we will be holding a session to receive the testimony
of Admiral Poindexter on classified matters. So I will entertain a
motion from the Ranking Minority Member regarding conducting
that hearing in closed session.

Mr. Cheney?
Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, before I make the motion, it is my

understanding that the Executive Session will occur immediately
upon the conclusion of this session?

Chairman HAMILTON. That is correct.
Mr. CHENEY. And the emphasis will be placed upon those mem-

bers on the Select Committee who serve on the Intelligence Com-
mittees?

Chairman HAMILTON. That is also corrxt.
Mr. CHENEY. For housekeeping purposes, it is my intention to

invite only Mr. Smeeton of the staff on my side to attend.
Mr. BECKLER. Mr. Chairman, I just received this note from Mr.

Liman there will be a 10- or 15-minute executive session. I am not
sure we are prepared, without having an opportunity to examine a
number of documents, to go forward with some of those matters. I
wanted to inform you of that at this point.

Also, I think Admiral Poindexter had--
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, you will be given the opportunity

for examination of those matters in the Executive Session.
Admiral?
Mr. POINDEXTER. The problem, Mr. Chairman, there are a lot of

documents that I don't think are here that need to be reviewed
before I answer these particular questions. At some future
time--

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, we can appreciate that. I think
we can defer that Executive Session if you would like. I would like,
however, to go ahead with the vote on it so we may clear the way
for it.

Mr. Cheney?
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Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, in light of the sensitive nature of
the material to be discussed, I move the committee meet in Execu-
tive Session.

Chairman HAMILTON. Chairman Inouye?
Chairman INouYE. Mr. Chairman, I offer a motion to the Senate

Select Committee that a hearing for Admiral Poindexter on this
matter be closed due to the sensitive nature of the subject.

Mr. RUDMAN. I second that motion, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. We have before us Senate and House mo-

tions to close the hearings. Is there discussion from either Senate
or House members?

If not, hearing no request for discussion, the question for House
members is on the motion to close the hearing made by Congress-
man Cheney on Admiral Poindexter's Executive Session. After
that, the Senate Committee will decide its motion.

The Clerk will call the roll of the House members.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hamilton.
Chairman HAMILTON. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FASCELL. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Foley.
Mr. FOLEY. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Aspin.
Mr. ASPIN. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. A .
Ms. RAYNER. Mr.Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. The ayes are 15, the noes are zero.
Chairman HAMILTON. The motion is carried.
Chairman Inouye?
Chairman INOUYE. The motion before the Senate Committees is

on the motion to close the Senate portion.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Nunn.
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Mr. NUNN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Trible.
Mr. TRIBLZ. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Aye.
Mr. RUDMAN. Show aye, by proxy for Senator Hatch.
Ms. ANSHELES. Ten ayes, zero nays.
Chairman INOUYE. The motion is carried, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral, pursuant to your request, we will

defer the meeting but when that meeting occurs, we will work that
out on mutual arrangement with you and your counsel. I would
direct you to return to the committees upon call, and at that time,
of course, the subpoena and the immunity order will remain in
effect.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Chairman, may I make one brief comment
before you adjourn?

Chairman HAMILTON. Yes, indeed, Admiral.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, before the admiral speaks, I have a

question. Is it my understanding that the meeting that you are
going to have with the admiral on these matters will be limited to
the Intelligence Committee chairman and members? I would
prefer it that way. I don't see any need for people on this committee
who are not members of the Intelligence Committees to necessarily
hear that part of the testimony. I would just ask the chairman's
intention.

Chairman HAMILTON. The chairman agrees with the Senator
from New Hampshire. It is my preference, and I think the prefer-
ence of the other leaders of the committee only to have Intelligence
Committee Members who are also Members of the Select Commit-
tees attend.

I should point out, however, to all Members that they are enti-
tled to attend if they want. But the preference would be to restrict
it. I think Senator Boren and Congressman Stokes, the two com-
mittee chairmen, agree with that.

Mr. BOREN. Mr. Chairman, we do agree with that. I think we will
be prepared to move forward just as soon as we hear back from Ad-
miral Poindexter and counsel.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you. You concur, do you?
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, I also concur with the statement just

made by Senator Boren and we would look forward to having this
session at such time as Admiral Poindexter has had a chance to
prepare himself for it.

Chairman HAMILTON. Admiral Poindexter, we thank you for
your testimony. We wish you and your family all the best.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I just have one brief comment, Mr. Chairman.
With regard to your closing statement, I would just simply say

that we will have to agree, you and I, to disagree on your interpre-
tation of many of the events. And, finally, I leave this hearing with
my head held high that I have done my very best to promote the
long-term National Security interests of the United States.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. We are grateful to you, Admiral. We-wish

you and your family the best. The joint hearings stand in recess to
reconvene for the executive session at a later date.

[Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, subject
to the call of the chair.]
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EXHIBIT JMP-1

FROM THE MIDSHIPMEN'S REGULATIONS OF 1964

CHAPTER 4

HONOR CONCEPT

fPICIPLES AND DEFINITIONS

I. The Hon-r Concept of the Brigade of Midshipmen establishes
ipies rather than outlining specific offenses. It demands the

of that midshipmen must learn tojiake their own decisions based
Sidelines or principles concerning their actions in any situation.

Honor Concept principles are:

a. A member of the Brigade does not lie, cheat, or steal.

b. The responsibility for the implementation and enforcement
Ike.Monor Concept rests with the Brigade.

c. Regardless of the rank or position of the person who reports
er of the Brigade for an honor violation, the investigation and

nation of the accused is conducted by the Brigade.

d. The decision as to whether a member of the Brigade will
rt another midshipman for an honor violation rests solely wi'th the

shipsan observing the violation. This decision is of the gravest
possibility. It is based on whether, In his judgment, the violator
capable of assuming the high standards of personal integrity required
a meaber of the Brigade. Is he entitled to continue being a midshipman?

e. The decision of the Brigade In regard to an honor con-
tion is final, and will normally result in separation.

f. Every midshipman is presumed to be honorable until
sonabla doubt is created otherwise. A-midshipman!s statements and

lions must always represent the complete truth. In response to
scions by competent superior authority, a midshipman shall answer

i[hrightly and truthfully, under any and all circumstances.
2. The following definitions are pertinent to the Midshipman

br Concept:

a. Lie: A deliberate oial or writtenuntruch. It may be an
'sl or witten statement which is known to be false or a simple response
a question in which the answer is known to be false.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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b. Mislead or deceive: A deliberate misrepresentationn of
true situation by being untruthful or withholding or omitting or subt
wording information in such a way an to leave an erroneous or false
impression of the known true situation.

c. Cheat: To intentionally mislead or defraud or endeiveg
mislead or djfraud another contrary to the confidence normally p: aed
a midshipman. To use unauthorized assistance in submitted work esi!
to represent one's own efforts. Similarly, plagiarism, in which ,Crk
copied or paraphrased without giving credit by quotation marks and/Dr
footnotes, is cheating.

d. Steal: To wrongfully take, obtain or withhold prove:
from the possession of the true owner with the intention of permaneuC
or temporarily depriving the owner of its use or possession.

e. Intent: In lying, cheating, stealing, misleading, or
deceiving, the intent of the accused midshipman is an integral part a
the offense. Fraudulent intent or an attempt to mislead is germane t
whether an honor offense has occurred or not.

3. The above guidelines should be the basis for a midshipas'
conduct in all places and under all conditions, whether official or
personal in nature. The Honor Concept Is a way of life rather than a
set of regulations.

0402. ORGANIZATtON

1. The Brigade Honor Committee is an organization of midshtpe
charged with the responsibility to indoctrinate the Brigade, to insur
high standards of honor, to keep the Honor Concept alive as an integr
part of every midshipman's education, and to hear the cases of those
midshipmen reported for violations of the Honor Concept.

2. Each class in each company will elect an honor represent
Elections will be conducted Just after completion of first semester
examinations by the second, third, and fourth classes for the follcvti
year. The incoming fourth class will elect Company Honor Representat.
on the second Tuesday following the reforming of the Brigade.

3. Company Honor Representatives from the prospective first
will elect, from amoag themselves, a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Recorderj
and Coordinator for tbe. Brigade Honor Committee. Replacement Company
Honor Representativeswill 'be elected for these cornttee officials fr
the company providing the individual.

4. In each battalion there ill be a Battalion Honor ReprestoU
for each class. The first class battalion representatives will be app
by the first class Brigade Honor Chairman. For the underclass the prr
cedure vill be by vote among the six newly elected company representA
from that battalion.
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EXHIBIT JMP-2
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'I " 6 STEM IV
NSC/IC5 400832

THE "HITE HOL'SE
.3 MSI' CTO 'i

1ZF .~....jr:~oEfo~wSeptember 2, 1984

N 4484t
ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARLANE

FROM: OLIVER NORTH

SUBJECT: FDN Air Attack of I September (U)

Shortly after noon on I September, three rDN Cessna 0-2
ush uli aircraft, launched from the FDN Resistance Base

, attacked the Sandinista Military School at
Sintia "caqua with 2.7Sn..rockets (see map at Tab A).
Accompanying the strike aircraft, for commandnd central was a
Hughes 500-0 helicopter

.Aboard the helicopter was a U.S. private citizen
who apparently was killed when the helicopter was downed by
Sandinista small arms/AA fire. we have no evidence that SA-7
missiles were fired at any aircraft. TTS.L

This operation was .ot sponsored/directed by or briefed to any of
our CIA personnel. In discussions with Adolfo Calero
both last night and this morning, it is evident that the Resistance
Forces launched the attack after being goaded b the non-official
Americans on-scene at the rDN Headquarters
Calero, when he left on Friday, 31 August left instructions
that this operation should not be conducted until he had talked
to us. At our meetings witfi-Zalero on I September, both Clarridge
and North urged that the operation be postponed because the
rockets necessary for the attack had to be saved for potential
use against the next arms delivery. Calero agreed, and in
discussions with him this morning, indicated that the attack was
undertaken without his permission. He has further expressed
concerns that the growing presence cf anon-official assistants"
will increase the likelihood of similar incidents. From a
military perspective the loss of the only operating FON helicopter
on the Northern Front is a serious blow. The only remaining
helicopter available to the Resistance Forces is located at a
small private field . It may therefore be necessary
to ask a private donor to donate a helicopter to the FON for use
in any upcoming operation against an arms delivery, we are
knowledgable that tON resources are not adequate to purchase a
helgopter at this time. 175k.

DECLASSIFY, OADR

I.
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N 448SO

reveal that four Cubans were killed in the
iIO i PLSalro Whia ration from his sources on the ground
that there wore no civilians casualties and that other foreign
Sandinista advisors (Monteneras (Arqentine terrorists) and
Chilinos) My also have been killed when rockets struck the
instructors' barracks. This information is at variance with the
Sandinista press reporting we have already seen (Tab C).

This afternoon the FOR will announce from ths attack
was indeed undertaken and that Cubans were - ed. A Smary o.
the FOR press statement is at Tab D. '.

Given the President's trip this afternoon, there will undoubtedly
be numerous questions by the media traveling with the party. we
should have no official statement on the event, but a properly
worded and used backqrounder could be helpful in emphasizing our
need to re-involve the USG in the Resistance effort. Since our
briefings to the SSCI and the HPSCI, we have emphasized to
members of Conqiesa that the lack of funding creates a situation
in which the USG has very little, if any, control over the FO.
A carefully worded press backqrounder could help reap some small
benefit from this unfortunate event. Proposed poese g idan& ois
attached Tab 1. 'WA

RECOMMENOATIONS

1. That you brief the President on this action using the points
above.

Approve y Disapprove

2. That you approve the use of the press statement and quidance
at Tab I and pass to lob Sims.

Approve Disapprove

3. That you approve my approaching a private donor for the
provision of a replacement civilian helicopter for use on
the Northern Front.

Approve

Attachment sl
Tab I USG Pros
Tab A
Tab a
Tab C Sandoni1
Tab 0 Tow Pros

Disapprove

4 Guidance

ta Press Releases
s Statement (Suinary)

'.-RO
I)

r'

0 o,.. t:''.,.CX

w
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EXHIBrr JMP-3

November 7, 1984 N 7858
oP sCRT EYESONLY

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR POSERT C. MCFARLANE

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTHd

SUBJECT: Clarifying Who Said What to Whom

ADM Poindexter indicates that the Director called you expressing
_at,. had discussed with a Mr. Myersi Calero,

MIGs, dollars, etc. The following chronology may be'!t7l clarifying the situation.

Monday, November 5 (p.m.). Calero called from Miami, using
appropriate one-time-pad, expressing grave concern about deLivery
of HIND-D helicopters at El Bluff. He was very distressed that
the Agency had not forewarned the FDN of the delivery and thal by
the time he learned of it from his own assets, it was too late to
position forces in an effort to interdict/destroy the helicopters.
It was obvious that Calero was well aware of the threat the
MI-24's pose to his forces in the field. Calero indicated that
he was undertaking plans to "take-outO the HINDS and asked that
he be qiven all possible information on the location of the
helicopters. I told him I would try to get the information to
hin.

Later- this same evening, I called Sob Vickers (NIe for Latin
Amer:ca) and GEN Paul Gorman and asked them for all we had on the
location of the HIND-D's.

Tuesday November 6(a.m..

Subsoqwuet to this call# I
c .n Aa AvimA hat tha

Lidd Calero, again
Iim had beenm sved

and could he provide any RiWT assets onmeCene. At'tnLiS POint
Calero suggested that he cm to Washington to meet with me for a
few hours prior to departing on Wednesday (Nov 71 for Tegucigalpa.
I agreed to meet Calero here in Washington later in the
afternoon.

TOP 8ICRIm EYES ONLY
DecLas0 fyt . zA liii IPLII4

~V'2~bIIII)EYES 0'

75-935 0 - 88 - 14
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Q.,?O wea E.

TOP SECRET 2
EY ON

Tuesday November 6 (p.m.). the new CItral AmericanfasK70re ATr) Chie-U hwo a--s recent y rep laced
called to provide additional informaTurinq the course of.hs he -dicated tt

a'ero was "ong
Ming with e d . I tot Calero would bemeeting with me and Iv* ad him to s n. We discussed thematter and agreed that ould meet separately with Calero inview of the Agency's deter i ation that Section 8066 of the CRforebade the Agency from providing any information or assistance
to the 7DN.

Calero and I met privately mid-afternoon. During the meeting,l~ero advised me that he had undertaken a plan to *borrow" aTT-33, which would be used to strike the location where* HINDs ere being assembled. He indicated that the T-33 wouldbe painted with Sandinista Air Force mar and tthaircraft would probably have to land at
on its return !eq. Calero asked for detailedinformation on the location of the HINDs and the Sandinistaanti-air defenses. We also discussed lonqer-ranae planning for aCalero-Cruz coalition and the requirements for militarycooperation with the MISURA in the seizure of Puerto Cabezas.

The meeting with Calero was terminated by the 5:00 p.m. CPPG andCalero returned toMami on a 6:30 p.m. flight. After the CPPG,I again called and asked a v further updates on theHiNDs and new iifon the MIGs. indicated that he was
unable to meet with Caler on :s trx due to the short lead

nen asked if I wasn~nas~dIfI asaware of a tasking to the NIO 07rass* ment of the Resistance capabilities. I told him that I wasand that this was a fall out of the CPPG. noted concern thatState was of the opinion that the Resistance had become JrIineffective since our funding had run out in May 1904.shared my assesint that quite the opposite was true and tWthe Resi lLrq obviously had considerable outside support.I asked% U f he was aware of the source of the Resistancefunding. old me no, that CIA had been trying to t inethis, but that it was obviously substantial. I told thatit was Important that the SINX reflect the fact that th wassubstantial outside support whiLCjba4dontinued for some monthsand showed no signs of abating. agreed that this was thea*. I asked him if the dollar ea could be quantified.esponde they were spending at least $1 million pernoriW I tol that the SKIN should include this estimate.

UNCLAOSIRE, EYES ONt

TOP SCRNT
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TOP SZCRF-T 3 EYES ONLY

Ugkfl9 this cussq *i apprisec of Calero 5 PI~~~

borrOW a a JJiT-33 for an altaickon the HINDs.
agreed vih that ii was a high-risk operation, but
there did not sees to be any real alternative is the FDN were to

survive. At the conclusion of our discussion, we briefly

reviewed the prospects for a Libera o government in which Cruz

and Calero would share authority, 
and I specifically

agreed that our discussion would no a hared.

Wednesday, Novemtbet 7. GEN Paul Gorman called at 1200 to relay
now information on coLlectjon efforts for MIGs and the KIND

aircraft.

At 1300 Calero called from Tegucigalpa again, using appropriate

codes, and request d an available information on the MIND* and

anti-air defenses 
xe indicated that h hal

tasked onofhis dnto insert a man int i to

observe Caleroadvised that o-ou--d

ds pa tcitiplot 4Was soen as he received

intelligence on theINDs.

At 1330 VADM M uconfi* we had mad* and the

modifications

At 1345 * called to report additional Honduran airspace

incursions y an nista helicopters in the vicinity of

Cerro la mole (southwest of Tegucigalpa). I again noted the need

for additional inteLlig e, on the HINDs and that Calero ua'

moving to implement the 3 option.
-.usdv ovember Q. At 1445 ADM Moreau delixee

At no time did I discuss wi nancal arrangements for

the FD4N. At no tuie did I n-ca t t C lero was attempting to

attack the HIGs. I specifically tol t Calero as

attempting to collect information 
on the

would pass this information to a CIA 
agent if it

was available.

R3~9ATICO

That you authorize me to continue as planned 
with Calero.

Approve Disapprove

TOP*SIPC1 I Y8 ONLYUNCLM39"f'W EYE..S ON
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EXHIBIT JMP-4
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Centrel AOerica. Continue active nogotlaticme btt agree on no treaty &^a &Q,to WCk out 0o" w4y to "uPport the Contra either directly or indirectly.WIthKiold true Objective s ro de staff . O -- "
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EXHIBIT JMP-5

Stak mut showed so a cosy of the new proposed are list, citing i 87g4
:010 1 thought 0abriel esaid wid be hit as . sitter Of course)

as a ftrst priority. I dam' think this Is tccepteble. Also, I don't soo
the I@g is to striking

&It woold 540 tomas the reverse Sequense sh"wId bO fell0Owe, bot
Vith retard to the allotS device would you
like us to use to got greater clarity so this? Also, She Saudi areas miles
issue 'es supposedly discussed 4t an 1.G last week. 0o you know Wher. this
Blinds? Is the neat step that of sod speakan to leader?

Mac FROM: N$01tir -- CPUA TO: NUCHi --CPMA 01/22/14 11:27:21
To: .SlWPI *-CPUA

• 2CClT'r,

KOi nRl: DQMLAw I. IosyTigT
SUJXCM: Centra Projec
Olies just debriefed as oe your trip. Whea I eset with NMiltee and
sellel (which Will be later skis week, unless you see a reason for me
so postpone) I would like to bgin by saying you wanted so to live thm
the benefit Of cerseLa observations you drew em the basls Of your retest
talks an the region. Then I Would stress the unanimity of view OR the
growing Sandinista chaellen; the skepticism over successful Negotiatien
in ts absence of pressure; the willingness of reh$nal lee1desto begin
providing qutet support for Ite Coiesr; ad the overwhelming belief that
in soe way the US has to lotI 'ask In the so. beyond that, I wiII for saw
simply confine myself to taking soundings (following the outline I gave you
of @I talks with Ou enborger). As Sae point son, however , we *eed to
decide mre clearly what sad result vs want to scor the consultations toward.
I still like the optsio if is can be s8da to work,

OIlie believes we need to flag the possible option of a fIndia per-
mittong to to seek third eousry sppert. John and I are both unsy about
raise g ihis. Finally, as the right somet, It will be t~tant to find
some Sesamise for bringingl y Nil1 leaders together with
reilmal loaders to hem Ui, hw what walking away from the Contra"
would eos. Vh4M I hd Wek with "ger's ahit of staff the other ay "
ea the etrusture of the Soaae hearings, he said this would be the single A.LV.
meet effective active we could sake.Lot me knew if this is not how you .njW
wn me to proceed.

cc. %8Jt -- CP~A

9
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Paul Thmpsn

SbKimmit _______

John PoindgutM -

TOM ShuN______

ud Mcldm 2.- gt-
Sob Kinmmiti_____
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cC: VP Mese Bker Daver Other

COMMENTS Should be "n by:
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HKMORANDOW
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OLZVZtl L. NOItlt

IficarAsMq% Arns Shipments

The NIcaraqufn merchant ship, NObIMO, is now in port at?aichugo Tvn where it is unloading Carlo. ZtIestited-for departure on mr-f o r i& n . e r a y 7 * t i t d

At this Point, there appeal to be three options$
noe shipment "Ild be sailedM d the weapons delivered toths "oW

the ship C€mld be sunki or
the Shilpmet ad the 1*p0rties involved therein cvl4 bemade public as a uean -64 reventing the delive.z,

-,.A,
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2 N 6918

There
apparent armed security detail aboard the-ZN3O.K despite the
sensitive nature of her cargo.

If asked. Calero would be willing to finance the operation. Be
does not, however, have sufficient numbers of trained martime

:scie1 operation personnel wthod of delivery ft so-inggoe ship on the roshe$s.

If such an operation were undertaken, it would be best to eite*
the vessel as it cleared the Zast China Sea enroute to Nicaragua's
Pacific port at Corinto. Arrangements would have to be made for
removal of the cargo for further transfer to the rY, since it is
unlikely that any of the other Central American states would
allow NO0IDGO to enter their harbors once she had been pirated.

If time does not permit a special operation to be launched.
Calero can q;unaly be provided with the maritime assets required
to sink the vessel before it can roach part at Corinto. Be is in
contact with maritime operations experts and purveyors of
materiel necessary to conduct such an operation.

ASCOOI4 VDATOVo

That you authorize Calero to be provided with the information on
IOZNISO and approached on the matter of ceiling or sinking the

ship.

S Approve - Disapprove

/,9

islia7 /N;a 9
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APPOVAL INFORMATION

COMMENT PREPAEII REPLY

IOCU RINCI RCOMINOATION

DIRICT REPLY ITURNi
,ISATCH SIGNATURE

REMARKS+

cc, Oliver North 102 and 3)
Jim Radviauki (04)

N OYlYi

NSCAICS CONTROL NO.- 402003

COPY NO. OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONL

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

Par Jb:; .e.,rl;:r.,'

I 4 Uce ''' :"

Inteiefnce soe w M*~o Inweovqd
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

Unthon"~a Wedk$@I Subhel to .SL, SenmlctI,

1:1s. I cn..S..1,L2 it
0 , 1 C"s.! sac; z, 12 €5~l
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EXHIBIT JMP-7

rro 4SMJP • CPA
To: NSOL •-CftA =9.: %CATW

NSO M3: jow1 POZNUXTKR
S|UC. PRIVATE ILNK CNECX
It you save this "eto tn your (.Los.
d4eet to so whoa yro have SensL9LVa

I bel&eve that you
LnfO

cen always reply

N 7487

:at* ad tme :0,3 .. &1 : !
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EXHIBrr JMP-7A
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Waamo ~ August lo 16. l "

The Nonocable Robert C. eCr&Clane
Assistant to the PcesLdent
for NatioaI SecuCity Affairs

Executive Office ot the President
The White Mouse
Washington, O.C. 20500

Dear Mr. MFarclane:

I am writing in response to recent press reports detailing the
activities of certain National Security Couscil staff aembes in
providing advice and fundcaising support to Nicaraguan rebel
esdelrs.

These reports raise sacious questions regacding the violation
of the letter and the spirit of u.S. law prohibiting Support
for the Nicaraguan rebels. The Congcess, in passing the Boland
Amendment (Section 0066 of P.L. 96-473), pcohibited *the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Department of Oeftee, or any othec
agency or entity of the UOE. involved in intelligence activities*
erom supporting the cebels. It vould be stretching the integrity
of the law to suggest that this prohibition was not intended to
covet the SC. President Reagan. himself. in his executive order
on the nation's intelligence agencies, describes the National
Security Council " the highest government entity with
responsibility for intelligence activities.

in addition, the Boland Amendment strictly prohibits assistance
"foc the purpose or which would have the effect of supporting
directly oc indirectly, military or paramilitary opections* of
the Nicaraguan insucgents. Report quote Administration
officials describing acine It. Col. Oliver North as providing
*tactical influences on cebel Ttlitacy operations, facilitating
contacts for prospective financ.a *nocs, and otherwise
ocganising and coordinating rebe. -O.icts. These activities
clely have Othe effect of suppocrtAi the Nicaraguan cebels.

Congressional intent in passing the Boland Amendment was to
distance the United States froi the Nicaraguan cebel movement,
while the Congress and the nation debated the appcopciateness of
our involvement in Nicacagua. The press reports suggest that.
despite congressional intent, during this period the U.S.
provided direct support to the Nicaraguan cebels.
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The HonOArDIe Robert C. ,craclan
Page Two
August ., 1985 " '

In order to C1laity the cirCua nces surrounding Lt. Col.
North's activities, as chairman of the subcommittee with
jurisdiCtion over United States policy toward Nicaragua, j
request that you provide Congress with all information, Lnclud-ng
memoranda and any other documents, pertaining to any contact
between Lt. Col. North and Nicaraguan rebels Leaders as of
enactment of the BoLand Amendment in October, 1984.

Thank you tot your attention to this request.

Sincerely,

Chairman
Subcommittee on western

Hemisphere Affairs
MOBa :na
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EXHIBIT JMP-8

Fro: NMiP -. CPUA Date sa twO 0120/s 1l:4,:0
To: NSM . --¢IA O . POINIMTU

n VUO: M EARSON
Subject: armie ltter requet'ing ateciel re egrth/Contrl ctfOcc4

ote Iteo 01114. Srend& 14e1e is dOiLe A mieS to you on what sources of
InfotrMALtO eMight be the Object of 'the $denes letter. I agree with Ollie that

we nee4 to pmeed carelully. Ply1 Thopson suggested that Jeck Shari in eight
become familiar with the hland amendment as part of hie fMilisrIIatLOn Wit
%SC ISue Ke'e redLng Up o1 the sUbjec its the lIJI '&bti;a 41d %..' not aL
contacting Anyone at State or elsewhere. Keler'e s"e Sheul be to you
thisaiternon. Thanks very Mih.

0 rovardiss mte from NOWE -. CPUA 0/10/5i 12: 5
To: IWP *.CPUA

le Reply to note of 01/1165 13:37

NOT /flH: OLIVU NM
Subject: Deries letter requotiml material re North/Comsra latets
Prior to yr Xser of this ties, I discussed the aines Itt V/ Jim Nishel sA"
he argo that Ie jmp tm1 fas this issue. a si mares or concern that
our legal ollowm o "Las to create amelpul speulat to et tcteetiem on
this matter as ho procees arine too aekit qumetlea &bet the Sled
amendoent and ito legal/legtslative intent. Jim recomends. ad I astee.
thatour response to the Barnes totter should be try qu-el;:-.rtated ty Jit.
Paul Thompeos end a rep Ire. FieldiAl'S office. Roger". o111

cc: NSUR *-CPUA K91P -*CP/.A
NSVvTI --CPVA J09l %t. POI%.LMNSRP -.ClA' -Oae ':. P-C:':J\.IN41

cc: ISOU4 .-CPU "SR --CPA
IPI? - -CPU&

1
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EXHIBIT JMP-9.
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MAMMO#AL uculy COUNCIL 411w~jA4IMSe. 05,. tm

August 200 1985

IPCIIID]UCT?,W t MM.I^- EQ.: "'M Cu .

MUOI.ONDU FORJOHN4A VOINU.

FROMe *SMN S. AGIR

SUBJ t Barnes oRequest

Before we can decide how to respond to Congressman Barnes'
request for documents, we Must determine whether any exit ad
are retrievable and, whether they are White Rouse or USC.

Zn past instances of allegations of this kind (e.g. Billy Carter
and Libya, ick Allen, etc.) we have treated the request as
broadly based for .W records whether USC or White Rouse but have
maintained them as separate issues within the request. At the
same times, the search should be as narrowly focused as was the
request. Zn this case, Congressman Barnes has focused on
"...documents, pertaining to any contact. between Lt. Col. North
and Nicaraguan rebel leaders as of...Oetober, g1o.'

There is unlikely to be a great deal of documentation such as is
described but we should search the files only on that basis.
fishing expeditions in all files relating to Central America
and/or Nicaragua are NOT necessary.to respond to the request.

Secretariat usually does searches in response to Congressional
requests, but in this case Z can have Donna search USC and
Presidential Advisory files by computer here in my office and ask
Intel and C4C to do the easesin their files. I will brief Jim
Radsainki and Pds person on bow to conduct the narrowly defined
search in their files.

working files in staff member's offices are NOT subject to this
or any other kind of searches since they are convenience files'
generally made up of drafts, sa/or copies of documentation in
the institutional and Presidential Advisory files. I therefore
see no need to search whatever 'convenience files' Ollie may have
in his office.

Appointment logs and/or telephone logo hover have. become
favorite targets of such inquiries (e.g. abig and staff in the __w
Silly Carter thing# Wick, Am urford, etc.) and we mast be
prepared to d4e1 with that tise. wasn't involved in the
handling of the" issue, for thig. on Billy Carter btnt as recall
they 'created' an excerptlisting of times and dates of telecons
and meetings aesineki and other staff had from their logs. rather
than provide the logs themselves. (We could check Simitt'
files and/or ask him or Bresinski if you lie.).~ :U lL 14 3' .
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It say be in our interest to be terrLbly forthcoming and bury r.
Barnes in logo of dates and/or names to meetings and telecons or
-perhas to of fer to dosno putting him on notice that the logo
give limes and dates but no substance.

Before we provide any response to D3rnes, however, we need to
know the scope of the documentation on contacts. Once we have
that, the legal issues can be addressed.
Recomendation A

That you authorLe me to start a search of the Secretariat,
Intel, CNC files (both Presidential and NSC) as described above

Approve - Disapprove
Recommendation 1

That for now we limit the search on the appointment and telephone
logs to Ollie sampling his telephone and appointment calendars to
give us a sense of what they consist of and of the potential
relevance to the request.

Disapprove

J

. .. 0

Approve - .t*

~~~~ 4GA S.

'N% . ?674-'qDUISS-1 Lt
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EXHIBIT JMP-10.

" """. "nmow=
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t heve sees yu Usk soperagely a 4rafs luter I have galsood to aswr Loo
Namille's Ieo-em 010 io'o aestvitats. 0me or vo semesse arte
approopiate.- Thp re~oreme. to ussprs 0,' rofers to pargrap one of paopeo
of your draft OUi. lbower% yGO raters to %he esoed paragraph of page te.
Please do ans share eithereshis so"a or the operate dueatvith sayee. Val
will prepare a mooch wersift of Is fer so Vedmessyapsrmls. Please bring o
my edits v have. 0111.. den' so, " aimy 3 ales amo %i t. %am
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ITo : *.It --CA oat* 04 time NM I" |5 11SO .
Te : 'lVN -. CPUA 8

NOM. remO~: 4.indB M1
Svi.JCtm Uetter to Congressmn Lee Naiiltaft

D".sr ir. ChAr.an.

Tb IL.% .n ,.ply t your lettr of Augu:.* . 1. 15 ;. -;Lc!: you called
attention to press reports of "...alleged activities by the National Security
Council (staff) regarding the central in Nicaragua..." and asked for a full
report and l1ga Justification for eay such activities. Like you. I take such
charges very seriously and coesequently have thoroughly exasined the facts and
all matters which tn any remote fashion could bear upon thee chare. From
that review I can asae with deep personal coe.victioe that at no ties did I or
any member of the National Security Coucil staff violate the letter or spirit
of the law. Vhils your letter refers to the language of the sland amendment
which proscribes activities "... for the purpose or which would have the effect
of supporting, directly or indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in
Nicaragua by any nation, group, organisation, movement, or individual," I
would extend my assurance to the violation of any law.

Your letter does Provide a timely opport.:nicy to reo.a* the Pol.:y of
.li:% Adms:srtraion vi:.: regard to the %tCJrJi~j: Freedom, V- :ers and Just

%hat activities have been undertaken in support of this policy. first it is I
think clear that President Reagan believes in the purposes for which the
Freedom Fighters were formed-to resist the repression of the Nicaraguan
government ind to work for the establishment of decocracy it. %;carsguA. out It
is equally clear that the President has ade it emphaicsly clear that all US
support was to be in strict compliance with the law. what then was the nature
of our activities in support of the freedom fighters?

In the fall of lest year. with the enactment of the Solend Amendment. it
awas apparent that the resistance was demoralized at the prospect of en end to

US support for their cause. hhile we acknowledged to thee tat ue could no
longer contribute directly or indirectly to the military parmalitary
prosecution of their resistance we stated that We would continue to seek
congressional support to do so and that menhile they could usefully devote
the.- efforts in other directions. rot ex.,e. it uas c.,a: the: the Freedom
Fi.:t.tLr huaU d. d di.sadv.llt.JO 90o tile i e.tLeOi. 1.6j 94.V&r 406*a. p.rPcbb 4Ld
terms were poorly understood wbile those of the Sandinista government were
promoted by the mcrmal diplomatic and public affairs institutions of their
government. is order to help balance this promotioat effort we mde
recommendations to the Coatra leaders as to bew they could better explain
their ease; he our Congress wa organized; to whom they ought to make their
case and why there was a natural sentiment of antagonism toward thu. by some
of your colleagues. tm this. letter regard, we stressed reports of alleged
atrocities committed by them sad urged strongly that they investigate these
charges and if true, punish those responsible. Separataly, we stressed that
their purposes would suffer a leek of crodiblity for a long a their
activities remained aLlitary alone. Vs urged that they forge a representative
political front involving credible non-military figures and that this front
take responsibility for frmuLng a politicalprorm centered upon peaceful
evolution
toward a pluralistic process. Over time these efforts led 'o she march I San

Jose proposal in whick t freedom Fighten offered to lay down their arm and
enter ineo negotiations witl the Nicaragu government brokered by the Church.
As this process begm to atuer this past spring we ever encouraged them to
desist from military act ivillp at a sie.wS.e* th is poe. .ight have had
- . . a . tui'il
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Po chance of adoptioni by the ot w 1dg ecu g
fe';Jry cCLIvitiiu. This urging against continuing military activtes, wAs as
c,:-". as we ever came to coomenting vP or seekingg to Influence miliary
Sb.-'."- of their struggle.

Ittis equly important to stre.% what we did not do. We did 9ot %nllcit
f.":, or other support for military or i'rjmllatiry actities *iLlnr from
AT .;zanx or third parties. We did not @fft tactical advice for the conduct
r ear isItLJrvasqtlV it is or Lrv: r ,;. ii, \ T did c -. li.lOll
- . " . ~.t. 'L t o l iii: lu e n .P L i ..M. l.e Lih r .l h • 3 . " 0 1 ..rii.

With regard to the legal Justification for the activites I have cited. I
ca. only state the reasonable requirement that any Administration Lain
ap:rjte information on( uhich to has. coherent policy decisions. The
Fredow Fighters comprised one significant element among many on whom it was
and remains important for the Administration to be advised In a timely
fashion. As a personal observation I would only &6J that had we failed to do
so. the absence of influence, which in all likelihood would have ensued, could
have led the Freedom Fighters to adopt a purely military effort--* course
uh:zh neither of us would support. lut I wish to stress once more that at no
ti*e did it seem to me that any of our activities was in contravention of law
or " e public trust.

'irm3, (Odd insert -,2).

Sincerely

P : !r Chsiriian I vould like to cas' to your atte.r -on a par: cularly
s..'::unace result of the recent public allegations Folloiarg the appears.-ce
in a Sunday article of the charges, Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, the
of:cor who conducted Many of the contacts with the Freedom Fighters, suffered
a . of -t usions on his family life. Demonstrators at his home pushed
d:.-. a fence; one of his pets was poisoned and his automobile was damaged. He
in: -embers of his family received numerous harassing telephoe calls at
ii?:-:ii times of day and night. To

a,::.: this harassment he had to leave home with his famiLy ard take up
te:-:rary residence at a remote location until the demonstrations ceased. I
- .. : ask :*:]: ".*u -.zt share t.e e .. e:lts .t.. ai.,r. fr ::c.;.er he ror I

., % ) .i; 4 4 a' r4 S5 vt ~s ) . ; i L . tz O *au_ do.3..u... Ila .tw itiLe el s L In

bringing this matte: to a close. I am at your disposal to help in any way
possible.

cc: NSOIN -*CFUA NSJll -- CPUA JO0 M. POINDEXTER

UELA SBIFIEI]
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EXHIBrr JMP-11

. Z W TIr WHITE HOUse

P. WASN SY., 9664
44 September So 19s

Dear i. Chairemant:6
This is to reply o you s let ter of Auglu t 20 , 1915 tf i h ih l

you called attention to press reports of *...alleed nttvtteiby the Naional, Security Cotl (Istlff) regaring the contras toNiaragua..." *MM asked got a full report MWd legal justification
for any such activittis. LtLe you, Z take Such charges very
fortously Uld C6onsequently have thoroughly QNSMA214d the facts and
all matters which tany- re o o latlkoac-mid -bear- pon -thes
€Grs. From that review r can state with deep personal

conviction that at no time did Z or any a@er of the National
Security Council staff violate the letter or sptrit of the law.
While your letter voters to the language of the Boland amendment
which proscribes activities "...for the purpose or which would
have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly, military
or paroantltty operations in Niaragua by any nation, groups
organisation* movement, or indtvtduei," I would extend my
assurance to the violation of any lay.

Yourz letter does provide a timely opportunity to restate the
policy of this Administration with regard to the Nicaraguan
Freedom Fighters and just what activities have been undertaken tn
support of this policy. First, it t I thtak clear that
President Meagan believes tn the cause espoused by the Freedom
Fighters -- opposition to Sandinista repression and the
achievement of demoracy tn icaragua. But itto also true that
the President has madet emphattcally clIar that aLl US support
was to be tn strict comply nce with the law. what then was the
nat"re of our Cotact& with the Freedom Fitghter?

in the fall of last year. with the enactment of the boland
Amendment, it was apparent that tM Freedm Fightiers wve
demoraltod at the prospect of an end to 8 support for their
cause. Whil we e nowlMedgd to them that we could no longer
contributo ditU ly or indiety to t e littary/paramtlitary
prosecuttom of their reststnce, we stated that we would continue
to seek Cogressional support to do so and that meanwhile they
could usefully devote their efforts tn other dtrottons. For
example, it wae Clear that the Foodom Fighters were at a
disadvantage to the extant that thetr goals, purposes and terms
were poorly understood while thooe of th4 Sandtniota wore
promoted by their existing diplomate and public affairs
institutions and those of the in bloc patress. In order to help
balance this prooon al effort, we discussed with the Contra
leaders the ipor'aneo of their explaining their cause to the
public and their providing information to interested Members of
the Congress. we pointed ut why there was a natural sevtment
of antagonism toward thei4y se1 tn the United states. th this

....'': ..! , .. k flA=
: ..r .... o. L-
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N 9665

latter regard, we stressed reports of alleged atrocities mpVtped
to them and urqed strongly that they investigate these charges
and, if true* punish those responsible. Separately, we stressed
that their purposes would suffer & lack of credibility for as
long as ther activities rematnod only military. We urged that
they forge a representattve political front involving credible
non-military figures and that this front take responsibility for
franng a political program centered on achieving a peaceful.
democratic evolution in Picaragua. Over time, these efforts Led
to the Katch I San Jose declaration in which the Freedom fighters
offered to lay down their arms and enter into a church-medtated
dialogue with the Sanditntas. As this process began to mature
this past spring we encouraged them to desist from military
activities at a tim when their proposal might have had some
chance of adoption by the other side. At no tim did ve
encourage military activities. Our emphasis on a policial rather
than a military solution to the situation was as close as we ever
came to influenctg the military aspect of their stmrugle.

It is equally important to stress what we did not do. we
did not solicit funds or other support for military or
paramilitary activities either from Americans or third parties.
we did not offer tactical advice for the conduct of their
military activities or their organization. Nor did our liaison
contacts seek to influence them toward other than a democratic
outcome. Our most recent contacts with the Freedom Fighters have
dealt with the administration of the $27 million in humanitarian
assistance. Our effort has been to ensure that this program is
properly administered and that it, too, is fully compliant with
the legal requirements ofntaine4 in the legislation. In short,
we want to do it right.

. with regard to the legal justification for the activities I
have cited, I can only state the reasonable requirement that any
Administration gain appropriate tnformatton on which to base
coherent policy decisions. The Freedom Fighters comprised one
significant elannt among many on whom it was and remains
important for the Administration to be advised in a timely
fashion. As a personal observation I would only add that had we
failed to do so, the absence of influence, which in all
likelihood would have ensued, could have led the Freedom fighters
to adopt a purely military effort -- a course which neither you
nor I would support. aut I wish to stress once more that at no
time did it sem to me that any of our activities was in
contravention of law or the public trust.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that future events will confirm that our
contact with the resistance has had a positive effect on
achieving a democratic outcome in the region. I well recognize
that the Administration and the Congress may differ as to how
best to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, we are both in agreement
that such an outcome is desirtable and that it must be achieved
within the limits of our law. Should you so desire, I would be
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N 9666
mos vt32ilng to dt" uss this Plttil turtker wtth you and other
members of your comittee. Thank you for thts opportunty to
clartfy what has been a isot UnforttUste Mtereprosentatton of the
facts.

Stacerely,

The onorable LeoN 0. NaUto
Chatruan
Permnent Select Camittt.e

on Znteltgence
Lou" of Representattves
Washtngton, D. C. 20515
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P.s. Mr. Chairman. I would like to call to your attention a .
particularly unfortunate result of the recent public
alleattonl. following the appearance to a luaiday article
of the charges# Lieutenant Colonel OltverlUorth, the
officer who conducted many of the-contacts with the
Freedom Fighters, suffered a number of tntrustons. on his
ftatly life. Demonstrators at his hone Ipushed down a
fences one of his peet was potsoned and his automobile was
damaged. se and members of* his family received nmerojs
harasstnq telephone calls at vartouS times of day and
night. To avoid this harassment, be had to leave home
with his family and tWe up temporary residence at a
remote location until the damonstrattons ceased., I would
ask that you not share these events tth anyone for
netther he nor I wish to engender sympathy. I brtaq them
to your attention tn the interest of brintng this matter
to a close. z - at your dtsposal to help in any way
possible.
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Seltember LZ, ].SS _____

Der Confq@soin£ srmes
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e .viLeo ot mbrs of tka IISC st I in Wit

Usc~equa 4eineratte resituae. Like youp Z take these bates,
very seztenawy M moseqert."y have thamby nM -in -the
fats M e1*ernstame .. ac avow %am pl, thes" etats. 1A

&BY ges"On.

Basoo em thus giewo z wat to &.ame Yoe that my etiems, aU&
theme ef o tat* have beei A vtt Wt the pirLit
a". the Ltter of the "a". Z& yeaxS Letes yecos 8f
opMae~L£2tr to the pzemczttLve1m of SeetieS so"~ at
I.L. S1.47.tbe Sotaa4 Ammlme1. hav nmt bef, a WLLL
theze be, a.r - Mtare os fuse vhid mIW have the
effect of Ssspicaf Wactl or LM.wtty mLUtan at "me-

fLitazy -- iteiPm La oISOroa Mp

tie.. meymt. at LMv"uL a es bae be" am
mt be Law esefaity, mt emy wAt this prosLptiem, bet wLth

T .Letter mlbids" a USeful teuf t
€aISCOtGem La t e" a theslet&LtiSe
COLOSSI 6eath smi ethe 3e: myo staff. Yaiesm MSc tff
atlO s Lbeh hes La seteet Vit mle ors of the tLsmAeraS
ueettaaee "Nme the "Mom.te booem to erwali LOS Two*
*t. intacto. as well aeo OW& m* thee of the ftestdintf
hae beem imp.tat La AetemAss p tWe setm of owPeLL"t.

DtCLOSselm *th ow &etstmm 166e" hae b"~m & t to asos

ft bove else uisiNa the eve Law
eharastt *f US. mqet as we moved ft= eGOMM mapet for

tWhOl I erne L 1U 5 the ae geeU % "cn. eVOum.slT
u&petLoe a SlwOW i e tebe of laml w to' the
;uz.m !L= La waft we am OWe to puavtd emay

catmrt to rper"s that we use these nmtect to pravL"
oatltaeuaLlnemm ax to VMSa MLutaz epe9&0ems we "I"e the

cotss*geds.t a asI 9LMp
taweiw czr lsmed S& Hib-o i~a etu
dieoratie esteesw La Uneaaesao. we hwavem emhasisea that

w
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41fortoonm
Hilly
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the reistO. 21t LoAvutsgt e s a t hluma ho riqhts VLola. •toO, 3Ua.de any VultLm e a l, ple a..eemi * toprevent seob act& ram Ea d otW hveorupulouSLded by the Jhit ead the letter ot "he LOW.womeitte oftSt fosowtepo Ipotetal donors, or Otherwise orgaajsd or
reelia ,s. a m Ultary or peamiltary efforts of'tb

lOS Otober 19S4 wen the aland rtriations von esacted,esemant ColoneL Worth as Wvel te Cesral Amttoa eiL1httie tot the purpose of .eing With. f r mt
mse~gm n tU.S. be be?, conferre

wihleaders of the Uicaeaguaa rsistasee. ft a Inwle toboth the foreign ', vexa ..t of fsil. . .M -- ,edeto4cJthe " euan ledors
that. while we COW&6 be longer costriute direct irndirectlyto the military/p,,,U.M.L.oe -CUto of their resstana wewould Continue, to see a r seMoAI suprtf-thicu-.mfurther ur1e s. d during my Jamary ton5 trip to thea& I t ever' effort be m"O !A b"440ro thLc PoLitical, bass= seablik apoutcelprogrM providing for megatiations

-an a l aaaclOI. Wel *11i10 ILso e that they aks

?be" efforts 1"A to, te Narh I Sen Jose DeCaatio La Whichthe freedom fLhters offer to lay "n their arm sM eaterLate a hur dtate dslogue with the SwAudtana. As this
Pro"SO mAture thUS pest "w~ing the President not with, thethree_ I pr, ,ptel leaers nd se-ragod them to desistfrom miitryatLIwte wbhen it appeared that -their proposal&might be 4aoete by the Sadsets. -VMSe actions resuted. isthe Ime U atemet of democratic objectives announce" by theniaLed Nlesauan Opsitie (=I in Sean Slvador. 31 Salvador.01 OPith14 oght has. been ofm a poliicaL rather than amilitary souw w.

Ront ostacts with the distance Mav fouse" on ensuringe thatthe 12? mUlUem in bwaitacLax tsisa oi properly
adminitere& el OU LiaNOmt with the 1= Oreirementsodataimed in the 'I g003atiem.- Es Short* we vant to do it right.I Well cesegaise that the inistratieft SM the Congress maydifer As, to how we'cM best achieve our shaned goal of ademomra enteems in the Central Mfferican regiLon. nonetheless,we ae eM the desirabUty o1 this .t SM that It .. t bechieved withn the ulits of Owr law.
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ft. Chairman ILke yoqa. Z I Mt cOncern" that 8t a time vhen
hoasnitaiL&A aositance is beLny WM6o404 to the UN there be no
wisgiving* s fm* the existence of any Pazslex effort* to
provide,. divecLy or indLrectly, sUWl9or fV mltry or
para&lMtsaCtLvtti*e. Ln WNiLcat. _there has not been, nor
vi ta 60. ty s s vitLeS by th USC Gtff. i the
Lntevest of proviL wac aimawof as, AY be Lpful La
forging mtual trust and amfLdnce t rISO in prepare to
discus, these matters vith you and other mIerwe vowiLttee..

Thank you again for thi opportunity to clarify s oit
unfortunate misrepresentatLon of the Ifats.

lincerely,

The Uoorable RichaeL D. $&reI
muse of representative
Waihingtcm, D.C. 20515

-~vow G8 ,lW

75-935 0 - 88 - 15
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EXHIBIT JMP-13
r'.

CONGRESS2i Sssio H.485
Dirmcuint che Prsent to provide t o teo o( Representauve, certain

nWOuimuon eon'erw activiu tof Lieuwunt Coloe Oliver Nwoth or any
other member o( "he s oa the Nd SKty CoAt in sppon f the
Nica reww sae.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
J Mu24. 1M

Mr. COLau Tw ftsbmitwted te (liwiag ,soudo:w hkW" eer
jointly to the ComMttee oe Foreu Aleris, Armed SU . s d Perma.
nent Selet CoMAus.M on IneiMuce

RESOLUTION
Directing the President to provide to the Hous of hopresenta.

rives certain formaon concerning activities of Lieutenant

Colonel Oliver North or any other member of the staff of
the Naonal S uity Council in support of the Nicaraguan

I Rw Tha no later than 7 days after the adoption

2 o tis resolution, thePht hall provide to the House of

3 Bomentatives the follo*in ioa to the extnt such

4 ifnAtinthe $1eafuiof & Plaeid-eU*

5 (1) A com te list d desMptio o amy contact

6 or other commw.-ati betwmmn Lieutenant Colonel

7 OliveaL.North or my o member o( theadof
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1 the Vational Security Council and m il ivj.

2 tAl. or AT reprenMv os fore* rIpoernmat con.

3 cerning the provision to the Nicaraguan resistance of

4 any hmudin or other assistance from any source other

5 than the United States Government includei assist.

6 vice by any private group or individual or by any for.

7 ei'-g government); and any documM, prexed by or in

8 b.'hv possession of any member of the staff ( the Na.

9 tional Security Council el-m-- the provision of any

10 such usstane, specifically including any document

11 concerning any discussion of or involvement in private

12 fund-raising activities on behalf of the Nicaraguan re-

13 sistance by any member of the staff of the National Se.

14 curity Council.

15 (2) A complete list and description of and any doc.

16 ument concerning any contact or other communication,

17 directly or through intermediaries, since July 28o 1983,

18 between Lieutenat Colonel Oliver L North or any

19 other member of the staff of the National Security

20 Council and any member or representative of the Nica-

21 rala resistance, including any communications con-

22. cerning the mifuiy smash or tsico coordination of

23 the activities, or do W q m or training

24 nok of t&e Nirm, m ee.

*1 mu I
;4
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1. (3) A complete Is and description of and any doe.

2 ument concerning any c@AMtS or other communicatiorr

3 since July 28, 1983. between Lieutenant Colonel

4 Oliver L. Norror any other member of the staff of

5 the National Security Council ad Robert W. Owen

6 (who has served as a consultant to the Nicaraguan Hu.

7 manitarian Assistance Office), Major General John K.

8 Shgiau (United Stutes Army, retired), John Huh (s

9 United States citizen operating a ranch in northern

10 Costa Rica).

11 Szc. 2. As used in this resolution, the term "document"

12 includes any report, memorandum, meeting schedule or min.

13 utes, log or other record of telephone calls or other communi.

14 cations, appointment calendar, or other record or document

15 of any other kind.

0

.em a
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EXHIBIT JMP-14

ror. fflllT. ilift.Ig

July 31. 1956

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in reply to your letter to the President
of June 25, 1966, requesting comments on
H. Res. 465, relating to the allegations of
improper aativltLee by members of the National
Security Council staff in supFort of the.
Nicaraguan resistance. The Administration
strongly opposes enactmnt of the eolaautionV7

Last fall, in an effort to cooperate with
Chairman Barnes, my predecessor, Robert C.
.:cFarlane, met with members of your committee
and the House Foreign Affairs Committee. While
I did not participate in these discussions, I
understand that Laformatioi on the specific
issues raised in !. Res. 485, we provide& to
your Committee and that this information made it
clear that the actions of the National Security
Council staff were in cupsianed with both the
spirit and letter of the 1av regarding support
of the Nicaraguan resistance.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
H. Res. 465. 2 have forwarded similar letters .
to Chairman fascell and Chairman As pin and
sincerely hope this atter can finally be put to
rest.

Sincerely,

John H. Poindexter
The Honorable Lee amAilton.
U.S. Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 2051S 5
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The Presidant
The IU to , b:ise
Wealjnao, o. c.

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE"
MIaNENT 96"a Cowml NJ

oi wrwutWc CPC
WVASN O. OC log IS 1119 -

COMUINT4

mI I t

July 1. lm

205O0 I
ear . Priaentat.

I ami writirW to request ~ *,e at .d, . 4i a resoition ofiryqrr JArectinq t.a President to .rcoie to pt..e House of p tjvtvlilscerl3in information cncrrun; activities of LieutenAnt color,# . .brtnor any otner mib of the Staf of uw Veistjonat Secuity C*cnLa in Supportof V-v Nicaraguan resistan.

Th resol.p .n wa intr * ad mI an t.'w Ai-Aa on Jur 24, 1)i. m referredjointly Po t M ttoso Cm Foreign Agwla Aram Services ird t.-ePe.W -d.1.ct Zui tin an &wL Uu.m L~er the rules of the mouse. tnecOatt*. least rt On this LeqlsLation wittun 14 LegisLuive ",ys heqi=w.June 25. 3irnc the July 4th rerees peclad has rervwid, tfus '=e periodwaLl not be up wirS I the ad of July. Iterefoe. I respwt 6ly request yourresPnee to, IPa reesLutin aLater the k ~ o3I rder to jiv rCowttee aJ qae tia to camid the itter.
A apy of . As. 4 is aweloed fo y reference.

Qctrmn

&IwMwe

*;i 1.1; Jost flights, I Ml
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Cong ss of" t United tates
onniu on!oragn affairs

uneof 25.M3U

June 25. IM)8

The President
The White House
Washington, 0. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to request your comments on K.Res. 485, a cesoluticn
of inquiry directing tne President to provide to the House of
Representative@ certain informauton concerning activities of Lt. Col.
Oliver North or any ocher member of the staff of the National Security
Council in support of the Nicaraguan resis:ance.

This resolution was introduced in the House on June 24, 19i6 and
referred Jointly to the Committees on foreign Affairs, Armed SecvLces
and the Permanent Select Committee on intelligence. Under the rules
of the House, the committees must act on this legislation within 14
legislative days, beginning June 2S. Since the July 4th recess period
will start shortly, this time period will not be up until the end *I%
July. Therefore, I fespectfullyreqesli your response" to this
resolution no later bhan July 223 In order to give the committee
adequate time to consider the matter.

A copy of X.les. 485 is enclosed for your reference.

With highest regards* t an

Enclosur ( L .. *
* c ', I

• o.i

_4 1 Sincerely yours,

Oant* h.fasel
chairman

N 133f
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EXHIBIT JMP-16

by 3. Ru IL V o . LM

. ' -. - -~w-s,'uhi .C-"J

..... . = .e ';:='c.-, t e cfE?; Cu :Th -
- .. -. v-

.,-. .S ao allegal-Ions were made that the actv es
S .vs e :or h, the .uSC action officer for Cer.tral -

t, t -.-.and An.... ent. We initiated an n;v'esat'.Z .:n
.- :er. 7h'.: -enorandu-. adre-ses two cr.ti:al '.. .e

-- " :.e !s w:et :er . :sc ' s an or an'.:at'c, s'.e"t
"..e toinA - nentr. se:cnlly, -. the ':SC sub,'e:: to t.ne
.:and ke.-.er .nt, is t!. ere evi ence that activities Jr erta;:*n
:y ":Zol Nor:h v'.olited that law.

i. : t.-e ' :atonal security Co- ncil covered by Sectt.n ,c.sa&
C.r t'.e C .nt.nui.nz . esoiut.'on?

In a letter to the Assistant to the President for nationall
security Affairs, Con.ress.an <ichael Barnes -a'sed the issue
.~eher the Nat'onal Secur'.ty Councli (NSC) s covered by the

.:land A,.-end.W#ent.l e cites ection 8066(a) as pron'btt'.nS
":he Ce:ral Intelligen:e Agency, :he #epart.-ent of Def.ense, or
any ot-er agency or entity of the U.S. Involved .n intelligence
act~i.ttes" from supporting military operations by the freedom
fighters in Nicaragua. Barnes claims that the NSC 's covered by
:he statute: "It would be str-tchnr " the ntegrity of the 'law

to suggest that this prohibition was not intended to cover the
NSC." As evidence Barnes cites Executive Order 12333 which he
says "describes the National Security Council as the highest
government entity with responsibility for intelligence activities."

Whether the Boland Amendment applies to the NSC turns on
the clarification of the NSC as an "As.DS1Z or entity of the
United States involved in intelligence activities" prohibited

806 OrtheCont'n

'91r-173-,§" T " ,"8 STAT. 1935 (Section 8066-
Resolution). " - ..

-' , ' ._'
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-~:~..r. 6.%; tacto t t-t !;~S*-' a ; ;ta.: t an&i'
tt-4.y of the..United States covtred by t"ne &.end.:,,nt'. --.... .

:.by.e0i by Con.-res3-n ":.-ar.s oe-.:e.r to the Sc ,-s"

te ltiefce, nd s;,:.s act.*tes ,.--L ae - ;o-.

e..
*a--. Ai .O t :t .c . : : as e t ".: as 4.0 * - .:.' " :. ".' : 0%..sX5 ±s 3.: ""si "v'. .s:.

a) n:'S.%Sis -lot :*Vred ty -.!I* .. ~eOf the

: : . r10, 1984- the Congress passed the Continu..g
.. !c:tt: wch included Section 8066(a) prohibiting the o1t:e:%.:t.
or .. :ure of' any funds available to the CIA, the e.ense.
"*;a.*: n:, "or any other alency or entity of" the 'Un.ted S-.LteS
.. ,volvt in intelligence activities" .ron su;portingth !:,rc.-
•.tr~ ...... h..te.. *On October 11, 1984 Secticn 8.66(a) "s
Inco.-porated by reference into the Intelligence Authori:ation Act
for "4scal Year 1985. It states :hat:

Sec. 801. No funds authorized to be appropriated
by thIs Act or by the-Intel11gence Authori:ation
Act for "Iscal year 1984 (Public Law 98-215) may be
obligated or expended for the purpcse or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in
:arag-za by any nation, group, orianl:ation, move-

.. nt or Individual, except to that xtent provided
and under other terms and conditions specified by
noise Jotnt Resolution 648, making continuing
a;propriations for the f1lscil year 1985, and for
other purposes, as enacted.'

Thle funds that the Boland Amendnent prohibits from being used
to support the freedom righters are funds that are authorized In
this act. But according to the first section of that act the funds
being authorized do not include funds allocated to the NSC. That
section reads as follows:

SEC. 101. Funds are hereby authorized to be
appropriated for fiscal year 1985 for the conduct
of the intelligence and intelligence-related
activities of the following elements of the United
States Government:

Exeo. Order o. 12333, l.52a; 3 C..R. 201 (1982).
3 H. J. Wes. 648 includes section 8066(a).

;- ." '° •-ee "0
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,5), -e#;A t:-etnt of t. A:y. .:ht:t;.
of t.,) ,avy, kind the "t;.'* .nt or :e1r. 1r -ft 0:

(6) -n. -p,.".: or 5:.te.
, *, .. e . 'k:: -- t c t :,. -.- 5 *.

... e :: co-.:.-s'cn s h: - t he E "ind "-fn....n

4,o. .A VI5, ;;i.ts on'y to the :g.-.:Pations .k.tt, no: :0
":..e .-h.s Is not to say that V -e ;r;Pr..!atns sla::
::. not h ,&e t-en intended to ... e r,o.e ":,:on -than
:.:,e s in the Intellijence At orl:a.tlcn .Ac. 2eci;se
t: 9 latter let slat1on incorporated the a aeof the ap;or4t; -
at:, .ec:•. : :S(a) co.l. .. e" "' a .la..er .,..t. of

e~:' -,tnttties tha.-.trely :hse - el-..iee &it.C.
-'ted In -he &a.horization ,act. 'ee, nothing tn te .cord
n.:&atss that other entites were-ncluded.

It he Intent was to Include the NSC, that could have been
easily done: Conire3s.-an Boland authored Section 8066(a) of the
Continuing Resolution and was Chairman at the House eoPern.nt
Select Conamittee on Intellisence which defined the orianizatlons -h:
-iould be controlled by the Intelligence Authorization Act. ir he
had wanted the NSC to be restricted by the legislation, the specir i
prohibition could have been written Into the act or -ade clear
in the legislative history. Indeed, I'n order to ensure that DoD
was adequately covered by the Boland .-end-nt, it was .ncc-po-ated
!nto the Department of Defense Appropriations Act tor FY 1985.
(Once again, however, the prohibition In the Derense A propriatO.'-n
Act applies only to the expenditure or DoD funds ang not to the
NSC, as the NSC is covered by separate legislation.7)

Pub. L. No. 93- 3, 58066(a); 98 STAT. 1935 (1984).
5 See H.R. REP. NO. 98-830, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 34 i1984).
Although the NSC Is not subject to the Boland Amendment prohlbitor
nevertheless LtCol North might be, as he evidently Is on a non-
reimbursed detail from the Marine Corps. (If North's detail Is
reimbursed, however, then CongresslonaL prohibitions would not app!
However, in order to demonstrate that North has violated the law,
substantive evidence would have to be presented that he engaged In
activities prohibited by the Amendment. That Issueis dealt with
In the second section of this memorandum.
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!L .*5 t s 3 3 by*~d the auth~r!Z~.n
t.+. 4P+ tP1 .'.J *. + 0 +", "- ~ .... to:aoncts s -

t.7-. tk a e r.1 ; c : z- .;. :s ::e :--t or s-. tC "-a: t-.:.;e

•n t- s0 : s tor.'.' . - i .- .o hcts lilt!.'.9 131 73 :-3

.-. .tion, the .t-. -r li333 .s not -ecog 'I:e
tAe. .S. as ;art of the .9ell-eC co..ni. .fte, d,-sc;ssIg

. .rs.ce co-ur. ty .n ene.al, the Ez.ecutive Order id .....t
at tl es tonprIsing the intelligence co.-.unity as the Cen:tl

•teU tn:9 A• ncy, the Department of Stat'e the ae n- of
-. - the : r:te.-nt of Defense includingg the e.rtnze
.-- ":5.r.'e Agency, the National Security .Agncy, and, I.l.ljt:e

*e" -.. :s of the A:My, Navy, A.r Force and ."arlne CC:';s), tIhe..
:*.a,-en; of E7,e.-ry, and :he 7e-4sral bureau of i'estligaton. :
o:her words, E.O. 12333 identitfes alr.ost the sa-e t.-.up of U.S.
agencies as being in the intelligence co-nunity as doss the Cones
an eitherr l sz .nclu!es the NSC.

i) The NSC does not function as a e-ber of the intelligen:e
c 0:%7' A n. I ty.

If the letter of the law does not include the NSC as a r-mber
of the intelligence co.uunity, neither does the spirit of th6e law.

.-e sJcess!ve laws that were enacted first to limit and ult'.ately
fas or t*.e Continuing Resolution of October 10, 1984) to prohibit
the expenditure of funds to support the rreedo.n fighters "were meant
to constrain members of the intelligence community. Although the
,SC is, identified as the "highest Executive B.anch entity that
p.oviles review of, gildance for and direction to the conduct or all

national foreign Intelligence," It Is not an o;eratio.al unit and
is therefore not a member of the Intelligence community and
Is not treated as such. The fLuncto of the NSC is to provide

coordination of intelligence activities, not implement policy in
an operational setting. All of the NSC's duties listed In the

Executive Order 12333 denote a staff' organization responsible for

coordination, not an operational unit with responsibilities for
carrying out tactical intelligence missions:

SThe acts are comp-- ed In HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIOENCE, COMPILATION OF INTELLIGENCE LAWS AND RELATED LAWS AND

EXECUTIVE ORDERS OF INTEREST TO THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY,
98th Cong., 1st Ses. 95-123 (1983).

.'. r
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. . .. .. -. - ... : -.

•ti .d by t I to
tad~se t.e P:es' t .... .- n:;tct to.t',e "' ....

to" "te na : !.:.-I! :all act as &e
"- ,':;s E e: -:'' ..k. t Wy. t:'.v. "-.at. Provt- es ra'v:ew

Cf- oZ'j Jnct for an -!r tz o ! Z*J .1

r.gn .... 'i7.-. ,co..n e r nte''1 ianc,=

Cth .e- 'jbitc s:tte-t:.s "--a' . tt.r.e the o.&£n:&:'c.- .
. c:ono -.'..e ' - s,.;; t t! .et! : at c t.s a9 . "

.. thno c;erat-.3ra1 rcle. -,r dt.e sc1;., ., gt:t,

stautory .. ct.on of :he :,Sc :s to advise the
"r-st.ent with rts;e:t to the in.eir.ttono -- dotc-.,
re'rtn, an4 de.e.se ;oictes related to the national
S:,.4.y et to !rett.on by the ?resident, it ts
.he son.6"t.y .9 :e aohcil to assess anid a:itse
Zht ob ictv es of te *- ':ed $t aes on ratterS O €,3'o.
interest to the de-Lt-.tn:s and agencies of the ,ov';'..'ent;
and to .--ke duch r.ec-..en-&tIons and such other : ports
to the 7.T"le.Snt as it dea.s appropriate or as the
President -ay require ..•.

The NSSC Staff, the element funded by this budget re;uest,
Is headed by the Executive Secretary, and provides -a;-t:--a,
suDport for the President and his Ass1stant for National
Security Affairs. It seeks to ensure that national security
Information provided to the ?resident IS,,esPOnsive to his
needs,and is p roerly coordinated among the dt&r:-etns and
agencies within the Executjve Oqffce of the ?.resi,1ent. T e
Staff prepares the policy presentations; arrancts reetn;ns #or
the President and the Council on national security ratters.
L-.-phasis added. ]

I H.R. RFg. NO. 95-330, 98th Cong., 2d Ses. 3 (1984). See also
the statement by the former Executivs Secretary of the NSC concernrni
the coordinatin function of the SC in: TREASURY, POSTAL SERVICE,
AND GENERAL OOVVWENMET APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986: HEARINt.
BEFORE A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
99th Cong., 1st Ses. 15-16 (1985) (Testimony of Robert M. i-witt,
Executive Secretary of the National Security Council). One other
argument that has been made that the NSC is subject to the Section
80 6(a) prohibition is that the National Security Act of 1947
specifically established the CIA "under the National Security
Council" and provides that CIA duties shall be carried out "under
the direction of the National Security Council," (See. 102(a) and
(d).) However, once again the distinction must be made between the
functions: the NSC is the highest coordinating body, the CIA is
an operational entity in t-e nLeigflIc.? community.

-. ;"- *D
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eo.mun.iy ,,eiusI it :ors not funct-on as
t- : I:L& no t b y" a. .& c t .nt ",It t'e 2-; i '.e , e . .. :- :. . -

:: .. he last 7 years did r.ct 18s% t"e IS as
.- :. -. '-r. nt1' ..te . gen -e or ...n . L I ;t;.:e **.-*I a tj a=;v: .- .

. - -. e te-ng obl*--"bd. Was 3'..ly a .'ecognl.ton :.r
... :.cr , '.n; ca-act-r of the USC. It ,, a re,.::.

-,-: .-- :: ='. .. : -'&,t ::- -. r.A-e. : &S ca . !' t ' "
h ,h , -• * - - s :, :

:CI1 ;o:th. er ,e'e:. S d eas -n :.:. tL

;.th, :-.e 3card can .,epcr- :-.e follcw"-ng:

a)C..act w',th :.he c.tr.-s: LtCol :No.rh ad a cons :e: .'e.
r..- e c. o.-:ac:s w* n : e -*er-e s 'p of" ::e .,,c& ... zn - c: ":

res's-&'=e bot., in ;:ash...., . C. "n.til.-r~ 1
ese,."e.e. "-caever, we .have see :'o evi,..en:e that a.-. o, t ec.-.:acts were illeta. ;orth ero:a'e the le ership to &et
o._ani7ed n a political serse so that they could present a united
,r.-ont In ne~oa otrs with the ---- nn a

th ttBsr .... e*;- floing:aau '' pe~

o Ce totally consonant with te stated policy pree.ences ot

r% -. ter~~~nr.n~o ofZna£. 1- .-9O h

C:-:-ess. It is also +In keeping w",th t.he announced Inenio-o::,e Ulcarauan opposition to start Ced ation as envsionei in
the wiarc. 1, 1985 San Jose declaration.

He encouraled them to avoid atrochtes and hunan right e
violations. . save the. o.-al support dur-ng the period when
U.S. suppo.lt was halted and the asteraon 'as at'e.-ptrn
to secu.-e ore funding t the freedom hters. uone o these
acivities violated the Boland Amenraend.

b) intelligence Gatherini: During the time that LtCol North
was In Central America and wnen he had contact with the Nicarag'an
leadership in Washington, D. C. and elsewhere, he received infor-
about conditions in Central America. It has never been s'J6ested
t!-htt the end of aid to the contras also meant an end to Intelligenc
gathering. Previous legislation aimed at limiting U.S. support for
the Nicaraguan freedom fighters explicitly stated thit such
limitations would not impede intelligence gathering, and nothing
in the public record on the current Boland Amendment sussests that
it is intended to preclude such activities.

See ,, REP. NO. 98-122a, Pt 1 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 14
(19835; ano H.R. REP. NO. 98-122v Pt. 2: 98th Cong., lst Scss. 3
(1983).

. • ?
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-o: L%:. -o'" .'.I-::d"."';' op" e ... cn '

_;rtions n.Necarasua. -.. te is no ev.,ence to £40 ..
::.-:tnion. A review of S' ..cor3s and an !nte.rvtiw wi.i "::l

-... hies yielded no .nfor.tlon "ult wo-ild u-'ie t he WLs

...... . J" for military or ;a. i1,tary operations ..s;.t

, :r ........ .Z-: .: .,. , -.s o :e . ,-en .--.,,de ,.a L':Col

"e ----'-- L o ,', -t.. :t &*- ^: t .

a n 8. ,s t r t 1 .. .t ha1A: r.v . an ;.o~c adnsr& Cs isno e%:e

: - 1 tn ::n &: .-;w ..........
0

to the ca-se of' freeom tn Central Anoric' , he gave ad e- as o

to contact* But a review of the records. interviews with

L ,tol North and the obstrvatton of the Board's Counsel oe"r !e
st .ear have produced no evidence that he solicited funds for

-he 'l -ca rajan freedom fItghe?5.'

Conclusion: From th. evidence 'e have seen none of LtCol North's
activitt:t during the past year constitutes a violation of the

3oland Amendment even If the amend.ent applies to the NSC, wh.ch

we believe it does not.

SWe do not address t-he question whether LtCol North could legally

have raised private funds for the Nicaraguan 
opposition. We note,

however, that the Boland Amendment prohibits the use of publi@

funds to support groups or individuals engaged 
in military or

paramilitary operations in Nicaragua.
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'EXHmrr JMP-17
.8.4 s.. .. , .

Reply to noe of 08l3115 13:26

n wTE 0UYd me, 28724
-Subjest: PIKYAE BUIM CUCK
viap Up a" of 303@ t.
The Israeli$ Vi11 deliver 10 Mod KAVS lit noon on Friday 12 4ov.
These 10 vill be loded aboard three clattered aircraft, oWne by a Proprietary
which vill take off at nwo hour inorvjls to Tabrsa. The aecraeft W11i
file for overflight through the,- FIR aerouts to Tebrip from
Uppropriate arrINmnt have been ade with the proper &ir Corttel
poersoel.. Once 4 aircraft have bees launched, their dqparturs wil be con-(Irood by_ ) w t i call" whe iiill L "4Ph will direct-"o *gin to cillecs the five

rpt five Amcite trem Kisbni'ah and deliver t'em to the U.S. Eabiassy.
There is also the possibility that they will head over the French hostile
who to very ill.
There o a requirement for 40 additional weeps of the se momenclsure
for a total requiremet of 120. $11 La& payment for the tirst i0 hks
bee deposited in the appropriate account. Me eaft will land in TabrLs until
the LMCITS heve bee delivered to the embassy. The Iranian$ have alse asked
to order additional item in the future and have be told this they viii
be considered matter this activity has succeeded. All transfer erreagmenet
have been ade by Dick $secerd, who deserves a medal for his extraordinary
short notice efforts.

Replenishment earranments are being made through the HOD purchusn office
is NVC. There is. to say the lears, considerable anzLitey that we viii
somehow delay on their pil to purchase 120 of these weapons ia the next
few days. IAV your instructions I have told their agent that we will sell
them 120 items at a price that they can meet. I have further told them that
we Will sake no effort to move on their purchase LOA request Until We have
all five AICITS safely delivered. In short, the pressure is on them.

Tomorrow we will dispatch _.Iqvert hostage debrief team to Viesbaden,
under cover of as exercise.

CUCOI will be told to prepare a
C-141 for four-hour alert to piL up any hostages tho may be released
over the weekend. All of the prtioes above will be told that we have
into (fro the s m e arcte which advised us of Vier's release)lhet
some. it not all. ANCIT hostagee will be turned over
between now ad Sunday.

As eem " w4e ke tse release confirmed, we need to move quickly with
Defense so prmide the 120 missiles the Israelis want to buy. They are very
concerned ts hey, aro degrading their defense capability, and in view of the
Syrian hoos*dmmow yesterday the P1 has placed considerable pressure on both
Rabi nd Kimehe for very prompt replacemet. both called several times
today.

There is the dfitisat possibility that t ke end Of the weak We will
have five Americas hoie and %he prmise of am future hostage tlkai iLn
eackangO fer sellLng the Israeli$ 120 Nod IV. Despite the difficulty
q. aiUng all this fit inside a 96-beou Window, it sn't tfiat bad a deal

-Vain regards.

Recomead pass to S after review. North. - a opd

O. " :
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EXHIBIT JMP-18

the O0iMv of C~r%*f M *I1NYC

Atapa C %

UNCLASSIFIED
MHEORANOUM FOR:

SUBJECT:

ZS Noveuer 198S

1 0400

Vice Admiral'JoNn M. 7oindexcer, S%4
Otouty Assistant to :ne President

for National Security Affairs

Presidentil Findg on middle £as:

Pursuant tO our conversation this should go to
tme President for his signature And should not oe
passed around in any hands below our level.

Attachment:
As stated

CL SY OCCSC7:
VW"v ACA

"or
•2 .1 3

• f ,* *1:

NU

* . em qb

36.%QM
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rLmding Pursuant to Section 662 of the rqreign
Assistance Act ofL961, As Amended. Concerning
OperatAons Undertaken oV the Central ntOeLLigence

I Foreign Cojn%::'es. Other Than Those
_Intended Solely .r zm Purose of :teLLil ee
Collection I C40;

[ have *e*n briefed on :he efforts being made by :.-"ate
parties to oo:aLn the release o! Amer Cns held hostaqe n
the Middle Cast. antihersoy find t .at the following operations
Ln foreign countries (Lnclud-nq all support necessary :o
such oeratiLons) are important to the national security of
the United States. Because of %Ne extreme sensitivity of
these operations, In t e exer€-se of the Presiden's cos.-st-
tutional authorities. r direct the Director of Cenural
Lneelliqence not to brief the Congress of the United States,
as provided for in Section 501 of the .Mational Security Act
of l947, as amended, until such tine as L may direct otherwise.

SCOPT

Hostage Rescue -
Middle East

DESCRIPTION

:he provision of assistance by the
Central Intel.iqence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain t4e release of Americans
held hostage in the Middle east.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of transportation,
commun.cat ions, and other necessary
support. As par% of these efforts
cartaimn foreign materiel and munitions
:-ay be provided to the Goveormn-
of Iran ,h::h is makingg steps to
eacilttate the :elease of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

p -

p~ .E ~
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ExHIBrr JMP-19
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EXHIBIT JMP-20
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EXHIBIT JMP-21

From NSOLN *-CPUA - OS Iad ImIN

to. NSJf -CPUA

o@o ftoply to lot@ of 01/31i9S 13:26 WOV 99043

NOt FrO : OLIVIA MOAT . CODy 1S R
Subject: PRIVATE IAN CHECK
Subject: Current Status of Operatien Recovery: Following summary is

s on discussions in G6neva io" Kimcha. Copp. Gorbanif WV end
which were c miudod this weekend. subomoent discussions

t neron here in Washington which are coni uing, and c11s btwn
Copp and Kimhe's aeset (Nimredil who is "bay sitting the Irnlans in
Paris ( hoe they are are receiving guidance from Tehran).

The attempted traisi to Howk Atseies went awy
because the Iraa ns wa "In-act eet-ng a weopone Syitee that would be
capable of stopping Soviet reco neleance flights along the gwen/Sovist
border and on the Irentt e/leaq border. Gorbo rptd that these flights occur

S "' regularly and as deep as 4ma inside Iranian earspoce. bcaIse Schwmer
a" Ledeen War unfaml14Ia with the OpeOtienal areterS Of the N"i, thoy
qifted to ship 126 weapons that were totally tnodeejat0 to mot the rqmte
established by the Iranians. This delivery has created an atm ohore of
eatre-ordnary distrust on the part of the tJrmiens* K Be
view, because the credibility of the Gor b a m s S & on has
probably been seriously called into cestlo..

Doeotle this pseception (brbe said numerous times that this whole thinG
was a "cheating gone" on the part of the Isreelis), Cop & Kinche have

I M 1 boon able to Proceed with a renewed dialogue which still promises hope
4for achieving Or three objectives:

ouj *spot far a pragmatic -army oriented faction which could taeov OEv
iq a change of government N5k
return of the five ANCIT hostages US esne ritrss XISI
no more, terrorism directed egetnet US on~ ritrss

From these ongoing discussiene, which in two case included Irann
mlitay Officers. Copp and Kimcho conclude that the military eatuatton
in Iran is desperate. The'lrantwi descriptions of the state of their
equipment. look of competent management, inability to use such of the
remlaning U.S. materiel portends the real possibility of a military
collepse jat least Vy the Army) in the near to mad-term. Thus, there is
considerable pressure on the interlocators in Europe to prodce - quckly.

Given the relatively low level of competence on the wt of the Iranians
in Eroe, W the foot that any supplies delivered will undoubltedly have
to be oxmined ty an rmy or Air Farce officer, it is very doubtful that
a "single tranacton" arenmesnt 4W be worked-out with the parties in
Tehran, no matter what to weed to in Europe. In short, they have boon
"aca~me so many times in the past that the attitude of distrust is very
high on their Wt. At the se"tlime. in oil discussione includingg tody's
phone callol they are despelte to conclude some kind of arreneernt in the
neat If days and have even 4sked that the meeting scheoled for Saturday in
Loon be advoneod. Used on m hat e eon coelude from Intelligone in
Seirut, we believe that they are very coerned that the hostages (the only
Iranian leverage paint beslde# the Jews in Iran) may be killed or catured/
released by the Syrians, Drug@, Plalange or Anal in the no- future. Vaite's
contacts with the coptr* so tle corroboret this ass.aeont. In short,

"1,t '"RIO

cat
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-&aelly, there as the matter of the longer term uteategy fde wr.Should b9 attempting to .Ccomplish ,as a via the lrn.-Xr- war cd 9909
a aee readsonele goverment in Iran. From my personal discussions
with Kamc"O and Moron at to apparent the the Israelis want: the war to
contieo at 4 tlemato. a More moderato Iranian government in the ond
and will somehow find a way to continue getting their people (Jews) out

: of Iran thrwSbh eeme kind of bwrigr arrangement. In that the fiest two
O of their goa0l ote, it would soe, generally congreuont w/ su interests,

P and these last a fact of life, we should probably be seeing thO return
of the ARCST hoestage s i sUbidiy benefit -- not the primary Objectivo,
though It may be a part of tho necessary first stops in achieving the broader
objectives. Whal Kimeghe. Mron, Cope and I all agree that th ee as a high
degree of risk in pursuing the Course we have started, use Ore now so far
down the road that stoopng whiet has been started could have even more
serious reoerussiOns. We all view the next steps as "confidence
bilding" on the part of both sides. None of us have any Illusion* about
the cast 41 characters we are dealing with on the other side. They we
a primitive, unsohisticated group who re extreordinorily distrustful of
the Uest in general and the Israeols/U.S. in particular. They hove not the
slightest idea of what to going on in our government or how our system works.
Today for examle, 6orba called Cope in absolute confusion over the fact
that Rafsanjani had just received a letter from (of all people) Sen. Helps
regarding the American Hostages. Stnc 0he Iranians are adamant that they
not be publicly connected with the seizure, holding or rolease of the ANCITs,
why, Gorbe wanted to know, wea Melms being brought into this 'solution to
the puzsle.= Gorba rottereted that "Betri ought to have more control over
the members of his parlimant" than to allow them to confuse an already
diffiult Problem. Dick told him the latter had nothing to do with what
we ore about, but Garba did not sem convinced that this wasn't some sort
of effort to emborass [ran.
Given this very unsophisticated view of things on their part and the dis-
trust that the Iranians obviously feel, we believe that if we stop the
current effort at this point end do not at least proceed with a "test" of
the current relationship we:

run the risk of never betnO able to establish a "foothold" for the
longer term goals in that the people we are dealing with will be
totally discredited at hoe ; end
incur the greater likelihood of reprisals against us for .Ieadino
them on." These ropriSals could tae the form of additional hostage
seisures, oneution of soeall of these now hold, or both.

ilteo the threat to carry out sanctions against us has not, to my knowledge.
ever arisen (it certainly tas not since Kimche/Copp/North have been
directly engaged -- and Hichael never mentioned it), it is interesting to note
that when Cop 4&estiomed the bone fides of 6orba and his cohorts as capable
of delivertng on their and of the arrangement, Gorba carefully noted that
since these discussions began w/ Michel S Schwimmer, there has not been a
single Islamic Jihad bomb throat, hijacking op kidnaping -- and that there
would be none it this Orhed. O.K., Coop and I regard this to be at least
one sign of confidence that this activity may yet prosper. Tha-e re soe*
lesser Indications o4 confidence in recant days:
-i in response to Copp's demand.:or funds to be deposited in advance to

defray operational costs, nid what the Iranians were told were "purchases"
Oh theorms market" a total of 41PI has been deposited;

-- the 1L HMs delivered last week have been repackabed and are ready foe
return to origin en the neat available flight;
the Parties In Europe continue to stress that their reeareoments are
long-ter m and that they ore anxious to got on with a longer range program

%
+
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1Omac1te ¢ h 'dare iNCt is Crat1C'ellv nooed IbI 0461 &moo tlm 1tJ
regard 6.-be at one point noted that at times thay hve as fqy so So
Oeoretioadl ttnks and loe than a dene, flyableo aircraft . N

Vth all of the.above as a lengthy preamble describing two nearly
frantle wees / the Isrelas & Iraniens, the following proposal has evolved
which the Iraniiae todey said they wd like to dissuss an detail
on Sturdy:
- ho total ak"eP from the Israelis wd Conalst of SS I ~AIa W/ PIP

A (Ogcdict IoPeovo4nt 06Ckop) end 3M basic TOWs.
o D " eliveries ud commence on er awt it Oecebon- as follows:

".hr I- ?0W"/306 ow s a I MCI T
It14.iw 1 77 (same A/C) w/)W TOW* 81 ACIT
0ot1l--s: 1 747 w/SO AMX$ 40 TMe a 2 AICITs
- ,reZI : 1 707 w/3 TOWS I AmCtT
M.24hrs: 1 747 w/ZMO TOWS * French Hostae 3 b.

'' All involved on aur side recognite that this does not moot one of the
• basic criteria established at the opening of this venture: a single

itransclion which wd be preceded by a release of the hestees. However.
r given the pointsle above regordang the mutual distrust in the dialogue, we

all believe it is about the only way we can get the overall process moving.
Measures have been takin to reduce the chance for jdulictty on the part of
the Iranians end to preserve a maeaure of OPS[C an carrying et the
transaclton. In the case of a double cross, one of the Irenia ULL
be in the hands of assets we control throughout. Oio of t e
has already suffered a serious (though apparently net fetal) aF IC
after last week's ~ transaction failed to PreocJe results. The first
two deliveries, via 707 freighters ore relatively small end if they do not
prodco the desired outcome$, all else $tol. All 6 ore now under our
control.

oSIC concerns ore threefold: communications, delivered enratue
to Iran end reolenishment of the Israeli stocks. To solve the first
problem an Pe Code as now an use by all portaes. This code is similar
tO the one used to oversee deliveries to the NicarWaen Resistance nd
has never been compromised. The delivery/flight planning security problem
has been solved by a much mee deliberate seleeteen of aircraft and aircrews
as well as a aeries of transient airfields which can be used enroute to the
field controlled by the Iranian Army at Tobriv. Avr. arrangements
have also been ^ae to ensure that the overflg ht of as not
chWlqed. All A/C will be Inspected by eno of the Pimiins at a
transient location betwon Tel Aviv and Tabria. Slefore the A/C actually
croess** ite Iranian airspaces the aworiale release(s) est occur.
The last OPSC eoern that of replenishing Israeli stocks, Is probyv .

. m.b n sa.The cuentity of TOks resiested represents
ren ed I are working W/ the Israeli owrchlq

Ieenure that the replenishment can.be eccolmp
.ifjg...jsa~ias possible. All rocogniae that ejautitiesm egrad e Israel . readiness &n that the items aTiniiiito

I i i ly In order to preclude disaffection and loeks. Moron has
solved at least one of the probleae in this record by identifying a means of
transferring the respired cash to an lF account which will allow cash (rather
then FS credit) purches.. from the U.S.

In erd to out this plan into action, liuche, Cops, Schimmor end bode
Olan to moot in London on Saturday morning to review all arraeemeents. If
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we are satisfied that oili ew Inseter.ne, sarurft, •ircrews, 4tr tt
*ca14ltieo, overflight •rre#gWuSnt4 and military 0MIl4t .
CoP Od icths will Rost at onothsi hotol with b 0,'14T e - or oaiII
the *Ion. O udo will themregenvone later S the venig Ii i eouhotel t 0

review a"y lost nimuto sh e e . I , theecall yOU (using the Of cdels
tew"t the We. upon arrange e forapnts . ov alo ,n, a t.o N 9911
coner, IIncwh & Coop viiI eot Oalan o/ the IraniansonS sunday o.q.
to mneresO we eer0nt with t e plan. Ca n &oode wd return to the
U.S. lundey P.M. on wotete fli0te. On the 111h, theu lor0e
,, is to e obexecuted,_ I otiblih aCP in ot the" controlled arlfo ed whore he can man&I l

St a e t I AIn nt wa I The scon y fie'
11 be eeveod by Cop wcon r o n-

re 1ot-w- MiO Oa rigin, destination or contents of the
A/C but iho cane flu things, in a lhuPy no 0s wong. 0"
of cup other people will be ia contest allsroughot.

0to heIs s ill be fiestnto Larnm on
our Navy W1-63 where they vwilb i cke-o a a9 ad i Jf Iown 1o
Viesbaden for debriefing.. IwO later Oakley wil peroeed feo Andrews IAF
to oiesbaded with family momberes-- thus alilekung vs 24 uninterrupted hours
for debriefing. The debrief team will be etaged t Viosbdfn 12 h rs in
advane, Just as we did Iwo weeks ago without notoriety. Otoey is the only

vtitting of this entire plan. Coop it not broefed on
though he suspocte. The Israelis we in the same

y and I have been through the whole concept twIS* looking
for holes " cafind little that can be done to trove it given the
*trust fect r' with the Iranians. In that all part VI ,Iv ,
_gst interest in leonina th~is asaist asesal

ae belive it to b
wa' h the risk. I have notcoided in Oowey re (he longer toen goals
we cold/should hope to achieve. Thus, the only parties fully ouare of
all dimensione f 0what we are about are yea and ACM.

I heve given careful consideration to what yu suggeeted e eon NCR moting
with the Iranians in an effort to obtain release of the hostages before
starting on an effort to undo the present region e in Tehron. Like yo and
Bud. I find the idea of bartering aver the lives of these poor son repugnant.
Nonetheless, I believe that we wre, at this point, barring unforseen develop-
ments in London or Tel Aviv, too fr long with the Iranians to risk turning
bock now. If e do not aI least ake one woe try at this point, we
stand a good chance of condnman some or al to death and a renewed
wove of Islamic Jihd terrorism. While the risks of proceeding re
significant, the risks *4 not trying o Iast time are even greater.

I"O OF NOTI

L2 C31 v.
From: NSOLN -- CPUA 0 M a time 012/64/n5 O4:62:5S
To: NJIP -- CPUA

@to fely tO Int@ Of /3l/lS 13:26

NOTE FrO M: OLIVER"N OTH
lubJsott PRIVATE L M CHECK
ub*etz Current Status of Opatilon Pluoevy: following Sary

. ., "*.If
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The meetings th6 weekend with the Israelis a"id GArbsnifahr vera
inconclusve. Gorbestnshr refused to return to Geneva va& our
message that no fther deliveries ould be ufldertaken until all,
the hostages were released. Goban"tahr sW the sraelis both
believe that If ts am essae to the Iranian
Prime Nnister or -Who provide tud for Lmsg
delivered) -0 one • t  es wou d be executed.

oranAieJh noted that ane asbaic waders had been saned
to Temaa oF riday and that. given tbe press"Ia inside Lebanon,
all Is would take for the hostages to be killed WOOIA be for
?ehran to stop Saying 6O.0

Nuch of what we decide to do is the days ahead dependspon
whether of not we cAn trust G461b"iahr. The ZereeIs believe
hiJ to be genuIne. GogbaIfahlgS earlier gne pUS 4eliverod
fleverend Weil. so has pro dsd tft We °diLA Seething" so
that be ca retain credibility with th reimL Lin Vern. as
even sugested that the weapons dolivere be usel edy to ahe
Army or Air Votse tot We Nevolut Inary Auards) and that they b
-tecMcally disabled. ge urged tha, it i oved RANIs wVee
not feasible, to at least keep the door openl 3y Sam kind of
delivery between no d the end of th wee. so said we mst
roeoquise that if IfOs ar. provided that they Will pnoaby go to
the ovolutoSary Gua8ds.

The Ieraeli$ have willingly consented to kiekibc rzanjU men
llows 6r4el1 mooearoi over GorbanIahr sn6a

r" believes strongly in uing sy moan g. tr tehree W oveoenmats over a four yea period
hav bo coasisteat i this them.
Whether we tmut @oebsLfchr or nt, he is Lrrelutably the
deepest penetiratue we hae yet achLed-nt. eureat Irsnian
GVwemat. "aer is nSOhinAg i
se-edicft vt be ha told us or tWe Creeeis Over the past
seve" mihe, Nus of or ability to influence the course of
ee" in eebieving a mto moderate Iranian Govrment depends or
%M vaLIdity * what orbanIfshr ae told us ao And is
credibility a one Vbo WO delvedr oR what the Itranan need.
While It io possible tha or9bsadif. La doubling us or simply
~i " I is we %@oet we have relatively little to lose is

bmetiag kLe P e e i.e.. te elis Stan delivering TOW
ad no hoetage ae recovered. as te other hand, a Supply
operation onv mA verry wel trigger results he elaim .

• d
l.u.=... -"..,'... ,.:t

/ ,. r. 34 ::c., , ',,' 'u:'
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The curIent situation is one in which information is AccNWJete,
the motivation of the varLou5 participants ucertajn and our
operation cntrol tenuous Jn that We have had to deal
exclusLvely through the Zaraeli$. The near torm risk to the
hostages has undoubtedly been increased by IrIAinS expectationss*
arising from earlier decisions to proceed with deliver and bthe LCSA nesureaasnt a b lla n Wbazoe

Our qreateet liability throughout has been lack of operational
control over transactions with Gorbanifahr. The Israeli contact,
Schwimmer, has arranged deliveries of itme which werem no
requested by Gorbanifahr for the Iranian mIltary. further, the
terms which he negotiated are disadvantaqeou l to the XD? and wr
ability to replenish the Israelis. It yes apparent, darin the
aeetinq with Mc'arlane, that Gorbanifahr preferred to deliver
only items useful to the Iranian military -- not those 3evolutionaz
Guard. Despite admonishments to the contrary, Schvwiner had"
already arranged for the 3,30 TOWs ae part of the next steps.

Schwiner's arrangements would have exchanqed the 3,300 TOWs for
three hostages at a price which would not allow the IOF to recoup
expenses, t hus complicating our ability to replenish 1OF stores.
in short. mt of the problems with this endeavor have arisen
because we have bees usable to exercise operational control over
arrangements or their expected outcome. for example, at the
meeting with Mcfarlanwe learned for the first tim that the
Iranians want desperately to return the 18 basicAUW- Aissiles
which are still ia Tebran. All agree that we should only do so
it the inbound aircraft has something aboard which the Iranians
want. At the ed of the meeting it was agreed that we would ;9st
backO to Gorbani f Ah4kly as to our neL-stepe. le departed
for Geneva to brieto the effect that
• teehwieal diffLnl*tieic' WG ic before further
deliveries Gas be scheduled.

The question which now muat be asked is should we take a
relatively mall risk b allowing (encouraging) a small
IsraeL-originated delivery of TWs and hope for the best or
should we do nothing? If nab a delivery were to take place, we
would have to plan to replenish the Israeli stocks on a routine'
basis to avoid drawing attention.

~.0

- -- - - -. . . . . . . ..- - - - . . . ..
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It Ve are %P prevent the death or more e! the hostages In the
near tutuSO we appear to have taus options available:

* AmpOt Gorbanifahr/Schwimer's game plan:

Stretch, and replenishment to Israel over several onths
making it routine.

1,100 TO8 are maximum risk materielly. Cost and cover
can be maintained by selling from stock to Israel over
time.

goo If hostages are recovered disclosure 4oesn1t hurt much.

* Allow the Israeli$ to deliver 400S00 Two while picking up
1 WAG In effort to show good faith to both factins La
Irani

This Could Cause Iran to deliver a hostage as Alg of
Cooperation. It will also serve to boost Gorbauifahr's
reputation.

• - Israel could do this unilaterally and ee routine
replacement.

-0 Thia tiis U.S. more .breathing tine naeybel).

* Do nothing$

-- very danger sLace J. has. in fact, Orsged earlier
B on to play along with GoranLhafts8

'pzh---lV I M-now in mid-Stream could igniteIreaia gire -- hostages would be our minimum losses.

Tbere is a fih option which hae not yet been dieussed. We
Couls4e with an appropriate covert action finding" coeence
deliveries ourseIves, using record as our conduit to control
Gorbanifahr and delLvery operations. This proposal has
coaiderable mrit in that we will reduce our vulnerabilities in
the Replenisment o Israeli stocks and can provide item like
the Irovd WS (PIP 121 which the Iranian Air Fore wants and
the Isre4li do met have. Filly , 8Esord can arrange for third
ematry matesales to oonduet a myof ground and air military
requirements Which is what Qocbanifahr has been attempting to
obtai from the Israeli@ for nearly three moath.

• . ... m e~ eC

75-935 0 - 88 - 16
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j1faM3, several Sonths me, 06 o1 %1h agents na9sod in
Ln Saoriel to Uwi 014MBL~O~ ~ 1_: n te p14fioi

W t noks in ashouse. zoou"Ires
indicated that th military n r yes ef 0 a88eL origin betni
shipped by e private gplr for "Ieto iSA. when yeapproach" a h-oo VI.4 IoIL office vi t thi S , we
yore advioed that the 001 we sot "tehaieallyYO " tv"o% the
0.1. ban *a shipsente to lrna i that we von
Undertaken by a amqgvsriaa "At t

deivr m$to Iran# re-t Lwoto to -
Zn discussing the setter vith th Iscaelis, they ladled that
their objectives in 6pOsLLig this setivrty Were threfold0.

- Use thie a@ Sole to bild the erod4billy of sNderate
eleeants La tw transA amy La bopes that tMy mid beCam
sgtfioenatly perful to oes lis a more MrSeehle
10oCrMAt a UWSOra

Delitv soulfiflet military Mmiel to "Sir Shat the
lilt arIy does n" eella"ee Wader the pressue of an
Lae~eesiagy olflve Sraqi at itary effort

ia Oaly Sep ro is Sed that we Ue take &Ses to temioats
the &me sales, t1e La rolis proposed that thispresse be used
as leverqe to Reie th " eia esiw ses *" heL me%&e La
Loba"*, ItA am Gssed to sont te V"ldity of thig Pr "Ia
w - dop Iw I~ t88 Znrssl MIS* uaktoed4AL"rte
deoiveredo5 US missile to taris SA prierwe o e4001140
thme we emi tted to th Israelis thatwe Wmld ll
Usesees"" f aoe the iety hA gold sad delivered to
Is". 1ze dys h several &. LS Woe was released.

~u~w V~tiRE
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current $ 6 ae, The Iranians have significant interest In
contiuU. process. They are under extraordinary miltry
pressure rM Iraq and are, by their own adnssion, subject to
reqular OYrffliqts of Iranian territory by Soviet aircraft.
They euIMrQAly have no capability to deal with hi affront aW
find themselves &n.an increasingly desperate situation vis-a.vzs
Iraq. They have urged the Israelis, w&th whom they are in
contact, to contAnue the process which resulted in the release of
Senjaman eir.

Our continuing efforts to achieve release of the hostages through
diplomatic and o t mans have proven fruit)4se There are
numerous indications Includinq reports m tr e cl
representative of the Archbishop of Canter:ut, ar Waite, that
time is running ont for the hostages. We Ar relatively
confident of informeti f f __ -

The Itanians, who ho ve' " e t ia --c~iantof he avebedncmV~ vit"h tesile, are
CoqnLsant Of th* pressure being placed on their 8lsballah
surrogates in Lebanon and that it is entirely likely ut the
onlyleverave they will have over us (the hostages) may no longer
be available in the neae future. These zranianse the same that
arranged the release of Wer, have now proposed that in exchange
for an iindLate delivery of 3,300 TOW M8ssiles and 50 Improved

Wl Surface-to-AMI 61.s1le from Israel, they will guarantee.

-0 The release of the five Aaericans and one of the French
hostages still being held.

0- No further acts Shia fundamentalist terrorism (hijackinsqe
bombings, kidnappings) directed against U.S. property orperoeael.

There is coneiderable reason not to accept this proposal. It is
contrary to or stated policy of not making concessions to
terrorists or those who arnsor them. It is also possible that
such an arrangement io a double-Grosse in that the Iranians can
not or will not release the captives as agreed. Such an
arrangement, bartering for the lives of innocent human beings, is
repugnat. Finally, the quatities which the Iranians wish to
purchase will significantly degrade Israeli stockpiles and
require very prompt replenishment.

ON ~ 0 i

-Sill Buckla"s 4

-7 7"I
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C.,1, _atoristsl Nwitht atdinq the undesirable nature of such .
ZJZ&IiIG' e It anet, be noted that the first two :rael,
objectives are congruent vith out own Ltereetst

A moe moerate Iranian government is essential to stability
in-the Persian Gulf and Mudzest.
Such a change of government to Iran I nest likely to coneabu as a consequences of a rrdiblie military establishment
which to able to withstand the Iraqi onslaught and deter
Soviet advonturismtMinimdation. h Iranian &rmy Inot theRevolutionary Guardes must be capable 09 at leaststalemating the war.
Shia fundamentalLst terrorism ts a serious threat to theUnited States which has long-tem adverse consequMeces for
our Interests and we Must ekeavor to sap its sprea.

40 Th n return of the Amrica hostages Will Lre a maerdomestic an -International' liabiiUty -- iN ad4itio to its
obvious humanitarian aspect.

Th first three of these goal Is may veill be achievable A- thefourth accrued as a subsidlas benefit -- by coinCin thepress of allowing the lraelI sales as proposed by the Iranianagents in turope. It s unlikely, however, that e ca proceedfurher toward the first three -- and not at all em the hostagerelease unless we allow the process of delivery to begin.
DCiscssions toward this end have been proceediqg amang theIsraelis, Iranian@ and a U.S. businessman acting privately onbehalf of the USG for nearly three weeks. There are severalindications of congLdence that an arrangent can be consumatedIn the next 10 days w"ch Voul result in the release of thehostages and coimareient ot a process leading toward the firstthree objectives above. The military situation in the Iran/Iraqvar and the i reiasin pressnre on the Iisballah in Lebanon both
point toward Lmdiate action. There Ls also, as the IranianintermdLariee pointedly noted last week, a complete absence of

! Shia fun-dmlAN!ta i4t hiJakin.a sa ssinations, hostage
iilsures, or beimlgs, since this diialogue began, in Septemer.While there ae" sot been expressed or il trats by theIraniaW in thes discussions the srael nd U.S. privatealtisen participants believe that if the current effort is not atleast trled, we ru the risk ot abandonig both the longer tersegols and the likelihood of rELs a nt uosfor endingthea on.0 These repci als vo prosa iy take the forn of
addtional batage isures, execution of tow/all those now
held, or both.

Oft - -- '
.1 M vv. 0.1

.~~~~~~ -r . . .. ., J " .-.
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Nex Sael : The ranianso, tje Israelis. and our u.s. bug Lnese 42Planj to e in. London on Saturday, December * to disc@~gvej
or not to ProceOd with th4 Isl of the TONS and EAsls. n ,s141
Israeio g vOrment has nfOarmtlly told US that if they Cn be
.12ead Of Propt" Zosupplye they vill sell te quantities
roquste4d froM their preposAtioned war reserve. 3,300 Tows
ropreent! approximately haltf their available supplies. -

The 0j5. bIsLnesnan has arranged for the charter of two
non-U.S. reqLstored aircraft for use in the deliveries. yh
tota delivery would be conducted in 5 flights from ?at AVIV to

j zAra via iAterm airfields in EUrope prior
Bach delivery is to result In the release "F " LF" 44

ombe rf hostages. Arrnqementas for the Interim airfields,
overflight rights, and flight piano have been made, s4me with the
help of the CIA. A cannuications code to preserve operational
secity is available for use by all prties. All aircraft would
be inspected by an Iranan at one of the transient locations
betveea ?el Aviv aAd abri. The entire evolution is desigAed to
be completed In a 34 hour period. It can be Stopped at ay Point
It the Iranians fall to deliver.

The greatest operational security concern is that of repleniaing
Israeli stocks. The Israelis have identified a mas of trans-
ferring the Iranian provided funds to an Israeli Defense Form
(D) account , which will be-used for purchasing item not
necessarily covered by 1HS. Tey will have to purchase the
replenishment items from the U.S. in FNS transaction frm V.I.
stocks. both the so*r of weapons and the ase of the cash
transfer could draw attention. If a single transaction is more
than$14.9 Me we would normally have to notify Congress. The
Israelis are prepared to justify thoe large quantity and Urgency
basod on dage caused to tMe equipment in storage.

If this process achieves the release of the hostages and proves
the credibility of the Iranian contacts In Zurope, Bud KWarlane
would then ae in to sMervise achieving the longer range goals.
AddiLona MeetiLng witA the Iranians would be arranged to
furtle oe ob4jeeives without requiring such large scale sales/
delAveies by the Israelis.

A=roval is n- required for us to take the next steps on
Sturdy. After carefully considering the liabilities inherent
in this plan, it would appear that we ant Sake one last try or
we will risk coad enK s40me or all of thi hostages to death and
undergoLn a renewed wave of IsLie Jihad terrorism. While the
risks of procoedLg are significat, the risks of not trying are
even greater.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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FROM JOHN M. ponOxTr

SU JTCTt Covert Action Finding regarding Iran

This.veek, Prime Minister Pores of Israel seCretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrorism vI$J.nstructions to propose a plan
by which Israel, with listed assistance fm the U.. Can act
to bring about a note moderate overnment in Iran. The Israeli*
are very concerned that ran' deteriorating position in the var
With Iraq, the potential for further radical izattia in Iran, and
the possibility oa enhanced Soviet influence in the Gulf all* pose
significant threats to the security o srael. They believe it
is essential that they act to at leest preserve a balance of
power in the region.

The 'araeli pi" is premised, on the assuptio. that moderate
e.Lements in ra ,can come to power if these factions demonstrate
their"credibil'ity in defending Irain agaist. Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the satzte goa -of a moe
moderate tranian government the Zre are prepard to'
unilaterally conmence selling military =ateriel to Western-
oriented Iranian nations. It is their belief. that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore unobtaiable penetration of the
Iranian qoverning heizarchy. 'The Israel'i are convinced that the
IranAans are so desperate fqr Alitary ateriel, expertise and
intelligence that th provision of these resources will result in
favorable long-term.changes LA personnel and attitudes within the
trmian gore ."nen.f zthet, once the exchange relationship has
caenced a deee wuld be established on, those who are

providingn the reqiit resources. thus allow"n the providers)
t6- coervively til'Aenoe ner-toerm event. .Such an outcome is
constatent wioh o policy objectives an ,would present
significat advantages tor U.S. national interests.

AsadescrLd by the Prime nster's eissiry, the only
requirement the Israels have is an*sp9urane that they vill be
allowed.-to 94rchaso 'U.S. replensamwe"fID t1estocks tht they
sell to ran. A Preideti-il Cbert* Acti6a FindLAg is required
in order for u to a oW the-Xreiu transfer to proceed, for
our subsequent replenizsht sales to Israel, or for other
assistance vhich may be deemed appropriate e.g., intelligence)

u,,' r p ,?..., .... '2.. I. .:

ACTION
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the COVe hottom Vndiay attach"dat Tab A provides thi nattitu
fog t0 tueaatio@SindiCated aboe to praoedoIthsji "
is sLVNa we would mo itorfere vsnet rte 'U ts 5VL Ml y
camgance" SLes ad deliveries of T" Missiles 4urtn Jaairy,
1914. The PLadtq ali. authorises .S. "Laes of basic ow, to
srael wha they submit purchase orders tor replenshiny their

ownstocks. theI ranians have indicated an LOdLate requise:n
for 4*000 baste tOw veapoS for use Ai the launchers they already
hold. We 1woud be expe to replace the Israeli stocks Ln less
than 30 days. 4,000 tissiles represent 1/3 of aLL availaie tw
La-tsrael.

The ZrflisLG are sensitive to a ston, U.S. desire to free our
searut ho te -ad have Lsisted that the Erastans demonstrate
both Lag u. and good Latest by an early release o the fie
Aricaas. th sidos have greed that the ostes will, be -
smwdLately released upon c menomat of this aetite. Prim

M aste r ereeo hld hb" em lsar pointedly mote that they wel,
understand o p itiosa not Owa iq cowsOsoso to terrorists.
They also poLt st however, that terrorist grous no e oats.
a"dorganzations are sipaificantLy e or to Influence thro1
govemosts tha they are by directApproa. In that we ve
b sO Un oexe to rseaO S uaston overstsublelh daring the
oowrse of nearly twoYearso a k aam #this approach through
the goeret of It" INy Well be our - wyto eLieve thereleae oa hea t , h eld Ls*6earn. W z net agn" be noted
that sm this dialoue with the irmans beg"a i LSeptw.,
wveread NWMea bese re based ad there have bosorn Sha

terrorist attessagaiset AmricasI o sraeli persnas, propery,,
ortaterests.-
The see L s have asked tS our urgest respase to this proposal
so that they am rla emeedigy. They ot that conditions
inside bef h i id Leb msar higely violatilemd that the
current ,crisis in t Middle ast provides a rationale for a
siu fi€antZeOrOL aae of tOws "Ad expedited deLIvery os
Gie p oast Zba i ae sast that this entire operation
will be tms to "M 11= sasabeades theitrgoal.og mderattng

th I I wma w-alumw farther ant& of tonrorim. In Ord"r to
poIde en as S wto Prim initer Peres, the tiding mat TabA

za be 4146680Aseedwith SecetaiesShetsadNWtaberer
Dires~ Came4 sd t GeneralMee. It, based on theiri"Fsput.yodeide t" p----- * the tidig shold be Signed.
Decaose of tb e strem seassitivity of tis pro ent, It is

rornnddtats I r"e ou ostittioInaperogatiLve to
withheld 91tifiOsie 9 ef tea g tothe egeisl

oversII it emiteesit" i"su ktmht yo deem it -tobe
approrria:•11. .3
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That ym alq to met With Icrttes Shult and
ehl beVq r, LIVOtsCt aseY, &ad Attorny GeneraL

mees on this mtter as soon as possible.

Prepared byt
OLiver L. Not:th

Attachmeet
Tab A * -Covert Action Vln~aq
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elGU;-tonEit to ooion at 1326

"cetal I Ge

TweeC.

- hereby find that the following operation in a foreign
country (including all sMpport necessary to such operation) is
important to the national security of the United States, and due
to its entrees sensitivity and security risks, I determine it Ls
essential to limit prior notice, a direct theDrector of
Central ntellAgence toreftrain rom reporting this rivla to
the Congres as provided in Section 501of the National sec=ity
Act of 47. as amended? until I otherwise, direct.

Iran Assist selected friendly foreign liaison services and
third countries, which have established relationships
with ranian elements, groups, and itlividuelo
sympathetic to U.S. Government interests and v hl do
not conduct or support tenrist actions directed
against U.S. persons, prgoety or interests, for thq
purpose oft 1l) estabLso bug a more moderate govern-
mat in Iran, (2) obtaining from them significant
intelAgemc nt otherwise obtainable, to determine the
current Iranian Goverame's intentions with respect to
its neighbors and with respect to terrorist acts, and
(3) furthering the celease of the American hostages
held iA LSeLut a preven"tig additional terrorist ats
by these groups. Provide funds, intelligence, ,counter-
intelLgeme training, guidance and cammunications and
other necessary assistance to these elements groups,
individuals, iaison services and third couties in
support of these activities.

The M will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
a third countries to establish contact with moderate

elements with and outside the Government of ran by
providing these elements with arms, equipment and
relaed Mteriel in order to enhance the creibility of
these elemts-L a theoi effort to achieve a more
psr-V.,. government in Iran by deamonstratinetheir
abilty to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
union. This supprt will be disommtinued if the U.S.
Govezomeat learn* that these elements have abandoned
their goSa of0 oderating theL goerIS t and
X 74bted the materiel for purposes othe than that

;M~ythis fndrg

The White louse T 118
1 Wu-6ahmgtos. D..

Date 4 January 3366

r: ,' . " g " '. '.*-
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EXHIBIT JMP-24A

A~ft -~s~ .9 Section 462 Of

' 23723
L

-:7

2 hereby find that the following operation in a foreign
counry incldU4all support necessaryLtosuch operation i Le

to it Xtz4O sensitivity and seeuritt risks#.2 dtermn~eif-sessental to limit prior nottie, and 4 dDt Oirector of
central Intelligence to refrain freserorI"gthis Pinsding tothe Congressi as provided tn Section 502 of the Wati ona ecrty& o 147. asamended. until I o he r t

liras Assist selected (friendly OCforeIg laisonRviceSAM Mthird countries W thich established relationshipwith Iranian elnto, group, #and Lndiviuas
sympatht ie to U.S. Goernment Latereste amwhich donot conduct or support terrorist aWtLonS directedagainst 0,6. persons, p operty or interests, for the
purpose, oft (1) estlb ine more moderategovers-
meat is Iran, (2) obtsnin ome them signficant
intelligence not otherwise obtaLnble, to deterLe the
current Iranian Government's Intention& with respect to
its neighbors and vith respect to terrorist oas, an4
(31 ftrtherin the release of the Americanu hostges
hold ia Beirut and preventing additional terrorist acts
by these groups..Provide dunds, Latelligeneo counter-
intelligeno, training, guidance and cmunicatione ad
other neessary assistane to these elements, groups.
indLvidualse, 1iison.services and third countr issin
sueor of thee acivities.
The Ug will at to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third Countries to establish contact vith moderate
elements Withinand outside the Goverwent of Iran by~ovIdLae these elmnts with =e equ#lmeat amKjXHFIT lated &sat* in order to enhance the credibility Of
eae elame t in their effort to achLeve a moreufJ . . government L ran by demonstrating their

ty to obtain requisite resources to defend their
osUaty agst Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Us le. 0is suppon will be discontinued if the U.C.
overmen leam that these elements have aandonedtheir goals of moderating tbeir government and

appropriated the materiel for Purposes other than that
praid"dhy this Vai Sg

noe WtLt ouse ~ O~TGU 616
0ats j 6 anuary 19l66"TP.' . . .. .

Var:g.., .. -IU.
.1032
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- Reply to sets of

EHxBrT JMP-25

id "l lI **A* ."
o.,/,.1/8 .13:16 S1FIEO .

NOTE TUwfI OLIVliemm ""I..
subject: RIVAIt SIv M CmI"A yr diro"s.401 Me v/ Csey lass slt a ter V'bgt speech a. Ft.10ar.
Ceasy shoe 1r6d to cfest.c Cap bIs he bed already departed. Csey, U
called urgieR that you coevee. 4 .tS v/ be Ad Cop ASAP so Adt wV ca
*we ex. Caey'f view is that Cop will soosL*au to crease roadblocks

8732

P h r u *l D ec n ed~r ! A el ma d O n ( & L 2 1
under pWvti:oVs o F.O. 12356

by 8. Roger, i:tvil ScuritLouncil
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To% - HSJ15 - v

1RopIto o mte of 0OVUMOSt3 :6

MM esn1cu m C
Subje"u:P3VN I 1Mg Cuca
COSSaASNaio r14 8 41isto t hSo Vewha I 4o4e to his 40 :Ns) ...
Cosey believes that Cap will cestlAve to sUsageo1 roedloka ril he to
told by y" thtC the Prosidet vste this to sove MW asd has Cap will
hve e sake it vork Cusy pLokas ot Sot iVey - sme hreiAgh
shree ditffereats6e1hdoleglea 1* I o6e0ffot 93 asFY CAP s scaOem
"A that so emster whs ve do thore is alwy s aow objeasies. La tat
eo Casey Is eearsed our earlier sebod of avt CoL" deal d1r1sl with
ste 0.0 0 0 p4rb 1s 4 spas yea fLeo. Re did so% see sy part1 ulor pr".
Im e ai" Cing W so5 qes at for the CIAi s this edoavor ubee b e L sansers
that COp Will ft ss sOw objeCtio8 AsIsAO he La s'ld t9 proceed. Celia
Pwellw. 04at seeost so o duria Cap's spaewh asked t1e Iellevu4 quia alooe
(oy aaW8rs are Ladiaused)
Q. 0o" Copp deal w/ Iroaasa or Isrelis?
A. Vith sle Israeli*.

Q.Whatt es reck I tis wTiiii fopa or the bastelOs? TM
A. They (shrv Copp) hve 1usd to pay fair Market Valo (TIN should

be abov S4900-540 s o. dpedLas so e) sd so .sye se eos ef
traoapottas is. They do ste" hv ea so pep- tor I 7 (about
$9S5O soa seTMV I ((eot M 115000 so.). We have freq eosty sold
she Israelis vepelsteriel at "NV vice the replaces ost to the
U.S. $ise we ive ever 1009 of the basi TOW La r iavessory aid
caesO eve use is L sraLsaia due so le atag, we oshoglek at this as
a4 opportuatsy to tollets a weopee which w are's aSL s(all are is
PW Ra cordaq Ito Ke) ) q vill evsqt4ly have to.eUpo of beaue
we coast sell thou of oewise. (io told thC U"hes aft ,tkea fp.
has airem * Se s Otht all sonrai I troNse sa tt vWill b4 hle4
as a prod"or sale a ordersto heep 0o0 taodreustt tes prodtio
L04s by seULa; eoft oldsteeod).

The ees reoes pro*e"&$ (tpp a ees for the CIA .d sores to the
Israeli$ who ties deliver wewep to the Irslas) o osly work if
we css got she relia o oeM up astheir price. L m
1mals to mass"1te 1" Isis La Uoi14 lew, f o sui a
stilldo Sea IowO nha we ae afa cetht the liniltT e d
Iper 1 W. b has however lets a seosae teas we aw havA a o/

,ML,,J14441810

*|__ __
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EXHIBIT JMP-26

Frm t lI"SOU *.€Ch A Dab4 1 41 01/ IS/O*
**~ %~*--CPUI

see ep1 tea'e 1 ui~ie I~i. N28;
Ii'Ki-

mm o o wSabJea piIMh fl -

I heI Is UUM . t .IN told bLem a MSt bad bee lanej fre
4044 to UxIam", ae. Nit elieee lltha b$e oeee Ladewd a "3 leat

MAON0 pe Tw vathllo O 0 lalbAI 14lv lied U Sah.amef WAl tkAt
shmiimm primbly lied to Vic b Iw me there Was available. Nit is

M y"- bu t r tha-ift Is nesiIf
undirW.*4 ro1oa f
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To: ,, I - I, In

p lly to nte of 04/3/S 1 3- .-2 "

rai% oN '2T t 28736
8vbjecS FIhVPTR SIAS COc
per "im o , cIallod NMB e adersOWadLs OS she urlgiael 504
Iwo sipped by lsrl t0 Ira. A I u understand it, there s4a U34
omiise o s SILL. over sme. rplaseeas to the I.raelie for h9t they

eeS or Vetr. We 00o aIordi g to AM have a 4 itoat t oike this
S&i. V. 414 NOT have y7 armeSa ai prices ow stinate date.a thouh
is " *$Ltoed by both side" that the traaaat'os3W be coeosI36d

as FutrrhecesProblem / she purchase of the 504:
The aelils received adequate to purchase ealy the basis
T?. Whether this s became SchwLiner Lews sd the rests whether
%here was a hishebech to -seiher Nits ter I know.

rba S 114 ee shat he hkiiITITW -a# ea for these weapasW
pocketed 1500 for eah ee delivered.

Ste she hraeli preshasiq eilesLa RTC. ollwswg ,their smral
pedWroe"d miae taquirtee v she Ary materiel Cemiad (AMC) o nthe vil-
ebility e-i price of bt TS, the AMO ed iatly began to question
why she 1 w soted to covetsto the beis mael whi h wasso enger Is
prduti m ad the 1 has already begun persheaes of Ie I TW for t r
taveesory Irae. I metemtsh these as emu*QAde#rsdts iath the

tp sm so seueto w the preductisal be y sellLS she elder weeps L0
. r- t stoks mad tks selling an y steaks v be the aly sene avill1e
for sheUba1i TOW. At this potS, the purahasine office tere sated the
inquiry tate they believed that the prahe vd raise so many questoe
th s i leak sad eopliseso rather cattem wtah. by thee,4as ie the

. " , planning IS0 . h Isaeits have ad" m further effort so ruhase
he beas e TOs bu hav vbeen told iLnasusoelicited sa1l fro mNC tha
the basis model i have to be the sun prce as the I W so that the
ANC seerecover roplaceeet aes.

% . Nit atlavS to be a srbmheu abov t e S back iato oas hi people
SL to ship ve som k of af em of roplsishect whether or nt It

" susoda i sptsmn thebehtaooaut. Ie is 7tag to let bac to maat
0300 Wto? re eeu elt of hOting w/ the P.M. Passed yr 84l verbatm

* to Lacd; 1410nolaughed and mted
that the lbr mid ha ee grser Loseso if the
hoams we hiledtethe tha releaeed, t wothere are ee on hve
486"ed Agait p"Oeede this se ay further stage i jop4rdises
Isresl v a pa o@&"of return.

A %his polm I bolim that we ould press"d aloe t he following It&".
Nit P directly toGorbs(e(s$Uiag4outleewlaeme 'nd' letS
$lOR for IMO bait M. s me (ses s00 IWO Mel %TIt sra-" stotha
to tram. ho poflltbea*i acthem released. JeG$tvo$ Sosrd whateve
theFWPC l 6"is I"So It, fre tc eto .(shoud be abou tS53.SO.

8 bd s id 5* Toss t Israel ma repleismes for tes first
"aboo (Wels). prmse"oo Old a p14o;vide st V/ amethird

of ats t m d Wisirom fro avm ai. IS it irtmt so " t tha
Iaor les diseesie with Nit 0 i e sleep eite) em is very cotesd

aucred104 ibi lity 4Ia* . e tmeted that before thel shied the first
o She bbd W t thybelieved so bea ironad prems49 to llow 'A so

buy repleasage ate OW tall a&Is" wthehere hae beeboomebeteclee. 98
ha owsided tat Pern of the pirsco."eto ased pelitiesltatshe ito 4
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Segigge4 aboutat leak tnide the cabinet gfoG uoo one whq .sdtletfe gte over
tke dre*4AM OfSF i%, I u f itWO VA4 ham il PlIhk (Ot f V e oul d. I
%olleve Wt Hat hLouelI is botk s eiustod eV AW lugK oDoer4y of
lstna his Job over this that he "y so tooter be funtional. 1 doso 2 737
believe st N i lying to us. I do believe he Is 'acerely oaerned
abt tM OING dd rMS s to do what he GM .eefor both tsrael and the US.
Ne has pCIMlY lroo dS every pr.osal we have "os to ate except
the IL ese|am sof apim 0oo Tos vet promlse of IpVienAshoent.ie wall
be bask to es..Wll advise.

0
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EXHIBIT JMP-28

THI WHITI HOUse
WA $"I d a Tait

January 17, IlM

MEMORANOUN FOR

FROB a

SUIUr3C?

TKE PRZSWIN T

JOHNN . POZNDTX)I (

Covert Action finding Regarding Iran

Prime Minister PWeas of Israel secretly dispatched his special
advisor on terrorism with Instructions to propose 4 plan by which
Israel, with limited assistance from the U.S., can create
conditions to help bring about a nore moderate government in
Iran. The Israelis are very concerned that Iran's deteriorating
position La the war with Iraq, the potential for further
radLealisation in Irene and the possibility of enhanced Soviet
influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the
security of Israel. They believe it is essential that they act
to at least preserve a balance of power in the region.

The Israeli plan is premised on the assumptiou that moderate
elements in Iran can con to power if these factions demonstrate"
their creibLiLty in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet Intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally comence selling military materiel to
Westernooriented Iranian factions. it is their belief that by so
doing they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of
the Iranian governing hierarchy. The Israelis are convinced that
the Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise
and intelligence that the provision of these resources will
result in favorable long-tarm changes In personnel and attitudes
within the Iranian government. further, once the exchange
relationship has comnaceds a dependency would be established on
those who are providing the requisite resources, thus allowing
the provLder(s) to coercively influence near-tern events. Such
an out tcm is consistent with our policy objectives and would
present significant advantages for U.S. national interests. As
described by the FMime InLiter's emissary, the only requirement
the Ir elis have is am assurance that they will be allowed to
purchase 0.8. replenishments for the stocks that they sel to
Iran. we have researched the legal problems of Israel's selling
U.S. manufactured aus to Iran. Because of the rquirement in
U.S. law for recipients of U.S. arm to notify the U.S.
government of tr nsers to third countries. I do not rooeamnd
that you agree with tM specific details of the Israeli plan.

vez, there is another possibility. same 8 tL aM o Attorney
- RECF ''FD

*TOPECRE
W 2W

C6y is ReCott

N 10046
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TOP SECRET .

General william French Smith determined that 4nder an appropriate
finding YOU Could authorize the CIA to sell aMs to countries
outside of the provisions of the Laws-and reporting requirements
for foreign mLiLtary sales. The objectives of the Israeli plan
could be met if the CIA, using an authorized agent as necessary.
purchased arms from the Department of Defense under the economy
Act and then transferred then to Iran directly 4fter receiving
appropriate payment from Iran.

The Covert Action rindLng attached at Tab A provides the latitude
for the transactions indicated above to proceed. The Iranians
have indicated an immediate requirement for 4,000 basic TOW
weapons for use in the launchers they already hold.

The Israeli's are also sensitive to a strong U.S. desire to free
our Beirut hostages and have insisted that the :ranians
demonstrate both influence and good intent by an early release. of
the five Americans. South sides have agreed that the hostages
will be immediately released upon comencement of this action.
Prime Minister Pares had his eissary pointedly note that they
well understand our position on not making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist groups,
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach.
in that ye have been unable to exercise any suasion ever
Risballah during the course of nearly two years of kidnapping,
this approach through the government of Iran may well be our n1
way to achieve the release of the Americans held in seirut. II
must again be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians
began in September. Reverend Weir has been released and there
have been no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli
persons, property, or interests.

Therefore it is proposed that Israel make the necessary
arrangements for the sale of 4000 TOW weapons to Iran.
Sufficient funds to cover the sale would be transferred to an
agent of the CIA. The CIA would then purchase the weapons from
the DeparMent of Defense and deliver the weapons to :ran through
the agent. If all of the hostages are not released after the
first shipment of 1000 weapons, further transfers would cease. -

On the other hand, since hostage release is in some respects a
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially
moderate forces in Iran, you may wish to redirect such transfers
to other groups within the government at a later time.

TOP SECRE
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The ZsraelLs have asked for our urgent Cespoane to this proposal
so that they can plan accordingLY, They note that conditzons
inside both Iran and Lebanon are highly volatile. The Israelis
are co/nisant that this entire Operation viii be teru~nated if
um Iranzans abandon their goal of moderating their government or
allow further acts of terrorism. YoU have discusSed-4he general
outlines of the Israeli plan with SecretarLes Shults and
Welnberger, Attorney General eese and Director Casey. The
Secretariee do not recoemend you proceed with this plain.
Attorney General Geese and Director Casey believe the short-term
ad lon term objectives of the plan warrant the policy risks
Involved ad recommend you approve the attached Finding. because
of the extreme sensitivity of this project, it is recomended
that you exercise your statutory prerogative to withhold
motification of the finding to the Congressional oversight
ccsmittees until such time that you deem it to be appropriate.

._ That you sign the attached Finding.

Prepared by,
Oliver L. North

Attac"mAt
Tab A * Covert Aetion Finding /60 g.

0~
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Two*t

I heobY Ln Lthat the 10 l1i9Anl OPOI'Ost, 1'a foriLgn
OMnltry 4t1Ad%419 all support An0esl t ouch " otei no i
ispOlan s t o lWational .i stVr ofy l UM statesP a41 due
t its oui i leaLitivity aMd l80101" T risksI determine j &I
essenial tGIiA t prior notice. # d 4 costhe i teoir of
Constal IZt411ile to rorall (rom rPOrILng this Findlin fo
tr~he con ra it provided e it.41n $01 of the 011ton41 SecuityAst1 of,'1941s As ul41ld* "ttUAI otheLI~~Irwi 41%

.%a18 ASII% selected friendly forces liaison sarvieso
third countries and third parises which he
osssiished relationships with Iranian elements,
coupe* and individual sympathetle to Us.8 government
hiessleand which do not conduct or uppOlrt terralist

acOions directed against U.S. perons, pronIy Or
Intdristsl, for the pUrpose ofi t I) establrshing a ore
modernS. Government In Iran, (31 obtaining from them
eignificant intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to
detalno th Current Iranian Governments intention$
with 'epect to its neighbors and vith respect to
terrorist acts, and (3) furthering the release of the
AmUerica hostages held in leirut and preventing
additional terrorist Sota by these 1roUpS. provide
funds, intelligence# counter Intell goe*# ,trainvng
guidance and communications and other necessary
assistant e t. thee elemnts, groups, Individuals,
lisis e services and third Countries in support of
the a41iviies. ...

ThOe h
washial
Date J

The M will ste failitate efforts by third parties
a tid coutries to establish contact witA ersto
clients vithi a&nd outside the Goverasent oftran by
provide % these elements with arms#.equirment and
related materiel In order to enhance th -credibility of
theseeleets in their effort to achieve a more
preU.S. government In Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq_ N intervention by the Soviet
Union. Tis support will be discontinued 1 othe .S.
Govramt learns tha these elents have aandoed
their "18ie odeating their government and
Appirorito4 the m Iiel for Purposes other than that
provided by e Finding.

ite lovse (CQ..,W(, , W.. COCa ItS @014#
19toot .C. Cop

6aury1.II

f low

Ir~am8ry Vo M$lq
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ExHIBI JMP-29
I Lnf- qin l.6 vI4nt to StLof 4lei ga%

Fe 9 v R w I abi t

'1 04S4

S @fUV* (cad hW% U M£141ving opetatien i 0 toolgsetery (INA4@ISE a pp es, os oacyt*oh #web 0 call * *)sj A
loesafilt i t he a1l& msit.h o Usited0 M e45 14due to its eseeo Sensi tivisy 484 *uity rirt , I de*Iua.
to I eoestlial to sta lkot "$Lee#Iand 04tees e ge~teg
of Cora sfAtellgonqe a tef _.f4ldpwggs SbL t ndLngto tbO Congiesso b ntovi ett 1 i&e1I - 04510
Sogit A41 of It4, as eMAded, uniSl I oeh00vieo ditrt.1
f4d di1ee She Digector of casetel intelsOMof , or his
doiplee to oepoft this Findian to tit* Jtei1i uto o _eitt**o
of Utie CoIpo pCoatot So 441suet SOL of heIrtio l
#dvcityA Mt o 147. s amended, and to provide se blieftaO

Weet vit% fesant *omestse group@ and indi idkels
Jeootoed toto4n oaisoe services84nd thir dent1so,
all of vhia are sapetise to U.$. 0GtnmaSt
intecesu sad Whig% do met asndoe s orpSper
storoI|s 00o 4 dirsew ed egainst gol$#g44144#

etto imtor ssfo heeuar e lpoo
oostaliobhiO a m ue ndoatb *QI.IUIUe to flea,

sa (IM ohisll Isgoe Utaossimil 'sai im.4lgeice
meiot e hovi1 *bs,4iftio, so dOmine, thM . I4cros
tresa"sOffeaentss e isottesioWith gospoetto its
neighbors ad wiwh Cngfgletso terCAt se ts kvide
grande slll" O ot s 44 19 "690

,*o4ee s t. 0* Ls si ditiftelso o so s oos ad
%i&d ma e tlie I m lu i of those tiitioi.

getbliob emsetat with %St Mgt sedeisse .2eeee0tA
Wishils4sa side the dourseat ot t144 to establish
10o1s omIailt Mit S Go el esS h IIy
wiPo*at"# uiPoM1 W Wsa #t100aorfiol so

No *$*ts eoilo "sass "those44materials be
Umitod to their * so 0iafly hto the Zree.Zr 1 &
mtute.This aseistason, will be d8e 1 ShI e
tg. vogmat loss" uestamoss. oioosts aeo
sts L of se ieed tsoweasethisasosihtsnees I" eh

rSOOOOI~oI*SASOSIof01 theiviso*wr~j9060 KE siI
tulel

I
o5 V.

S.
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ExHIBrr JMP-29A

.*, tc tte oteContra oeesLoqA -to

country, fincludinf a ll-euppor% nqras8&r,' to such opera•Lt.) Pimportant to thea •rtaAs security of iie Untrd states* "d due

to ts extrense nstvty and security riks#, I 4etemno t Ls
essential to limit prior nottse, and direct the Director of
Cenral Inellgence to refrain free reportinq ths ptndng tothe Congress s provided ta Seteon folon otre atitonal Socurty
Act of 1947, as amended# until I otheriAse dvotes.

Iran work with Iranian Olessnts, group$ and individuals,selected foreign liaison services &ied thard ontrese
all of hitch are n o. th iec to .. rovecorant
entereats and Ihihdoae not oonduct or support torrost
actress directed against 01. persons , property or
Antcreats, od the purpose oun tl otstrblsshend r core
moderate overnent a n ranp and ( ) obtaining rom .
she stedgnifiant intelligence not others obtainable,
aXl determine the current ft.ntax. Goverm ent en-
tions with repet to at neighbors nd pth respect to

terrorist acts. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
intelligenee, trainLn, guidance and eounications
assistance to these elements, groups., Lndivideals
liaison eervicee and third countries In support of
these activities.

The 054 will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and thAxd eeooatie to estaJUsh contest With moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elments with ama. equipment and
related materle is order to eManes the credibility of
these elements i& their effo to achieve a more
proU.98 government in Iran by deonstratLag tbeir

d ..ability to obtain requisite resouros, to defend their
country against Iraq intervention by the Soviet

3 ' union. This support will be discontinued If the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by' this !indis4o

The White louse 00CR 96.0t01-84
Washington. D.C. opy I
Dates 3 January 1954

W-2 of L O, a +i

1W 9 p2v. lIwtofM o"dL. 12366 . ..
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ExHIBIT JMP-29B

N 9549

t here find t l the gollevi eretoa is a fere "
eoutry 1L341U4LAV al1 support n"4 8 4 to smeh "oP0atiow is
uprani ts" the national wso ity of t% United Mte*# m4 4'e
eto 1 X5t1eM seneitivity ad ecurity risks. t deftenlne4 it is

e141ise LOL to liat prior not @* said 4 m es t he e of t
central :atellveno t. refrasi grai ropertla tf e Ir.ndlaq it
t"Conres as provide d to Setion 01 od tM Nationl, $oirity
ASt 0 J47t 40 AIanded, until : otherwise direct.

traft Assist sele ted tfriidly elflrin list@"S services and
third counrtes, which have established relationships
with trains elemets.f roupe nd a dIvdue
Syuthatie-e U.S. 4ver.eOf interets amd Whisk do
not coniduet of support tertogit &s iO direted
against . S . peeens- toIrry of UiVACoest otr the
purpose of . 1) e111 O, a mere widerato gers
sent in trant 2)1 .btaififig mn thoss s11itasifa
intelligence not otherwise obtainable t detoeuune the
culrret IrSniM GOvet4ft5i LAtWfLOsO WLth respect to
its neighbors and wth resp"%t to terrorist aste, And
(3) t theerLng the release of the AMri1 * bostages
held in letrue and preventing addLLonl terrorist acts
by thes* groups. Provide unds , inlselliOIde outer.
ntelligene. taining, guidance and somuLeatile VnA

oth ra ocessry assietance to these eolmas. Imof
Ladivituase lae, seeo services and third e tatee to
support of these aetivitiel

The 996 will at to (MiLtate efforts by thWrd partoe
nd third semsusie to s tablish eostast with orate
eloente vithin Ad etside the qrmwea oil oIan by
*rovidi4 th"se elements with ara. upet PandM
tolted materiel io order to Geahau the eredlbility of
thee eleen ts i their eee to achieve a a ote

-M,@.I levern~ent i trea by dMnstrati sq thir
tr y against Iraq &Ad iterventof by the Wise

ea* This $strport will be discontinued I the U.S.
81044t learnis that these elements have abanded
LE al of sodratLq their government ad

ap VArorad the alteri foret piroses other tha that
provide by this Vr"oLd O

I"e White louse
VSiNLOOt S.C. fOats 1 January I i II..

. 12 .61
__W~I osiAM

179ff r -mill_M
ITITIM

Lulf-rx-f
I CT"FTOCATMr-Mi
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EXHIBIT JMP-29C

t~s&xa diqlm te -'saz~ pn u_ ,SdIhOlebT find t~f heflleviSW q epesLa atng

*~WMy sewp " erot "see5*Vsto &so" tios i's

ier a e n t the e .on iy 0 Paltsowa tu o eesaoydo*
04601,1s L t o Wngsd..ti 1 5 k, plitemine iows isurs

O tis l to a ft ewa, sad _ Sinets, •g~trl ,,tto aorto fu, irt-,id,
the ures 4 a iodt S*es leS oft 06ad th l e "'a

55 sal z ehe~vi'k ftyw
! =8 owW

-uE
:Ran Assist sele tao Lerelaisie see I

tdL e"uatree "ich she established enehl
With easla. eleme spie . i tols
syq"etoie to" .9. Gvereat eost@ sad bb d
a"t 00"v"ste nen g~tesrresietstiess dircoto
agaas#6.ay., p6n, r rruvy Oilaorts, for the

ese ea 1) eV)ortm.0 1 0re dr to overaw-
Mod L Ivaa 31 Oba 92", twoefsigmuisat ot
tatlligeao pet ot.erwise .bdashlefto detemaiasb .
warreat :raman a everflsnet entlo4 With mrcet to
4"o aelmebrs aed with rospeet to torolist t on d
131 ftriag thOreles" 09the AMs914 hostes
held is ftivm% MAdpleveatiaq addit am& t~errist gt*
by these mp, romid ~e as, A11olI1pnw, Omatet
itliewo t u a aq , quameo sad oaiatiesea sad
*%"Iogdlss agots"a" to those olIateIe, @*

"4160.110Mservices "Ad third Oteim L
suppeoU o ths eMft"te.

TheOW willUam tto tsciitate effects by tuird Poe
MAdti oe etoestablish Sestoet with Orate
0 oesuvithi MA oside "0he GoveenS .6 TfeA by
rwdidLaq thee.olneiat with &eso "qip l t s4A

IX SIT related mteeriel Liator to eahmse"* h1e odbility of

owse orate i thir effort to aehieve a not1:1~LULLU-p 40lS. ewrmentinla sa by dmOstti agt heir
Stiitty so obtain requiSe910so1rces to do ead their

matry ae4%sS Uq ad iatervAtiois by the viet
.lube. 11e 4uppot %41be diseo0nMUued i the".9.

evernaent bore tht shas*elfenetseobo h Ave em
thi gals ofS ederst the ev" " i sad

Sated th = for perse e ther theaShMt

Th e ownse
Valshi aSe. .0.90
Vatoa t e J0ury 4"116J .P.w .

i Ou2

(
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Ex~urT JMP-29D
11 ~w

I hereby find that %he fellowing 0ea a1e6 La a foreign
** try IncMluding ali sllpr#$ &*ss ay te tosu operatL*el is
Laper ant to the natieal seeWity othe eltd Ste tee and due
to its ents"N sessitivity end oeewity rieks, I determine it to
essential to limit prior notice, 4d 41rot Ue 0treater el
CetREl Z0ellgeae to rerlA trol iepetUg this Finding to

he Cen ree as prioIded .e4tAe.S 101 0 00t9e%14 SecurityAd 090147# as mnded, ,,tip,' I otherwise 41rest.

Assist elected friendly ferer liaison services,
third countries ad thir pert ee whIch .ays
established relationship vth Iranas elements,qroupe, and individuals eYslpthet~e to U.S. Government
Interests and which do soft conductl or sUppor terrq iet
act10ons 4Aroeted eaanst V.l, peraone, Propety at
interests, for the prose ea (LI "btesrlhing a more
oderate government in ren. (2, obtainn from them

significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to
determine the current Irani"A Goveraentee Latentions
with respect to Its neighbors and with resepeet to
terrorist act$* and 13) ftsthering the release @f the
Mericas hostages held Is kirt Vn prevea110
additional terrorist acts by these roupe. provide
funds. Intelligenceell training#
guidance and comnieations and other neeeessary
assistasae to these element, groups, indivduIo,
11,i"M services ad third countries in support of
these aetivLtiese.

The M will et to 9acLlitate efforts by third parties
MW third eacuiee is establish contact with modecate
elemte within and outside the GeveinAent. of :ra by
peovidi these elea, nte with ams equipment and
related materiel La order to enhance t" credibiLity e1
these elements in theI effort to achieve a ore
Pg4Sq'/, governent in Iran by demnstratinq thour
ability to obtain IoquisLte resources to defend their
"outry against Iraq an taterventioo by the Soviet
UnoL. This support Will be dioeetiued Is the a..
Goerament learns tSat hesn elaents have abaoned
their goals e amoeratiM their government and
appr oriated thmaterl& for purses other than that
prowI ed by a t .

aosom 801-8
Does I?.p 10

Fa

Ime White
Washinapn
cat* ?aau

r ,X47 FITJ T T P
T"'T' X -0 t M, I
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EXHIBIT JMP-30

T0 W MP RELl
NATIONAL SgCUOI1y COUNCIL

WA@*eiueGeC U..M

Non.Loq

N 9688
January 24, 1l6

ACTION

MZHORANDUK

SUIJEC?:

PLZU DZSTROY ATR RZUADING

oR JOin 14. M PN0" 4 R

OLZVUR L. .ORTlf

OperatLon Recovery

Plese find attached at Tab A a national timeline for major
events in Operation Recovery. To a gnowledlge the only persons
completely coqnaiant of this schedule are

John Poindexter
Don orttier
Oliver North

John Ncfahon 1  L)
C~aIr Georqe
Dewey Clarritdqe NOV

Richard Secord C:cy ,s 'gecor

Prim minister Shino Pores

RICOMWVATO

That you privately discuss the attachment with the President.

Approve- Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - Notional TimelLne for Operation RecovfrrCr'" 'C )

.I, ;.

TOP SECRET
WGS81F omi.../A' " :,", tJJ soEI AF lt

I
N:, ' '
NO. S e:',;oa "
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-Top| ct4 RET
FLIASZ OflT!2Y- AMT'R AZAOU

ULLIkM

N 9690
lOtIonal Tiplitne for Omation pecovam

FridaY. JAanUary 4
-- CIA provide cube and veight data to Copp for a/c loadinq.
am CIA prepare intel aple for pass to Gorba. ,

C- Copp provide a/C tail I to CIA for pickup a4
am

Saturday, January 25 " 6
am Oipatch intel sample to Gorb&a via Charlie Allen. 4

SUnday. January 24

o- C. Allen deliver intel sample to Gorba at Churchill Hotel,
London.

-0 Copp fLnalize a/c requirements v/air carrier in Oklahoma.

Monday, J4anuary 27
-0 Gorba place Lftbll sample n 1300 GMT ftlqht to Tehran mt

frankfurts Gemany.

Wednesday, January 21
am Gorba transfer funds for purchase/transport of 1000 basic

To to teraeli accounts t Credit Suisse Bank, Geneva.
.00 Israeli account Manager automatically transfers deposit ft

Asraeli account to Copp account in sam bank (bank record
keeping transaction).

-- Copp's account manager automatically transfers 540 to CIA
account in same bank (bank record keeping transaction).

PLIrI DESTROY AMUR ZAING

TOP SECRET

0.
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Top.ECRET N

PLIASI QuIRQy Afl:R RBR TOA

Thursday. January 30

CZAtransfer$ S6i to DOD account by wir service ' S...
transact ion.

CIA orders movement of 1000 TOWjlssiles t 000 storaqe
facility AnnLston. Alabama. to'

CtA bills Copp account $24K for cojt of sovinq 1000 ?Q
missiles f Anniston, Alabam, tq,

friday, ftnuary 31

Sunday. reoruary 2

-- Copp traveLs to Israel for site survey of transfer point
(tLat, Israeli.

Copp 1roco"s to rendezvous in Rome w/Clarri4qe to establish
couand post.

sonday. febrAarRAM

Pt.LrAU O|81ROY AT?3R RIOi

SDSIVit

TOP SECRET

75-935 0 - 88 - 17

II

db.AAM-A
d
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TOP SECRET
3

VLEAE 09311"'t 1133 READIV(

N 9692

'v P -:-

Tlesday. feb[Marv 4

1000 TOWs sanittied and prepared for shipping

o0 Copp a/c packers arrive at and arrange for
Copp 4/c to lift TOWs t Mlly AF Sas, ban Anton&*, TX, on
CIA contract."

wednesday, rebruary S

-- Copp a/c arrives Kelly Ar base for Loadinq.
am CI provides reaiLnder of first Intel sample to Gorba at

Iranian Kabaisy In $onnt Germany.

Thursday, February 4

Ca Copp a/4 commence lifting TOWs ft Kelly At lass to transfer
point at Bliat, Israel.

'am Israeli Al osterLiLeod 707 Vc arrive@ at transfer point
for loading.

ow Copp airerev arrives ELat, tIrael, to pilot Israeli a/c.

am Ieainder of fMet Lntel smple flovn t Germany to Tehranin diplomatiO pouh on scheduled Iran Airways fLight.

rridaV, VebrU.v 7
-= IsraeIL 0eterilee ale piloted by Co1orew comences

movement Of TO~s ft alat to 6andar base, tran, via Red lea
route.

I

PLEASE DESROT Aflfl READ IWO

* TQPJiECRET

R U
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TOP SECRET 9693
4 SZMSITZVI

Pumi V PSTOT AUtER READI

8St rdaY , February * ,v , .l

-0 Delivery of 1000 ?OW completed.co.,

lf 25 iballah released by Lahad. -,

Returning Israeli a/c pickup 18 RAWKs at Tehran airport for
return to Israel.

SMday, February 9
-0 All U.S. hostages released to U.S./British or Swiss Irbassy.

Second group of 25 Hiballakh released by Lahad.

a- Israeli* return $5.4K to Cerba when KAVWRs land in Israel.

Moday, February 10
Gorba transfers funds to Israel account for purchase/trans-
portation of 3000 TOWs amountt transferred is sufficient to
cover purchase of SO$ additional TOWs owed to Israel for
Weir release and all transportation costs).

Israelis transfer funds to Copp account at Credit Suisse
Sank* Geneva*

-m Copp transfers funds to CIA account for purchase/transporta-
tion of 3508 Mes ($11.041M).

-a Four (4) remaining Lebanese-Jews released by flisballah.

iesday. Feba ry 11 Anniversary of Iranisr-tslaaic Revolution)

mm homheini steps down.
mm CIA transfers 21.048K to DOD account for purchase of 3501

TOWs at . 41each.

- CIA starts moving TONS to Ci Anniston.
Alabama, in lots of 1000.

PLEASE DESTRO 5-A&.

TOP 'SECRET
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TOP SECRET '
S

PLZUAS OZITROY AfMRt TRADING

9694
41vlt

ThursdaY, February 13 .

Copp packers return to

Tuesday, Iebruary 11
m Copp 4o pickup 1000 TMWs at Kelly A? Sass, Texas, deivoc

to transfer point 12tat).
a Zsraeli "Sterilised" 707 alc v/Copp crew comences delivery

of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Thursday, rebrUary U0
C- Copp a/c pickup 1000 Tows at Kelly A? Same* Texasi deliver
to transfer point 42tit).

0 Israeli sterilsede 707 &/a w/Copp crew comences delivery
of 1000 Tows to tran.

Saturday. February 22

-- Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWs at Kelly Ar lass, Texas; deliver
to transfer point (Ilat)..

I0 Israeli "sterilLedO 707 a/c v/Copp crew Cosmences delivery
of 1000 TOMe to Iran.

Monday, february 24
am Copp a/* returns t6 pickup 50 TOWs

for dslivery to Israel. - .
00 Collott'(British hostaqe) and Italian hostaqes released and

Secle remains returned.

Tuesday. February 21

Second sa le of intel provided to Gorba at Iranian tabassy
in Sonn, Gemny,

TOP SECRET
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ExHIBrr JMP-31

Noa-t, g

N&tIONAL OW.DqRrY COUNCIL
WAMN , uOW N 9884

tobrary 1.194
AVION AS gRnOy A M A W ING&

KENOMMXDUN 103 30JHN N, POIN R 1jSR

FRONt OLIVE1Rl L. NOitT1

SUS3TI Operation Recovery

The following I$ text of encrypted message from Copp at 0830 this
morning.

'Aircraft returned safely to Sen Gurion this morning at 0730 ES?.
dMMDUa* HAWK missiles aboard. Gorba called one hour ago.

ill head Iranian side of meeting In Germany along with
ZO-0t-- ere. Iranians will providea.ll names after we give naes
and title h Gor d •

udet
w I r apn

-Frankfurt#Thursday p.m. Metin4 to start at 1700 In Iranian
tabassy (sic) for two hours. Zranians would then proceed back to
Iran to check quality* of data. Iranians have asked for second
delivery of SQO .T nhFid aiy . as The eaythey will release
all hostages, L, They say we
will get hostages rlay or aturday .-TayMv sOfl a future
meeting in ran wih us to consider-next. ste while we are
deiLverine balance of ToWs 13,000).

Rir (Office of Israeli Prime minister)
no= Adams (Director. Current Intelligence - DIAl (AA Secord)
William Goodb (Office of President)
Albert Ealim supportt Assistant to Director DZA)9

Based on the above, the CIA (Clarridge) has been asked to produce
documents identifying 5PJaas as DIA to avoid having Copp use his
own passport. To datei CIA has refused to provide his with any
alias documentation. Albert NaW is V1a of one of the turopean
companies set up to handle aid to resistance ov Iris
fluent in faroi and would need one time alias do44Wm Wtnf as a
D]A official. -..

ttzi~ O';ss .'l~lM~jo ,5t. .. 
lt 4
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I

PLEAS DUITh AflR U N

t Is ecoanil~dthat there to a significant problems
Rovever, .

clOseT o 0-OLUtlon than earlier believed
attendance at the rrankfurt meeting tends to hope
that this whole endeavor can succeed this week, f ve to
be forthcoming.

NMOMINDAWW -

kt You ul

Disapprove

PL&Sal Cigna AMR Log
imI !

9885
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EXHIBIT JMP-32

IeM. 10-M &A *

dibpI amIC *.(Pfi

e0 pNly to sete of 02/22/1 17:11

"M'A rMil 0LUVU Nurl
SubJeetI Ik SWa tk"Pt

Jut ratrsod last sih fre" .tg v s Frankfurt. I nothing else
the eetiLn oorvee to 4@hasise the fl[i reet cqmtact with the$$ people
rather than eti Su the pr eos S by vkih v deal through .nerdiaries like
gorbani ahr. Ieeaise CIA vd me provide a tralateor for the ssi$oms, we Ved
albert ckiml, ma ANCiT vho as eeratioe for our Nicaraguan
teistmse support activity .aecompaniod so that I d have $eeome
alseg who vd provide &M objeataw" t.

l uftof 1t the sesso, 0orbaailafkr iststie a lly disteited ebch of the
_ too sad hd b to cborrected by our am em e4 osiocs " uirs that
fiAlly hd A r ago both ways. Aslosmeat of at$ 4 agre nt

8as ftlI1e Iw: ha authority to sake his M decisios oe
matters of great Lepor . o S have to cheek back V/ Tobrta e
de4il4e4 A take. *-The govt. of Irm is terrified of a am $oviet threat.
• lTey are seeking a rappro4hoeat bet are filled v/ fer 6 mistrust. .A11
hostages will be released duria8 rpt durUi the sett meeting. --Tkey vat eat
et urgealy lM4 have Suggested Qesim Is. off $ader Abbs. --They u loe
interested in ran/Irq var than we originally believed. .-They vast tedhlil
advice more them arms o intelligence. -. Tb advise sld be e comeretil &
military msaitesee * not mll tactics * -Tby omitted to and Uti*U.8.
terrorism. o*Thu. noted the problems of workLg thru intermedieries & prefer
dir. c at in noted that this vas first U60/001 ceret a "re this Syr.
v Importalai rooa mises risks to beth sides -- noted seed for secrey.

n tressed ilt there vere ow Sew. eoves/threats that we were aware of
Vi'lo all of this could be so ouch seeks. I believe that vs may veil be as the
verge of a major breakthrough * not only em the hoetaes/torrorils but om the
relationship as a whele. Ve seed only to go to tie setimg vhich has mo
agenda other ths to listed" to ach other to release the hostages amd Stan
the proeua, Jt briered both JW and Casey .o neither very eathusiastie
despite in111o 1" th sumary along ins above. Wolive that you shd be
charter -- o early axt vf - ot maybe this weekend - bet donet M b to
m Is happen. Nave me told Jl that this note is bet ant. NeIp. Pie
"ll oe $ecure yr earliest oeevsaieA. Va42 bet fatigued regards. North

oy B. Rtr, N:iora SecuitY COn~il

_ J,

UNCMAS5 1F0D

Olt

I

739

.14

11 6.61 ;

I
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EXHIBrr JMP-34

gLZum t 0 NJ6IAK so8 5 1111111" N 7Si
sIabouSlw - tn june it$$# private Mersean amd Israeli citizens69I as Operaio to effect the release of the Aeracan
host ago to beirut in exchnge for providing certain factiute tr,
Iran with V.-S,,orgn Israeli Olitary at.erLel. S, lepteaber,
u.s. and Israel& Government officials became Involved In thlg
ndeavor In order to ensure that the 050 would

not ob)eet to the Israeli transfer of OaNrgoed matertel tc

E1 _0 sell replaceemnt its to Isrel as replentshment for iake&too$ sold to :Can by Israel.

ion september 'W' the Israeli Govearnseat, with the endorsemnt 0!
this 1i 1 transferred SO basic T" &ooe t o Ivan. fortY-e&jh
hours later, Reverend oneamia Veir ias released in krat.

Subsequent effort* by both govermeace to eetiSue this process
have got with frustration due to the sed to eowuniete our
Intentions through A Iranian exptriate arms dealer in urope.
In January 155, nder the provisions of a new Covert Action
riding, the V50 demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government offieLals.

on ebtary 20. a a.S. Geverment official mt withi

4 first direct .SG.-raian ntact in over five yars.-"Xt
tsi meeting, the a.3. side made an effort to reftocn Iranian
attention on the Meat posed by the Sivet Unlen A the need
establish a longer tern relationship between eqnr two countries
based on more than sno transactions. 2t was emphassed that ti
hostage issue was a 6hurdlee which must be crossed before this
improved relationship oufld prosper. During the 8eetIng, it at
became apparent that er eodItioes/demande had net been occura,
tranmitted to the Iranian Government by the Intenediary ea it
was agreed that,
am The 054 wold establish Its go faith and bona tides by

imedetely providtn 1,000 missiles for sle to Iran.
This transaltien was covertl completed on Febr aay 21.
ustn a private c.s. fgin :3 the Israeiie as intermediary

SA ebeequent meting woold be beld in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian office a during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

.et

ntsmdiately after the hostages were safely in our hands. t
.S. would el an additional 3,000 M mssiles to :ran

using the sasm procedures employed during the Septeaber 19
transfer.

P~aalsOADS WAL
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lh early Raiho the Iranian expatriate intermediary demanded that
Irania L IoSdAtions for-release of the hostages now included the

ep r "I* of 3O0 VlMIX missiles and an Unspecified Nwer of
= esssile0, in addition to the 300 0C s vhehi would be

delivered after the hostAeeS Were released. A Subsequent meeting
was held with the interaesary tn Paris o. harch I* wherein it
wes explained that the roqugrement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached &n rranfurt on Tebruary 20, and vere
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and shmp launchers for these missiles were tn such
disrepair that missiles could not be lauche4v4yea Af provided

From March 9 until March 30, there was no f~uther effort
undertaken on our behalf to Jontact th eJanlan Government or the
Intermediary. On Marsh 36< Made an unsolicited
sall to the phOPJ-drop, n Naryland whAi- had established for
this purpose. L.. lsked why we had not boon L contact and
urged that we Jeed expedit *usly sinoe the situation in 6eirut
was deteriorating rapidly. es was infoneod by our FarsLospeaking
interpreter that the conditions requring additional mtertel
beyond the 3,000 TOWs were acceptable and that we could Lin no

se provide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.
ebs served that we were correct in our assessment of their

Thabil-A to use PM011111 and ISAMPO missiles and that the est
urgent requirement that :ran had was to plece Xheir current NAWX
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phone
@asl, we agreed to discuss this matter with him an he Indicated
that i would prepare aa 16ventory of parts required to make
their UAVL systems operational. this parts list was received or.
areh 24f asd verified by CIA.

4 rienn f April 3o Azi Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
ai owaiyt atinwditn Washington. D.C. with lnstruetions from

to eonemte final arrangements for the return of the
1etages. Gorbaniafhr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types, quntities, MW delivery procedures for materiel the
u.s. would sel to Iran through Israel. The setting lasted
nearly a1LJ ight esm-ApeLl 3-4, ad involved numerous calts to
14hkafn. I

A Farsospeakang CIA officer in
attendance wasable, to ver-fy the substance of his calls to
?ehran during the meeting. subject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follewss

0 y NondA, April 7, the Iranian Government will transfer
S1? 11 aion to an Israeli count in Switserland. The

raeLs.vill, ia turn, transfer to a private U.s.
corporation account In Switserland the sum of 915 million.

uILwA
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N 717
s On tue'8day, April I (or a. soon as the tlatsectLons are

vertfiedh, the private U.S. corporation Will transfer
13.651 million to a CIA account in SVitterland. CIA vill
thar transfer this s$M to a covert Department of the Any
account in the U.S.
0 Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will comment procring6.611 mlion vert of a missleptt S png 4 _"prate
line ites ad transfer.ne tupe prn toThis Ipr e 4
estimed to take seven wa-iiyiFTws.

On Friday, April 1$, a private U.S. aIreraft 17075) Will
plakoup the aM Missile pan i -and fly thm -e acovert Israeli airfield for prO1osittaring hIs field was
used gor the earlier delivery of the 1000 TONS). t thisfield, the parse will be transferred to IS srali Defens*Frges' IZO? aircraft with false VunhlflS. A SATCOcapability vill be positioned at thio l 4 etLea.

-- Ufl~aj diy. April 19, xcrtlane, yofth, echer, Cave,Lan a SAT'CON oesuntsater will aboard CIA aircraft
to 7lfurn0o ermany enroute -so Tehran.

On Sunday, AprL 30, the followin series of events willo4mr I

U.S. party arrive TrA (A-hoUr) a- met by
&afsan~ani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

0 At A.? hoe", the U.S. stages will be released in

At &lS beers, the IDT aircraft with the UAWK missile
pars a"Ord will land a Sfan a Abbas Iran.

OLsenssim. *he following points are relevant to this
T8$ii~eltln, the discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United states and Iran

The Iranians have been told that our presence in :ran is a
*holy cotituente on the part of the 050 that we are sincere
Ad can be trusted. There ti great distrust of the U.S.

amnO the various Irantan p anes involved, Without our
presence on the ground in fran, they will not believe thatwe will fulfill ou end Ot the bargain after the hostages
are released .

.--'.. QP&E flM---.. £1 £1?! YE
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an there. the rantanif ais All aware that
8eetuetlon-WzILrut ts deteroratnag rapidly and that

the ability of the :14C to offset the release * the
hostages vSi boeme serosasgly gooe diffiult Over time.
We have convineed the Iraate of a sigaificant sear term
and long range treat tros the $ieat Union. e h e ree4 I
ad deceptive intellesee te demonstrate $his thret durnq
thsevasit. they have emiressd oeasiderable interest in
this matter as pan of the leeger team reatioshtp.

we have told the ranians that we r0 Intereested is
aesstance they say be vWillng to provide to the fihan
resstenee and that we visa to dimmes this Satter ia
Tehran.

The Iranians have been told that theIr provleifo of
aesistanee to Pisaraqv.a to wmaueep te o to A they'kave
agreed to discuss this Setter in Tehran.
We have further tidleatod to the ranaians that we wish to
discuss Steps WeJULJ to a cessation of hostilities betveet
Iran and Iraq.

The Irantans are well aware that their Met imediste needs
te, for -tehnieal essistaee in intaintng their air force

and navy. We swed epect that they vii raise this mise
during the discusmee in Tehaa. Further conversation Wi
Gorbanifahr oa April 4. Indicates that they wIll vant to
raise the "ter of th original 39000 Two as a significant
deterroat t a potential $vLet move against Iran. They
have at oaaogested that, It agremont t reached to provid

! 8 ater* ,)e have agreed to discuss

The Iranians have boom told aW a greed that they vill
receive neitherw"am nor eredit for the seisure/release of
the hostages.

wwTOO.O
-w v- . .. 7
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"the residual funds ftrm this transaction re9 allowed as
relievs

S"$3 mtIlton Will be used to puIrchase replacement Tows
tot the original W00 sold by lotel to Iran for the
release of Sen)aML11 we This to the only way that w
have found to met our ceemtUent to replenish the$e
stocks.

$113 81lio will be usoe to Porehas. critieally needed
euple for the wisz caa Derose sLItanee
fores. This mtertel to essential to cover shortages
in reeLtaee Laventoltee reaultU Irm theit current
offensives and Sandinista eeuter-ettAeke ad to
Bridge' the pertd between mW Ad Whem Comressional
eogreved lethal aesistae beyondd hae &Is is

eafenaivo am) eas be dolivere.

The ultLmate objective in the trip to tehUan to de see the
process of improvxng C.5.or&an& relations. o t sides m
aware that the lrano~raq "at to a ma3uo factor that a$% be
discussed. we should not, however, view this meeting as a
6oc069, Which VaIl result in mNeditse :ranian agreement to
proceed with a stsement with Iraq. Rather th1s meetIs, the

firt high-level U.I..Iresian Contact in five es. sh.l. be
aeen as a hane, to mve ia thLs direct -Ot. TChO discusions.
as well as followueon talks, should be governed by the Teoms of

eference t Ra Itab A with the teoe ltie that tis Is,
hopefully# the first of many meetings and tt t" hostage ilul,
.one behind uS, Improves, the oPportUtesle.for this reatiOnehLi

finally, we should recohnise that the Iranian@ will undoubtedly
wasnt to discuss additionalatms and omereial transaction as

Oquidee for aecomodat g Nicaraiu.

and Iraq. Our ephasLs o" the Soviet NILtary and'subverteve
threat# a useful mechais is breitng the to agreement on the

hostage Issue. ha also served to increase their destre for 0sa

to protest them"olve against/deter the Soviets.

that the President approve the structure depleted above under

Cvrent Siuatiena and the Termse of Referenee at Tab A.

Approve -_ isapprove

Attachment
Tab A C'S..ratnia Terma of Reference

.21sT:iV
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April 4. il.
N ?S:O

I. orSI PILL. 1? L . yoUI POLICY Iftlenall
President lealan cew into office at a time when Iran hadhad a eortLan %iPacr e the mmreean POlitical Proesse
perhaps aet what you intended.
The President represented •ad bodied Aeries's irecverySres & period Of weak"e$$. Be has rebuilt Aftcan mItter.
and oeon o strength.
most important, be has festered Ameriosn will a"oolf-Goafidee. The U..As net afraid to so its power Ldefense of its Lnateeete.

At the @m ties, we are preped to resolve political
probIms on the basis of reciprocity.
we " mAny Intenationl trends s- eoomic, teehnlioica':
and political - workLaqn in our favor.

II. U,1. MLI TOM IM, S IC PIWCIPLIS
A. 0.l. Allef# t of Iragian Policy.

We view the raiar. revolution. as a fact. The U.S. LI
not tryiml to tun the lock book.
* u present attitude to fran is not a product of
pro"dice or emotion, but a cleareyod assessment of~neplreent policies.

S ra he sed *revolutieary Islam' as a wospon tomdosinne preoeetera governments and AmericanIstoreets throughout the Middle Lst. As toog as thi'Li Ian's policy, we an bon to be strategic

Support of trrorin and hoetage-taing io prt of. thstratgie pattern. e see_ it gsod not only against Ubut afeai t f.triends. We @Annot accept either.
TOWr serveneo is achieving the release of aL hooraereturn of thoee killed loves time) io essenilil ta

OADR~6 -EeeRfE TftLL
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we se your activity n tony parts of the Werld.
L irng even Central America.

Th U.S. kows how :tab viev the Soviet unor. out
•ebWrtaon of Wte'tetfl interests and friends ob)eCtLVely
serve$ Soviet &ntereltl on a glo1 scale.

* Thus. our assessment is that a decisive Iranamn victor
in the var with leq Would only unleash greater
regional stability, a further erosion of the western
postin, aand eaftaced opportunities for Soviet

The U.S. Will therefore do what it e"n to prevent sueh
a developeent. Ne regard the var as dangerous in many
reepes and would like to see an end to it.

3. Poeible tntersoetiods of CoS.o-raaa tntereu.

- Despite ftndamental oOnfliets, we perceive several
toessile intersections of U. a Iranian interests.

prOlosee explore these areas.

firet, the U.S. has had a traditional interest La
seeing Iran preserve &ie territorial integrity Wad
independence. this has not ch"ged. 5te U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

SeoM.,e have no interest in ptraq& victory over

We are soekin an end to thsi
gontiMt A and vsf!orw an improved re atonship with
Iran to further tMt end.

Thlrd, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy "tereji naked aeression, a threat to all in
the region.

fut our
objective i tM same the S GlIrm9alt get out and
1e4 the Afghan people choose their ova eorse.

C. aI. Objective Today.

we have no illusions about vhat is possible in our
blateral relates. perhaps this meetnLg Vill reveal
only a lini4tod momentary. tactiCal coIneldenee Of
in tes. Perhaps mre. We are prepared either way.

Is esne.O we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relatleonaLp with Ifra that Iran t prepared to have
with us.
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tit. inOViwr muA.

0 Neaew hs 4esiLss on parts of zran.(

Afghanitao Illustrates the price the Soviets art ready te
pay to expan areas under their diree* control.
Smmarise Soviet cpebilitties ale" border &Pd inside
Afpmaasta, whisk Could throat Tehsa.

-0 U.S. LO aware of Soviet activity
)

-- oviet p"aa l SON they Wou do it.

o zramea support to Saadiista. roim tn Usaramue aide ant
betsN Sovt% d0" -- sakes .g . rania relationship nor

difficuLt 15100 "llien in oil last years plus arms.
00 U.S. an Ilp Ire sop with Sevit threat.

I'. AB A&EIM

. m Kay be real value for tram and C.. to find vays to
cooperate 494aiet tosow tn Aft aIstan.

-8.. sGa provide kuaanitaria .AfL stanoe for tofUdeO(

We need tO kw wbe you work vItA, what you already provide
and doviso statoy to exploit tranian compa tive
Advantage.

-w. r m be te t to reome a limited military supply

ID severe its omlntieOt and nltmate scope will depend on
td~ter our eavroot or ow divolgent interests come to
left larer La the overall picture.

m0 What does Ir vant

.t
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ExHIBIT JMP-35

'TOL SMV ~ UNCLASSIFIED -.SZ:at

M .S or AMMANc HOSTAGMZ I, 1Z.I? N S90
Mackagod. In June 1915, private American and Israelh citisens©smineid an operation to effect the r&!ease of the Amecanhostages in seatru n exchange for providing certain factions i.Irar. vth U.S.-origLn Israel& military materiel. BY September,US. and Israeli Government officials became involved in thisendeavor in order to ensure that the USC would:
-- not ob)ectto the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel te

Irani
- sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for like

items sold to Iran by Israel.

On September .b4, the Israeli Government, with the endorsement ofthe USG. transferred SO$ basic TOW missiles to Iran. forty-eight
hours later, Reverend Senjamn Weair was released in leirut.
Subsequent efforts oy both governments to continue this processhave met vith frustration due to the need to eomunicate ourintentions through at. Iranian expatriate arms dealer Ln turope.in January 1916, under the provisions of a nev Covert ActionFinding, the USC demanded a meeting with responsible Iraniangovernment officials.

On •ebruary 20. a U.S. Government oficiaI mat wil
--bneiMat direct U.S. Iranian contest in over five years. Atthis meeting, the 0.8. side made an effort to refocus Iranienattention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need toestablish a longer term relationship between our two countriesbased on more than arms transactions. It was emphasised that thehostage issue yes a hurdle" which must be crossed before thisimproved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it alsobecame apparent that our conditions/demands had not been accuratelytransaitte& to the Iranian Government by the Intermediary and it
was Agreed that,

oo the USC would establish its good faith and bona fides byLmediately providing 1,000 W setles for sale to Iran.
This tnnsection was covertly completed on February 21,using a private S., fire an the Israels as intermediaries

-0 A subsequent eeting would be held in Iran with senior 0.8and Iranian officials during which the 0.. hostages would
be released.
tmmediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, theU.S. would sell an additional 2,000 TOW missiles to Iranusing the same procedures employed during the September 1tS!
transfer.

0o418LyA OADA DNCLiI8IRXDm
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Top Stcal 14

in early Match. the Iranian eX pttsate intermeiary demanded that
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages nov included the
prior sale of 200 PHORWIX missiles and an unspecified number of
aARPWOK miussIes. &A addition to the 3,00C TOWs which vould be
delivered aft0e the hostages wer, released. A subsequent meetirg
was he.d with the intermedlary it Parts o. March I, vhereir it
was explained that the requroeent for prior delivered violated
the understandLngs teohed in rranifurt on February 20. and vere
therefore Unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched -ven if provided.
From match * until March 30; there was no further offort
undertaken on our behalf to% aa n Goverment or the
intermediary. Or. Marh 24. made an unsolicited
call to the Phtfl .LILg n A¢Uch e bad established for

- this purpose. asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we grcei peditiously since the situation in beirut
was deteriorating rapidly. ge was informed by our Farsl-spepking
interpreter that the conditions requLting additional mater el
beyond the 3000 TOW* were unacceptable and that we could in no

so de anything e*se prior to the release of our hostaggs.
observed that ve were correct in outr assessment o! their

O F&RIitM to use PROIWIX and ARhPOO missiles and that the most
urgent requirement that Ira. had vas to place their current IAWX
missile inventory in working condition. In a subseqent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their KAWtI systems operational. This parts list Was received or.
March 28, and verified by CIA.

n $%St at .. o April 3. Az Gorbanifahr. the Iranian
tem ary, arrived in Washingto., D.C. with Instructions from

to aonsuate final arrangements for the return of the
WaffifeiW Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types, quantities, a delivery procedures for materi el the
u.5. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted

Tehtai during the meeting. object to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follows

MW Is Z onday, April 7, the Ianaian Goverrent will transfer
$? omloN to an Iraeli aocouMt in twitterland. The
Israelis will* In torm transter to a private U.S.
corporation account is 8witserland the eua of s million.

TOPIFIEIJ
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Or. Today, April I for &s soon as thO tIllRacti-ons are
verfifed), the private U.S. corporation VilL, tansfor
13.5'. mt.,Ior to a CIA account in SWVtserli.-A. CIA will
ther transfer t.s $u to a covert Depertnent of the Amy%
account in the C.$.

On Wednesday. April 9. the CIA vil comenoe procuring
).45t million worth of RA NK SAle parts IALLUAUL

line Itmes) and transforrina hese parts to
This pr "as

to take seven twor g ,a.

On Friday* April 16, & private U. rorraft (1707) will
pickup the XAMN misslle parts at and fly th4n to a
covert araeli airfield for prepo t nilng (this field Val
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 M . At this
fieldI the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
forces, IlD?) aircraft with false mrkings. A SATCON4
capability will be positioned at this location.

u Sa day# April 19, McFarlane, worth, Teicher, Cave.
and a SATCOM comunicator will boad CIA airciaf

On Sunday, April 20, the follovanf series of events Wil

*ourt:

U.S. party arrive -Tehran IA-hour) -- Mot by
Rafsanean& as head of the Iranian dolegatton.

a At A.? hours, the U.S. hostages will be released In
leartt

a At A01S hours, the IOr aircraft with the KAWX missile
parts aboard will land at landar Abbas, Iran.

D&aoIsoIIe. The following points are relevant to this
tfaneitiTonp t discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United Stato and Irani

The ItanLans have been told that our presence in Iran is a
eholy comit a te On the part of the 9SO that we are sincere
and can be trusted. ?here is treat distrust of the U.S.
a&one the various Iranian patiee involved. Without our
presence on tho ground in ran, they villa not believe that
we will fultill our end of the bargain after the holtagej
are released.

* ~ XAHNI1L
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%oww~atns w~&9q 7 m"aw 16jnaart$sto buy the hostages could succeed in
the near future. Further, the Iranians are weL" aware thaw
the ituator. i. ei&rut is deteriorating rapLdlY and that
the ability of the ZIGC to effect the release Of the
hostages will become increasingly more difficJlt over time.

wo have convinced the Iranians of a asificant near tern
and long range threat from the Soviet Union. We have rea4
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat du:lnq
the visit. They have expressed .oneiderable interest in

- this matter as part of the loaler term relationship.

The IranLans have been told that their provision of
asistanee to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they hive
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Iranians that we vith te
discuss steps Ve in to a cessation tfoer.

The Iranians are well aware that their most Lmmediate needs
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air farce
and navy. We should expect that the' wIll fraise this issue
during the discussions in Tehran. Further conversation with
Gorbanifahr on April 4, indicates that they vill went to
raise the matter of tM original 3,00 TOWS as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. Theyhave also eetd ht (a re4ent is re~thed to provide

The Iranians have been told and agreed that they vill
receive neitheg...emWnot credit or the ase of
the hos~ages.,M

TOP sgCwRZ UNCIU ED SINStiVt
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The residual funds from this transaction are allocated as
gol lowe,

$3 millLon vill be used to purchase COpleent Me
for the original Sol sold b) Israel to-trn for the
release of semaan Near. Thss to the only way that we
have found to meet our CeemitMnt to' replenish these
stock s.

Ila 8111on wil be used to purehame critically needed
supplies for the niearan omocratic Resistance
trees. Thal materiel A essential to cover shortages
In resistance Inventories resultant from thir current
offensves and Sandinieta eounteroattaeks and to
°bridge° the period between Mw VWd when Cn ressionSll!-
elIproved lethal assistance (beyond the 625 nilliot in
a tfene&VO Arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to eomence the
process of improving U.8.-Iranian relaions. both •ede are
aware that the Iran-:raq war is a @aor factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, view this D"atng as a
session which WIll result in Linediate Iranian agreement to
proceed wit. i statement with Iraq. Rather, tht Meting, the
fars: high-level U.S.-Iranian contet in five years, should be
ser. as a chance to move tn this direction. these discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms o!
Reference ITO) ITab A) with the regnition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many eoeti~se and thaMt the hostage issue.
once behLnd us, provess the opportunities for this relationship.

FTnally, we eiould recognise that the :ranians wil. undoubtedly
want to discuss additional as I r sections as

qu&dee for aecomodatin icarague,
and Iraq. our emphesis o-woeT ii tar andsubverive
theate,.-a useful mehanism in brieging thee to agreement on the
hostage &ouet has also served to increase thir desire for means
to protect thmselves against/deter the Soviets.

That the PreeLdent approve the stneture depicted above under
OCurrent Situation* ad the Toms, of Reference at Tab A.

Approve _iseppro _.

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-franiaa nem of Referene

-zIS. UNO M4%D -NIT
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5 A , I C V I t A R S O f U A . lr N X I C M IL K Y 1 0 o n ao l l

Aprk: 4. lit

.- president% Reagan came nto office At a tUie when Iran had
had a certain impact on the AM5c5anft political process --
perhaps not what you Intended.

The president represented and embodied America's recovery
from a period of weakness. Ie has rebuilt American amlxtar..
and economic strength.

mos% Lportant, he has restored American will and
&@lftconfidence. The U.S. ti not afraid to use its power in
defense of $ts interests. We are not Intimidated by Soviet
pressures, whether on ams control or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

-0 At the @ane time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis o! reciprocity.

a. we see many international trends -- economic, technological.
and political -- working It our favor.

V. S._pOLICY T?%W 1MM: AWiC PPWCIFLXS

h. .S. Asseso ent of Iranian Policy.

We view the Iranian revol'tior as a fact.
not trying to tur. the clock back.

The .S. is

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

Iran has used Orevolutionary Islam9 as a weapon to
undermine pro-oestern government$s and American
interests throughout the middle tast. As long as this
is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversariel.

* Support of terrorism and hostage-taking Is part of this
stratecL pattern. We aee It used not only against us,
but against our friends. We canot accept either.
Your influenoe is achieving the release of inphostages
return of those killed (over tU) is essential.

assifyl OADR

S X:
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we see your activity in ma4ny parts of te vorld.
Lnelvdtnq even Central Aerica.

- The C.S. knows how tr' Views the Soviet Union. SutsuIbversion of western interests and friend$ objectzvel)y
serves Soviet interests on a gloa scale.
Thus. our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victo.o
in he var vth Iraq vould only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
troubleoakLng.

The €.S. vill therefore do vhat it can to prevent su'e.
a development. We regard the war as dangerous in aar..
respects and would like to see an end to It.

a. ~Posible Inter9eetions of U.S..-Iranian Intgerest.
* Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several

possible Intersections of L.$. and Iranian interests.
I propose we explore these areas.
First, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

Second. we have n victor over

are see to thes
on lict a went to us an improved re ationship wies
Iran to further tMat end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghapistan. $ovet

plcry there s naked a re 1, on . t hr e to" a1 L iA

00% YG * 4 same:I a e t get out and

let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Obioetive Today.

- we have no illusions about vhat is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited. momentary. tactical coincidenee of
Interests. Perhaps ote. We are prepared either way.

Um essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship With tran that Ira is prepared to have t
with me&° UNOMO O "''

Ne
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1::. soVI? MIITARY POSTUM,
ae MOSCOW has designs on parts of Iran.

Afghantistan illustrate$ the price the Soviet& are ready te
pty to expand area$ Under theLr direct Control.

Sumarlse Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan Which 1ould threaten Tehran.

*are of Soviet activity

Soviet plan$ low they would do it.

-Iranian support to Sandinieta requia in Wicaralui aide and
abets Soviet designs -- makes O.S.-Irbe relationship more
difficult IS100 Billion in oil last year. plus ar$).

- U .S. cat help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

me) be real value for Iran and U.S. te find ways to
cooperate against Moscov in Afghanistan.

-at. car rovids humanitarian &MS tance for refueesAf

aw Ue need to know who you work vith. what you already Frov'de.
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian Comparative
advantage.

V. PA22whu

so we may be prepared to resume a litmted military supply
relationship.

lowevert, its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent Interests come to
loom larler in the overall picture.

00 What does ruan wat?

ULAKAN&PIED

I W
aD
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ExIBIr JMP-36

lid u0LII|IIflL

bacekrowdo to jus itis, trivam mereiaa and Israeli citizens
pW&%UO4rsLOft to e he loase of the AmericaneMqsse 11. 6,~ tn exehw.i .got. providing rasn ftiot~ns i

lCS wtQ U .- oriin a selel MIlZtary materiel. by September,
U.S. aM Israeli Goverameat oicdls beeum involved to this
endeavor io order to ensure that the 980 would.
-0o not object to the Israeli transfer of efbarled materiel to

--9 sell replacement items to Israel as roplen"Ihmnt for like
items sold to Iran by Israel.

On September 14, the Israeli Goverment, with the endorsement of
the UtG, transferred S00 base MOW missiles to Iu. forty-eight
hours later, Reverend sejamin Watt eas released ,La Sent,
Subsequent efforts by both roverments to *ostine this process
have met with frustration due to the need to omaiate ou
intentions through an Iranian expatriate-&rns dealer Ls torope.
Is January Its$# nder the provisions of a Dew covert Action
Finding, the 084 demanded a meeting with. responslble Iranian
govermnt officials.

Sw P &5496 *&UYVI evougwranam GORIsu &n Ovur &VEU 7U"W. A-ths meetLng, tM U.S. aide made an effort to refena IrAnia
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet catols MA the need to
establish a longer torm relationship between our two outriees
based on mere than ams transactions. It was emph,6sed that the
hosage Leone was a hurdleo which mest be crossed before this
proved relations bip o1d prosper. Ortia the neettag, it else
beame appareat that owr soaditoasldemads bad mt bee aecratel
transmitted to the Irania Governwent by the Intermediary and It
yes agreed that.
W0 The 054 Vmld establish Its d faith bd bonea fides by

Immediately providing 1.000_5W missiles for sale to Iran.
Meis traseso ies was covertly completed on February 21,

ueLg a private U.S. fim and the Israelis as inteseLaries.

A e"squemt eting would be hebld is Iran with senior 0.S
an :ral&a officials during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.
Immediately after the hostages were sately in oar honds, the

.. would el an additional 3,000 TO miseles to Iran
using the sow procedures employed during the September 198Stransfer.

WzirVQdk Promm d to. g"116'by 8. Rq&, &goj, Coma.
a'
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In early March, anrL expatriate Istermed4e6 deeded that
Iranian condition for release of the hostages n4 &luded the
prier saIe of 200 PuOm:z missiles Md an mapecifled auger of

41eiles, in 444tso, to tht 3,000 Tooe woold be
delivered after the botages Were released. A subsequent meting
was held vith the IntermedLary La Paris o6 $aek C. vherem It
Was explained that the reiaremfnt for prior deliveries violated

understandings reached La Frankfun on February 0, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further Otd t"hat the Iranian
aircraft and ship lauNhers for these eiseiles werto 6 sh
disrepair that the muaoiles could net be launbd eves if provided.

From March 9 until March 30, there was e ortber effort
undertaken on our behalf to anaa Geversnt or thelntermediary. On March 3t60 1 a1 uoolited
call to the aphM Wtts" established for
this purpose. asked Why we had met ben La oeatact uA
urged that we rei l pditionsly sie the sitaties to Seiralt
was deteriorating rapidly. Be was. lnformed by cur aresiopeaking
Interpreter that the coNditione requiring addition materiel
beyond the 3,000 Two vere una©ceptable and that we ozld in no

eLprvide anything else prior to the release of Or hostages.
observed that we were correct im or assesmeat of their

I NIVY to use pNOtINX and OON siselles ad that the met
urgent requirment that Iran had vas to place their current LU
missile inventory in working condition. to a subsequent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter vith h and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their RAWK y stam operational. This parts list was received on
March 28, and verified by CIA.

-"==l iIMei i :2_

u isAIn. On April 3, Art Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
ry, arrived in Washington, D.C. with Ilstructions froe

Lo conumsate final srranements for the return of the
Gorbanfahr yes reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types, quantities, ad delivery procedures for materiel the
U.S. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lastednearly a nih o 4 n ivl ed"oreus calls to _

Tehran during the meeting. Object to Presidential approval, it
vas agreed to proceed as follows,

.040y 1day, April 7, the Iranian Goverent will transfer
$17 million to an Israeli seeut in titserland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation accoust in Switserland the sim of $15 million.
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k UNCLASSIFtO N 28848
Os 5day. April Ior s 000 as the trneezions an
verLfied) rivets .. coporaios vill trusfer
th.n1 210 ' nt o CIA ee . La gvitserl&nd. CIA will
thea safar this *u to a covert Dopartment of theAM
account LA the g.8
0moo uo n Wdisdae Ariltothe CIA vwaa. oinenoe

S .6 at II a OOU aI LV sr iepot

This

On rlay. April o. a private '. _.Aircraft (707s) viii
Pickup the SA 8ssile parts at and fly te to a
covert Israeli airfield for presta tol (this field vas
used for the earlier delivery of te 1000 ?OWe . At this
field, the a will be transferred to ea Israeli Defense
Foro.. (I aircraft with false markings. A LAY CN
capability will be posiioned "ke this loties.

"y# April 1, Mcprlane, orth, echar, Cave#
and a SATCOKOMuniLeator Wlll

On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events wil

- 0.S. paty atrives Tehran (A-hour) -- Met by
3asfsan]ai, as head of the Irastan delegation.

- At A+? ourSe the U.S. hostages vLlt be released In
lirut.
At Aoi$ hours, the 1D? aircraft vith the NMA missile
parts aboard will land at ledar Abbas, tIran.

QIeue Thu following points are relevant to this
tiiiiii, di ussions in Iran. and the establishment of a
broader rela "anshlp betgovn the United States and Irans

MM The Zraniand have been told that our presence in Iran is a
holy coomtment on the part of the 0 that we are sincere
and ca be trusted. There is great distrust of the O.S-i
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they will not believe that
we vill fulfill out end of the bargain after the hostages
are releatod.

14.
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tu'~GLAS~~rikO
0 14'M eir9 $- o fono Ut MotOO0 "YOthe 4 tathe met hut.ors. etheu. the Iruiame re0 1aw e thatthe eS%&toni &$Anto e detriertiaq 1rapd 1" hatMthe Mili of u s c to effeet the r eoee oft

hoo"gee Ut b*Oo i4raia g an lyfesinivelt Over ltu.
O w we hav evLae4d tO ZreU ae of see o f Le antmeat term

48d LOS a n t"reat free te 6e"t%, 10o8 90 hay• r41And deceptive Lato.l1eeie to doaeretU thb theet uingthe visit. 5The have C64eeeid rao blintoretnl
tste an 09= Ias" of"eege tom l rett.hip.

th 5e. Zraiane have been tow tMt hir p"WvISiSe ofassistAe0 te Uieralqo Is Vbles o to sad theby haveagreed to dieuss th, a mtter iuera".
-m We have further indicated to the Iraniae that Ve vih to

discuss stepe load la estiom

The r an$s that their "ast iLOato~ needs
ar gor teoh"a l t Oassistance ia Maintaiai o their air frean*.navy. we houd 1 wwt that they vlli raise this ios4rzint the discuseoLoa a iabran. further eoaversation vithGorhaftithr eapr 4, lads esthat they v il vat toraite the mtter of the original 3,000 ?= as a asiqntiant
aeterrent to a pottiat Soviet mov"we Lnt Iran. They

have 416e4_e.sud that, If asewsat iStorebed to provide

the IrafnLns ha" ben "told ad qree that they vll
rie•Ive setheL -U -m or 8"dL for te iue/roeleass of
the hostavee,

1'

..... 3mm

N28849
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Ju N 288SO
.. Ybe eoidual ude rom tIs traaectioe are aleoea ,d a."

92 mlliOa will be t64,t prchase replaement t TM
ferthe orLalet 101 sold by oraol to Iran ter the
reeaeeOf a s ij a Wevl. Ms it the oaly ra that veave ofoed to met o "ou mmitment to repleaie these
stocks.

$12 allie vii be used to rchesscritically Maed
supplies tor the vicarpuas =ratio Reiestawe
reees. this materiel is essential to over sberba

in resistance inventories reetia l ir e their eret
offeasives and andinista oeeater-tuAks ad to
,brit"O the period bst"_e m and when '-sasiOsally-
%tow lethal aesistancee ,be d the 125 o7 is
-roesi-* e) )can be delivered.

the ultimate objective in the trip.to tmerta is to meea the
process of Improving U. .- raia relaties. so" sides aore
avere that the lra-traq Kar ist major factor that mat be
discussed. We should not, however, view this omeetin as a
esio which vii result in mediate truaisna rfent to

proceed ritha settlement with Ia4. "athOr, thisNetings the
first high-level U..-Iranian contact it five years, ehold besee Aas a chae to move in this direction. Those diesellose,
as well as follovoet talks, sold be roverted by the ftems of
Reference (TOM (Tab A) with te recognition that this is,
bopetllythe first of may meetings ad that the bostage ine,
o*ae behind us, iamproves the opportunities for this relationship.
Finally, we should recogaise that the Iranians rill undobtedly
ww to discuss additionaljrms8and o rcj .IisA act Ion as
"qids for acco iodatisa -araque
e&M traq. Outr emhasis ofI-T iUeIt K "'ub"ersie
threat, a useful oechanim in brinLgn the to agreemast oa the
boutage Issue, has also served to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves againot/deter the Soviets.

that the fresdent approve the structuxe depicted above under
*Cuzre aituatLoes and the terms of Reference at tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attacheest
lab A - ..- IrSaan Texms of Referenae

14
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, AIL PiLLS or .. o.ut POLIC (Otonal
Prelid nt Roaga caw into office at a time when Iran had
had a certain impact on the American political process
perhaps not what you Lntsrdd.

The President represented and ierodied America's recovery
fro 4 period Of weaness. 2o has rebuilt AMrTcan mititary
and scoic strength.

Most Important, he has restored American viii a
self-confidence. The U.S. is not afraid to use Ita pover in
defense of Its interests. We are not intiold~tgd by SovLet
pressures, vheter on arms control or Angola or Central
Ameriea or Afghanistan.

- At the Same time, ye are prepared to resolve political
problems on the bais o reciprocity.

We see many international trends -- *conomiC, technological,
and political- - working in our favor.

it. U.S. POLICY TOWAiD IRA, IA.,IC.PlINCPL§O

A. U.S'. Assessment of IIrian Policy.

- We vieV the Iranian revolution as a fact. The U.S. Is
not trying to turn the clock back.

W Our present attitude to Iran is not A product of-
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
tranas present policies.

M iran ahas used *revolutionary Islam" as a weapon to
inderatne pro-Western governments and American
Interests throughout the Middle last. As long as this
iI oran's policy, we are boun to be strategic
adverar ie•s.

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strate"ic pattern. We see It used not only against us,
but a inst our friends. We cannot accept either.
Tour influence In achieving the release of al hostages
return of those killed (over time) is essencl.

IlA
I
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wLe yI ~:activity to the *'V#28852

I ial ~J~eeves Cox"&&erica"
U .Sl. ers h trash views the Soviet Union. t

ubveioa of ieera Anterests mandfriends objectively
Serves Soviet LAIterests o 9global Scae.

Thus, ourassea nt is that a dsoisive Iranian victory

4A the war with 1rq vould only nSleAsh ITeater
rC414aL nstabiLLLtYt, a feath4eeroso onOf the Western
position, and *&be"4 .pp t tLL6 1o rSoviet
troehle-ahtaq.

The U.S .will therefore do what It " to prevent such
a developeat. we reard the war as dangerous tn Mny
respects and would like to ee an en" to it.

. Possible ftntena tLons of ,J.-4r-if" Is"terete..

Depite ftndamerntal cofli t f we perceive SeverSl
aseble LntetseetLofe of U.S. and Iranian interested.

ee explore these areas.

Maiet, the U.S. has had a traditional Interest is
seeing Iran preserve its territori l integrity uA
independence. This has not Changed. The U.S. OPPO9eS
Soviet designs on IrS.

i. second vs no inters*
we are See% a

con@0 t a rt to £ r improved tisip with
Iran to further that end.

Third, we ha para1 1e views on Afgh&nistan. Soviet

policy th al
the 10e

)ectsW is theSameI...4 .at got out
sthe Afgha people choose their on course.

C. U.S. -bjecive lodaw.

We have no Illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this neeti will reveal

only a Ilmited. flet"ty, taatical c ci ec*o
interests. perhaps more. we are prepared either way.

tn essence, we ue prepared to have whatever kind of

cealatohiP with Iran that Ira Is prepared to have
with s.

m&l~f If

75-935 0 - 88 - 18
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=. GO MtO e J deens *a "4 of ia

~ ~S desienaoe raru otInj

. Af*bi51&u illustrate$ the price the Sovie are ready to
pay to exand areas under t1419 diret -ntrolad

o rSu rilO Soviet apeilitie al border am Inside
Afghanista whih could threaten& tebran,

. &taor @ Soviet asaivity vi

Soviet plaai wy voGU do it.

-- zraniaa suport to 8,adinita, eo l Sicarava aide Mw
&bets Soviet designs -- makes ' .. Irenian relationship more
difficult (M100 million in oil last Year. plus arM).

-- U.S. *an help ern cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AZamMh11
-m Nay be real value for Iran and a.S. to find ways to

Cooperate against Koscow i Afghanistan.

-. providee humanitarian asistapc for retuuesS3

We need to know Who you Work with, What you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian Comparative
advantage.

- a we ma be pp rod. to resume a limited military supply

novuef, Its evolution and ultUate scope will depend on
wbther omr convergent or out divergent interest$ come to
loom la er in the overall picture.

tWht does Iran want?

-w14
14004P
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EXHIBIT JMP-376

" UNCLASSIFIED
Ill * Ill 1111, 1lrivate Jtu~Ls 11ad :srall cLlilea

bocal aul U~istLos o feo the a ll of a Ai r~ c
gras ~with.tu. " orf Isrel" olitLl7 mtaril. _S ~ It ,

U.S. ad 4lr6 1 Gowermeat ofisials beer LaveLed T"L s
endeavor in Order SO t " that the on wld.

me not object to the Isrseli trasfr *I 400"dm l to

-- sell replacemat Iteme to Isrs& as ropleSimtah t for le
ite" sold to Itsa by Israel.

n September 13, the Isreli Goveramate, with the e 4or0saat of
the one traserred lo basLi M missiles O :ra s. 4eMtyleiht
bengo later. "w Sewedkjaia Weir. was released La Stwt.

subsequent efforts by both gevomaeats to m*tLae tis process
have met vith trustatioe X64e %te 0ed to mm to e ee*.
Latontions th wag an flua e tulats aM dealer La kibsue.
I January 1966, uder the provisions *I a nOw coen "tios
Flying, the ago endedd A metig vith roopositble Irat"A
9germat offlLi'ls.

On hr" 20 ifda-

the- firsdirect 908..2*aaisa catact La ~ give 7rUU, "-
this mti the U.S. side mad as effort to rOCOAs Irasia
attention o4 the threat poe by the Seviet CL" Ald th SOd to
esa blish a losin torn olAtiesip betwas on tw GO ties
based 4M Merseu arm trassactios* It wese feased that the
hostase iosue was a *hsgdle which mest be c16ssed before this
Lproved rolatiaship old prosper. DgWI9 the meting,. it al
becams apparent that MW oq editonsdeinadG WA UoK bees accuratelY
tC&Assitted to the Igasias Goemnt by the Lateedlay Md it
was agreed that.I

-0 the M vesl establish its eo faith aud be fLtl s by
L- Waely rovIdLg 1,00 i silo for " to Iran.

tugtM;4v~~j as ove thowet aeis aoa 31e0eiuis
using 0l Private e0 g. tin 9 t" glIIelit s iern1 s

A subjiquat metlng wold beeld IS lUs with senLor a-$
and Iratias officials dLAg kLhck the U.S. bstags "old
b re leased.

ImLately after the otae WOEr 64elY a sc -ands, the
U.S. moud "eLl as addition M00@ " missiles to Iran

usin th sa prcedreSeinleydufdartn the September 18
transfer. :(

I . aTusuq he s w p Aoets ' 0*7

im"
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Ifu ta ww the twalam toexetriae at4! eKao aie st"

itter " thef . S r wi , 4 we

of3rN ehp lSers for these e me se La n.hsrpair e theb etais "o1 6d t he l Aubed eve. ji pro.
wam W arch 9 atL) Mr 3. thre ws m e effort

Et.......5 bolf tomi AhXranliea Governmet or theatOm.d LaPaisMarc 26, m s i&% ellti
was l the m W M RS er i Wdemiwva es 1 8 0ie 4 forthIs ptatso.a; astk . we had met I La &eetwet ri

UWs. _9.g lOt, *U.'.i 5s e w ,ated tat -e It .
.4f , & .TsMu wCre M 0ccmpt ssl e @t tein eL4 i Ub4 ite ayasia les prior to the leas e @oedr oesvtae.

MWSuson ~rved that wreeit Laouoeermt ottiler

caIsetothead a misile s n , the nMfueat rqusratht l a ,we to plA e thlb r e"tourrt Eal
m46iss iteatory ariag o8- ws "itime s b wlseetwfhone

ca ll, we red to diJSes this matter it hJi ad he lthat hewu@I priu oto of Ip0rts r Owired to mak
emr Mtt e rtisO s lst w received on

ar.our h at Iv.an W, i G t atfe r, th r ti t*alearfri04 La 14nhisat, 0.. vith Lntrutons Lfreo
~~to~oosat. fi,.sli aremauts for t,.e retur of thethae onto or fto eOtate

et.. meeting lasted

t1ehraa dtslis the metwag. lest me P eaienti approval, it
aareedtermed abycu.

1 IMday Mii ? 1 the Iraia GviO'nen will t, uSfetOwib mf t ea rilAeerem La its raz, rae4 , elis ill, La ta, trasfer to a Ip rbvae o.S.oorporatJom a mt La itaaelrlaat the em of !1 allion.

IIMhI i A leI~r A ,nO0++'1g
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--2LKCLSSID
-, of Wsea.t, April 6 (oras ee s o th trae.aet"O@i are

gted Itee t:ivate o.S. corpoatio will taaege
$3.491ILLi o a CIA &@*mqat is SitieIMA4. CZA will
thee transfer this s to oov*" 0erteet tef ArMAy
accoest in the go#.

-o oaowedmuay, April t, te CIA will ocin5osoOy
$3.451 millIe. woh of mssile atoLtmJ ~t iP: pr0i |
IO Is)MAtas a 0 t

40 5an IdayAprilM, a private v.S. aircraft (7078) will
pick-"theANaissile pe s a tN OMA it) l th tO A
eA ovezt Israeli "sin 1.giltfor peeit Ue*(WU S IdWas

Ased for the earlier delivery of the IMYIM) e M his
tie14, thAe part will be trIferre" tOam IS We Selee.
tortes' (IO) aircraft with false auhia. A 5 .
carLility will be positiomd at iecatiOS.

Wye April 1, Ns Wrlaeo, bNorU, geiheWr, Cave.
a a SATC=N oomaLeater will b- A

am anday. April 20. the fol1 q serie of ewste tWll.

g.S. perty arriveemra r (-hmr) mt by
Uafsaaaai, as head of the 0 SAmiaS delegatio.

- At &+? murs, t O.5. hostages will be released L
Seirut.

At &#I sbNre the P aicraft vith the N mossile
pus aboard will land at Sada AbbaSt " e.

Iefellewing POIsts are relevant to thus
~if~ff Us. the isessisLis r&a" adthe establi~vt tOf a

broadeU1r Uiatioship betW043 h usto l State ead K*-

- te tai" a"bee" toldthat OWr i I.. ra ,I'sa
holy einLt& w Ia sthe peof t t we an s- cers

and a" be tivated "Wereis eet istrust of %be I.$.
aone the I vse am_ ...... lved.. ,itu . Our
preeece vftthe ra i will t beeve that
we will fulfil ou esd of the b i after r t hostage
age released.

-UNCLA?.'II1 F O
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Im I r 0
li 4 isr wlbeeo L s ae s 8m~odd|nt uethe 2rS "utse. furos. tm I "a C 1 Lteswtat Iee aging s £f4ter6tert ISPrLUIP auM

v Lbt. o I t hee reeame.of t

UeaS :111 =Ieor"I fly u4,ers1 "o if tt r fllsv
___ N t en.sae -- te eta s£,tu.a. .. e

40m a~ us bm i"uaw U0 trnia s of isr $I t ~we rs

OWrla e tWa" fOee&Iet t mera
am i " La tsiill ev e to a st uat , %et i 4al. t 4

U 0 foi ii . n o M ,eir s~ d 00 La n b~l, e ster tL A ~

th is.atteso "pan* ee"" teymau, area tms

e IMe trasas h v m told that thir peesimiLO of
ahistaome to OULMMr is -- wae toa_.a

&I"e to 44ou"at ets a. ty
GPM bMav tfurhrLOUSSUto %Mth AAUaaetha W ish tM

trZaafiesan w"it swanthat their was imm4ato &*"I
are o mo ae i astamo meu MiAtaLleA teeir airo foCeOW nay, ft Ghbu ammeftthat they will rumssethsIS 1M
tdu the dt. .iem .a e,.ftr ersveatie with
Gerbmlf~ao s pa&4.pL"""atoo thahtheby will mat*t
r&saste ie.4teeuigiial 3#0008 "weaa s ipfiosit
deewemt $"apetisovitwe agatlt na.te

Aoe meto:=tamt", if uvema LtzwLIdtL44

I tamAuCLASbIIe"tdt thywill
reeega~ihe..nme weredi tSureleef*

UNCLASSIRED
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th0 midelj fnfl from,"th traAsactio are allocated as

S"Is mili io vill be usoed to purchase replacement Me
for the orvinel S0 sold byZorsel to ft" for the
Vrees of esn iNe ol a t thalr tt ve
"Iive loud to voot a oemitmrnt to MlA'nsh these
stocks.

Su million vilI e seeod to purchase critically needed
suplies for the 0icTaranbem, atic Assistance
"omce. "to material 0 ass I tO IoYi she UrteS
La resistance inventories resulti.9 frm their curt"
ofesLves MAd sandislets counter-attaUs 421d to
*bridge' the period hetveuano andM Wbha CNgrsinl
aecAlethal assistance te .Les -

efstve" ars) oa he dbie64 d

TMe ultimate objectiv in the trip to Toms is to 6owwoi the
poces of iUroving 9.I.*oIaaLa retational t si" ai_. d &,
a" that the Iraneg War is a major a that mat he

discussed. ft Shoud ho. bowver, view thsmetnga
session vhieh vll result in LomdiateL araaiaS __U , to

wihaeed th sett nlt vith Iraq. IMore t meal!, the
Fi..ohlakoleg.el US.-ranIA coetst It" fveyeAra, 04 h be
seM as a chime to 2&ve La thie dir"ction. theSe di"sesions,
as vell as follow-o talks should be gov ebyed the Terms of

feresce EIT) (Talb A) with the L tceu _ that this is.
hope hlyf the. first of NMas meets an that the hostage Issue.

'o,~rov~ theopportnitieo for thi relationship.

FinAlly, ye Shoud reogniase that the Iranians will MA40bgted37
mant to discuss add4gu -% .ar .55 •oo t aotiose as
equLdse for tco sdting .icaaga
and Iraq. a" ephos oeIaes "VitJm LI, 400 subvesive
throat, a useftl bechanM in hr L Lag them to ae nMM, em the

heeageisse, as loesered o israsethei desire for meen$
to protect thoelves agsLastldeter the sv iet.

110 the Psp dent aPprove the structure depicted aoe under
eAlrremt itUt and t e of Mafereace at tab A.

Aeve - Disapprove -

Attaehant Il-ll 11Jofb rse

Tab A - lsN-fLaaa TermS Go MeferAIe

UNCLASI1!!J -.
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ExIBrr JMP-38

N 582

PQWZf 2t MICANK MA 10ThZ EU UZ

ps R. I. Ju 1561. prvato aerican Wd1Saell cititems
peratios to efet the release of the Aaer&can

-ostsa is etirt to euneham for pr oidimg certain fatioao in
Iran Vi U.S.-Ortgln Israeli ilitar)Mamteriel. by _eptaber.
U.S. and sraeli Govermnt offtelsle bae Involved LA this
eneavor &n order to ensre that the M would

am not object to the Isaeli transfer of awmelod materel t o

a- ell replacement ittm to Ierel as ropleaLe~nt for k9
items sold to tra by Ierael.

on soptaer i, e ei erme With the *hdorese t of
t 5, traneferred @60 basic M m4ssles to :fam. Forty-eight
hors later. Rveren &jsu er yes released iA aejst.

6ubseq et efforts by beth ess"Ate to cmtawe thie process
have mt with truetretios 4u % the sead to Oni c ate ou
intention$ through an Irasias expatriate am$ dealer to uroe.
I January Its$, uer the provisione of a New Covert Atlo
Find , the M demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

I- E U s awww M&W ,Vow6 .San vWuws a ;%W wwua *eww o AS6ethis MeetLmq the .. side ma"e a e ffrt to refous Irania
attention OR the threat posed by the Soviet ORoN an the nee to
establish a lo6er torn rielatsoMeip between Or two ooetrLeo
bag on more than 8 transaction. It was asizd that the
hostage osue wae a °ohrde which mat be Oro before this
"proved relat oeehlpe " prosper. In te Meting, it a6C
beam apparenItthat ow edtleldoands had not ben accurate
transmitted to te IraLa Govrnment by the intermdiary and It
was agrood that.
am TMe w id establish Its good faith an bos M es by

SIne ately Pevtad S 1 OW smssiles, for sale to Iran.
Me tuas tias eovent lmpted on Februr3y , 2,

"aln a prlvato Vle tsW aM fermaeis A inteedierie,

am s ubeeuent metin wou0d be Ml in ten with "Seoar u.s
and IraniaR OfH I= during Wkieb the MS hosuges wold,
be reloeasd

Zmdoi tl otter th be49ae toe rT wer.aeo in amUras, th
MaS. woule soil am Uddtial 1,6M IO 2e11s to tram
using the em "*teur e r 4edduin the sptere Its

UNCLAS irJ''
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In early Match, Cho ItonIam exptriate intermediary demanded tat
Iranian 4onditLs for release of the hostages now Lnelude4 the
prior sl. of avo puoxwX missiles and an uAnspecifed number of

emissles, in addition to the 3,000 TOVS Which would be
delivered after the hostages wer released. A subsequent meeting
was hold with the intermedLry %n Part oR March go wherein it
was explained that the r &rement for prior deliveriSt violated
the undostvdingo reachT in FraAkfur on February 30, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the ranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missile$ were tn such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launch* -veon if provide.

Vrom March 9 until Mrch 30, there was no further effort
Undertaken on our behalf to Government or the
intermediary. On atrch :21 Made an unsolicited
call to the pho L pn Na" Uapvn l had establise4 for
this purpose. e why we had not been is cotact end
urged that we proCo I peditiously since be situation in eirat
was deteriorating rapidly. me was informed by our Varoioeki4
interpreter that the conitions requring tional materiel
beyond the 3#000 TOWs were unacceptable and that we could is no

provide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.
observed that we were correct In our assessment of .thLi

iWI tyy to use PlOZWX and uPOON ssiles and that the most
urgent requiremnt that Iran had was to place their current LAN
missile inventory in working condition. Zn a subsequent phone
call, we greed to discuss this matter with his and he Indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts roquired to make
their LV system operational. This parts list was received on
march 21, .d verified by CIA.

$! rent S ustoA, 0 April S, Ai Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
ary, arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from
to conswmte final arrangements for the return of the

aGorbanifahr was retortly enfranchised to neotiate
the types, quantities, en delivery procedures for material the
U.S. would sell to Sras thoukg Israel. The metin lasted
nearly A i t A ril 3-4 d Lvolved numerous calls to
ebzan

arsiesp 1 CIAofisrn
ai t 4.5" was ttO vex the substance hi cells to
Tehran duri" the meeting bject to Presidential approval, 14
was agreed to proceed as follow's ..

1- y MOnd , April 7, the Iranian Government will tranfer
$6T7 ai llon to an Israeli aecoust in witserlan. The
Israelis will, is turn. transfer to a private g.S.
Corporation account is SwitueSIla the Sun of $15 million.

UNCLASSIFIED.
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• UNCLASSIFIED
n t*esdy, April I (or as soon as the traneaae ong areverified), the private.U.S. corporation wiL tirnse

$3.411 Billion to a CIA account in v8&tatn. tranCfer wil
then transfer thi aeu to a *overt Depa raent of the Amy
account in the U.S.

on wednesdar April , the CIA Wi commeence prori"n
3.451 Bill worth of SAN missile Irte L 6.4_a rateILne It o ft) M4 t ra n sferrL t ee par t$ toI

Oetwated to takt seven worfkiaq so~e
we On Friday, Ari 1, a pa private U.LLU freraft (7078) willpickeUP th 5As_ miile parts at ad fly them to aCovert Israeli airfield for proOOMMat ing Ithe field wasMed for te earlier delivery of the 1000 TMue). At this1iel, the parts WIll be traaferred to aM Israeli DefenseFores*' 4tDF aircraft with false marking ., A SAClcmcapability will be positioned at this location.

am #**%1i!d1y, April 19, Slerarlane, Nrt", Taee. Cave,ad a SAMcomm i0unicato viIi
a ,F Ir U Germany. e routs to To Yam

-w On Sunday. April 20. the following series of events Willi

a U.S. party arrives Teras IA-hour? -- met bysAfeJaL, as head of the Iranian delegatioe.
At A*? bee, the U.S. hostages will be released in
selrut.
At A+&$ boes, t O aircraft with the SANK missile
par aboard will land at Sadar Abbas, fran.

DLmiuoIM. TM follovLa poinu are relevant to thisfadsamom, the diumeesiose is Iran, and the establishment of abroader relatie"bhip betveom the 0ited States ad 2ras
ma fte Iranian$ have bees told that our presence in Iran io a'holy o0nLt"Ante oa the part of the 0 that we atre sincea can be ousted. There is great distrust of t e U.S."oI the variosa Iraiae paiee Cnvolved, Without ourpresenos e the ground in Iran, they will mot believe thatwe will fulfill or end of the bargeis after the hostaps

a released.
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O *fi efrs oby h osae could sGucceedt in
the near future: Purther, the Iranian$ Gte veil ovare that
the situation &n $erut ts deteriorating rapidly ad that
the ability of the INC to effect the release of the
hostages vill become Increasingly more difficult ever tiee.

up have convinced the Iranian$ of a significant near term
Ad long range threat fram the Soviet Union. We have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this thzreat during
the visit. They have e2preseed considerable Interest in
this matter as part of i6 longer term relationship.

MW The Iranians have been told that their provision of
assistance to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they Udve
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

M0 We have further indicated to the Iranian$ that we vish to
discuss steps 1 din to atLon of hostilities between
Iran and tree.

The Iranians are vell avare that their mest mediate needs
are for technical assistance In maintaining their air force
and navy. We should expect that they will raise this Issue
during the discussions in rehza. Further Conversation Witt
Gorbanifahr on April 4, indicates that they will vant to
raise the matter of the original 3,000 Tows as a significant
deterreat to a potential Soviet move against Iran. hey
have also eated that areement is reached to rovid

- The Iranian have been told and a greed that they vili
receive neithe re e o:
the hostages.

UNCLASSFIED
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- wiSIFIEV =
me residual tunds team thi trsaetio are allooted *,

- 8 million vil bd used to purchase replemeent two
for the original Sol sold b Israel to Iran for the
release of $oa3mis Wetr. This o the only vay that ve
have found to met our eeinament to replenish these
stocks.

812 million will be used to purchase critically naded
supplies for the icarsauan Democratio Resistance
Forces. This materiel is essential to cover shortages
Ln resseance Inventories resulting from their current
offensives and Senditist Counter-attacks ad to
Obridge° the period between aw end wbom Coaressions ll
approved lethal assistace (beyond the M3, 2!li1ob a&

S4e entsivee am) sM be delivered.

The ultisate objective In the trLp to Tehris to tcomeee the
process of Unroving U.S.otraniaa relations. S0t sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq War is a major factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, view this meetLn as a
session which vill result Ln imediate treaa agreement to.
proceed vith a settlement with Iraq. Rather, this meeting, the
first high-level 0.3.-tranan contact in five ears, should be
soen as a chance to move in this dree on. 8oo discussions,
as vell as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Tems of
Reference ITOR) IlaO A) with the recognition that this ls
hopetullys the first of many meetings ad that the bostae issue,
once behind use, proves the opportunities for thse relationship.

finally, we should recognise that the Iranians vin undoubtedly
vast to discuss additionajrus aMd commercial transactions as
"quida for 40 00om odt , 1icaragua,
and Zraq. Our emphasis o)- Soviet 041itaY anursaversive
threat, a useful mechanism is brisgng them to agreement on the
hostage isoue, has also served to increase their desire for mans
to protect themselves aginset/deoer the Soviets.

That the President approve the structure depicted above under

Scurreat situation* and the itrms of Reerence at tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - o.S.*IraLn Terms of Aeferenoe
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I. IASIC PILLAR or C.S. TOMSION POLICY (ODto ha
- President Reagan came into office at a tme when Iran had

bad a certain "p c% on te Amerscan Polittal process0mperhaps not what you Intended.
The President represented Wd embodied Aberical recoveryfrem a period of Weakness. so has rebuilt Aeerican mlitar-t
and ecoamic strength.
m ost LportAnt, he has restored Americas Will andseltfconfidenee. The U.S. is not afraid to usee its power indefense of its interests, we are not Lntimdated by Soietepressure, whether on arms oomrol or Angola er Central
Merin or Afghanistan.

WO At the so" time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the b4ss of reciprocity.
WM see many International trends me economLO, technological,
and political me working in our favor.

it. U.S. POLICY T OAr JEW1 BASIC PxI!CIPL

A. C.S. Alessment of Iranian Policy.
m we view the traniat revolution as a fact. The U.S. is

not trying to turn the clock back.
ft Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of

risjdlet or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment ofran's prsent po]licios.

ft Itm has used 4revolutLosary Islam as a weapon to
vUnine prO-Ietaern governments d American
interets throughout the middle st. As long as this
is fran'. polLcy, we are boum to be strategic

adversaries.
support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of thi
strategL pattern. e see It used not omly against us
but a &Last out friends. we cannot accept eibther.Ton Ifleoen is 4ieviug the l rle of I botsge
retum of those killed lover tine) is eas"tsn-l.
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U1'1uL/ b,*trtU...
a we 0I" your actLvity I many pens of to Vorld,tMlSL.n even CotIl America.

* "e 0.. knows how Ir" Views tie Soviet Union. IMt40Vorton at VOeor n teroets AM frends objctvely
slerves Soviet Ittreret on a global scale.

Thus, our aseesement is that a decisive Iranien victory
in the war with Iraq Would only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, aMd enhcn*e4 opportuntles for Soviet
tromble..aking.

The U.S. will therefore do vhat it G" to prevent such
a development. We reard the war as dangerous in m&ny
respect@ Md would like to seo an end to it.

S. PooLble 1ntorseZt Oj of DS.-Iranlas Interestl.
a Despite fundamental ooefliats, we peroeLve several

@$Ibis intersections of U.S. Ad srani a interests.
propose we explore these areas.

a first, the U.S. has had a traditional interest tn
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity a4d
Independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.
S* PoAd have interest in alraqi Victory Over

cOn t w to 4 an improved r atOnabip with
Ira to further that ed.

Third we bve parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there aked & r o a o all i

Objeeve is to the101at get ot And
le% Whe Aft~h people ahose their we 1o6s.0

C U.S. Objectivet 5oday.

We have no Illssioss about vhat is possible in outr
bilateral relations. perhaps this meet"le will reveal
only a 1lit" d moentary. t nctoal oincidence of
interests. Perh" ao. e arn prepaed either way.
Is esseme, we are pr pa-ed to have whatever kind of
relationship with Ira that Iran i prepared to have
with us.

UNCLASSIFIED
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emu CLAMSIFIED
sew "" as esig61s Onpr.of Irti

Ma Afgh~niftan illustrateS the pris the Soviets are ready to
pa o expand areas under their direct Control.

Swnarito Soviet .Capabilities alo0g border Ad Inside
AfghaniSt&A Which Could threaten feh"aa.

lly to0. i l aware of Sioet activity .

-- soviet plans low they would do it.

Irania support to SndiistareoqLao L Iearauua aide and
abets Soviet designed mako s 0U . .- rasial relionohip more

diffilcmt 15100 l lion in oil last year# plus arms).

0- v.U . can help Iran sope with Soviot threat.

may be real value for Ira a d U.S. to find ways to

cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

U.S. CtAprovidh for refg,soso

we ned to know wh you work with. what you already provide,

and devise srateqy to exploit IraiLan comparative
advantage.

weleai b pr ,red to resme a listd military supply

inY.Z. its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on

whther r onveylgent or outr divergeot Interests come to

loom larger is the overall pletuse.

-wbat does Iran wan?

U*N 0
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EXHIBIT JMP-40

UNCLASSIFIE[D
rm: N&M -- €CIA

To: KSOU -- CKA

* leply to Rote of 01tlA/SA l&:4O

Date sOd tL 041I1$& 19.0:.

N 9212
.- Z

Subject: PIIVATS ILA.A CLKM
You say o ahed ed 80- but I Uent uevoral points 8sd c1er to the. There
are ot to be any parts delivered until all the hostage ire free i
accerdJnce with the plot that you :a, d out for So before.. %ae Of ti$ half
ehipoewt before any are released traF. It i either all or nothing Alo you
SOy tell thee that the PresLnft Is 8etting very soyed at their tCtuiVS
steIiag. 1e Will 0ot agree to Any roe thaes i te pIS. Either they t&ite
(Laally 4 the *rrlaftetl that have boe dc1usS4d or We aro AlSe to
perseasetly cut oil all contact. It they really vat to Savo their aes (lie
the Soviets. they shoIld ot cc boad. IM beginui i to IVI4 t that

deceit havlo ch uth rity.

ca: MPST - -CPIA PAUL TNMOPSOK

UNCLASSI F;
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EXHIBIT JMP-43

UNCLASlihW *
"CHO IQ Tit T ICIA PiG4-- e.-0..........

MNIORANDUN Of COUVgSAtIOI

DAT1 PAY 3, l916

PARTCIPANSI Am1ssador PCLce And AdiLral Jion P*indexteC

LOCAflOK: &MUSSy London Secure Phone at 11,30 AA

I spoke With Adal Paindexter and CeLayed Bob Fralace's
ICcOUnt of the Rowland metLng. t tnen proceeded to tnform
PoLindeuter tat I nad spoxen with ACm oac on may a. about
the d4eal and wag told PolndetCer V46 the 'poLn mans at
the bhite No"se on thOe isue. I Mentioned ACrMCOSt'4
SupPoSitIom that it WAS *on hold* aRd sOLLCited S teSpcas.
fro the Admical.

John first asked se a secies of questions: 'ACe you tn
Lend•nla 'Ace you 4odoaI tO the U.S. soon?'l $When will
you citttn to londoner ' WILL you be re tucntnq tough
Washnngtooae I told nim tat I was tcaveLLng to knes,
City on Sunady, may 4. returning S4turday, may Lo, and tat
my plane at this time did not include a asninqtom stop. I
said : could orange my tcavel accangemencs accordingly.

John then said theco was a sWWII hed of tcuth° i Nites
conetLon ceacdig white mouse involvement. " added that
Kit wae oup to his own games. OggnaLly in* UsG boam
Involved because °we caught the Isacelts ced-afded
deliveCng asC to Item to the middle of last yeat. ftere
was only 4 Ml&l coameseion'O be reiteratede bvt claimed
that the Staoy wam eout of all pecspecatve'. Ue tecomended
that I advise RowLand mom to get involved.

I $polk of my o mecn that sews of this nature has sen
floating aoumi' m te UK in CoAe@t@an with past via
Jj. **A Neftala*ne and Ollie Noctn. It Rowland

me mowledge of such accangements, I contife *"the
41? O" 'could blow up" in tecs of foreign policy
rasiciattoms ad be 'very amalng to the Prcesidente

Poindexte repli chat he is very sensitive to that
particular oncero Toe Presidee, he said, 'is completely
awa e ot evegytmianl tat e b*e doe and mhat the
Prcestdent "t very 0ensitive Ito the potential for a olow
upi'o Yae "sory as delayed to Rowland was 'highly
distorted% scacding to Poindestec. Only a 'small pact to
tfe, be reopeted.
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The Ad"1ral thent old met hat 'we wil oLUV Up ont ae
Lntoca2ti4f yGo ,ae 50 sand put things E the WAy they
should W. Itold Joan that$ (a ) Undoescood it was USo
policy th" no canSoa would be paid or any dals mad for
th release of hostages, and (l) it Was aLsO UAG Pollcywhich we Strenuously pt jued % Londontot Cry and prevent
any other country teo mantpptng aqacs to an. 'togec, Iundecitand Va oe rlponse from PotndesceC. Ud again
said h* Would Do nappy to talk more I I vote o tsop is Do.c
The Adirc 4a&d thatK knowledge of tnLs ouslne$* LS vrCy
limited' and. ore specftCiaLly# that M Nke ACNCQoG doenot %now o the exact details * t provided my home and
office numbers in Kansas City to PoLande ec, and sa&d tnatif he fel% it was descable for me to stop tn O.C., no could
get in touch nCgougo those numoecs. ?o ns, Poindegtec
CASpoded that tae *only reason@ focrme to stop by DC. on
y retOurn tfrip would oe oto put my mind at ecste. ntold

Jonit teo nad oa" AU0dge or cna0CM 4CCvLCtte goin 0 ACk
to la" yeaC a a eSulC of sOm meetLngL v Which cFalan andOllieW orth had eld in London. said cnis matte: is a on*
found very troubling and highly dangerous. &von it only *asmll paC i tCue *it could have catascopnLo consequences
for the Pcesident and should be terminated. John said he
planned to be back in Uaanng0ton on Thursdaym, fy ?.
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ExmBrr JMP-44
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Judge Abraham Sotaer,

Counselor. .0"ypEVat of State.

UIPAR~
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PRESI ENTS SPECIAL "VIEW BOAD

INTERVZW WZl

SECRETARY Of STATIC GICORGE SKULT$

THUPSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1907

Conference Rom S026

New executive Office building

.17th & Pennsylvania. N.W.,

WaohLngton, 0. C.

The Soard was convened at 3i10 o'clock, p.m.,
BEFORE:

HON. JOH TOWER, CRAIMAN

GENERAL BanO? SCONCRGFT

ALSO PRESENTs

Clark cfadden, Zeq.

Rhett Davson, Isq.

Katherino Wilkens

ALSO.,PRES T s
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UNCL IFRED rBoo2
UNGL~A4IF~ T a .000726

S th1at point?
pitSecretary Shultzi I don't have any rote that 1

3 did. So I am just taking from my notes. I may have.

.r. Mcradden, But did you ask them why the hostaS

would be released or how do you know this, Nr in what

connection did it happen?

Secretary Shultz: Well, the presumption was that.

after the meeting, they were pursuing this matter, and that.

as a result of pursuing it. the Iranian* wanted the-mtjq

0 and the meeting itself , having it with a high-level person

I like Kr.- McFarlane, the President's former advisor, was a

-2 mark of a higholeVe2 interest and the other side of that

"3 coin was the release of the hostages. It's sort

,I of like the London proposition returning again@ I thought.

It seemed very unlikely to me, but I said well,

!I if you've got that arrangement# that's great.

Judge Sofaer: You didn't mention that, when you

I saw the notes, the talking points did not have anything

'I about arms.
Secretary Shultst 10, they didn't have anything

21 about ams in them. That,.of course, was what I would look

11 for..

23 On March 11, 1906, Vice Admiral Poindexter told 9

11 this arrangement had fallen through, apparently because

M r. cfarlane objected to the idea.

I UNAM
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on Ptarch is, i9S ~bi~ldr8t10m~oli4
: informed so, via my staff,

d Th rafter,

* the Department of State heard nothing more of this effort.

S On May 3, 1966, in Tokyo, I received a cable station
I that Ambassador Charles Price in London had telephoned
I Under Secretary Armacost to report that an Wbbasy officer
' in London had learned from Tiny Rowlands, a British

,0 entrepreneur a deal

arms and grain for Iran trom various countries.
12 The source stated that Adnan Xhashoggi had suggest
13 that Rowlands mest ith Mr. Pit and Ghorbazitar. Lowlands

14 did so and reported learned from Nir of various arrangeaents

' that were underway to gat arms to Iran, with the use of SwLt
s banks. I'll quote from the Armacost cable to m. This

17 was at the economic esmit, where I was in Tokyo. What
is happened was, I guess, Rowlands walked into the embassy in

, London, apparently knew the Foreign Service Officer there,

e and just gave him this information. to, the foreign Servic
2, Officer made a be*eLae for the Aameasador, and turned it

22 over to the Ambassdor. The Ambassador immediately called

23 Azacost and provided the Information that I am relating
24 to you. And this is the quote, @The scheme... wa$ okay

w ith the Americans. It had been cleared with the White I

UIKU.MAS-IED
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T 8 000728

soindexter allegedly is the point man. Only four People in
2 the U.S. Government are knowledgeable ebout the Plan. The

state Department has been cut out.* That's what Rowlands

told this gpuy and was reported to se.

s Members of my staff suspected that the operation

n might be underway again, and expressed strong opposition
on legal and moral grounds, as well as concern for the

e President.
# ji That same day, I sought out Vice Admiral PoLndexter
'oii with the President's party, but found Kr. Itean. That is,

I got this in the morning. we were in the midst of these

meetings. You know how they are. And I read this thing.
So I am it one part of the hostels the President

" and his staff -- Regan, Poindexter. and so on -- are in
another part. So I Juat arched over to their wing of the

hotel to find whoever I could find, and I wound up finding
"If Don Regan. everybody else I could not get to.
'1f I told Mr. IRean and I showed him this -- I said

that he should go to the President and get hisn to end this mat

20 once and for all. I opposed dealing with people such as
2' those identified in the message and said it would ham the

22 President if the activity continued.
23 Kr. tegan, I felt, shared my concern, said he was
34 alaed and would talk to the President.
I I later learned that Vice Admiral poindexter:1N Inm -
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UCr 02,
reportedly told Ambasador Price that there wag no more than

Sa *mdgen' of reality to the story. "Smidgen is hiv word.

I When I got to him, t told Vice AdLiral Poindexter

my feelings, but he did not share my concerns.

no claLmed that we were not dealing with these
People that that was not our deal.

I told him the President was very exposed.

6 Soon thereafter t recall being told by both Vice

Admiral Poindexter and MC. Casey that the operation had
ended and the people involved had been told to *stand

'' down."

After the Tokyo meeting, the President returned,
'3

and t

Chairman Tower, excuse me. The day of the Tokyo

meeting was approximately when?

Secretary Shults Around Nay 3, early May. ?irst

we went to Indonesia and then we vent to Tokyo. The PreeLder

'i came back. t vent to the Philippines. So t didn't get

back until sewhat later. I don't have a note on exactly
when this "stand down* occurred. But I am recalling hearing

21 that from both of them.
2 During this period, t be"d from time to time of

reports that the operation may have resumed -- that ise thrc;; the things that roll around on the grapevine. t heard nothi

official to this effect, however. In particular# on

iU
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EXHIBIT JMP-45
cc: %SPIT -*CIPI.A PAuL n'tPS.%N NSCRE - -:?LA :.%

SG FRO: NSJtP --CPA. TO: NSOIr -- CPA OSa:'6: 23: 1:50
%SDIF - -CPVA

Reply to note of 05/02,*86 19:29
-- SECK'e -

NOTIE FROM: JOI,4 POI.DE\.TIR .
SubJect: CONTRA PROJECT
When Shultz. Regan and I discussed kt yesterday on AF-1, we were a bit
confused am to whether the expedLted procedures in the legislation would apply
to this proposal. What pressure Uould exist on Tip to take action on it?
Please talk to Will Ball. Whac about the idea that Jim .iller and Dennis had
about submitting an urgent-urgent supplemental containing among other thinp
the Irish aid package?

Next. yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he started the
conversation with "I &a really serious." "If we can't Move the Contra pcke6
before June 9. 1 want to figure out a way to take action uni-laterally to
provide assistance." In other words he does not buy the concept of takin
actions or talkinf about pulling out as described in the package. He has been
reading Natanyahu s (sp?) book on terrorism and he was taken with the examples
if Presidential actions in the past without Congressional approval. Ko also
:ead an op-ed piece on the soe subject. I believe that was the one by Dick
Pipes' son. The President is recalling the SO6A action we took on Honduras. I
told his that I didn't think that it would apply here, since we are not
dealing with a government. But the fact remains that the President is ready to
confront the Conress on the Copestitutional question of who controls foreign
policy. Ve need to get Abe Sofser and other stalwart lawyers thinking in these

is to see if there is soe" way we cold do this, if all else fails.

with your answers to the first question, we will discuss the package on the
return trip and be ready to proceed on return. I have Geore's proxy on the
package. George agrees with the President that we have to win some way and we
will not pull out.

cc: NSRKS *-CPUA RON $ALZ NSOLM --CPUA OLLIE .I0H1
NSR88 - M NO ?ICDAMI&L NSPIT --CPUA PAUL T1OtIPSON
J9VtP -- CPUA BOB PEARSON NSFO -- CPUA FLOW4CK GATI -
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ExHmrr JMP-49

M~l)S. %A ATCtAL $ rv CO.4%

Efh&&0, 0 C J06"

!ErOPMATION mey AV
pal

.ML'OANDUx ?0FO ,OHN M. Porz AR

SUIZCT

114117 , liss4illd/Ri~.is *

vb f Mpr iss ofEF) 121J:i1
S~ . Rqus Haliu :ISecu.w, CCUfci1

Aqenda for Your WeekLy Meeting With the OCZ,
Thursday, May IS, 1960

You are scheduled to meet with Director Cagey and Deput1 Director
Gatem in your office at SO0 p.m. on Thursday, Kay 6. lil. The
following items are on the aqeda. according to the Dcl's staff,

iffWmu'~U~iL~ VP ~ ~43471

zm aPatPm

11005
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I 1~War*.AjewaiA

-- Statue of 0lI~tLt'8 ShL..__9_lite hal Offeted the use of astat0.;t O .. .... . (Meilrst offered CA asx n%.
I*ale. CIA told me-tht thout t VII tO0 *xpefl5V@. ahd

cost ndime involved & AWitL nthe vessel for a
millionadethe alternative option of outfitinq a

-A.. ., a r S f f red to t gk s

jgoo- Kh&0 vessel f19O ImAI

opposed to d@glnq IM the fLeet plAO Of vh h hl coe*n 4bout

pooq tIn an y *vlit,'7l n V ' son a lnld paper o

W,4wl "hd MOSS til use it the tsct is 8190~s4-

you say vwih to rais* the foLloVnifq tem'

UINC 0SSIF1ED
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EXHIBIT JMP-50

%i WNITC House 9036;
WASHINO100 N 3872

-4FA.Tmay 1,, 196N

MuZTING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY .PLA W..ING GROUP (NSPG)

DATE: Friday, may 16, 1986
LOCATION: White House Situation Room

TH: 11:00 a.m. - 12300 noe

rAOM: JOHN M. POINDEXTZR a

1. PU.POS

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces (DR) and our current posture in the Contadora process.

11. BACKGROUND

The delay in Congressional action on your aid proposal for the
DRY, coupled with the ongoing Contadora discussions, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and in Central America.
The resistance itself is increasingly desperate as available
supplies are depleted. As of May 1, no further medical supplies
or clothing are available. By mid-June the outside support the
resistance has received will have been consumed, and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any USG or outside assistance, the
capabilities and morale of the resistance will be seriously
debilitated Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path that
will assure a positive vote in the next few weeks. This factor
is also in-luencing Central American thinking on the Contadora
accord.

Contadora negotiations are scheduled to resume in Panama on

Frid4a

The Sandinistas will likely proclaim that they are prepared to
sign another version of the treaty, containing proposals vhich
our friends have rejected. We will then find ourselves engaged
in a propaganda contest in which each side will claim the other
is intransigent. Our objective should be to support our friends'
position as a positive abd constructive Central American effort
to deal with te region's problems, while denouncing the
Sandinistas for refusing to negotiate.

cc Vice President
Don Regan

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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speculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the Central
Americans which would Osell out' the DCR. This NSPG meeting is
an opportunity for you to clarify the facts and restate our
position on Contadoras

-- The USG will support a verifiable and enforceable treaty
which ensures that all the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

-- That this country cannot and will not be a party to any
agreement which does not assure that implementation of these
21 Points can be fully verified.

V

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as indicated
above, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.
Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic vehicle
for aid to the DRF is the Military Construction Bill which is
pending Committee action in the House. We have indications that,
while Speaker O'Neill will accept DRF aid amendments to this bill
during the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it to
pass. Even if iuch a vehicle passes in the House, we stand a
good chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
no aid would be available until August or September 1986.

Given the urgency of the situation within the resistance, it is
important that we identify measures which can provide some form
of mediate assistance. Three options have been developed:

An iinediate reprogramming of $15M from DOD to CIA for
humanitarian assistance to the DRr. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from $1001 to $ISM. This
action would require approval in the Rouse and Senate
Intelligence Committee, the Armed Services Comittees, and
the Defense Appropriations Sub-Comiittees. We can make a
good case that this humanitarian assistance ($5M per month
through August 1986) is essential to maintain the option of
DP pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable.

Sl t: " ' ,,
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and enforceable Contadora agreement. Those who counsel
delay Vn any Orf aid until after the Contadora process has
"played out* can be deterred by the argument that a
ceasefire under Contadora still requires the DRI to survive
while *national reconciliation negotiations" are underway.

A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step would undoubtedly resul. in
coniderable domestic criticism and perhaps a Congressional
movo to make such activity unlawful. we would also have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad based democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Keads of State who are financially and politically capable
of bridgings the resistance needs until a more favorable
Congressional environment obtains. Such a step would likely
allow us to demonstrate the viability of the resistance
without having to endure further domestic partisan political
debate. This option has two significant liabilitiest

Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan
atmosphere.

The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
their largesse would result in some kind of USG
concession in their favor.

Finally, all agree that our policy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. if this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues, we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the immediate need
for the 1MK in non-militar. a ,sistance to the DRT. Your Messaqe
should cite the consequences of i failure to act and its national
security implications.

III. PArTICIPAMT|s See clearance list at Tab a.

IV. FIss PLI N None.

V. SIOM=CI OF IVZNTS:, See agenda Tab A. Prepared by:
Oliver North
Pay Iurqhardt

Attachments
Tab A - Agenda
Tab I - List of Participants

i
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MEETING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSpGC

Friday, May 16, 1986
white House Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. :NTRODUCTION .... ..........

1I. INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING ........

II. CONTADORA SUMMARY ... ........

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS ....

...... John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

........ Director Casey
(5 minutes)

..... Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

..... John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

V. DISCUSSION.

VI. SUMMARY . .

... . . . . . . . All
(30 minutes)

........ John Poindexter
(3 minutes)
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KZZTNG WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANIqNG GROUP (NSPG)

Friday# May 16, l l6
white House Situation Pcon

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

VP Office

Mr. Don Gregg

State

Secretary George Shultz
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrams

Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger
Under Secretary Fred Ikle

CIA

--Djjjj iam Casey

JcS

Admiral William Crewe
LTGEN John Moellerin;

White XouM

KC. DonaldRe
xr. WIll1s Ball
ADM Joha oindeXter

LICOL Oliver Xorth
Mr. Raymond Suzghardt

76
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MEETING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP INSPG)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation Room
11100 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. INTRODUCTION ................ John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

I. INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING ........... Director Casey
(5 minutes)

IIZ. CONTADORA SUMMARY . secretary ShuLtz
(10 minutes)

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS.

V. DISCUSSION ... ..........

V1. SUMMARY ... ..........

.John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

.All
(30 minutes)

.John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

SECRT K UM
Declsify: QADRt
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.oduce yot eisibllty. Set e kioe what you think sod 1 will talk to GooC40.
& sge* abost CIA bet Ce have got to get the leohslatioe past.

Poiate 0i1 ClICK
SSG FSO1: 3OL3 -CFVS TO: SJ§1 --CPOI 0t/0/d% 23:21:$4
.o: OSJNP --Cyk

0*6 30pel to geteet 00/31/05 13:26
*?3I 150 017133 15311011bFo0t: reLgi18 DIIBCRE
Subject: 1PORIT BLUt CEICK
4opetlly foe have by a beeo Latorerd that 1IO/fDI safely colnesd the eight
*eat cOCersb this eeslag Jost before dark at the religious cosamus at
oreslilas. ttasklia in headed north to attempt to get across the Bss 3d N 1 2 546
nsow* the Sandlsiutax can close In ms him it this poist the osl lIlablLit
te still bas is gee of 9MoACI IC.s aioramesmired is the ed fit is
:be raiy 0eesos dove there) they hope to
save it oat by das. 0a seaat bt toattd matter: The roaNo Cby I asked
to speak to Yom urently eanker today is that say called Elliott ibrase
cegardleg the thitd comstry issue. 1 tt b a talk. to Shultz and had
preparedd a paperre goifg to the and in J or costcihutious.
Mlliott called se an asked *whee to sed th soiwey* I told Elliott to do

nothing, to send so papers aadto talk to so ose further shoot this nstil he
.taaks to yee. Ns is seeing you pi:vately toasotro At this point I seed your
*ep. As Jou koee1 I have the accousto and the seess by which this thing seeds
to be accoipllshed& I have no idea what Shultz khoa or doesm4tke t he
-old prove to be Very unhappy If he learns of the ad oid
that has bees gives is the past fre somneose other tamaou. Ild ECU eer tell
lboltz?
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Reply-'= cte z f ,iM &. IF N 4946;I -:L:,-"-
%OT~! FR ER R: :
Subject PRIVATE ILANK CMF.:X.
mopefully yotu have by .h ee Irlfor-td .IAt L\: T % safely r!iede : Sht

We.st Gerans this veniq )4%t. befeoT d:K at tnt. rei4I:'$ .S .OW.0 4A
Pregillis. Franklin ii ided '.ortn I ::n mp: " iso i::pS . "', Rjaj qr
befzre ile Sild5,i JtaSisn : - -A. ' " *
ee |r; . ~ i :n'e =. :- '::, ,. cy" :%: 'a si;;.i~.s ;2 ':q ne P-.'1"; ,

the rainy season dcm t ::,, __________________ e
have it ou t 2 4Y1 sC a rate but ?elated Uit e eason wny ass
to Speak to you utlently earlier today is that RAy called rIo&tt Abraus
relrding the third country ISUS EI[LO h tk o Shulza and hae
prepared a paper re going to M M Mfor ¢rbutions
Ellioct called me and is4 herto send the Moanev :a" iElliottI J3
nothing. to send no papers andoc talk to no one further about thLs wc ;t i
talks to you. He is seeing you privately tomorTo. At this point ! need your
help. As you know. I hive the accounts and the means by wnicn this thing moeds
to be accomplished, I have no idea uhat Shult: knows or doesn't but he
could prove to be very unhappy if he learns ofl " 1 aid
that has been given in the past from someone ocher t nan you.od ever tell
Shults?

I J- v v :-trer. . .. J; * # -: t jp. . IP to
uored relatively US!! An extrcoriinary amount of good has been done ard
money truly is not :he igt. hich s pros: eeoled at this point. What we most
need is to get the C:A :e*-engaged in :his effo:: so that.1: can be better
managed %hanrt nou . :y one sligt:y c:,f ised 'larimne LtCoL "oney will again
become an issue in bu. ut probably not unt; sid-montih. -ere are several
million rouL.eastypes of amo now on hand and ore (53-4) worth on the
way by sh p CVC itcal jMtied'pp are being flown in from Europe
to the epaif i ihise facility loots. uniforms, ponchos etc.
dre being g purchased locally and Ca.ON t recei'e 5500K for food purchases
by the end of-the es Somehow weu&- : te .wounded egas of the triple
A with no% being able "o see RN _Rn the
bloupipesLf .a are g0;n; to do Any Lin-g :A i'' Aoo0. %;OuaS prt itne
next to% days, and 1 %G love to carry the letter f:om NRif we are
going to move on something. Meanwhile. I vd recommend tj you and RCN have

i.a d:4" ho. :. So: Shut:z does or d:. d ,:I. it"
so -A. 4.e '..y mistakes. do"'%: ,:. ... .:.
knows tiolnevorcold m. At this point I'm not sure ho on our side
knos ~lwhat. Help, Wemre eards, North

* **,,**, :,

C.
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I
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to see alpidiW arpprachias the * wbe the PUBOJICI b.... assets is N 12565
owea bed to be tesed ever to CIA to eue is the mw protea. the total

Sole of the assets join alccrttp vaceboamees so *plios, msistememce
!agilitles. ships, beats ledol hems* wobiclee *rdmoc *ce sw ltiems
3604oicatlols rosie&,N sd a i G2 Kemae-a pcrecty emed bp a P1061

"WlrietoaCl is eeoC h.SU.
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eve0 tows sped Ld-WN of the SIMN to ceplace It - owes or soths later.
!et that seems to be the dicectio they age beadimae Aoiparrstlp based os 9SC

' N'padamce.

)- If Eoe have alreadl gives Came, imetcoctiess to this ottoct, I "d 'p ech
tile to talt to p about it is berm that we co teclos the issuo. All
srcioel Leleve tbat iseodiateol after the Senate vote the par oil& be
objected to a majer Saudiista effect to break thee before the V.S. ai# cam

' sneou elective. PSlt curretIl ba the emip assets available te serrpct_
"he D.F &sd the ri01 meot ambitious estimate is.30 dals after a bill to

gelee. before their oem assets bill be avalableo 'hin will be a disaster for
:he fF if tbp base to wit tlat &eo. Gives our lack of eoeemt em otbe
!edim . optieo. . sd tiliet loea fer 10OSA to got fo to the
:aslstao m SAPe IPUM46 ill hate ti borrow at least SIM to pa for the ltoed.
fbhtes o.e and Dick Is willisl to do so teootse - bet only it there in
:easemabie assurace that the 1ier4 cam be lepaid. the oos we thet the .*U
is toed eom. co be Ceplaid is It fIA fdcchses too Se.S4c worth oP 11N1SA
slgipeet for sheet Sz.5 wbem the law pas*Ses-told tos *heg* thei cam jet
zhes coesetcasl I free the OSui as *scese - the sOme wat SbOba bought thee
md r prerletarl attrsg eoato. It in Jest ubeliegable. It pee wise I ca
good pie a Cegp et ihe*borbJEC D1i40C2i4 states repeat which isciedes a Ik,
seakdes ef9 assets It is dssl soettribetable reading. warm bee a"hrth "
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EXHIBIT JMP-55

Uth

TOP SECRET
N 49102

NSCIJCS CONTROL NO. 4301)

COPY NO. _ OF _

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

Inteoigc*S w1m kn.miv 4
NATIONAL S ECURIY INO IMAION

Alri*
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27 June 9g16

N49103

Lengthy meetingernoon with Gorba and Nir followed by
discussi-Awi t tIvia phone. Following are client
points. believes he has demonstrated his ability to
perform Eio 0T4pectations we are now prepared to deal.
Despite our earlier and current protestations that we want all
hostages before we deliver anything# this is clearly not the way
they want to proceed. They seq.Jde j that the ball is uom in
our court. In discussion.with he.d Ld*Ily asked quote
- When are you going to deliver* lie made no
specific Ireat, he noted that he was under intense pressure and
could not totally control events. We will call his back 21 july
at 1100 Frankfurt time and urge that he com to urope for amoiqadto do nothing ras a m lLJ
maethis attaciv . _- A~..

I tcah expresed a

ir to a the ree world lea rs responsible for his
release. The Pope, The Archbishop of Canterbury and 1. The
first two in, le. Can we deliver on the last? UnodLr
we will call in A.M. and urge him to meet us in Nurope
AMP. Since tii il take his several days to get authorization
to come, we plan to return to D.C. via Pan Am 061 on 238 July and
report to JHP in evening. Please advise via this channel if
other instructions obtain. wan regards. North/Cave

Bottom line, is that. if we want to prevent the death of one of
the three remaining hostages, we are going to have to do
something.

4•j -. -.-

UNCLASSIFIED
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-4 4, , C4
July 260 196i

COMAIATMDI' I ?OpMATzO

MONODUN FOR J0ow N. FOI"zNuTIn

YMMI OLZVSR L. MONTE

American ostages

Attached at Tab I to a mum from YOU to the President outlining
what ve knov of the Jenco rolese. Attached it Tab 1: are

ALoints for use by Cavel/orth 'sith fIrlGhrbaItar/
n Frankfurt, o.

Cave Is departing Geneva tonight to mt N orth/Socrd in
Frankfurt tomorrow (S1unday, so and charbanifar depeart
Lonon teorrow and have Called to t tham In
reankfurt on, Sunday morlnng. of the meeting i- to
asess Iranian expectation a1d* abil ty to release the remahaing

ercu hostages.

A draft of the DCZ assessment on the Americ hostages and th4
Jenco release is attached at Tab tU. This paper wes prepared by
Charlie Allen ad Devey Clarridge and has been delivered to
Director Caey.

M zo~IToWs

1. That you initial and toward your muem to the President
Tabr . 1 . - . '.. /Applovo "" -" ''O pto --..

at
i

2. That yes approve orth travel to -d ftrm rranfurt, on, as
described abov.

3tTh ovu Di0sapprove t ab.
3. that yam approve th tlkinq points at tabII.

Approve Disapprove .

Attachments
Tab
Tab 31
Tab :1

W-

gefl: 1ie '? OPJ 0*.e

Owe.06 J lq
TitW ZW-

- Poindextr Memo to the President
SWorth/Cave Talkun' Niats

* O: Aesesmot of ostage4 Situation

ZM6ARTNUT3 IKORMATXOW
OAM ftR

q

SU&JxCT1
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KUOAIDMUN FOR TUB P8 ZhIDut-
JOiN NN. POIN3OXThR

SUIBCTi American Hostages

The release of Father Lawrence Jenco is a seond Positive step in
our protracted and difficult dialogue with the Iranians. Father
Jenco's release undoubtedly comes about as a result of ud
Mcfrlane's trip at the end of May and the continuing direct end
indirect contacts ve have had with Iranian officials. 0ns
Israeli contacts &ad the Iranian intermaidary in Ruroe advise
that the Iranian Government now expects some reciprocal move Oa
our part -- though exactly whatf, w are unertain.

decision to release Father Jenco ws made Loa_ eUraa o or ut
July 21 On Wednesday, July 33, our Israeli point of contact
advised us that Olv as we hope, a hostage ts released, it will
be Jenco." It vas also on this date that the Israeli point of
contact (Amiram Vir) told the Iranian intermediary in Ztope-that
the US4 was breaking off-all contact on this matter. We have
also learned that July 24 es a key data ein the most recent
releases

40- The Iranian Gover nnt pal their ftropean intemediary $4K
on Thursday, July 24, as partial payment for-RANK missile
parts, which were removed from our mission aircraft at the
end of Na.y (It is important to note that. is order to pay
the Israelis for the RANK missile parts, the Iranian
intermediary in Burope btorroed more than $ISMtand has been
under threat of death from his creditors. The Israelis
regard this payment as further proof that the Iranians wish I
coetine th contact with the 0.0. o the hostage issue.)

UNCLASSIF1t tc
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Out eRtep il be to have two UO representtives meet withthe raeli "ad rantans in 'fropet If possible tomorrow in an
effort to determine Iranian expecttLons. This is not a

tiating session, but rather an attempt to mintain contact
it se assess how we should now proceed. To our

knowlede, 11o Dw Israeli deliveries have occurred and all
remainil HANK mise repair part. are still In a covert depot
in Islral.

Prepared by&,
Oliver L. North

UNCLASSIIMW. T
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/OR%-3/CAV2 TALUINO POIM

You Have seen the President's st4temnt reardinq the
release of rather Jenco. This is very much in line with
what your people had suggested.

Our government remains prepared to open direct and private
discussions vith your government leading to a normalization
of relations.

We recognize the important role played by your government in
the release of Father Jenco and regard this to be a very
positive step.

It is important that there not be any pisunderstandinqs ow
false expectations regarding the release of father Jenco.

On every occasion, including our meetings in Tehran, we made
it Clear that we were not going to barter over the lives ot
human beings.

While we are not empowered to negotiate with you regarding
any further deliveries of materiel, it is important that you
recognize that the understanding we proposed in Tehran is
still operative. We have been instructed to report back to
our government any changes to this proposal.

We continue to believe that a direct channel of communication,
which will prevent misunderstandings important. As we
Lndijc.e in Tehran, te are prepared to dispatch a

10 communications team to Tehran to falciliatfle-iic€ ii lion.

09WD COK1ART6TD INFORMATION

UNCLASIFI
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2. bASle PI ARS o U.S. ORIGN POLI-r (Ogtional)

President Reagan cae into offtie at a time when Iran had
had a certain Impact on the American political process
perhaps not what you Intended.

-- The President represents and e Les Amerl.ca's recovery
from a period of weakness. Xe rebuilt Aperican mu itaryand" cononic strength.

m Most important, he has restored I rican will and
soelf-confLdence. The U.s. i no afraLd to use its power in
defense of Its interests. We ar 1t Intimidated by Soviet
pressures #whether on arms contr or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

-- At the sme times, we are prepare o resolve political
problems on the basis of recipro4y.

We see many international trends economic,techological,
and political -- working in our vor.t

11. U.S. POLICY TOWARD IRAs ASIC PRINCIPLIS

A. O'S. Assoesent of Iranian Policy.

- We view the Iranian revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not-trying to turn the clock iack.

Our present attitude to Iran to not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

Iran has used "revolutionary Islam as a weapon to
undermine pro-Western governments and AmerLcan
Interests throughout the Middle last. As long as this
I* Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.
Support of terrorim and hostage-taking is part of thisstrategL pattern. We see it used not only against us,
but against our fritnid. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of iia hostages/
return of those killed (over time) is osseniiiil.

a sUl5y Ns"ED
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40 e #of youractivity in "nc pati of Wt vorld,
Including even Central A0erca.•

41P .@.S. kOOeW ho wIran views the Soviet Vni. u
subversion of westernI interest$ and friends-objectively
serves Soviet Inteoieets 0 a global scale. -

.Thus, our asessment is that a decisive Iranian victory
In the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunitiess for Soviet
trouble-making.
The tU.S. ll therefore do what it cam to prevent such

a development. -V. regard the war as dangerous in many
respects and would like to see an end to it.

3. Possible intersectione of U.O.-Zranin ntroests.

Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interestL
I propose we explore theeo areas.

rret, the U.S. has had a traditional interest In
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

Second we have no interst in & Zr i vIctMover

con otMA van to gasan Improved reationship with
Ira to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy thereito aweda gas a a all In

cobe " t Is suss t got out and
lot the Afghan people choose their own co rse.

C. U.s. Objetive 'today.

We have no illusion about what Is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps tkis eeting-vill reveal
only a ILited, momentary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Porhaps moe. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
withS us. UNIMnPKI -,
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fe~qw has dtons onP tX~

Afghanistan illustiates the price the. Soviets are ready to
pay to cx;en4 aream under their direct control.

Sumarize Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

i .. aware of Soviet activity

Soviet plans now they would do it.

-0 Iranian support to Sandinista regiLe In Nicaragua aide and-
abets Soviet desiags -- makes U.S.-Iranian relationship pore
difficult ($100 million is oil, plus arms).

U.S can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AGRAMISTA

May be real value for Iran and 0.S. to find vays to
cooperate against Moscowi n Afghanistan.
US can rovido huit rij distance for refugees5

we need to know 0who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. KARtDWARU

-- We rabe prepare to resume a limited military supply

owevers Its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent interests coe to
tom larger in the overall picture.

What dcos Iran want?

-UNO ,.WFED
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N 4,- 14

July as, Igoo

NM/AMDUMN tORI Vice Admiral John N. Poindexter
Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

SUBqfCTO American lOstages

After discussing the release of Father Lawrence Jenco With
Charlie Allen and Devey Clarridge, I believe it is imporgeant th
you have our assessment of this development and prospects for
release of additional hostages.

First, it is indisputable that the Iranian connection
actually worked is t , after a series of faiamlv s. Yo will
recall that the Ghorbanifar connection a r Ited in
the release of P n n el ir in Sotombe ISS

ai Tehran over in late Nay confined to initiat-
direct contact with one of cers, QOtge Cav, even though
the Iranians had been told that we wereso on6r interested in
pursuing the matter. The fact that ersisted in contact 'inl us indicates his desire to arra • with Washington
either through Chorbanifar or, if necessary# with Cave. ge also.
clearly wanted to keep a channel open. Aiam Sir, Special
Assistant to the Prim Kiniater of Israel on Counter-Terrorim,
h4s also played a critical role in a determined effort to force
Ira to begin the release of American hostages. Ne has been
supported by Prime kLnister Peres and Defense Minister Rabin in
this endeavor. In order to sake the terms of the arrangements
more palatable, Israel, on its met offered additional aria *to
sweeten the dea1.10

~reinforce this

comitment, he transf qr $4N to • roopea bank to pay hi
turopean intermediary for the MN spare parts removed from our
mission aircraft in May. On Wednes ay, July 3, when no hostage

UNeo~n ", DRJ

I,.'
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had been released.
I-.A hh A -A "am

in return for the release, probably expects to
receive most of the RAM apare p yet delivered, along
with additional military equipment that Israel unilaterally has

t he arrangement. Once this equipment is delivered,
stated that Iran would take action to obtain the release

eof one more hostage and would pay the remainder of the Jlfney
*n tha Tranian intermediarv for the K spaNre parts.

_moreover, indicated a wiIZngneOs to meeS.
with U.S. officials again on these matters, either in Tehran or
Oseewhere else -- presumably Western turope.

This is how we see the current situation,

-- The Ghorbanifa II connection has worked for the
second time -- I anotor American has been released.

-- Ghorbanifar is an uncontrollable factor, but appears to
respond generally to Nit's direction.

-- Nit has every xAason to work for further releases of our
hostages. e ab m _in have put their reputation on the
Ghorbanifa in n nction and support Nit fully in his
endeavors.I owou ld be a considerabe loss of face for
tr and his superiors if the link were broken. This

connection appeared to be the only hope they have for
reoovering their ovn missing soldiers.

-- h as now acted and
0c quickly In turn

remaininL RA spare pats.
States is also supplying t0
that has been prossed.

likely expects the United states
by delivering most of the
probably believes the United

e additional military eaip ent

DRAIN

75-935 0 - 88 - 20

3
UNPIA 1%

AL- EL --
ILWI 06ML.
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. mUme
tf t Uwi do notdcur vill lo badly
with his superiors Ln fow"raSa LA ..tt.e..mould twr "lye
e*pMIallY SIeS the LeaW""Xisbellah captors probably are
not ple4d with A Jeaco release.

-- U there is No M contact am a genlt of Jeno's release,
it is entirely possible that Sta and/o ELsalleh fould
report e the warder of on or Moe of the reauinin
bost*"e.

za sup"I. based o the Latlligesee as %dispoeaz,
ubell tat we should cotimae to iuLata frbaiLfar-&" cooer wha w my be od_ L*to' do t

aLma reqmints tao aoe
o t Mrs, s hostages. Althoog Z M a pleased by

he y mU o t Apseioete, loa -d doioe th~a." La W. tuaO feoed ie the AMC Io Lal6th *I b a OL e re vsis ci the &setosge 9Lease
potWntially 1odiaq to contract with moderate - eme La Im •
that we my be eble to deal vit La te legor as..

villle J. Case

3

IDIA, O

1,sj"re
MJ A d%4

Pik L 6 AA.I-.A6-L j

0
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EXHIBIT JMP-56

"" I •SYSTEMI IV

NATIOAL scA~w'v~Mca. C/ZCSa4024S

July 1. II .. , ,- ,

JoW N. ozuIx a " 44486
OLIVR L. WORT%

Next Steps on the mrican Hostages

Fther Jenc@ is *chofl@
thei President on Fridlyp Auyt to1 at 2:00 p.m.

Based on intoraton derived from ourthe
we have drawn

....IIftec .aUl e as a dLrect result Al action taken by
o bout July 21.

00--1 -mmmmmDecri Oes'M
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e r cans through Ghorbanifar on the terms for release
of the hostages.

-expoctations regarding the immediate delivery of
TMr7 w missile parts were apparently transmitted to
higher authority in Iran. Discussions with I in
urope (Sund July 27) and calls from him topiiIndicate
that pis in considerable personal jeopardy as a
conseM e ! ot having received what he believed we
promised.

-- It is entirely possible that if nothing is received
will be killed by his opponents in Tehran, Ghorbani Par "w
be killed by his creditors (they are, the beneficiaries of a
$22M life insurance policy), and one American hostage will
probaoly be killed in order to demonstrate distVlure.

-- Although the Dawa l?,in Kuwait continue to be mentioned q#
"dee tage holders, -

I wete o d have not seen
nce to s.i ssue since our meeting in Tehran (Tab 5).

It is obvious that the conditions% release ofthe hostages
arranged between Ohorbanifar ana re unacceptable.
Nonetheless, we believe that GOi~iW~fLFcted on what he
considered to be the followipq arrangements

Step I, One hostage released and $4M to Ghorbanifar for items
removed from the aircraft in Tehran during the May
visit (Ghorbanifar received the $4K on July 20).

Step 21 Remainder of 240 parts plus full quota of electron
tubes (Item 24 on Iranian parts list) and 500 TOWs
delivered to Iran.

Step 3: Second hostage released and GhorbanLfar paid for
remainder of 240 parts.

Step 4, 500 TOWs and I HIPAl radar delivered.

Step 5, Third hostage released and Ghorbanifar paid for one
radar.

Step 6, Meeting in Tehran to discuss future followed by release
of the last hostage and delivery of second HIPAR radar.(Pi1&A6M f %
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We believe that the mixture Of RfAW% parts and TOWs is designed to
satisfy both t IiiA[ and the revolutionary guards in Iran.
At this point wl probably be able to retain his

credibility 1 240 parts are delivered from Israel. we

believe that he can be convinced to follow-up this delivery with
a meeting in europe to discuss next steps.

At such a meeting, we should endeavor to produce a concrete

schedule that is agreeable to both parties and which allows 
all

reaini 8 A IM, released simultaneously. The Jenco

release indicate that this ti clearly within the
pover oFE*i itinns. if they are so inclined. i, ile they will

continue to haqgle over prices, timing, and sequence, the
delivery of the 240 should help to assure the 

ranians that we

will keep our word. It is important that a face-to-face meeting
occur so tat we can establish the terms rather than having
horbanifar negotiate for us. Finally, even rts are

delivered, we still retain some leverage overall

N~co~mtoo_

That you brief the President regarding our conclusione 
on the

Jenco release as Indicated above and obtain his approval for

having the 240 KAN missile parts shipped from Israel to Iran as

soon as possible, LeaLowed by a meeting with the tranians in
Europe.

Apprcove T/7/mpisaPprove -

L'6.

Atta?ments

Tab 2

, *io, 6rC E
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ExiBrr JMP-57

ApteeAL ucC.i, C195a
*&b~q4T* aOC lows

September S, 1916

Non-Loq

N 2807

SENSITIVE
AC TI.ON

KZmOP.AIDUm FOR JOHN H. PoimosxifaR

FROPIa OLIVZR L. NOR 'OK

Next Stepls with Iran

Attached at Tab t is a non-paper which provides an update on the
current situation for your use in discussing next steps with the
President. This paper supplements the previous paper forwarded
on. September 2, 1 6G and has been prepared in conjunction with

That you use the attsc ed papers in discussing our next steps
with the President./

Approve Disapprove

Tab I - Supplement Paper on Next steps with Iran
Tab I - Allen Memo to Poindexter of September So 1986

pj~k OW~la

"Al" -lof 'wouod

mo

Declassify: 1JD UW&WmE

SUBJECT:

r
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Supplomint

NEXT STEPS WZT7H PAN
N 2808

Ongoing Activ'tiee2

Last wOe., we stnfrrarized the five separate activities we have
underway in our effort to resolve the Amertcan hostage situation
and br &aden our relationshi wit nxwt of I

RsfsanIn coordination wi F

his assoc at ye kept t1NaJlie Speaker Rafse an jan UT K s vl~

that "the several faction-I n - iave agreed to a
serious discussion with American officials, I rably in
Europe next week." As previously indiceate is fully
aware and the crn activity
involving and Ghorbarifa:. entinuos to
indcatit ti as a specific Mandate fro to
nest with UtS officials seeking a neans for Re"" yor.d
the hostage issue" and starting a dialogue with the USG.

- ,Wifa r s Pursuant toj , efforts were
or V 1 wee end to. convLa to release of all

three A"ricans, simultaneously.inteadfastlerejected this proposal citLn ence of te
captors and Iranian inability to ensure results.

Since last week, CIA and Amy Logistics have located a
significant number of KAWK parts which had previously been
listed as Ounavailable.e We now believe that the total
"packa e" will be sufficient to entice the Iranians to
proceed with the sequential release pattern proposed in the
London meetings.

LAU $ESITIVE
PecLassir y OAOIR
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MeetT SCNSTTIVC

N 2809
Since Sunda i as sought, in dozens of calls, to
contact Abae, end Copp. This afternoon, when Sam
returned call to hir he told Sam that his *bass approved of
the resting that was to take place* td *!ALLMM".cally
to the r eetings two weeks ago with Pafsan)ani-In
Brussels. CIA evaluates this information as wTmrTon
that Rafsanjani may be moving to take control of the entire
process of the U.S. relationship and the hostages.

Sven ,%no

calls r" Iran:&" Rafsanjani-$ appazoiwi~llinqress
U.S./lrinian discussions, Ibn e. J

maw Ato acquire requisite. ar

Director Casey conducted a review of the Iranian project today
and has directed his people to initiate necessary preparations
!or acquiring the parts promised in earlier $ jg s with t.he
Iranians. CIA continues to believe that th Ghorbani~ar
connection is,the only proven meant by which we-WYrbeen able to
effe;t the release of any of the hostages. Though the sequertial
plazV s not what we prefer, the cownedities and quantities are
with4n the framework of',bur original understanding. CIA believes
that we should proceed expeditiously with. Itnts to
implmeqt the sequential plan proposed by-- $tth hopes
that we could improveon it in discussions- L " sfanjani's
Vepr6sentates when they agrive in turope. In this regard, our
windo%. of'6pportunity may be better then it will ever be again,
if we are able to consummate the release of the hostages before
the Iranian offensive begins.

UIN AM~ID SENSITIVE

I
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EXHIBIT JMP-58

.. ~6 'AT4 SGCUWTV COUiczM

September 15, 1936

TOP SzCRZ9T.......

2927

ACT O

M04oJWDUM fOR JON K. POIS09XTR

FROM: OLIVR L. NOR= ,

SUBJECT:

...5(3

Tollow-on %eetinq wthh Apiraa Nir

You are Scheduled to meet with Ami Mir aqain this afternoon at
1:30 p.m. for 10 minutes. Purpose of this meeting is to debrief
Nir on his meeting s with Peres over the w

1. That you privately discuss the papers at Tabs r'Md IT with
Director Casey &ad indicate neat steps after the conversation.

Approve Disapprove

2. That you brket t 4 e tedent onethe ini3atvef6'ALmed at
Tab I1. ,,

Disapprove

Att

.4&0 && - r uuI nt

.T T E C f 1 iT 6s"'I~i(
TOP SECR T
Declassiryi

-ir

Approve
CpvA
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N 2931
POSSIBLE PZRES O:SCUSSION .E.S WITH THE PRESIDENT

AJLCa&S Nir, the Special Assistant to Prime minister Pores on
.ount-Terrorism, has indicated that during the 15 mlnwte
-rivate discussion with the President, Pores is likeLy to :sse

C,. w~ 'emelft., a ,R ada.

- o seqes: Several weexs ao, Peres expresses Concern that
U.S. may be contemplating termination of current efforts

-~ wi.th Iran. The Israelis view the hostage issue as a
- ".hurdle" which must be crossed enroute to a&broadened

strategic relationship with the Iranian qoverrnient. It is
l , likely that Pores will seek assurances that the U

-s'--.- / '--". can--- with the currt ioint iLniti " "Lj

4 M In that neither Weir- nor Janeo woul be :rem
•'~" ''' without Israeli help (particularly in logistics), it wouLd

be helpful 0. the President would simply thank Peres for
.-, 'heir discrete assistance.

TOP SECURt
Declassify:

Ly

OADR
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ExHrr JMP-59

MaO04?G, a C Jos N 9099
October 2, 1946

SINSITZVI

ACTION

NDORANDU . FOR JON N. P"trie

riams OLIVr L. NoRnlt

Next Steps with Iran

called Dick this morning to advise that he had Just returned
beirut and would very mach like to meet with us In

Frankfurt, Germany, on Monday, October 4. Ne indicates that he
has 'good news re ardinj the hostages and ha ha wishes toGet B nM-;e " stac&s- As q e8& aspsible. A. Eppro-pemls

George Cave is taking a well-deserved *tini-vacation* in Roos.
We are telling all callers tkUL is in the hospital for tests
on his back. In accord with request, the U.S. side would
be represented byt San O'Ne Opp, and Goode.

This meeting also affords us the opportunity to deal with the
issue of Israeli cooperation. Mir has been calling daily (often
several tiams urging that we get on with the process in our
0Uoint venture.' Ke constantly cites his September 10 meeting
with you as the basis for proceeding urgently. because we ha
not told him about our intention to pursue the
first, he continues to encourage Ghorbanifar to raise the
requisite funds for anoth del ry. Chorbanifar, in turn, has
a frequent dialogue with On this regard. All of this
tends to create confusion among'e various participants and an
unnecessary OPSEC vulnerability. we need to act n:w to reduce
the number of channels into the Iranians (at least on a temmorar

i d *Li.msong.

we (Ca, c a u e( 8 Con)~ believe that we sould

01311 O'ei 0006. sset wi t)jj irankfurt on
iy Octobr S. fhae Lndicatod tak- has an

atormal o"eemafsa ow to proceed with regard to the
boataee obetaele.s U has baLd that he vil bring with
him to this metLaq "cm of the officials ye met with in

1W- M

Sg5J TI

k

... 6
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Tqhran and has asked that we bring with us a definitive
sample of the intelligence we had disc9sej en he was
here. Based on this, we believe, that

may vell acco panyl You will
recalthait request for intelligence w very specific
(the detail ore forwarded to you via PROFs). While the
sensitivity of providing this information is vell-recognized,
it must alsoft noted that intelligence was given a higher
priority by i0tha&, any other assistance we could provide.
In the"Casle yl Cave-orth meeting we had with you
after earted, we all agreed that it was unlikely that
providnvsuch information would change the course of the
war. Further, we all recognized that the information need
not be accurate and that it was highly perishable given the
dynamic nature of the conflict. In short. we believe that a
mix of factual and bogus information can be provided at this
meeting which will satisfy their concerns about "good
faith" and that we can use the "perishible argument as an
incentive for the Iranians to accept a CIA communications
team in Tehran. As before, we would not leave any documents
with the Iranians, but will provide an exposition during
which they could take detailed notes. Director Casey needs
to be. told to prepare the intelligence for handcarry to the
meeting.

has said he is bringing a Koran for the President. As a
'riprocal ge&Sure, we have purchased a Bible which we would
present to for him to take back to Tehran with him.
Given our elrflier discussions (see transcript), it would be
very helpful if the President would inscribe a brief note
citing a particular biblical passage 4Tab IIZ) in the front
of the Bible. This particular excerpt is important in that
it is a new testament reference to Abraham, who is viewed by
Moslems, Jews, and Christians as the progenitor of all the
world's nations. It would be most e!fec:ive i! the President
hand wrote the inscription and initialed/signed it without
addressing the note to any particular person.

-- is When Amiram was here, we made a conscious decision not
oA-' rise him of our near-term efforts. with Rafsanjani's

("1 j We did inform him earlier of the contact and he
'-5ntinues to inquire regarding the status of this initiative.

Meanwhile, lacking guidance to the contrary, Mir has sought
iU? stimulate further activity be ten!o rbanifar and

* E;Q This has resulted in ailing directly to
r" 6 home and office *evera"Iie5d5ily and *1onsiderable

confusion rearding why we have not accepted the
Ghorbanifar offer to purchase the remaining *AW spare
parts and 500 TOWS.

URLAI~EDSENSITIVE-
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From an operational perspectives the current eoemunications
arrangements are a command and control/OPSIC nightmare

e ]. Nir essinhially con'tri'o I 'Access to both
And Ghorbanifar and. thus, we often find ourselves

reactan to his well intentioned efforts. We believe that
we nov have an opportunity to change the relationship in
such a way that Nr is placed in a supporting role rather
than acting 4& a primary source of control. we also
recognize that Israel's participation in this activity is
both politically and operationally important. In altering
Nir's status# we need to do so in such a way that he and
those officials in his government whoa are conisant continue
to perceive that this is still a "Joint venture."

In order to accomplish the objectives outlined above, we
propose that on Saturday, October 4, Copp would fly to
Tel Aviv and met with Mir. At the meeting, Copp would use
the talking points at Tab IV. In an effort to ameliorate
Nirs £nest over his "new status,' we urge that the letter
at Tab V-to Prime Ninister Fares be signed by the President.
If you agree# we need your approval of the talking points at
Tab IV and a Presidential signature (real or autopen) on
Tab V by 300 p.m. Friday, October 3.

The steps above are designed to give us a chance to make the new
relationship through theaCpmW function without destroying the
Ghorbanifar channel. We would, in effect, put
Ghorbanifar on "hold' until we see whatI*produces.
Please note that when Copp briefs Mit in Tel Aviva on Saturday, he
will n rveal that he is enroute to Frankfurt to meet( ?
Give - strong antipathy toward the Israelis and ou"
unceruirni2y as to whether or not he knows that Nir (aka Killer)
is Israeli, we would tell Mir on S av niht that we were going
to a hastily arranged meeting with whichhe (Mirw '
be unable to make due to lack of connect ights to Frankfurt.

W has already told us, that shortly after the October 4 meting,
se 11 b16follow-on meting of the "JOLit ciLttee in

whioh will be a participant. Unless we are convinced
that A ifa ani a ould recognize Wir as an Israeli, we would
intend to invite fix to this follow-on meeting.

A mmo frm you to the Presien*t has not beem preW d for
obvioousweasA. Zt is hoped that between mow WA 1.00 p.m.

yrdy y VI I have an oPrwa ity to privately dimes this
with the rPeeldat aO Wobtakm s s. rovals/ei'tWtoe on the
oewo £ 'm.
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1. That you init the travel authorization sheet at Tab 1.

Approve r Disapprove

2. That you tell Director Casey to. prepare an appropriate
intelligence package by Saturday* October 4, for the meeting vithI!Won Monday (departure Sunday eveni-..f---

Approve Disapprove

3. That you have the President inscribe the attached lible with
the passage at Tab III (a card is paperclipped at the appropriate
place in the Sible)f

Approve Disapprove

4. That you approve the talking points at Tab IV for use by Copp
with Nir on Saturday, October 4.

Approve . Disapprove

S. That you obta1V a Presidential signature on the letter to
Prime Minister Peretat Tab V.

Approve . Disapprove

Attachments
Tab - Travel Autorlsatio. Sheet
Tab It -Laras
Tab ZZ - ILble Ifor Presidential inscription)
Tab W lvaCoW ?a tifae
Tab V- Presdeatial lt to PH Pres

#*HlMIl lV
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iii ' LI IJitIL J DAT

L t.-:..! f % P.' Mr. William P. Goode

;. p-..P$(S:,, E.-E(S). DATE(S': Official travel to rrankfurt. C.
-- MonAy. October 6. to meet with our contacts regarding the
:* rrent si tatton in the Middle last.

3. I,::141]AY (Please Attach Copy of Proposed Itinerary) _
10/s Dabart !;00 p.m. Dulles AiMtet ranm 160
10/6 wis 1A am uj.E

0/ Depart , -1s 3P-m. Tran* hurte ULPn o

10/ 7 eartve 4t40 P2. Dulles Aarpuxt
DEPARTUPZ DATE sun, Oct 5 pjMM CAT& Tues, Oct 7

TDM :00 p.m. TD 440 ptm.

4. NODE Or TRANSPORTATION:

G A IR CO1QmRCIAL AIR Xx POV_ RAIL__ OTER___

S. ESTIMATED EXPENSES:172.00

TIL.SIPORTATIOt__ PER DIEM.XX Q 3____ TOTAL TRIP COST_____

G. W113 PAYS tXPE1SES: WSC XX OTIIZZ R

7. Il NOT NSC, DESCPBZ3E SO = AKN ARJ AM1GPE TS: /A

S. V F, ML 7A4ZLY IMrJGER ACCOMPARY YOU: YES_1_. H xx

. IF SO, WHO PAYS FOR FA.4ZLY Pr-.]iR (If Travel Not Paid by Traveler
Describe Source an Arrangaemea) /A

TRAVEL ADVAMM RIESTEOs $ 0.00

u1. IAM (ue Thi" Space to Indicate Any Addltional Items You Woul
Like to Appear on Your Travel Orders) _

13. APPROVALS:

UNCLASSIFIED
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CONIZCATIOKS NCTS

September 30, 19l6

N 9104

ZUf, z ?ANGO

Merchant

From an OPSEC perspective, there are too many channels Into (and
out from) the U.S. We can't hope to hivetihis many players speak
vith one voice no matter bow *good* they are individually.

fecommendation: Pare the U.S. comnicators dovn to no more than
two individuals (who either compare notes directly each day, or
report to a common supervisors e.g., San and Copp, who both
report daily to North. Cut Charlie and anybody-e-se
out. Have them stop communications co rkey (to support cover
story of U hannel being blown, rolled up, and finished).

-UHIfIFIED[

U.S.

Goode

CharlieJ

Copp

Top* it-.".

0'(!!! )
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UNOICLASSIFIED 9105

INSCRIPTION BY PRESgDENT:

"And the Scripture, foreseeing that
God would Justify the Gentiles by
faith, preached the gospel beforehand
to Abraham, saying, 'All the nations
*hall be blessed in you'.

Galatians 3166
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UNCLASSIFIED N 9106

UCAII

UNCLASSIFIED
mmmmm
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biWPmLAV ILO SnSITZV,

IMSRUCTIM To COPP roe SMTIN WITH VIA

Saturday. October 4. 1916 N 9107
Tel Aviv. Israel

You will have with you a letter from President VAmgan to Prime
Kinister Peres thanking xr. Nir for his Courageous assistance to
our mutual cause. You should initiate this 4ismusion by
prosonting hs with a copy of the letter and asking, for his
advice on delivering the original.

The objective of this discasion is to improve our control of
events Ln this Joint effort to establish a tirateLo relationship
with Iran. T talking points below are Intended to establish
the sramotera of your discussion and are designed to elicit

curter Cooperationi

ADM Poindexter ha d, &L hat I see you regarding our
current Chorbanifar hannel and discuss with you
ways in which we c a"TOe-.e thor to accomplish our mutual
objective -- a strategic relationship with Iran.

- we believe that the first new hostage (Reed) was probably
taken by elements other than izbal lah - although they m
have his in their hands now.

-- We think that y have believed that he could bring
additional prissure--rbe ar on us to comence further
deliveries by seizing another: hostage (- hostages).

Quite the contrary is true. The President is adamint that
we will l move forward on this channel until we resolve
the new Wtlge issue.

We m also concerned that the two new host&age (or at least
Ciaipplo) represents a clear violation of the "understanding"
we have had with the Iranians on anti-9.8. terrorism since
June of last yesz.

We do not want to engage in a process that results in new
hostages just to bring "proesre to bear.* Nor will we
continue this process if, when the current hostages are
released, nore are taken, simply to elicit further
deliveries of am.

Diel'icylf oai L I IED
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N 9108
Aside frm this very toWq policy ohectioa to 9tL0ui.
we have as y.kow, re tptitive 1 iacl ad coOWMIca.
tLonsdifficuto with OhorlnLrar. UWhile v cOuld debate
as to wbether or nt orboifar hd received all that was
due him by the ZrPALa, the Mt iportaat feetor is
potestal Onve risk.
toas ofton to Obhoa thlns Wmqpau" beusfnifar has sadecomit I& our .hae m tetlv heyom oul
ability to smt. Tmhis ee ramu L ineras eteattie
Gm the per of the raiams.

risally. both of us km th hm olf. io met
LaW ti F, stute I t te mee of
- owtuacwtt W the 8ty of our desire to .otahlish an
offtiale relat t os ip.
In shoue, te ehameI to sesiVn or mus"aI obleive
th rSoeming of a eglrW rith tra.
t"e Presidmi boa "fren" that we V.U~ atpseOOdA with amycomiep ffAmt from ESeehmeifaUek, iliverie to

AuROtilIeove thee ioos*
- veral o8eethe I Led F of a seoet with the

M to ;eosQW its velidity.
we G nn. t tme - --- I is La
seSnaiA S inied M= 1 Ead thet he hoo beeft
fues edaa to se a a U.S. a" US&L"

twom M"5,mqo 'An&m Oom"o Ib

reedis Zone me ohe an venp to Owmezo"
clie I o ao$* M peosev.

I hey Sne Letreuted to seew oan a Smomd smith
as m as It sm hobe eamd tugee IiU at as anhV

f'11,11 edirves mu t with

~seumI muiil ama ~.
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-- Once we have established direct US4 contact vith the
w we intend to introduce you into this process under t
conditions as obtained when you went to Tehran vith us.

-- Based on my one initial meeting with and the
* intelligence we have been able to collect, we believe that
* this contact may well prove to be the one that both your

government w aine have been seeking.

(Remember Pir has been told that you *cams upon
as a co of e e ! si. into Ue possible diver ui- T
TOVs through )during an investigation
undertaken in &a Y early August. 1

While we explore the sincrity of and confirm his
ability to speak for the Iraniift gA......7 we want to keep
the Ghorbanifar channel on *hold.*

-- to that end, we hwe toL.Sam -- who is in the hospital -
he is;'to contact % nd tell him that:
- there must be.a meeting wit I before we proceed

any furthers

the issue of the two noew hostages has become a strong,
negative factor in preceding at Illi
this matter (the two tew hostages) mst be resolved
before we will take any further steps for- any further
deliveries

- the problem -is not the merchant and his financier, but
rather the two now hostagesr

- cQhtrary to what he a Ay expect , there will
be W further deliverisURi l we have met and resolved
this matter,

- we have asked. )to met with us In Frankftrt on
October 9 -- 4ma yet have an answer.

I LteMd to meet with somewhere in Burope or
"rkey, hopefully tua. .Will then report back tO
Vasigton on my findings a follow-on metim, will be
set. - in which e will tt it to have you Lioluded.

I Want to e tLonys, how* r, that LA my eeting in
t rusls LdLcted that he and others in Tehran
are aw4re ao yo as Israei - and knew it when you
went to "Uehran.

TWIS~E anw
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dJiw tobfitu N 9110
t SIZI?iyv

-- Neither of as vent this contact, It it is indeed what t
ihink it to be, to founder because of this.

-- I have been istructed to find a way to have you in the
meeting in which Goode ad sam will serve as the USr5
representatives.

If my meeting vithA this Week goes well, z would
expect.that all of oom t with him next week.

-- zn the interim, i does indeed agree to meet with
us under the condit mn-- have established, we should
proceed with that meeting.

Approved

KiIFlEO ,,.,,.,.
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N 7111

DeIete in

its nfier
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EXHIBIT JMP-61

.m%.v ,, >kc%,

( ' 9 " hjI r" Iq~~ ~

.CA
.4Ve 75-935 O61.... .40qor.- .
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EXHIBIT JMP-62

InK LIIRAY OF CwONAM

TRMALATIo OF uLTrS

a "$&Blae l PIiaS-
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Nm m ad1 __________

S lldlm __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

-n n O~ .. , -

ow, ...R .-- 15 . 1..
ft3 *WIN&UMoM to 14M a n1ghti

. 'l,,S W••I I s iI~~~.Sm iipoi

!. , -q a zm mlma £ti ,mU n aom.,d '

2, In , _. ' m m ".M "rig"t' . .,S'
awoaLl MkWC w m4Ltd)ui~mill W ifteedw to Icu.

4spIM" to) abod PLf) ocea d usoI -l z.Q md t--3 roo1 el 17 gLt Is u t I t • .* ..
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-,vO LMA .W fC tLSJM Of a'C -:, U wKU 4L:*Wit- y '.f.-.: x .'.1'Kt c.,
Iii armtmowla boyo, wil ' . tojIj L\N.I PNIl ".U1p ,r.,,ry fo:

6. . m z:i will support ;Pfl4 t.v '-c'nic-&1 assistanc '.trijl *1pcci,),:. •

Also -r~c>'61 .,.. ..th ° "r" "i .nx.%' , f by A l

7. .Cor - :..l Ja.- :u ; . .. .. ;.. -',-r (- .',t.) .
.banon r t .,. rof '. :.-.:...-.n C -' o ;6 - . r

inycl w. .**

9. The car~s for (3 cIi---rv Cf ita L& to in ik,&vc.K p- rt of
" i rt ntiOm-o'd ib-: .!ill '

"v. L.ttcLr of (- rLit will b o.w . ir; f r. o' Iz. tis5.ir ?l a wil lw ,t t.." .y fo. t- c 5, 'b.3 :v. 2.Jblb t . . .a. , L, t. , . - .

'.ftrc dii.ucussicii betwoen Mr. .#xvrJ rmi ?Mr. .)ai, it w7.* agecd rtaIirij to
1lir priarwcru tbatn ttt1-rebIe writxn "erziel d it !,z.!orcynizati- t.11I be writtenn in the follcwirn mnncr . . .
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Translatio. by Albert Makim of

the Faro Oriqinal of the "t PoiAnt"

gote: The date is the 16th day of the 7th month of the Iranian
year which I believe corresponds to 8 October 1906, but
needs to be checked. It also indicates the discussions
started in the afternoon and lasted until late at night.

Sumation of Us and Hakim

I. Iran provides f,:-nds to Mr. Hakim for 500 TOWs and, if
willing, Iranians will provide for the Hawk spare
parts which remain from the previous agreement.

2. Nine working days from now the 500 TOWs and the Hawk
spare parts (if accepted by Iran) and the gifted
medicines viii be delivered to Iran.

3. Before executing Item 4 below, Albert will provide the
plan for the release of the Kuwaitis (17 persons).

4. 1 1/2 (1 definitely and the 2nd with all effective
possible effort) American hostages in Lebanon, through
the effort of Iran, will be released by the Lebanese.

8 5. Using the Letter of Credit method, (three to four days
after delivery of shipment stipulated in Item 2)
additional 500 TOWe (together with a maximum of 100
launchers). within four days after the execution of
Item 4 above, will be delivered to Iran. The method
of Letter .of tdtwill be reviewed between Albert
and .LA, f1.1 by tomorrow niqht. Iran will pay
the funds fo 1500 T*Os (the 500 TOWs mentioned above
plus an additional 1000 TOWs) and the 1000 TOWs will

delivered to Iran within nine days.

6. The United States will start with the technical.
support of the Hawks (material-and knowhow), update
of the military intelligence and maps. establishment
and commissioning of the special communications link,

75-935 0 - 8B - 21
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&Ad viii prepare the chart related to the items
(provided by K. ) indicating price and
delivery to Itau.

* utsraeol and its cover orgatzation. La Mad, and
the text vritten in the Seven Step Document of
Mr. Worth (illeqible)

0,?. Wefore the return of NZ.. ke to Tehran. the
subject of the Moslemiprisoners (Shia) in Lebanon ai
the manner of their re ease 0y the involved parties

" will be reviewed by Pz. Second.

I. Iran will continue its effort for creating the grow
for the release of the rest of the hos tagee.

9. The steps £or delivery of items referred to In the
second part of Item above viii start.

*) The Letter of Credit will be o in favor of
KC' r. Pit andM he wii ma I G the. moetor tho SC
TO* available by using l0 of the Letter of Credit.

Afte discussion between e. ecord A Me

,d

%ds

I0

IfsI-il
that tbesoentemed, (text) will be writtes Iie OJ
folloviagf manner:"

A4A'~'c4t4~ Z/~SA~

4.-'

,',A-



Exisir JMP-63

HA LMMO ; Vice ?diral John M. Poindexter, U
ASSistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

SVLBTS: Ioy lurmark's Cmta n the ostag* Sltuation

1 0195
1. Chrles Allen and Georg e ve, wn to few York an 22,Gtoe l96 to

meet with oy FUrmeck. This was an extremely interesting meeting in that it
revaled that, thefnancial bikers of xbaifat have bon • of the
Operation sce iL inception and my actually have played a key role in
getting It moving, possibly for altruistic resos, but al m& oertinlytfor
their ow npofit. Roy himelf aditted several times dutifq the evening-that
profit was certainly a motive but that the group did "* their efforts as
leadLng towards stability in the-region and the release of the hostages. Roy
appeared to be very open rding the course of the evening and everything he
told us tracked with what we know. Teonly doUul a he gave s in

' rely to a q son as to theC mof the principal s wero involved ih the
sting operation. Roy said that none of the pcincipels wre involved, howvr,
€n of the players, lawyer Sa l Ivan, was theme ~or Lndictee and ie tree on
$4.5 1411mn bond. My cla that Vans s him *$Wo00,

2. Ohahoggi has been involved in this from the beginning as Qobnifa's
financier. Everything started in Juary 19S with a meting in tucope,
frmAkfurt apparnly, involving Qanifar, ;Ashoggis Roy, and others. This
was followed up by suboW w meetings in Parls and WNdo. Those meetings
culiinated in a meting in ugust lS in Tl Avlv. Ry wnt to Tel Avlv with
Gianmitar and WtUie there they stayed vith NJfeciIn his house. Curing the
€ uom of thaee meetings, Roy met Miran if. At this meting it wu decided
that it was nocess ry to get Washington's approval foc the overall plan.
Thece wCe *tWo basic ob s¢cives; one, et release, of the hostages, and two
open up a dialogue with Iran. Schimer was snt to Washington to obtain this
approval. Ity is uncertain as to wther he o1cussed this vith Morth or
mecarlane in Washington. Ghobifar a1so ae a total of four tcipe to
Wsington. hobanitar repents the litn held by thePrmle Minister which
loy describes as "ModerateoC (We did not tell his that the PrLm Minister
could not be considered as moderate.) Sy way of personal relationships, Roy

YS$ 3S36-46
rial-y N-4.: 00 * ~Cpy I of 2

~ 3t ~CL By SIQE~t
by I. Rhere, .. :al &ty cowxg DVCL OAD F.L J
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UNCL f ED
said t)hAte has known giahogi simi 14 and trusted hiA. Roy added that
SchiLXr and KShoggi are Close. poy thir*s t.is points up *Ashogji's
breadth of vision. Roy pointed out that Schiwmr had actually returned from a
visit to China to make the Auust meeting.

3. 1e first trasaction wa in Septmer 1985 and was for SO Ts. Te
oot of the =4 wai $5 million. *a&%oggi put up the Xoney because he
believes in Qhobanifar. The cost to Iran was $4 million. TIs allowed for $1
Million to cver profit an expenses. The first shiment of ?Cs wa
defective, s0 a second shipment was sent. there was a subsequent $5 million
deal that want off in the Noyvwer-Docveor tLmfram. *iAshO9i told Roy
that they were not involved, but Roy is certain that this w55 a 0 1 96
KawhoggL/0-4wIJifir organized deal.

4. Roy said that prior to the next deal, there was a meeting in the Paris
airport hotel; he forger or never knew exactly who was involved in this
meeting. The meeting concerned Hawk spree parts. The deal for the Hawk spare
parts bega to be Put together in AprTi 966. Nw"Loq raised $15 iiullign to
cover the deal $5 million from an Arab financier, and $10 Million from two
Canadians. ;iashoggi raised the money on 15 May. A group of Americans want
to TehraA and took with thm seven Prcent of the Hawk spare parts which
consisted mainly of nuts and MRS. W!IXF-regard to this deal, the financiers,
Qhpbanifar, and Hit met and agreed that $3 million would be added to the price
to cover profit and expenses and also another $2 Million would be added to
cover mni owed to Iir. The price to the -Iran-Tri l d then be $20
minion. (Why did Ghobanifar charge $24.5 million and with Nir's knowledge?)
Neither roy nor the financiers appirertly know &th about the raise in the
price by @bnifar, altUo they are aware that the Iranians Objected
strenuously to the price. Gobanifar told.Roy Vd Khashogi that he believed
the bulk of the original $15 million price tag was ermarked for Central
America. in this regard, Ghobanifar told My that he was relieved when the
$100 Million aid to the Oorasc was passed by Qgruess.

s. The above requires clarification. In Tehran, Ghobanifar took Cave
aside and told him that the Iranians would be "quetioning him about the price
of the w space peru. QObanifar told Cave to insist that the price of IL
jmllion old dollars Is correct. When asked about the huge lack up in price,
Mir gave a long circumlocution on why the price of over $24 million was
correct. We were so concerned about this that we considered telling
Ghobanifar exactly how Euch he could charge on any subsequent "&ls. From
Roy's cna ts, it is clear that the Z..wccent interest Q obifar told us
about Is in fact the grcoss.ofit margin "reed upon.

6. Fay said that Gha6nifar told them that he received two paymnts, one
for $3 million and the other for $S Million. As originally agreed upon, the
Arab invest was s; -- to get back $4 millLon for his cut and the
Conadians would get ba $11 Million. The other $1 million was to 9o to

iashoggi. GhobAnifar'S cut was to cm out of the $1 million. To the $6
Million that Gtobanifar received, he added $100,000 of his wt funds. The
Arab investo' was paid off ($5 million). The two Canadians received $1.1
million. Roy was not sure but pce~suely the $2 Million went to 14r.

11MMAIPJfl
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Oig allY, the Canadians were given a check by Xhashoggi in the amount of $11

million to cover the $10 million they provided ash ogi. 2W monies to cover
the now* shipment vere paid into an account of a c0may called Lakeside which
is an off-channel capany. The Caradians believe that the ROey was stolen
and this Is giving Khashoqqi heattburn. (tse: This does nol siare with
wat we know. We know that ObobwifaC received $4 million from the Iranians
in kly. He also received $8 million into his Swiss bank account on
21 August. These two payments were cash. He may also have received a chex
for $4 million in beotwen the" two payments. The Iraniars raised a big sc:nk
about the price of the Hawk p&it,2VAL nd QObarifar offered them a $6
million deduction. According t i th $8 million payment on
21 August sq.;a:e .Il.c ac:Oints w nifar by nj:ual agrewent. in

fact, acco:d:r.- V trillion cove:ed the re-rainde of the de&., t-.

other million was % ""obanifa" finance the next deal.)

7. Roy's suggested solution to the problem is to let Ghobanifar handle

the shipment of the remainder of the Hawk spare parts. Proceeds from this

deal would allow them to ease the Canadian pressure. Then it would be 500
Tr's for one hostage and another 500 TCks for a second hostage. I

Sincerely,

Willian.J. Casey

UNCLASSIFIED
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.tdmisret5ON of Ron'ald Revegii. 19.6 / Nov, 53

er united and committed to this cause. I
think we represent a poerful force for hu-
maruty. And when that happens, there U be
no santusrv on Earth ror those who were
pilfering hwan dignity .nd pandeng do-
spa'.

So, I'm counting on all o( you. a&d I'm
looking forward to heuing your viws now.
Maybe you've heard enough from all of us
at this side.

Moir The Prident spoke di 1:3.5 p.x in
the C4e1if Room at thA White Hous.

US Ambero 4ors to 21 countei at-
tended the 2-d4a conference. which wa
held st the White House.

Iran-United States Relations

Addmw to the Netiom. Nowvieir 196

Good evening.
I know you've been rtedib seeing. and

henng% * lot of starne the pes several day"
attributed to Danish sasolo. usamed ob-
serso at Italisn ports and Span"s harben,
and ePOMY ua&med vernm$ oM
csl of my sdMltrston. Wae new you're
go&V to hoar the Facts from a Wt Homse

soce, and you know my rsmw
I wanted thi tme to talk wik you about

an eatreenely sewmstive aid prolowady iw
pote raatterro(oi poicy. For 18
moths Sow we be" l uderway a
s t dlma e, ve I* bs. That MA
tte em derthbo 4O the uiple MOW
bee of ressa to renew a 6 -ti m - ip with
the naon. of les. to bring ain IonrableM
and to the blody 6-er woe between Iran
anad Iraq. to ehli staesonoe ter.
rous and subv ersio and to e the
__ retu of AN hafostg VWo hemns

coprtWecO t bring an ed to the
Ph.~m GolA ~. withot san's cone.-
reems. the cm be s enduring panne is
the Middle It£mr

ror 10 dens ow th e Am m and
world prom hbe bee. hi e o pa and
rumos about this wtti sind throe chw-
tves New, my feloa Amm ,t them's a
oid mying to t nothing opresile so M
a rum". 50, 1 *W *t was ' to we

with you directly, to tell .ou firsthand about
our dealings with Iran. As Will Rogers once

" Rumor traveLs (ter, but it don't Kay
put as long as truth.- So. led's get to the
facts.

The charge has been mad* that the
United StPtes has sipped weapons to Iran
as ransm payment foe the release of Am¢r.
wan hostages in Lebanon, that the United
States undercut its Lies d secrey vioa.
ed Amnaricas polky against trafficking with
terorism7 hose, charm are uttery fe.
Th United States has not mak coricessiou
to those who hold our people captive isn
Lebanom And we wig not. Th UP4e
States has row swape boatloeid or pl-
loads of American weapoe for the return
of Americiu hostages. And we wml not

Other reports have surface allegoging U1
involvement ps of a eo" to Irn
using Dans ships to carry American arms;
of -esiael in Spanish ports being employed
in @ret US. arms shipenents; of Ilia
ports being wmed; of the U S. spending spare
pau and -wpom for combat auwrerah AN
thes repors are quite exciting, but a far
as we're concerned oe of them is bte

During the r s-e of our sere d~cw
SWM. I Mhoind the b AINf of SAn
mnomb of delmid owopom and se
Pars (s d*Vo qlmin toIra. My P r
pm m w to ince Tebran that o m
Ielor w pe wis my &atoiy, to

sa a WAdo the United ms is.
'rprd to rqdwe the ---'ei-s- between

an~ a aew radoe Tw modesit
Momee toa boair 'i~ -~ It

I"* a d= OwZ51 les They CAMW at.
fam M pihe ouWssm of the.

yew emr b soa has and Ir"am oruld
they d In =Ww" y th my blsa

T~ with who we wewre is cc~
too oo~dsreble rMa and needed a inl
of w"fo uboom inen they weon to easry
ecan e6wdrma the &mcg At theas
time wet sa-eetIt *& tlei we waf
eser *A kme Mo oppes ad PC I of
iniarewo" isok a a eion of
pe~e Is eur eelwou* The sae s
mn"le whb IM sOol b" we M

co4= be to ismt "me is Losb-
-o .11 sa of il bo
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Some proper has already been made.
Sift*. US. Gov.ernmestt contact b~an %with
Irm. there' been no edn Ira=an
Coveiraan complcty in u of totrvni
a&p t de (Unid Stae Hostags have
come home. and we welcome the effort
that the Co erment of Iran has taken in
the PMA and current undertakimg.

But why. You migt &A. ts any relation.
ship with Irans uriortans to the Uruted

Iran encomasse smeft of the most crs.
el geogr&PhY a% the world. It ties between
the Sovwt Unon and ace*" to the warm
%Mers of the Idian Ocean. .eograpsy c..
p w -hy the Soviet Utsox has sent an
army into AlghaniaM te dogna that
country and. d" theY could. Iran and Palo.
Stan. Iran' $er gis it e cntWa po
tos from whchaderes could interfere
with ol fml from the A&rb States that
border the Perias Cut. Apart from geopam
p ka. fn's od depsits -we i to thelong4er u, eah .1 the worl ¢omy).
5or thw ese'om, it is ii our ntoa

interest to wah for changes within, tran
that m ht offer hope for an moved rela.

to Until lam the r we ittl to
.-u that hope.

Indeed. we he hitter and du isg die.
aFew t that pei today. At the heart
of owuutRel h been ame pea inemm
$* o o l Mtal WUf.f m asu
Polky has beow devoted to aeiln am

estrs nflene fom heMiddle IaW
We canMi Abid that becass ow Itret
i the Middle ta ame vitaL At the I&ine
tme. we seek no to ioy or spec post.
two i In. The Iraniam rvoton a fact
of histrY, but bet w Americas and Irani-
m basic nena berew ther eed be no

Sinee W63 vuices e4riea hee made
Overtr 10 tlo direct €otact be.
t"e th e d Saw r ad tr rio
&%. Near East, ad Fr ESo comlasha
attemptd to Serv a -sm-I luiea Do.

a U ap b am*cof
tO vweM w ee h yea himI

we were alerted 1 'te po"bd 01 estab.
%*Am a dir ect dialog withol rM offals

Now, let me ree America's - -sstnd
ins10als6i the rego have hen to help
preserve Iran's kadepoukawo Irm S~

dommatson. to brg A honorab end to
the bloody Iran-Iraq war; to halt the erpon
f subvesnm ad terr-orm in the regs a

mw aoripedimenot to thoe goals has been
an absmce 0 dialog, a cutoff in comnmw .
cation between u&. 11s because of lr&n's
strategic importanci nd its nfl UK in
dthIsauic world that we chose to probe
for a bo relatonsuip between our c .trift

out di sions contiud mo the prIng
of " yea. sued upon the Wpre -
felt we had made, we sout to rai the
dl keel 01 Contacts. A m get *a
arrang1d si Tehrma. I then asked myformer nanl seurty adviser. Robert
McFarlane. to undetae a secret mission,
and gave him e scit iuncsow I asked
ham to po to Ias to open a dialog making
stark and clmar owr base ob i and di.
agreem . The 4 da" o1 wes con-
ducld in a civil f o. nd Aericnas per-
sonel wer pmo aa Since thme. the
dial"g has continued and step-by-atep
vsoes continues to be made.

Lot Me r*eet Ow ptorN am dearly
sevd by opening a dialog with Iran and
thereb helpin tomdh = Ian-raq war.
T whe ha drld m for mote as S"
yeams, wth mI l e a ofo& d se..
tiernew The d gter on th d had
been esormew, and th adverse economic
and polical omequem for that vital
regioa of the world ve oes rowhg. We
sought to etb commncalo with
both Wiee in "~ mails.i stnsggle- that
we could ou in bring about a cee.
fire and. evestualy. a .ettlinnL We have

boh do and *4thoeher 11itorettodnatiom
to prevewt wehag of the war.

This jegve undertaking has entailed
pea rd for hai involved There is no
qu-eeon but dn we could never have
beg=n or costhised the- diao had the bsi*

ve bees disoad er.Due to the

two g vey mut atrisk today.
There is@ apl prceden-t in our history

fhe this khn 01 sct diplomacy. In 1971
thM.si Ninen sent hi atboW s.
curity adviser n a secr. mission to ChaiL
In that caae. a today, there wa a basc
requreenwt for discreton and for a serm.
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tivity to the Situation Un the natioFt % Aere

attemptim8 to entage.
Since the welcome return of former hos-

tage David Jacobsen. there has been
unprecedented speculaJtion An countless
reports that have not only been wrong but
have been potentuly dangerous to the hos-
tages and desructive of the opportunity
before us. The efforts of couragouspeopie
like Terry Waite have been jeopardize So
extensive have been the false rumors and
erroneou:s reports that the rus of remain-
ing sent now exceed the risks of speaking
out. And that's why I decided to address
you tought.

It's been widely reported. For example.
that the Congresa, as weu as top executive
branch offikcils, were circi ivenaed. Al-
though the efforts we undertook were
highly sensitive and involvement of govern-
ment offikcis was limited to thoee with a
strict need to know. all appropriate Cabine
offKes were fuly consulted. The actions I
authorized were, and continue to be, in fu
compliance with Federl law. And the re"-
vant commttees of Congres arebetng. and
wi be, fully nfWormed.

Another change i that we have Wted
towa d Iran in the Gulf wasr. Ths too. is
unfolded. We have consitenty con-
demned the volnce on both ades, We
have constently sout a negotiated settle-
ment that preserves the torr ioWtpt
of both nations. The overture we've made
to the Government of Ira n heot bem a
shift to supporting one side ove the otht,
rather, it ham beoena • dpl mUP ,tmve to
gain me deee of mm md ae c
%ithein Irma--m w elall a ad tobriag
ab an1- -onom- i end to that bloody coo-
flict. It w in the lssaea oflA put i unthe
Ar region to endthatw W soos as

To sunmnze Our sovermeth hs a
firm poky not to capaullate to terort de-
mands. That no concesiow policy reaw
in Force, in spit of the wildy speulatve
and falsestorie abouarme for a
aid allerged rnu ompeyamnt wedi
not-qe -did not trade -evno ormy-
thin$else for hostages nor wnwe Thom
who thiMk that we have gone soft on terra'-
ism dxold take up the question with Colo-
nol QWM&a

We have not, ior wdl we capitulate to
terrorists We wil. however, Set os th
advancng the vtn interest of our great
nation-in spite of terronstsand radical s
who seek to sbotalre our efforts and immo-
bilize the United States. Our goals have
been. and remain, o restore a relations
wit Iran; to bring in honorable tnd to the
war in the Culf; to bring a halt to stte*-
supported terror in the Mtdde EAst; nd
really, to effect the safe return of all ho-
tages from Lebanors

As President, I've always operated on the
belief that, given the. fact, the Amerkian
people will make the night d4cLsion. I be-
lieve that to be true now I cannot guaran-
tee the outcome. but as in the pest. I uk
for your suppo t because I beleve you
sh.te the hope for ppwac in the Middle
East, For Freedom for all hostages, and for a
world free of terrorism. Certainly there ase
risks in this pursut but there ar greater
risks f we do not persevere

It will take petir ctand undetarstndiim it
will take continued resistance to those who
cormist terrorist acts, an it will take coop-
eration with al who seek to rd the world of
this Kourge.

Thank you, and Cod bles yov.

Ned* Thse Prmde'sispo"e at 840/ p .. from
the Owl Of/m es the White House. The
.ddveinu ebmoedcart lssv on nahiwsdu
radio~ dad tevirlous

National Philanthropy Day, 1966

Remre tata8l*im Houe Biefinfor
AIatinn*se fta Noveb, 14. ISM

Thakyou very much. have just rad a
clipping thw rning from the United PMa.

M6 MWdOlkIP Ofthill iW n npnh
that the ntr Lady of the Soviet Union
bee n named to the board of rectors a
private, and privately RMniaed. group in
the Sovt Union. uW I appreciae tis op
pottrty to be with you today in recogssl-
tim of one of Amer as Veaesnational
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MEET THE PRESS

M& KALB (ea tap): It was in an obscure Lebanese maazhw i
two weeks ago that the " was first didcned. that former natsnal
security adver Rdrt McFarne made a ae 4 tp to Iran an a-lamne
carryig military suppbes. part ofab c eontrnveejl Am mltlmi
by Prmidmt Reagan in July. I6, shortly after his cancer surgery.
to en a negotiating hannel to the AyAllsh Khomeini and his c€on.
tending faction in boeo inperwing lions and gettig Ankte ka
hostage out oLebaiun. TiU new Irma c ,nn : n 1's our theme
today with our guest, Admiral John Il'oindexter. the president's cur-
rent national semuity adviser, who has masterminded "i operator.
and been sharply criticizd as a reinit. This is MEEt THE PKESS.
Sunday. November 16, 1916."

MR. KALB: Hello and wek nie neke again. I'm Marvin Kalb. It is
the broad ceoeua here in Washing on tha. this new Iranian Connr-
tion haa damaged America's crediiity among moderms Arab state,
and West European alea, and. n addition. raised questions about the
administration' competence in the handling of recent foreign policy
problems. including a diuinfunnation campaign against Libya that
beckfued. a summit in Iceland that produced cOnfusion and damaged
chances for an arms Control agreement, and now Irp.

Admia Pejbdex . lts begli and I thMi ie beat piace is withte u,,oe.
ADMIRAL PO DXTER: Good morning.
MR. KALB: You said m Frtdy that eve wit aN t Urs

diaem.. yre. You dasd ementY ep"mafti th as h hostages
roy - be releassed but Dmsl Reg n, th de ~ o staff. @d
be Was mebt-h iote praeebnt, hineell Saim 'bmredey algb
that the appertaimiy milgt new have bees blew with the e
dlacleim. go t me. is yeer view right nw. whsed we etead
" getting the beetage eat?

ADMIRAL YOINDEXTIR: Well. it's a jgent co. Everybody
has their own msusnu t a t,, the lik,.ihuad. As the president suid
in his speech the o r niht, there is lruaas.ilaity that the hants
for prugress have been damaged. It's a very iffy situation at the em,
menL But I'm basicaiy an o4imst. as the prevskmt im. wid we wil



keep working on getting the hostages free. It's poasiWe that this may
progress to the point where we can get sowe positive resdt.

MR. KALB: Okay. but what is that eptlme bamad ma? What isthe evidme th you cam aim with M that weed giv yma sa..
of aptim?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: Wall, I think one of the dificultes inunderstanding a situation like this is the fact that you're miming the
long.intese cnvernons hat aum held with our inlocutors.basd on ta, the covvero sn which were done by experts

ih the arms. it's their amnent tdat we ware mkn oepormaid if the situation in TAM en ma tablla& he t oi htw
can AM e n ue m .d mc thn it is pone that We

n stilma mie Progrem in our 116600010P w" wi be advan.tageous inmn tfree
MR. KALB: AdkadI yrea da to umak Jiad, which

rep sUft OW blds two Asrkma hLag, mai &a Mtmmmat
that the U.8. sh"Mld piq a gmawr b m tIke wer Maps to
r*Wave tinpb me Doyesthiak they ir g ha the wouldliIke to have are Amarlcm arme at to Ira. w isithemquuumfor hlmemk Jiadi

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: I don't know what they meat. Itwould be pure speculation since we have not had aMy direct contact
wihthe captors, I think that's eyu~rstpitt nmn

a & ery ipwtrA oit t kee nud
they are not holding the houtagsa. They do not have total control over
the Hezljolla faction that apparenttly hathun hostages. So I don't reallyknow for' certain what the Hezbolab factio that made the announce-ment yesterday had in mind.

MR. KALB: Adefral, then's me qmeatlu in my dad dt we're
going to have "may more qum4m aAbout Irma, mad we will be joi
ad by ear Pa"el of Andrea Mitchell, White HNe Cemu
far NBC News. ud Bob Weodward. the msuultaat masgig editor
of The Wamhington Put. whem MEET THE PRESS returns, right
after the. memaages

(Announcements.)
MR. KALB: We are heck on MEET THE PRESS with Admira

John Poindexter, the president's national security adviser, the key of-
ficial in setting up this new Iranian connection. We will resume the
questioning with Mr. Woodward.

MR. WOODWARD- I woaldM ke to ask about trodfer a mOm
Coageei was cut out of the secrt Iranian project for is amgtha.

heoogb it was m intelligence operation. We mow have reports thin

2

maoming t Admiral Cmwe. d safui ote J aint Cbh eofWas nu" ilved. bad to read abmut it I the m spun
lags frees the State Departnmat. Is therbat~ "'Within the g nvarammat?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTKR: No. I d4.n't think so, Bob. Thers willalways be spcad rcumstace They usually come about whe humnlives are at stake, as it was in this case with hostages. And in OUesituations. it's going to be the natwa tendency of ny president. ma
we have observed in the past, to keep these prtNucts =m twgitly held.In this pariculmi' case, the Constitution.Jth pdwllwseayprovide for the possibilty ofh eiet toiails
this, toinform the Gaenvoafter the fact. This was nuta s itaryopera-tion, so it's not uniual that the cuirnan u the JCS would nu be
aware.MR. KALB: Admir l. with al doe respect I Uk that whatw ye mng' fe the peat is am that " Is the ma I cose,ba tht thin I the amata l course. Wham Presideat Carter keptto a very. very mull group the whale ffrwt IN that Iradm rmacemission, it fal apart: it was aheamad. What teM homu ofr VtinamIS. you a't share the. things with jut a few pmple to hav amaeessfal puPly. Could yea pies. explain what yea wae J"

ADMIRAL POINDE1XTER: I think that the special situationas areall very difficult issues. They're all risky. It's a problem of risk mige.meant. It's not unusual tUat yi.u km't have 100 percent success rate.For example, on Grenada, we kept that very quiet. The appropriatepeople were involved, and it was very successful. Sometimes you winon these miues; sometimes you kme.
MR. WOODWARD: Do yeu behave you've leut m tbin me?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: No. I'm not prepared to say that yet.Bob. I think, as I said earlier to Marvin. that there's still a chance fursome progress here. It wil depend on huw the situation develop andmaterializes in Tehran. And we'll have to wait and see bow that works

out
MR. WOODWARD: Were you ordered a" to tell the deharmaaof thue Ja Ch& of Staff what ti Ws?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: Nu. not at all. it',,just "imply, as I aidearlier, it wasn't a military imie. so it's not unusual. The main point

here is that the president's senior national security advaea, UimSecretary o(State auid the Secreary of )elens.e the director ofCenralIntelligence. my predeczr and I. were all mwilved in the initial dieausion of the policy. Thy preau k.it 1I6.WII t all Of the rftmnendaiutW



that were made, and made a decision. That's what presidents get paid
for.

MS. MITCHELL: Admnr. expandinga bito the isu of tru.
YOu tid us in a hadwium stat tom Nevember 4 tOat the arms
embargo against Iraa woul remain in effwet as log an Ira was
supoting terroriom, ad that wan expanded by the prose
spokesma tomay ale that Iran d was supporting twaris. New.
wam~'t that. in the very beat of I -_r- -torissaies. s mieeadlmg?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: No, I don't think so at all, Andres. The
point is, the arms embargo still continues. We do not feel that it is in
our national intemes that the flood pla be thrown open to allow armsto be shipped.

MS. MITCHELL Let me Jut ask you thie: You're saying that.
And the presMdnt ba sadd, that became the ameua wore, you
clahmd. mialeslo, sd because the arms wace, you claim, ly
defonmve, not etfrivo-end well got Into whoher that Is really
the case-tht, therefore. the rm embargo coutmes. Isn't tat
lke being Jot a Uttl bit pregnant?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: No. I don't think so. You're trying to
peint things too black or white. There are always shades of grey inissues. In ma tese kifsdo problem ain n iprect world there
will be exception made. They were made in this cas under very con-
trolled circumstances. The thing that you need to focus on is what the
objectives are. What was the object of the arm embargo? What was
the objective of our project with Iran?

MS. MITCHELL: Well. let me just focus for a memeut em the
armed embargo ad e your etatement jet now that I continues.
On October 2. the secretary of state told our Arab al1tn that the
Soviet Ualo was not being an forceful as we are in stopping couan-
trie from nding arm to Iran. All of diplomseTy. public sd
private. as well as your etatme ot to the plrm, Wore that the -
embargo was conuing while at the sam time we woe permit-
ting shipments to Iran. Why is that not enly incomltnt bet
diaboint?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: What the secretary of state said is
precisely right We have been much more active than the Soviet Union
in terms of trying to limit and stop the arms shipments to Iran.

MS. MITCHELL: While also shipping arm ourselves?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: We, the amount that was shipped, as

thie president said the other night in his speech, was extremely small
has no military significance in term of the war along the bodr with

Iraq. It was more a mater of providing a measure of good faith on
our Pert. There has been a gre*t deal of sUspIcion on both sides after
seven very traunatc years in the U.S.-lranism relationship, ad it wasa matter of providing some support to Udioe fact.as within Iran thatwe believe, after long discussions with them. have objectives that arevery similar to ours.

MR. KALB: But why did the support have to come in the form
of military supplies?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: The question is in dealing with a stwi-
tion like this that's very complex, aMJ where there i a lot 4,fmisunderstanding you look for some mehanism that provides a cur-
rency for the effort. And in this case, the items that we felt would be
the most significant in terms of demonstrating that they were indeeddealing with the U.S. government, and that we had not only our' in-terest in mind, but we als had Iranian interests in terms of stolping
the war. For example, we firmly believe that it's not only in our in.
terests and the rest of the Persian Gulf area, but it's also in Iran's in-
terest to stop the war uo that they can get their economy going again.so they can quit killing people and so that they'll have a better prow-
pect for the future.

MR. WOODWARD- Sir. in term. of this breed police of Iran-
with Iran. are we. the U.S. government. in any form, giving sup-
port to Iranian exile groups or dissidents that want to overUr wthe Khemeini regime?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: o I can't get into any other
operations that we migt be invv th or t. We've h to u puic
on this because of all the uand the leaks that have come out
of the area. But I don't want to confirm or deny any other operations.

MR. WOODWARD: Are there other secret operations itel-
lilec o operation, that Cangresi ha net been informed of?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: That s-there are none. I have-
MR. WOODWARD: There are some? This was the only ue?
ADKIRAL POINDEXTER: In my discuai over the past wet

with the ieedership in the Congress, I've made it very clear that this
is the only finding that the president signed that was sg ed under the
conditions and which exercised that the president's right-

MR. KALB: But at the same time, Domalid Regan aid m
Friday-and I don't know if it was a slip of the taegue.or sot, bet
he did say that part of the effort was to form a new Iranian loder-
ship. New if the English lguage means anything. the question

5



that Bob has just ked sou i very relevant. Is the United StaUs
new eitber In support o hIranin exiles, er directly wing wMh
people in Iran seeking the overtrw of the Khodi regime?
ADMIRAL POIN)DTR: We aren't seeking the overthrow of the

Khone regime. It's a matter of mting to moderate elements there.
j i r umB to h tt tr i =rA with regard to

terromwith rrd to t wsr, clanged. and that it's in
ther interest - well ura And so its not a matter of danging the
government, it's a mater of cegirg the gov mts police.

MR. KALB: Okay. new whom thee moderates? I think that's
one 6 the mel piling aspects of s oey. Who ae the
medertem isI Irn?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: Well. I don't really want to identify
names today. But there are laxically-

MR. KALB: Yeu mmn officials who are in the goveument whe
am mederate and take a different fine tram the Ayatllnh?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: There are baAly three factions
within the government in Iran. There are cumeervatives. there are
moderates, and then there are the radicals. Now nil of theme terms are
relative. They're relative to the situation in Iran. And one of the dif-
fieuties the government ha had is that there is not toWa agreement
on the policies. And it is our objective to support and encourage those
elements that are moderate to onervative, because the policies of
those groups are more like ours,

MR. KALB: Admiral, it's time for a break. Meet the. Press will be
back right after these mea

(Announcements)
MR. KALB: We are back on Meet the Press with Admiral Poin-

dexter, the president's Natonal Security adviser. And well resume the
questioning with Ms. Mitchell.

MS. MITCHELL Admiral. the president sad that his pelicy
again negotiating with tarrorla is intact. because he wau dealing
with Iranians who might have influence amr the captors. bet mt
the captors themselves. How do we really knew tt the supplies
thl we seat to theee people in Iran dd net in some way prvid
materoia euppert to Hashellnh Islamic Jiad?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: With regard to the specific question
about what was transferred to Iran, we are very confident, because
it was the type of material that the Hezbollah faction within Lebanon
would have no use for.

6

MS. MITCHELL: But there coad have been a chain, whm youpride som ti to Iran. and eter Uis that nre esd by thecaptors m pire dW.

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: We mply just don't believe thA1.s thecam, In the king dua aons, as I was sying mrie, that w,.ve had
with thesepeople. we smy don't bdieve that's the uatiun. The ilea.
bollah fiction. Ueir demand lin been the release of the Dawkhpri"ers. And we are nut willing W, neet that demand.

MS. MITCHELL And why do you believe-end why de thepredest elUeve-4 there hu been am rmitlee or " bare f(oeme Is meethe from Iran in supporting terrrlesm? It seems to methat Is July of *'8. the president ihuded Iran in a ist t what be
caUed a new laterna lee fom o Murder, InCporatld. stat.-speserd terrorism. Three Americns were take by what yeyourself believe tobe radical Iranian factlon in rceet metbs. So
Why We yea ceateadlag that Ira is ae lunger supporting tearrevism?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: lk'umse there are Roe elements
within Iran that we still advinit, 1 the us of terror to accompt6h their
political ends, we still lint Irma am a lute that % smor Ierrwiam.
However, the facts remain that tie nioer-Ate elements that we wer
talking to. we think. di have omae impact on stopping the Ioage.
taking in Lebanon for about a year.

MS. MITCHELL: But deiie't the fat that we wer supplyingmilit y equipment to ran indicate that we wee sapplyo equipMea to a state that Yu've )us si sdtill,spemeer terariem?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: We were suppying tis materpecircally to te moderate elements so tat they would develop and

exercise more inCuence-
MS. MITCHELL. To overthrow the Khemenl regime?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTE& -not to overthrow the government.

but simply to Pin more support for their more moderate views. And
that, we think, in importan-

MR. WOODWARD. Adma. do yea support new a ul airing
of what-hewm this poliy was constructed. hew it was carried oet.befre CAgrese? Wi yea ge teuaiy before the apprpriat cam-
minise? Wil I. Cel. Nerth me leatiy?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: "b. we are very anxious to discum
in great detail with the approprite tngresio@r j cmmmitt under
the a Pp*Pi"e runm e There a b a l lW portion o the dotal
that we want to keep clasird to lI'tect individuals that are



involved and try to mvage as nmch of the channel that we cn. So all
of this won't be public or in undamifed hearing.

MR. WOODWARD- Will you testify under eah, or will you in-
ohs Executive Privilege?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: Bob. as you very well know. the prea-
domt's National Security adviser, as well as the rest of his immediate
gsaff. is not in the habit of testifying.

MR. KALB: Meaniag you wom't?
ADMIRAL POINDEXTERL I'm not saying that quite that directly.
MR. KALB: I understand that, That's why I was making theqmwdim.

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: I have talked to some of the up-
prepri alleaderabipon the Hill. And!I williaskearr~ma ta totl

nformally with them There will be hoarings in which I probably will
notpaticpae.But I am anxious that they bear from mes to under-

lan the *" n our pant behin this project. and to understand
suteisthat wore involve&,

MR. WOODWARD: Thi a- aywas an Intelgece or
aCIA eperstlm is thit curwoct

ADMIRAL POINDRXTIR That is oret. It was basically an in-

MR. WOODWARD- S. diector Casey w be do ame who will
n-o lay It out to the Ceagr?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTIR: That's corrct.

MR. WOODWARD: Will be be under any restrictiens?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTERL No. nothing different from the usual
sltontion, in that we still like to protect raw intelligence. But in terms
d all of the actions that were taken A s result of the project, they'll
d be id out in detail.

MS. MITCHELL Admiral. tis, as you say, was a high ras
eperstlea. Wasn't oeu of the risks the fact that the Iraqi@ and the
$mudis we new very dlAtreaed. Prince Beander, the Ambassader
hem Saudi Araia, met with yen, ad we understand was outraged
bF whet happoed

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: That simply is notan accurate report,
Andres. We have felt all along that one we were able to reveal all of
the detals to our moderate Arab friends, and when they understood
that the objective that we had was exactly the same am their objective.

8

which is to bring the war to an end, they would understand our actions.
MS. MITCHELL: Well. saw of them are now suggesting that

[grsew was in fAcet the project Maager for this, that thi was anIarsel Initiative which nvd the interests. the foreign policy in-
tarests, of Israel, hot didn't really serve our Interests.

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: This project was a United States
government project that served, in our view, our nation interest. It'sas simple as that.

MS. MITCHELL: Bt a senior official told as the other day-
who is very familiar with natieal security affairs-that the United
States government ceademed the Israeli shipmeut in September of
1US which resulted in the release of Benjamn Weir.

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: As I have t4ld members of the press
and media before, we don't want to publicly get into the details of te
shipments, because that provides information to factions within Iran
to identify who was dealing with us. And so we're not talking publicly
about those details.

MS. MITCHELL: But about coedonlng 1arnel?
MR. KALB: Admiral, I'd like to ask you about the way is which

the government is new fuactielag in the whole area of foreign
policy, the Imeo of disarray. Donald Reg said, direct quete:
Seame ofs are IIka svel brigade that follow parade down Main
Street clesming up, uque. Now. is that really what tbe White
Homes staff should be involved im?

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: Well. I guess I would have to take ex-
ception to that definition as to what the White House staff is involved
with. We have an active president, who liket and feels that bold action
is oft e required in order to change the stat" quo. If you look at his
approach to domestic issues, it's the same kind of approach. He
dallenges conventional wisdom. People thought Reaganomics wouldn't
work. Well, it did work. People thought he couldn't get tax reform
through. But he did do that.

MR. KALB: Okay. but on the ares of foreign policy, there is cer-
taimly the Impreos"m that you were involved primarily is damage
control. net in beld initiatives.

ADMIRAL POINDEXTER: No. I don't think lat's true at all. It's
just that in the foreign policy area, the issues are very complex.
Sometimes you're able to make progress; sonwtin-es you aren't. But
if we just sit beck end dom't think of new, creative ways of addressng
some of these difficult problems, we'll never nuake any progress.
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Exinrr JMP-66

•~ 1  :.;.t l i" 6367 / Is

gn=:l AND Apym s R ,.S. PoLicy-MLr W 6719

Q, WA? CA MYou T= us UA TEE NSC OOCUN FOkm JN Ls
W1ICE CALLED FOEt A C1J IN U.. POLCY TWAXD lRA?

As - From late 14 vard# signs of growian Soviet

influence in Iran and the potential for Internl

fraemntatiOn were serious cause for concern.

9ae4d on a CIA assessmt, the DISC staff prep are4 an

opt ions paper for interagency review.

Focused on possible means for improving U.S. strategic

position in order to affect the course of chaunqe in

:ran and counter Soviet moves.

My NSC adviser distributed a draft directive (05001 to

the S"cretarLes of State and Defense and the Director

of CIA in aid-June.

.ach provided detailed comments on the DISDO draft.

b . tite he did not agree with entire paper, SICOFS never

told me idea n the paper were *absurd* as was

j .' reported in the media.

Their com~s vert taken into account in my ongoing

ceseideratiof of possible U.S. initiatives tOward Iran.

-----
in ' V. 1 %'5o
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N 36720
3

Qa HA TIIS IWITIATIV' WITS M M ANY FOSITMX V ICT?

As Yes, there have been a nuMbg of positive effects. Although

it is too soon to give a complete assessments we have seen A

sacked reduction in Iranian sponsored teororiSM over the

last I$ months

-- Iranian Ambassador to U.N. acknowledged. U.S./Iranian

relations have improved.

-- The Iranian qovernmowt helped to resolve the TVA

hijaekn, iAn Seirit last JAne.

- t a eptember this years Iran den ied access to the

hLJackers of the Pan Am flight from Karachi, Pakistan.

I - gglI
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3 'D N 367213

Q ISN'T YOU3 ADKZNZISTATIOW THROCN THE MATW0AL SIRCURITY

COUNCIL AND LIZUTNWArT COLOZL WORS, tUALLY SUAWING PT

LAW 10 T miS CASS, IN CrPAUL AMERICA AMD rUzm S Mltni

PLACES STILL HIIDOt IN WkIEZ HOUSE SMrS?

As Thae you go again. That is simply not true. We have

consistently and faithly complied with the law. I have seen

mch of the repe ting concerning LTCOL North'$ activities.

I Can only say that he is a hardworkinq and honest officer

with whom I have a great deal of trust. I might ad that

that also goes for his boss, John PoLndsxter, and the entire

"SC staff.

Q8 DID TZ SECRETARY 0 OEIEISZ REALY SAY, WkEN THE POLICY

PAPnE ON TUIS ZPAN CAPR WAS OISTRISUTED, TWA? TRi WHOLE

IDEA WAS ASURD?

At Cap is a Close and trusted adviser and I can only say that

he didn't tell m that.
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r L J.N 36722

0 WAS CIA DI RCTOR CASEY ORDERO NOt TO ITORJ4 CONGRESS Or ThE

SECRT "FINOING" THAT YOU SIGNED LAST JANIUAiY?

As No, that is true. I told Bill Casey to refrain from

informing Congress until I deemed appropriate. After

lengthy legal consultations, I decided that, in this cae,

the lives of the people involved were at 9gret risk,

including those who ,were talking to us in Iran as wll a@

our own hostages in Lebanon. we always intended and planned

to fully inform the appropriate comittees of Congress and,

as a result of the recent speculation in the press, we have

begun to fulfill that coitment. The paper I signed simply

told the Director to *refrain from reporting.. .until I

otherwise direct.0

0: YOUR CHAnAN or T JOin CHIES OF STAFF SAID THAT HE WAS

NOT CONSULTED OR ANA OF THIS OPERATION, IS THAT TRUE?

As As I have said earlier, all of the appropriate Cabinet

Officers and officials were consulted and informed regarding

this initiative. In this case, since it was not a

military operation, it is not unusual that he was not

directly involved.
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N 36723

iv "M ~U.S. oGoVUwn "TAUst OZSRABL TO SIZP NZjL-t"Y

=01N TO IRAN IN OUR I MALF?

As As tIhave said before, we will not make public any of the

details of this matter or name those who did or did not help

us in this matter. I will say that on two specific occasions

I authorized an exception to policy by permitting a small

amount of defensive military equipment to be transferred to

Iran by a third country.

Q1 IS IT PROPER TO HAVE TEZ STAFF Of TiO NATIONAL S3CURIITT

COUNCIL RUN AN OP RATION SUCE AS TISl? AND, ISN'T Tl l JUft

A WAY TO CIRCUtNVIT THE OV'IRIGKT RZUrZMS"S PLACED ON

THESE TYPES OF ACTIVITIES IY CONGRESS?

As As with any sensitive intelligence or diplomatic initiative,

participation by departments and agencies, as well as

individuals, mat be based on their need to know. All of

my national security advisers were consulted and they in

turn advised those officials within their departments who

had a and to know. Involvement of the NIC staff was also

limited to a few individuals. The NSC staff working with

CIA was siply fulfilling its function advising me on

national security issues, as well as carrying out my

directions. As I have said before, we have every intention

of fulfilling tho reporting requirements mandated for these

types of activities.
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d 14Lfl~' 69i 6

01 DID THVP

CGITROL

SRIPME)? OP AAMS TO MAN VIOLAI TIlE

ACT Otr An OTNXR LAM?

As Noo It did not. ThLs. y not don. under the AU m Export
Control Act. Although w do have an arms embarTo in place
against Iran, as President, I made a limited exc4ption to
that policy and authorized the shipment of a wall amount of
defensive arms in order to siqnfy the eniLOUmas of our

LitentLons.

at ?SMZJLI DEFU SE MINISTER RUIN HAS SAID TEAT MIS GOV1EJONT

OWL¥ SX1111 APAS TO ZAN AT TON BEIEST Of Ti VNITID STATES

GOVERNMENT. It TRAT TRUE?

As Again, I'm not going to comment on any

specific that pertain to this matter.

people to fully inform the appropriate

Congress. All of the shipments that I

condoned were covered by my speech the

could fit in one cargo aircraft).

of the details or

I have told my

committees of the

authorized or

other night (i.e.,

'_I

N 36724

AM, nXorm

/
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Q on V NATIONAL S3CRITY ADV-IE LIZ OR MISLEAD ?U1

AISRICAM PROMSE RIAWING OUIR AkES USAR40 AGAINST ZRLAMI

Ai fe. Wilt was said is abovtely correct. Our ams *Nbarqo

vil remain in ef fect as 1ouy aI XrAe PeOAnSOr8 terrorLsm.

when Ve are convinced that they have ch&nqd their policy,

we vLII reevaluate the need for that a190.

Qi CAN YOU TILL US ThAT TllRE WILL ON NO MOM ANI NIPKMIS To

I RAN 7

As- We have 'no plans to supply any nore arms to the Iranians.

01 wbAT AsO orr AOS S? unvz WE rzamIr OR ALLOWED ANY

013 comTy TO SNiP OrriSmV ARms TO IRAY?

A: Me.

Qs :*1AWAS lU LOOOLE TEAT YOU USZD TO AVOID NOTIFYING

OFS> "1TIS OPERATION OR TRE WOfl4DINOB

A. Th re is no Loophole. The law yas written to accoreodate

the Constitutional authorities of the President. Implicit

in the law is the riconition that the President can

withhold noltIfLcation if appropriate.

UiIL!

0
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S a;U )O ~J N 36727

Q1 WIY "t) YO AVI To SIao, AMkS To tIN W"Y COUL'5T

#DCZIIU Olt WPW ItpW tANiA A88rM 9 US= AS A SIGNAr
OIP R GOOOVZLL?

At That 1i a question that X askd myself. t c4n only tell you

that I grappled with this decision for a long time. ?be
Iranians themselves asked to purchase this military

equipment. Our assessment was that Wthi We the only

gesture which Could reasonably and relatively sLmply

dmons4rate V.S. bona tides 4 sancerity to our Iranian

interlocutors. we were very Wxplicit in our sIe of this

equipment to make sure that, first, it could not be used for

offensive purposes And, second, that it could in no way

afecWt th outcome of the war with Iraq.

Medical suplies are readily available on the open market

and they have no problem in getting these items - so why do

they need um for medical suplies? The question of IranLan

aeete aro already beit.j resolved in the court and, if ye

interceded in those proceedings, it clearly would have

exposed this initiative.

b~bd A)I ILL
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tJ:I
10

Q9 WHAT AMU YOU GOING TO DO AsOUT TZ CUrVZILZTY GAP THAT T IS

Iy150D0 ICASC CLUATED FOR YOU AND YOUR ANZNIISTRATON?

Ai I can only do what I as doing now aM what we have always

done 4..d that is to give the rican p ePle the facts and

let their good judVeme4t and trust in the Presidency ud

our actions. As President,, an responsible for the

decisions that are made in the Osl Office -- both the easy

ones and the tough ones. In every dciCsion, I Wst weigh

what is good for the country, for our peple aad for the

vell-beAng of peace.

L .J.

N 36728
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Admnntmrwn of Ronald R a's. 1986/Vou 19

But, my friends. that letter may have
bee's addressed to me, bt Ait wun't written
to me alone. It wu written also to each of
you, to all AericnMaM to our allies as
we. It was written tn thank to &U those
who've ouein our biparti crusade to
make America stronger. And at was written
in thanks to all of ( Ose who have returned
us to our valms and remunded us of what
they mean in this world. At the Nationa
Review dinner last December, I closed my
remarks by saying thank to Bill Buckley for
"settng loo s o much good n t "world."
But tonight. Ba Ernie. Paul. Don. Jeane.
snd everyone, others fa away. thank you,
to Thank you. Cod bess yo alL

Nt& The Pr kidt spoe o1 732 pot. in
tha Islorwrtional Ballroom of r he sAing.
ton Hilton HoteL

The Presients
News Conmerenc. of
Novembr 19, 19"

T/e U heddem. Good evesg. I have a
few words her before I taeI yos, qesue-
toms om brW e ntmari

Eubteaet l a. a i 0said ld Th M.
day, thi admtariiron bem a seem ia.
ative to the Ismic ePAP lc of ken. OW
prposes were ufoLdto plce rle.
til - hi of total ostility with oetig
bww, to bft* a nee ld to the
Ira-raq- wa I*a d t O as n d to ter-

rW9a Iy w r off -m d'fcr the
Ira 6i k wih wos we deal Tha't
why the wktirnatlm O gw o atictedto Wp
pe plowCabineo -M en ad thesofficiab
with = alokit need to imne.

1 t smdeetakng w a snier of couaid-
erale dbeawe wir a trmkth rfib c2d
Our pokey obfecttvee wwosnever in de.
PA&te There wreW Iees m -how bt
to Prced. Th pr vitximi Wm in costen-
tin w" whether we houM snakeiol
and limited option to ow arm e1ik-ro
u a iual o o rio ieaL. SevWa top

advisers opposed the sale of even a mods
shipment of defernsive weapons and rpare
parts to Iran. Others felt no progress could
be made without this sale. I weighed their
views. I consxidfed the risks of fsalure &M
the rewards of scces and I defided to
proceed. And the rerponabdity for the de cf
son &Md the operaton is mu and rmn
alon. As Mr. Licoln said of another presi-
dentWl decbo. "f It turns out right. the
cncun wl not matter. If it turns out
wrong, ten anglb weari I ws rig! A
make no difernce."

I urerstand this decson is deeply con-
troverial a d that some profodl dis-
agree wih what was done. Even some who
support our secrt iitiative beoiev It was a
misk to Send any wespo to Irn. i un-
dertand andIreqpe tbo views. but I
deeply believe in the c.rrectnes of my de.
cision. I wu convinced then and I am son-
vinced now that while the rsks weo reaet,
so. too w the potential reward. rnng
Iran back ino the comounty of reptm-
ble nation ending ts p rbCiptiom in poke.
ical terror. bring am end to thet tere
war. a d our bostages home--
thee are the ceaI thal Ae ti, wg r kk

in fhrei S- te n o r
&ae cM oo re m enough not to act
Tr were rde when we Wberted Gmw-
di. whewewe wAt ito Le om. when we
aded the PlOkppkw and whme we acted
a nLbys & U welcnt- eW o r e .

X~~ eliAme the widespred bait
mistken prcpt nthat we hey been ex.

WMagoh fr ostmpw6 I haeydirected
W;oL a leso of arma of any kind be

sen to IrnI he" t th directed that aAIFrm L'om - @o o suIitive i i .be
vided to thW e M b r-o

m.There mybe m equstiom whic
for.aseNOWofnatien"M ity or to plowec
the sety ofthe besoie I w be a e to
aew rpaib*y.A ai @AN iformation
w*N be pe dto the sNo MFlaseMme
bmr of Cni

#.ad now II take yow q tm. Helm
IelKm Tbem Unted PrM. nauon-alPe

O Mr. Pe in t w rm pat dre
was an adainiotran owe byword wo
Wafcb whtwe do, not whet we sy."

How would you mesa the credibiliy of

1363



%Np 19/ AdmttWm ot of oedd RePs., 19W

yaows advunsstram n the lightOf the
yore deceptoof a an the
Mauk ini of your ser deangs pWith
In% da smfonua the dwtrading of Zak-

fov Dm1r 0 And I'd ike to follow
uv,

The A ddmu Wel Helen le me takA
the Ilat oe frst. I know som prmt in
uyWn that we traded Zakharov for Da i-
lo6. We did not. We said that we would
have no deals wih the Soviet Unoa.
even on goog to Ice d. unWl D&Ao wa
inowt hands

BIt to bring it up to dateanoa this there
was no decepton intended by us. There
was theknowledethatwe were embark'
osg on smethung that cvuld be of great nih
to the pople we wer tailing to, peatt risk
to ot tamus. Andwth re, we bad to
hov it lmtd to aid7 the barmt number of
pmpl the had to know. 1 wa no bre&k.
fto my laW ft doing that. It is Provided S6W
me to do that. At tM matime,! Uve the
right under the 0w bo defr rpo to
ConMo, to the prOpe cogrmoah om-
uttaea, on an d , sd ddefer it mad

sch tme a I bekiee it can seM y be done
with no rik to ohes.

And that'wby I have ordered iAto wl
comin week the pape r coamitutm wl
be b Ie fad na nddA there a m 9 0mem

t Of th th l Wwe anotIo publc with,
bam t tr o t addqpeopl tha ar hel and people that we:
havA beeaha w We wr tM
negotfiatng gvr tto govm nt.Wewere ne-oIIi wi certa nindtvddak
wid that c ry. ,

IL Yau don't d* yoawc€edtibty ha
baM dmGeAnwed e youprepared now
to diavo ew P Afltwhilet you akce
end rm rmd the kam a m embargo
Are I guigto tw er it

YUeA AWadm Na a I sy. we WeV oP
to obo eve dw embml And it's pat of
the s a t.aN o Fe towd, w e were
doing d6 in the tm pkeA AM that I so
se. &m Nde other i inv olved, V Swe
em * brig abon pme betwes the
two sOamDine, a pease wI viceory to
ither - or de t m that ml reomita

the tevoel loopIIty of both Andtis
somethingta iof owdies ame Seekin
also.

St I thmb th pe - uderta% ta"
mometmane you have to kep a sert in
order to save human lives And to wsVe, in
the som. Ut as we went onto Grenada
without prw n owe, because then we
wo d have put to risk all o( those men who
were goiAg to hit the beach-

Ye, M&ie IM"k PutetL.Associated Press.
Sors"ev j'Sufte SAuts

%f Mr. Presdet. has secretary Shutz
ditcw a sa resinatbon with you? Have
you agrgd to accept it. or have you asked
him to stay o?

Th e r"spsut Mike. he hasynever .ug.
gstd tom awn our meetun that rea s.
tson. And in fact, he has made it plun that
hi wigl*ay along as I wst hun. and I
wpat 10m.L So, thee's never been any do-~
cusson theae. He knows t I ww*s U to
stay, ad hehas., n advm sad that he
Wants Wo.Thea's esN11410 t* o ll f restPA
UoM

t If oow dr. Ha he ade
hklWy ; an' Yo ouaw agreeing
not to i a Faroo mto Iran?

Uhefw &*L N terehave been no
confllom As I my, we dWin't disciw thxt.
AM a Fw said now, dweeis no neW to gfather with tl The inlmon w served
that madu mawaietepaiythat or
that rWly atmittulA At of spae prts
and ddefev 1 w00111

Chris (hrts Wahoo. NBC Newil?
Q. Mr. prmiea, you hvw state d Ratly,

MW You stmd aty WW wight that YOU
did not t ae wepoF 4 for hoaa n. d yet
the wer sow"hat e@ ry tbe an Ameri
mn b~ Was MWeld-114 SePteMber,

th July, anton jM this vMy mot-
tdre bad bees a mjor ihpnt of irmU
just b o that Are we ato bieve that
wuN)" a colbw ae?

TwpmdepiL Owul, the only tn I
w about Major hUMen sao(A--

I've mid. evyting tt we sold them
could be put in one a paP e, aid theta
would be plenO y o om left ov. Now. i
thee were ma or shimae--ntsad we1 knm
tl ha bes"u gn ow-tere have been
othe countries t hv bee dalig in
arm h Ir There hav beeaso pt-
vw mebaggs of such thing thathve
ben doi te nsm thAN. "o I've men
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the stories about a DanJsh tramp steam.r
and a Danish sadon unon ofitcals talkmg
abowt the ships takWn4 vviow P4plmn to
Iron. I didn't know anything about that
unid I sMw the oen on d. becus we r- -
tainly never any :otwt thsnytdh
of the kind. And s. it's Jii hI we

aa hok ai.Io. AnIran hld no ht.
tw I rn. did no kbdw anyone,. to osr
knowledge. And the fact tham part ot the
operation wa that we knew. however. that
he k&n of out oses did have

reatons in which Iran
could at tuns itencie th*m-not
afways-h could Wnfece them. And
three O or boos" casme home.

O " f I my oowI r up, I- On that
fimpowk yw on Ciefof Staff. W.

Res.ho m d t t" U.. condoned Is.
rms I I - of arm to tln. And asre't
you. in effect. sendngthe verymeag
you alwas d OW you "' t to aen
Aren't you myio to tort. ri either yuor
yow staw IOo-W is this e wa
Iron-m pgin ftom the bol ing - boo .

WC PvddooLNo. becou Ido'tw

thbroe the bpro. that osewdrsJ m y mtd o o it n t st uwd i&
on Pro" -tbo t thaitbo we p

them. As a mer of famt. if there d met
been mch publicity, we wM ha m hdt" am &a we we

Sm [Saw Doadsn ; =NvmjP~.Pr, m wbom rot hos! do om
w. %W y" wr asd ethe mob ,

ow A" rlUVadly, I* eWow$e t-..
ly. thew motm pitmo, you e
cedeou tWM NaMi ~ go usk Mg of
that V- SM How

la. Ad as I amy. the opeded violation did
not in my *w oftr the sterym balance
betoee the two ONuAW"es &A whek we
were .A .S, I di made t war-
wide. And tM ws a wmiv of our mo
- the- esa go i, so nw "d
for "h Aare. &st the cawe the Iost.
ined here in my opening aeen-s

of A to Wy an .stah" a reatosP
with a ooa y th t of VV" pan t * OWaeici

portance to peace nd everything els in
the %ke Eas. at the same time. aso. to
strke a blow agma tanorun. ad to get
our hmags beck. as we did. And this par.
twula thing We we t necmry in order
to Make the coMacts that we made and that
could lead to bewr relation wuh us. And
there was a Fourth tm al as I pointed
Ot.

(L Sir. if m ay. the pols show that a Jot
of mricn pemol it s*ma*y don -t
ble You. but the one thins that ymuve
had going for you, moore than mythin: eke
Mn your Presidency, your credibility, has
been severely dasagd. Can you repair it?
What doe it om for th rest of yout Pree-

Ike Awddt Welk I Wmagine I'm the
only one around who w 1an to repait. and
I didn't have amytdhg to do with damaging
it.

BiI" 1311 PAot, CBS New,
Q. Mr. Pre, et You, my that the equlip

meat whMc was, dppe didn't alter the
mdi taly cs. Yet aa th W

dorton tehreWere 1,00;0 ~ i
to mb dpadW by the U.S T U4

apaetycondoned =~eto by, Ierd
mdd ote oss f quimitow of

arm a M mcidoy Part of thi deal-net
dtectly combed bit-.h to condwe it.
or the shom c d net have m m or-

A. W. ft. bm cm ymy my dw it coa
alter 6h nwy hlmi Ad how cm
ym my. d, t t in' break the low.
when the Natiod Secmiy Actof 117
&* towk absa1t tONel nottotin Ofenm d abe, al. see tha I theonmer amny -ted " me , 0 if -

der is to rquir ie advi the eder.
tp mosi the taeils n1 e

Th OAs" II& evey)n you've
soid hoe i ooid a *pl thea is
fals. We did o N 1cend do no con-
done thed M- of from other
omt *Awa the odte point
the ymoumade bma --

Q, There we then anttk nt"sls wi.
.rl A m O mh as ot the-Jt it

didn't-.e, &a it didn't voiol tbh-or
the did voato te tow. No. as I've amdK the
Prmdm. bemie It or na, does ham t
power if. in hi belief, mtional mcrity can
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Q. Yes. Mr. President. Why do you
tbn-.s stratep p ation not witduid.
W41--& Aean people would ever Pp.
pert we6pon to the Ayatola Khovn?

Me Proie" We weni INI' g them
to the Ayatoflah Khomni. It's a strange
situsatio. As I say, we were des ais with
,nviduals and we beleve tha those-asnd
sofe o those ndi-duAb ar in covers
mert, in Psitios in government. But it
was not a meeting officially of the United
State$ heed of state and the Iranian head of
-Kate. But then people, we believed, and
there cloeenem to the Iran m ltasy wu such
that this was necewy to let them know,
number one, that we wmem seriswad si-
cem in our effort about good relations and
ao that they were dadg with the head of
goenrm over here, dua this wasn't
oe rnoing out of men agency or

buru, that I wu behid it.
Q. Wl. r. tf that's the cas. som have

asked that if Lsby occupied a stratigical.
postion as Iran di, would you then arm
Qadha anM bomb Khomen

Te AsOdM& Beieave me, that's about as
hypothetical a question u anyone could
knagine. The situation are quite differanL

. Mr. Prsklnt you said that you were
not sw&appng--w You did not th you
were swapping anu For hosge But did it
ever occur to you, or did it nove occur to
you. that certainly the Iraniam would we it
tht way ad that they might take it as an'
iniducemett to take more hostages, especial
ly io g& of the Fa1t that they released
three but taken three nar .I

Th/ 'ewsi*m No. to the best of our
knowledge.-mn doe not own have wu.-hoty over the Hi*l&kl The cawmno

,order thm to do someM . It is appuem
thua thy. *ldmdy, Ism Sither eume per.

usinadthey doat always succeeid-
lest they cm soeiis Vpsde'or pres'
wir the H~idn it deliig what they did

in tlhs hm -And a I say, the Iraniaso
Covwinssw bed 'no hoopstae ad they

bogta *Aem tsii as. And we. Wo
tures-4 w41 a wag WA you ther we. in
tun, bed mid whe they wanted to Ind of
kiw our passos mnd whether, we were

RadicL SAi Usp Openvtin Lrbe.

trustworthy ad all W thi,--we told them
that we did not want to do business wth

-- any naton that openly backed terrorism.
And they gave us mwoaien that they did
not. And they sabd also thot they had some-
evknce that there had been a lessening of
thi on the part of the Khomiin, and the
goverent and that they'd made sone
pgrpw As a matter of fact, some mndsvid.
uas aocited with terwist acts had been
put in prison there, And so that was when
we usd, "WIL them's a very easy way for
you to verify that if that's the way you feel,
and they're beg held homage in Leba.
nom ..

Q. WeIL ifI ca Follo u If your arms
shilslanu h ldMo effe on the relese of
the hoatg". then how do you Oiapai the
retea of th stafe at the same tuie
that th dsilpmefib were coming W

Mhe Prmddm No. I said tha at the time
I said to them that there wa something
they could do to show their ,ke.e y. And i
they realy maM It ta they wr. not in
favor of beksgterrorlts they could begi
by releasing our hostages And as a matter
of Fact, I believe md have reason to believe
that we would hawe had all A"v of them by
this la weekend, hd it not been For the
atedaat coodmion tha arose here in the
reporting room.

You don't have your red mittens on.
(1 Oh that point, you aid easier, and

you sad )ust now agin, that. but for the
licay. two other hosta would have

returned home by nw. As you know,
the publicity bepn in a Syi nbcked. pro-
Syrian itapal--

The FlWdML Yes
Q, -- in Lebanon. My question is there-

For, are you estgg that someone who
wau a party to this sabdaged it by delber.
ately making that original report?

Th Pevidssa To our best Imnhrmatro.
the hek ame Iros a; -erso in goverment
10 IMa and not one of the people that we
were dealing wath, someone that would be
mor botle to uL. And that smdvidis gave
the Aos.to the ,agaune. and the ap-
zce the printed the tny thre in Brut.

0 Mr. President, thr hu been an obi-
ous chang in policy towards Inn. from re-
Foslng to doeg wOt a teroa-m stsiat to even
seading weapons a a gesture of good will.

ism6
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to the other nuclear weapons-bombs car-
rted by airplane and so forth. And %s had
gone there with the e xpreu purpose of
seeing if we could arrve at some kind of a
settlemnt on one or the other of these
other two mrmse types. And it was jut
before the metLng broke up that For the
First time they sugstaed that they were
talking about all nucker weapons, not just
the others. Well, there was no tme for me to
dacus thm-thi new force that was in
there.

But i think Mr. Kampelrman was saywV
right-that I just call to yow attenhon that
never in the history of the Soviet Uon has
a Soviet lWader ever publicly proposed
elitoating wespos they = have.
And this Soviet leader has. He has talked
actually of tocafy eliminating them. And so
the only thing I can say jo this .-I know
they are dfcut to deal with--bt all I can
say is they're s u the ta un Cenea
and the propo bl ae still there So, I con.
tisue to be optitiscc.

. I just wat to follow up. Do you think
you're going to me Mr. orbachev aa
during your term, or do you think h
thinking that hell wait For the net Preit.
dont to negodat an arms contr agree
ment?

Fhe PAwdde& Wll, I have to believe
there is ream for opmim beFm h
hinmel suggested the Ieh-Pd mooig as a
krerunm to the nmmtt ht wa np.
posed to smke pla in the Uelhed AMm.
And all I cin do is reca d whm the
5OM sorbetene go. sot Vp md Walked
out of the Cemm am m becme
we were ,a~ mashmtV M;;;=h
Pershing md thd e a Ift ino pe,
And they wabedw eassd ~ Fhtd
iL" Weok dw, €osysme.

O, Doyu hwn dabu---

Q. Do you have a date to see them
Th A'uiwen No, thtst what w'r wit-

ing for-a foe thm to gie ma da..

Ck Mraft. ba ck va yow

and the nunt sr of db . am you usla

tonight tha the only ilszpmes st wh whc
we were maivolved were the one or two that

followed jso.r Jauary 17th' find g aod
that. whsteer your aides have sard on
background or on the record, there were no
other shipments with which the U S. coo.doned?

A*. ProsidLt Th&'s right_._V 1ya
rothhin but the mismles tho we
remember. there are too mm pec,* that
are saying "Pve." They bough them.

Andres (Andres Mi tbel N Nes
aMr. prs" to "Salo uON that

We've been told by th 0(l VAR
Dorald Regan, that we condoeei-dth bov.
eminent condoned-4a Laree Aipmemt in
September of 5, shory beore the re.
teas of hostage beq~umn We. That we 4
months beforea your intelgeo Ahag oa
Jagsury 17th ttt" yM my gave you the
tel authoity not to noetfy CADO Now,
casn you clme that up-why te govers-
mert was not n violaton of is 6rea ember.
= ad of the notification to Congran For

condoned Amerca odsmde weapom
shipped to Iran n September of 19UM

The Plwldmi We&L no. I've never heard
Mr. Regan my tat m d 'U ashk im about
tha Bcam we boee & in the
and 0 I say, *' ie it for a
purpose, in faet, wit Pak ne ,MAN

Ye.
t Can I Jut hlw up on' that Foe a
mon. dr. bocum what is uclow to, I

thbkmanmmy people i the American pubbe
k why-V you ae mayint, igt t a der
wil be no farther armi hipenis to tm e-
why you wo t cancel the sansa 17th to-
temAmce Paigs that you Cass pust to

With MI 11:11 1oiato an to cOrm=lt sacre-
e y mad parhops with the ol ectiom of some
of yoew Cabinet -bara' continue tosi
10eif you t" dthe it Is :

The pkmldee No, I have no Iftenin of
** that bw at the -m d wue, wem

that we're g0n to be ale to co-
titw our -" with thuso pop*o them.

1Dist you wheft cWace winselge

no. Pedtlde I don't bmw whether it'
cafied fA or wbethe I hmv to wsit until
we've reppreed to Covgein nd &L. I don't
know' Noe what the tehIca 1 113 ealy is on
that.

I'
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Would you co-ad er. in the name of the
6a4~ Aepbk NeatiN t you invoked
mth &Wksft yew policy towntd
Niwam m eae haN .'qx o wrlI beliew F.*

sowe tee ams. I dak mre th
once hae--the &.o, e a holdt o ow go.
itims. ad kam ol* A 0 O o r 'tof

nauJm that hee hoew sm or.
am. &ut Ia aftg adhet poe tee
we dae-ernbm .w mad they gave
us bdimcatos ad e ie de th pedWy
wm -wM& Add wa s I mId. ft Ie
thee awe- sid MMAie tere
w her they were, we made th IdA.

L The. W. reP. would y ou .
de, bremaldolon- crekb ith w
,NJimiqlu8e ft the ue eORthe

Th A dmwa Ne. we beve e tDoe
of hee.a"d O Nl obMev ery a"is
J~~ the ~ heom a we hoesft the -~ mu Tlhe in hee~~~eW "n he hf mew hIN"*m& it *aAd * iesi e W m
be pmt eeatfwp ps* a as t hdwm
W-- -them id -- i-

-* VA* d d s* of

soew ad t=, s toh - Wme

me* u#Ad itO Nuo n'omft a

'up ef m* dw. dr Vub mo
Ii nl : ddi ddd e Mlnp

u*A&. !her tto Ow 8 mw

Unit d mMAM
Now. *4 %-Nhew

09,L ba low"_ W so m n WA

@m "41 ue to beA to m.
w aid b" a to boo .*~ A*

wma ~id S*awel r

he.Se, I Il~*me f mamt

VIMIn- - dft t-baas
- -9adftm

0 WFvdeL d ths fta wme n
We.Owf of a Ffedee shenf

%WY 5 44WeY 06 *AN

ve byip~vtg your Seretuv of $to"e a vote
o confidno e declarg that aI Furr
Covr t actwe w havehw pod ad
by wkuing up the .aUea Securty Counm
Suh a way as to adtisfy the concr m in
Case ASwt h ae mbee aa
idagiseashm out of the hemea t of

e Whlt 1 5 ae isde rc of e Stat

,ea N d& ,,,, kdine, eoepuev aid te eea
tbe Sc y of S e wee dhiId te-nc ow of the A wL -tveseWti whatwe
wo aim " - I *d bhla,,therewe
9 rer sfwbc, fw cert medo I
wou l math e bum ade w hee a
"Mm to - wem.SW people
yeuVe memisae Ie h ftilvWed.de
kBe.**At woo 4 aAm I d= me

Sme ties " id eesl I heW

the mea f ft .eeg S ~W ee

dlmd 0 u p h er.NO w bew f
Ir d all eqw uv ml a
ad I dmal m have myt ftbe

d fee elMt at £ e e- tim
sai the dacaem Im I

ad wodo-ae db" sad I
b~w SWmweaaal d -pwbs of

0 W. Pmi'Aido ~ eYes ebm dw
of to adtmw et~ ad ho=

M eA wi*a aI kheaft ebse SW.
A" A" OWof a n~

rm And uao6 s bwe ow
Ma s~o dot t wop

~ft Ne. I Sdullwe ftmy
Mw OM. U. so~

sbus*0 401ft = he a M&O
a MwU- - w * m m --

olNe I.mdft .ON smepwfa

ON int*A Us bmpmisfD MF
awdt @s=-* "smft

he she __Rh ft

#4 0s f a"et be it theft
batmI lo hw S" "0 an sburm
tha a on do do W- mWas

___ be sy I*ft SWm- fft I o
Ism W& ub a " "up-ad th a f

do ft*of dma o-o d the
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ramly of rons that want peace n the
Mide ast and s kor-

(A How. Mr. Preadet--d I may f#oLow
up--bow does OuppW4 weqcm to Iran
help bnng them beck into the community
of nation? You've acknowledged that you
were dealng with only a s all poatw of
the government?

TYU aridm. I was talking of strength-
enuig a prticuiar group who needed the
preste that that could give them. who
needed that. well that barpang power.
themselves. within they own ranks.

Jerry Jereuab O'Lwy. Washinponflmesl'
(A Mr Preident. I believe you may have

been , slh error an dscribig a TOW
U a houkd er-abountd weapon. tt's a

rouid-topound weapon. Ned-"e is the
shouder w o b that's besid the
polnL TOW's are sed to d a

TMe fAma Yea, I know Jerry. I know
it's a tank weapon.

Q. I don't think it's d from yoor dtx.
der.

The ?,wsat WeL niow-(L10004--4I ha" been misinkrmed de I wil yied
on that. but it was my understdi th
that is a man-c wapon. and we have
a number of other shoulderborn wempona.

(. I did have a quasUM thouMgh (Luh
ter)

YU Awimt You mom that wan't a
question (Lenghm

(A No, ur. I thought I knew what a TOW
was

I Just wanted to a*t you what would be
wrong at ths stae of the game. Kam ev-
erything sama to have iI Wro that

LAW, t"~~a LAW. the O'Lary Law.
this weekwhet womid be wron in n
dot a mitakie Was madse o n very hh-rlak
f= uso that Vu mps on with the we

Aw rold"& Becuue I don't think a
mtobae wn made. I weas hghrd'
pallai. and It was a gamble ttI. Ive
,. I bhav the crcumtances warranted.
And I don't we thee it boa been a Be. or a
P" Sailue of any kin We sonll have
those contacts. We "l have made some
grund. We got our homgs back-three of
them. And so, I think that what we did was

night. and we're gong to continue on this
path-
Fedena Add it tAie Hemoeks

(. Mr. President. Mr President. ples
on* domestic question. would you please?
Sit. this Le the question-

Me Awides Helen. will you yield to

(. This is a question that wi not wait
It's cold weather out there, and the grow.
ing number of hungry and cold people who
are homeless wt all of our cit*e-an theme
volunteers tat you urge to take put in this
and try to help have now made their sur.
vys across the Nation They've cone back
and sad we can't feed dw h y and Lake
cat of the bomeleag by ouedlveL We've
got to ave Federl help. You have no
policy in the Wte 1oe, I believe, to do
this. aid You're now PA leaving the to
ted ovwtand Sl gps. They
can't tok cr of it. Wo't you pleaft
u a hideraly P'ooaa program Uth

Trhe wd&"ma, I thik that I dMn of
that kind we are stid spending more than
has ever bee sen beFor tri to help
the needy. I = be very pholmed to look
Lnto tha partculr &Mce and se d there a
some mahs there, but I do't think so. But I
do think thatleay of tham programs e
being undertaken at a State and a a toca
level an with the aid of roal nanemi
out I1 look into it.
(A They're doing a geaw job. ir. but they

simply my themsves-th churches the
noproft.-we can't do it miciendy. The
number is growing so rapily. Thy've got
to have redera help

FUe PwidL No. well. a I'm ying.
I'm o to n out, becew- I think and
b*W" tht the" is uch helP i tat red
thaI wming in the paper about a needy
famiy in New York that is bein put up i
a hotel and the cost to wfm jarwt kr the
rent of the hotel room is 37.000 a year.
And I wonder why somebody doesn't bui
them a houe for $37,000

Nom TM Prensts ' 39th e" confernce
bean at &OI p ,,. , the EArn Room Of the

1500
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WAit Homm It w &mvrdweei let on ra-
hon iide redso end sktvi.ivwL

Before &rwnq the lot Us of qua.
tooom the PnvMr sea a&dsd hwr Mhom
who " the Nior inwmbr of t White
House vpoe corm idkiewa uh the news
cos/enrucm h"end

Iran-United State Relations

SaswwnI bsthe Psoridea
Nowmher /9, 19IM

There may be me .simd andg of
one of my atiwers tonight. There was a
third country involved in our socrot prov
with Iran. But tak ths into count. ail
of the shipments of the token amounts Of
defeive n and e that I have a-
thor A o M= tSaken a total could
be Placed aboard a wl caru awer
Thinudes all shpma t by the United
Stat. or any third country. Any Other h mp-
mntu by third coumntin wer not author.
ized by the U.S Government.

Moo T Pveideist m ef e s o ho.
"M coufeveuc*

The Natiotal FloW Emblem of the
United Stat. of AmewlcThe Im

with shd on om ecrtd.d~

PMAlesstiea5M SS l otmer4 1W

ft the Pftsidfe Of the Che1i Stan
afAnswtc

A Aefemeidm.
Amer a ave swoy, Wedthe flowers

with whc Cad decorats owUrA mdore
often than -y other flower, we hold the
rm dew as the y o of Ie and Iove ad
devotin o uty and eternity. For the
love of man and wman. For the love of
nuakind md Cod. For the Iove of country.
Americane who would spek the Zgma
of the heat do a wth a ro.

We see proof of this otevywhere The
study of FmIs reveal tha the roem hm ex.

ated te Americe for ae upon Wge. We have
aways culivaw rom in outr 5sede- Our

first Pr ident. Geore W.ngtn. bred
roes, and a varety he naumd after his
moother s stdJ grow today. The White
House itself boms a beautful Roes Carden.
We grow roses in a or ifty State We
rud roses throughout our aM muanc. and
stratre. We decorate our celebrtions

and perade with ros. most o( a we
preen raoS thoe we love, and we
lavh dom on our lta our -wil shruWe
aMd the inal rot plams of or hooed
dead.

The Amrian people have ong held, a
special plc n their howt For roam L t um
continue to cherish them, to honor the love
an devotion they represent, and to beo
them On all we we love ut a God has
bestowed them on v.

The Con gr. by S Joi t Resolution
15G. has designated the re as the Natna
Floral rlem of the Untd states and ev-
thoried and reqested the Presde to
lsse a prolamaton deblaring this fct

New. Therefore I, Beald Re00. Presi.
den of the United States of mariai, do
hereby _ t he re as th Natio

r othe Uruted StM of
Ama'k

In Whom Wbere , I h ve bemnto mt
my hand tie t day of Noviembe,
in the yew of our LArd nmeteen hundred
and do"-", and of the Indepedemce of
the United States of Am.eric the two Im-
dred and levieth.

(Filed with the Officef .~he Fedriv Rqie-,
or, I:I.0 ai., Ntowmi *,il. 19U6

President's Commnidoe on .. ecutive

Err/ALuNNm AN ExPUIeouTAL Pao.
GRAM WITHI THU PUwow5T CoaM.e
am o Exwnwu EzcsRAMS

by the authority vested in me sa Presi-
dent by the Constitution and statutes of the
United State of Ameri. kciMS the Ex.

I9
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EXHIBrr JMP-68

u1iULn4J11 ILUA -- A U J 6097

SUJiC T I CIA Airline Involvement

in late Rovombec 195, a CIA prOprietary airline w.*

chattered to carry cargo to jan. - The
cargo was described to us as oil drilling space pacts.
Although we did not know it at 00 time, the cargo was actually
IS Hawk missles. The chronolgy of the incident is as follows:

r"On 22 November Sthe NSC contacted the Agency with an
urgent request 4  -*l4 anr-vef a discreet. reliable airline
that could transport bulky oil-drilling parts to an unapecified
destination in the Middle Cait.

We offered the name of the CIA's proprietary airline as a
company which could handle the PSC request. The NSC Passed the
name of ob=Ir..e to then in ed-ae: 1&&b the Iv---s.

In ntwe e contacted our airline and told them that
they 4 1 ld b-Tceiving an urgent, legitimate charteC request.
The __P conacted the airline that evening (22
Novembec) d. hJ..a rrangements for the airline to pick-up the
parts in CL.

The destination was/lianged to Tel Aviv and two 4-'me
80T' s cing 70'sfacrived in.Tel Aviv 23 November. The

cargo was ultimately [baded onto only one of the aircraft.
Loading was completed ,ec and the aicc d 9eded
to Iran via a stop a then overflying n At
the 1NSC's request. an of. our we
helped acrnge for the overflight clearances.

_T.-AS _be st of our knowledge, the v,- min-'---i' _
tha Lt W .0_ Tealing with a CIA proprietary, not ds'airline
person l know whst they were cireyinq, lirn--l did not find
out that our airline had hauled Hawk mis ies into Iran until
mid-January when we were told by the Ictlans. . -

The airline was paid the normal commercial rate which
amounted to apprbaimately 1127,700. 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in fact, made aU*,,6rA&-&,&

4hte~ h- a. !jiht into Tehrn carrying commercial items prior
to the 22IA5 November Inctident.

F

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
'ItO. IW6e4y. Although we did not know the nature of the cargo, w@

thought that any future support of this ty@ to he m would
require a finding,

r4iD JUjA u 2
of ilri e' i JGi5
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EXHIBrr JMP-69

Oc's Iran Testtoay for oPSCI an1 SSCI
21 Mover-o I9U

For t" lait five ,arl, both the OnAionl Welty C¢OJnlity a4 the

intollgtece COM.WnIly have been kenly iae" and constantly COncernip about

the geolitIcal position an4 the strategic significance of Iran. MCN

thomifht &nd effort has been devoted to how we eight develop COtact, &nd

elati0nInlpS wtch would provide a better uderstanding of what. is adpaenig f
there and aktablih contacts and Wlatlonships wich Might lqad to IppoVid

relationships later oo.

about th 1iortece of

our Identifying an etablifshln contaKt wito leaden in a future Iran.

we do not know Who

will emerge to lead Iran in the future, but that .e mast gather all the]Strar4- and hold th"Im nour hands so that we wil I e resldy.

In the early fall of I , Ji Nc farlase, after one of the wmkly matings

which he as 41tol Security Advisor and his deputy had with me ane my

deuty, asked me to stay behind. He told as about discussions he had had at

the hmst levels I* Israel urging the desirability of discussions with

officials In Iran and offering channels of aCCess. Me laid that, for obvious

reasons, only a handful of people in the Israeli and Aierican governments knew

abot this effort. MclFarland epasized that the purpose of such discussions

would be the future relationships with Iran and Iran'S great importance in .. O

the last-Wast aneRW'idl Cast-Vsian Glf equatioe.

.... .. 00007
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C(A'S Involvment began in late November when the Agency was asked

to recoemefd C reliable airline that could transport bulky caryo to am

unspecified location In theHIddlO fast. The requiremt SPOeCified tmat it

be reliable and able to move fast. A proprietary of OUtS whiCh regularly

toOk on comarci41 ventures was aesignated. When ')@ plane got to Tel Aviv.

the pilots were told the carbo was sparI parts for the oil fields 4a was to

go into Tbriz. Our de cldd that in order to protect the plane,

should be asked to get flight clearances into Iran.

This was don. 0D o5 November 1985, the plane dropped the cargo in Tehre.

To the best of our knowledge, neither the Israelis noW the Iranianks onw

that they wre dealing with a CIA proprietary. The airlinewes paid the

normal c ercal rate which amwoted to approuimately 1117,700.

All this was authorized by our Associate Deputy Director for Operations.

I w4s out of the country at the time ad the 0puty DirectwO, thi n inar"e,

aooved the flight as a vrgent mission in keeping with the roprWietary's

Normal b"911s"6si 1N t directed tet we would Not provide any fwtvre fligts

into Iran in the 6ab e of a Findle,.

In the emeesim, the Israeli proposal of prof1t the possibility of

discvssl60 *with IrSIS officials, Including making mell shipments of arme

to eMlis W ed fatMa nd to induce to to ve their Inf1 ece with

thOu boldiN oV heotatso was discussed at ofe or two meetings of the IP.

principals in oc er and Juary. There were differences of view ab ot

the desirability of this policy, but it was decided that it should be cautiously

WIL E.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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* - * "" ,I k

On 7. Oember 1985, Bud McFarlane, than National Security Advisor, met

In LOndOn with Israeli officials and the Iranian expatriate who was tneir

Intermediary to the Iranian government. At this meeting, Mr. McFarlane

- stated Our goals of pursving ths relationship with Iran were these:

0evising a formula for reestablishing a strategic relatonsnip

with Tehran.

Eninu tne Iran.lrl4 war on honorable terms.

Convinctng Iran to cease its support for terrorism.

Helping ensure the territorial Integrity of Iran and

coordinating ways to counter Soviet activities in the region.

mr. IkFarlane made clear tnat in this relationship we would expect Iran

to use its Influence to achieve the release of Western hostages In Lebanon.

He also mae It clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms

for hostages. This matter was discussed again several times with the President

and others In the national security community following the December McFarlane tri,

On 17 January 1986, a Presidential Finding was signed directing the CIA to

provide operational and logistical support for a program'amed at three objectives

(1) establishing a more moderate governwnt In Iran, (2) obtaining Intelligence

to determine thie current lIranian government's intentions with respect to its

neighbors and with respect to terrorist acts, and (3) furthering the release

of Arnica hostages held In Beirut and preventing further terrorist acts by

these group.

The Finding stated that the USG would provide moderate elements within

and without the government of Iran with arms, equ# pent and related materiel

in order to'enhance the credibility of those elements In their efforts to

achieve a are moderate government IN Iran by demonstrating their ability to

obtain resources to.deend their country.

3
* : _ " . . .1 ". . , . . ,
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In th Finding, the-Prelid~nt direCted the CIA to refrain from reporting

the Finding to the Congress until otherwise directed. The Finding was reviewed

ad concurred In by the Attorney General.

At te time the Presidential Finding was Ceing drafted, the CIA's Office

of General Counsel provided the legal opinion tnat the President has the

AuthOrity to withhold prior notice of operations from the Congress. Section $01

of the National Security Act expressly provides that notificationl of intelligence

activities to the Congress shall be provided Oto the extent consistent with

all applicable authorities and duties, Including those conferred by the

Constitution."

The Act also states that the Intelligence Committees be informed of

activities for which no prior notice was given at the appropriate tim

as determined by the President. This was a Clear recognition that

extraordinary circumstances could lead the Presidemt to-cofTdude-that

notice of an operation should be withheld in whole or in pat.

The history tO the Oversight Act shows that an accommodation recognizing

Loth the President's constitutioaal responsibility and authority and the

Congressional oversight responsibility and authority was reached In this

legislative process. The subsequent pecedufei eed upon by the OCI and

the SSCI on reporting covert action operations provide that advance reporting

of such oprations would also be subject to the exceptional circumstances

contemplated in Section S01 of the National Security Act.

The President has instructed me to advise you of his conclusion that

the activities authorized by the Finding justified withhol4ing prior notification

due to the extreme sensitivity of the dialogue beinV established. He detemtine4

4
ACAI

2~J Vzo
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that If the fat Of this program became known, those carrying out the dialogue

(both U.S. and Iranian) a othe American hostages in Lebanon would be put at

a giter- risk.

There have only been two Findings since the Inception of the oversight

process ton years ago whcit have not be briefed to Congress. This is second.

The first was t1%l Iranian nostaje rescue Mission of 19W.

NOw I would like to explain exactly what activities wre undertaken by

the CIAin carrying Out the directives of this Finding of 17 January 194.

On .1- February 19", U.S. officials (NSC), a representative of the

Israeli Prime Minfstry, ande seMior.level Iranian official met in Germany.

At this meeting, the U.S. side emphasized its desire to enter into a strategic

dialogue with the Iranian side. The Iranians raised their desire to receive

U.S. weapons. The U.S. agreed to explore this possibility. Working with

the Israelis, the followinV mechanism for transfer 3f the weapons was establisne:

The Iranian Intermediary would deposit fwnds in in Israeli account.

The funds would then be transferred to a sterile U.S.-controlled

accout In an everso s beak.

UsIng those fWs, the CIA wold work with the Army LIostics

ConedIN ain the materiel.

The ateriel w1d them be transpested to Israel for future

061imS to Iran.

Using t e procevres, $3.1 milliem ws deposited In the CIA account

In Geneva on II-February IW foe the purchase of 1,000 TOW missiles and

as"ciated costs.
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On 15 February, Office of Logistics personnel delivered the 1,000 TOW

msSiles toKelly Air Force Sase. The missiles were then transported to

Israel for onward shipment to Iran. CIA was not involved in the tradsoortation

of this stlpent.

On 1921 Feoruary, U.S. (NSC and CIA) id Iranian officials met again

in Germany to diSCuSS prOblems in arrangin.y a ,metimg among hiher.level

officials. At this meeting, the U.S. side agreed to provide 1.000 TOWs to

Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity and support for the faction we were

talking to. This delivery was commenced on the morning of 20 February and

completed in two transits to Tehran on 21IFebruary. Transportation from

Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft.

On 24 February, the same U.S. officials traveled to Germany where they

met with the intermediary and an Iranian government official. At that meeting.

the Iranian official provided a list of varying quantities of approximately

240 different spare parts needed for the Hawk missile batteries provided by

the USG to Iran during the Shah's reign. The Iranian official asked for

USG assistance in obtaining these spare parts as additional proof that this

channel had the approval of the highest authority in the USG.

On 25 February., the U.S. officials, as they continued to do in later

contacts with theVolians, provided the Iranians with limited information

designed to encourage an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the war

and increase Iranian awareness of the Soviet threat to Iran.

Throughout March and April, the Office of Logistics worked with 00 to

clarify the items on the Iranians' list of spare parts and identify which

item were in 0o0 stocks.

S

SECRET
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On I rtNfto U.S. (CIA and$NSC) and Israeli representatives met with the

Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any further progress was

possible in arranging for a'highelevel meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials.

Ouring these metings, the intermediary eMphaslied the deteriorating economic

situation In Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding Increasing Iraqi wlitary

effectiveness.

Based on assurances that we could at list meet face-to-f.ac with top.levl

Iranian officials, on IS ay the President authorized a secret mission to

Tehran by former National Security Advisr Ncfarlane, accoQxMaed by a CIA

annuitant, a CIA communicator, members of the NSC Staff. and the Israeli and

Iranian Interlocutors.

On 16 My 1964. the Iranians provided 54.5 million through an intermediary

for Hawk spare parts and an additional SO$ TOM missiles. The receipt of the

Iranian funds set into motion arrangements for the planned visit to Iran as

follows:

-The CIA Office of Comomnicattons provided secure communication

equipment and! theseices of a communications officer to

travel to Iran with the U.S. tew

The CIA Office of Technical Service was tasked to provide ten

passports for use by the tem and the air

crew of the aircraft that would fly from Israel to Tehran.

The Iranians inSisted on the use of non-U.S. passports.

passports ware chosen because the Israeli aircraft used for the

Journey carriin registratfon numbers.

SaSct
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** The Office of Logistics assembled the available Hawk missile

spare part$ at Kelly Air Force Bass. The parts were then

transportedto Israel by a private contractor.

The Office of Logistics delivered 5 8 TOd misSil s to Kelly

Air Force Sase for onward Shipment to Israel by private

contractor.

On 25 May, tae U.S. team traveled to Tenran via Israel. The CIA

provided two members of the team-a comunicatlons-officer and a FarsI

speaking annuitant with considerable experience in Iranian affairs. The

annuitant provided translation services and advice to the team. He continued

to be involved in subsequent meetings with Iranian representatives.

The U.S. team brought a single aircraft pallet of Hawk missile spare

parts with them to Tehran at the time of the Meting. However, it was decided

that the greater portion of the spare parts would stay in Israel for later

delivery to [ranpending further progress in estaolishing the dialogue. We

understand that those spare parts were Ultimately delivered to Iran.

The 25-2 May meetings were held with high-level Iranian officials, the

first direct contact between the two govermeats in over six years. Mr. WacFrlane

and his team were able to establish the biots for a continving relationship and

clearly articulate our objectives, concerns, and in*%entioes. The group, in

its discussions and observatlons, was also able to assess first-hand the

internal political dynamic in Tehran end th effect of the war on Iran.

Using Presideatially-approved Terms of Reference, which had been reviewed

and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers, cFrlane em phsized that our

Interest in Iran transceded the hostages, but the continued detention of

Hostages by a Lebanese group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented

progress. Touring t%;visit, r, PFarlane so" clear:

I
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that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel Vs

from the middle tas;

that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism;

that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to reverse it;

- that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional

policies (I.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might lso find

areas of common interesttttrough dialogue.

On 19 Septomber, three Iranians traveled to the U.S. for detailed discussions

with the U.S. team. These discussions reaffind the basic ObjKtives of the

U.S. in seeking i political dialogue with Tehran,

Throughout August and September, numerous additional meetings were held

In Europe between U.S. representatives and the new Iranian contacts in an

effort to develop the dialogue authorized by the Presidentil Finding.

On 6 October, those Iranians traveled to Frankfurt for meetings with

On 26 0cobr. me Wings were held in Frankfurt with the se

participants.

The Iranians preffered, and the U.S. aCOPted, the offer of I Soviet

T-72 tank A

o 2 NveMer the Iranians provided $2.037 million an the Office of

Logistics procured So0 more TOW missiles from 0o0.

Those missiles were delivered by the Office of Logistics to Kelly Air

Force lase on 6 November. A USAF C-141 aircraft carried the missiles to

where they were transshipe by a CIA air proprietary aircraft which

carried the missile to Israel.

SW
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This brlngs the record of CIA Involvement lo these activities authorizes

by the 11 January 1986 Presidential Finding up to date 4s of the present time.

in suary, a total of 2,008 TOW tissiles along with various Hawk missile

spare parts nave been delivered under thO Finding of 17 January 1984. 1, Ooj

TOWS were delivered In February 1984; 508 In Mly 1966; and SW0 in ovwmaer 1984.

We should mote that none of the wellon Ce from CIA stOcks.

w ehave received no requests to acquire amy more materiel of any type

for shtpmnt tO Iran under this program.

I wold like to reiterate that the fwuds for the procura t of the

material eummerated aove, as wi1l as for all associated costs, were provided

by the Iraiams thos elves. Funding from Irao ws troasferred to CIA for

deposit in a covert funding mamckni. This acttoi provided secure mans

for control, payat, ad accomtability of all f-,nd1g associated with this

program. The IraWan fuids, a toill of $12,237,000, were depoited into a

special account Is a %is$ bemk.

The oily costs i wred by too CIA i this nativity wre spanwe lfor

the travel of CIA offices InwIved In the various mWims, the costs of

&m"o ha erinuetely$ 000. The Mo ts foe this support have be"r

cdhow Sl a|m e ail G N41 acocts. Me all travel by CIA officials

is routl ely cw to sm eS1, to oOtherwise tm the case of the

trips uderrtakepduring this 'r~am wld b "e6 sOM 4d the smurity

of theU tIvItia.

10
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I am confident that my testimony Is complete as to the basic facts

of CIAI invOlvement, but let me assure you that we are still 4ombing our

records and will promptly report any now information that comes to light.

Lot me make It perfectly clear that It was apparent to all that tnis

initiative was a Controversial one. Even those of us who Supporte going

forward understood that it was a close call and a risky operation. There

were no illusions.

was it a reasonable call? YesI I think it was. As the-health of Khomeini

has declined over the past year, we have see&A increase in fictionl

Infighting In Tehran. This infightiig has.been sharpened by severe economic

problems, as well as the war with Iraq. There have beenm noierous arrests.

This factional Infighting has Implications for both the United States and

the Soviet Union. It was the AdmInistration's Judgment that any powerful

Iranian faction seeking to reestablish ties with i tWest and willing to

attempt to curtail Iranian support for terrorism was worth talking to.

It was In that context that the Judgment was made that providing a small

amount of defensive weapos would give this faction some leverage In the

internal struggle by suggestlng that there were advantages in contacts with

the West.

As I stated esrlte, Iran is not going to go away. Its geovraphic

and strategic positions guarantee that It will remain a geopolitical force

which the U.S. will have to deal with. If we do not establish ties to the

various Iranian factions now we will be faced with the problem of doing so

-later. It is that simple.

SE CRE
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EXHIBIT JMP-70

d ~

O I.F CO

.%M40IRA,'UM FOR THE RECO"m

FROM:

SUBJECT;

DATE:.

.. E'i Nevsom
Xeecng wi-h Admiral Poindexter on :ran

November 28. 16986

On November 21. Chairman Durenberger and Vice Chairman
Leahy. accompanied by Sernie Mc.ahon and Eric Newsom, went to
the White House to meet Admiral John Poindexter, National
Security Adviser co the Presiaent. The purpose of the meeting
was .o discuss Iran and sales of US arms to that country.

Poindexter began by assuring the senators that he was
prepared co disclose all information about the contacts with
Iranian figures and the transfers of arms. He said the Admin-
iscration had not publicly laid out all details in order co
protect the names of people in Iran. If their identities were
disclosed, .they could be endangered. He said there was also
great sensitivity about talking publicly about the Israeli
connection. This causes problems for the peopLe we were dealing
with in Iran.

Poindexter said the channel to Rafsanlani is still open.
The Iranians with whom we had contact were still. interested in
carrying on a dialogue. We are satisfied the channel does reach
Rafsanjani personally. We told the Iranians in advance about the
President's speech and press conference on the Iran operation.
which they appreciated. We understand the Iranian ambassador to
the UN in Nw Yor, was told to make positive comments after the
President's press conference. While they did not warn us of
Khomeini's blast at the President. the explanation is that
Khomeini was egsed on by the radical faction.

sac a nitrom
thsradcal an toembras Rasanant Mntaxeri revealed theUSetranian contacts. This pushed RLusanJani to attack the US to

cover himself.

However. Rafsanjani made several egregious errors in his

b , L k. N %

Vi
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speech aga ti C he L'S. Poindaxter believes this was an
effort co enable the L'S o disavow his story. He also e
it be known that thd speech was for domestic consumpton.

Poindexter said :hac DCI Casey vas not left Out of anv:hng
in this project. He knows all about the operation, thou.' : ay
not be !ami:iar wth every detail. The President. the Vice
President, .eese, Resan. Casey. Shult:, einberger, McFarlane
and Poindexter (af:er he became National Security Adviser) "ere
involved from the outset.

From the firsc contact with the Israelis in July 1985 n:i
.cFarlane's resignation in December 1985, this was HCrFanrane's
project. Poindexter cook over in December. Hs was first f.ll',
informed ac Che White House meeting on December 7, 1985 with :he
President, .ohn Xc-4ahon, Regan, Shultz, McFarl a and Poindexter.

Turning to the origins of the project, Poindexter said that
in June 1985, Graham Fuller, '41O or the middle East at the CIA.
prepared an assessment of the situation in ran. Ne concludedthat ic &ppq _gAh chv-n-ig~r ncetav~

-Wei are now
OLMLL~~~usioned an~ UTItl" 94 " E0 If I s clwar

the cohesiveness of the Iranian Soverment is disintegrating. The
conservatives vnc to end the war, sto . o- t- rarism-nA

tions wick the U.
The middle of t'e ra e,,,ucuKaRafsanani

1:l*iso steer a balancing source. .he radicals are the
hardlisers on relations with the US and cc.invi the vet. Me
said a large part of the IRvolutioary Guard wars to end the war.

After discussion of fuller's paper, a draft NIDO on US-
ranian relations wea prepared. While it was beiag discussed.

in July 1985, the ter a AnFarlane to cell
his they had a hmwe*N ow There were
discussions of tkim vi: 874&8

Poindester said Israel's irntvee in this is different from
ours, bbu there to some overlap. They went the war to conn

Ida" t in Iran
poisdexte'"Gl

osraeto Iran for *avewal
years.

Poin&deter said sham at the tim of the Israeli eoataes, te
US had no channel to the Irmim pv m t. Our foec had bhe o
the Iranian eailee. Poirndeser said his viem os the vale of the
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had changed and he had concluded chc the US wilL not e very
far vith them. The Iranian revolution is not reversible.

Potndexter said Casey put a rectred CIA contract: xp*.: on
Iran onto the Project. He partici aced in hours of dsc'ssLons
with the Incermdiaries. £vencuaL y. we chw Aicho. o,.ran arm$ r.

v m L y S e n ar s sa e. dexter said one vaLue
chis channel was simpLy :o gather incelligence on what Was goirn o
inside Iran and who was in whac tfaction. Prior chat chat. we had
very Little useful information on this question.

Poindexcer saLd the CIA expert's judgment was that we were
getting through to the Iranian moderates who wanc to end the war.
They fear their revolu cion is going to fail. They need to rebuild
the Iranian economy and they fear the Soviets. Thly have no real
animosity to the US and want co be able to curn to us.

b Poindexter said he and Casey believe the conversations we have
been having have delayed the Iranian "final offensive." We have
told them we do.not chink they can wi h h aar t

tferiL Vi 1lwth.~ on

The Israelis cold us limited arms s .pmencs would be necessary
to show the moderates they could display influencee incernally in
their struggles. At first. we were opposed and McFarlane cold the
Israelis we were opposed to arms sales t: Iran.

We were suspicious of the Israeli channel, but we wanted a
dialogue with Iran. The Israelis then asked if they could ship
arms as a signal (sumer of 1985). McFarlane said no. They then
said what about their doig it without our agreement? Would the
US replace the arms? McarLane said chat practical political
realities in the US meant the Israelis could in all likelihood got
arms they needed from us.

Poindexter said that between August and December 1985, we
tried to check out the Israeli channel. At the same time, the
hoseae e tuition was running on a-CO fire utc h ut

t up a hostage- ocat on ore withclose coordiratic

We were trying to find channels to the captors to cry to
pressure them into giving up the six hostages. We believed they
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were held by a faction of Hizbollah, and were taken to
co free the 17 Dawa prisoners in Kuwait,

On December 7. 1985, there was a meeting of the President.
the Vize President. Shul:z. Weinberger, John McMahon (Casey's
deputy). Regan. McFarlane. and Admiral Poindexer. the new
National Security Adviser. McFarlane described the Israeli
proposals for contact. The arms sales issue was discussed.
The President decided there was a chance CO meet several U.S.
objectives. He authorized McFarlane to go to London to meet
an tranian expatriate Co assess whether to proceed. A CIA
person attended this meeting, which cook place in December.

McFarlane was not enthusiastic about the Iranian expatriate,
but he favored trying Co get through to moderate elements in the
Iranian government.

In January 1986. shortly after Poindexter took over, Prime
Minister Peres sent a representative to see Poindexter. (At this
point. Poindexter digressed to discuss prior Israeli actions. He
said Chat in September 1985, we learned the IsraeLis sent 508
TOW missiles without US authority in Late August. He believed
they were delivered to Iran on August 30 McFarlane told the
President about this in September. The President instructed him
to tell the 2sraelis we did not like what :heyhad done, but that
we would not do anything because we wancedto pursue the channel
to Iran. Poindexcer said he did not learn of the September Israeli
shipment until the December 7, l985 White House meeting.) Pees'
representative cold Poindexter in January that he hoped the US
would reconsider making limited arms \sales to "lubricate" the
channel. The President agreed we should reconsider. Reverend
Weir had just been released, demonstrating that the Iranian
moderates did have influence over the Hiabollah.

On January 7. 1986, there was another meeting in the Oval
Office. Attorney General Heese was added to the attendance list.
The President directed that a Finding be prepared for his signatur,
Poindexter said that either he or Casey had suggested that a FLnd.ti
_V&aa44 y Msase -agreed-thatit -wea neded. Poindexter said
that preparation of the Finding cook a couple of weeks. Poindexce
said that to his knowledge, the CIA had not been spending any fund
on this project up to this time.

Pursuanc to the Finding, which was signed in mid-January,
2008 TOW missiles and 235 HAWK missile parts were sold by the US
to Iran. The Israeli 508 TOWs were counted in the overall 2008.
The TOWs were bought by the CIA in May 1986 from the Defense
Department under the Economy Act. The money for the purchase came

UNu,!.M
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from the Iranians. Some administrative costs associed with
the project were paid by the CIA, about $47,000.

Poindexter said that he learned in January 986 thap: rae1
had sent 18 HAWK missiles to Iran on November 25, 1985 w.:out
uS approval. He cold the Israelis the missiles had to be rec'.ored
from Iran. and tuey were returned in February. Ic if nuclear
whether there was prior knowLedge by any US official of that
November shLpmenc. ?oindexcer said he was looking into that
question righc now. He did not know the details of tha: shipmenc.
WJat he did know was chat the Israelis had asked for a
airline for a shipment. T.e CIA proprietary airline i
was identified to them. He said the CIA was unaware o
in the shipment made on its proprietary. Yesterday (i.e.. November
20. 1916) Poindexcer learned chat there could have been prior

Wdme of this shipment. (The CIA representative presentsaid chat Mr. Casey would address this matter beforei :ictee later chat morning.)

Poindexter said he was very disturbed to Ler yesterday
chat there had been some important missing facts. Ke said he
wants to clear this up. He said it is noc fair to say this was
an operation run from the basement of the White House. The US
is still not precluded from making progress in the opening with
Iran.

Poindexter said the ged channe.s in August 1986.
Contact is now through of Rafsan;ani, and we are con-
fident chat we.get thr "5kafsanjan1 -imself.

Returning to the Finding, Poindexter said it was signed on
January 17, 1986. It had been drafted by Stan Sporkin. CIA General
Counsel. It contained a direction noc to inform Congress. Poindexte
said he cook responsibility for that. He could not recall whether
notifying the eight members of Congress was considered as an option.
The mseting on the Finding was January 16. Casey. Sporkin. Meese
and Weinberger met co discuss it. Shultz knew of the President's
decision of January 7 to prepare a Finding. At the January 16
meeting, the participants discussed the question of notifying
Congress. Meese said the President had the authority to withhold
notification. The President was told of the notification issue
and the VIpLications of withholding it on January 17. Poindexter
said everyone a concerned about the sensitivity of the project
and he did not recall any disagreemenc about not notifying Congress.
It was pointed out in che discussion that it would cause problems
down the way.

Poindexter said the-US gained from the project. We have a
channel into the Iranian government at a high level. He thinks
Rafsanjani is consolidating his control. There will be further
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discussion sebOt whack to do with chis channel in the future.
Howeve, there will be no more arms sates o Iran. POindtxcer
said chore has been a reduction in rAnian involvement .__

hirseaaeU out.

nTe iranians are anxjou - o-
free the hostages, but do not have _ocal control over their
captors. The SyTians have some influence. The Ca C

P access would be given to the SSCZ staff co
re kev eLacIng to chis operation. He stressed
chat v - cecc identities. He urged care in
reviewin because the 'ranian expatriate is a
liar and Wid an4 could Sea the wrong impression. He
said if there was any sense on our part thac any information was
being withheld, we should loet him know and he would make sure it
Ls provided.

Poindexter said we are not going to szrap the Finding. ere
wiLl be an NSPG meeting on Monday to disc.;ss where we go from here,
There is still the potential of keeplnq te. channel open.
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EXHIBIT JMP-72

; !'".X., T L,.;,-nguon - rluvwstrr 26, L10,

Nv~mmt,r :? . 1o*4. Wed'n,3sdaj, r'inai cditan

Lr-t~ C7 ~ I . I S CTION, P'iCC AS

L 'p,'C ,H 770EV wordS

4C.DL IN[- L',anscrip4 c.,# Atcorney Gveneral Moese's New% ConF suvqne

GOOY
Whij don't I imll you what is the .ituacion and ther I'll cake,.your quos.Lgr..

On rrtidaj af'.qrmnon --- or rrida,4 ot noon. the president ashql oe to look j-_
arid bring uoge.her the *act* concerning vh& -- + partculartj Lhe implement +"orv
n?9 'the i4tracotr- .tntttativri in Tr4n And more prvmiselJ, .amtjht, pertaieing.o
O. uraisfer uf ares Over the w-k-jkend this inquiry was onidu..d'.etd Yesttrda,
otvonng -rapnr.yd to ,hp president. We -oantisnujw outr inqui..j and this eornin,i
vhw pr,:!szden4 directed uhat we make %his inFormation mis diate*j availaile .Q
the Congress and to the publtic thrnitgh this medium this noon

Lwt Be is '. uhat all of ;he iformation is no, -yet in. We are *%ill -oiuL6,%
,ur itl'utrij Pu'. h4 did want *- to %4aI'e available immediately what k -L.
01,Pru 4fdien Lime.

, !, l. "6 
T
heWashtngton Post, November 26. 1 68

k,):,,f. ia involved Is that in the caurre of the arme ranerers, which Li%,L.
the Urt'.d States prpV4dirtZ tte '.rue tO Isr rae La.An turn transforrt,i,
vhe aral -- in elfeet , %14696fe re~aftt, %a of Irano" Certain
'!or0 s which werev recoi'd in the transaction lwS representatives of I'e."
and represe,%&%tIve . £PURA6re taken and made available to the Forces in
Central Aeri1# which ares taesing the Sandinista government there

In esen, bwhih the transactions occurred was that a r.iii
ARI-int of 4 bj reprsestLatives outside of the Uniterd Ta.&a-
with Iran TT . l unt of money was then srmanefrred %V repr.m.i.
as beat we e deeribed as P V0"Wsttv e of Israll Thij. Ln
uPn trnan . AM, which was the agent for the United SiaLe,

government un r a ^"diisg prepared by the president -- signed by the prvi I-
4,n January p. 1"&. And, Incidentally. all of these sransactians Lha, T am
Pefem .p.L",aa pla.e boltidn Januaru m t9SA and the prmamnt tist Th-itj

ransferred to the CIA the exact amount of the money that was owed .o thw 11,u
States goveaA"e0t for the weepOe tht" were Involved plus any costs of
transportation %hat might be involVed. Thl onej Was then repaid bj %he CI.A
the DepartoenT-mf Ofefenge.unle the normal ,prQ-,4ure and all qovernmentat Pu,
and all #ovornpent1 "prpr t was accounted -for and ItaLtemLents Of that have b.
veriftqid by .p. up il',the present time

r + " I t' I+" . '1hm Us.Ir,, Oss Ceq; #,,n.M'mherz p 'A O

,.Cop,ESi..-;AV ILABLE.
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TP'. sonsj -- qA A 09100" 3 otwe,*n thq monej owed to the Untted State.
goernsktn nd the money received from representatives of Zran was &"en

dqe1~lSo in banb kt whtot aer* wt oen 4AMSeFlO e# lresnl~ivo op
the foies L* .Cntral Awlls a.

Haw %uch mley, Sejr? How such involved?

. ... . i.' L-- AeL(-%. tMQUr.4.. h l',b. Our ttm* i-sat A .ht.A ft. F. L ia 41 -t,

l:.u '., " . ,Lnd $€ 30 militan

'lb 4.0: y .m our &16entLion?

T-i .,-rI .tr-%rv of a thoriu#]h rovtw% of a number of tnte. cept* and1 j..,
Imwm .hts; - the % hinu of a pov O1- .ajV khau ,here wasn . *jnlI'a..

a1te Avail).hlo for some othnr p-trposse (.Ana* to otir attrnLin, anoJ tir .
%:..At with 4h* LmCCdLV1UUJl• ,,.volved

W.hyj tosn't utne president -- whil wasn't the president ,old?

Th,* p,'Qe5dwrit aia %old an soon as we Frund out about L4

(. 7 1016 The Waihtngton Post, November 26, 1986

AriJ hw im*ew nothing abOu*m .*,?

The pr-.s d .-1 kn'sw nothing abot it until I reported it to hit ,;
yusirdi.&d ,a#. ning "t&tL we still had some more iwork tu do, and th,;m , ..
muhC detazt .hat we hand jesterda'j af .*rnoon

Is ha wha-. you were looking for when you begat? Or Is ih&s Aust ,
*;h.Js "l.r.ed up tn the course of your weekend Investiaation?

This turned up in the course of the investigation. The fare%, 01L4119 bhhb

trt g-rd, if ojams wtil, an inquiry. was the fact that as people pr-lpar a ,.
LC .imony -- because this had been done In a rather cooparmukinalLaad wj
people prepared their testisnV Oar the Hill on frtdaV. ther,,e were
things where f#-IS - S MWtb ipeared to be oure facts out here t,shn wf, :,-a,.

lrsnadU pett togeth4. And It W61 X maLtte r, then, of the pfq-sidont reqL-. . .' J

4u 4alk o1%hIJr jn.wm.Pd any parti.cipation a. all, because ore aer- ..

doing off6 t---I ene- was deing another thing -- there was '.rj ..

ps e.er - i delierine precisely what all of th'. facts ware be....u -
tvMrM.i to be e thas he had all *f the information about anything a',.,
havc a{curred tl te course of this whole oituitioh. That was .- Ls$ d.a
th t of that inquiry that this information was found and then w r ,
#u. -. ' hu: f.uitil'usione tha- I men(.itrted.

!--) .06 The Noshtngton post, November 26. 1906

General teege, can Vosa tell me who is running national security pfd..j:
jou .-:'.ear up fn!, th, Amoort-.an people, is Secrotary Ceorge P 1 Shultz - jLn;

;JU 4 S-, . w %,-Wh6,Qal se u is,4 adviser? And wjhat are o u rocmsm nU&,Q 1,6 -

Of p-: 'j r,-str,,turing the Whte Hotisse stafF?

iv. .'u ywur questions an order, at sMe presents tie, upoit Vis.-:J .ZVL ,;.
j.un M1. P nlndolevtwr ^" iattles leavino hq oort. A. CiAlton Co 1 Ke l CIr 7. .

B.LEBESj A PYt
7
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a f.S P. prs,." 1 has mOt Jet 1elqCtQd a rep.acesent, but MO will do so as
soOn as pousiLle

lgoretary ShultT is remaining in his position as SCrotarij of &taL. That ha

nor been a matter of conjecture, or discussion, or inquiry. And h@ &hzrd part
of your question?

I',, w, ... ,m .Ja..ion. wALl w01 Make. WC will ake whart-ve' reu. ,J.....,,.
'i:- fir ;h.r prir--rd4 nv, ,-res nolt nm i t , bt morq parti-itlar li, th. p-. L.a. ,, .

will L. .ppoiLn.ii .L 0all CUS S3,SA-on whiLh will look into &he , UJuL..,

ral'- nf th- Nq rNavtonal Se-,-urit'j Conctll Staff and will Oak( -
r'g3mcl.~ius h4 hhiL as Par as the process for the Puture.

(Pt) t.6 The Washing1ton Post, November 16, 1984

ie've t.n told that the president was operating, Fim the beiinning of tht-
operation in .m'n.t or July of t05. an leqal opinions -- not written, but oral

fr-cm jou Now, te can ask, then, are Vou, at this point, sorry that Voa gave
the aJvir- %hatt t.e NIC should do this operation, overlooking the objecjSon, ,3
.ate and O. Pense?

The onlj Iqal opinion tha. was involved had to do with the routine
concurrence with (he finding of Janmary 1906. That'l the only lSgial gpsiAtur,.

legal advi.:e that was asked for, or thas was given

Gine,'al oome, Oo in the NIC was aware that this *Atra amuunt. r ; i.

being trans#-rred to the ss-calledcontras or ,inder their -on.rol' 0. ",
Poind-Aer speciicall know? Who ele knew, and did the CIA kricow7 W. .
Oire-.ter CWtlliam J.1 Camel aware of tils?

The on2w persons in the United %ttes government that knew ireliaelj -
this, the onlj person, was Lt. Col. COl1ver L.3 North. Ads. Poindoxi e.r Li k

that seething of this nature was occurring, but he did not look iniu L.
fur ther.

And whL, if I Ommid fallow up, air, what about CIA Director Ca&*wi

44-~ Washington Post. November 26, 19e6

CIA Oireet .- eipotarV of State Shult:, SeeretarV of Defens CCao.ua
W I eergee,. . #. Ube othew iseibe in to e NIC -- ef us knew.

Whom Vow saw het Poindensor know, do Vou i he approved of ah7

No. Ad potndextee' kn w geef rli %h&4t 9ailtming of %his nature wa'

ftap#AeMIn. Of oto 01o know Sie ws6 e" .

O did #mt try to ssop t, is1shegh?

I deo' k, m pruci sIV when he l ear nd It o knew of i L 0Metise 1 ur84, L

jlerr.

Cut he didn't trV to stop Lt. sir?

-Si* AVLABL 4O'"
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Ci ter 1 Meese, let so ask VoU this. In the course of your investtgatlon.
did you satisfy yourself that you know exactly how *any shipments of ares went
Fre the United States or Israel to Iran, and exactly what they contained?
rhore'q Quite a bit of controversy over that

('.} The .Wahingar, Pas%. November 26, V)06

.J- ,-tr- Ft-loi q.Ir- that we know of thq nhipm ets of ^rmiq, , w., b l

-;umi ,.,nr... We know ic was shpped sout of 000 C0*parCmsn of '.n...j w
'J- wll. amnlsj %now --- we nnl know at thts time what Lho IJ itod StnA

Sin. We don'L know of anyj a~her -ares sales thatt 8mafy have L'.-nr
b-e wv do hnw tho-s that the I'nited States participated tn.

WeW1l, 1L e0 ju.t follow Lip. Have you established in your investigj,.ion
-shme.homr tn11jro in thov 'nttod Sr'atsq government gave a wink, a nod, an accoret Q.

,ynV kind of approval for %hipments which Xsrael or any other third countrV ma&
hair- mid.c?

W. 11. all of the shipment that. in which the United States' equiet was
involved, were made by, through Israel -- were aide by Israel.

Was .hat legal? Wa that legal? )

Yes.

Mr ALarneoy General. do I understand, sir, chat what you're rwpu,,.i jii
Lhi% mnrning and what the president reported on this morning Lt a rr:u,;
,in.wrajon of funds? The central questions that have been asked for 4h..: 1,.4
.hre" or four weeks about the propriety of shipsent to -- areas to [ran, abui,.

(c) 19Q& The Washington Post, November 24, 2996

the IJS arms embargo at the time, the questions that the Hill has beed .ak.ij

-- you have, if I understand correctly, wet have heard nothing new an 6h,.*.
qu4stians today. Is thas correct?

We have ho'-ew Se.n that hasn't been testified to essentially o ll
Hill Ther* I -m e y S have sore information than has bevn brought .(J
ligh.. &Ire a w'W ME with Congress basically. I think Dirac-.ar C.&t 4 ~

pretty fuLl2 .SUM.

Cu! this t tbt d1 cover and the announcesent, rather, today or .o
diversion of funds -- we take it by COl. North -- that does not drxvi Ao r.

those other questions. Did what Col. North do, is that a crime? Will hQ b
prosecuted?

We are presently looking into the legal aspects of it s to whether thare's

any critinalits involved. We're also looking precisely at his invalvooevt and
what he did, so that the conclusions as to whether there's any criminal .'-'
involved is still under inquiry by us.

Ten'& it a, this time likely, even preferable from your point of vL4.w, .h

spd#4tal proseutor be appointed to exaigt.ne these questions? You'rP tatL1 1 %
ani about he law about the Iranian transactions, but she congrs~ifnal

* AVA 1'I
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"t ""S. The Waqhan'tOn Post. November 26. L94 6

strictures aga~ns6 ,he Ch illtary aid to the contrast. Isn' 1. now s far

spe.ctal prosecutor?

$0. If WOf e tht ihe*e is any criminalit -- wf ich as yet there have Ien

n o . tanv P -, i i ' Fi nd thal 4mijilfl) Who ti I r

,d..pr~r ~ .i. L'uiii. *.L , . L-5 L r. lUived * hen .Ah t Wou ld L , v .LO 66*,

Lmnvpndn. coli-on-" M11 WV1 WMUld tn anyj other sat~or

Ts .A gr..n.: jurj to rola up - As ak graiid jury tLki.,6 tv &-JbI'..

-10 Thiorm is no qr',tnd jIIj at theo present time

Cinaudibl r E . -ill ,Iayi. rt L was nr. a • iake - - Lht k h P l w,. I,-. - 1
ts~akn, Gener.a Meqiel

1 .h.iik Che pulLc.,jo & iha p0esidenr said, to reestablk,' &iUr relationship
*.ilth Tramn, to 'r-) to. ?,-rtng an -nrd to th~e TrAn-Traqi R-ar, tt trij .a dectease (.h

F..;&V 1_1jjipAC1&1 U :V1 JLO1 ..t4i uriss in ihe Middle Casu, a nd -.u g*. our hos..ageh
baL.k - - all of .hcsti obje-tives - cotr'tatntV Were not CaL sltoAk4.

Th . wy &4 w.a, .arriud ou. 12d Lo uhis diversion of Funds ., it incuding
thae mther ognh&is.

(c:- 1936 The Washington Post, November Z6, 'IC6

It didn't lad to the diversion of fundsf#The funds were Irarif~r-,d, ,xnt
that's one of the things that has disturbed l* and disturbed the presider. 1 0i.
wa-, not Am 

4
.nhr'ran. pirt of anything having to do with the.polto:, 1.t,.,ir

InviLeaJ, L. was actually an aberration from the policy and from everj%.h, .j ,

hiad .- mn dlcr4hed to the president and to the other members of ;he a.1,a, -0.
securij Council.

Cinaudthlel %ig2estling if Congress had been notified, don't jaOi chtnk i,.

WoUld havi baton unlikely for this to happen?

No. t think exactI the same thing could welt have happened becau-s ht, .

somethingg that was tnhaeft tp,&nV of the officials that gave auihu,.L.ao.i Vi,

this in the fie% plaeo 4

Could you4 me ft'%hese funds were used for?

I don't int dee't know that anyone does T%"l were sjst prolidsd ta.

centre, tA e Sleaeont, and #Am$ -- the end, so far as we kn., o"

anIene i the ItseE IateSU 9everneent pStlin salthtnS about what haij2n-.d r-a

the,

(c) 19.6 The Washington Poet, Iftveebqr 34. 1986

How did yuu d&scover iL. Mr A46ovneW General?

How did we ltlover it? In the '-oursae of a review of doeumes1 . w- , , ji,
across a reference to the poseibili ti of diFferences in eO un4 bH ..

he' L ,o 
4

,4 l hr -arA s, %arqn""o' 'f -10 a tUS. wem .' - * N51 . , ,

/A- A A BLiS
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%mt we Fund htle Is didn't rveal the whole Omt aten we U%".e u m U o l
the bass for proe~di" fwoemw sad disusesg wist 0e1 of She
what this all flan. -And that's how this was discovered.

When Vou talked to Col. North over khe weekend. did he adm t &ht he had do,,%

hln.A P 4'.A .. Arsjd.Lnf

" L m' I-qP0 .tt -l .iom Ahq l,,, t -3 ." ,h3nk Advi.., r wh . I hi,', n k ij 0, 4 ttij r i - 5

aLpP4spi .a A,&.. For ne .;t; Ln% . t- A 1

01 4 m^ I oo . tharn "nu1 dirl Col Wirth -- lot ad* p..t .LS;
- .,1,.F. hr u 1'0 )LO S, Jd 0.h only jo through one am n -. Col iN, ,

C") .I" The WJahinq or, Pa si. November 2&. L786

No tra'i#qrs of vone* went thPOugh anyone. atk accounts wore established.
best wo know, by reprosenta4tive of %fe fare** In Central Aseric.q And th;
information was provided to representative of the IsrAelt government d Lhe
funds - or repreestnct.ives of Israel, I should say -- and then hese Inds %A,,
put into the aceounts qo far as we know at ths stage, no American emon
actually handled anV of the funds that wont to the farces in Central A~v-....

f.inaudibl*e Isr.aml deposted *onej to &..anut'% that tL had bo-,n .it.- I
dopos L he money so Israel deposited moneV 4o accounts it had L . Fs

Thoe" sri so",e of dP. .etails that. we're still gjntng tnto, he x,, .'
had & chance to interview everyone.

Ceneral, have you made any finding regarding the use of thle 4a.tonal '.. ,'.
C.26,ncil itafF as an operational wing of the government, and %ha% Lu wuuIJ
in something like this?

T:iis *s what the board or the commission that the preimc'Int will s 1 -.. ;
. rt .'ably be looking at. We will probably be making recom'aendatxuna on 1t.

*4111i9l The Uahinglon Post, November 36, 1996

You made the long imareh with the president, from California. and there a.
many. sanU reports that his California friends and supporters do think 0t1,-r
should be a real shake-up &t the top. Yesterday, a No. a man at theSta&.e

_VrJAniSftf rtLre Odent'. litien in a wy_--publi'1, --A
opposing it, differing and so forth. O ow thtnk thut Secretary Shultz hA,..
behaved in the proper style. and should he staV onY' And what do you thtnk '-hcj
happen? hat'l happening to the prosiden?

Wooll, I 'tenk ,joit know that for the almost sit yf*arl that t'vo bo-.n h.-
have never Cosmaened on any other mea&br of the administration 1I Y. gl,
change that now I do think -- I wi.l sa this think every member a' .?'
admlssi&uration owes it to the president &o Stand %houlder-to-ohould.7r w-.h ;,.
and %tvooort the mole4 i that he hAs -- -c mel lOt decisions he has A d. A ".
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-,t.. ,l,Ib -- ,*! .a-- ;- e 6 ,0
know, as tn z% 1!.ase, an where he 'as very courageously, 1 040 So L
ismodiatelV available to the American Publac and to the Congress And I inLOR4
...- d@ it - Other Ipl. can spea* for t1ieegetves.

Hr Peso 0setng &aide what the president didn't know until last nlgh&
about the diversion of funds, YOu h~v" the spect&C1e Of the top sbers of tht

-, . Lr% unu .nuLher ike *:a.s and dog over Poh1C'j, Ant LPd
prWL 'snt1 ,-i',.. 1 1h ?,j hoing ,lam ,jed 4% a rsIIL Have ljoii Jonn nO.hig m .J

c-) 1906 The Washington P'ost, November 26, 179.

aldres% -h.*a, Ma anjorte herq addressed it?

I a.,nk, Lgd.Li, bhis would involve commenting an ofher emberss OF %he
xJmirtstrat4on, whi-h t won't do T've already said what sY Pmy lton as. arn -
poti&turo i% clearlj .ha&t I think anyone who s a member of the pressienc-s s,
or tho prmitdemnt'q CItno'. has an obtgation *ather to supportt the police
Jdar.s nos of Lhe prosadent r %o go& out.

Sp-:-tfio-it1o,, though. there have been published reports that yOu have
r-oam.-inded ia .0 hk president, or Mrs. CNncV Reagan or to someone that a cr.anr
needed . b. r ado at thm White House staff Is that so?

No.

No, true

I hfave no -- the published reports I've seen are those which 5ti , L
t
,.t

tn leagii* %*nehow with a, quote, "gro jp of Californians" which had r,) Jo
major shak -ups in the government I have not hae any conversations %1 .4r
Californians about such a group or MAking such recommendations

(c) 1964 The Washington Post, November 86, 1986

Have you had anV esnveratlons with Orew Lewis about replacing r:WhtL* HI-....
chi*# of staf#3 DerlAI, ft Aa,,Or7

No.-

You have eeleO'0w Lewis?

I have nt o Z" Draw Lewis, and he has not called se about getting .
no.

ts the job open?

Excuse so. sir You said tht between 0 10 million Ad g0 million liripln
funds from the Iranian arms sal sa have been diverted to sources an i .ntw

T sal, say have been transferred

That's right The public reports and what the kilhito House has s& ,-
that onlq 0 1? Ot~lt07n 9 0041 -,$a@ eet for these t$'at'sq NVs -:-
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lei 194 h Ieshington goet, Noveabr 36.

The diffeoenCe i$ - it wa * 13 l in worth -- &rmist&elj -- worth of
ares thaI W4111 tPA11110Pl frO 000 O'kg That's --

- .* Z.

Lv ttac ;o.aw .- Israelis sold thee Pot 0 10 to 0 30 ,tL&on our.. ,

Tht.Lq ay - that Is the boqt of our under" tAndlng at th ren-LP. r ti.. 

DLJ .jOu inow .haV, wre selling h.oo at & proeue?

%lo mne mt % o'*&%n4 levol in the United Stato qovern"1tI I.L! p

What wo.*s the purpes, as Vou detera&nod I, for outing up thig lp .A-j
give- th- fs.ndtir tlha Iq bmn apeproved. wht was It that Osseone in the Uh.4,,
Hou e fell, I&. nscessarV to funnel 4his etra manej Is .he conra?

64e11 I firn't *new preeietl -- oe-pt %tat SIi was l I doede during a pvtr%
when he Funding "a not besn0 prGv&dod b the Contress. This wjs all] done p&,
to the firt of thige fiqeal Voo- wheon funding was esee,4sod. So. i ; was .#
when no Fuieds were being provided bV %~he UnA.*d lao g%ornmewnt. a

Ito * his de'ttittel in violation tf tfhe law, then7

!c) 1796 The Iashangson Post. loveaber 6. i17&

ac josolt~t". we' ra looking at at the pe ennt ti" bo)aue i i"
w.3 .. t19% pro-a&selV hat was done and prcegiselV wh did it. In nraw of ...

;.:oP1o *4e- me- Jntted states e#ftftals. or United Stales .tizens - %C.-A I'..
roAF...uP&VJ. and ohe&4 their coAdet *a*. That's what we're *%&I: LoofinW 4L%

Tm joatir -ocvar.altitng with A4 eiomdeustOe. how dWo hO plain not hawt '

-ar ,ed anVono shAt this was going "t? As V" said, he wa awa&re Of bateO

happeanings ad--

Again. Is aet 044
tnqutri to 6st*lt n

it paiticw C

OLJ he 4V6

1i, pPrecLs eosnvrCofSaIiO with aOe51Oe whAle bha
Loe jusot sa& lit h did not nottfj Lfnlor4 .r
ltnt, or &^V of te other oebers of the Iat aora'-

red?

A . Paineosspel or sotuatll reqweed eeseigneent to the Na,-.

LIs own aCCord be Oe sm e eve"r POed ag q 4i&tn a4ew%, thLa. He did hs
his Ow volition meemee e felt - begme he fei thtL it was his
responsLbility to tale hat liion to &void iai posibl confusion over hl%

g14 itoP As -I@l 4- Alle" SM -Pesidot to -Ravi i A- -tw i n t-ro4-'l-J- IA-I T
seo.uvri& operationn.

(@1 1964 The WOhtiglen oet, Meveeee 30r6. 196

When did he do tat. sip?

"o dtculiod it with OV. QeqeOdam. ILd "e acOtuatl -- nd he

..copy.".-.BEF[--,AVA1LAB.LE1
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Tha t ws after r he information n h d co s ou t- about this d&ver vion o# funds to

the contras, 4gg7

it was during mh mmn coverstion that I discussed with him that he
mentioned what him fooling had heen as to what he ought to do in regard io tho
whole matter.

i1 . ,ant mnlj qf,:!r ho was ,tware that this had become p ,tl , !ni 1 hl

.kL L..J. .%

Ol, iv hd not her'ome public at Lhat time

Bu, OPi; yiou know about it, correct?

This t '-oerrevt However, ( was led to believe that he htd lr, , 'ay pLoii.
ru-%ign prior to his culmversatLort with me, and he actually told the '
..hts aornng.

(c) 1766 The Washington Post, November 26, 1736

Ynu tai th- memborsr .24 th- adatnistration should support the President or
Out Whie does that lq,-ve the secretary of sts? ..

Vte nnt talking about any particLular person, Conrluslons ar u bar you-
not aifnel

Waold you, please, clarify the whole question of the prehidr. -olo..'
third-Ltiunler' shipment prior to signing this order -- this &ni 1wL, ii r.+,L..

im .Janiarij Exact'j what did the prelddent know, and when did IP- know %.7 j;,
,.jd him . he details were, in terms of Israel shipping arms to Iran, 41A,
6h's Lddittanal question of shipping ars to the contras?

Th&% 4 srill being looked into. The present did.not have full de.alui,
-ia of the aspelcts of transactione that took place prior to th. finding Th-!.r..
were -- there was as lms. .Ie teanstetmtin that we know about In whih lIrawl
shipped weapons wiltheus &RV eutheriatxlso #re the United Stute. There wa,.;
another transaclton of a similar nature. although there was probably knowlm4gr.
on the part of people In.j.WQnited States about it, and this

When wa ..

fc) 196 Th Washington Pot, November 26. 1996

is one of -- there was a tranoaction, one transaction in late Augus. C
September, and there was another transaction In . - of *'5 -- in Novmer
And in the November transaclon, aetuall.V thoei weapons were returrseJ hu

Z r--el-1-*-ou.-.eir dem.seadi. -Thus thar4.A-_16--seth of those
transactions seek plare besweon lsrae an Iran, did ne$ involve. at thau tie
the United StateG.t

A. what point did the president know? You said he didn't. have .ii* ,'.,!
details.
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defats dad he have About thO* trA LO ad when 4d h ivet i

Th pre idoint *- this is one a4 the things that "Iere rocallec,,,ing now-, The
pr,vst n%"w :anformed generllly that, thereLhad boom am Zr~oral gtao Opr~ise~sntwaGshipman Op

.W..eaonj- te -ra* 00004160 -durtfigi- hM-i41t smumer, e-ltfall -of--198 n-th- h
la t;. esre 0lebees.v of 196 devalls about another PI~pment &hat had .aho

S I>
plAc-a in Ntvom .-,E F , h ,h had £ac L Iua y bmtn returned Lu i*ael i, r bru.,
of "84

C..) 1706 The Wu1.;i.UW on Pub..., Nove-sber a6, I34

T P ha 1-in't~ -- ally t Ionnw, why -lid Ma4 r-.'ll Sh mon-02
- 

0-, to Onl,

*aft.cr E- njamaiio . . r~clia-sizl Wh-j diLd he call &hei th i Isrdel i p, ,joow ;

to .hank. htm Poo Tn-2&. '; hosip in sending that shipment of Are*?

Weall, I.: .h.&Lk-.d he called -- " . dun" know, bticau,-w iha.'.s something I
havr' ro 1.~-v' tjth C?4qo p 0Ttin-t %P90:t#t-AllyJ, thi' -411 to: Ohasxr Col.:!,
bu4 I 0t.ink .Ier- wa.; no r4uri.ion ch= =.hoot liracwlis had Leen ,mipful in term,

-hrvir *o~'' t.'oth~r peoppao in rovqard- to $4.Lr9

*'.Lcoflc,4 Ce~rl 6da Pjivi* has ,l1 repor~ers uha, .h- presi4nt
o4r~r-.ll!j aiuthori?- d that ;%htpsR*nT, in %aptnmbonr of %9"5 from TIr-10 to aIan

i flr infor ma.gn dispu a

Our information 1. that thd president know about it probably a&tvr
and agreed with the general concept of continuing our discusL-on-. WL...

,:'aat .n-rnrt~n these Matters That'% the tn'or-maton I h.v'i

Cu. who had Lhin authorsiation ability, if no& the presiden.7 Whu ,
vU lha-ize

W.ll, t.okody -- %6 my knowledge . . .
.ha L particular shipment speciftcally.

To my knowledge. noboJy Aiuhu, .-. !

fa) 19 The Washington Post, November 36, 19a6

The Israeli

Io you kee
knowledge, uni

heir own?

Vag.

claim that they never did anyjthng wi ru.
bid consent of the United Statet governman.

7

My understanding Is that in terms of that particular shipment -- .ri L
one of the --

Which one? The September '65?

Tha Soptae-he -- Auust or September. it's either August or September -

on that partirutar occasion, it was don; at their -- on thetr.own sottij. ?,I

Israelis. It was known to us, and 31's uncertain as to whether b w"% kIjwrl
before or after, and --

Didn't. CFormer national security adviLser3 ud CRobert C.1 McFaklanu '-'"

an Israeli official oust at tht time?

75-935 0 - 88 - 23
-B

irk.i
I I



Wi f ma ue LetU , 1 eo FPInLSh 6V dn s6r -- * EI PS it was, hever, after to
feest. at leoat, wLql cOndOm•d by tNe UIted h ts government.

(c) 1946 The Washinsten Pel, Move4, 36, I8 1

vij. -- no-,,- ..... m r ,. .1 4 . u bj- n qL -. v n .ho t44a.--1 L g ij. r.in.j

-&nLJ i.rn,'Lv&'. .. -.. '-n the J vwrs&on of furndls Are Vwu jLQ6Lj.rj .

,.h.'hr.1 "a'1-4'* 0 % govoonf4A and that .heoy Ar't, IM ~..
1,~~ -ietsL~6 noLo - %hti operation to0 divurb %.he Funds".

!)e--I . nq of t- thingo that's vrJ dil#Ficealt is 4O I11 talksLn2 ,sbtL. .

.ha stddlc oF an LnqLrrV which ii not V64 cellote. We Cit L knewt all ." ' 1 .

4n4 smz fms t-i .-.htmq% that ar.' harpCetel 01144e 0t11An 1nv4Tk-.'L~q tQn -ci

prrsens or United L&uoo gevwrnsin aff&ci Is chat we have SaLked to, w.-. .

know all the fi.etsl That's why T Iv bapinq vnrj CAref#ul its hat, az I,..th. .a

knew, they w-,re r'alpresen native of Issa&ti. Whether they were spec;tfically

authiri:ed by th- ,jvqrnmqt or not to one of the things T would aSsusq we wilt

FiJnd oub

What's io pr.''.'n' m. %r tnt '".y r.-Intto, piobli from thtnktin that 'do- w 'n.

I oak-ng Fur a SC.O;wgo and you ame up with chis whopper, bu &xo doesn't Nav;

tat -.a lo wtth ?,hcv nrti~na1 Pv-.raviriy7

Well, the only hing that I can say is that we have been very careful ho 
1 4j

out %.ho fae'., for ,jon and *n the American public jsst as rapidly ag woe'vi

got.Vrn 0i-. -- ouch, ouch dtffern. than we would do In a normal inquirj

tnvosttgAtian, when we usually wait intil the tnquiry ts -.omplete eit -

tc) 166 The Washington PosE. November 26, 1986

PrSeqt!,n1. felt that in the int.brlest" of getting the full stor"I out, .h,-.

sh-ould make the statement that he did today and that I should appear b.F.r.- ,ju.

.nd answer questtonS -- which I think ' ou will agree ts doing everjthi"g '2,- A

do 6.o be sure that there io no hint that anything as trying -o be curt c"Lau

Mr. pavese, how high did this g0 Zn other words, do you betloyv, .nd .r 9

baing asked to believe, that a lieutenant colonel took this tntia.Ai.e a.le.

the$s funds transferred. &...1khat only Ads. Poindexter knew abott it? H-w

did it go?

Well, whda £ RV6-VSW said is an aca.sterts pit.utre of what we knw .i. .

tame. And tot eor knowledge -- and we have ch cked this ras.Io0r

extensive&* 4 f go any higher than that.

Mr. Mees, was Cretred sajor] general CJohn K.3 Singlaub or Cretarlc;

majer2 general CRichard V, Seard or anybody in that network providing ati

the contras -- were they Involved in this?

Well, T can't tell you because we have net completed Our inquiry, .nd .h-"

only names that I have used are people with whom we have talked and have Pi*%.

good information to to who'l who.

lr,.! 104& The Washingion Post, November 26, 1936

VoG'.- talfted s1hamet olvin" It *Plt hisnforoattIo Sb' he*qlk

-- Ei A IA L -CIIw
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provill.2 sup~art to the contra. s dvQvn't tou. based str1Ct%,l% on *e "f~r
You've gven us today, violated the *Gland seenduent, and hasn't one fthe
president'S staff members overseen that?

This is something that we are looking into at the present time. As to tie
peCPt c applcabtIlttv of variety of lawS and whether the act that partacul. r

* iot vioila%,iour~ f .hasq laws, I'm fno% w. .r- , w.L. .r 4 ..

Z -, .-i -It-r-lis'om - -aiss that's still tinder ant" a.ug

.JL 1d ,.I - .s.li Iw;h pwsaiient .%hat the Boland amendment might. h. -..
vi q1s i, ,n .hna-,'- whi ou nre taking this a" .Lon'!

Hr P ot. -I't jrjti nayj Ado Motmdewttr is being rmaiiiq-i'!d Should -, k...
rmasL.r.J w..h01ia. -ny etaerkna,,on being made A Sto Whether or %r no. %h..-.,.,
tIoil inj ,:r Itn .&!tty involved hero?

LU.l, .-. . na,.al oFfico'-, a verij distinguished naval officer. Me has aak.
z c Ic r .. tir,,- tn tl- klavy, tr-&m tho president has agreed to altlnw him o tO4

( 1 16 The Washington Post, November 26, 1906

.'.' "n tP'I a mottqr nf him d-.itdinq to relinquish his position as thie
a, as:, ,u.0 to t e president for national security affairs,. So he Utoaa..L'.1LI:.j
;aest !ank to the Navy, as he's requested.

r.uda~l . Do you believe, or has the president expressed to ,You
.,i.'- thrn ahvt perhaps he needs to change some of his staff operate ona n ',.,

fur h. m .u ri;. :ve more inforation and have more of & hands-on p..ar.Jn.j'

tt'l not A atnr of having a hands-on presidencY, it's kingg sur ha.
Chose poj.plw whu are working for hie are following the procedures. Tha. s .,-I
ra.tann why he has this Commission which will be reviewing specifically W'a.
(h..su pror..dJturoe and what those standards of conduct are. As far as wha. .-
prstdent didn't kmow, RI nly mentioned two times -- one time where he k-rw
rio..&.ig, which was the transfer of funds to the forces in Nicaragua. The o..t-"
•-htng was where he didn't have complete Information at the time regardt-i1
Nuv,2ebetr transaction. " .Lfhe summer the August situation in which he w",,
titrnrned of that I aPS&6 the fact. And it's my understanding thaf. Lhn lilt.

S4..tes indv;iW~tv I~ were also informed after the fact.

Out does mows-wthat he has been badly served' I he angered lj hi..7

(c) 1704 The Washington Post, November 86, 19t6

Z think what -- that that calls for a conclusion. I'm ,ust talking ,t.

Factsn.

What does this do to your credibility with Congress? T meann, how carj

people nuw Wo down to Congress and look the* in the eye when they ,

opposing fund% fer the contras and yjour administration. however it--1110,
wound up sending that moneV?

I think .he sam. woos uou do when antib di in the sadmintstrLtion dor.
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that it not correct.- A"E %has be, you to down~ to cewefw CM
eoaCtlj what haopned, which tv what the president and wha% t Ot
think anyone Can bq responsible if someone on she lower echelons o government
does something that we don't fqml -- or that -- obj ectively viewed as not
:orrect. Out when that happens and you find out about 1t, you investigate it and
'lou take the ii4 rV action, which is eovatly what we did and what the
prosudent has i1SW.

air ' .rn-j r--.Q -tt, wilt ,joii -oop.'rrtte with Canrjress7

T.,. mij t don't like %O * I want ;o got Larry's CWhs&w 1iwu.., .
f.rr' r permisst on 1'-o takq adutt.tonal ItteStionil1' Pi't T'M rei. j %

(,-; %90 The Washington Oost, Nevwe mr 26, 19P4

Congr~c% will undoubLrdlV require is own investigation. On the theorV .hau
ih,2 tdmtinstrotton i '.tnnot pripsorl investigate itself in this matter. Will ,jol

,.o'pei'a,.c, w.,.h a '.ongsres .2unal invqishtgation?

T 4-3ml. ,ijcqpt ,jnur- premise thott Conqrotss will feel that woe Can't invQ't1(.
Our'-jelvei W't-, root investigating ourselves. We're anventzgafing certain pa pi
wiLhil the administrationn, Threg's no question whatsoever or no implication .1,t
anyJ--.ng ha, was done was administration policy or directed bij %op
administration officials. However, t1%% president haq already directed -I aLM '.2
.cild 'jou, I Lhint almost two weeks ago -- that he wanted all member oF .h,
gOvarnmsnt to cooperate fully with the Congress so that all that fac.. wi,". ! '

pretancud ;.a them. And that's why such an immediate presentation h-. ..
was muad, as it was this morning.

Si-, waus Lhere -- can I ask ,jou. what did Col. Nor,.h actually ta'. ;uL." -';.-j
did he do it, and who was the monej deposited Was it in one bank tir -:. it,

banks-

T'm not going to go into specific .onversations, for the reasons Lhaz, T
mentiuned earlier. My -- the information we have && the present time is -na. L.
was done because this was during a period when Congress had not provi.tid S,..
to the contras, it wae dene during a time in which, it is sy unders~anding.

Washington Post, November 26, 1996

6hat proviol 0 by Congress to permit .he United t-ues hU .-
funding of 1a aearu from third countries and -- wh%4 was ah
other part o 7 .... And the bank accounts -- my undmrshdidir,u
is that the bai . w re in Switzerland and that theq were -- whrra na.
deposits are made Ite sun%* -- into numbered accounts, end then hi . w",,'.
withdrawn by the representatives of the forces in Nicaragua.

Was Ccontra leaor3 Adolfo Calero involved? Was he the man thay Nor%#-,
contacted?

I'm not going to1 be able to talk about people where I don't know sper.Ific
Facts.

I would like to know what's going to become of Lt. Col. Noruh, and .f i,-

going back to the Marine Corps?

It. Col. North has requested to return to the lartne Caros. nJ t-4, .,.

BS AIABL C'I
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. .-As d ,ndicate that Pie is ri tiring frog re Maine Crpl, btl

.hat t'd ha,,t to Check

, . W,,jh .. on Pas., NOv.abur 6, 1'736

..-,1r-n-,t tf1Ir, V - 1 of 14 ip, Itr1 , m m& mt pr~qmImr, n t hf t n' q , r.LF q rI i Lj

.d ..I fLu1 w.o hcors, .h.&u hia wAiLG L' hAve happenf mow?

Y-i- Unw 0ia,. T rmv-r -rimm-ime a mon e.t1 nq'i with tht prt ~~si. Itrt' Wh

' mt.t| ,jnttj .--- .... ,tr that Money wasn atid to the U S. government, fho $ 30

mslt.j. ,-i cas -10 ,..llion. -r{t ,jou goxng to --

, i w- s m It, w-d to h-q U.S qov-rnMOML 411 thV hone'j that was owed .

.- d ~ S ... o hrnmenh wd paid Lao he United Staioe gover-iset.

Ar- -nit Iitqn 3 r-qiii- that that addititm l money that %&itn ta n hitLCon

- .. i :. h..r..o CptO U.' yoernael eIk~-ln~ €h~g

z '_ , A .k . u . .?,h p Q tdtj o il i o~ U t d~ ,i , wri rlk no~ a.he" m ,%7

14.7 hxv-B no .- 'nti-el aome th,.%t marie. 1t was never Unt ted Stateq fuir'i*

one. thu prhinprtj of Unirod StadoLs officials, to we have no coferol jo .

wh.tL3o va

(c) 1996 The Washington Post, November 26, 1-3

I! i-ttirdtblel (*Am %he provident legttiatelv expeet to get anmItitrt

~p1..w onC~pItol -14thl unlisom 1he oaks*some changes?

T.9%Nimh the President has alreadyJ indicated that he will %akei sose
O)ne ag the things he$s going %o do is %o have a commssion to review .he

prco'a4urql and the role qf.. National Security Council s&f Alrnady, AJm.

• o,-u..itL&ter hi re mqww rturn to the NavV, so the preldint can make ,uomvi

*1'5in t -- IAh vtWI& spa% So Z think the changes are3 alrlsadj inc

wILY

H PW. the frer is national eeur ytJ adviser who was dele0tj

iivalved 4n i s0e proje.t, did he know about this diversion of fUri~u t.. k

z ~r. ;,r 4S?

3ud McFarlane knew about it. He was told about i% in %he middle of ,;o yw&r

-- April or Mayj of 1996 -- at a time when he was no IoAger in the govrrnm-t.

So he was aware of this while it was going on?

That's mj understandtg, yes.

t ) 1986 The Washina,6on Post. November 2, LqO04
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And pooiblV an tlegal at -- an llegal ltverwian €O Funds?

You're coming to conclusions that we haven't made yet.

Whmj did t* e imtustratiof decide no% to send medicin.he and humanItartar ,,,,
and isn't it P "that if you had decided *4 go that route, ou wouln'. in

roa ..iFr fuseejgn pu;.Lcy wxpwr lb . %i

! ,.hriM4, that4 mistiorat hin '-'i-4L'-'j m'rL -r'-Ij
,too fu1. ' , ,.lusure 6 3f ,he f.c I , ,hx(,X ohh "m l's no qt.t - ion t,c CUt Lr,:.,

functontnel right. n,..e-- -q witn'aN 0- %#.' bttnqs wom'voo hod y t~'r'j IniMd
-. and kr-... of no audeer' rc.iwnations uha. are eit~her coflte60Lated or

L.J U 4 iean ~u g.. S 5Lr , .ha.. .uht'Congress mayi have au hiorized whale. C~'a r th dd ii n' -3er *, E'nd9 f,%,- tlt'o -ontrvg samd third ui oCid Y011 Elan L:

(e tOFM The W aqhtngton Post, November P6, V"' ,

I zer aLnl-j, Corgress never specifically authOr zed wah4 Cal '.k. J.
The rqttrtor that has ta be loake d a, Oas a legl matter, 5 iwh~thzr h
,:r. i. .. ed e-j vol.aiton of law at (he Lima he did that.

r'eit . w'r e ou suggesting that, the intelligenet -:mmit'e sa~j h$--jL
jo -h., d o the CIA, for instance, to raise money from th.i d on.'i.

No, did not T did not -omment an that aspect of it a all -' .. ;1
hr onli nn that I'm making -- is that before determining wh.her- .. ,.r,.

*in~j criminal o*wmsne, 4Ou have to find out what, how the law applic; %.o
.a -... -.- Aind tha.'A--going on ot the presen,4- Lia.

To follow up. sir, eould jeu explain how it oi that th0i presided. % .
iea'urA tV dvieei., %mft rooident's ear, could not, a, leaso., L-r'orm ,
chi tof *taff of this?

I .- annotW P than athe fact that it hapned.

Simae no o AC those twoo men knew about this d ,n:, ,h.,
pr'eident nfo wmt-"wiid not make a mistake in the Iran deal t.o LLjL. w.h

,4hJ wa the invesMtigtion begun? Why did he -ome to you last week nd 'j'.",j

l ,1&.0thib"?

(cO 96 The Washington Pot%, November 26, 1986

He didn't. I a&e to his.

Whyi?

Because as he various -- I had been In eesetngs -- in lookinU4 .-
aspncis of the testimony -- and there appeared to be things tha;, we t '-

- earion had done' this andmrim e ormon had r*. '-d'L lI -.
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tow eI 121:0%11:'j W-0.*. M LM . .AP S --Q :spar %e~~
nature of the operatio, a lot a# people did no know Certa hingslS &Z
going on, that were being done by others. M quggstian to t e President was
thas we get all of the facts together to be sure that anyone testifying before
Congress WAS betng bslutel' accurate, not only as to what they knew, bst as t

other facts, since ihy Vwere repr'.senting the Administration. The president
suggested tha that be done -- .A S # ar!t5 all be pulled together t. wal ..

, t,.,, .I'.).. L,! *",.)",- ... .,.i ':.O ,l' inv 'j - but L n .h. ,ijul

1s.It'. -i.-.~A'i. ' r ~ ~j4 n r mapti , i r- wern'

w't r .h.i.'. u~ .t rA~didha,. he par~icip.Lti*d %n C - .&-

'.ni-t, . -,L, - . .,- t f. i ; *, ih,, 'h ,v, , - hq mI' d poo ed thy# j*:',

The'; W t w.s.ington 'ot, Noveebcr, 26, i';

z -irj ovrr :F Y,-il 1.-~t he! w61,%; m'. vrnlve'd, f6r %.'.* h" i ormed abaui. ar-j

iA.h . r .. A iid -- 6.~jtii~~ ha. I ha&ve Puuooi, .rc.tng .j
*5i~~i ~ 41 dl ?." 4e. hu1 %7 1p91 f 'qrt ef-j that thatt i.' .esi-ti.allij r'

Who-3i. . onr-i uekti m ~ TF it.wasn' iL he tUni. tec '5 .6S goveenMen4
sunds -S•

T01'i .' W ha 6,.". .njt.o.l1j " . % ,j was misppropriated.

#..An ,nit !vpl.In 1 t 'I- mora .bout how the pricing o8 thooR o t-.'pnr,-,.

lae T- I m.. an.whu w, s who s. - the price for the Iranians .nd,c h .

;:r:,-ojr-!rVt1 W-tt i''. Knr Was tt the Israolis7

twIy undJcr-anding is (hat all of that took place in nego-4iaions bs ..-

-9o;:
1

-2 l.' tl w - tht . "all "loosej.JH representing Trael and pr'nple o-p-

r "o #nd, so - - that ;his was not done in the presence of, or wit t%11-6
; .rttci.ttjon of .1my merlan persons, to the best of our knawlpd, '3 . .

i.ie. Th 's one of the things that we'll be looking &nto.

Old Israeli officials know that this money then was beinq t s, r". -

contras -- that that was the goal or the &arget of i4?

At Washington Pest, NGosb~r n6. VtGI.

I don't 1 IhtWL Z5N4k cF officials , A opposed to reprsena.i',.1.
dponding a .1 p4Nl] e Wre, knew -- that's one of the things mar

will be looking at.

Who were the Tsraelis and who were the Iranians?

Again, I can't ontion any nases un%il we actually have those things v.n-.

down, whtch t on of the things we'll be looking at.

Was it Col. North's ide&? Was it Col. North's idea -- if we zan LLt. -'t

inourt ao fonij th . Trinili n ar# ijingwe, # -an take that exur. mnr-,j

,., io bh, .;ontras? Did he coma up with the original ida? Was .art L.1-, L

idea" And a 1s','?on' q lustion. sir - -thermy have been allegainnIia.

President Duch was evolved in supplying money tar aiding the upPly o. ...

th ro-trms. to ,lou krow tjhther Ormelt he was awa rO ad ti's orc. '8'. .. 1
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Irls., I don't know preciSely wha. f e convortaclons were "- he Sld woht,"Ov

who -- wh!m tP'is thing filre got started Again. tt's a sister %K s o *III
under Lnvestlae&o@l. I do know that tho president - that the vice C %idOnt at

not know abot any of this until yesterday when t informed him of essentilly
Lhe Asw information I had given the presLdent.

S .w L'. . ~, . 1 . . iu c u a nI -r u o c;n a o d * is , nI u A U , .

7. ', o'3P l Jnitco1l S t. ms I Y 1h 00 ,- t h-1 know?

L J.dn'. tIL h..m .. . A rnd -aau or* .

ZL ?J~tii %tPono 2oer, a Pi-tvi r, some w rr Ovigh % man thn.~

wt- A,:vulvv'd in rhe siluaL.On didn't tell anybody, c IlydIAU Lh j,

1 -a-%mi,m lin#4#rs1t;dt-4f whij ti-9 rrlm1do~n% wtildn' t know , be'-auso rio .. -

*:,, r. j F :ootmand waet informed.

Mr" ', F* t h wh-qP In't IJ S fitndo, whnet- 'on#j was ht-/'

Wr .TZ I ha's9 I would assume ihat it. eziher belonged to %NO par.V

tlat - ,hn h d seld the weapons to the I-anians, or tt belorged to thapar;
W,.o had ' h P "h weapons and aiven he tney. That's -- buu I think I, wouli

prnhab., be the psrt'j that had sol .he weapon* to the iranians

wc*4 An~y oP ,.ho prinipals an ihe Iranianr or the Israeli %LJA -

thirj itivv1l in ' s.s thot the histice 0.partr'Int wits prose'utnln or

inv,.Li J-m.Lg ,.ra.ely -- first? And second, was ;hat --

IC -t- ', nwledge, tn anowmr to Vjour quotton

(:: 1916 The ashington.PosIt, Noe.sber 36, 17)96

,-Y-'. he-e bnk ae-.ounta - t there an.i evidence or inmlicatton h,-' '..-

.-. jun.s were set up by the CZA?

b 6, There's noe 10dUUM ,I% ALlI

ho ahe ften whatsoever, t-3 the beit of our knowlelge -
.,, +n +he CMa l a35.hdfg about t

Can lou explain, sir, why. -if it was the people who are leaving ;o,i
w.re hh oaiws who proplosed to the lpesdent the idea of asem s ipmen..J .u) r,

-- if, prhaps, they hadl ether inf lormati4n0I roe the lpoesident on that O,1'-:.J

well, why doesn't the president ask for a reexamiination of that policyi? :+''ti.:
the Pour goals tha~t olul eeti~feed whieh they plroposedl -- that there's.t
Qucstionl a}out them, as well? perhapsm the presidents, has been based abuu.. at,

larger policy. as well, sine we knew that SoretarV Shultz opposes it ,ind
Secretary Ucinberger Opposes it, but the ain advice came from NIC. Ur. m to

pEOpt', whoa re now leaving. Oon't youi think *he president should rev'xil',- ,,

Pol- Zj as well?

II
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(e) 194 m Wm~ington Post, MPvieher', ft. 19

No, because %he pople who' are leavinle toda were nt ho people that
proposed the. poliV to the president. The psiley'w wq proposed lnttallV us a
result of gonvea'sions with Israel. 1% was then presented to he president b
the thoot OI-St#i*nt i Ie president for national umeurtty affairs It was

.t L,(..U~I4. w~h " :i of bh a .mbers, ijo January, with all uf .hv **auers u r.,

?'att~n~l nr mloot nll rif the smlers of the Natio~nal t or 'ivri~ fOI *",rl

t.a on (he NaLinal Securi&o Council there was a spli6 OF apln i .. u, .F U,-

he4ring all of the ,arumsentl, pro and oon, the preiidqnt de'id-l h.i,. ,t.-

pobeni.al for achiewing &he go lis of effecting pe&ce in the EAdJ1.'.,,
ior.urn that arva, stopping a war and obtatning our hnstag" j j ,* ju, .. ,-
Lnjolved

Can 1jaii j th,.t ohvn tl- president mdel that d-iin - wh , hL.

nabionaxl. security .dvi%.gr?

Ad^ Poind o r Was tcttattall' -- it roallj was xt tha time when Bud McFarla,
w.as laLvzng Th dsacussols with the presidenL about &his specific series of

aventos h-id gein? on -indr Mr M'r rtane d,iring 105 1Lnd the spips*&:%tc dlscullx
of .4ae i.f t.hee things .ha. lvd 4o *he finding in Januaryl had actually f ar,.

in Deaemh.-r, whit'" Mer-M'arlane ua2 here.

cc; 1"786 The Washington Pos ., November 26, 1986

lie w,11 tranifl!Irif2 cost oluring the latter part of Oaceber and .h,? I rl 1
of JarnL'&ay. At &hat Lis, Adm. Poindexter came in.

So he knew Pout detls 0f this operation but didn't tell Jnon'r Lr %.f,

.admasra.iwnf for -

Mr McFarlane
7

YeS

He didn't learn of this, @f the transactions involving the force 6e l 1'-,- ,-,

,.mcrica until probably wLr may Of 1906.

Whuf did ho in@ to the president?

I don't k

He did fe9rii 0o the president --

He didn't --

Cc) 196 The Washington 0est. November 36. 1986

-- in May of that year, right? He was a representative of &he pre,. J.h

That's corre-t. Whether he talked with the president during that.

time, I don't know.

I* A~ AABL 1'P
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"611. ,,e sf'<.L-4 mte O Ge antm %te io Se me e le's 4*VtJq o saor? -m

Dol, b mmn -- Oe prmsis dit*'s just tabe theme P, P e'o advise so to
Sav e eall 04t0. we bed Ste aiee of te satie ras" of his netimal
.me'"w evita mp.

Al l I d.vaAers wQ of - some of whom adv--ed gains& L4, .G.mp

oP whoa xdJ'tled in favor of I;

Whr, ul'e advAsed &n favor of i-* besides members of the NSC7

,s jots know. T don't talk Iaboilt who Oirss 9dvtco to th Oresiden.

Thw p4opie who jou say profiLed From this diversion of funds, these ..

thoq qnpln that wa twerv working with, people perhaps that were even aboard ,.,..

(c)9 6 The Washington Post, November 26. 1906

plare with Mr McFrlmrne into !ran

No, Ito The people who profiled? I don't know that anyone profited. 1he Fun

Tn 1vaael, who you say --

I don't know tnat anyone in ael --

o-wn-d the money that got diverted into --

Th.o mone*j that was transferred to the forces in Nicaragua -- T don'% I-no.2

6hat anone who was involved in that transaction was necessarily on Q IoL.'.i-

wiih Mr. Mcarlane. That's something we haven't gone into yet.

We now know of three *Pacific shipments, unless I'm mistaken -- ,he one &.'

late August, earlj lep tewe , as you've described it; one in November. wh.t-i W

returned to Zsrael; and then aneIher one in May. The diversions of funds %ouk

place from which of thes er all three of those?

There wero wn@ n o ftl" - there were, I believe, three or fe.ir
shipments du .ai n't give you the precise dates. The transfer or

1966 The Washington Post, November 86, 196

funds were invelved with 'at Reat one and possibly three of those shipmen 'a

during the period from roughlV January of 196 or February through probaull

September of 1966.

Mr. Meese, Mr. C[ugene3 Hasenfus is in jll in Nicaragua, as you know, P.

running supplies into Nicaragua to help the contras. Did his mission, ,zan JOu

now say, was it in any way funded by an of these diverted funds?

I have no knowledge and I doubt if we'll ever find out since we hAv. ,.,-

information about how those funds were used once they were ultioateli

Ofl'APHTC: Photo, President Paqgan "tem aside a Atstorney General Edwin m.','

&TUAWCOAr .4 0 qicealp to rrportir-s at .hr. Whiuss 6 ouse I Presi den. rt.4 -.," t,,
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EXHIBIT JMP-73

U. .114TRPA TAN CONf),CTS AND TRE Wj RICAM NOSTAI t

loo the earliest month@ following the 1la14iC IevOlutLen Ln

Iran, the U.S. Govert4nent has attempted to reeitablish official

contact with that qoverrian4nt in order to disculs strategic

developments In that critical part of the world and to try and

reestablish a constructive world ng relationshiP. Zven before

President M&a&f cLod. to office the U.S. GOverrURnt agreed to

expand security, economic, political. and intelligence

relationehips at a pace acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of

1979. the U.S. undertook three secret ilsions to Tehran,

September 179 7#

.. October-November 197 cussed
normalitation of rolet

when these meetings and the secret Wovember L, 1 79 Meeting &n

Aliers, between Iriexinhki and Prime Htnister Saaeqan, became

public in Iran, they precipitated the takeover 
of the U.S.

&Obasey by radical elements and led to the resi nation of the

Sasargan government. These events have adversely influenced

Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in reoeestblishinq normal

relations, our strategic Interests &n the Persian Gulf mandate

persistent efforts on omi part to try to estaLlish a dialogue.

in this retoaird, It is notable that only a few M6aor countries

do not have relations with Iran -- t4ypt, Jordan, Morocco.

Irael, Sath. Africa, and the United States. tven Iraq continues

EXHIBIT to have diplomatic relations with Iran.

ZVa9 13 Irani tbe key to a region of vital importance 
to the West, isT 1incre si gly threatened by g rowing Soviet military and political

influence aonqI ts borders and inside its territory. Over the

course of the loast two years the Soviets and their su.rog.t.s

have moved actively to gain influence in the Cult%

The Soviets believe that once Khomeini dies, they will have

aT geeIlta opportunlity to influence the formation of a

everrnnt in Tehran which serves Soviet stratetc.ilnteresto

A the area.

r nMLNO
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Covounist nations have becOOe principal arms Juppliers to
tran -- making Iran dependOnt On this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly threatening Iraq. This
leads Us to the conclusLon tU the SovietS WAY vell be
attempting to pursue their own revolution Ln Iran. That is,
by fueling both side. in the conflict, t~e Soviets could

wel encourage a disastrous *final offensive, by Irin that
would precipitate a political disLntegration in Iran,
leavina• pover vacuum which the Soviet could exploit.
specif ically, the Comunl Lafluence in Iran tes front

' :reasLn4& desperation brought os by the costs of the Iran-rca,
va has exacerbated tiaA'S vulniAbilitY to Soviet influence.
moreover@ Soviet designs in Af~haaistanitpres sure on Pakistan,

and actual eroesborder strikes Lo Ias ts Afghanistan have made

reopening a strategy dialog e increasLngLy important.

U NUtP9 F! ?1

1 01 5 i4 M

I A NVI
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zn shofts-the Soviets were far better positioned to *iqntficartly
Improve their influence in the region in 1905 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open & dialogue with Iran. In

deciding to exploit this opening. we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

Since 1S6. various countries have made overture 
to t

-ta n effort to stimulate direct 92 L t5 a I

ut two years ago. senior 49n4n w(gaqJ415
pp n y aded that some accoma d tion with the U.S. was

necessary. However, internal split$ and debates 04ie it difficult

for them to respond to these overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties 
have likewise attempted

to be helpful as intermediaries Ln establistLng contact in ian

or in seeking Iranian ass tance in the release of our citizens

held hostage In Lbnon.

In 190S, a private American citizen (michaes LAeet was

approached by a representative of the Israqli government (Oavid

RiMeCs), who reported that they had established a liaison

relationship with an Iranian expatriate Iiinuchehr Ghorbanifalr

in Zurope who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with

the U.S. Govetrmnt. In acknawledgqin the need to demonstrate

the bonafides of the officials involved, he (Chorbanifar)
indicated that his sponsorede in Tehran could also help to

resolve the American hostage situation in Beirut.

The itSeLis analyled this interMdiary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legttiMacY. This analysis led then to

have eXtreely high confidence In his standing and genuine

relat.shi to the highest Iranian officials. Bsed in larle

part UP" the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear

a.5. interest in a dialogue that mLight, over time, lead to the

moderation of IranLan policies. the U.S. established an ImdLrect

contact with the :ranian intermedLary in aid*IriS, through the

private U.S. citizen and a senior Israeli official. Theci

contacts vere established through the National Security Council

staff with the full knowledge Of a -ropriate Cabinet officers.

ro1 te very fir t metni with the Israelis and the Iranion, it

was emphasized that the 90 vey. . ... proceed with direct contact

unless Iran renounced terroriia as an instrument of state Policy.

Se'

E ov-4
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In June of 19S, in the midst of the TA-147 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence VLth senior Iranian officLals to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked seen are were freed 4 over to Syrign

Speaker Rafe ,rave lin? a e d-0ast at the
time, and Iranian Foreign Minister Ve ayati both intervened with
the captors. Rafsanjani, in his speech oan November 4, 19$4, for
the first time public* acknowledged his role in this matter.

In ptembrof 195 the Ierselis advised that they veto close
to iie.-e-V 4 iekthrough in their contact with Iran and would
proceed unless we'objected. It Is important to note that the
U.S. had long been kware of Israeli efforts to maintain discreet

_ contact with lran d to provide Iran with assistance in its warfao-40 with Zraq. oDespp long-ce-n U.S. efforts to convince the
Israelis to desist Israel continued to provide limited military

-" /and industrial tec ology to Iran. The US Judged that the
-.2 !Israelis would pl sist in these secret deliveries, despite our

..r objections# becau e they believed it to be in their strateqc' Lnterests. o

On August 2, 155, the U.S., through the U.S. citizen inter-
mediary, acquiesed in an Israeli delivery of military supplies

-508 TOWs) Tehran. We were subsequently informed that the
," delivery had taken place at the end of August, though we were not

aware of the ihipment at the time it vs made. U.S. acquiescence
in this Israeli operation was based on a decision at the hfigest

vre""" level to exploit existing Israeli channels with Tehran in an
effort to establish an merican strategic dialogue with the
Iranian goverMent.

On September 14. IllS, Reverend senjamn Weir was released in
Beirut by te Islamic Jihad Organisation. This release was
preceded by an Intense effort on the part of Xr. Terry waite, the
Special aissary of the ArchbLshop of Canterbury. To this date,
Mr. waite remains the onl ejterner to ever moet directly with
the Lebanese kidnappers.

n October 4. 15S, Islamic Jihad announced that it had executedd'
Seirut Statio Choief William hckley in retaliation for the
06tOber I tsrael air raid e PLO Installations In Tunis. This
an nocement led to a eOrles of meetings in Curope amVn the U.S.
(CIA and NS)C, Ioraeli. and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence thoe Niballah was wania, the isbalah had not killed

nip $=M TOP SECRET iNt
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Buckley$ he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have $Lne substantiated this inflorfation in debriefs
of father Jenco and David Jacobson, both of whom indicate that
Suckley probably died on June 3, lies of pneumonialike symptoms.

In late Ilvsber 11S. the Israells, responding to urgent
entreaties from the tranians. provided 10 basic ILAWX missiles to
Iran In order o improve the static defenses around ?ehran. The
Israeli delivery of IIAT .issileU raised U.S. concerns that we

could vell be creating misunderstandings in ?ehran and thereby
eopardLuing our objective of arranging a direct meeting With

Algh-level Iranian officials. These Lssil es vere subeqently
returned to Israel In february 19. 6,with 0.. assistance. on
December 4-8, 1983, the National Security Advisor met (ILn Aondon)
with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to ake clear
the nature of our Interest in a dialoq*e with Iran. At this
meeting# r. 4erlane stated that our goals vre ol oovs

Devising a formula for re-establLshing a strategic
relationship with ?ehran.

- Znding the iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

telpinS ensure the territorial ntegrLty of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region.

mr. mcrearlane made clear that a western dialogue with Iran vould
be precluded unless Iran was willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Sarut. He also nade
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms !or
hostages.

On Jan ,J& 196, the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence community proceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth
above, In accord with extant statutes, the Pres t directed
that the Director of Central Intelligence se"::" reporting
the finding to the appropriate coimttees of the Congress until
reasonably sure the the lives of those carrying out the
oper~tLon (both U.S. and foreign) would not be in jeopardy.

an february 5-7, U.S. officials (ISC end CIAm a
representatLve of the Israeli Prceinist, and a
senLor-level Iranian official

PLJ19C UVRETP
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00% a Wftfty At n&G QS~n , ranian* agre-OPit ( .he USC vould provide TOW weapons to tran, they would,
In turn, provide same to the Afghan N UJhideen. The u.S. agreed
to explore this possibility and,working vith the mraelis,established t~he following mochenism for transfer of "oe wealong:

am The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
In an Israeli account.

,a- The Israeli* would transfer funds to a sterile U.S..
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obt#in materiel
authorited for traisfer Croe O.S. military Stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were 2eposLted in
the CIA account In Geneva on February 11, 1901 and on February 14
1,000 TOWs were transported to Israel for preopsLtioning. The
TOWs wets off-Loaded and placed in a covert IsraelL facility.
On February 19-21. U.S. and Iranian officials WISC and CIA) met
again in Germany to discuss problems in arranging a meeting aonq
higher-level officials. At this meeting, the O.8. sLde agreed to
provide 1,000 TOws to Iran as a clear sLgnal of U.8. sincerity.
This delivery was commenced on the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transits to Tehran on February 21.

n Karch 7, U.S. (CIA and WIC) and Israeli representatLves ment
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether iny
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.1. and Iranian officials. During hese meetLnqe,
the Intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
in iran and Iranian anxieties regrding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness.

The esoelatio *I tensions vithLWiye, leading u to the April 14
strike, prevented further disloque fro taking place until the
Iranians urged th intermediary (Cherbanifar! to accelerate t

TOP SURm '.ffP SECRET "
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effort in late April. ijlS. At that point, the Iranian oxVtriate
advised us that the leadership in ?ehran war prepared to Comence
a secret dialogue vith the United States along the lines of our
established goals, we believe that the Iranians were stimulated
to renewIM contact by the Atril 17 murder of hostage Peter
E ilburn if retaliation tot the U.S. raid

ased on assurances that we could at last met face-to-face with
top-Level Iranian Officials, on may 15, the President authorized
a secret, mission to Tehean by former national SecUrity Advise:
Mcarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA conunicatjis, N
members of tie MSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian ine.r.s$.
tote. In order to ensure operational security, the trip was made
from Israel, coincident withthe delivery of a pallet of spire
parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (E1AWK spare electronic
parts). At th sJecfic request of the Iranians, alias foreign
documentationt was obtained from the CIA.

In the course of the four-day (May 25-21 visit, lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the tWy governments in over six years. K9.
crcarlane and his teas were able to establish the basis for a

continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectiveas,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and %he
effect of the vat which Iran clearly can no longer win. using
Presidentially approved Terms of Reference (Tab A), which had
been. reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
mcrarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
Boring the visit# xr. fraclane made clears

-040 that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle 94sty

M-0 that we firmly opposed their use of terrorists
V?4
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that ye accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse itt

di that we had numerous other disagreements involving regLonal
policies (.e.. Lebanon, HiCaragUa, etc. , but Right also
find areas of common interest (i.e., AfghaniLtan) through
die loge.

trng these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, r.
hcrarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement In the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
USG embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USG blocking of Iranian assets In the U.0., even after
U.S. courts had ruled ir their favor. Touring the course of these
metins, the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilema in ?ehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian OvLtor 0 before it
could be concluded. They emphasized that the oriiia 4 aggressor,
Sadd.' Kussein, must be removed from power in order for the var
to end. Kr. crarlane concluded the visit by sumarising that
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialogue.
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their Influence to
cause the release of the hostages.

on June 10, HaJlIs Speaker Rafsanjani, In a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations vth
the U.S. On July 34, Father Lawrence Jenco was released in the
Beke Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.
On August 3, three pellets (less than planeload) of electronic
parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses tHAWX missile sub-
components) arrived In Tehran (from Israel).

In aarly August 1906, the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USG to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sough to establish different channels of communication w € n
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements In
the Iranian hisearachy. In mid-August, a private Aferican
citisen (MOEN Richard Secord, USA? Ifet.)) acting within the
purvLew of zt&hJanuary Cove Finding, .l.--€ ct i
futrope with rela vy of a
senior Iranann off 13f5 enJ , With ahUi Istnce of the

CIA* this Iranian was brought covertly to Washington for
detailed dsWr?'. We Judged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant q1_ Ae4_uqGed to

M9' SSC A h? n
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be the inst influential and pragMatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsafn)an)i. These discussion* reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S. in Seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. we also
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iernian offeneLve
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negoaQate an end to the
were

Through August. September. and October 1186, numerous additional
meetings were held in torope between U.S. repreentatLvea and the
now and Iranian contacts. During the October 26P 1966 meeting in
Frankfurt, Germany, the U.S. sides a in the pest. insisted that
the release ae hosta Was a pro-req* isLte to any progCess.

urged tb we take a mor ctiveT snin , s p 
Jotct~v 

wi ,Ie0t

coated thai there offerd g c cet another an
or two would be reed soon.e0 October 39, with U.S. acqiseenee,
Israel provided Iran with an additional increment (500 ?OWmieeilee! of these defensive weapoa.

at on OcMtober 31. ailed the U.S. citizen -(~aois) tasked to n -ontacxand 1sed that iran hadsexercised ats influence with the Lebanese' in order to obtaLnt ohe release of Aerican *- Oavid Jacobsen -- and an ucertannuer of trench hsta es. e furtae anosted that this was partt. he purpose of Z nian Preigs Ministers visit to Syra.m)taed that "h. sintaton an tebran. as well Iranian

ta Jacsen was Am rivn to Dai t eahe ad Aericanubasey cooked in hVet Serat. The U.S. dams an hist Beitiinedirtely dispatche dan emasey officer to Wels Veirt to pick

up Mr. Jracobsen.It is now parents that persststent U.S. efforts to estabniscontact with ran have probably exacerbated tne power rsge in
XIn between pragmatic elemnts (led by Rafan~ani) and morePadical fJactons (under t overall popnsorship of AyatollahNontaseriE Iemate Octobeer. radical supporters (of ontazeri)revealed the (VafeanWest neertact wth the Us and the teris ofthe ee iatced an der to defend htaoef against chargtes ocoltdang with he o ab preserveba degree oef lastue forboth part ee, aSmLi Speaker aea an provdsed a hnnyfabricated veion of the ay llS Nelr s Lane msos n hial

STOPSERET
"ontxerld I lae acobee rdicap~upoctre of "ntaerL

reveale th X1'~nlatc ithteUaadtetrso
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November 4 address to the mases. Moderate Iranian Political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle theli Internal
polttical problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
Th revelations in Tehran regarding the mcrarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
aotober 1986 arreat of radical leader mohdi Nashemi, a close
confident and son In-law of Aytollsh ontesari, for acts of
terrorism anid treason has caund farther internal conflict.
PAsolution of the Lobanon hostage situation Lu also complicated
by waning Iranian influence In Lsbanon due in part to financiaL
eeestraLnts anid the fact that the Libyans are expanding thei

0eepite tnese interanaeirric"Mos &neattendanttpublidvy in the Western Me41i, th Iranians continue
to maintain direct contact with the US4 a" "t ae i
on oemitr 9-10 with MW end CIA remretentatives.

it is important to note that sines the initiation oTthe .1e
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern-
sent complifity in acts of terrorism against the U.S. We believe
that the September-October kidnappings of Hsesers. 1sed, Cicippio.
end riSy veto undertaken in an effort to undermine the nascent

.U.-ranisan strategic dialogue and exaciecte the internal
Iranian power struggle &saint the moderate factionwith which we
hm.uf l*in SA 60A*6nib

C tSOAS specAatMve repoCts that tRese nostaes
were ta e4L order to stimulate the acquisition of more arm,
they vre moet likely captured in order to prevent the very
rapproechmeant with Iran we age seeking. p

.,.,.
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1217

0 Cleared meeting sites in erope tor meetings With Iranian
offieiaLs.

M.. Fabrieted end elis documentation for U.S. and foreign
o*fLoAls for meetings An eIoPt and Tehran.

The weapons and materiel provided under this program were judged
to be inadequate to alter either the balance of Silitary power or
the outcome of the war vith Iraq. They have, however, demonstrated
the U.S. comItent to Iranian territorial integrity and"erved
to support those sin Zran interested in opening a states t
relationship with the U.S. U.S. effort over thso last months
have had tangible results on StanLar, policy

The RafeanjanL/Velayat± intervention on behalf of the ?,h
#84? passengers June 1983).

- ranian direction that the hijacked pan Am 13? would not be
received in -Iranian territory If it left earachi.

The release of three American and at least two French
hostages.
The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regionaL
neighbors.

ContLnued delay in the Iranian *final offensive."

Finally, it ousa also be noted that the U.S. arms embarqo
notvwithstanding, West european nations have provided SS$0 Mni.4U
a year La military equipment to lran. most of these transfers
were aesomplished with government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action rindinq due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and tt?.e
potential consequences for our strategic position In Southwest
Asia. Finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform it they are revealed.
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EXHIBIT JMP-75

N 7 A M T . -ht oe a l C h o n oltY )

U.S./$A A1 CONTACTS AND ?1C AMERICAN HOSTACtS

from the earliest months following the Islamic revoLutlon In
Iran, the U.S. Gover..et haS attempted to reestablish offIces1
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in this critical part of the world and reconstruct aworking relationship. Even before President Reagan came to
office the U.S. Government agreed to try to expand security,
economic, political, and inteLligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran. in the fall of 1)79, the U.S. undertook
three secret missions to Tehran,

September l979 -i (ot secretly with IMaargan at the
request of the Iran an$)

- - --

- October-Kovember 1979 .Iddscuased
norlalization of relations

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting in
Algiers, between Brzezinski and Prime Minister al2argan, becamepublic in Iran, they helped precipitate ie takeover of the U.S.
Embassy by radical elements and led to t .e resignation of the

.lasarqan government. These events have adversely influencedtran's subsequent willingness to engage ".n any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
rtlat.ons, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
pe'sistent efforts to establish a dialogue. Zn this regard, it
is Notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran -- Ilqypt. Jordan, Morocco, tsrael, SO'th Africa, andthe Ulited States. Even traq continues to have diplomatic
m_!lations with Iran.
Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the West. yet
it io Larkasiqly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory. Over the course of the last two years, the Soviets
and their surrogates have moved actively to gain qreaer
influence in the Gulf:

--0 The Sviets believe that once Khomeini dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
qoerument in Tehran that arves Soviet strategic Interests

'* VsOrl C(
)j49 L 8. R g r oASDu~ Coun ll

/ .CR . I
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Cogsust nations have beCoMe the principal arms supplLars

to Iran -- making :ran dependent on this source o supply n

contending witn an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This

leads us to %he conclusLon that the SOv&et9 may WeLL be
attemptinq to pursue tneLr cnm revolution iin Iran. That 1s,

by fueling both sides Ln the conflict, the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous final offensive by Iran that

would precipitate a political disintegration in 
Iran,

leaving a power vacuum which the Soviets could exploit.

specificallY, the indicators of comsunat influence in Iran
art

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq

vas has exacerbated Iran's vulnerabliLty to Soviet influence.

Moreover, Soviet designs in Afqhanistan, pressure on Pakistan.

and actual crosebOrder strikes in lan from Afghanistan have made

reopening a strategic dialoqle increasingly 
important.

(:.'TOP SECRY""
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in short he Soviets were far better positioned to L.prove
siqnific&Atly their influence in the reqon in 198S5 when we were
presented vith an opportunity to open a dialorUe vth tram. In
deciding to exploit this opening, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels vhxcn had not succeeded.

About twVo years &go. senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that some accomimodation with the U.S. was necessary. Since 1l3,
various countries have been engaged in ovortu t the U.S. and

-0--0- e unte direct etnea,

anians to respond to these overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in. establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian • a of outr citizens

In the spring of 1985# A private American citizen (Hichael
Ledeen) learned from an Zsraeli government official (David
Kimche) that the Israelis had established a liaison relationship
with an Iranian expatriate (Manuchahr Ghorbanifar) in Europe who

sought Israeli help in establishing contact with the U.S. Govern-

men. In acknowled ing the need to demonstrate the bonaf ides of
the Iranian officials involved, he (Ghorbantfar) indicated that
his "sponsorS" in Tehran could also help to resolve the American
hostage situation in $irut.

in .aa of'lS, in the midst of the TWA-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expacrLace
asked hi to use his influence with senior Ironian officials to

obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after

this approach, four Americans hold separately from the rest of
the hijacked qajsowgers we freed and turned over to SyrLan
authorities. Mal Its

Speaker Rafsanjani, who was travelling in the mid-east at tb'e

time, and Iranian foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with

the captors. Rafsanjani, in his speech on November 4, 1986, for

the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this 
matter.

TOP SECR 't
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On 4!. i _during a v'st to Washington, an Israeli
oY'Thtal (Kimch advised Rati Onal Security Advisor, RObert
cFarlane, that Israel had established a channel of communj:aen

with authoritative eleoents in Iran who were interested in
determining whether the United States was open to a discreet,
high-level dialogue. The Iranians were described as comprL$sInq
the principal figures of the government Ii.e., Speaker of the
Mallis Rafsanjani, Prime MinisteC MUsavL, and Khomeini's
heir-apparent, Ayatollah montazeri) and as being devoted to a
reorientation of Iranian policy.

At this first meeting, McTarlane vent to great length to draw out
the Israeli as to why he found the Iranian proposal credible,
given the events of the past six years. The Israeli replied that
their exhaustive analysis had gone beyond the surface logic
derivinq from the chaos and decline within Iran and the
degenerative efects of the war, to more concrete tests of the
willingness of the Iranians to take personal risks. He noted
that the Iranians had exposed themselves to possible compromise
by meeting with Israelis and by passing extreamly lnitive
intelligence on the situation and political line'UV7 thin Iran
-- information which was proven valid.

The Israeli asked for our position on opening such a dialoque. -
No mention was made of any pre-conditiorns or Iranian priorities.
Mcrarla 9onveed this proposal to the President tin the
presence of the Chifa of Star:j . TWeIresident said tha--he
b-4-ieve such a dialogue would be worthwhile at least to the
point of determining the validity of the interlocutors. This

decision was passed to the Israeli diplomat by telephn9n.o
July 30.

On Augst 2, i.lj the Israeli called again on McFarlane. At
this-meti ne stated that he had conveyed our position to the

Iranian &nterediary and that the Iranians had responded that
they recognized the need for both sides to have tangible evidence
of the bona fides of the other and that they believed they could

affect the release of the Americans held hostage in Lebanon.

According to the Israeli, the Iranians separately stated that

they were vulnerable as a group and before having any prospect of

being able to affect change within Iran they would need to be

substantially strengthened. To do so, they would need to secure

the cooperation of military and/or Revolutionary Guard leaders.

Toward this end, they expressed the view that the most credible

demonstration of their influence and abilities would be to secure

limited amounts of U.S. equipment. The Israeli asked for our

position on such actions.

TO R, SE'
U"~ ~a.
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• r. mcFarlane elevated this proposition to the Preslident at a
meeting vithin days that included the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Oirector of Central Intelligence. The President
stated that, while he.could understand that 4ssUming the
legqltmacy of tne interlocutors, they would-be quite vulnerable
and ultimately might deserve out support to include tangible
materiels at the time, without any first hand *erence in
dealing with' them, he could not authorize any transfers of
military materiel. This was conveyed to the Israeli.

On August 22, L985, the Israeli diplomat called once more to
report that the message had been conveyed and that an impasse of
confidence existed. He asked what the position of the U.S.
Government would be to an Israeli transfer of modest qUanti,,tes
of defensive military materiel. Mctarlane replied that to him,
such an AqLon would represent a distinction without a difference.
The Israeli diplomat explained at great length that Israe ha4 I
its own policy interests that would be served by foste.tinq vuch a
dialogue In behalf of the U.S., but that a probl emn vld arise
when ultimately they needed to replace Lma shipped. He asked
whether Israel would be able to purchase replacements for items
they chose to ship. McFarlane stated that the issue was not the
ability of IsraW to purchase military equipment fu Ahe U.S.
they had done s for a generation an-,yould do so iMthefuture
-- but rather the issue was whether it wis U.S. policy co ship or
allow others to ship military equipment to Iran. The Israeli
asked for a position from our government. Merarlane elevated the
question to the President (and to the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Oirector of Central Intelligence). The President
stated that, while he could envision providing materiel support
to moderate elements in Iran if all the Western hostages were
!reed, he could not approve any transfer of military materiel at
that time. This position was conveyed to the Israeli diplomat.

On Septe*ber 14, 195, Reverend Benjamin ras released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organizaton.-hisL release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr. Tor 1t t.he
Special Eissary of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To is date,
Kr. Waite remains the only Westerner to ever meet directly sith
eIrae re kidnappers.

In late September, we learned that the Israelis had transferred
508 Tow missiles to Iran and that tjse shipment had taken place
in late August. The Israelis tol a4i- that they undertook the
action, despite our objections* e they believed it to be in
their strategic interests. The Israelis managed this entire
operation* to include delivery arrangements# funding, and
tranlportation. After discussing this matter with the President.
it was decided not to expose this Israeli delivery because we

TOf'SCREi'
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wanted to retain t!e option of exploiting the existlnq Israeli
channel with Tehran in our ovn effort to establish a strateqlc
dialogue with tme IrantAn government. The total value of the Sol
TOWS shLpFed by :srael was estimated to be less than 52 million.

On October 4o 1956, Islamic Jihad aiounced that it had "sxecutede
IeLrut Station Chief William' Buckley m retaliatm for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installatLoffU in TunLs. This
announcement led to a series of "etinqs in Ctrope among the U.S..
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. tn.those
meetings, the lranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Hitballah was wanxng, the Hisballah had noAt killed
Suckleyl he haxin fact died several months earlier of naturaL
causes. we have since sbstantiated tbts information i&-dries -
of raTher Jenco and David Jacobsgn, both f vhom.4ndca t that
Duckley probably died on June 3,' 1965 oLneumofrltlike symptoss.

In mid-November, the Israelis through a senior officer in the
Prite Minister's office (Aniram Wirn , indicated that the Government
of Israel was convinced that they were nearing a breakthrough
with !ran on a hLqh-leval dialoqgue. The Israeli asked a U.S.

I ..,,'jIofficial (North) for the name of a European-based airlLne which
V"'~j could dxscr -- s to Iran for the purpose of delivering

S, assengens and cargo. eare assured, it the time, that the
.. Israelis were go.nq to"Ly oil drilling parts as an incentive,*

- since we had expressed so much displeasure v he "'r, TOW
(shipment. The name of the prop rietar a was

passed to the Israeli, who subsequently had the aircraft
chartered through normal commercial contract for a flight fr
Tel Aviv to Tabriz, Iran, on November 25, 1905. In January, (we...
learned that the Israelis, responding to urgent entreaties from
the Iranians, used the aircraft to transport 11 KAWX missiles to
Iran in an effort t jare * tsa air defenses around
Tehran. The Israeli$ wrwe witting 0 te CIA'sivoLvement in
t1aairline and the airline was paid at the normal commercial
rate (approximately $127,700). The akrline personal were also
unwitting of the cargo the ; t I k..

The Israeli delivery of AK s s raised serious U.S. !
that these deliveries were,4opardiui-D our objective of arranging
a direct meeting v v1h high-levek Iranlan officials. As a conse-

M=e of U.S. _tlr. and by mutual agreement of all th*ee
these misit" i5wre subsequent y returned to Israel in

IY1966. k

On December 7, the President convened a meeting in the White
House (residence) to discuss next steps in our efforts to
establish direct contact with the Iranians. Attending the

ftL. Z.
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rettxq 0 aon Lef of staff, secreleries of State and
Defoeee, "MS Dety Diiretor of CetraL InteLlkqacs. ad the
AeeLstqt SO th4e Preoidemt Seog 1etiosal SevrLy Affairs 41d Le
Deulay. :. diasely tle nmetiq, M. Meierlame 6 ,r-ed
for Loedon Io ,06et VL%. th isaeli official and %he traja
eolawtos toe *Let UN asoe of 0e Lavea is a dia.o4
vish ie. A4 thILs iMaoL, IN. tU eftlas, 44 LAae5SIVA" bt s
PR&Liama, ef im%:

-- u.. w" om so a polit i al dialogue with Iran. but
that so such dialogue could make progress for as long as
groups seen an dominated by Iran held U.S. hostages; and

-- the U.S. could under no circumstances transfer arms to Iran
in exchange for hostages.

Theme points were made directly to the Iranian interlocutor. The
Iranian replied that, unless his associates in Tehran were
strengthened, they could not risk going ahead with the dialogue.
Kr. McFarlano acknowledged the position but stated we could not
change our position. In a separate meeting with the Israeli
official, Mr. .crarlane made clear our strong objections to the
Israeli shipment of the TOW missiles. Following these meetings,
.4z. crarlane returned to Washington and shortly thereafter left
active government service.

On January 2, the Prime Minister of Israe: dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S. fAmiram Nir) to review proposals for next
steps in1 dealing with Iran. The Israelis urged that we reconsider//
the issue of providing limited defensive arms to those attemptLfn-
to take power in Tehran, since all other incentives (economic
assistance, medical supplies, machine parts) were of no value in
shoring-up those who wanted an opening to the West. Admiral
PoxAdexter noted our *Arineelt obgtigOj to the KAWX missile
shipmnts in Nover a rsto that te U.S. would have to act
to have them returned (a step undertaken in February, when all

*1"Lsslles wer returmd to Israeli. In that any implementation
of the lsra*l proposals Lm d require the active participation
of thes inteALgene community, the NIC Staff (North) was tasked
to_.pepare a covert action finding. Work on this Presidential
'finding camenced on January 4.

On January 6, the President, the Vice President, the Chief of
Staff, and the National Securi'y Advisor and his assistant
reviewed the first draft of the finding and the recommendations
made by the Prime Minister of Israel through his specLaL
emissary.

On January 7, the President met in the Oval Office with the Vice
President, the Chief of Staff, Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger,
Attorney General Meese, Diroctor Casey. and the National Security

TOP-.
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Advisor to discus the overall Situation in Iran and prospects
for a strliagic dialogue. It was again noted that KQ. McFarlane,
on return from his trip to London, had recommended that no
further action be taken unless a mechanism could be established
by which the U.S. could exert better control over events. xe
agreed, in principle, with Director Casey that providing limited
quantities of defensive arms after the hostages were released
still had merit. Both Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberqer
objected to any provision of arms, citing that we could not be
sure that these would really help moderate elements and that, !
exposed, the pro~ece would not be understood by moderate Arabs
and would be. seen as contravening our policy of not dealing wits
states that support terrorism. The President decided that we
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active as long as it
offered possibilities for meetings with high-level Iranian
officials and left open the issue of providing defensive arms to
Iran if all the hostages were released.

it was further determined by the President that any dialogue with
the Iranians must be aimed at achieving the following goals:

-- Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honora'.e terms.

- Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

- Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region.

The President made clear that a Westernlia-loque with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing Vo use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms f-r
hostages. Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger retained their
original position on providing any a&rs to Iran,. but Attorney
General Meee and Directot Casey both supported the concept as a
valid mans of opening the dialogue. Attorney General Meese
noted a 1961 determination by then Attorney General French Smith
that transferring small quantities of arms through third
countries under a Covert Action finding was not illegal.
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On JanuarY 16, a meeting was held in the National security
Advisor's Office with Secretary WeLnberqr,' Attorney General

We@se, Dirictor.Casey, and CIA General Counsel Stanley SporxLn.
At this meeting, the fina draft of the Covert Action FLnding was
reviewed and was forwarded to the President with Secretary
weanberger dissenting.

On January 17. 1916, the President approved a Covert Action
Finding (Tab A) directing that th. intelligence coemun~ty proceed
vith special activtees aimed at accomplishing the goats set
forth above. The President futher determined that the activities
authorized by the Finding )ustifts4 withholding prior Congressional
notification due to the extreme sensitivity of the dialogue beinq
established; He further. noted that public knowledge of the
program would place the American hostages in Lebanon at create
risk. Noting his concern for the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S. and foreign), he directed that- te-Oltector
of Central Intelligence refrain from reporting the finding to tha
appropriate committees of the Congress until reasonably sure that
those involved would no longer be in jeopardy. -

on February 5-7, U.S. officials (NSC ; C1 a
representative of the Israeli Prime P ig s11yr), a

that, i the USO would provide defensive weapons (TOWs) to Iran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Nujahideen. the
U.S. side agreed to explore this possibi Lity and, working with
the Israelis, established the following mechanism for transfer of
the weapons:

-- The Iranian intemediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

-- The Israelis woald transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Us-nVs -the-proced trs *stipulat ed-bove ,3.m7 -lon-va.-4eposit4
in the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1956 and on
February 14, 1,000 TOWs were transported to Israel for pre-position
ing. These TOWs were transferred by CIA -rom D (U. A

k n ton, Alabam) nd t ee 6 te .br uh m m
using standard CIA-.OO-

arrangements. Policy-level coordintaLon for these arrangements
was effected by NSC (North) with 000 ArLtage) and CIA IClair
George). The TOws were placed na covert Israeli facility-
awaiting onward shipment.

TOP *SECRP.'
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On February 19-21. U.S. INSC and CIA), Israeli and Iranian
officials met in Germany to discuss Problems in arranging a
meeting anong hqher-Level officials. At this meeting, thef
Iranians comi~itte

After coe auhorizaeion
was received from Washington I the 0.59 s*We agreed tautoid
1,000 TOWs to Iran as a clear 6in gf.V.S. sinceity. This
delivery was comenced on the morning I FeINa ry 20 a,-d
completed in two transits to Tehran on Febr~fy 21. Trans-
portation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli
aircraft.

On February 24, U.S. (CIA and NSC) officals met again in- c
Frankfurt with the Israeli and Iranian officials to discuss next
steps. At this meeting, the U.S. side urged that the Iranians
expedite a meeting among hiqher-level officials on both sides.

On February 26, the Prime Minister of Israel wrote to President
eaqan (Tab 3) urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic

breakthrough with Iran, but asking consideration for te safety
of recently seized Israeli Fstages.

n Match 7, U.S. (CIA and MIC) and Israeli representatives nret
with the Iranian intermdiary in Paris to determine whether any
further process was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetngs,
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic sLtuation
-&-af - n-roaian anxet ie*e-rga- cdng - ine ainq- Ira qi._ ',-ary
effectiveness.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until tMe
Iranians urged the intermediary (Whorbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April, 1986. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the tsraeli-pon't-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to coence a secret dialogue

TOP SECRET"
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with the United States along the lines of our established goals.
We believe that the Zrana&ns were stimulated to renew the contactb h Arl17 murdejr-of hostage Peter KilburI

it :anittion for the U.S. raid A

The Iranian expatriate to t he NSC and IA officers, who met
with him in turope at the end of April, that the Iranians lid not
wish ta he accused of any culpability in Kilburn's dop~

On may 6, 7, 1916. U.S. and Israeli officers met in London with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./Iranian meeting in Tehran.
During the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we (U.S. and
Israel) take Lmediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
He emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also _.ed this opportunity to
privately ask the U.S. to replace the S* 3 TOWs which they had
sent to Iran in August, 1985. The Israelis were informed via
coded message on May iS that the U.S. had agreed to the :ranian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenish
the 508 TOWs sent by Israel.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials, on Kay I1, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former Hational Security Advisor
McFarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CZA communicators,
members o! the NaC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors.

On May 16,-the Iranians, through the Israelis provided S6.M Kfor
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The funds were used
to acquire 506 TOW missiles (for replenishing the TOWs Israel
shipped in september 19851 and acquiring HAWK missile ua ..

part5. This-material was subsequently moved to
repackaged and shipped to Kelly AFB for onward noverent to

illi on MKay 22. As in the February shipment, the CIA provided
logistics support for the movement of this materiel to Israel.

In order to ensure operational security, the Mcrarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (HAWK spars
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electronic parts). At e scif request of the Iranians,
alias foreign documentetil o - obtained from the CIA,
was used. CIA also provLdeAovert transportation support from
COPWUS to Israel for the merarlane party. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Porte 7,
with false flag markings.

in the course of the four-day (May 25-291 visit, lengthy meetiA.s
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. r.
Mcrarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. using
Presidentially approved Terms of Peference ITab 3), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, mr. 4cfarlane made clear

-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle Cast:

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorisur

-- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it:

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might also
find areas of comon interest (i.e., Afghanistan and the
Soviet threat to the Gulf) through dialogue.

During these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, Mr.
MtcFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
USO embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USG blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.S. courts had ruled intheirfavor., During the course of these
meetings, the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian 'victory' before it
could be concluded., They emphasized that the original aggressor.
Saddam Hussein, must be removed from power in order fir the war

~EflrDI AS0,JIIE
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to and. Kr. MerarLane concluded the vistt by summarizing that
notwithstanding Iranian Interest in carryLng on with the dialogue.
we could not proceed with further 4iscussLons in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight at their influence to
cause the release of the western hostages in Lebanon.

On June 10, KaJlis Speaker Mafsanjana, in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26. Father Lawrence Je?&co was released in the
Bekka Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

On August 3, the remaining three pallets les t han Planeload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses IKAWX
missile sub-components) arrived in Tehran. As in all flights
to/from Iran this delivery was made with an Israeli Air Force
aircraft (707) using false flag markinogs." Tisinq of the delivery
was based on coordination among U.S., Isaeli and Iranian
officials.

In early August 191, the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USG to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channel of comunication which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In mid-August, a private American
citizen (MGL, 4 Richard Secord, USA? (Ret. I) acting within the
purview of tr January Covrt Act in r nding, m ad.ec ct in
Zurope with a relative of a
senior Iranian-o-E jLc IRafsanjani) With th stance of the
CIA. this Iranian vas brought covertly to Washington for
detailed disctssi n ~ judged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the man judged to
be the most influential and pragm7tic political figure in Iran

RafSanjani). These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
provided assessments designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war. The assessments also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran.

Through August# September, and October 1916, nwnerous additional
meetings were held in urope between U.S. representatives and the
newIranian contacts. During the October 26, 1966 meeting in
?rankfut. #- G-erny, -_t-u.S.--side, -as in the past ,-- insisted _-that
the release t9the hoeta was a pre-reqjisite to any progress.
The Iranians urged th t we take a re active tole
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The Irnians also Cffered, and the U.S accepted, the offer of
a Soviet ?-72 tank 0  The Iranians have also
offered to provide 00-opy t 4 Page interroj tion of BeLrmt
Station Chit, William Suckley. At thLi Meetig - stated that
there was a 'very good chance that another AmerL an or two would
be freed soon.' On October 29, with U.S. acquiscence, Israel
pro,.Ided Iran with an additional increment of defensive veapons
1500 TO"t missilel.

Late on October 31, called the U.S. eit ±:sf
(Eakim) tasked to tAtaiMncontact and advised that lam had
"exercised its influence vith the Lebaneseg in order to 4*tain
the release of an American -- David Jacobsen taectain
nur*er of trench hostages. He further notcd - athi wougd be
part of the purpose of the Iranian foreign Niniterd sit
Syria -- an event we becum aware of on fovemh.:l, tin.
stated that the situation in Tehran, as I 1 -n acova th deterioratin

aV acobsen was re eas by hisaptors Ger old
American bMbassy compound in West Beirut. The U.S. ZbAssy a
East Seirut Lmedately dispatched an eorassy offer to west
Beirut to pick up Mr. Jacobsen.

It is now apparent that persistent U.S. efforts to establish
contact with Iran and subsequent public speculation regarding
these contacts have probably exacerbated the power struggle in
Iran between pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and nore
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
Montazeri). In late October, radical supporters (of Montaeril
revealed the (Rafs manAi contact with the USO and the terms of
the contact. In qtdr to defend himself against Warqes of
colludLng with the US5 and to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties, Kajls eaker Riafsanjant provided a purposely
distorted version of te May 1916 Ncrarlane mission in his
Nove"er 4 &"ress to the masses. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proc"din with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the HcFarlane mission are
demnstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
October 194 arrest of radical Leader MehdL Hashemi, a close
confidant and son in-lav of Ayatollah Nontezari, for acts ofterrorism and treason ho caused further internal conflict.

Resolution of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans axe expanding their

SwrUN g
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On november 7, the day after a meetinT with U.S. officials,

Iranian government authoritLes arrested six other individuals

involved in radical activities. Amng the two were senior

military officers and a Majlis deputy (Ahmad Kashani), the

grandson of Ayatollah Xashani, a conspirator in the 1949 attempt

against the Shah.

Despite these internal difficulties and attendant pulicity 
in

the Western media, the Iranians continue to aaVtntain direct
contact with the USG and met gain Gan"&&f November 9-1O

with NSC and CIA reprosentaivies.
thet________________ the .. .ts

-.. ow muneats viti-the U.S.

ar5losures cowue nar on e.
interests of the two countries.

*have warned tnat furthernally and the longer-9erM

It is ipottant to note that since the initiation of the USG

contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern-

ment colplicity in acts of terrorism against the U.S. We do not

know who seized the last three American hostages in Beirut

(Messrs. Reed, Cicipplo, and Tracy). The Islamic iLhad

Organization (JO) has 4 €limed nsibl -- ha

Iranian interlocUtOrS.

________________________ It 'ripossible that thoe . -res.

Amer~cans were kidnapped at the directions of Iranian radicals

mno. 

S VIOL2
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loyal to thb now imprisoned Hehdi Nashemi. It so# this Could be
an effort to undermine the nascent U.S.*tranian strateqic
dialogue and exacerbate, fto internal Iranian power struggle
against the praqmatic faction with which we have been in contact.

Throuhout this process, the USO has acted within the limits of
estabLshed policy and in compliance with all U.S. law. The
shipment of 2,000 U.S. TOws and 235 RAW missile electronic spare
parts was ur.dectaken within the provtsxons of a Covert Action
Finding.

During the :ourso of this operation - and before -- the U.S. was
cognitant of only three shipments fram Israel to Iran.
Specifically

The Is-raelis acknowledged the Auqust 1915 shipment of Sot
TOWs after it had taken place. Until we were advised by the
lsrae,-and had the information subsequently confirmed by-
Iranion authorities, we were unaware of the Composition of
the shipment. We subsequently agreed to replace these TOWs
in may of 1916.

The November 1965 shipment of 18 Israeli EMIX missiles was
not a n authorized exception to poli¢...-. This shipment was
retr:.eved in February 1964 as a consequence of U.S.
inte rvention.

-- The October 1966 shipment of S00 Tows from Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S. acquiescence. These TOWs were
replaced on Noveser 7.

In support of this finding and at the direction of the President,
the CIA provided the following operational assistance:

CIA cotlunLications officers and an annuitant to assist in
various phaes of the operation.

Su- Lle.oerseas.bank accounts for financial transactions.

A swoure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S.

Transhilpent of military items from the U.S. to Israel.

-- Comunications and intelligence support for the meetinqs
with Iranian officials and the rMcFarlane trip to Tehran in
may.

, .14$,4 10 R~L
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ed meeting sites in urope for meetings With Iranian

:zated and alias documen Lon for U.S. and foreign
Isis for meeting in turope and Tehran.

s and materiel provided under this pproqraAwere Judged
equate to alter either the balance of military power or
a of the war wLth Iraq. They have, however, doonstrated
0mmtment to Iranian territorial InteqrLty and served
those in Iran interested in opening a strategic

Lp with the U.S. U.S. efforts over the last IS months
angible results on Iranian policy

aflanlani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
passengers Junte 105).

in direction that the hijacked Pan Am 173 would not be
ied in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

e ee of three AmMc can and at least, two French

mitiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional

nued delay in the Iranian *final offensive.*

% must also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo
.ding, West 3uropean nations have provided $500 million
military equipment to Iran. eost of these transfers
polished wtth government knowledge andlor acquiescence.

riate Cabinet Officers have been appriseod throughout.
ss was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
rdinary. sensitivity of our ranian contacts and the
:onsequences for our strategic position in Southwest
ally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
.% Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
ediarkes who cannot perform if they are revealed.

TOPSECRE I,
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EXHIBIT JMP-76

L.OP 1CI skT 1'/20/e1 0O

I

an, ithe U.S. government h4s attempted to reetaln .&
contact with that g~overhniet in order to dLscsee Itrateqc
develop~flt8 in this critical part of the World and o £

vorXkng Relatlonship. Even before President 1*eaR arA e
office the U.S. government agreed to try to expand 2euelty.
economic, political, and intelligence relatirUh&P5 At a Pact
acceptable to Tehran. Zn the fall of 179, t.'e u.S.
three secret missions to ?ehran,

-- Septemer L19 (~CSitrenme t secretly with iaa t e

rglueit of the nano
cter It

-- ctobe r-Noveer 19dcu d
Mormalislt~on of retat pm i

"hen these meetings and the secret Movember 1. 1M9 ee-.;.- -..
ALgers, between 8ruesineki and Prime HineIter §atarq4an :4:j-@
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeover of -:e '..S.
Onbassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of t-
lasarqan government. These events have adversely im1we-ce.
rian's subsequent Willingness to engage in any direc% comc%

with the 9SG.

despitee mutual difficulties involved in reoesta-bLLshL q :o--'.
:.eltLonS. our Stratqie interests in the Persian Culf -mdate
persistent efforts to estais01h a dialogue. In this :tgart, ;"
is notable that ely a CeW ae)Or countries "jhat have reACs:-s
With Iran -o 1qyOe. Jordan, Morocco, IsraeLT7I in Aritca. aft.
.h e Jnited States. gvan Iraq continues to Mave dLplca:.%:
.elatiess with Stat.

:ran L the key to a region of vital Lmortance to te Wet. .,e-t
it 10 Laeueasieqly threatened by groVLn9 Sovit Ailitary p:%e:
and politicaL talluence along Lie borders and inside its
territory. Over the corse of the last two years, the Sovie-t
and their surreate have Mved actively to lain greeter
influence in ume Guls

- Thi Soviets belLeve that eMi feieni dLes, they WLL Pave
f" MR exfoeleat opporituAty to influence the formation of a

walern Lt o T ak tuit serves "viet strategic &.1terests

t a. a !" 1 l 1: 1

TONCL$8&M iz::s /....64ty #Mi 1 x.,9,TI
U XI I
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CiomnARI% nations have b4co@ the prAcipal 4"sn jPpLLer6

to tran a- mtxinq 1rm dep4fldIn OR t&$ Source of IJPpLy "

contending vth an increasingly 8trentOftJI4 Iraq. T.s
leads 'As to the conclusion %hat the SvietsIl mly ye1 to
&%tempting to pursue tMeat OV revolution n Iran. V.j, :1.
by tuS1lRq both sides in the COnfllC. tfte S4vlefs cz'ud
well elCO flLrqe a d4LIlttOUG CLnAl 49telSLve by Ir4n t! &
would precipitate a political di~xfttqr4%!on in ::am,
leavifq a power vacwin which the Svies could explot".
Speci.t.ICaiy, the Indicator$ of CoswnueA&t WIluence Lm
Grel!

The Inneasing despeiatLon bt@ulh% eft by the costs 01 he -

war ha eSxacerbeted gelgas vuLastabLLtY to Soviet Lt(14 gCe.

moreover, Soviet deelne in Afghanlstat* pressure on Pklstan.

and Actal C ge besdet strIkesI Z Iran from AhaflLstaln hAve mad.

CeopenLng a strategic 41aleVe iareasLngly important.
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In NhMOr -tho SOveGt$ vets far better pe@q.@ie~d to ipp.*VO
siqn !Lcantly the&r Lnflueneo ift the reqf.b &A I115 , V*
preeted VitpjAn epportaniy to *pon a dl ojje tv% :ram.
decidimg to exploit thts opening. we Oval YlG prevaoes *:*r ,
tirough More conventronaL cNAnAoIS vhich h8d net succesed.

About twv years ago. senior Iranian officials apparently 14o.*,j
that game Acc;tmdataon Vith the U.S. wag necsiary. St.-ne '
various countries have been engaged in oveft%,e5 to t. $ a'2

Iran ink An %ff% tS st1iwjis direct contc betva-
countries. I
Nr Ix 4hae iwal at~iiajpii b 14Serve as interlocuto14ifj-,

1n0eve, internal splits &Ad debates 4e It difi. 1'tio elo: nian to respond to theel ovOZZ11:118o °

Hyuperoul Individuals and private parties have likewise at t~pt 4
to be helpful as intlsr0diaries In establishing contact Ln ::&nof i n Seeking U:anian as$ Mce In th~e
hIeld ihosta 0i L .eano

In the spring of 1961, a private Aaeriean citizen t.(Mcel
Ledeen) Lealned tee an Israel& government ofti:Lal (Cavid
xLenh) that tUs Israelis had oetablished a liaison re la-s.
with an traniaf expatriate Imanuchae Ghrbanitar in lurc;. V!'
sought Israeli help Lek e ablshing contact with the U.S. cove--
Fent. In 44kovledg ln the eed to de mnstate the bona!.1es Z!
the Iranian offietale Lnvolved, he ~lchobanifarl indicated t:a-
his SPOnserso in Tehran could also help to resolve t e A-.:; .
hostage situti on In leifut.

ln 4'sae of IPIS. in the midst of the TWA.147 hijacking, 0e
:Sieeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian *x;,t:a:a
asked him tO uSe hs intuene With senLoC Iranian off&:LLIS tZ
obtain the release of thie hiJlacked pasenger. ?e days aftec
this approach, four Americans held saeprtefly fre the ""oP 0!trio ,big g d SS,,n . , weg fp 4 az. _,_na ay r t _ -y
Author $ . • I wea

speaker Paasanj8iwh Was %9&vn o01%t t.'%d
ti.* and Iranisa Foerwd Minister Ve layatpbe" intetvean w-
the captor. RA114snjan i in his sp4h on overr 4, 116, ::
the first ime p'Alicly acknoW1lee his role in this Mat-sr.

10?____ . j4
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*4d*4~ ~ A.~
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F-On July', I SS during a visit to VWahingtoA. an Iarae1L -II t OfLc1 Rimohe) advised National Security Advisor. Robert
crsfrlane, tat Israel had established a hantIe of .

vlth lauthoritative elements in rain Who were interest in
dete4uning whether the United States va ovn to 4aldicreet,
hi h h vel dialoque. The Iranians veto described as casprLslmq
the principal fxgures of the government (i.., Speaker at the
Malisi Pdtsanjan&. Prime Minister mujavi, an-' MOainiL'
heir.apprent, Ayatollah ontaseri) and as being devoted to
MOrienttion Of IrAntan policy.

F this first meeting, mcrarliane Vent to treat length to draw .
the Israeli as to why he lound the Iranian proposal credible.
I&ven the events of the past six yesCs. ?nA Israeli replLe4 tht
their exhaustive analysli had tone beyond the surface aoqic
deriving from the Chaos and decline -Withi fran an4 the
dotenerative effects of the war, to more concrete tests of the
WllLingness of the Iranians to take pesonel. risks. Me noted

itt' L_ 4ran-ians had exposed thlesse ves to possible compromise
,y . -oernq with Israetis and by passing extreely sens&%Lve

L 41iJteAcS on t1e Situation land peLk"U bRe-up) WLthLf ::
information which Vasltea wAd. - -"

The tsrali asked for our position on opening such aiaj:q%.-
'14mentiOn vds made of an. pwoadisim:dLt of Iranian pr to !aes"
Mcrarlane conveyed this proposal so the President IM t0e
presence of the Chief of Staff). The President si&d that he
believed such 4 di&a1oq would be worthwhile at 1leat to tse
point of desmainin the validity of t Inter4locutors. "Thu
decision passed to the Israeli diplomat by? telephone an

Ok .AOuut I. 12S, the Israeli called aqain on crariae. At
t iestiflng he stated that he h44d conveyed our position to Va
Iranian intermediary 4n4 that the tranians had resporded that
they reonIMsed the need for both sides to have t4Mntb1.e syie-
of the neb fides of the other 6d that th4y believed they C: A
affect %M e1ase of the ;AericanS held hostage in Losbamo-.

jcoIn M to the :r!4ieL, the Iranians seprat tly stated ".tt iy were vuner8oe as a grOUp and before having any prospect
L. einq able to affect chene within Iran they.would need to be
sub statially strengthened. To do $s they wold 1 need to secue
the cooperation of military and/e Mvelutionary card leaders.
Toward this end, they expressed the view 4ht .the most cre*dble

demonstration of their influence &A abilities would be to sac%
Smted asouits of U.S. equipment. The Israeli asked for our

ition on such Actions.
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' "WiCLAv 1r'I ,

ainq ;*Mi~n days %mae 4"slud~d the Secreties of $Atol fkd
Defense and thO Olirector of Central ntalliqenci. The PgIlL4Ft
stated that, while he oOuld Understand that ae 'Aing the

DI@ itimay of the Lnterloeuters0 they wouLd be qmJte vflnesrble
and ulitiaely eight deserve our IMpport to include tanqkbts
materieli a; the t&a. Without any files hand eXperience kn
44diLW with t0.5: he could not iaIhtiIO any transfer$ o

LfL~t a, itaty terieL. This was conveyed to the Israeli.

'a ALA - AlLI, the Israeli diplomat called once are to
epo"IS that %he melnge had been conveyed and e that an iMPas* o

\confidence existed. 30 asked what the poSition of the U.S.
Government would be ito 4a sraeli transr,et .Sdest1eAat'jt$
of dofeneLve.mAlitary materiel.' WArlS4W9.Pff that te AM.
such an action would represent adlstinctio* Vwithout a dittsterc.
The rIraSie dip4mat epliLned at treer Sength that IMrae had
its own policy )ntegUlto iitsvwai be served by Iosterif5 suc)
diaLo 0 in behalf 0e |., o. that a problem woul4. ar1se
when ultimately ty needed to replace M* stlppqj "e asked
whether Isrel would I able to p.ida gPl68meft015 for -items
they chose to $ip. NI -so I the $$sue Was n t00
Abilty of Igrafl.to pw h stli y at froe te .I..

they noI don&, s for a 4eaetee andgen etre "6:'.e
-- u t rather the kinet 4 hether L. pu_. to , €RP

allow others to ship military *"&#nt to Iran. The IaraeL
asked for a positLon from our govercent. Mecarlane elevated th
question to the President land to the Secretaries of State and
Defense and te Diroetee of Central :ntelli1enee. Te Prs edr
stated thas. watl he m4l enwiiies providing materiel support
tO mes eate elmoat Lie Sis A it all the Western estatess veteLfreed. ho 0"old woe appro e a y transfer of militia r aterel at
a tisq. this position w4O conveyed to the Ilraei di.,at.

an September I4, 151 leverend Sentam1f weir was released in
seigat by the U 84mi,4thad Orqafntition. his release yes
preceded byam intense effort en the part of Mr. Terry &aL:. 00
Special ftseery of the AJchbLshop of Canterbury. To this a'e

l v a t 11isthe easte~ 4kreaetl .. ... . . .. .
It.lm... , ss W, * a d hat e ie li$ had transferred

.16 M 0149SiiIA SO Ia Ad that thiS Shipment had taken P16aCe

10 A 1 in late 30905. The heree l4 %01d of that they underto~k the
lade", despite eO# eb14eettss. because they believed it to be
theil ettat if it4eeT .0 hI ...... imanled this ntire

~j operatiO. to include delivery aCCOISM60 t5 * un4ings and
)Y transportation. After d4mmosing9 this matter with the Pres144P

it wae decided net to e'sose this Israeli delivery because we

T" 2 Ic ... .f.
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4
I.

wanted 40 retaLn the option of Xpl@itiAR th *XiLt&nj lsriek,
channel With Tehran irk our ow effort to eatabL5h s atrataqLc
d4aloqY4 vkth t.he Iraian tovernefnt. The total va~e Of t. e SCI
TOWS sIhppe4 by Israel w4s estLisatd to be Loss than $2 seLI*on.

an October 4, 1S. Ilamie jold AIlowed thatt had 'SCetefj-'
leirut station Chief Wlia ISmeL I1n A talliat n for %t
Octobr11 Ier4i r9 CaLd On PtA O itll4lO8 in NnIS. .?j,
announcement led to a erier of meetins in 'jopt &.t, ".S.
(CIA end miC), Israeli, and Iranian infteomedl:Lts. :A tA.s.

*eetifs, the Iranian$ indrcsted tat, vhile their ability to
influence the lisballaN as X&inq. the Nisballat h ad not k&11
suckleyi he hid LA.fact ; evet"-monthseafI elwof natural
causes. We kSve singe subtatn 4Iad this 1AQfOIwtLft if'dbrtefs
of rather? Je4co and Savid Jacobsen, beIt of whom indicate tht
*uc€ley probably died on June 3, 1165 of pneouoni-llke sym *s.

In Iido~veffbet, the Israelis, through a senior officer in the
oroae&n Minister's office I11mihe), indicated that the Govrnmaiet

of ISrael was convinced that they veto anrinf4 breakthfou h
with :ran on a hiqh-Level dialogue. The Israeli contacted a U.S.
official north ) and asked foe the A•" of a turopean-based.
airline vhich could discreetly tranlt to Iran for the pur;cja :t
delivering passenqers and argo. 1* specifically noted t: A%
neither a U.S. carrier nor an Israeli affiliated carrier cz-4.- to
Used. we were assured, at the ti", that the Israelis were a.-.;
to ;try oil dZillin pars as an incentivef' i we had
wpr esse4 so omen di pit",iitoLi f T shipment. 'e

name of the proprietary was passed to t
Israeli. who SUbSequent jhad the 4 rcratchartered thraqn
norlaal cosorcial contract for a flight from Tel Avv to
Iran, On HoVeUvIbr 25, 19S. The Israelis were unwitt.q of ot
CIA's nvoiveefnt in the airline end the airline was paid at t-
normal 400DS.CSiLI Charter rate approximatelyy $127,700). :?e
4kirlI.nejP! 5 onel Iwr 418s unwitting of the cargo they car:.4e4.

'aAa V re-learel that the Israeli$, responding to urqst*
u~umb eareatOO (emhe jranians. has used the proprietary aircraft

,*UaoemI Is HAWK missiles to Iran in an offset to improve 0~
.t.IL.--e dfosses 4round ?ehba. Otr belated awareness t at

ho israeL's had delivered HAWK missiles.reliled serious Q,$.
concerns that these deliveries were ls4risinq our oblect-ve C
azranginq a dir1ct meetint with highloviL Iranian officials. )
a cOn+querice of U.S. initiative and by mutual agreement of all
th.~~pariest the.e missiles were returned to Israel in Tubr.+a

On becembeg 7o the Pesdent convened,4 a metiln in the wite
Rouse fresideneel to discuss next steps in our effottl to
establish direct Contact with the Iranian$. Attending t",

- UNO1APr
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mOeta' Woeo the Chitef o Staff, Secretaries Of State andDefense the Siety Oiecser 41 Central ntOL 4S lene,* and t* e
Aes aO tnt tO the Preelden (f le iionaL SeSCr&ty Affair, an hMIS
Deputy. Immediately after the meeting *0 . 14rarlne departed
for LAndon to Meet vith the IsraeLi e ffital and the trens 94contact to make clear the ntture of Our interest lin a 4jsouQ

th Iran. At ths meeting, ow. etarlane, as i tructed br I,Pres~dent., stated tstet,

--. the U.8. Was open to a political dialou"e ,th 1tan° but
that nO Such d& aiou. could make pro*re55 for a8 LoRI as
groups en as dominated by Iran hold U.S. hstalel; and

the U.S. could under n gircUstancee trnsfeC aSa te Ira
Ln exchange for hostages.

These points yoe aide directly to the Iranift Lnterltoeor. he
Iranian replied that. unless his associates in Tehian vetostrengthened, they could net risk "JAI ahead with the dialogue.
Mg. KcFArlans ecknevLedqed the position bt stated Ve could not
change our position. i a separate meeting With the Israeliofficial, He. MCFrlane made clear our storeni ebjeCton toL sraeli weapons IappMent to Iran. rolloewnq thesiame C Ae-s."r. Marilane returned to Vashington and shortly thereafter .,.
atve qevoerrment service.

On January 2. the Prwe Hinister of Israel dispate.ed a seicaL
emissary to the U.S. Aiiram, Nit) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran. The Israelts urged that va racosLde*
the iSs of provdihq li cited defenALve arms to those ami$Mpt-.qto take power LA Te hrsa since all other ancentLves ltComefoL
assistance, 4iLeal supplies, it4RLAe prtsl were of me value %n
Sholrfnq0UP he S Who w at 4 oponn, to the West. A4P&Tal
Poidexter noted our striaqent Oje)0etiOns to t0e HAWIC miLmie
shipments LIN "Vefar and noted that the U.S. would have to 41tto have %thacolturned la step undertaken in rotb:ary. wren aLL
is SLOiWl veto returned to Israel. In that any ipLeietatot
of te teveli proposal$ would require t.i active participate :
of the ImmILLtence community, the HSC Staff Iorth) vas taske4
to proper a covert action findin. W Ork on this PremLdeAt&aL
finding cemOnced On JanUary 4. b

On January so tw President. the Vice President. the Chief of
Stff, and the National Seerity Advisor and his Assistant
reviewed the gigst dra% t o he findinq and the raca.emdatome
made by the Prme LIister of Israel through his special
emissary*

On January 1, the President met In the OvaL office wih 04a Vice
President@ the Chief of Staff, eo4retariem Shults and Weimberqer,
Attorney 4eneral Meo s11.Olretel Casey, and the 1atiofl Securetl

TOP SECRET
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, u,"CLASS!""'!
Adlveor to sisfee thi oversl vitiation tii Iran e'd Prspects
got a Strateqie dialoque. It was 41siA noted thet 04. AcrarLau8o
an return roMe t-i p To Lesden, had 4e0moned the% as .
further action be taken anlee a sehanise could toetilhe4
by Vhish the U.S. could oenr bomtter eonsel ever events. no
a9fgod, in prltieple. witA Siteee Caeoy tht Plevding limited
qMaatltieo of deeI&ve oa 4M G .4the hostages Wore reioesad
still had erit. Seth soetary aIt 204 SeEretary w.tgr
obleetd to any provision o arms. siting rhAt We 4414d hot 1o
auf that these yould really help moderate .lenS and that, i!
expoeod, the project, Would not, be wderetoed by "editate pz
and veuld be seen as centravening our policy of he% dealing, Vt.
Ssaise that support terrorism. The Pvesdelent decided that we
should &lsempt to keep 'the Israeli channel actiVe As los &$at
efgoerd possibilities for meetings with 1Lh-ioevel Ir ann
officials and let open the issue o providing defensive 4r%& %c
Iran If all the states were released.

I% was further determined by the President the any diallo e.wL-
the Iranians muet be amed at achieving %as following joalsit

Ovising a forula for reoestablishing trtasteC
relationship with tUrehn.

a ending the Traftraq War on honorable tolls.

Convincing Iran to cese its support (or t~rroril arad
radical subversion.

• helpingg ensure tie I" rI | inteqaty @*Iran and
coe inationwe. owhi ight counter Soviet
oetivisteo-LA W 90044. 4

The Prosident made *Lear that a 1eetega dialo*ue with Ian would
be precluded noless IR were willing to use its lnfluenco to
achieve the olea of 0eoern hostages in letrut. Me also M44f
elecQ %iwe 40ld net and would net enaqeq in tradiq ar.esC.
hoeta160. S494etates ShuLis and Voknberger retained ther
ouigmal positieft on providing any Amesr to tran, but Attorney
4esral Noose anm 0lete Casey both upported the Concept as
valid means of Openin the dialogue. Attorney General eee
noted a 1931 dtermLnaticM by thee Dtterner Generai rcench SaL.
tuat transferring 9al1 quantities of am$ th a h third
cetuieoe %Mar a Cavort Mlea fir ig VO net Il"l.

~1iV..
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rA J'IUCLASol) JL.
an JaRI&5W S1, a ffeeting was held in the Kastonat SeIvrity
AdvlI O ef aie vLth leCfetary weqiber 41r, Attorney Ceriral

'9es1e0 Director Casey, &nd CIA GOra1 1eMAue Stanley SpOrtLM.
At thIS eet~nq. %he final dral% 0t the Covert Action r1m 4L vat
revleved aind Was forwarded to the President with Secretary
Weinbergef dissenting.

On jaluar1 17, 1914, the President approved a Covert Action
rindinf abD A) 4LrectLnq that the iatolLigence coflnutty process
With special ecttvLties aimed at AcEooplshfrl the 1Olsl Slt
forth above. The President futhet detorminai the the ac: .. ef

ai toriied by the rindLIn ustLied withholdLnq prior CoAgro ..

notifiCatifo due to the *xtren senitIvIty Of the d1l4o 10 blipl,
established. Me further noted that public knowledge of the
proras would place the American heetagee in ebanon at agreter
risk. Woiing his concern for the lives of those carrying out t%.
operation (both U.S. ard foreign), he directed that the attca
of Central IASQIIeLInce refrain from reporting the rLndLnq to th
appropriate CGN&tteee of the Congress "til reasonably lue tha
those involved wold no longer be La jeopardy.

repreleetive ad the Iosal ,U lani a

1 a Wt. the US4 Would provide deenstie Weapon$ f WO) to Oran

10 '"1Tiied4iiiitoilege this possibility and, wor zirga t
the Ilraelist established the following mechanism for transfer c
the weapofisl a

a- Tie Iranian intemediary hfarbanLfarl Would deposLt f;mde
Ln An IAeL aecO4At,

-0 n.e Zeirtlis would transfer fands to a sterile U.S.-
4e6Aut1e4 account in &A oerseas4bank.

Wmtsoe funds, the CIA weuld covertly obtain natere
altberise4 for transfer from 0.5. military stocks and
tlaaapert this to Israel for onwar.d ovnent to :bri.

Using the procedures stLP plte4 Above, J).1 Ifllion was depoIsi,
in the CIA account in Geneva em february 11, 1986 and on
ebruar 14, 1,000 lOWO were transo rte to Israel for pre-poiL
tg. Thoe Ve wore transferred by CIA free 000 U. 1&_ A!_

nseiL.La.kaL ficr Alabama) and tri etethoa1
using standard C:A-WS0t stics
t"li.-06I ll asriaLTF~i arr4arigefltq

was e totted by WS4 (orlthl with NO (Jwmitage) id CIA aCier
George). The T$we ore placed is a coye. Israeli facility
awaiting onward shipeen o .: -
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On r@b114fY 11-31, U.S. I$C and C:A, sraeoi and Iraian
officials met Ln Germany to disicuss proble-vs Lin 'frfaqin a

eetnaqang hLqI er-sev Atlale. A tw4&

41S removed from vashingten. thl U. side hared to Provide
1.O00 ToWs to :Can as a clear sinal of U.S. Sincerity. TI
delivery was comenced on the Iorninq of ?ebruary 20 and c : p~e:t:
,.n two tzanhLtS to Tehran on Tebriary 31. ?ransporat~an fr:.%
Israel to Iran war aboard a false flag Israq L aircratt. Cn !*
return fligt (ree trAn, t. ese aircraft cat&e4 the 11 NAW
missiles which IsreL had sent to Tehran n MOvebet III$ vit.p

on rebruary 24, U,. (CIA and NSCI officials mat aain
T:Ankiurt with the Israeli and Iranian officials to discuss !ext
steps. At t. is Neiting th U.S. side urged that the Irsamns
expedite a meeting &Ing higher lsvel officials on both uides.

On ?ebriiary 25. the fripe minister of tersely, wrote to Preside t
eaqan ITab 21 ugtni continued efforts to achiLeve a ut:treqLC

breakthrough with Iran# bit asking consideration for .e safe y
:if recently soloed Israeli hostages.

On Mare% 7, U.S.* I:A and 14SC) and Israeli rspresetat,.-'is !'*
with Um Iraian intermediary Ln Pars to deteenimse V wva'r any
lfMZtMr pgoqrese was possible in arranqinq for a hiqh-level
meeting with g.. and Iranian Officials. Touring thuse -*i:.' So
thl interediary'sophasLted the deteriorating ecoas ic s'.d t'tc
in :ran and ICanian anxieties cegatding increasing :raqL "1.-Ac
affectivenoss,. ,

The escalation *I tensions with Libya, leaing up to ,.. ApriL
stelke. prevented £,rtolr dialogue frm talking place unmtl the
Iotaneis mrged the iatermdjllry 14erbanifir) to accelerate tOf

effogt Ln late AprL, I. At that peint. the :canan expatri,
Advised 4s through the Israeli peint%-f-contact that the
leadership i Tohraa vas preparl to commence a secret 41aLO 1e

U LEOL
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IMA

a

withr, I gall n states along the lines of-otUIs talblhO4 1
We belieVe tha t the ran an$1 wer elimulated tIt OOw t icta

10 t he Ap r il 17 Murde r o f 15o NS W P dollar 11111V r
4lti1a&on got sthe U.S. fradd

The ieni pa ,he ITK 4Mh SCa4 A ,A ffU44s, 1Vw me
with him iot3'agope as' the end of April., that 1%h0 Ire Ahitisdd
,isii to be accused of any quisiability in Ollbuyfls death.

on Kay 6, 7. 1906. U.S. and Israeli officers mIl in ladon with
the Iranian intevediaiy i which he atgod tIhat twele , eeiate
steps to arranqe for a hiqh-level U.S./Ianian soeting in Tehran.
iuirnq the London eeotin?, the Iranian qrjed. ha we IU.S. am
Israel) act "urently to help with Iranian at defense. me

eMphi1ed that the Iraqi A& r orce Wa inereisLAly eftectve Of
late and that te IanAins yore desperate to stop Attack$s O

.population centers. Te Israelis also used hLU OpportA€Lty t

privately ask the U.S. to replace the 508 TOWs which tA€ey ,ad
son& to Iran in Au st, 115.

$led On assurances that we could at last mest tfacetoface v;t.w
top-Leve r anian officials, on may 135, te Prs14emt autor.:ed
a secret mission to Telran by forer National Secirtty x4viiar
Kcrarlan ea ccompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA coUn&cto:s.
Meerol s of tie MSCstaf, and the Israeli and IranLan tlerl:C 4-
tars. The Israeli$S vet informed via coded messaq o n may I5
that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian request for lLmited
4atL-it defense equipAnt 4nd to replenish the So I I w se'
Israel.

on-li, t MIranians, throlgk the Israelis provided 4.Sm "or

4"06,1%LS ta e CIA secure fanlq mechaniM. T n .-IdS we-* ;se

to acquire 50 lTOW missiles (for replenishiiq the TCWs Zrsca

shipped in September 1915) and acquiring AWK missilejactrampi
0 saqtacts. Tis material was l fluently moved to

'a epck40 4 and shippe4 to lly Ali for onward v-meffiant

aT1 et o6 may32. *MSIn tIe february shipment. the CIA provLded

logistics Suppont for tie m v% et Of this materiel to Israel.

:n ordr to ensure operatiOfal security., the Ncfarlae trip vs

made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a fpaiLt of

sparparts foir Iranian defensive weapons systems II.AVR $pare

2LJMM_-
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010et9le partel. At he uIi rt of the Trrn8a,,.
alas foreign doeaau1 nta%&A IW bt 4I~ o4fro mthi e :A
War use. C:A also rvdeOOTW 0sp ttLen support from
CO€US to srael for the aiarlafe party. To group wae
% lAaspo0ted froo Israel to. ehran aeerd a4 6 ae Lr Torte *:?
with false flog markings.

In the course of the four-day (Nay 35-30) visit# 1anqt. y s0.*&MqS
,were held with higholoveL anian officialsf ho first :oc
contact between the two 9 OvODfiett5 In eve Aix years. Mr.
iferlane anid his teda were able to estabLLsh the basis for a
continuing relationship arid clearly articulate our ObjCatVl
concerns, and irntntions. The rouiip was also able to all.ll
fLtst hand the internal political dynamzi In. Thtai en4 ste
of fet of the war whiuh Iran clearly cans no longer viA. Uong.
Presidentially approved Torse of Wafrenge (Tab 91 ,vhLch had
beefn reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet OffLcers
Hererlane eophailted that our Interest in Ira transcends4 the
hostages, but the onttnuod detention *9 hostages by a Ltaese
group ph Losophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
urlng the visit, mr. 14ratlans made 4lar

that we fu'.damentally opposed Irani efforts to ox;e ;
from the Middle ast8

that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism:

that we accepted their revolution and did not seek
rflvere it:

that we had muerous other diuagreements involving roqi@',aL
policies (.6#Leban Nr ilcarag a e.), but mqg a6.O
find ageas of 01cesL a tereSt I.e.. Afghafiista and :.V

Soviet throat o the Gulf) through dialogue.

Oulnl tS64metiftgs' both sides used theoOpportunity 0.0 4ot.
the ebsetels to i~me'o9ing a strategic rolatiaftsnip betweeur
tae w e trlel. _In addition to the points ioted above, ,r.
isfrlue a lsilted the political prolIems caused by tr&Ato

invfltVOent in the hostage issue. The IraniansQ bjectsd to V1e

U4S embarolon U.S. military supplies already paid for plu $Ve
contLr~d 9 34 ble4hint of IranIan 4094% n the U.S.. evemafter
u.S. coucr's had ruled in their favor. During t4e course$ Of t"634

meetiaqy, te "IranianoffliIls& admitted that they could not Vwi
te Vir, bult vetoI L a dilema i lTraMn eve he to ead the
#oflles lives the 8 to preset as Iranian 0victorys before i
co1ld be eneluded. I e y eep althat h th* eriginaL q aqrssor

Sadden Iweseiul. oust be remVed f1ee4p"wer Ln Order for the wag

-MP SECRET
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t% end. ,MIr. Nare tof eeselvded the veLt bIy I t/t
n~tetL.Slta q traitaft Lhtrelt L narrylng i Vth tie 4lOje.
vW could not fod16 i vh further dstcueseone in lllht of th.&r
UninRW tllhes to exeC1 the ul v10109 o their Laf ..CO t
Cause trio release of the oltern heetlaqe in L4bnori.

ft June 10, allies Sfpekog fatsanftAi, A4 ith ?rieh n made
IUarded reference to Zrrinia interest I n p8iVod4 re14tioms Vjt?%t i .S. o July 24, F other Lawrence Jeneo was 9le43e4 ,, e
Ikk& Valley and found his vay tO 4 YtIaM ilitary C Gicpoltni

On Aug41t 3, the ree1itninl trte. pllets tlesa than lIA61o
Of eLectronic parts ftogtranianA ntt--areraft efensoIL%.^1
MIssile u 41.4@ innte) arrived A fehrat, A. sa nIn 1Itlkts
to/froe tran this delivery W46 made vttI i kIsraeli ALI Fore,
aireraft 47071 us lng .Lse flag martin'. Uiiq of the 4Livery
was based on coordination amen g , CoSa#ISaeli an4 Iranlan
off c ale.. .

tn early August 1904@ the onta*t with trite Iran1 expatriate
be'an to fOcus excLusxvely on the villingness of the U14 to
provide military assistance to 1 4in e chftgo for hoslta a md
vw ought to establish different Channel s 9of on'AL4t&Aoi vAc.N
would lead us more di4ectly to prq m4Aia and m4rate ole.Ats Um
't Irancan ierarachy. In aid-Aaqu a private tcan -
citizen IMGI ORicehard loeord4 UI N (411.11 hn #Cthifthepurview of' in; ;

&4,1i e . l0 nt-l the men, 3at " to

be ti most lafluonStIl&I 2 1d tte politie. f re in IrAn -
4RafS4A6anI,). These dimlIL s!i r rtmr4d hUe aiste o-obitLe vel
of *IU K .S. Ls aeenl a politicadiailoque Wtth ehriun. W atIse
Provd4ed asllsslonts deil"nOd t0 discourage a.ntrafnlan o .s ftLV
A eOtuibutite to an Iran an decision to negotiate an end to %t

war. t aslsssmentsls Idetailed the Soviet tri cst to Iran.

Throulh' .Auut ISeptember. and October 1 14, nvsoraus dd<itiaAL
PQetin'S wote held tLocut betvei a.S. representatives and U
new Iranian nn"tse O aq %" Ote MO I M, 5ll moetin' in
Vraahtiuk, @erms*7 %mO10S. *$We# Ltohe 94510insisted t0at
tiee11464 a 0II £A . gej'iLOt-4 any proqrss.

!10 ee"
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p

W1 0e Zrufenlt 4Le L UI2S. Uctpted, tte
a S ? te I 1a g t t r ti @

o aff red to ofe &44 a op o A o 400 4afE n at h av 4 1

S t e : L u .€ L t s W L I I uei e v t y . A t t h l - e e ' t i n ,Ia*n
thalek ofa s every o h hae t t o ai note th am t Ls vo vd b

ae oflte s po-e a e of tOn Oc teb at u ?Slth U.S, e M se Z rvea q
ptoviedt:an ith a n Additieal L asremol as rnlan e a6.

SeOit w meesilwss,

Lte anobepr 3jtat pei&W soas k.W.efftsth se U.S

tatxitm) fske to d maeLIA et4-ane 4 vi4i1thatr rsansd
texercised c tsanluence ah the ebnes L order to Obltthd r4144so of an Ao seLaan-o David jeeobeqn * net

anto4eso Of ch hqits. eI " *1A4 84eathalthis voua d e
part of the erpoe, of the raninsorsifs i r,$vy Lt to
Syria -- an event we eDOctO.aaresanveerss of M1n.i44
setae tdt thesituatiA onta tt thr4 he 4 4rania in otver nb.lth vo efe endAot issei is iarqssa&eil 400wW 

YV capa 
-

to p e

dAstorte vson efathe 44y4It 0fitrla e stn~nfL

eaersfaipesly ofpoundl trSem to setet0.i. ssy in

Therevla~on Inormrade he arlan mssonrr

d41 soirlut medisce . te I , t e bassoer orteLo. 0estleiruteto apcst d ledmf.oJacoaen.A a
itis nwa ad.eta.v f- eatol MU.S.efforts to estatis

uontactithZ*& end absequent o as dtspetlhtinal cndLf
thes*centacts havo prbaley oxecbstae4 the pael stugglo in:can besVe,6.PfoIWAA eO 41"Mts 11* by P~sfent)AnL]d stare
raieo& anlOa Inilc overalll eshIneartp of aysatoLlamonmt i). t te ti tf, r441441 supporters lot mentaserw

COvnstzlthe s(d g flaIc t0444% she h the USenrid the termsoftheconaclmt. 1tordf to defend h~isle sJatnslsatecelluvdil tA the Q end t%$preserve •4 eqreeo atlat;%Yd, :or
both !nio, M1116S"061er 441oe )•AL provided a Purpos,;y
disero/d 4version of the Pay 110 4 cfarlant mission in Fis
Mover1bof 4 Mrois to the MlS40~e. ft44 tt &A&#4Apolitil
loatorsfm eefttly MW 441tool otrALA04 to cstle their imt#:Aal
INlitieal prebtl e fore p104eedLA4 with the U.S. eton .
The revelatieo n oTOMM nC"'Atdith e 14crarlame msskCA &to
demonstable ovidenfe 4he LASSM41 pfter struq ,e. h
Oetest198 06% of elradicalee el 4 mhXeNsheei,'a close
den/ftdant dMW "a -law .88Ayatollah ftaissarit. for let$aof
teosmin MA tvem mhe s"eI4 ite54 ternal Conflit,

PageJutien ft a MeLeaMPA4Nhoa$qe Situation to elso COPpLi¢csted
by viaq Iranian influem is 1beneft due in Piato timamcil
gonsas W48 04 &4% Jtmt~t th~e Libyan$ age expimdinq their

, . .. / .f..
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On November 7, the day after a meeting with U.S. officials,
Iranian government authorities arrested six other individuals
involved in radical activities. Amonq the two were senior
military officers and a Ma3lis deputy (Ahmad Kashani), the
grandson of Ayatollah Kaihani, a conspirator in the 1949 attempt
against the Shah.

Despite these internal difficulties and attendant publicity in
the Western media, the Iranians continue to maintain direct
contact with the USG and mat again Geneva on Noveber 9-10

b0tn
disclosures could h 4M per
interests of the two countries.

Dave warned tnat rurtmer
ly and the longer-term

It is important to note that since the initiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern-
ment complicity in acts of terrorism against the U.S. We do not
know who seized the last three American hostages in Beirut
(Messrs. Reed, Cicippio, and Tracy). The Islamic Jihad
Organization (IJO) has d aglaimed reavonsibility -- as have our

atirction of Iranian radicals

TOP SECRET UNtLASSIFIED
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loyal to the neLmpisene4 PihL leshemi. I 0. this ceuld be
an effort to Marmae the Assee"% U...ganeiam ettatgie
4Le41"e and eiagerbate the internal grsia peer st9t9tle
against t prfleq1at faction with whief We eY, been In tontac

Thr Nlbt this prssace. the US has acted within the ILELSO 't
eta shehad. peiig Ad LA c*"empi&a e wit P11 .,S. lawe The

ihipma*t of 3,406 U.S. TOWS and 331 RAWK 1418lO electronic spar
8810 andtortaken wit40n the provisions Of a Covert ACLOn1

Darin9 the comere of this operation e. and before ,o the e.
esqnsant of only thiee s hip nts fom er ae to tran.

The rCelis aaknowledqe4 tM kaoSt 1161 Shipmeti of Lo
TowS i At had take pie". ntil we were advLsed-1--t.
Israelis, end had the informatlee beeqiently confirmed b
Iranian 4atVoriltes. we Wore unaware ef t copositi o n o
the shipment. we subsequently aIqeed to g9 111 these Tew
An Iy 0f 11M6.

The NYVE 1915 shipment of.8 zsr1el& UW missles was
net a ANthoLed exeepse to policy. ThITKL' nentlwas
retrieved in rebruary 1916 as a consequence of U.S.
interventLon.

The October 1914 shipment of . Q@.O6 from Israel to Iran
was ijua4etaken with U.S. 4eqiLescence. These TCWs vere
=oplaced.an Noveaboe 7.

:n support of tsJS f&Aihg A at the direetLo of the :GhLder.'
the CIA provided the fellowitq operaienel assistance:

CIA 409ncIeatteas officers and an annuitant to assist LM
W411e4 phaes of the epertiton.

tiberle Overseas bank accounts for flnancial tranhdct€-zs

A secure transhipeent Point for the dispatch of U.S.
military it e fm % U.S.

TMnehipwat Of milItar items from the U.S. to Israel.

Coinu',iestLens and aS"ellenee suppot fo the meeQ inq
wtJh ZrSaisa offisiL and the etharlane trip to Ter&n I
May.

I! N -4,-
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-- Cleared meeting sites in Europe for meetings with Iranian
officials.

-- Fabricated and alias documentation for U.S. and foreign
officials for meetings in turope and Tehran.

The weapons and materiel provided under this program were judged
to be inadequate to alter either the balance of military power or
the outcome of the war with Iraq. They have, however, demonstrated
the U.S. commitment to Iranian territorial integrity and served
to support those in Iran interested in opening a strategic
relationship with the U.S. U.S. efforts over the last 10 months
have had tangible results on Iranian policy

-- The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
847 passengers (June 1985).

-- Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan An 173 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

-- The release of three American and at least two French
hostages.

-- The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional

neighbors.

-- Continued delay in the Iranian "final offensive.0

Finally, it must also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo
notwithstanding, West European nations have provided $500 million
a year in military equipment to Iran. Most of these transfers
were accomplished with government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia. Finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform if they are revealed.

TOP SECRT UNCIAs.., IFIED
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EXHIBIT JMP-77

,-i .

j7C ~

la. 2/6 oa 0 :

Q L/a:A C ',LCTS t jsCAm 3O6AGUS

rrem the eaileat 8ethe followiff the Zlmlaic revOittion iL
Itran. t he . G srnint has ttted to reestablash lfgticis
conact ith that 9oslht it order to dlso 8e0 5trtqic
developmnts in this critical, pert ofthe wrld sad re&4 RItct
werknlu rebal5omep. bes befer ov Psideet "as er to
office SM U.S. Oewer169 gVd to U Tt /SAd seCUrity,
econoeic.eelititeeb sdL istelliasee relationship at a pace
acceptableta zaat LA SM fall C9I l t•e Uk .S. udertoot
three secret ieieLe t tebema

September , 179 w in t Secretly withe krga at the
reqouses oftSM h-19

when thse matiian and the"reet veiner 1tlt oletiqle
Algiers. between tieLinski en PnriM intLGeer Sai4leno becaes
public in Iran, thoy helped praclpilAe this taeover of th* U.S.

easy by radical elemnts ad Aled to te si'1tion of tne
Saarqa x overmat. The. eat& ave adversely Linced
trans suihseq villiLnegas to eai in ay direct contact
wit t te U 4.

Despite mUtUal difficult ins LveL
4
i&n eetltabliShil norsl

relations, our tratqic interestsA t ste ersiA G! sndls
petrisL nst e ot tto establasa 4 dialogue. In ties r.514, it
is notable that Osly a few ealor coutries 4 t have relatloi-s
vath Iran *- a# Jordan, imrocc.I strel, Aotih lrLca, art
the United States.i vea Iraq coatsiiueato have dPa-= mAc
relations with ZrA.

Iranto t We to a regeo of vital iotance to the West, yet
it 1@ LoneesaIA9 I **s by w qW i Soviet military poer
and plllai bgem °l4 0 ie borders" and i0id its
earrilt". or "t"e O se of o ls eWe yers. pte Soviets

end t"eir sroequAa av move actively to 9.l* greater
i/mtIe. La th a1, la

Me SOeWle belie* thee emee eLAI A iLs teY viii have
a* a Onee&Ls aeee1euie e t atistlesemm the forsatio. of a

wa ti LsthbM. th% a e s viet etrataqC interests
is %"at". '

/ --

UNCLES I vI
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CoMAnLst nations have bWcoO the principal irms suPPliersto IU I aiklAq Zran d.94ndGt on thi Surce of Supply Inconten4ing VItS n lncreasinqly strengthened ferq. .his
leads Vs to the conclusion that the Soviets M4y Vell be6ttWlptinq to Pursue their Of rYOlut&On LA Iran. That aI.by £ueLLAq both sides in the Conflict, the SovLet. couldvell eAcomra, a disastrous tiLnsl ofteAsiveo by Iran thatvould precipitate a political d1 snteratioa La Iran.elaVwA9 a power vacum* which the Soviet$ Could ezploit.Specifically, the Indicators of ConesA t influence in Izrn

Env &ncrlwasnq .er a&cOe Ireeqa on DIP tlA cOsts o the Iran-Iraqwar has exaceubatd Iran's vulnerabilLty to Soviet Influence.
Moreover. Soviet designs in Afghan&itan. pressure on Pakistan.

PAn actual crooserdet strikes In Iran frem AfqlataLtan have made
reo0eninq a strategic dialoyae Increasingly Lffortant.

mO
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L A -T N ii,i7"-m- 61CL ,ii@ -
I short, the eoitaw vere far better positioned to sIprove
iLq fLC&AtLY their WnflaOa4" 1n the ie LoR LA 1985 Vien ye were
presented with an oppefet" Open a dialogue Vith ten. Let
dcidnq' to erXLot this og)'Ifq. we evaluated prevtou efforts
throuqh more conveaional hamols Wich had s0t emccoe4d.

Pdhoug two years 4", " oe Iranian officials 4p9rsatly deCL40
that so"n a4c@@odaton With Ums U.S. v4a necassery. Since LS3.
various coratLres have bees aqaed in Ovectuee to the U.S. &s4
teen in a stmlt drect O"

UQweYIt. atersa lie tes Osie LIt difficlt
or It iMims ie respend to sham overtrea.

waftros ladLvidVala sad prices pNlOe have likewise attempted
to be helpful as Lstanormris La ee?.aishlef oeaact. In Iran
or' in s14Ninq t&&llil&"i askdi l. $*A

In tha spring of 1s| a Private miCa Citizen Michael
LedeenI lea9ftd froM &A Ie4reL1 po rmat of L itlL IZaVL4
Ki.che) that. the el4ls had established a ltsi Wo relattoaif-s
wLth an ICaRIan zP4trtat IFl ac ch Gh01Sorba:.f'atI &Ai EUropa VM0N
sought Israeli h4l La establishing contact Vwth tha U.S. GCv*r.I-
sent. In acknowleLaq the nee" to deonetr a " b onat-aes I!
tp. ItaniLa officiaLs Involved. ha IChorbani.i:I itndicatd t'4a
h&: g 4SOS66 "l ,[ - i J__' -" AO AMC I-

In Jima t Ju......... 4a 'a
Israeli offIAlie, IN- .. to

&~- nI" a t a Fre Or~ae V: AyAL M oth &sare ~.t

the crS. Pafea i * La e
the 9irst tims plily achapwLedged his role La this mattera.

uNCLASSiFiEO
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SJUPC~ p 1955, durLnq a visit SO Washington, On Ilfagli
offLlil IILANhel advised National SeCrity viSOt, lobert

crarieae, tmt Israel had established a channlel of cowncation
with authArtativl eIMata in Stan WM Were &nterested in
deter"ninl whether the United states WAS open to a discreet.
highlevel dialog". The Iranian@ were described am comprisiq
the principal fCgLrga of the government IiO, Speaker of the
Ilita ImaeIln . prime Minister isert. sad thm al 's
heir-spp*te6t. Ayatollah mostleri) sad 4m being devoted to a
roratatison of Irani" policy.

At this first mttin, lCFrlVIaA vest to great h to draw ot
the ersaeli as to why he found the Irania proposl tredLblo,
given the events of the past six years. The Israeli r"ed04 that
their exhaustive analysis had goe beyd the sisace 1eg~
deriving tmr the chaos and d 4Mle Wthin Iran amd te
degenerative effects Of the war, to mte concrete teats of the
willIng sis of the Iranians to take perscal risks. ie noted
that the ItrAanle had exposed these lves to possible compromise
by e4tin9 With ISraeliS and by pAiLng extremely senstive _
intelligence on the Situation ad politiel lLne-upi withna Iran

I0 information Which was proven valid.

The Israeli asked for our position on opening much a dialogue.
" mention was made of any preo-condLtons of Iranian priorities.
"crlfane conveyed this proposal to Me president I1 the
presence of the Chief of staff. The pre sidnt saId that he
believed such a dilaograe would be worthwhile at least to the
point of determining the vlidity of the interlocutors. This
decision was pased to the Ilralsi diplomat. " .. ..

e the Israeli called again on Mcarlane. At this
meeting., he tated that he had conveyed our Pomition to the
tranian intermediary and that the Iranians had responded that
they recoqgised the need for both Sides to have tanqible evide:e
of the bone fides of the other sd that they believed they coul4
affect te relea4Se of the Aaricen hold hostage in Lebanon.

atcoding to the Israeli. the Iranians separately stated that
they were vVlnerable as a group and before having any prospect of
being able to affect c€ within tram they would Read to be
subet41tiliy oe*trsqhee. To do mo. they would need to secure
the "Operatint of MilLIery ad/or evOlutio ai y Quard leaders.
Toward tWis e, they eO OreeGd the view tht the met credible
demastratLea of t-eIr Lnletce &A abilities would be to secuge
litd ameAts of U.S. equpm. "tFi he o ut

UNC1ASSIflED
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Kr. mjtarlane elevated this l-ovesitteo to the Presldent at a
reetLq within days that insced the Secretaries of state and
oftene and the Director of Castral ZntelliqfenC. lTe President
stated that. while he could Godrotand "at aSIMMii the
laqtItIACy Of the lnt4VGc'atWr8, they would MO quite vulnerable
and ultimately miqht deserve oC Support to Include tanbelo
aterils at the tie. 'withOut any first hami experleace &n
doalinq with them, he could not aistJrxSe a y tr"sfers of
military mterial. This va coveyed to the Isr eli.

On Aqust 22, 1961. the Zareli diplomt called once more to
report that the oeso had been conveyed and that an L Gagae of
Confidence existed. Ne asked what tha poeities of the a.$.
Government would be to an Israeli tranle, of soest quatities
of dafeasiwe alla y zAaroLGX mclaulame rplied thet to his.
such a action mid rem M 4 ACaIAm vMitheu 4 dIferene.
The Israeli dlmat eupiained as gt l-1mrp that bumiM had
its pohtey atereate that w"sd b enved bf feetering such a
dialogue in behalf Of thi U.S., bf tht % IPrioa mid artse
when ultmately they needed to replace itms shipped. so asked
whether Israel wol4 be able to c hae • ral seets for ite"
they choe to chip. liafart at... W -tatl tsee was not'Ae
ability of Uel411 to Pretese sit 1try el t U.S. r .
they had done so for a ginor"AmAjMS 40.404Athe fttUrS

-but rather the Lee" .124urSNNWPo

allow others to Shi n 1 tlo/ to lea.v e Israeli
asked for a position from out goement. Sftarlane elevated the
question to the President (and to the secretaties of State and
Carense and the Director of Catral Iatelligence). The PreLdent
stated that, while he could Vmvisio* provding materiel suppoct
to moderate elements in lan itf all the western hotales were
freed, he could not approve &&y transfer of military materiel at
that time. This positin wes Conveyed to the :sraeL diplomat.

On September 14. 191, Reverend Sen)anin weir was released a.
lerut by the Islamic JLh4 Organization. nths re:ese was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of mr. Trry waite. Vt.
Special Misary of the Archbisho p of Caterbuzy. To this date.
Kr. wates remains h on directly with
the Labs"nee k

In late V, ptemr we Warned that the ereaelie had tratferced
S0 T" mLselee to Ira ad &tht this akip"Get hAd taken place
in late Aegl. Te eraelie Ad as that they ndertk the
ate i , despite e Ob eOL4, becauSe the believed, it to be LI
their strategic interests. TM IsraeliS ms.adthis entire
OeratLes, n LOIclude delivery aelranvennts. runsig, and
trspeartlo*. Aftar deingLO G9 ths mttar with the President.
it was decded met to e .e. tWis lotal delivery becauseI

. . .. .... , ,t. a
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-o We weaad t retain the option of epleitiA the *SLstlnq
Israell chasnew with Tehra i A Own .ffo- to establish a
serateic dialepre vith t4 Iranian. qoverrd"At.

- T he total value of the Sol TM shipped by Israel war loss
than SR LIIIAOB and. therefore, belw the threshold reqiring
a report of military Oquipat transfers wader e Arms

r=pot Ceitrel Aet..

On October 4. 190l, Islamlc JLhad.&AMufoced that it had executee
Beirut station Chief William I8okley in retaliatio for the
October 1 Zaraeli ait raid o PLO inatallatsoae a nia. This
anbeiincoment led to a series of Meetings in turope aemng the U.S.
4CIA and BC) , Israeli. and IrnLan interiedlatioe. Si these
meetings, th Iranians Indicated that, vhile their ability to
influence the Eiabeilah wag wania, the Riaballsh had not k1l1ed
luckleyt he had La fact died several mor-.a earlier of natural
causes. WO have since subetantiated thi. information in debrief.
of Father JeeCO and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
luckley probably died on June 3, 1965 of pneumoniaoluke aynpgoms.

In late ftvedber 1959. an aircraft owned by a CIA proprietary
airline was chartered through normal comercial contract to carry
cargo from israel. It was subsequently determined that the
Israelis. responding to %fleat entreaties from the Iranians, used
the aircraft to transport 1I AUlt missiles to Iran In an effort
to improvs the static air defenses around Tehran. mhe Israelis
were '-witting of the CIA's involvement in the airline and the
airline was paid at the normal commercial rate lapprexLately
1127,7001 The airline personal were also Qnvitting of the Crrqo
they carted. The Israeli delivery of HAWK missiles raised
serious U.S. concerns that the" deliveries were jeopardlir.g our
objective of arranging a direct meetIng with high-level Iranian
officias. As a consequence of U.S. iLnLiat-ve and by mu-uat
agreement of all three parties, these Pssies were 1ubsequ*e..y
returned to ratesl in reb ary 1iMt.

On December 7. the President conavned a' Meeting in the White
oue (residence) to diOss neast steps in our efforts to

establish direct contact with the Iranians. Attending the
meting were te Chief of Staff. Secretaries of State and
Defense, the Deputy Director of Central nteliLgence, and the
AasistaAt to th President for national Security Affairs and his
Depty. Zm iately after the "esag, Mr. nclarlane departed
for odee to met with the Isreel official an the. Iranian
ceetet to mae cler the nature of our interest in a dialoue
with trm. At this meeting, MS. Mctarlane. as instructed by the
President, stated thats
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-- the U.S. n open to a political dla1oe, vwith IeA. but
that RO such d mlepoeuld mike prprore.8 for as lonq as
groups seen 4 doinated by "aM held U.1. host4g4el and

-- the U.S. could udetr no circumstances transfer arms to Iran
&A•oechangg for hsootes.

?hese points wer made directly to the Iranian interlocutor. The
traniah replied that, unless his eeeot$e in Tehran were
streAqthened. they couLd not risk goLin ahead with th dialooe.
MZ. Mcratlahe ackmwledqed the poeitio, but stated Ve could not
change our poitien. in a searate MtiAg vith the Israeli
oIIffic*i,l. M ,a N •rlane, made clear ou strong objections to the
Israeli ah&peent of the RAW Missiles and noted that the U.3.
would have to act to havethom return ned (a ste ndartakan 1n
February. hen all1 t moiaile were retur d to Israel).
Following these meetings, MNr. MeFal1ane turned to VshiL gton
and shortly thereafter left active ,vernit service.

on January 3. the Primx Minister of Israel dispatched a apecS•L
emissary to the U.S. A msiramIt) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran. fe lltO urgli$edqZ that ve
reconsider the issue of providing Iliited defensive arms to those
atterpting to take por in Tehran, since all other incentives
(*COnOeC assisitAc, medLCal suplie, machine parts) were of no
value in shrinq-ip those vpmvanted an Openig qto the Ws. I
that any "9pleoettion of the Israeli proposals would rqU•
the active paticit1iPon of the intolgence tomuityA, the MSC
Staff (Worth) was tasked to prepare a covert action finding.
work on this Presidential finding com•nced on January 4.

On January 4, the President, the Vice Presidentt the Chief Of
Staff. and the Ntioal Security Advisor and hL ais$tant
reviewed the first draft of the fLndi, and %ns .-ec.end.'*%s
:-.ade by t"e PrLme insO str of :rael throughnS '- s;6cL
emissary.

on January 7. the President Net in the Oval Office ith t~e V~e
President, the Chief o Staff. SacrtaitLs Shultz And WeiL erar.
Attorney GeneralWAS", Director Casey, and the NationaL Secriy
Advisor to discuss the Overall ttuation in Ira and proepects
for a stltegic dial* . t ws 4qaan noted that r. Mlctarlane.
on return fm his trp to Loside, hd retoesmended that no
f rther actionbe41 takenulee a mehaniss Could be established
by whiCh the U.S. Could ert better control over events. me
areed. in prieiplr., withDireeter Casey that providing limited
quantities Of defensive am after the hostages were released
still had mrit. both S44cretWhalts and Secretary Weinberger
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objected to any provision of arms. Citing that Ve could not be
seo that these would really help moderate element$ and that, f
exposed, the project would not be =Ldretd Dy moderate Arabs

and woid be seen as Cone evening our policy of not 4*linq VLt-
states that support terrorism. The President dec&4ed " At we
should te tE) to keep e. Israel& c.aninel actIve as Lonq A st
offered possibillties for meetin s With hLg-LeveL ZtrfanAn
officials snd left open the tssu Of providing defeniLve arms to
Iran it all the hostages were released.

It was further determined by the Presiden th:t ly diaLcoge w .N
the Iranians mat be aime4 at achieving the. foVnq qoaLs:

-- Devising a formula for re-eetaslishLnq a strategic
relationaip with Tehran.

- tnding the Irsn-lrq Var on honorable terse.

- Convincing Iean to ceas its Suuppo, for terrorism and
radical subveraion.

- llping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and 4
coordinating Ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities In the region.

The President made cle4r that a weetsn dialogue with Iran woq'l
be precluded unlale Iran vere willing to use its influence to
achieve ee re lease Of w stMe hostages in eirut. Re also xads
lear that we could not and wovld not engage Ln trading arms foe

hostages. Secretarles Shultz and weinberger retained t.%eir
oriqnal position on providing any Ars to Iran, but AttOr-.ey
General oese and Director Casey both supported the concept as a
valid means of oening the dialogue. Attorney General matee
noted a 1911 determiation by then Attorney General rrenc. Seth
that tr&anserrin mall quanti iese ars t sr:ugh thirdd
countries urndoo a Covert Action rinding was ~t &I~l***I ,

am jaxem If@ a MMeeLa we* heId Ua te Natioaal SeCurity
MVJterGs cifieo With eMtM UeiLabger, Attorney General
"eee4, Director Caey, ea CtA Generel CoeeL Stanley Sporkin.
At this meeting, the fInal draft of the Coven AtLon Findinq was
reviewed ad wes toward to the Presidaent wth Secretary
welaerge d.4en"D.
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On January 17. 1916, the Preident approved a Cvelt Actien
FLndini ITkl A) directing that th lntoli~fenrc coatnity proceed
with special activities aiwud at eccolashftn; the go418 g.
(or1th alo0. The Preiden1t father determined trhat the &ctivitLr
authorized by tihe finding Justified withholding prior CongrsssicLa
notification due to the extra". sensitivity of the dialogue belq
established. me further noted that public knowledge of t,.le
program would place the AIrscaA hoetagee in L64Anon At qreater
risk. Noting his concern lor the lives of thoe carrying out t.1e
operation lbth U.S. and foreign rn he directed that ti e Iractor
of Central Intalli"nce refrain from reporting the Pta4untqo tho e
appropriate comitteel of tm Ceafqzs until 1sasena4ly lure th14t
those involved would no Longer be in jeopardy.
on February 5-7, U7.S. official$ IMWl and CIA a

ate inLAo!A hseting.ll UN Iranin$*ml agreed
the * te USO would provide defensive weapons TWOel to tran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Kujahideen. ne
U.S. aide agreed to explore toI possblrkity and. rking with
the Israeli$. established the Eollowing mechanism for transfer of
the weapons.

The Iranian intersediary (Ghorbanifarl would deposit fands
in &A Israeli account.

The Israeli would transfer funds to a Sterile U.S.-
controlled account in A overseas bank.

-o Using these funds, the CIA woule covertly obtain material
authorized for trahster from U.S. military stocks and
tranaport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

V.'aLng th.e procedures stipulated above, r'nds were depo ited -,
the C:A account in Ceneva on february 11, 1 14 and an c Ter4a:y :4
1.000 Tows were transported to Israel for prs-positLonin. ess
TCWs were transferred by CIA from 000 IU.S stcks
Anniston, Ala a end !.srxL throuq
using standard CIA- 1 "tIto lgistcs an.a.
PoLicy-lewe coerdinat or larrangemente was affected by
WSC Igor") with 0OW lArsitagal and CIA (C &&A& 4VSe) . The Tows
were pLace4 Lit-a coven Israeli fseiit awa4ing omrd shipeent.
an rebrou7 19-31. 0.3. (USC and CIAW..-Zamesid IranianoffioLafl ee L L Geanay be 4iaesa prel~J ,rriaging m

-ost etm Ik--e
~~~After codoauatnm~L 4ron

was. ~i re vm tW A46rvd-ea&- 7ur ~W.[.
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m Iobroary 19-21, U.8. (W and CIA), Israel, CPA Iranian
officials et is GernAy Io dia":$a problem" 14 arrsGing as|oin amongl kilriq hel
aAeel en gt 18 eoi '

Aftes codeg cotharlsat&c
wee received f Wasihington* MOMTO. ide agreed to provide
1,000 8ows to Itar as a *less signal of U.S. eLAeuity. This
delLvery va coJnCod on the snt~lg of Februiry 30 end co"lot
Ln two tranelt, to ?okra^am r ebrvary 21. ?rusportation from
Israel to Sana va aboard a fals flag Israli sirerft. a ta
rour flight frm Ira, these arcra c rried the is A
J, e$Loe wieh :I9e6l had eat to ltebas is lever 13i6 with

oa February 3, U.S. (CMA ad UCI e fLisIls et aqgAin in
Frankfurt With the Iorel4i Od Iranian officials to dLcuss next
steps. At this seetinq, the U.S. aide urged that the Iranians
expedito a MetigA amq higlChrlevel offitsL On both oLdie.

On February it. the PrIm minister of Israel wrote to President
Reagan ITO a) urging continued efforts to Achieve a stratoq€c
breakthrough with Ira. rLtion for the moiety

an March 7. U.. ) and Israeli representatives set
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to daterina whoeoher any
further progress was possible is arranging for a high-level
Seating with U.S. and Iranian officiels. During these eoetinqe.
the isnsgordiery "Vhasised the deterioration economic situation
in Iran &ad train 4axieties regarding increasing Iraqi ailitar

The esocalatie of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April I
strike, prevented farther dialore Cre taking place until the
Iranians erged the iat einwdry Iorbanifarl to accelerate the
eftfor Ls la April. I366. Ae that point, the IriRL&J exptriat
advied as tree the IsraiL poitat-of-contaet that the
leadership is tehran was prepared to CoOmence a secret dialogue

UNCL ASIFIED
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- IWy G, 1 1u90 u.. n d leig&& ueaLL urOC G10 & ln roSft Vith
the Uata Intiermediary Ln t iCh ho erf that VO eO e mI4date
stops to aranqe for a high-level meU.I aaiA eting in Tehran.
DUCIr theW A L on meetin t ranianeyred that we (U.S. ant
farsell take Ldmiate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
ie hasiteod that the Iraqi Air orce es Increoinlqly effective
of late Wd that the Iranians ws* d4eperatetO $toaP ttacks on
poeiatlos contere. The sr4elie also % led this o ortunay to
privately ask the U.S. to replace the 50 Ts Which they had
sont to Iran In Auq4st, 1905. TM IsraelisW ere inforIg4 via
coded 0essaqe on May 1S that te U.S. had 4gteod to te tlrai ian
roq ist for limited anti-air defense e"Ipm*es-and to replenisn
the $08M ?e sent by Israel.

14"d on assurances that we could at last Meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials, on may 15. the President authorLzed
a secret iLssion to Tehran by former Ktional Security Advisar
Mcfatlane accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA comesnicators.
mibers of to eSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tote.

On May 16. the trani4ans, through the Israels provided 56.3m fOr
deposit In the CIA secure funding mechanism. the h4.ds were 4ees
to acquire 906 TON missiles hot replenishing the TOW$ Israel
shipped in September 19851 and acqu.ti q AWI nis e .

AP41L1 arts. This material was subsequently nved
ine packaged and Shipped to elly A$ for onw -

Tii--on PAy 32. As in the february shipment. the CIA provided
logistics support for the movsent of this materiel to Israel.

It order to ensure operational security, the Mciarlane trip yes
mad ga Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pa4lac of
spore rPts lor Iranian dtefnsive weapons systems IAW sptre
eletM e Ipanel. At thM e J qest of the Iranians.
ilast forsign decaantionobtained from the CIA --

was e 4 CIA also ptovio tafiepotation support rre

cm to Israel for te NcFArtln potty. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehtan aboard an Israel Air Force 1,7
with fal"e fl markings.

nCLASS0 IED
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*e0CresIe parts). At the lim e j aest Of the anLso
plias 99 f %ts I I n free silO CIA

Was sed prow e441 e|a lepott~tIon support fre
Co0IS to Iserel for the Nearlae party. The roup was
transported frm Israel to Tilean sabard a Israiii Air Force 7?
wit. false fl4 IMrtLngS.

in te tool*e of the cost-day Iay 1-1 visit, lenqthy i*otlnq
were held wtl hilb-Level ZtI&ai Officiels, the first direct
contact betwo" the two govdlatImets in Ol six years. R.
Ncarul e ed bis team were able to establish the besic for &
contLsal relatloaehlp ad clearly articulate Our objetIves.
concern$, and iLtaties. The rta was also able to assa
first hamd te uternl political dynamic in Teobz and the
effect of the WAS which ctr e4rly can no longer win. umng
Presidentielly approved Tom of Reference ITak I), which had
been reviewed and approved by epproprialt Cabinet officers,
mcParlam epasiLsed that our Interest I, :ran triancended the
hostages, but the continued deatet iA 3f hostaeqs by a L4nese
group philosophically aligned WIh Iran prevented progress. •
During tho visit, Mr. Mctarlane made clear

thet we fundamentally opposed Irinian efforts to expol us
from thme Middle Iase

to that we firmly opposed their use of terrorim,

-- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse ito

that We had numerous other disagreeeents nv*ovmin reqLpnal
policLe i.e., Lea.o, Nicaragua, etc.) but eItht also
fLin areas of covin Interest Il.*.# Afghanistan And the
SovI&at threat to the Gulfi through dialoqge.

Touring those motg, beth sides used the opportunity to detaL
the obetacle SO IAlIntai q stratqIC relationship b4tVeen
the two co"Us . to addition to tM points noted above. r.

crazlaa eW-MbIed th political pLrohlem caused by Iraneian
involvement i the bea= issue. Th Iraiane Objecte4 to the
U64 emar ef OS. miLitary suppliO already paid for plus the
cemiamod we bLeekimg of Ireaan iNasIs in the U.S., even after
U.S. sememt WA ried La their aeor. 0tfing the comrs of these
mtg0o, the IrtaIa offltals adi tte that they co1d hot win
the Wet, bet Were Lm a d11 L& TObram over bo- to end the
afteflt givem t seed to premst am Iraia "vLctry * before itMmId be oe ai ded. They Jealed t he original Iaggressr.
Sdd4n1 Sssla, mat be rne in& power is order for the vat

AMP-AA iDAA V Amgq 'w E
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on :.me 10. fe1ia Spea ot Mfsaftfi. &A a sWoec if' ?ehram .ac
VNI0de 4 referoace to IrealA int-east L. taproved relations vit
tU.S. an July 4, Father Lawrence Jance was reLesase t .e
Soika Valley A" foWAd MoiS Way to a Syrian milatary 0Ceckpo..,-

On Arjzult 2. the reiu•ifllq three pales1tl 1kess than 4 ploleda
of eloctronlc parts fof IrniL4A %&ti-e&rcirft dgfGM868 iK l AV,

msigile u b.co0qeOe&tsI arrived in Tehran. &a in 4llt lqlhts
to/from Ira tat delivery was hde With an :orseLt Air ?orCe 4,

aircraft (7071 %:Lag false 14g lMarkinq*s. Timing 0 the deliver-,
wae based *a on ,e rdtitiou Ang V.I.- :srael' and Is'al,&/
officials.

in eOrly August 19165 the contact vLtA the rtnafian ozptriste
began to focusa eclusivaly on the willingness of Oe-USC to
provide military assistniCe to Iran LA oecnali for oltges and
w eS eIut to establsh different chaanlso f cmalcaZion vwhic
would lad u Mre directly to preagti ad @eer&%# elements LP.
the Iraian hierarac&hy. I aid-Aurust, private "Oreasn.
€itisen INmaI Ichard Secord. USAP (gt. I 4Cting Vw th e
piurv&ew of COY € t C iCA lJ-tnding, _ JA
rJrope ve re"eti

senior taf"OaW13TI .WIN Ch aTm c C@1o t."s
CIA. this Iraman w brought covertly to W hne for
detailed dtkcsLsin2.- 1aVdged tilts effort to be eeUL Ln
eatabliStLn contact witlh a close confidgt of the man )mdqod tz
be the mest influential And pragmatic poLitical figure in tram
1PAfsanjant). Those dis toesnis reaffirmed the basic obectivea

of the U.S. in seeking a political dillorue wLth Terane. We a1s0
provided i ;A4O5 designed to discouraqe an IranRan offeniLve
ard contrLlte -tO a tIrAin d;ifilOnto negotiate an end to te
war. The Wiaal&9q.e- aIs detailed the Sov et thloet to KT&r,.

Through A uust. Septfdr, end October it$$, numerous aditional
meetinqs vere held i Isarope between U.S. rsPeee?,at'-vee and %re
now Irafla contacts. DOu ing the October 26. !B16 "eetnq ;m
Frankfut c, Germay, the U.S. Side, s iL the past. insIsted ta:

the release was a pgsrej'osite to any progress.
Th~e Ira~lni ~o a m u v "

offered to provideo the O e IntOerU an of S*Lr~t
Station Chief William ftekley. Aft this meeting ~itated that
there we a *very good cha ce that anotherr Amlic r two would
be free 4 sa. On October 2. with 0 .. scounc lI'c0. Israel
provided har with an additional incresnt of defensiVe Weapons
(500 Tm mieileo).

UIC1.AS&FIE
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Late on October )1 i n a ll d thle U.S. etisf
Ilakial tsk" toeat t"t a V1804 that team had
Sexreiso4 its inflUMMS With th Leanese" LA order to obtain
the release of an eeuILcaf -4-0avid Jacobsen -o And an uncertain
number of French hostge. N4 further noted that this Would be
part Of the purpOee of te Iraia&A ForegLn Minister' v1sO
Syria -- a event we bmeam aware of o Nonvemer 1. lo m
stated that the situation in ?ehran, aas- ul. rten L viT)"

________n Mov Namer
2T-0evtd JaCObsn wee releaeed by hie captorsiUUYFe old
Amoican 1mbsy cOmetan Ln West kirut. The U.S. ebassy in
east Belrut Laedtatoly dispatched an aebassy officer to West
leirut to pick up Mr. Jacobsen.

It Is now apparent that persistent U.S. -ftocts to establish
contact with tajt And subsequent publIC %Kculatzon reqarding
these contacts have probably exacerbated the power st'jqglo in
:ran between praqmatic elements fled by 8afsanWan and sors
radical factone under the overall sponsorship Of Ayatollah
montaterl. In late October, radical supporters (of Mcntaseri)
revealed the Raf3enjanil contact With the USG end the terMs of
the contact. In order to defend hiself agaLnst charges of
colludinq with the US4 &d to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties* Kallis Speaker Rafsaal an provided a purposely
distorted version of tfe may IMS McFarlane mission in his
November 4 address to the mases*. oaderate tranija politicaL
leaders apparently now tel constrained to set%!e their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regardinq %he Mc~arlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struqle. The
October 1964 arrest of radical Leader ehdi Hashesii, a close
confident and son in-law of Ayatollah Montear, fzr act$ o
tecrorism and treason has caused further .nte:nal c:.-;i:.

Resolution of the Lebamn hostage situatLon is also complicated
by wainn Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
onaiovaint afi to f et that the Libyas are azdine their
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fNovelr 7, the day after a MetLng with US. officials,
Iranian gQewewAnt authorttils agresteod LX Other individUlas
involved in radical activities. Aonq the two eoe~sen~or
military officers and a Mall&$ deputy Ahsad lashanii, the
qrandson of Ayatolla . ashani. A ConspLrtor La tne 1949 attempt
aqa&nlt the Shah.

Despite thee Internal diffitCULtLe and- attendant pIulicity in
the western 2i1di4a, the tranians contftnu to inintain direct
contat WILt the USO ad Mit ag OVE a" Az 1-10

discloWCoia nor= %ne. peruonaaay arts was. wn,.rr-maru
interests of the two countries.

it it Lort&At to note that sInce the Lnitiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Ira Lan gove.n-
mint complicity LA acts o terrorism aqVanst t.e U.S. We do rot
know who selsed the last three heerican hostages n Ieiut
Messrs. Rea, Cicippio, and Tracy). The alacnic :Oa

Ara-*u-ttin (111 has dLsiLimimd ressonelbility -- ahIave Oq

AdeiatVt LAp*-MtOdrection 09 1fAA14n ra4 cals

loyal to the " Iuprisonod "Ohdi iashemi. If so, t hs 0cod to
an effort to undormne the nascent U.S.oIranian etrate"Ic
dialo qu and el serbate the internal Iranian power strtuqle
gainst the pragmatic faction with which we have been in contact.

Throuaghet this process, the 1154 has acted within the Limits of
established policy &ad in Compliance with alL U.S. law. The
shipment of 2.000 U.S. ?O~s and 23S HAbM missile elect:onic spare
parts was gndertaken within the provisions of a Covert Act&on
Finding.
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OUIRaq th COW" Of this Operation Ind before "th u.s. vat
Coqnis ant Of only 4W .IftslGt stt Israel to Iran. SPOcLIiCaL

The Israelis acknowledge the Aust 19s shipment of Sol
Tm$ ILIE it "4 taken place. until wewere advi sed by tr.,IsraelisN -. -and h&d th inforaion subseently comtkrpod by
Iranian oursoti ti we were ua'ware of the coOeLtiLo of
th ehpmnt. W e oseguetly aqed to repaCo %het *oVb
in may of 1566.

-- The pveebr 196S, shimet of 15 Israeli NAMW migsles v.s
not an authoriund exception to policy. This shipownt was
retrieved La Febru&ry 164 an a consquence of U.S.
intervention.

-- The October 19l6 shipment of 500 Tows from Israel to Iran
was ndsrtaken with U.S. acquisocence. Thee TGW yare
replaced 0n No NO r 7.

in support of this ending and at the d:octlon o the President.
the CIA provided the foLlowial operational assistance

Ster&le overseas bak accountsi for fLnancaL transactions.

-- A secure tr&Ashipmnt point for the dispatch of U.S.
aIlttry items from the U.S.

-- Transhipment of military items from the U.S. to Israel.

C-aunicationi and 4IntllLiM support for the matinqe
with Iranian official and the tcfralaas trip to Tehran in
May.

-- CLearOd metinq sites Ji gurop for metinqs Wit t Lann
officials.

MA4"9 documentatlon for U.S. &a foagr. officilsL -C"
meetings iA Eurpe &ad Taram.

The weapons d materiel providd dr this progas woee )udqed
to be isadeqate to alar either the balance Of mILitary pOWec or
the outem of the wet wth traq. They have, hovver. demonstrate
the U.S. ciiment to cania territorLaL integrity and served
to suppr those in Ica& LJiterestd L oning a strat"ic
relatioship with th U.S. U.S. efforts oer the last II months
have had tnible resAltu em IrAi aPOlcTIA

-- The Pafts&&ae&LIV1ya14 Laeveaion on behalf of the TWlA
4141 passePre IU , -

- IraianA direction that the hiLlcked Pa AN #73 would not be
received in Iranian teritory If It left Karachi.

U!CLnn FE
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-- M reiPase of three AM13,- 8 and at least tw trench
hostagel.

- The Lnitiation of an ranian dialoqe with their reqienal

-0 Continued delay in the Iranian finely offensive.*

Finally, it must also be noted that the U.S. alm$ qabrqo
notwithstanding, West Suropean nations have provided 1100 millioa
a year in m litary equipment to Iran. Meet of these transfers
were accomplisehed with government kunlede and/or Acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Conqress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian confttts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia. really, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hoetayel in Losbnon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform it they are revealed.
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UNCLASSIFIED
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o0 p[o F COF CSICRTARY OF ou N 9899
WASHINOTON. 0 C 100o1

12 March 190l

IiEMORANDUM FOR VIC! .)I TAL POIIUDXTER

The attached memorandum $roo the Director of the Army. Staff
is self-explanatorv. it reflects the unease of the Army General
Counsel's office ovec the transfer of items with which you are
familiar. AS you knov, we have been handlLnq this pLqrama on a
very close hold basis, and the Army has been told nothing with
respect to destination. Per guidance received from NSC, the Army
has been told that they have no responsibility for Congressional
notification. The Army has also been told that whatever notifi-
cations are to be made will be taken care of at the appropriate
time by the appropriate agency and that the Attorney General has
provided an ooinion that supports this position. C

The Secretary asked that I make you aware of the Army's
concerns in the event you wish to advise the DCI or the Attorney
General.

Colin L,.P
Major General, OSA
Senior Military Assistant

to the Secretary of Defense

I:j B. '". , ". ,.y Coo.3il
,,Y.,. ar , ,
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0gPAfTMENT OF THR ARMY 990

OjOI¢6 00, IN19 C14190 op STAPP

OC M~s 
7 MAR ;i

DACS-ID7

WWORA18DN FOR TEE NILITARIY$W1TA34 TO T18 SBCRZIART OF DENSt

SOIsCt Congressional Notification of Significant Intelligence
Activities (0)

1. tS/POFOR)1 On 18 January 1986, the AZr responded to a verbal
tasking from your office to provide 1,000 TOW missiles to the
Central Intelligence Agency with a contingency for 3,509 more at a
later date. The first 1,000 missiles were delivered on
1.4 February 1986 to the CIA.

18) This request for support circumveAted the normal.
System for reasons of security, yet the support

VhXiI*" i* $1 million threshold established in the FI$.
Intelligence Authorisation Sill for reporting to Congress as a
si nificant intelligence actLvity.0 Funds in excess of $3.5

million vere provided by the CIA to reimburse the Army for the
first 1,000 missiles. lilLng and payment vill occur within 60
days, or when all mLssiles are delivered, whichever is shorter.
The Agency expects to complete the project within 40 days.

3. "Wf 13 June 1983, subjects DoD
Support eS), establishes responsibility
for not cat ion o roeg 0 0 support to the Agency with the
Deputy cnder secretary of Defense for Policy. It also confirms
that primary responsibility resides with the Director, Central
intelligence. In the case of the TOW missiles, the ArMy
understanding on responsibilities for notification conforms with
your June 1983 memorandum.

4. IbS.0Pou) is me Is to assure understanding of statutory
requirements should this issue be raised by one of the
Congressional intelligence comittees i- the future.

, /6

AITWS 3. IRON, JR.
Partia"Iy Dec!ssi:f:c./eleased og._% ' ? Lieutenant General, 6S

*n.c, ,r^,i:),s of E.O. 12356 Director of the Am Staff
by Rer, ;at:'al Secudjly Council

CLASIFIED TO DASP 11Ns 1,1~ ~ lf M FI R14aD3CLAS$IFT ON& OADR IINI FI EU
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ExHBrr JMP-79

%m* G No WVa

.4tv one
4edo -MNW

"aBa p-w fovstw w -ORumo
A P-4t -M

sawn
-ftJ64**M
sopf o-"Doma- l

*Va~

.9 v^.agqm

i.&. -OW=U
- &4, ow M *bv sa*

U.S. HOUSE OF mIIV D
PeOw r s muMIMM

WA8)Ul6*N. Sc 10I$

lowea28, 1984 exJ
1F=4t Oik*Oleei.

The following reflects key pots aof micalPonjocteIs a Novu2L1
btiefin ao camittee :m ers at the wiAt fmue.* aets for the
chrolo of set U.S.-Iganian con 't that evstnally included e:et
armsales to Ira.

2j02_1983.-ACMasssa mt c ncrn the suitable situation in
lcanpccb ometd by the lrui-trq war, Soviet efforts to

inf Ltate the Zrrn la*vmm , sec. led to the preperation of a
daft N rWew g U.S. policAy owrd In. Th e wa never
'ssued. ly wy at becunde it sIo benoted that U.S. ostmps
Ml in lirul had ben a p lmity of the Aministration. Ee!ors :
teek their elease tb Img f I ne cnhewels had failed.

Ju- v3, 198!L. In ets with I wLane. said that tsrae3.
hoda .to tae rIaia qv t ardwished to knoi -he
U.S. was interest ted 4in pwsng t his chuwil. After speakirg *'ith
the President, a:r lm peed to ftL, e a message of 'U.S. nemmee
ine vwoing the identity andJin tons of e involved in this
channel.

August 2 M.Ki speaks with Mfrl an aia in ashin to.
teChuaneltavia n IrmedarY n sft L a M can an

C"=m saidthe indiwvihls involved wre interested in
talking with the thitd, States bat needed an indication of ool fa ith
that the U.S. waserious. hetrasfr o ae0%te
aumt of arms to fetons within Iran

with the US. ud iAn dLinq the XZI-M at w. Se further indicated

nohe events fc= J y throeh ecaez ).1 9 e ar ely descrihei to
Poindexter by ftta-a F C10C to W-Warlam's departure from the 'Nsc.
t.-us e tent, they are, e ,oote5 t cteteions of .these even-.

-E*~lv .visioimi of, , EO ,,,356

-I..
213 &Lb.

I> -
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tut the Mim n m the pet wed wk to t q.S. hemout
of Beut. HWUIwe indicate that tft U.SI. wmeuldrat Sel. am ft

hosts. t'acilm als= dimused this vith the ftealduw~t e
geinfogee" this ytev. ?~ar arpeated twe o rswdir

U.S. poLcy of stWL-qi pwts to a nbu t sted that he
ass=od that it :m t d to g"t am,U t matical1.v ea1rq, j i
cMOuld ,.flt tee. Poinucec indlicated that this statement by
.mFaclane ws snot an atit to win at .muns ctoadIael.iww

-~T '?m Mveid NSVi W& ejis reeased. t sc-*
umj~ec t US.'"e ithat the Lae" shad shipW d506 ?=

Imlull in k Wt UM . ondm i Wsaid the Pc ens uwas=set
abwt this "md lth e ~s we aecated the release of
pamwd waiz buta oth % tmy had affected it. 'D Israeli eply
W" sthat it wasi1Athou am intwoerets. 1oLctar Ii4cated that
tko am the Zzun-Iraq

- s welas L as
*It&-W * 2IMM r derate

gm matt In 1dwan.

-. m4 M e IlaiLmhmad .u oe thew eweut4,n of Wlli
DU~IWOin n efec toamuetalathi tcue fac* tftU.S. uXes

con t t with the Ianian ,patztt. thesee cmtac contued duzn
seeramtWS i 5Oe with the 11VWWWmaict. U.S. effoth~h1

notig* me btanima faci-to-fwa =*tinWwttk
the identificatian of ,,Ast

•W " ' ' . 'e CA informed the ',C "thr
t he ottilt ws a ammnu lL Ma decable chtacter. . :1A
kptthe State mid efenseDeu~tm nmd Oirectot Caw.eY r-w-
,abu t theme contws.

USS IC1Ls.TMe tesei tiansecced Is PWm jssiles to tran at
thist~m 5w ~s.did not leemr about it ut. 1Jwamur? 1996. V%~

rtbcua&y ] 3W the MS,. ged to ta the Iiarai and Israelis
into cetuznitheadsaiu to Isrel. POLNat" indicated .tere
me have bm"a priol U.S* Goverrit knowledge of this VwwPg"er

~~1L~aq INalW e oes to London to Met thetexatiot. Un
hiacet p mcded AWthat the U.S. rio 10VOe P~rs,1these

cntacmts mm thy could meet face-to-face w th Iraniana of.L cals
in Iran.

anuarY' 2 116. fI, . im ni.stalaeses of Israel sends a special
assistant to see poirgtu. i" individualIai out the situation

as th* IselLs sw it - that ut cntacWts be t n the U.S. "n

the KlaLimsn'5w in the IsraeLL i interest mid in the strategic
interest of the tU-ited States. OLrA=ud € Indricated that t e U.S.

d id rot like the wry that Weir had bo een elesedbu t that he would

talk to te President-.

UNPASSIFlED
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Uftb ' t 0i1 jL,
-3-

-0ai 70M 9Sua vejweinc Cw msew aIn the Vice
fess~M oanW Asg, fiolAextr and the President met.

cm-e e o a t the btqee and the sio tan iar 0r w r. Pmadmt
4w~de aftee dtis imoun that a lir&M shou.d be w .l UaLaq
out the obiqwive of a.S. ontew with Iran ad atswo W'q efforts
to so=t* mesirs with high level officials through vaicus chmmwis.

- aMM~ 17, 191f. - F riris signed by the Peiet oLA

Maie in liDZoPe ' 4t, ~ after'4f
the-U.S. egresS to 0":00,'nW flt r-u Z19019

him .t ~ #U.S. remitative amt in radnt and
rtw~trt wta L of.icil&U. loth Cey and Pondorter staffs

partpft.. Dinin9 thees metln95p the U.S. teW become convince
that, there am. elamants within jCM that eeek better relations with
the U.S. and an and to both the Iewa-Irgq war ad ranian sozhip
of tetto. Thy idatntify three m~w or tLOWis

a The ctra tiv* factime inlrludn am 4Ct cleric 90oee g a

* TM mnidUl"@fthe'C6 eatLom. fbenjami is its pincia

leooes. ft is a psitist.

a The radical, 14 o seClose ties with the 7.5.

=iLrn these. retir the U.S. also Provided Mm ntellqenc about
the Soviet threat to the-Iranians. rinallye U.S. and TUaM
rqewstttvqs aroed to met later in 'rehrwi. The U.S- loae
to provide %tan MM Misile putt.

M.. lw t r avel to Tehran acwunied by one
pe- Ww i Vta one-third at the

Alreediig flraj dLt)*Se teewihtd and fourth-level.

th tlk wee not going well. Me told the Icaniam' that the U.S.
otam*at~~et anreet a ObsU foe better relations.

-y j419m. emU.S. hoLft follom%* metin~l in rruciifurt with the
IMI&A q~aZLQ ainq the maetingS, father 7~ko is released

-wS. .16 ±L- m iRii PmljIii aelt of XWOsr purts &Ze Sant to
Iran.

JgILASSIFIED
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~~Wa~ 8 ~ttcISSI~tW
.914. TqUt I.S.0 Vti tu Iu

emu, w da# W OMW =is am M vito ItsmJm. The
.S. Ls mr ::ms CO ~i has bcoim e=h,

er. ft mjmC is, ntaeatd in d'* notIbmU.M Of CsGAtias with
dw.Ohitled Stistell

-OIM Ws gUtaVOL5t thai Outed Sttl, Mau fe
d hiy's staffs aut the hos es an

-, he ZsrsUPS M1p5 BI tO soZm. The U.S.

'&~t7. 3364. David 3Oom is c I&.J2a0din thU4, the
Me urWtaIVmvt in CMM wl, v hi

as~oat5.U.S" cweultativwI5 Aa" c~LLlWr irk

sCUCOVOge by th* Wt tat tS W~ -tfrwe a tec

Pub-I ity about th covet uan saes to ZIFM 7 t, atwsja.'i. in

his uweh aibot; .Wmul&W' su1, del..tbe ately misstates sons

detaiJ so as to Peal:it thwV.S. to dny he stoy. Flafu4jfti, it

is believed, also gm b rU.mtion to the Zguz1.u Anbusdoc in v.e

U.N. who latte rde iuiscs to the 1ess the U.S. cord@ezd ps.itive
urAe the ciw. rteS.

ULIsSIFIED
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EXHIMB JMP-80

• .-.: . -•Lt, ,ticra SGCCLCY ,-vIsAc /-.-aL ;Cv.4extec
.. ' .. 1 ,I 66-- WhLt c t e S tL4t-cn F.¢ "S:..4

.'-. "."":t -" e1 c~a J, J,-.-.-.nSt'.,r , Car.1- L, EIde, cvjec,

;:e..- : .: -:y', acc., r.Ce, eL'rScm, : .'.en, St:.es, L.'.s sz:-....

!,-~s ~ :i:~~Ei tje Reusdent rcw -,ats to teoll e ... i:
moe, . .z :i.vd "at these ClCsl.c9s ve L* :tLrJq;;a.:

".::.;eu. .. ":esLer.t is also crcecred acom ras ss .a ' i.-

:*s.-t: o .we :saeli . ccrmroCtton.

:n.ttan e.t Mqs* Iraian zititatX4'es, te fteEet cearLy -ocogn-zt --t
~ ~...ed. t!*Iet thSCO was a coal OSSLC1.Ltf Of $01M~~.~L-

L r. ceLatior.ship to IcanLtad that ssi l.lty stU.l exIs-s.
- , ~ :-.;.*1.:c e., cgsre of 01,; secret overt res to Iran ra A.ve - .

-¢cte.'ara.d Aft .ce:-.-L prcas Ui rcan that ulti=.t y .CCu1-c VrOCY

-.0 tne : n the W&aoft-hese diuslcsvices iashewzFAfu.r:wL,
.-'*,er cf t-e ::ar.an acLawnt, a-4 tose aou hia ,e ;rdi4cated a

t ce to e4 ".; e crnr.eJ oen in Ican. Irece are L-Lct.tLogP that

.- :a.:a.-i Ls a ter ": " to orsolidatoe &Mboaden his policaL ase n

n ,--Lig th. ese v.et.%;es to Iran t.e PresIcent a" his aviuc:s cleac.y

-. atcnii -J:sat .GCUctr.ce to the fact that Iran occ;Pgea a suaSXCiL4
;.-.Ctrnt ;4.tco of real estate. Inthis corx~inecf, there %as coal. czncun

-.; t- -scv3ts hLCALcI. Atst UIZZM hticn, 1r4 Otter .nS,
With a wrm wter pact. In fact, .15~. was a ILgrificJr.t

,n %!he Cvlet.5 ot AtswisafltZ. Withthe occv.4atio n.of

:.S: .d a ,so :=e; a

S :-u o'€ I,.-en5Cn, i.. 1ay an= ?t o rJ~aou U.S. gjo~er:r.r

Poll

Vnde: p':Ii:ss cfaE.i0 123o "XH"I T'd w-

Refer, Ntia' Secunt)' Counil -- Cul an

p 
I
! I l'
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~.:~,rsaejCfc~lcave r'j., tc CfecatCe:CA*C CecLty AdcccvL ~f rla wad cold t.h* ;c~slconc's :aC~ iACVLCC t4~ a - tQ CLVIC r a..
-L'?"o askeo etheh t . e U.S. ;verrn was int btese n . .chagr.ial SO. Wdgare said, mayb., bt incricatsd he rrt.St talk to tno.

.- esidert 1Cr. The Pesmcent w.str%.cce Fr- ta C to 1Cck to -ecEs .bI1ity and Ctecire -h*at ccud 4e gained fCOMSuh a corJnectLon.
I" L965 Kx.nhe ndicated rtt-at char - J. wasthrough a iestecn E.u;c4an expatriate. W ij R:'clan-AA& thatee mrneresr*e A4a tJLinA0 but because of An.L-.S.ee:iss in rrann there 'as a rAed foc rt bl evieAc o U.S. sirerty.Kxfc! *roted cthat tere was a action in Iran thNat "as tired of Its '.ac '.;:-rc and .1r4 nted to br . tIto ti n ad t &4i'rA j~q:t '

K )' e su;ested that 1 imited arms be Pcovied o thLs (action n(cr efforts to jain release CEC oseaes. rarlane repiciaed ta ::s -*- .-s ilike an acrms oc hostages caL and the residents agreed with tis asse-.Lrche then stqestod tat Israel ;rovife such arms.
P o i r t x t e a t . , •

1Cfclaw.r, told KJm~c. ttb US, paliy 414A4nt endorse iuuh an arc.stransfer and waneed it stopped. Poig-exte noted that the U.S. had been
sus;cious of rsraeu ag ahipnemts tar s tam t m rt ran, a tey corcicog,,",th IsraeL'sstrateliCiLntecese, 

ut, the Zscael coutiney c.en.ea s .:ransfers.
Y'cF~ar c reitrated that the U.S. qovecrent was cfposed to any Iscaeiacr-s transfers to Iran a&M ,uuldn' t c=rawthem. t~evertheless, r cart-cicated thAt if Zsrel transfecred arms cfrm their inventory, te U.S. .. c_ce*tenich Israeli stocks because c the political cealities of theS eaio ,. (AUL of these discussions Ocrced arotxd early

Cn September .4, 1985 Weir released. Later that month, the U.S.;cve r.-.nt learned that Israel. ha dshi ed to Ican 506 tow missiles in A gkst
1.985 prior to w:eic's release. whhn the LPresident learned of this he presseddhis displeasuce at the transfer of ars hile exressin the U.S. qove:rr.c's

FM
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.. : !:C- : e C*O0*e. Of 'eir. .e :4elLis rceFpe ~ac t t ,s -
3ts:&%:.1. intieeu to Fst ch acticri. ~ePzeslcern: :c.:od _4 o'. z.n ".: ct dfve.'o;Lrq a trar.-%l Eo the Icanian 'cr-.- ert.

:. c:::4. ".95, :samic JiLA ann.ounced e.xecutict cf "'Ll-iLm
.' ce-,se, U.S.';overrront cec.ce, to re .n cc:: .. ;":. ce :"-s An roce about .0 cIIrc.15taJii 5C..,i.'q c.d€.eI's j:.*..

,s a es ! w..s ;crce, it w.as Leared that Buckley cied of *', -,aatt in '%r~e 19is and was ra.t executed as uas rpce) h c'a'-.- s accc,-.t cf 8..kley's death was confir ad by hcstas and -cst ceco-..,
J:c:zsen ;,o srared 4%;aCtecs with Buckley and know he 'as ill..

;Oindexter, at sc.. Legth, discussed sweceal -ar**tgss ttat e*rs e:..ccc &xatrilA~e as marto an ekffeCt to devolcp cctac,
Cnsideracle t=6 '.4s t;ent.ryi-,q to %.trr tl.e e stereo of pcaWiatic factions in Irn and learn a-. etc "cti.'es !r.ht e. iffocts uv4c also rade* to set a better feeL or -cePcLt.caL scc.;cture Ln t-e govecrant 41d .cten.t o discern ays Cf

. er.-r~ ~.~Ie Iranian gcvecrrent.

.oirdextec the.n dig ed to ot out t at even w' t " -a

t-Iue to pouch ito lean aid allc e to 00 it.
.e war gorug .oc cme six yeas.

C:A was asked to do a background check an Iranian ex.ati:Lte. :hat
:evea.ed h:. to be a krCvn liar and, in general, a despicable C"aCactr.
T'.ose shtctco-. s, notwithsta&ing, it was decided to contirue to deal

.h. eca.se of his contacts within .e Iraian Scv6Crr rt.

Ex-atriate c¢ntoded that Limited a= shisimns to ran ,ee a recessacyr
c..-Id co quo for pca&Watic faction in Iran that we were trying to de,;el.'C is.:Oful contacts. mcrlar e informed CAM, WeiftJ eic and Shultz of e-.s
rvs. :n Cecetor 1.965 a naetli was held with the President cqaCd'r th.e;osslbllity of Ycaiaegoirq to Lonm to met with the expatriate ar4dlsc..ss t.e release of em hostage. (Note, ACoN4 this tumf ' ,a &-e
lestns as action , Semcrity Visor 1d is Ceplce by Poindexter.) At ':;s
ritti.g, Limited arm shipnts to lan *ee discussed in the context of
=..i4g .eanigt fl count U in lan, b t it wag r.dtuored that .ostageS ad
to cc.. cut first before any neotiatioms on acme transactions.

.. resident thoa4ht it was important to pusue further talks so
:.fr~ae :~ssent to London fcc thAt purpos. Mrclane reported Lack td.&atc':ntac- .as rot a particlrLy good one and yphaized.he need to ccr.t=Ct

cfficials in lran.

Cn January 2, 1984 TCMe Inistec Peres Of Israel sent his Special
Assistant to ashington to ffst with POinoextr.c ftres' .issary laid out
r.e Israeli jecspective with respect to oeal"li %ith lran. in so doirg, he.ok S.=CIaI. notic e ot t.e U.S. govecr.Ae's reluctance to engage i any *c s
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UNL~[~
___ C*.. -..e.C n re~stAting hw lirieLs strat .cIterests O4ct iVte

.- a.. ' .. :can, .*.e 'r4:LlCtid try AS- 1l serve cuC-v:.Ce2 as ;.
-.! Sa £ ~a t :car'1j~o ex atc~ate had gcod ccr~tactS .:r.,

a.d mfludrCed r.e 'Fazoaah to lease

::Id '--y PolInexter that U.S. 5certrrer.% , .'t a.::ecli&e t-

'-aY ;e c 1.5 :e-.ieO.

Cn 'amu.iy 7, 984, a cesting was held in th oval offLc. :.e
:acti cpan:5 were tr.0 2resitlnt, Shult:, W*eLrt4crS, C4sty, ,.* '4,

vce- siLcer. BLsh, Pegan ana Poincexter. At this metir.q, .h.e c-sc,.:.-

!octusid cm w.,* detsriocatitng irtsrral situation fleran. ori- ccrctf ::ir
czecate Arab states cegaidtnq the fall-Cut frau t1*e lran-r'aq .-ar -.as &Is:

cLtt a &S cw.s i.ct a to f IiLaL-c fur.dialnaliD ai tecrorL.. .:,€
S .- , a2~ -*e ircs and cos, the Preitdent Linstructed L.ac a lr'-.q z

-7e ,id cut All t c oblectL.VS ad inoiCated tIat effCrs rC"cd :#
c:nti.*d to ; ;cuu C.an*els that - oac heo to high-level. ranL.i Sqc:er..erot
crf;CLaIs. (poIndextcr at this poLnt dti4cussod finoin vect ar.T;,. ;:tsixce.,

5 I.e<o firdir.9 on Jaruary L7, L986.)

Aft er soveal Frelmimrary meti s, an aq reeiit Was etched .terety
:scael s,..ped 1CCO tcw mISSiles. Wanted to seO scraL r.i ta "s cert
4 "tAtu:e and would not change the alInce of forces in tj.e *rar.-caq ;ar, as

t~ne tU.S. dcasn't favor anl'kOdY winnirq this conflict. Cn tr'e ccrt:)ry, (.S.

;C¢;,cy u r erscOCo a r.eogtiated settle~int that lreserves the terrc:::r.-
r.q:itj of btah maticns in this conflict.

ZUr r.g the eriod of Vebriualy 19-Frebruar 21, L98

______________ made contact with U.S. Off iCi alS c

FW&Af'.Ct*

,.hcse pacticipatirq in these meting %s re assisted by a retired CA
cff.'leer calld ba on contcact. ThLi iniviaLS sioko fluent arsLi ar.d -.-as

'.er conversant in raftiw polticaL stl tes a,, his ]4qT~ft, e
#6elt to be of gCeat hel din Wtiniling wat w hauirpiW Awc t t.e var cl.s

factions in Lean.

a.... Sojt UivSLjoM an teir norithemn hde, the .an...aq wag, and

!act. t.at th4 ec.ar wee in a she . The ge a ra concern "I
&A .k.... mvm tkrduk

.. UpLrt 1 I Ld .. ..
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From~ %a..A Lt -a detsvrrs Olat. Lere was &A apparent s;1&t ~-~
Ira.-an ;:-. 2:.-t. L.d thece we:e clearly ;epe Iho --ar.-ted to stop teccc;L-

i,', .','.l ' : - a' ,'.r| wL%,.l -170'. CL' te St~ates.

F-!:e:e: F prceeded to character~te three fatior.s '~n::ar as
f:,:~.: * C:se~a~i:es (inclt~e $or* clerics -.no shAre MAnY :! C;r

,cals at..ar t enngterroriwm a" the =Af2~ct WL4th

c *- a eo .e at iaent Pa an L5 a of this qroitp. :We
t h-e ult . .,t suvrivor, conservatives think he's a ccrse.vatie, cad; -
he is a radical, ceaLity Frob&bly Just A pcAVAtstl (3) r& th:s .
are th e -*e&I radical$.

2i. dextor Ccscsved tat te postponwrant of tl-e Iranian ifiralI ciffensi-.e
can ze ;.Actially attrLtect~ to talks with tUe United States i-tich 0*eled -
real..z* --ey can't -din toleit war against Iraq.

.. S. S:ver: Oet agreed to furnish Hawk missile pacs, alt.eter this
azir..ted to e-ree to four caCgo palleIt..

3

:cFacLare s0.:sequ;ent.y went to Iran with hopes of retinq Pazr.:ani, e
dn'ot, *-cever, as he Tet .iti.rie Disc.ssLCS
centered on .tual inteescs, ,W" diffLc,.tis
.rncounteced getting over hostaei aa~.L~Ct~l that :caniaz~s :,ad
soee,tut not total, influence ovee Kcza4l.h, influence that SO-e to :e
, :Lq. U.S. goverrtent refused to talk about te release 0of r. 17
terrori5ts theI4 11 KuwaLt.

!t '.a$ V~&CanA*'$ aasseSwwMnt that tkhere aC4 thOe rain F4yera V% Iranl.

eraeof 'c4rarla mission My 53, 2IM). *Mee appears to have been
afojIC'.,; :raetrq shortly theater with esatriate in Frankfurt,, West

Cecar).

.'cEaclane's visit to Iran occuted after Fathec Jero's release.
;crdexter Lndicated .carlane's plane carried a palet of Ma missile
carts. Cn August 3d# reminisq pallets delivered f o U.S. to Israel ten
cn to Iran.

:n late AtiquSt 1985 contaCt was rade with another Iani a
Faftan~arnL (life ray be at risk). d- 4

rcon outset of tiiwus ios, it was clea that Mfsanjanji t erected in

establishirq are notwal relaticra with the United States. However, trarlare

are * ot sure they were reachirq t higtrsat levels. PafsU.afnta's

Wc-ever, infoic r2ke U.S. 9grnrt that the highest Love 2 of tkhe

UN~FOfu -rn
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l ..c,€:.-rr.t ore bei" Afelst' of -at 'gas gcwg en m t!e tales.
dIIt. t *au thace Was a dOSIe to eA theO -aC wLct :raq arnd. :-.:

'"CAiia.r A Aso h1rctwcod tAyet t-erlS! vt*q taw are - oere -as £
c! r - :-n atu hns sicceser trforrattcn pc.'.ed s&re

r:: 4.t.'.: ,.-a: cotacts wwth trar:a-i2 payng ott.

.nS;:~rcnm to the* United States and ret IN tU ictde*x teraI

a:.: Casey's sg cat h t=* '.as spent caIAutq about lUamnnger-ers
cz-;ct.,es tuh~c enforced belief th-at R~afsanjanit was interested ,m erc-.n;
"e .ar-M ui,-covtq celationts with tka United Staa.ua. "ere '-4S -So in.
;r.:caticn VAt te IraAns wOC pcesMtnfg neO1l4h c eLease r.crak;es.

aj a qt4Lo ;ro qo. hcc.e.:er, iiexballa insisted on th. release of t.-e.-r
c2'.e5 s :ttiq; held pCsoreC in K it. PRntdxteC indicated t.at stci £

c..:. pro q,.o %as rct acceptacte-

thate ros cut lp ,wcce "3 s :=cz---c 1,996 U.S. gcwer.Aiasto tr't Iscaelcol LFMWC**%st

:an with M the prcmLIO .hat the U.S. bould cepletIIs tscaelt stocks :ot5:

:aca!sen released on :,cvMWh 1).

:.et'r.2 i.tith R-,san]an li' .ave continued acroing to :.dex:sr.

~. £minn etnaS (Po, CiFFC L?

-:Ls ccackdtil may han peovoke tM Leak that blW the cCvet of tO L.S.

secret dealings with can. tuZ*nt & an ceea e sm of PMAfsanaL's

c.--ict l Lth tl. United States. To detet themselAv, MfzanaL tren

;.;'.Lcly talked of the Fi.:aclu mission i spesed that was laced hLtLh

!actual cocs. ro: xs0ple, Isaj&WAin claim ln&5INWts VISt ocuC - :.

itopm , !.en it actually was in my. Sth delibecatf"alsehI4ool ate bL.g

V.e%.ed as sorcw tg U.S. a signal that this was a defensive rasu.e

Fact of Ptasanjani to a dionetit adti WC. Sw reqwtntlY, P.zanf.a'

cold the U.S. government of tkA dei e to keep the channel own to th,e rate

States.

IJ J IA S iIi .a-

.. Lt.h COSKt to tr-ces RQ0W- 160-ma,
,7cacey) U.S. govocnrent told lCanianG the (01 1

"41, na . 0 Iran Led this.
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tier UN . , .. -

Poi #..ter.at L.is polInt rei:eate tl.e olowLorq 1.S. ob:.ctL:e's .
re,-4 4to .: r Irla ititiati eS (L) --Ti. U.S. was tr'Lq to estao.sm a
!'::e cc.s.:-.;o'.. cns.Lp '.SAL ICaM, (2)--Zt -as ttylrq to Sr? -.e

!L,,::I- 3 - O ct*Ct theO t*CCLtCt~lg Lr..?CLty of each rArl M, (3-ra tcy€"'.r t~ :nam . the *x.i ctt (q t tOCtOCIAl, at4 (4) nCS*:2 :.i5 cs'*
:eease..

%oirdextec ."en "nt On to lIst wat he believed to 1 &ccClisr .-*r.-s
f cce t@s* c,.ecttcei to Irani (L.) We r~.w have a eanu~qfu). dia' oqsie -*.
,cam~an off ticialls siftLch, am"On ethec thinqi, is yielding 61llqsce as
- at's hApedrqzq within Irart, C1) A channel has been oWer*o 4;y teso

1c L-ssIOrs _L M tistS who may be in the asseriwrcy w e.im :car :-,*.: :
?.3 snlL O M icatm after fteidert Maleans speen to t:,.e 't:
! s t.'arlan .nmtiatve teat Rafsan~ani wantedd to keep the ctarzrel ca..

roirtexter also indicated th*at after the fact that Pafsmjanz. uLr. s±H-.
in~ ckr behalf with cespect to tkhe June 1.915 10M h±~acinq. In rActic.alac, -
;,aed a role Ln t* release o t e Eousr hostaqes taken frm that tL44 '-
,.ace held ty Fez:ollh. In adLtion, it has boe Wared t at :car. .. s--
Let Fan Am~ flight 73 that was hijacked in Karachi to LaM in Ican. a'I '-as
dcr~e at U.S. uzqing.

Poir4exter in ccsasntir4 futkec on positive benetits-f= z e :Car .
irit&tLve irtdcateo that .e hAve succeeded in gettitq scm of oiz hcseaes
cu.t, radica-l elements in lean ame beiM quieted and the Iranians are oa
thlinkinq about a total victory in thieic war with Iraq.

In clcsbq Itidarteg noted that th 500 TO dW sinUs P ded "'he
rc ruiia fr e L GtogieW 9 I L&ed he M I vAY 966.
;oLt4*xtec indicated, hoeim, thim tthe U.S. ' .of this. LscaiLL.
tr, s8Lefor. It a to

zss&Le A-t~
ceturn t .. to Iscael. PoLrsecmm c4lu&A by iqffi that he learned
jestecday trat these my have bOe pcror U.S. lateledm e € oo.etnuq te0
t.ovebes if$5 Israeli am sipent to Iran-

12
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EXHIBIT JMP-81

(Q1354)

26 NO

0900 - Call from Secord

- Goinq to& T.A.

- Advised of Heart atk.

0920 - OAKLEY

- Legis people -
Alichel(?) - Fascell
Borues is problem

call to Brues

0930 - Clarridle

- Plane is outJ

- Return to normal service

0940 - 1050 Mtg w/3MP

- R directed OP to proceed

- If Israelis want to provide
diff model, then we will
replenish

- We will exercise mnt over
avmt if yr side cannot do

- Must have one of our people
in on all activities
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EXHIBIT JMP-82

(Q1353)

26 Oct (sic; should be 26 Nov]

0005 - Call from Clar(rlidge

- Sumoned in by Clair/McMahon

- "This is criminal"

- Told Agency was "freight forwarder"
by Dewey

- JMP call to McMahon/Clair?

- Told of problem created by
. Israelis

0k00 - Call from Charlie

0105 - Call frnu Schwimmer

- A/C took off fm capital
at 2300Z

- Told Greek & Jacob that
They were not playing
anymore

- Greek thinks we're right.
no more

IOH1J1
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EXHIBIT JMP-83

UNCLASSIFED
C 3781

(Er V

I
Partialy D2 ie~dcl JMAMX1

under pr oW:IlO of E.O. 12S
by 2. Reger, fl:tcna| Socur.ty Council

U.'

UNCLASSIFIED

r

a

I
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, LASSIVED
12 Koveber 1986 C 3782

stral Iatel~igece

wgPUty qe= ot Gebtral stlie~lsece
SUYICTO etis vith VAOK Poldezer, 13 ovesber, 1700 hours

TAD A vith tw" Probl.e At TAW A to your note to Admiral
;bo to cal witb the Hmiltoo letter. Also
IMif lou's letter.

04 v tosthat part of t.ga out In, the Arab
1 hn bee" e decieso to pull ou the T-72 deal. It to

sot Coear I t s is irrevocable, but ea. a o at
the *seat time. (The DO is cousideriag i"ds out#

to discuss the operalos. There Is still4telsatve. At TAD A you Will fOis two cables s l s411SW *csio. Isoutilad ' "deci ioo,

TAIS I Nlicare . You asked, pare a paper outLlms the
major Issues coafrti& a de e Seed to do before t
Coa8reesiosal vote os support tor ocra Raeistmce.
first draft, for iseertioe at It t1 be delivered by tii or
this evemiag.

UN L AS F~f)g-t r~.
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C 3783
12 November 1986

VADN Jotn m. Poindexter
Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs
a White House

fa John,

Lee Hamilton has invited you. George, Cap and
me to testify on Iran on November 21. The decision
how to handle this hearing and who should go needs
to be made to the White House. For our part, it
makes no sense for anyone from CIA to attend the
hearing unless we can acknowledge the finding and
describe the role that we played. If the President
and you belie will not be able to do that by
the 219t. th ttee should be told that the
President ha ted the Invitees not to appear
at that tLme hough they vill do so when it
will not end he ongoing effort to ensure
the release hostages.

Let all know as soon as possible
the course t ident wishes to take with
respect to t ing.

Sincerely.

William J. Casey

4MsI SENSITIVZ

75-935 0 - 88 - 26
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EXHIBIT JMP-84
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EXHIBrr JMP-85
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EXH[Brr JMP-90

.lMtOk. .4DL.*1

NATIONAL SICURITY COUNCi

Non-Log

N3M)OPAWx FOR

FROM I

SUBJECT:

N- 6415
June 3, 15

3M N. POIIDSHII

OLIVEP L. 0Q1"3La

Press Revelations regarding Morth's Role with
Nicaraq&n Resistance

For several weeks now there have been rumors of stories being
prepared which allege an NC oo etLOe to uLvato fudwg and
other suort to the Nicaraguan resistance. The rumors
originally surfaced with a reporter Alfonso karL from the fljnt
Nera 4 and now seen to focus more an h ted Pregj reporter
namd Robert Parry note sat T a b 2 ---- athe porter who
'broke the storyO on the so-called CIA onrr muml.1

At my roqestwent to Chardi before dep Lang for Jam
and told Char t bf he (Ca L) printed ay derogatory
comemnts about the 7W or its funding sources that Chardi would
never again be all:t IDVbasest or travel with their
units. According toardi promisd o drop the story.
At no tine- did my n€C connection arise during theirs
discussion.

The attached note from terna. is however, more disturbing. Parry
is an avowed liberal with veryClose connections in the Democratic
party. It is also reported that he has a perenal relationship
with one of the VSC staff. tn this regard, it should be noted
that during December one of the JYSTD I V papers on the resistance
was circulated by Secretariat to other members of the WSC staff.
It is subsequent to that circulation that my name began to be
associated with fund raising activities for the resistance.

It is currently rumored that Parry plans to break this story
before the resistance funding vote--probably Thursday. Despite
DudIs admonition on the attached note (Tab I), Parry has
contacted members of this staff. It may be helpful to again
circulate specify ic instructions regarding contact with the media
for those wbo oodut such activities. It may also be useful to
reconsider the proposal of sm years ago for having the UtSC
staff take periodic polygrp eaxinations.

That you reaffLm g reline@ to the staff regarding contact with
the media. N,

Approve Disapprove
Attachment v

Tab I - Small idote to MM (v/reply) of may 31, 1S5

e.m oAD fl ~

.%weJAww sJom yCounc

(I
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. .. .. THE WHiTE .OLSE
WA..I. O 1 6 N 6 4 1 6

Nay 31. 1985

MRAND FOR BUD MCARALKE

FftO: RARM

StJDJKCT Press request

lob Parry. A (who can be toagh, but has awfully
good sources) is working od---big piece on "the
national security council Lnvolvement in ULcaraqu
with respect to funding by private, outside
grOu . 0 Ne says be uMerstands there Vas a
qualltativo change made after latest Boland
language last Oat.. authorized by the Pres., to
change the manner in which Ollie North handled
outside contacts -- to be more at arms length.
He says he knows about Ollie's involvement and
is going to use Ollies' name in the storyJ
He has a request in to talk to: North, Nenges
and Tillman. Re also has one question for you --
he requests a phone call from you between now
and early next week (I didn't hold out much hope
for that). He says his question for you is:

"it's my understanding that some day at
cnd of 1913 or beginning of 1914. sagar,
instructed Wcarlane orally to arrange
for private and other outside, non-USG
funding for contras. Is that true? And
what comment does Mcrarlane have about it?"

What should I tell him:

%800 , s- t-r anyone on the sta f yowou

wish him to k to? Tilla n? eta.

O1 4441'

(Parry: Offiee: 121-1441, Doms 5)20-743].1
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EXHIBIT JMP-92

A Captured American
Presented by Nicaragua
Reagan Administration
Denies U.S. Link to Plane

a--5t& A j
By Joanne Omang

%,VIAe0 Pot WAM 1fry

Top Reap addlatrat. officials yet-
terdy flatly dned mo U. vgoe d
cn tin wk a tr -t pm dot Se
Sandhta verw ".0 It dnt dow in
Naraga wit t'so Aakaa i nia

At the same time, U.S. officiah indicated
that they knew more about the situation
than they were willing to discoe, including
the names of those k0led in the crash. Sec-
rt-my of State Georg P. m wid the
sacrt was 'bbd by psiiapss"wh
'bed a* =m etia wiit the U. -
me at aV He said they were "not rom
our military, not from any U.S. government
agency, CIA included .... These are pri-
vate citizens."

A spokesman for the Central Intelligence
Agency denied the agency was involved in
the mission, as the Nicaraguan government
asserted, but refused to deny that it knew
anything about it.

The issue of CIA involvement was height-
ened by Wisconsin relatives of Eugene Ha-
senfus, the lone survivor of the crash. Sen.
David F. Durenberger (R-Minn.), chairman
of the Senate Select Committee on Intel-
ligence, told reporters that Hasenfus' wife,
Sally, had telephoned the State Department
yesterday morning from her home in Mar-
nette, Wis., "and said her husband worked
for the CIA.

A spokesman for Sally Hasenfus said she
"is not granting any interviews to anyone."
Earlier Hasenfus was quoted by wire ser-
vices as saying of her husband, I don't
know where he is and what he's doing. I
only know what I see on the TV, too, and I
really don't know anymore.*

The Associated Press said that Hauenfus'
brother, William, reportedly told a friend
that Hasenfus had gone to work 20 years
ago for Air America in Vietnam, when it
was a CIA cover company, and later re-
turned to work for the firm readying cargo
for air drops.

Kathy Pherson. a CIA spokesman, denied
any link. "We have nothing to do with the
plane, nothing to do with the guy. He does
not work for us, and we are not involved.
she said. The CIA is barred by law from aid-
ing the Nicaraguan contras, or counterrev-

PLAN& AI19 Col I

Crash Survivor Described
As Adviser in El Salvor,o-.r-rS ,01

By Julis Preston
I Ia Few ksn

MANAGUA. Nicaragua, Oct. 7-An
American captured by Nicaraguan troops
appeared briefly at a press here
late today. and the Sa:dmist mgity dis-
plyed entials identifying him and the
American pilot who died in a downed plane
Sunday. as U.S. military advisers in El Sal-

adaor.
• A second American. the copilot. also was

kled. acrding to Nicaraguan cffia.
The Mcaragga gon s Ch ed

that the fliglht u operated by the CIA to
resuppty U.S.-ldiced rebels, know as con-

NicaragiaN
UA 4121 b Cotd Amda de-ndW Me eaaft md it cre wm bWm lo

te U.S. mm m t
"My name s me a n nis. rm from

Marinette, Wiscoam said the tu red-
headed man who was led out in bot of a
roomful of journalists by a Sandinsta offi-
cer.

I was captured yesterday in southern
Nicaragua." Haseofu said. in a statement
lastg less than a minute. He was quickly
steered away by Sandinistaguards.

Haaenftu is the fint American prsoee
of war the leftist Sandinista goarnent is
known to have captured in f&e years of
fighting against the cootras.

Hasnfus, 35, ws drssed in a mud-
caked blue cott work hrt, blue jeans and
work boots. His fac appear bribe and
swollen, but he stood and waied without
aid. Deep sadoess marked his itureP.

Lt Col. Roberto Calderon. Sandim
Army commander in the southeastern jat-
gle reion where he said the C123 u -ary.
camo aircraft was shot down Sunday after-.
noon identified the deceased pilot a Capt.:
'wnm J. Cooper.

Tlh or was identified a Wkea
Mine Sawger. alo killed in the crash. A-
fourth aew was of Latin origin but
could not be iden ed. Calderon maid. The
bodies, found inide the plane's making
hull. have not yet been evacuated from the
region, he said.

According to the Sandinist officer, Ha-
eans said under quesbocn that he was a
cdicker, the aew member ained to push

cargo out the plane's open rear door into
Oft NICARAGUA, A186 Cal 2IBC2I



Nicaragua Presents American Crewman After Crash
NICARAGUA, From Al

the forests below. Hasenfus was said to have
parachuted to safety when the plane was pierced
by a portable Soviet-Bloc rocket fired by Sandi-
nista infantrymen.

Hasenfus was surrounded and captured at
midday yesterday by Nicaraguan counterinsur-
gency forces as he fled through overgrowth
about 30 miles north of the border with Costa
Rica.

In the plane's charred and fractured wreck-
age, Nicaraguan troops found wallets they said
belonged to the three Americans. One plastic-en-
cased credential in Hasenfus' name bore his pic-
ture and indicated issue by the Salvadoran Air
Force on July 20 of this year. It identified him as
an "adviser" in the "USA" group at the Ilopango
air base in San Salvador.

A similar reddish credential, its photo showing
a man with a mustache, was in Sawger's name.

A third credential was issued to Cooper by a
Miami-based air freight firm. Southern Air
Transport. It was dated April 2. 1986, with a
signature identified as that of personnel director
Carl tioleva.

One wallet contained the business card of
Capt. Humberto Villalta, an officer of the Salva-
doran Navy. Another card belonged to PJ. Bue-
chler of the State Department office that admin-
istered humanitarian aid for the contras during
theAtst fiscal year. 1

*klw te U.'. MulY saw in a

UIy -~w le dUs Io wme hiththNOW am hhas..s h o awh I&sft
The U.S. Embassy in Managua sent a diplo.

matic -Ae to the Foreign Ministry requesting
consular access to Hasenfus and additional infor-
mation about the dead, according to Af" rh
an" tm h01- .10W wmmu. sM the
e2 receive no response. Fernandez said,.

thi - w " im aw ad csr
mm &mod v tdo U.S pmmaaL'

Sandinista troops removed from the wreckage
about 70 new Soviet-made assault rifles, 100,-
000 rounds of rifle ammunition, about one dozen
PG7 rockets and 150 pairs of combat boots, said
Calderon. the Sandinista commander. Calderon
said Nicaraguan intelligence had detected four
other contra resupply flights from El Salvador
since July. He asserted that the flights circle in
from the Pacific Ocean over Costa Rica before
looping north into Nicaragua.

[Earlier, Hasenfus told local journalists in San
Carlos, near the crash site, that the light began
in Miami, picked him up in El Salvador, then
went to Honduras. where it picked jp a Ni-
caraguan, and entered Nicaraguan airspace from
Costa Rica at a site called La Noca. The Asso-
ciated Press reported.]

Calderon quoted Hasenfus as saying in a "con-
versation" with his captors that fiv contra re-

supply planes are parked at the Salvadoran l6-
pango base. The downed plane was said to carry
registry number C824, according to a log book
Calderon held in his hands.

None of the three Americans appeared to be
active-duty U.S. military personneL Hasenfus
reportedly said he served in the U.S. military in
Vietnam until 1972 and had "continued to do the
same work he did in Vietnam."

In Tegucigalpa. a contra spokesman said by
telephone that all of his group's aircraft were ac-
counted for undamaged "in their airports."

Carlos Icaza of the Nicaraguan Democratic
Force (FDN), which with an estimated 14.000
men. is the largest contra force, said the group
sometimes accepts aid, including air resupply of its
field fighters, from "private volunteers."

But the contra leader said that in recent
weeks no organization made any attempt to co-
ordinate such assistance with the FDN.

Icaza said the CIA has not been involved in
resupplying contra rebels with flights over Nic-
aragua since its mandate to provide aid was sus-
pended in 1984. He said no U.S.-supported
contra group currently has enough funds to ob-
tain an airplane such as the C123.

The C 123 is a twin-engine cargo craft that has
been in production, with various models, since
Fairchild introduced it in the 1950s. It has been
a staple troop carrier for the U.S. Air Force and
was in heavy use in Vietan. ch
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nkiliaoru" with anything but i-
tewUioce mith-Oation. "am Ve do
not break thos restrictios." she
said.

Asked whether .,at meant the
agency knew Ahinj' about the in-
ckield, Peruvn said, 'I can't help
yti.

Aked to ideiady tie four men,
Slate Lepartment official said they
had the names but would no reveal
them. They woud not my bow they
had obtained the names.

Elliott Abrams. amistart secre-
tary o( sate for inter-American af-
fairs, tdd reporters that if reports
that the fu were Carrying aMiL to
anti-Nicaraguan rebels were true,
"then they are heroes"

Ernesto Palasio, pokesmw here
for tle United Nraraguan Oppo-
sition. the rebels' umbrella orpan-
iztion, saW the downed plane
-could very well be" one of the con-
tras' plane-, but that he was not yet
cert;in. "Ever since Congres
placed restrictions on Kid, we have
had to go get private donatios" he
said. -Occaionajly we have had to
use the services of vobueers to
complenwint our own pilots."

He said there had been so co-
tact yet wuth cetras on the ground
near the crah site in southern Nic-
aragua.

Spok~esen for several groups
previousy associated with aid ship-
neigts to the contras denid any

lank t.) or knowledge of this Nhght.
They included officials of the Civl-
ian Materiel Asssance, formerty
Cisvilian-Miliury Assistance, iu
Memphis. which uippbes medial
and other aid and which Wes two
members ks a September 1984 hel-
icopter crash in Nicaragua.

Retired major general John K.
Singlaub, head of the US. Council
for World Freedom in Phoenix. who
has spoke proud of facilitating
arms purchAses for the COras,
said from the Far Fast through
spokeswoman Joyce Downey that
he knew nothing about the plane.
"We have kxwated am of our people,"
Uowney said.

00icsals of Southern Ak Trans-
port in Midn. wbose planes hsve
reportedly bees chartered for pre-
vious aid fliglit tu Nicaraua. aid
they knew nothiag about this one or
Hasenfuic Wilana Hasenaus said his
brother, Et e, had been working
for a Flonds a freight Comny.
but refused to save iL

Dekmse Depame record
show that a Eugene I anesu joined
the U.S. Marines on May 9, 160,
was trained s a pseacbt rer
or equipM d o id N to

CAm" PenleOn. Caw, where be
u a id te left the service as

a corporal June 17. 196.
Ib idary records my he did

not ser abroad. Ifi sepmother,
Theresa Ilserius told The Aso-
dated Pres, however. UM be had
served in VietaM,

Nreebefr said at a NOws Con-
feence " the CIA had sW
the inteftece committee thA
"thmr i ahsWa,*e wOl m

A -

bets een that plane. what wa% k
that airplane, the plot-, or anybody
el6e [on board and a U.S. gowr,-
nw.t-luanced or -sponsoird vfort
such as the so-called contra oper-
ation."

Durenberger added that he tic-
bevcs the agmeny: "They han ,i
nuch rWiang an ths .... I d4i't
thank they've ever led tn aly of u?.
The pnW-m is what tkey don't Is.ll
YOU.

Sen. Parrick J. Leahy (D-Vt.). Ihe
committee vice chairnman. aid he
was concerned that the fight iugtt
have been connectedd with any of
these skier of fortune type txi.-
atons whih are sort of sent out
there with a wink and a shrug as a
way of gouig around our stated for-
eign pfulcy. If there is such a lik.
he said. then I think we're in for
some very senous troabe."

Comnitee spokeanun l)uvid
lliUday said later that, based on

current information "nobody on the
committee beleves that the CIA or
ay pean ent agency violated
the law or did something they
shouldn't have done-"

Rep. Michael D. Barnes (M-Md.).
head of the Foreign Affairs subonk-
mittee n Western Hemisphere a(-
fairs, said be tbought it 'unlit ly"
that the government was not in-
volved. "Very itle of what's hp
penmg down there rigt now t not
somehow affected by U.S. aclm,"
he said.

Rep. Henry 0. GonzAls (I)-
Tex.), neanwhle, called (i a
House uveaest into two recent
aiw crashes m Texas and Necaragua
to determine whether they were
part of an alleged covert CIA opec-,
ation aimed at toppling the San-
msta government.

Rep. Henry J. Hyde (WR.ll). a
member of the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence.
said he agreed with Assistant Six-
retary ol State Abrams. "The So-
vietu are puriag alkiads of stu:f an
there. And unles there's soise kiad
of an effort at equalization, the con-
tras will be overwhelmed " he said.
"Anyone who's attempting to kevp
Ihem vuble. I say, 'God less

- W - = CV CA

ON us am ft It I19 ZS

,uedd , M 0& ,V k

th ....a~ A I d am n U..

h iiem f drm a s
e sawi he had m iteUfleice

about the plane" and the People On
it ut that the imataion 'sa PA

Aka d about possile violations of
the Neuatrality Act, which bars UIS.
citiun from mlspoetsq attacks on
tom wit w"ic the United

States amo at war, Abram sas he
had advice lot other seemsitg aid
the Nicaagu O you're- to do smth ie tis,
SK IWst a w. r:
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EXHIBIT JMP-93A

Frw v~: *CLAUIVWmtQ)IU~Laj itiLae lO'Oa6g/ a i:
To ,4'44 .4 --CMA J hM !t. PO\OF1Mt.? %S P C.A 0M\ , :

SLI'.'r: Diwnad PAe
AL ia: 0 t4 iS WthElliott AbraMs toay the queeston of the CapCUred Aer-can
held by she N'caraguans was dLscussed. VolloI..a decisions %ere made

-- Demand* fer cosular access would continue. Elliott thought %cs bo u4
accJ. t our request today. (NO later called asto say the %'cs had still nnt
resinded and %e should be prepared to escalate tomorrow if there is no
moozenc. riteves to may have to aake this a "hostage crisis" co exert
IeV4rfTJle on 39nd, 5_A__td -:ss. _ __,

_00Vr44,GULdaaC0 1a40PrePue~d Wbiebsts eme ... tavelvesme r o
COMmOiGo, i :u th yeat .I ps1erally aWar* Of evase SlMt c4tracted by the
Coera..

*.UNtO m be asd t oasue rpostsbity for flight md to assist
flies of aiSCI¢AIaa LAvolved, KI LeCt will fellow up WLtk Ollio to
fealtate tuts.

-AA ill attempt itioLy eppropriate legal coussel and e UNO o
eOases. hia. Lawyer Will be eke4o to donate services pro boos. Alteruatively.
private mone, can be tud. acaordiag to 9leLos:.

-*KPSCr and SSCr has been brtef d and there v.ere no psobless.
-- Etliott Said he %.ould conTinue to tell the press these hre brave sen

end *rave deeds., e recmended he not do this betsiuae it contributes to
perteption L.S.O. inspired and encouraged private lethal aid effort.

e: '. SP --CP A \31LL *.CCA

PJ-a;IY Dc aSSifid/esed o '4k.

unide. provi::J.,s of E. 2356v
61 S. Reger, t~aSecurty Ccuncil

UNCLASSiIID e.,q 10~
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OI'S IVAN$ G NOVAK

Pt. NOVAKi V'U Robert Vovak. Rovarnd evans and 1 will
question a senior administration uffielal about the Amerlcan abet
down ever iicaragua by the Sandinletas.

NR. EVANS: that official is Assistant Secretary of
State 1lliott Abrams@

HO. 9VANS Ion tapels Who im rugono asanfuel we knew
he to an Amrican citizen, an eu-marine, a eolider of foctus in
the Vietnam War, and we know his transport plane wae sbot down
over Nicaragua. the CIA flatly doniop that h4 was a CIA sap or
that the-CIA hod anything to do with the plane or with Hosenfueo
And President Reagan strongly suggested that Hasenfus is a good
American citizen acting as a private citizen to help the U.S.
backed contrast overthrow the Sandilsta-iaruist re"Iae.

PRISIO0N? OCACAM (lfednieday, October 9, 1916)t We've
been aware that there are private 4toups and private citimene tbt
have been trying to help the contras, to that extent, but we did
not know the exact particulars, of Atat they're doing.

MR. VANS: Mw. Socriletaly can you give re categorical
aOacesce that HNsenfius was not under the control, the gvidmnge.-
the direction or what have you, of anybody connected with the
Aericas govocnmntl

%I. ASRAl1S: Absolutely. That would be illegal. We are
tarred from doing that, and we are not ,oinq it. This was not in
any sense a U.S. govortmnnt operation. .ane.

MR. NOVAK: We'll be back %eith more questesans for
Assistant Secretary Abreni after tieme possaqes.

1410 NOVAE: Assistant secretary of State Abrams# you
gave cetegoiecal assurance in answer to my partner's question that
hr. Nasafue. Is not taking orderS. from anybody connected with the
U.S. government. You knoW, in this town, air, that geto howls Of
laughter, particularly from my colleaguos when ire Nasenfuse
hineit .oys I tftheel I WAS working for the CIA.

iNle ASRAHSi First, we don't know what Mo Nalentfus
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thnks. k o HseCnfu9 s a captive of the Sandinistas! he is in
their control. God knows what they are saying to him or doing to
him. And nothing that he says while he's in their captivity can
be thought of as being his actual views until no's free to spoik.
Secondly, it is conceivable also to Pe that ht, tioughto-bocauso
I don't know him--that hO thought he was, in fact, working for the

CIA. That iS concelvable.
me. NOVAXI l hy would he think that
MRU. ASSANSi bWll, I'll got to that In a scends I Jest

wanted to repeat that categorical assurance that he ws not. It
you look at this series of people who are, in fact# engaged, and
have been for the last couple of years in helping the contreaso
they come in when the Congress abandoned the fredom fighters In
vicaraque. and they've been keeping them alive for two yees.
Whon they got started, it looks as if they did what you'd you
expect. They looked around and said, who's got sons eaperiesce
for this kind of work. And they caoe up with some people who wage
in Air Apmrica, which had connections with the CIA in Vietnam, and
who were in Vietnaa, and ho were in the C1%. You'll find a close
pattern of toletiorships hero. Yo4'l1 find sone old school ties.
But you will not find any current ties.

Mi. NOVAK: All tight, now, ]ust on friday the San

Irancisco Caminer reported that, no, quotlrg intelligence sources,
said there was no CIA connection, but there was connection, of
all places, from Vice President Sunh'a office. That Vice President
gush's city aid, Hr. Don Gregg, had hired this Max Govs, who
mr. Nasenfue described as a CIA agent. Clu you know anythinq about
that?

MO* AliAhaSt Not a lot. I first heard about it on
Friday 00ining as well. I can say first of all there's no Has
q!!, Whoever that gentleman Is, he certainly isn't named Kan
Gom.:. so we needs first of alol, to find out who he is. Secondly,
I know neetonq 6et any oesnestion to the Vie President's office
vhoeOeVge. Ad shirdly is his eapseity dov these In Conies1
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Amoriea helpial whoever he is. he is not on the U.S. evyerdmrN4

pay oll in say way.
is. NOVAKI Now, whno you say gave categorical os*rscef

wO0tS not playing vord games that at* so common In WashingtOm.

You're not talking *boot the WCSo ur something else?
MR. AItAMSt I am not playing qames.

l. POVAKI nationall Secoirity Council?
O. ASRAIS No governments agenciesl, none,
KS. 6VANSI Mr. Secretary. you said that if the Sandinistas

had KaeSonfus An captivity, and if he said what they wanted his to

say, he'd be out in no timei if he didn't, he might be in for i years.

1111 he now be out in no tioe, since he has said he itas a CIA en?

NO. ADIAMS: I don't know. I don't know how they're-
K. CVANSj bt you said that.

MI. ABIAMS: well, that's right. and the question is

what they think of what he said, and what they're trying to USe

this incident for, for political advantage, obviously. Out hew?

--. Will they cisk a trial? Will they risk turninq themselves into an

Iran with kangaroo courts of Amrilana?
KS. CVANCt You think he has be-n coerced into making

this statement about the CIA. You don't think he made it knowing

that it was correct, thinking It wes correct, I r~esn. He "ade It

knowing it was false?
not. ASSANAS I don't know. I know that you cannot rely

on any statement he nakes while in their control as being his

actual views.
no. BVAUta Mr. Secretary, the Now York ?imes reporter

down thkre--I don't renebcr his n me, but I think he's probably a

good reperter-said that he had inspected the records on the

plaso the doeewunts, for two hours, cid he said they don't pyee

anrhi, to me. but he said everything I looked at tends to Suppert
hat lIasenfus has told us. that he was a CIA man.

me* A8DISW Ilill0 be Waanito

tSi IVAN0 fan yoe give mO aR *ilRM iCliA of %Ask#
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ni. ARANS TOO. I would first point you, again, to

the Snate and Movse Intelliqnce Coe00itt* chairmen, Ourenberget

and Nailte--
Hit; NOVAII Senator DU16Mb~rqor Of hinnso~t andCongressan

Hadilton of Indiana.

ri. ASRtml: That's right, who has said-

it, CVAI'S Chairman of two Intelligence Comiltte*s.

MR. ASRAhst both chairmen, one Democrat, one Ropubliase,

have said this is not in any sense a CIA operation. And I want to

repeat that again. Why does it look like a CIA operation? t will

bet yov, and It's a bet because I don't know (or sure that there

are es-CIA people involved, of people who have done this kind of

work before in Asia and Africa, in Latin America. who do you--yo

know, then you're putting an operation like this together, you

don't advertise in the Wew York Times. You sak around for people

vho are reliable.
nI. &VANS: I understand that. Mr. Secretary, let me

pursue this one rare, and don't please draw erroneous conclusions

about my own feelings about this from these quesetions. I'm only

seeking the truth. i'm not telling you think.. I think the man is

a patriot. However, he's beia paid three thmnasand dollars a

renth, and if there's one who kiCke nut the carvo being paid three

thousand dollars a Ponth, there mjst be twventy or thirty or forty

or heaven knows how miny. 01'1o1 au.plyang that roney?

MR. AGtAMSo I can tell you only one thinq about that,

and thAt is that there is no one source. as neat &a I can make

out, nor is there any one organization. There ar. a whole bunch

of thee-. don't know who they are. I want to be very cleat on

that. we do not follow and find out the identities of the thousands

of Asericais who help the FMLK guerillas in 21 Salvador, the

comunisto or the commnist regime in wicaragua. Stceuse they

have a right to do so as Americans. And we don't folloW the

people who are trying to help U.S. policy and restore freed to

*111araga. I don't know who they are.
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ha. EVAst Saudi Arabian money?
NO3. ASRAAlI I have heated. that, again, on Thursday or

Friday, and aso far Os I as atwae it to Just plain false.
its. rFMI 14le1l1 money
MR. ASRANSt Again. as far as I am awore-but I went to.-
KR. IVANSI I can't believe you don't bn W4e*R that

money's coming fre.
MR. ASAMS: I do not know where that mney Is coming from.
nt. NOVAK. All right. Mr. Abrams, t. ere's one problem

with your story. And that Ia that Mr. Hasenfus says that his
plane had been taking off from a U.S. airbase in El Solvador, it
bad taken off on this particular flight from a bose used by the
0.S. military In onduras, and the Joe Smith Ajax Transport Company
can't just use tbaso bases. You tavo to have a lot of clout to
use a U.N. military base.

Mo. ABRAmSt I start again. youdon't kno.what Mr. Hsenfua
actually believes. You only know w1-at he's saying under the
control of the Sandinistas. As t3 allegations of third country
involvement in this, you, I think, wo;ld understand, I an never,
ever going to comnont publicly on alleqations that other countries
are involved.

mIe. NOVAK: but It's our 41r base In Cl Salvador.
tol. ARRAhSt Ue don't hoew. any air bases in tl Salvador.
KR. NOVAK& Well, who owns that base in Cl Salvador, who

mairtains that base?
Mo. AlIRAIS: 'e don't havoc, an) tases, and thtrofore, any

bases that euot in Cl Salvador are maineatned ty the qovernftnt
of 81 Salvador.

nt. IVANMr tie have the tight to use it, however. we
rent certain facilities At that air base.

Mo. ABRAMSt 3 don't believe that's correct.
P. NOVAKi Tou've backed me into a cul tit sec. Mr.

Abrams. You're a very clever follow, but the pvint of the matter
So that If yes have this plane using U.S. military facilities, and
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they ago doe there--

iR, AuDMAhI$ it is not. Let e just say that. It Is

not. That if this plane %,.o using, thy plane that was downed,

U.S. 2ii|tory facilities, we would be in vioation of the law,

because the law saYs no weapons to the froodot fighters, and w

are not doing that it. They are not using U.S. military facilities.
-me. mOVAKs So you are extending your categorical de1il

to that.
Hi. ASIANIS To DODO, absolutely.
Ms. NOVARo On@ ora thing o the legal end# .1r. Abrams.

There are a lot of people on this network, on CUl, last week

Congreasuan Peter Iestfayer of Pennsylvania said that this *aa
whatever else* Mt. Kasenfus wae in violation of the Nout ality
Act. what do you think of that?

me. ASSARIS 'in not *$pert on the Neutrality Act. my

understanding to that it lit. arenfus vas working in Central

America that he woe not in violatin., if ho waq shipping arms out
of the U.S. than perhaps he wsj. ,.;t that, you know, those are

eighteenth century, arcane statutues. I can't tell you vhethor he

was of wasn't. but I don't think he was.
MR. NOVANI Do you think we ought to repeal the Neutrality

Act?
MR. AlPAMSt Oho I'm not qoing to touch that one.

mI, ZVANSi But you think it's a non-act anyways you say

it's arcane, archaic.

MO. ADRAIlIS No, we have, no, there have been people who

have benoactualiy peesecuted by the Justict par tmon for violations

of it.
KS, IVA0St low, Mr. Assistant Secretary Illiott Abrin

I hate to do too much on this, tut I have to. & plastic ID was
found in that aircraft. It was issued by the Salvadoran air
forgo, it identilfid Nasonfus as a quote, as an, quote, advisor
unquote, in# quote. U.SA,, unquote, ?roup at Ilopaengo

"I. lOVASI lopenjos to alt base tn II lsivedet.
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HI. tVIUSa Correct.
mo. ANASMZ I'll Repeat again. He wars not In any way

not ely a U.S. government enpleyoe, US. .ovegnment adviser., he
had ne cenmellom whatsoever with the U.S. military.

11. VANS i I have to believe you, because I know you're
an honest san. Caplain to me what the word adviser, and U.S.A.*
those twe vordi, mean, could nean, what could they sean?

MR. AStUAMS Thio-sny understanding was It said, it said
"Grape U.I.A..o U.S.A. group. That's not the U.5 Illitary adviser
group. The first thing I did when I heard about that fIom the
Sandinistas In TV was to call out ambassador in 91 Salvador and
say who'l on, who's in your vslitary group, the famous 5S advisels,
is this man any uay--no connection. Now, who printed up that card
and who gave it to him? I don't have a clue.

Ill. IVA1St NOw, let 0e ask you another question that
intrigues me, and Sally, to.i. Hasenfus, and apparently ahe's a
very intelligent woman living up thure n the great state of
I;1sconsin. I was told that she phoned the State Deplrtment, and
in asking what had happened to her hs-sbnd, ssiA, ol course, lie is
with the CIA. 11hy would she on earth do thit?

fig. ABRAtS: If she &aae that, I can think of one very

good reason. Maybe she thinks that he was.
i. VAHS: In other :Ordl, that he was not leveling

with her as to what is coal-
1, ASIRAHSo I don't know. all I know for a fact is

that he wasn't.
MR. POVAl: You're qoing to say that maybe he thinks he

%loas toe?
#go ABRltAS Oh, that's perfectly plausible to me*
NR. IVNS How? caplain that to our-°
Ni. ASSUMSt Renember the--
Mi. IVAWS I don't uneerstand that. t don't tbink our

viewers vadertan4 that.
oi, AUIMANSl Oh, I think it's simple. 66Imlbor ulitrs
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going on here. A group of people@ lots of people. dioroolsed
groups of people age engaged In supplying the resistance. they
know that what they're doing is ge.eTIlly approved of by the
administrators, and it IG, keeping the freedom fighters alive
until Congress finally acts.

They know that this via an activity that the United
States has been engaged in on and off. rot example# we had the
humanitarian assistance, getting uniforms, food, modielnte to the
freedom fighters. and someone comes along and says. I'd like to
put you on a covert CIA operation. 'll pay you three thousand
dollars a month. still you help me? You say yoe. log don't
actually knov whether it is a covert CIA operation or not. When
you get down to the level at which hr. Hasenfus was working, a so
called kicker, pushed things out uf the atplane, into 1icarogua,
I very much doubt whether he was exactly sure who was paylng his.

"a. NOVARI All right, s.t. Abrams. By coincidence or
not, the Sunday of last weekend, CP., ".O Mtnutew", one of the
most widely watched programs in Aeticao had a featuree on retired
.ajot Ceneral John Sinqleul; in whi::h their prorotion said, ah,

here a guy who will fight your irsr for you, as long as it's an
anti-communist war. They kept nypinq that during the football
game. The Now York Times* subsequently sai'e-.,r. Singlaub ts in
the public conscIousness--that normall Zinglaub's organinstion
owned this plane that crashedl General Sinjlsutj denies it. v.ho ia
telling the truth?

;iR. APRPJ1S: Singlaub was telling the truth. That was
not one of his planes* as near as I can make out. The Times stery
to which yIe rotor, about a week ago, i filled with errors# and
that's oO of the errors. There is a mistaken view that General
8inglaub does all of this. ?here are actually a lot of groups out
there, and a lot of people helping.

MR. NOVAK: Now# I went to just go Into this whole
question, if I could, of this operation, which as a military
amateur it seems to ae was the nost amateurish thing I cld -
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i& It ws a daylight oeratin. There we no back sp
ple610. : looked lIke they. didn't use much evasive action. to
this, how dma operating this way they didn't shoot down a plano
long bolero this? 00 you have any juess?

Mr. AGRAMSt rIs. Sheer luck. And the feat that the
goods that anti-alcraSt material has been growing in Uicaragua as
the loviets shipped in more. I'd just pick up on that to say ae.
otbhe thing. The rason this Is going on, th. reason that there
are Americans who wore killed end :hot down is that Congress wes t
act. It this bill passed, and tht U.S. qovernnent were permittoePE
to do this, under that statute no American qoes near Nicaragua or
within twenty miles of its borders.

ils. NOVAR: t.ill it pass before the end of this sesies?
FlI. ASPAIISI I believe it will. I believe it will pas

nOst weeks
HIM. IVANSt Mr. Assistant Secretey I11iiott Abrem, do

you fool that the credibility of the U.S. government, which-e
boon under sowe attack anyway, quite apart from this incident, has
been hurt by this?

hM. ADRAMI1S I think it's too soon to tell. I take
greet comfort in the tact that thr Intellineneo Cowittee moebee
I speak to sees to be in corpltt agreement that, yes, there was
no U.S. government involvement. In fact, even the journalists I
speak to have, I think, tended to coat to the conclusion.

?i. EVACt: ir. Sceret~ry, Carnerd Keih, one of your
beloved associates, until very recently, )ust quit the State
Depeutat eO a thate that he couldn't work under an administration
that hod a credibility factor as la:go as the Pegstn administuation.
what do yes think about that?

00. AM9l4MC you're toing no.
MsI, CVAMSs No, no. Speak out.

fel. AtAtl: I think that resigning with this kind of

public fuse a few days before the President goes off to a pro-smit
mooting with General socretiry Gorbachev was something that "eIbT8
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not have bees done.
"e, NOVA$: It would have been okay if he resigned three

days late, is other words.
HN, AIRAMS Well, I think it would have been a lot V

better fog the country had it beer done a few days later. I also

think that it just doesn't wash@ because the accusation sseam to
be that the test of us really should be resigning, too including
the secretary. And that's just silly.

Jti. CVAVS: You testified, I believe, on this last

rridsye before the Senate foreign Relations Comnittee--l believe
that's true.

me. AVRAF.$| ?hat'S fight.
MR. EVANS: Do you find any opposition, or any critielm,

or any questioning up there, and is It left or right? Is it

liberals or conservatives?
K2. A R0WS:i I find queotionin from liberal Deecrits

about the--

me. tVANSt Like?
MR. ASMXMS well, Senator terty, [cr ewamplee.bae tong

been--
P. EVANS: Of Massachusetts.

tiR. ABRAMS: -- questIoning--thet's riqht. It's basically
opponents basically It's opponents of the policy wiho are, I would
sey, looking for yt another vay to oppose it.

Pe. VAUIS: And these at* liberals?
Po. AI KSl Yes.
f.5, CVANIAs Did you remind them that the liberals were

behind the movement to help the Span',jh comunists and socialists

in the Lincele Brigade In the I0's
?I ASRA"8m No, we didn't.
Me. CVANSo Didn't come up?

t11. ASRAPSt Didn't coo* up.

tim. VANIS Do you see an analogy thete?
M. ASSamsI I would see an analogy. a I weuli else -"
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sake & Closer analogy today. there are thousands of Americang who

are supportir the communist regime in icagaeua. and the €ouniat
uerillas is 31 Salvadoro-the FhLU--and Uomrs not ga-if after

the*, Wetre not trying to puIsue them; we're not trying to find
Out who they are. they have a right to do that. And they have a

right to support communist regimes. we have a right to oppose them. /V
N. NOVAI Let me follow that up Closely. Andrew

%eaing# who I think you might knove-
lin. ASMAMBU I do know.
h. NOVAKI He's a fellow who helps fight theme low

intensity warlares around the world# anti-communist. Heaayo that

there are Americans who are actually fighting in Nicaragua on the-
communist side. Do yo% know that for a fact?

MR. AIRAS I No. I don't -eCalI any intelligenee reporting
about Americans being in combat.

N. NOVAKI Letme a you another quest ion about NIcaragua;

There are reports that the Sanclinista arty. arror, aircraft,
artillery, Is messing for an attack o0 the !iskito Indiana who
have been in roeastence before the Arwrican aid finally ets in

there. Do you know that to be true?
hi. AIR aSi I would rather not corment on the state of

our intelligence about Sandinisto military activities. I'm sorry.
MR. NOVAR: ".llv let me gonerstaime the 5uetiono Mr.

Abrams. Do you think at is possible that there 6ill be some

severe military blows suffered before the aid arrives? Is It

possible, uithout talking about Sandinista tntentions.

ni. AlRANl8 I think we-re getting toe celse, now.
we're a few days away. I think the real question is how do the
Sandinista@ react to the President signing that bill nest week.
WO think they'll go to the U.N. IFut more than that, will they
atttek Honduras again? What will they do? will they do a big
internal attack? e'll see.

h. 2VANJS: We only have a meaent left. The CIN In the

roekes described to me as that utich fired against the plade that
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bte••bt dev aeontus. o you know what a C3H is?
H2, AIIA6I1 No.

MR UVANSe o you know who nskge it?
"Be ASRAMSI My understanding is that the plat we

brought dov by a Soviet made rocket.
He*, ZVANSI Maybe thet's the C3M. to there as increase

in those Soviet rocket&# tight now?
"N. ABRA1I46 ?her Is an increase in rocketat sad a

massive incesei in Soviet helicopters, and a massive Soviet arms
inflow in 1901 Into Nicarareu.

HR. BVANS: Rut specifically on anti-airtaft rocket,
doe@ this worry you aboot all aupp!y planes going in there now?

MR. AIRAMSt It certainly does. It's going to be a
loego problem

KR, NOVAKi We have just under 21 seconds let, Assistaut
secretary Abras. Just looking at this from the broad picture, do.

you think all this publicity, thim hype, do you think this could
yet turn around the question in Congress vtere the--although it's
passed both houeos--the hundred vallaon dollars in aid vould be
denied to the Contras?

1R. AItAMSt No. Peopl" will try to do that, but the
Intelligence Comnittees who know the facts know that there was no
U.S. government rote In this.

MR. CVANWs One last question, %I* only have two seosads

left. Any now indications of fixed wing jet aircraft coming in
soon to the Sandinlstas from Cuba or the Soviet Union?

KiR., ASSAMSI NO.
"I RVANS1 to it a high concern of yours?
M2o AMRAPA It is a great concern. It alvye is. Bot

we doelt seoe It happening.
MR. 6VANSl Thank you* Mr. Secretary 9lliott Abima. My

pertner and 1, after thee comimeteials wit I be back with a combat.

"I, IVANS Bob. I de1't know whothdg thi "isistalt
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lecetegy of state for Latin America has taken lesoen$ an he to
be cool modeg fire. couth under fire, but I gave hit the worst
pmmeling I could I really tried to got In there. Of veerle
you were rther aggressive yourself. we didn't got anywhere in
bonding him Out of hia pnltinn that tho 1.5. yvvmnrment in no
way, shape o fOrm had nothing, in anyway, guidance, organisational,
ordegs, st cetae@ to do with this unfortunate, this tragic cso.

MR. bOVAKi You know, I've soen a lot of cover-ups In
this tewn, lowland, and we both may end 4p with egg on our fae
before this is over, and this Is all. an elaborate lie, but this
doesn't look like a cover-up, and it doesn't because there is no
equivocation. He $ays It didn't come from a U.S. military base.
He says that these companies aore not CIA companies. ?he se-called
Ne G4es, the CIA operative, supposedly hired by the CIA or Vice
President Sush, doesn't even exist. No, no, no, he says.

me. CVAS: me makes a good point, too, mob. me med0
the point if the U.S. Congress had acteo on President Reagan's
request for a' hunk4rod million dollars worth of military aid, a
month ago, weekr aeg, or even yesterday, this might not have
happened in ;ne way it did. out as no pointed out, the Congress
has been sitting in&' twiddling its th%Avbs on this issue month
after month after ,on,'h. Now, it's supposed to pass, we hope,
before they adjourn nest week. We'r, not sure.

mg. NOVAK& 91ott Abrams wrestled with his conscience
and won, and criticized Mr. KalIb, tarnard Xalb who resigned as
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Information, on grounds of

.PLpjloig.,o and he was burned by that. "a felt that Sernie KIlb
was making his and (MiS other people look like they dida't have amy
prinelpl* fler staying on the Job. And I think we got" 'a little
toueh ef reality there.

I'm Rebert Movak.
mt. ZVAW8s I'm Rewlead Evans.

al -W "
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Iq 9 US./RANIAN CONTACTS AND THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES

Version)

From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish otfjcja
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in that critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relationship. Even before President Reagan came to
office the U.S. Government agreed to try to expand security,
economic, political., and intelligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran. In the fell of 1979, the U.S. undertook
three secret mission@ to Tehran:

-- September 1979 -cm 1(met secretly with Bazargan at the
request of the Iranians)

-- October-Nover.ber 197 9 ;-n discussedd
normalization of relatins) -'

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meetinq in
Algiers, between Brzezinski and Prime Minister Bazarqan, becare
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S.

embassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Bazargan government. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willinqness tc engage in any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishinq normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few ma3or countries do not have rel:aions
wi: :ran -- Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Israel,Noth Af:ica, anr
the United States. Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations vith Iran.

Iran, the key to a region of vital importance to the West, is
increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power and
political influence along its borders and inside its territory.
Over the course of the last two years, the Soviets and their
surrogates havo'5e4 actively to-gain influence in the Gulf:

-- The Soviets believe that once Viomin dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area.
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Communist nations have become the principal arms suppliers
to Iran -- making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may well be
attempting to pursue their oim revolution in Iran. That is,
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous "final offensive" by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran,
leaving a power vacuum which the Soviets could exploit.
Specifically, the indicators of Comunist influence in Iran
are:

II

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
vss has exacerbated Iran's vulnrability to Soviet influence.
Moresover, Soviet designs in Afghi'nistant pressure on takiaten.
and actual croseborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan~ have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly iry>ortant.

TOP SZCRZ? U A n
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In short, the Soviets were far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1985 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. In
deciding to exploit this openinq,'we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which-had not succeeded.

About two years ago, senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that some accovmedation with the U.S. was nece. ar''. Since 19g3,
various countries have mAde overtures to the U.S. and aani n an
effort to stimulate direct contact.

_OWever, internaL splits and
debates made it difficult f-rthe Iranians to respond to these
overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian assi e in the lease of our citizens

In 1985, a private ArAerican citizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government -(avt!
Kimche), who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (mnuchehr Ghorbanifarl
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establisning on:act with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved, he lGhorbanifar)
indicated that his "sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in e:ut.

The Israelis analyzed this intermediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extre ely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
L.S. interest in a dialogue that might, over tiea4 to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. es -fi' n indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in maide195, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Israeli official. These-
contacts were established through the National Security Council
staff with the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers.
From the very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian, it
was emphasized that the USO could not proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terrorAm as an instrument of state policy.

TOP SCRET
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In June of 1965, in the midst of the TWA-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence wLth senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked passengers eore freed and turned over to Sy Ian
authorities. "Rifjlis
Speaker Lafsan3ani, wo was tTVAIaing in the aideast at the
time, and Iranian Foreign Minister Velaysti both intervened with
the .capt:s. Rafsanjani, in his speech on November 4, 1164, for
the first times publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

in September of 196S, the Israelis advised that they were close
to achieving a breakthrough in their contact with Iran and would
proceed less we objected. It is important to note that the
U.S. had long been aware of Israeli efforts to maintain discreet
contact with Iran and to provide Iran with assistance in its war
with Iraq. Despite long-term U.S. efforts to convince the
Israelis to desist, Israel continued to provide limited military
and industrial technology to iran. The- US judged that the
:sraelis would persist in these secret deliveries, despite our
ob3ections, because they believed it to be in their strategic
interests.

On August 22, 1965, the U.S., through the U.S. citizen inter-
mediary, acquiesed in a single Israeli delivery of military
supplies (506 TOWs) to Tehran. We were subsequently informed
that the delivery had taken place at the end of August, though we
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
made. U.S. acquiescence in this Israeli operation was based on a
decision at the highest level to exploit existing Israeli channels
with Tehran ;.,. an effort to establish an American strategic
dialogue vi.4 the Iranian government. The single entire operation.
to include delivery, arrangeients, funding, and transportation.
The total value of this shipment was lees than $2 million and,
therefore, below the threshold for requAred reporting of a
military equipamt transfer under te Arms Eaport Contxo. Act.

On September 14, 195, Reverend 3enj,%min Weir was released in
Beirtt by the Islamic Jihad Organisation. This release was
preceded by an intons effort on the part of Mr. Terry Waite, the
Special Raiseary of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To this date,
Mr. Waits rains the onl Weerner t0oever m directly with

n October 4, 19I5, Islaic JiMad announced that it had "executed"
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in Europe among the U.S.
(CIA and NIC), Israeli, and Iranian intermdiaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their abiLty to

TOP SECRET UNItWIE B
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influence the HNiballah was waning, the Hilballah had not killed
luckleyt he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. we have since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Fat ir Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
luckley probably died on June 3, 1915 of pneuzonta-like symptoms.

In late November 1985, the Israelis, respo ndjj to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians, provided IW HAVK misuiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defenrlaund Tehran. The
Israeli delivery of HAWX missiles raised U.S. concerns that we
could well be creating misunderstandings. in Tehran and thereby
jeopardising our objective of arranqing a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials. By mutual agreement of all three
parties, these missiles were suhsequently returned to Israel in
February 1916. On December 6-4. 196S, the-national Security
Advisor met (in London) with the Israeli official and the Iranian
contact to make clear the naturo of our interest in a dialogue
with Iran. At this meeting, Mr. Imcrarlane stated that our goals
were as followst
- Devising a formula for re-estalishing a strategic

relationship with Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq war on honorable terms.

- Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

- Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Sovib-
act:,vities in the region.

Kr. mcrarlane made clear that a Western dialogue with Iran wou d
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beir-.. He &'.so made
clear that we could not an! would no: engage . -:a-i.g a:.s .:r
hostages.

On January 17, 19i6, the President approved a covert action
Finding directin that the intelligence cowunity proceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishinq the goals set forth
above.* In accord vith etant statutes, the President directed
that the Director of Central Intelligence refrain fr-m reporting
the Finding to the appropriate comittees of the Congress until
reasonably sure that the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S. and foreign) iwld not be in Jeopardy.

On February 5-7, U.S. officials (MSC and C IA a
representative of the Israeli kzm inistry anir 0!L and a
senior-level Iranian official

TOP ISCRNI
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11t thai Meting, the Iranians aqreol
that" if e ,wul provide TOW weapons to Iran. they would,
in turn, provide same to the Afghan H)ahideen. The U.S. agreed
to explore this possibility and, working with the Israelis.
established the following mechanism for transfer of the weapons:

-- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

-- The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain ma.ceriel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stip-dlated above, funds were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1986 and on February 14
1,000 TOWs were transported to Iumael for pro-positioning. These
TOWs were transferred by CIA from O0 (U. S.,.zry stocks in
Annistce., Alabama) and transzted thro

> sing standard CIA-DODO logistics arrangements.
POe"Vk-level coordination for these arra gements was effected by
NSC INorth) with DOD iA-mitage and Koch) and CIA (Clair George).
The TOws were placed in a covert Israeli facility awaiting onward
shipment.

on February 19-21, U.S. and Iranian officials INSC and CIA) met
aqain in Germany to discuss problems in arranging a meeting among
higher-level officials. At this meeting, the U.S. side agreed t:
provide 1,000 TOWs to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity.
This delivery was commenced on the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transit$ to Tehran on February 21. Transportatic:.
from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircra~t.

On MArch ", '.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives not
wi:h t:e ranian interedia:y . Paris to deterr...e wrel"e: a..;
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the intermediary ehaeised the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness.

N
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The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary (horbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April, 1986. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us that the leadership in Tehran was prepared to comence
a secret dialogue with the United States along the lines o our
established goals. We believe that the Iranians were stimulated
to renew the contact by the April 17 murder of hostage Peter
Kilburn by anauthorLtes nretalatLoQ for the U.S. raid
on Libya.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face withi
top-level Iranian officials, on may 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor.
icrarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA communicators,
members of the tSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors. In order to ensure operational security, the trip was made
from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of spare
parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (HAWK spare electronic:
parts). At thj.p request of the Iranians, alias foreign
document ti orQa , l. canned from the CIA -- was used.

In the course of the four-day (May 25-29) visit, lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Mr.
McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
:o:-.n.".n; relationship and clearly a:ticu..ate our o:e:,.'es
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand. the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of Deference (Tab A), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
mcrarlane oehasised that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the contrtued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, Mr. Mcfarlane made clear:
-0 that we fundamntally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us

from the middle easti

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism,

TOP SCRZJ Lq
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U../IRANA CONTACTS AND THE AI4ZRICAN ROSTA;tS

From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in this critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relati.unehip. Given before'President leagan came to
office tie U.4i. Government agree to try to expand security,
economic, political. and intelligence- relationships at a pace
acceptable tTehran. In the fall of 1979, the U.S.-ivnAertook
three socimt iAlisons to Teranm

-- Septetber 1079 met secretly with basargan at the
reques t f the 1Y5IUIT'

-0ctoberoovemer 1979 -discued
normalization of relate

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting in
Algiers, between Srzesinki and Prime Minister Sasargan, became
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S.
fthassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Sasargan government. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG.

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishinq normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with I:an -- Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, 1srael&7 Iuth Africa, an!
the United States. Uven Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations Vith Iran.

Iran is the key to a region of vital imortance & to the West yet
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its bordersand inside its
territory. Over the cours of the last two years. the Soviets
and their surrogates have moved actively to gain greater
influence in the Gulf,

The Soviets believe that once Khomeini dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the foration of a
government in Tehran that erves Soviet strategic interests
in the area.

Peclaeeityl 0 DRA
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ConnunLst nations have become the principal am suppliers
to Iran -- making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may vel be
attempting to pursue their own revotution in Iran. That is,
by fueling both sides Ln the conflict, the Soviets Could
weol encor a disastrous "tinal offensive" by Iran that
would proiprtate a political disintegration in Iran,
lseicn a pmoer vacuum tich the Soviets could exploit.SpeCific~l1_y, tha indicators of Coamnist Lagluoance in'Xrsn.

art

The inraLg eperr b ht on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has macerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence.
moreover, Soviet desige in Afghanistan; pressure on Pakistan,
and actual croseborder strikes in Iran frno Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important.

Mm
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In short, the Soviets vere far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1915 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue-with Iran. in
deciding to exploit this opening, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

About two years ago, senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that sm accommodation with the U.S. was necessary. Since 1983,
various countries have made overturst h U.S. a& Iran in an
offortto stimulate dirt eonta -

-1 H however, internal Salits and
d -~iimde it dif fiLCU -IFi theIrani"s to respood to these

overtures.

Wmrous individuals and private parties hae likewise attempted
to be help tul as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian a' cein the release of our citizens

In 1905, a private American citizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government (David
Kinche), who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (Manuchehr Ghorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved, he (Ghorbanifar)
indicated that his OsponsorsO in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage etuation in Bejr-ut.

The Israelis analysed this intermediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
U.S. interest in a dialogue that night, over time, lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in aid-1985, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Israeli official. These
contacts were established through the National Security Council
staff with the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers.
from the very first meeting with the Israeli@ and the Iranian, it
was emphasized that the USO could not proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terrorism as an instrument of statAe policy.

TOP SIur? UNP~M~IItEIJ
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In June of 1915, in the midst of the W-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked a~jL5ers were freed and turned over to Srianauthorities. _ )lis
Speaker Raf sa R TI, who was travelling in the aid-east the
time, and Iranian foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors. Rafsanjani, in his speech on November 4, 1906, for
the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

In Jult of .1915, the Israelis advised that-they believed they
were close to achieving a breakthrough in their contact with Iran
and would proceed unless we objected. It is important to note
that the U.S. had long been aware of Israeli efforts t* maintain
discreet contact with Iran and that they had in the past provided
Iran with assistance in its war with Iraq. Despite long-term
U.S. efforts to convince the Israelis to desist. we betLate that
Israel continued to provide limited military and industrial
technology to Iran -- even after they officially told us thqs
such activities had ceased. The USO judged that the Israelis
would persist in these secret deliveries, despite our objections,
because they believed it to be in their strategic interests.

On August 22, 1915, a senior Israeli official (David Kimche)
visited Washington and met with the National Security Advisor.
The Israeli asked us to acquiesce in a single Israeli delivery of
defensive military materiel to Tehran. He urged that we allow
such an action to take place in order to gain increased influence
in Tehran. Kr. NcFarlane stated that the U.S. could in no way be
construed as an *arms for hostages" deal and that there could be
no guarantee that whatever items of U.S. origin Israel sent,
could be replace. We were subsequently informed that the
Israelis had delivered SO$ TOWs at the end of August. Though we
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
made we did make a subsequent decision not to expose this Israeli
operation so that we would have the opticn c! exploiting exis;--;
Israeli channels with Tehran in our own effort to establish an
American strategic dialogue with the Zranian government. The
Israelis managed this entire operationA to include delivery,
arranged ts, uding, and transportation. The total value of
this shipment was lo tMm 3 ailliom, and, therefore, below the
threshold for required reporting of a military equipment transfer
under the SIM toert Coneol &at

On September 14, 1915, Rheverend Senjamin Weir was released in
kirut by the Islamic JLhad organisation. This release was
preceded by an intense effort an the part of Kr. Terry Waite, the
Special hmissary of the Archbishop of Caterbury. To this date,
r. Waite remains the ve h7 ebanese kidnapperE

TOP 53C31? WUCLM&UrIED
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On October 4, 105, Islamic Jibad announced that it had "executed"
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
annourm'ent led to a series of meetings in Europe among the U.S.
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Hisballah vas waning, the Hisballah had not killed
Buckleys he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3# 1985 of pneuonia-like symptoms.

In late November 15, the Israeli*, respond Jdf to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians, provided 11KRAW7. missiles to
Iran in order to improve the static datns*r-'Mound Tehran. The
Israeli delivery of HANK missiles raised U.S. concerns that we
could well be creating uisunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeopardising our objective of arranging a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials. As a consequence of U.S.,
initiative and by mutual agreement of all three parties, these
missiles were subsequently returned to Israel in February 1986.
On December 6-8, 1905, the National Security Advisor met (in
London) with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to make
clear the nature of our interest in a dialogue with Iran. At •
this meeting, Mr. McFarlane stated that our goals were as
follows:

- Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

- Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

- Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might ccun:e: Soiet
activities in the region.

Mr. McFarlane made clear that a Western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms for
hostages.

On December 14, the President met in the residence with the
Secretaries of State and Defense, the Attorney General, the
Director of Central Intelligence and the National Security
Advisor to review the findings of Mr. Nerarlane's meetings in
London, the situation in Iran and the prospects for a strategic
dialogue. At this meeting he decided that we should attempt to
keep the Israeli channel open as long as it offered possibilities
for meetings with high-level Iranian officials.
TOP SCR T
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On January 2, the Prime minister of Israel dispatched a specialemissary to the U.S. (Amira Nir) to review proposals for nextsteps in dealing with Iran. In that implementation of theIsraeli Proposals would require the active participation of theintelligence community, the XSC Staff (North) was tasked toprepare a covert action finding. Work on this Presidentialfinding convened on January 5 and the document yas forwarded tothe President on January 15 after it had been reviewed by
appropriate USC officia as.

on January 17, 1984, the President approved a covert actionFinding directing that the intelligence community proceed withspecial activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forthabove (Tab A). In accord with extant statutes, the Presidentdirected that the Director of Central Intelligence refrain fromreporting the Finding to the appropriate comittees of theCongress until reasonably sure that the lives of those carryingout the operation (both U.S. and foreign) would not be in
jeopardy.

On February 5-7, U.S. officials (NSC and C!0i
representative of the Israeli*t and senior-level Iranian official

,ray tts meeting, the Iranians agreed

t a if the USG would provide defensive weapons (TOWs) to Iran,they would, in turn, provide sam to the Afghan Mu)ahideen. TheU.S. side agreed to explore this possibility and, working withthe Israelis, established the following mechanism for transfer of
the weapons:

-- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

-- The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks andtransport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds wore deposited inthe CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1986 and oa February 141,000 TOWs were transported to Israel for pre-positioning. TheseTOWs were transferred by CIA from DOD JU.S. Army stocks in
TOP $ECRZF II1 1s1cm
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Policy-level coordinat L W .t arvmgemfnts wes effected by
NSC (North) with DO0 (Aruitage) and CIA (Clair George). The Tows
weore placed in a covert Israeli facility awaiting onward
shipment.

on February 19-21, U.S. (NSC and CIA), Israeli and Iranian
officials mot in Germany to discuss problem in arranging a
meeting am" higher-level officials. At this meeting, the U.S.
sid ageed to provide 1,00004O to Iran as a clear signal ofu ... sencerity. This delivery was commenced on the morning of
february "20 and completed in two transit* to Tehran on February

21. Transportation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag
raei aircraft.

On February 28, the Prime Minister of Israel wrote to President
Reagan (Tab I) urging continued efforts to achieve a st:ategic
breakthrough with Iran, but asking consideration for the safety
of recently seized Israeli hostages.

On March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During these meetings,
the in'errediary emphasized the deteriorating econo:-ic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
a ffectivenAss.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urge the intermediary (Ghorbanifarl to accelerate the
effort in late April, 1986. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to commence-a secret dialogue
with the United States along the lines of our established goals.
We believe that the Iranians were stimulated to renew the contactby the April 17 murder of hostage Peter Kilburn by Libya
authorities, in retaliation for the U.S. raid on Libya.

TOP SVCb9D UN&Q9E0O
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with him in Zurope at the end of April, that the Iranians did not
be accsed of cu blti ilunsdah

On May 6, 7, 1906, U.S. and X;raeli officers me t .v London with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./Tranian meeting In Tehran.
During the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we IU.S. and
Israel) take ediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
He emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also used this opportunity to
.:rivately ask the U.S. t5 replace th,, 506 TOWs which tiey had
sent to Iran in August, 1985. The Israelis were informed via
coded message on May 15 that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenish.
the 506 TOWs sent by Israel.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials, on May 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor
Mctarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA communicators.
members of the NSC staff, and the IsrAeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors.

On May 16, the Iranians, through the Israelis provided $6.5M for
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The funds were used
to acquire 506 TOW missiles (for replenishing the TOWs rsrael
shipped in September 1986) and acquiring HAWY r.
parts. This material was subsequently moved to
repackaged and shipped to Kelly AFI for onward #0nt t-
on May 22. As in the February shipment, the CIA provided
logistics support for the movement of this materiel to Israel.

In order to ensure operational security, the McFarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems (AWK spare
electronic arts). At the itf4 ,request of the Iranians,
alias foreign documentation -- obtained from the CIA --
was used. CIA also provide daIitansportation support from
COKUS to Israel for the McFarlane party. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 707
with false flag markings.

TOP SCMt?
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In the couree of the four-day (May 25-29) visit, lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Mr.
ictarlane and his tes were able to establish the basis for a

continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of ftference (Tab 8), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcarlane emphasised that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, Mr. Mcfarlane made clears

-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Riddle gast;

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorsat

-- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it;

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might also
find areas of common interest (i.e., Afghanistar through
dialogue.

During these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, Xr.
McFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
USG embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USO blocking ot Iranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.S. courts had ruled in their favor. During the course c! these
meetings, the Iranian officials ad-itted that they could not wLn
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian "victory" before it
could be concluded. They emphasized that the original aggressor,
Saddam russein, met be removed from power in order for the war
to end. Mr. McFarlane concluded the visit by sumarizing that
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the Western hostages in Lebanon.

On June 10, Rajlis Speaker Rafsanjani, in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26, Father Lawrence Jenco was released in the
Sekka Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

UNCLASSIFIEr
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On August 3, the remaining three p llets (loss than 4 planeload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses IjOWX
missile s iacoonents) arrived in Tehran. As in all flights
to/from Iran this delivery was made with an Israeli Air Force
aircraft (707) using false flag markings. Timing of the delivery
was based on coordination among U.S., Israeli and Iranian
officials.

In early August 1916, the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the US to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange, for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of coInunication which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In aid-August, a private American
citizen IWAMZ Richard Secord, USAF [IXot.)) acting within the
purview of t Cove t Finding, Cadi l ct in
curope itth relati v m f a
senior Iran of I (Mafsan) With thaI5Ti ce of the
CIA, this Ianiani n brought covertly to Washington for
detailed discuss o W e0 udged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the ran judged to
be the most influential and pragmatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani). These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war. T1e intelligence also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran.

Through August, September, and October 1986, numerous additional
meetings were held in turope between U.S. representatives and the
now and I:anian contacts. During the October 26, 1986 meeting in
Frankfurt, Germany, the U.S. side, as in the past, i rsisted that
the release the hosta was a pre-r*equisite to any progress.
The Iranian urged that we take a more active role
in support for 0 9 * sistance and suggested a;ain that, .f
we could provide additional TOW weapons to Ira., tht.- would '.rain-
and equip more Afghan resistance fighters with these weapons.
The Iranians also pf2 rd and the U.S. accepted, he;
a Soviet T-72 tank At this meeting
stated that there was a very cance that another- ican
or two would be freed soon.* On October 29, with U.S.
acquiescence, Israel provided Iran with an additional increment of
defensive weapons (500 TOW missiles).

Late on October 31 called the U.S. citizen
(Hakim) tasked to A nE contact a I ised that Iran had
"exercised its Lnfluence wth the Lebanese" in order to obtain
the release of an American -- David Jacobsen -- and an uncertain
number of French hostages. ne further noted that this would be

TOP SE BT
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purpose of the Iranian foreign Minister's visit
event we became aware of On November 1, 986. !
the situation in Tefhran# a, elas Iranian i

at DVi Jecoosen was reLeae41 by hIS cif oURU-ohe old
Almrican 1asty CO@pund in West Beirut. The U.S. ftbassy in
Rait Beirut iediately dispatched an embassy officer to West
Beirut to pick up Mr. Jacobsen.

It is now apparent that persistent U.5. efforts to establish
contact with Iran and subsequent public SpeclsldtiOn regarding
these contacts have probably exacerbated the paver struggle in
Iran betw en pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
MNontaseri). In late October, -ce4ti 5, (Of Montasei)
revealed the ( 4janil) cotw. vithVWl the terms of
the contact. an order 1M-d*ent- lAe hrges of
colluding with the USG and to preaerft a"deglrocatitude for
both parties, Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a purposely
distorted version of the May 1!i6 Ncrarlane mission in his

November 4 address to the masses. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the Wcarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
October 1986 arrest of radical leader Mehdi lashemi, a close
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah Hontezari, for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict.

Resolution of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by waninq Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are ex their

On November 7, the day after a meeting with U.S. officials,
Iranian government authorities arrested six other individuals
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involved in radical activities. Among the two were senior
military officers and a Majilis deputy (Ahead lashani), the
grandson of Ayatollah Kashni, a Conspirator in the 1949 attempt
against the Shah. Despite these internal difficulties and
attendant publicity in the western media, the Iranians continue
to maintain direct contact vith the US and met a enev&
on Mo**eer 9-10 with USC s tivesmre

It is important to note that since the initiation of the U85 .
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern.
meant complicity in acts of terroriLa against the U.S. We believe
that the $eptoter-ctober kidnappings of mewNre. meed, Cicippio,
and Tracy were undertaken in an effort to undeamine the nascent
U.S.-Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate the LntermalIranin Power Struggle- against •hAMM faion With Which we

nutzr I to opeCulattve report thats hostages -

in order to stimulate the &Dquisition of nor* arms,

they were mt likely captured in order to prevent the very
rapprochement with. ran we are seeking.

Throughout this process, the U5 has acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S. law. The
shipment of 2,006 U.S. TOWs and 235 HANl missile parts was
undertaken under the provisions of a covert action Finding.

During the cour" of this operation -- and before -- the U.S. was
cognizant of only two shipments from Israel to Iran.
Specifically,

The Israelis acknowledged the Auqust 1985 shipment of 506
TOWs a it had taken place, Until we were advised by te

srael@T, and had the information subsequently confirmed by
Iranian authorities, we were unaware of the composition of
the shipment. Me subseuently agreed to replace these TOWs
Ln " of 19S64

-- T~hw tober 154 shipment of 500 TOs from Israel to Iran
was umiertakem with 0.S. acquiescesc. These TOWs wore
replaced on Noer 71.

The Noer 15s shipment of I Israeli RAK missiles was
not an authorized exception to policy. This shipment was
eventually retrieved in February 1919 a9 a consequence of
U.S. intervention.

TlOP 5CMI
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In a fport of kis Finding and at the direction of the President,
the CIA prorvt 4 the following operational assistance#

Sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transactions.

-- A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S. -

Transhipsent of military itets from the U.S. to Israel.

Commnications ad intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the McFarlane trip to Tehran in
may.
Cleared meting sites in ftrope for meetings with Iranian
officials. -

~~~~~~ form.S~*egSiil o
Ieein g.inturup!ta4 Tehran.-s -fo

The weapons and materiel provided under this program were judged
to be inadeqUate to alter either balance of ailit. mtr.or

-h .me re, howeve
nonstratettheee.S.

Siitait to IraniatiiIETU IT VICY and served to support
those in Iran interested in opening a strategic relationship with
the U.S. They have also furthered U.S. efforts over the last 10
months have had tangible results on Iranian policy,

-- The RafsanjanifVelayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
0847 passengers (June 1915).

-- Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am *73 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

-- TM- release of three American and at least two French
hostages.

-- The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional
neighbors.

The Iranian *final offensive."

TOP S3carZ
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Finally, it must also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo
notvithetamding, vest European nations have provided $500 million
a year in military equipment to Iran. Most of these transfers
vere accomplished gth government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our stsateic position in Southwest
Asia. Finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanon mast continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries vho cannot perform if they are revealed.

6 ~,"'
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CIA's ianovoemnt ee ~ = tfe a ApPI at asi to recineoa a reltable
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beiAM of thS llesd urlemy of the r"ie t t. When the coputy Orector

wa 4OiVIlted OR IS "evow, it was #Usimd tit we wud net pPvi4 any

ftuge 61V9et of flts intO Iran IA the absence o f a finding.

IINCLASSIFED
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In thMtim,1 t IsIaell proieal o af *rol1 4th e sSi 1Ity of

dlcussions vith IflAle officials, Inculding kipng ta i ilwt to @f t

to eotdillft owr 4 faith and t oInducethe mto0ige C oveItlfence WI

tnOle holdings 0 hOst&"$,w vsd 4icussediat o o ftwo meetAis f 0t1 MNSPG

principal$. Thwe rie differences of view about th deilrablity of this

poIIcy. ut 1itws fAilly 40C116 that1It should be cautiously purvSed.

on 7 DeOcb 19r , s icarlane, Inn Naionial Secyrity AdvisoO, met
4

in LOaOES Mlith 16 4ll OfficISI 404 th4 Iranian *149tlitl was C thoir

intersediry t0 te Iranian ov0ernolot. At this meeting, . McFirlane

stated our g" # of pursul" the relationship with Iran weiethe4 :

0VI lat9 a formla for reablihltnt a strategic relationship

with Tehr~an.

Coding 4 the Ipn-raq war on hora1ie tams.

COAvInclP4t Ir. to cease its support for terroriSm.

..Helping ensure the territorial integrity of lh nd

c€olahttng wayi to €Amter Soviet actvities In the rlt01.

W. JW leM @ade clear thAt in this relationship w ewold ezpe*ct tran

to use ItS laflueaO e tO 1116 h tloas I Weilter hostages In Lobawn4.

P@ also made It cliw tht we could "t am weuld hot eniAe in trbadt?4arm

for hostages. This mter vwe lscisod i ain several tiesw .ith the PreSident

an4 Oheas Ia te nitio Il scurity CO € ty following 4t n0 4 14041 F 1i6tfl6 o tI.

an 17 J&.ary 19W, a Presldiietial Findingi l sIigned directing Ch CIA to

provide OrtlOfioal MW logltical 1uprt for a program aimed it (1) *i1bli1ih i

a more modefato tl g t I TIran, (2) otilafg intelligence to dtratie te

Current Irualaf gowfet s'i telntas with respect to Its 6 nae rs 4 wth

fOSp0Kt 10 toffiftt OiS , 4d d3) furttlftl 1Cho releIse Of lCaR abost'#*%

ho# In eturvt end ploeetIPn frtheterrrril ct$ by those gtevps.

3
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The Flinng State tt at the USG wulud provide moderate elnumets Within

and with th e W n rm5t of [PIan with Arms 4Ipieflt am rel4td wtrlil

ifn order tO "anfI tie cre101lIty Of th4* 1l1eets it their efforts, to

AChieve A More MOderate gOVrl*At 1A Iran by d~SfItItIiS their ility to

Obtan resources to efid their co 1,try.

In the FIn4 n#, the President dIr|cted the CIA to refrIn fromn rpoPtifg

.Mel FIndIfig tO tI@ COlgreSS 1Atil otIerwise directed. Tio Fioing Was relie"eo

&Ad COncurred In by then Attorney General.

At the tie the PPrSIIdntII Finding was being drafted. the CIA's Office

of General Counsel providoo the legal opinion tnat the President has the

authority to withhold prior notice of Operations from the Congress. Section S01

of the hationtl Security Act expressly provides thiat notfflcatlmn of intelligence

activities to the Congress $hall bo provided *t the extent Cons i stet With

all applicable authorities and dvties, including thms conferred by the

€0nStitutioA,°

the At 41o StateS th4t thO JnAtWelgACe CMttMs be inoF d of

activities fee "cft no prior netIce ofs given at the appropriate tie

as e4termind by the Presidemt. This was a clear recognition that

extraordinary circistances could 141 the Presideat to Conclud4 that

notice of aR Operstiem should be withOld, In WWI* or In part.

The Ristory to the Ov rsight Act Shot tAlt An CCCVW tO eCognulaq

bot& ,..d Prsi4dent5l Constitutional rsplibility and Authority and the

onressional O versight respi ability and authority *as reached In this

legislative process. The sibsoequet procedures agreed V0. by the Oct Amd

t*Ie SSCI on reporting Covert action opatie pil ovide that advance reporting

of such OpftionS Owuld else De subJect to the 1lCLI ei t a circPSaClS

cOdtptltOd In Section S01 ol the 1iationil SeScwrIty AI.

4
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The P" idaent ua Instmvcte " to afvtse ON thlt0dete lnod that

:m activities athriled Oy the Findini Jvstlfid wfithhlding prior notification

Ce, to the etrin Sensitivity of the dale being establish**. me dtIEtaes4

:*a: if the fact of thits pro &. bO known., these CarryORV Out the 41iloge

)oth U.S. ad & r4un) iA 4 a#te JAerican hosta ein LO&Ainei *4 Dbe pt at

a greater risk.

There have only oee v oFindings since tne incept"on of the *versig"f

process ton years ag which mvo a not bee briefed to Congress. ThMs is one.

till secod .iwa til Iraian iostage resCue Eisiom.

Mew I wfild like to eolain eoctlyk wat activtteIs wereWdertaktn by

the CIA In Carryinl Oyt the lrectives of thil Finding sighd On 17 JanaVry 1964.

On 5.1 febrary !94. U.S. officials (S¢C),a representative of the

;sraelt Prime Ministry Ana air), an$ a sefloor.level Iranian official

met in Gerstly. At this metin, tne U.S. Side

0001as111 Its esiptre enter iate a strategic dialogue with thO Iranian

21". The Irliats rae44 their desire to receive U.S. weapons. Th U.S.

agdo"e to e1"th s pesibtlity. m ett With the Israelis, the following

meIs nissa for transfer of the weapons ws estailis d:

The Iranian intermediary (Obefanifar) would depostt funds in am

Israeli OCont.

The funds wouql the be transferred to a sterile U.S..controlled

Occovwt in 4 or"s l 4 .

Usi - those fvns, the CIA would work with the A q L1ogistcs

CamMd to obtain the materiel.

The materiel would t4 be transPortae to Isrle for future

shipment to Irs.

UNCLASSIRED
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Usi those prOceOUe. 13.1 4i111Of was goisIted 1A t"I CIA aCcont

iA G"*tOY *A )I FeOtify 144 fOP ito PChrScaO o1 .000 ruW 1s1111# and

asociat" costs.

On IS FObruiy. Office Of Logistics POrPSoAEl deliveoed tM 1,000 T0V

1151111 to 1o1; Air torci 8a6e. TjsjSjjlg wer# tnem tranlported to

Israel for onwIro ini~ow't to Irsn. CIA was mot itvulouq in Lm LVansPOrtattion

of this shipent.

On 19-21 Febrvary. U.S. (NS'. and CIA) vnW Iranian officials ec again

In Gm4114y to 4iSCuSS rooloms in rrainglaq 4 aeoting l g ol itgr.lev

officials. At tnvv meeting, the U.S. 5140 i4rE to provide 1.000 TOws to

Iran as a clear signal of U.S. tincOfity aVW svnowt for tfte faction wc were

talking to. This delivery ais cmoico4 on the morning of 20 Febrqary a d

coated in two transit% to Tehran o 21 F.izvary. Transportation from

Israel to Itr&. was aboard a false flgi Israeli aircraft.

an 24 Fervary. toie sam U.S. officials traveled to Germany w.iere they

met vit the latoremdiary 4W e n lieam ornt official. At thiat meeting,

the lr3nAen official orOvided a list of varying ewAtities of approlimately

244 difiefoNt $1-o WAtS AWW for tl 14a0 1 ISsilo attoertOS provided by

tat USI tO Ia, svtri the Shia's reign. TM Iranian official asked for

VI" isistaeO Ia ootiftn tRhtm splrd "Pts ai additiolI proef that this

cu Il had the aproval of the hgoest wthoity In the USG.

On IS feorve7ry, t U.S. officis, as they con inftit to 40 in liter

contacts with te lIranlul, provided the Iramians with limited inforil0io

design" to encoha JA Iranin tOiio to hetetiatl am *" to the war

and4 increase Iranian awarwweess of the Soviet threat to Iran.

6
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Thv'oftot Ma'rm am April, th0 Office 0f LtgictI| worked with W4O to

clarify 4 Items. OR the Iranian$' lls of sipro parts And IdentIfy watch

!t" were in O stocks.

on 7 Mlrc, U.S. (CIA and RSC) lam Israoll reresenttIIves met with the

:P81i0 Intefmdiary to Parts to derun. wtber any Nether OP tirglS was
4

".Sl010 in OPrngtng ftO 4 Pgftn.l vel fetifng with U.S. 0n. IrAnian Official$.

O Ir" those ll GtlA$, te i€ OP INtaelry ehasIOe the 4aterlEVLtAV KeOiIC

ltuation in franm an Iranian 4alletie r1arhifs lscrelllng Iraqi itlitary

effectivos.

61504 So *ISUPrAC" th4t w Could It last meet fag#ot@-fl~g With t9.levell

:aiaAIa officials, on Is fy.yth PM14iati luthlflled I Secret ision to

"ftran by tesmo Nionl Scurity ,14vw Mcfarla1e. acCmpa' lo by a CIA

ltitast. a CIA CamuictCoe., ii~bl of the NSC Staff. An ite Israeli and.

:;1n laGN interlg110M.

0 16 41 l106 t"e troll" Of Idl W.A million tlr0iovA Inteieilry

for No" span 90t l alettiSlllelI TO mistsles. The receipt of the

;Pmiaa fWi M late *10 p 40temgls~t; for Iao plan"" visit to Iran as

follows:

The Office of Co4Il4tieN teIo secure commoicatie

OWitWt te I*SOvi 0 of I mmoftatioUls officer to

traIw to fP with the U.S. team

T. office of Tgc"1l41l SOWvIco was tasked to Orewll tos- ue on t ot AW by the team sihe elf

Crow Of the irtcrltt tOlt "lt fly trM Israel to

me I10114 IlsltliSU 0Oi M50 of o .. S. Nilltn

Imissn l we chwI "Com I Isreli aircraft wse tot the

11MM4 £QQlIMl
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h ,. M Office Of Logistics lsbed| the available Hwk imi$ile

spre pirt$ it Kelly Air Force le. TKe parts were tcen

transport" to Israel by a privateS ontrictor (Soutmrn Air.,

Tranloort).

.-- Tho office of L@IstiCt delivered 50S TOW *Sle$s to golly

Air force 9S for om@wird A iPit to I rSrel 57 OPIvWte

ccetPiCtor (S utlern Mr TrdnSort).

On 25 My,€Cho U.S. team travel to Tehran vie Israel. The CIA

provided two fmiers of the cadl--i&*o"IctatOsl officer anm a Firsi

speein eultalC with considerable eaPrOiPI In InIan IffairS. Te

annuitant proviW translation sevice$ anaadvice to the team. me continued

to be involved 4In sulooeqet meetings with Iranian repelsentatives.

TheU.S.06 te0 bf*gt 4 a single IrCaftlle10t Of KAwk Missile In56F

parts with them to TObra at the time of ti costing. however, it was decided

tha the gretlr pert6 m ef se sot e pr t s l d stay in IsMrael for lacer

dolivM to Iran eeidlq Nrther pegress in elsllishing the 4141ogue. we

sndof ld tattos1e spre parts were ultimately dlivevd toI lan.

IIe-t e ay meetings wer held with hib-level Iranian officials, two

first dirt G 4ntactbetowenthe two geVerv1ent In oever sit IIs . Mr. Mcrlans

and his team were able to establish the bAsi1 fof' a continuing relationsiip and

cly y wrticvlat our sjectives, concesrs, a intentions. The group was

also le to aste1s firsthoe the internal political dynamic in Tenran And the

effect of to wro n Irioa. Using Peltieettelly-apvoved Tors of leforeCo,

wich *ed N o reviewedsa n approved by apgrWristo Cabinet officers. MclPrtene

emoasized that our interws in Iran transcended the hostages. but the continued

aleteati of Itaes by a L"4nes0 f grom# petitsoII cally align with Irlan

prevented gsM.ll uing lthe visit, Ir. hetarla ma ci clear-

$ .1AMAMe
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that we fundamentally t Iemp s Iranian efforts tO ospol us

from the .41441t (lt;

that we firmly 0goesi thuir use of cerroriss;

that we accepted their reVItAiOR E di4 hot 1set to reveal It-

that we rte hlers, othir 41islpments tnvlviln reIonal

pol 1iie (i.e.. Leg4Wo.' Nicaragua. etc.). but might ilso f'IA9

e at commn interest 6row4A ii @0iwe.

On 19 Septmbe, three lreAlSAS traveled to tP4 U.S. for "tailed EiscustsoAs

With the U.S. team. these EiscvssiOA reaflfirmed the basic Objectives of tre

U.S. in seeking a political Cialee with Tehran.

trIpo"out hwIvst eiE 3"t~.W. sWiMs addttional tetIRIs were held

in (uroe between U.S. repeisatiatl am the new IraiWin contacts In in

effort to *tveloo thie dialog"O eitherim by the Presidential Finding.

On 6 October, th O Irolams trave1e to FraAifurt for Meetings with

0 is Octgoef. we MN"! r ols I* 1F1eaofv with th soe

The If0rau4m8 p fot ter ti e U.S. accPOtee. tt o fp of a Soviet

T-71 ta ai n That toe safuld be 14 eve bands shortly.

On 2 owwinee. tbe iramlins Ovidee 12.037 61lio ra the Office of

Loistics peoCvrof SO mre T011 ssle ree 000.

these missiles ,ere 4eltver- by the ffico of Loqistic% to telly Air

FPorCe Iall en 6 1eve be. A USM C&141 ailraft cieiri the missiles to

M uere they uere triasu1NhIP by a CIA air ~ 1etafy aircraft wilich

carries the disiles to Israel.

UNCLASSIiED
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This brings the rgKOrU of CIA inve1vO t in that0 Htivitill$ authsarild

3Y the 1I January Im Prside tI4l indi V up to date is of th4 Opsont ltia.

w ShouI n4t that mwe of the F a S cw fro CIA StockS.

w lVe received 1N r",itS to acqulr* an se mateial of any typo
4

*or $hloIt to Iran uder thls oqrya.

I woVd like to reitOeIte Z44t the fwMA4l for the procvrelmet of the

eagteigl 0A smpite above, at well 4 for all aSSoCiated Costs, were provide

by the Irgi'iIS tmiwS4lvqI. Fntding from Irin was trnSftlr1" to CIA for

doslt in a covert funding 4 chalism. T is acttio prtvisdi secure Moani

for cotrol. Fp4ay t. and aCc¢0ntability of 411 fundiln associated with this

prOqr". The Iranian fundI, a total of $12.237.000, uer de slited into a

SH4gII "t0owt In a Swiss bank.

The "ly costs inCurred by the CIA In tiS aCtivity VOre eOsiASIS for

.no travel of CIA officers involv*d In the various motiftl, the colts Of

pete

ojerati"4el suert

mI i t IS apr lately S4.IM. T" costs for this suvNo haveeen

CXIgWg ailest normal oeoatloml acboWts. Since all travel by CIA Officials

is p"Joely CMrPPM to such accots. to d otherise In the case of the

trip igetar eell, tRits pr"ri wold Rave co rms4 te security

of the 4ctivtie.

Lot as Gas It orf~tly clear 0h4 it w appareaS to all that thiS

initiative was a controversial o. tye thOSS of us we 50"M4 going

ford wVoSmi th~at it was a 41eM call aid a risky o"atlio. there

wfI 10 IllusioI.

11NPJ qmrir
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WS It a reasonable call? To$. I thlilt it was. AS the Seilth of IAoaeiAi

hias decline ever t"e Ist year, we have ites In ctrease iI fllctioal

Infitttial in teorso. This l ightla, hi be" siarOne11 ey severe O46Ioi€c

progleeS. as well i tie wat with Ipaq. Thaee have boon nmerous rrests.

This tcionatl infighting has Implscations for both the 11NItI States SA44

the Soviet Vilon. It va the Aii4tstration's Jvl41At that say pwerful

Iranian factpn seeking to reestillsn ties with tie west am willing to

atteept to Curtail Irinian support for terrorism wis worth thWing to.

it was is that contest that the judgmit was Lode that preoviling a s11

aount of defensive weapons vvld give this fiction see loeiragite in til

internal lntrule by smgesting thit there were wvAntages In contacts with

the Molt.

As I states earlier. Iran Is ost ,toin to " away. Its get paliic

and strateIc positions geramteie th t it will remin a Veolitical force

Wiich the U.S. till Mv" to "atl witl. If we do not establish ties to tha

various IFAMI falCltie" NW we viii be fie with the preflam of doing is

later. It Is thait s1ple.

11
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SUBJECt# CIA Airline Involvement

In late November 1985, a CIA proprietary airline was
chartered to carry cargo to Iran at the NSC's request. The.
cargo vas described to us as oil drilling spars parts.
Although we did not know it at the time, the cargo was actually
18 Rawk misses. The chronolgy of the incident is as follows:-

'^, 22 Novemberb!41l51he NSC contacted the Agency with an
urgent request 4 eF-1 T .q-,rr,., a discreet, reliable airline
that could transport bulky oil-drilling parts to an unspecified
destination in the Middle East.

we offered the name of the CIA's proprietary airline as a
company which could handle tOe NSC request. The NSC passed the
name of our airline to .... : . .

In the interim, we contacted our airline and told them that
they would be receiving an urgent, legitimate charter request.
The NSC intermediary contacted the airline that evening (22
0Voe 0 j.. Jcfl. arrantlements for the airline to pick-up the

part t it a r _";

The destination was anged to Tel Aviv an two o4--
9Vrfll Boeing 707's arrived in Tel Aviv 23 November. The
cargo was ultimately kbaded onto only one of the aircraft.
Loading war completed , ember and the airc j.zzueded
to Iran via a stop a and then overflyin m At
the NSC's request, an4 o F protection of our I1TciT we
helped arrange for the overflight clearances.

To the best of our knovledger.the Hd ;. .- ", -. J- "9
that whe, was dealing with a CIA proprietary, nor. d
personnel know what they were carrying. i e-M--..
out that our airline had hauled Mawk missiles into lran until
mid-January when ve were told by the Iranians.

The airline was paidAthe normal commercial rate which
amounted to approximately $127,700. 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in fact, made amewPaAowkl S
4e."i4.kae flight into Tehran carrying commercial items prior
to the 22-25 November incident.

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
, ewas . Although we did not know the nature of the carol, we

thought that any future support of this type to the NSC would
require a rindive.

lllil ikLli"M " ,. "... .~ 1 . ...
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- .. . ... J Sc oneau1e Friday. , NOe
wednesday, Nov 19 7 No S°"NO OOf

0815- HA I r LUo- JMP in WH
Spitz & Garwood

1000- Father Tom Dowlinq

1600- M? Mtq v/Gaes-
C air Cieram

IDDC Pration)

uIViU- J%.!P in WH

*41j5 C "a
1500" H.S. Day
1600- Steve Cho'

Farewell 1

MONDAY, 17 NOZER

Oliver North's Sc

Tuesday, Nov

0730- OS WHSR

1000 - Father Dowling w/
Rich Miller

1200 - Lunch v/McDaiel,
Soimer & Mayorof * oV'rceToha

WV MUS
MAYOR Pasqual Naragall

r"
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UNCLASSIFIED
:".as 5:6 A:epted ca! fr is M %.s :er

- 2 Admiral Poindexcer (':4:)

.9 Ollie North (0:5)

a .. 39 asefe.s 5ec.etar/ We.berqr (9::1)

a:^-9 :epartd for So Law.% "Z-h ?:.n-exter t.4
Ma.r-.e One ru:e . er.

" Z-, 5 " ., p ... ': sev.-e cal' r.: -.-- a, Lnt-.ex-e.-

:- Ca''ed '%.:e Pro'e-Ien: 3uuh (.2;-,)

Sas 3: 56;% RC ar.-ed "-n *ff.ce .r, San:a .a.:-aa. .A.
sea-t.e ri-p 'd,'.-es;de.-.

.93 :55 "'s Cf;ce - OO

9:5% Ado Joh Poindexter

":&. ad Sect S..L.-On .

" 2, :. .,? C-zqrsson".&! Leadership S. e' ..- ::
!is: az".ac.ed (,1:iw)

: 3 P..SS w/Ad."% olmsxter (2::)

*:s Ret'd Director Casey*3 :a" :.. se:.-re

."0 Secy ShuLtz (12:33)

::" Ada Poindex ter (":4C)

4:58 Ada Poindexter (5:04)

6:i3 Seol Shul: ret'd RC.1's call

6:20 Adm Poindext r (6:29)

i5S5 Ado lolndex te (6:55)

"2/4,485 8::0 "CM (6:3S)

9:02 CalLed Secy Shultz on IL

2:2:6 C:A .r Wm Caey called secure

44. UNCLASSIFIED
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":4.*s5 ":::2

3 5

.2 :0

";,0

2 23

2 ,: 3

• 3: "055 :323

9:55

"2:35

12:21

12:50

To See V::e .res:def.: .s. :')

:, Casey (':-.)

Ca.:*d 3i.: Var-:.n

?auL c ;soft (!::26)

?,SeCy Shel.:: ('.:55)

?.e8s ;.3. 1 2 :30)"

A, ::*n P,:oindexter

?..%S3 w.d John Poindex~ter(~3

':3 See :e President (1:25)

Ca .e'* Rose Perot

:o S.ee Ad :c... Fo excer

A.d- Poindexter

S.unch wv'Secy Shu:.Z at State (!;.S)

Ado Poindexter

4.chael Ledeen (3:*%'0f)

The Vice Presde.-.t (4;:5)

#(9 -SO)

Secretary Weinberger w -AP (9:51)

:...g esdence wiLth Secretary We*nberqer a.0
PoIndexter for private meeunq with -.
Preossdnt and Se Shultz, John :4ah:... :A.
and 0on Reqan

Returned to office wt"kh Poldexter ('2::5)

Don Regan (12:30)

Peturne4 Don Regan's dropby call ,

Ron Lehman IIIAI A A'ilr

- 49 - UNULANIIILU
irn
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ExHMIT JMP-100

E. The Reagan M
President Reagan entered office with a

strong commitment to cabinet government. His
principal advisors on national security affairs
were to be the Secretaries of Sta.t and De-
fense. and to a lesser extent the Director of
Cenual Intelligence. The position of the Na.
tional Security Advisor was initially downgrad.
ed in both status and access to the President.
Over the next six years. five different people
held that position.

The Administration's first National Security
Advisor, Richard Allen, reported to the Presi-
dent through the senior White House staff.
Consequently, the NSC staff assumed a re-
duced role. Mr. Allen believed that the Secre-
tary of State had primacy in the field of foreign
policy. He viewed the job of the National Secu-
rity Advisor as that of a policy coordinator.

President Reagan initially declared that the
National Security Council would be the princi-
pal forum for consideration of national security
issues. To support the work of the Council,
President Reagan established an interagency
committee system headed by three Senior
Interagency Groups (or "SIGs"), one each for
foreign policy, defense policy, and intelligence.
They were chaired by the Secretary of State,
the Secretary of Defense, and the Director of
Central Intelligence, respectively.

Over time, the Administration's original con-
ception of the role of the National Security Ad-
visor changed. William Clark. who succeeded
Richard Allen in 1962. was a long-time associ-
ate of the President and dealt directly with him.
Robert McFarlane, who replaced Judge Clark in
1983. although personally less dose to the
President, continued to have direct access to
him. The same was true for VADM John Poin-
dexter, who was appointed to the position in
December, 1965.

President Reagan appointed several addition-
al members to his National Security Council
and allowed staff attendance at meetings. T
resultant size of the meetings led the President
to turn increasingly to a smaller group (called
the National Secuity Planning Group or
"NSPG"). Attendance at its meetings was more
restricted but included the statutory principals
of the NSC. The NSPG was supported by the
SIGs, and new SIGs were occasionally created

7 00 %&"0
II-!

a* -i , S

to de with particular issues. These were fr.
quently chaired by the National Security Ad-
sot. But generally the SIGs and many of the
subsidiary groups (called Interagency Groui
or "[Gs") fell into disu, e.

As a supplement to the normal NSC proces
the Reagan Administration adopted compr.
hensive procedures for covert actions. The!
are contained in a cLssified document. NDI
establishing the process for decidiW
p T eting, monitoring, and reviewing cove
actiritits.

F. The Problem of Covert
Operations

Covert activities place a great strain on th
process of decision in a free society. Disciosut
of even the existence of the operation coul
threaten its effectiveness and risk embarras
meant to the Government. As a result, there
strong pressure to withhold information. 1
limit knowledge of the operation to a minimum
number of people.

These pressures come into play with gre
force when coven activities are undertaken
an effort to obtain the release of U.S. citizen
held hostage abroad. Because of the legitima
human concern all Presidents have felt over tt
fate of such hostages, our national pride as
powerful country with a tradition of protectin
its citizens abroad, and the great attention pai
by the news media to hostage situations, th
pressures on any President to take action t
free hostages are enormous. Frequently to b
effective, this action must necessarily be covert
Discldsure would directly threaten the lives o
the hostages as well as those willing to contem
plate their release.

Sime coven arms sales to Iran played such
central role in the creation of this Board, it ha
focused its attention in large measure on th,
role of the NSC staff where covent activity is in
volved, This is not to denigrate. however, th,
importuce of other decisions taken by the gov
emnment. In those areas a well the Nationa
Security, Council and its staff play a critica
role. Bit in many respects the best test of.
system is its performance under stress. Th,
conditions of greatest stress are often found it
the crucible of covert activities.
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U.'r: COV ACTION POLICY APUOVAL
10i AND COORDINATION PROCZ00MS

Anroval. Procedures for Zntell 1 ence
I. Pn . nial fiznd as. The President shall approveal Covert action UderlS4 Section 662 ofthe rorei n Assistane Act a - amended, all covertactions undertaken by the Central Zntelligence Agency must beauthorized by a PresLdentli rLdLng that each such operationis important to US national security. .0. 3 333 and4JIsD O .Lve~~i- Igt J&Vca Y opnn P~~~ &i .nce =Peci"

t o a PresidentialLoot I , Keen Covert Action is a-socant ant ipated intellgence activityunder Section 501 of the National Security Act and is subjectto certain Congressional reporting procedures. TheCongressional reporting procedures. for significant intelliqenteactivities apply to all agencies of the intelligence communLty.rindings shall remaLn valid until formally cancelled.
2. in accordance with Zxecutive Order 12333, the Cent:a"Intel Lgence A!*ncy shall conduct covert actions % losseSW4rA~ma 2 s ifioally desigter W -nk, masm~. olEmgvrn"-

4aMt 99=0Wl e proaXson CC 'Jn ltZ1 asup:or by one govern-ment component to another is essential to the conduct of acovert action, IMU 111o of the exten and nae at

ti orm Itnig 1 0 1 b1 0  eqimns"L8 transporta-
nents other thee cZA to support a covert action shall not initself be considered a 'Separate covert action by the supplyingagency. (Me
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Title 3--Thu Premdemt

IW~ 1W. Fwev kMweIem Ad~

by virtue of the authority ve ted in m by the

Constitution and statutes of the United States. i-add-

4 Lag the Eationa Security Act of 1947. as aamod". and

as President of the Uinted States of America. it is

hereby ordered a folloe
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Sectim 1. a The purpoee of this Order
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Sec. 3. c'O tolandOf tionel

-(a) tins Security Cnil.

(1) The National Security Council ws

erstab l sed by the national Security Act of 1947 to

advise tie president with respect to the integration

of dometic. foreign, and military policies relating

to the national security. Statutory rmbes of the

national security Council are the President. the vice

-eeidmat. -e Secretary of State. and th Secretary

of Defemse.

(2) Among its responsibilities, the national

Security Council Shall provide guidance snd direction

to the development ad formulation of national Latelli-

loem activities.

(3) The national Security Cmmcil shall

com~ct a semi-annual review of intelligence policies

sad of oungn special activities in support of national

Foreign Policy objectives. Tse review shall o-

eider the nmeds of users of intelligence and the timsli-

ues ad quality of iatallgence products end the con-

tinumd appropriateness of special activities in support

of national Foreign policy objectives. The national

Security Concil shall consult with the Secretary of

the Tressuzy'ad sub other users of intellig.-ce as

designated by the President as part of these revim 'e."

(b) Coittoe o4n Fpreiqn ntelliaog.nc.

(1) There is stab ished the Cmittee on

Foreign Iatelligence (horinafter referred to as the

COI). wich ehLL be composed of the Director of

Cetral Intelligence. hereinafter referred to an the

DCX. who shali be the Chairmen: the Deputy'Socretary

of Defcse for Intelligeace and the Deputy assistant

to the President for national Security affairs. te

CZ shall report directly to the National Security ComtiL.

(2) The CI shall (i) control budget prepere-

tins and resource allocation for the Natiamal 1oreigm

Intelligence Program.

(A) The C?! shall, prior to submission

to the Office of managemet a nddget. review. amd

amend as it deem appropriate, the bd for the

National Foreig mIntelligence Pogrse.

(a) The 2*C shall aleo adopt rules

governing the reprogramming of funds within this bdge.

Such rules ay require that reprogremla of certain

types ora ounts *, given prior approval by the CI.

(Ui) establish policy priorities for the col-

lection and production of national intellgece.

(iii) Rtablish policy for the management of

ths National Foreign Intelligence Program.

mw mst. a. 41. "a .*JMasv. it .,
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* urn emlma

(iv) PEOvide peidmeM OG the zlaticaa"Lp befteen

taticaLamd netioel iate geno; hoawer, neither

the MC nO Wthe MZ abeL heve enapoeJilhLiity for

tacticL intw alnae.

(v) Iow"ie oeotiatLg gLdance to the Inteili-

Im t a oiy rI to ensure compae mwith

policy 4Lirnoim oftae m.

(3) 0 F X AU be supported by the

'IstellLgemo, Cmeiity staif based by the Dnepty to

the fMedtor of mtraL m teUigm cfor the Za lli-

gse Commnity.

(4) fe "Ai uetabliah auc k douomttma

- it om ppoprLate to asse onsutaoa with

numbern of the Ztelligace Cmunity on policies and

guida ieeaed by an r.

(5) Obaloe of oi my be reviewed

by the etioeal Security o p eo m l by the

Director of Central eligeno or any mu*r of the

atioeea Secuiycomol.

(c) 5th e p o a am n a d v iz o z G r i e v .

11) tezre La mota eIstn teOperations

dvaLozy am"* thereafterr referred to ethe Oper-

tss Geep) Whic ehal be coepoed of the A mitat

to tePePm t for Ntionl Security kLaire: the

Secretaries of State and Defme the C"aIrmls of the

Joiat hiefs of Staff; mod the Director of CentraL

Zntelligence. The Cbi&ea ehali be designated by the

Preidmt. 2be Attorney General and the Director

an am

4

C

of teOffice of emenet ad andgt or their repe-

gmttive. and oer.r twhomy be designated by the

Prmidet. aall attn da meetings a eergme.

(2) fthe Oprtiomn Crep aeI (i) ide-r,

ami develop a polICY recmdat. ineldn my

dissetn. for the 1realdent prior to b"i duciei -

seakeclal activity in nepport of national' foreVIIP

polLy otieet.i" •

(LI) om~t periodic reviewed Of pI amprOwl

mwly omidered by the ope tioes Gr-*.

(iii) Give agpm vl far apecifac snsmitive LteUL-

ses collection operations asdeai4tad by the Opare-

tine Grep.

(iv) Oaedeat periodic revi s of oegen emeitive

inall e collection eratleoe.

(3) te OperatiOn GayS *0) dietdhM

the repeeibities e4eiqed by spargrmaom(0) (2)(1)

and (a) (2) (L) of UtUe eatim in y aftr omeid4ratima

i.-a femal meting attend" by all 0e-6 "ndObnerverae

Or. is uammal cirotmmanoe b a my mberw o aborver

is wava iahe. lu" a deelgeted representative of

the e0021rCor ebeorver attede.

(4) "ae ataff of the National Secmrity CemiL

ahal provwde mport to the erztLons armp.

(4) Directo of Cmtral !nealli.

(1) he Director of Cetral INtSll944*ce

m m ain. " - *v . im-8-00- w- . ifm" A incm om.s e-

I I

I

man" osomm fti. Im mm '. a ilit
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purnuAt to the Matiamlal Security Act of 1947, &hall

be reepoaiible directly to the National Seutity Council

and the PresIdet. se halls

(i) heir the Cpl.

(iL) Act as executive heed of the CIA mad ZatelIL-

gae C mit staff.

(Li) amoa the development d submismon of

a budget for the Mattomal Foreign Iatellieseo e #rm

to th Cpl.

(iv) Act as the Presldent's primary adviser an

foreign intolgee ned provide hi and other otflcal.

in the InItiLe hean with foreign intaLgescer

including National Intelligence Istimteu develop

nationl latelLigeece requirenete and prioritiess

med suervime psodactice and disnnemation of national

(V) maure appropriate implementation of special

notivitlin support of national foireiga Policy

objerriee.

(vi) Ntablink procedures to en-A'r the propriety

of regeeeto. - ranwponmee thereto. from the white souse

*Staff or Other Smeoutive department end agencies to

the isaelLgec COMMaity.

(v&i) ameur* that Appropriate pr"OMM ar&

developed weigh properly protect intelligence sources,

malthods end analytical Procedures. min reeposibilty

within the Uited States *hall he limited to.

I- - an . e. M-me . mmm so. lif

I
I

I
I
*141
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7Mn.vi

(A) Proteation by laful mean a940ist

discloeure by preet oc fom r amployem of the

Cetral- Itelligee Agency or persons. r ployeee

of person or examinations. presetly or formrly

under o tract with the Agnmcyl

(5) prOvidi leadershIp. gdame

amd tdaicl amimtance to other government deart-

saute and ageaCtLe performing foreign Istellgemai

activities Ad

(C) I^ cases involving serious or am-

t aiain aecaurity vlolatime. recomcmedig to the

Attorney eneral that the came be referred to the Federal

Saree of levetigat. for further Laevaetigatin.

(viii) Snabl a vigorous proaw to dowgrade

aid declasaify foregi intelligence iafomti-n as

appropriate and coma ent with miecutiv Order MD. '11652

(iz) Smrur. teietac of estroeg Mpec

General oap llities Is all elets of the ,zateaLLgine

comimity and that eac neapeotor General euheita

qurterly to the IT ligence Orailt Boand a report

which nato forth a."r questinble activitins in uli*h

that ImAtLLIge.e w~ustio. ham enaged or is sawve.

(Z) Rminae the eastblimn t. hy the zataul3gee

Caaity. of c mn e arity atmadartd for managing

end handling foreign intelligence ayetm. inforst ion

ad products. mad f granting ACCOnn thereto.

C



flul-

WsI)Ant astMe principal upokssms to the Coogress

br On 2tlaI+ 1 o. mity adfaciiitte the u

of veMW iS tali s iProducts by o grems.

(A"l) psestaowdevelpent a" - intesemom by

as Cemral Iat ame&gamy or fmrviLceof ommo

im e the Istllk"om ommnity orssw tk4o .

Liniedig glti-dLcipll " "lyoe national level

lLeommiidva pets oal nianatioel lle urrent

-alMOO daeIm.

WsIL) 3uebUA hifors criteria ftr te idnti-

afitllem e.ttIm. and et8skatie o of relative prlor-

SItes be t iission ofacritical Intelligence.

ad penwlds Uthe acetaxy of Defenseswith acossag

Jidm a cnto the -- rezquimnt fo f thu

Seeliges Cmmuity for the treeseiusom 19Csuc

siv) Etablish suh om eof ileatots,

posammences" wers of 12"111160" eto aslas his

6, AaOf. hs mmpoesbilliien as be deems appropriate.

(xv) comInt with serfis and proixur of lmtlli-

Sense*. Ancluliethe Deprtomeme of LStt. Treasury.

aml fstmsue. the Military aerwics. tUe edeal Doreen

se mmIalvetigmii. the ssiw besarch Rd Dosulouset

ult ans sd the cmmail of s5cmmic iO Mutors.

to memo an timas. relevacy eel qulity of

t"aItelligence pmedaci.

- I
S

A

4

an pmme

11

(2) Tos ea at te DirOotoc of cmta,.& iataLU-

gse In the . indviaisa" direoutoo of the u IesIL-

1eee Cmitytde poNtIL of D epty tO the Direst-

Se Castl Zmtelli t ow thu atlligim Commmtr

Is be m edeta1b4, omittedm n rae4 fa telse)..

(31 T oeulA'itthe DIrasto of t uM 1 ZofatLL-

gam La the peaviUm asd direatim of the C ceet

maeigUe m a y thu Dim eOtm of ctem1zateljj

thual. to tim etest istust with be e.tatuy

reepueiiliia, delegete the dy-to-4s7 epecee

the Cmentmi sZwa .eu" A"mouy to e DepstyM ot

at CARt latsuvigmi (50 O.S.. 403w).

- 14) Tou&&&Lotthu o aInh.; .Mulme

hi sepmeibileu. the hef.1.11aue&*Wawa"sa"

esemaias emu giv" I mio to U lafmtL si

state*. helamet iatmumtm reuNtd by the ncsha

be plUWed. t De n M U t e waa sep.

to esIsi Lis .fel=utliUty.

Seem. 4.~u~tu eleO

• 4 lb. r tl . ofpatlos

preoibei by the m of On O rela t to the

satIVLti of of o eige isOI4im m aeampnesle. En

-isetee. detai l ismaut.tlm0 9this milv

OmLUr ibe misise s" aolesefidadsmas beouse

oC the aitivity of the iatoaftio. a"Lits relae

m ==a a a;.u3.ow*-besey. omm"y 19. 'ewm r. a.u - m. - W

00
d4

.I I =Gmm II0. fmI -wwm o .mm If . two
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to ati l emIty. A"i m o lfuA iuet'imt-- e

vUl be mo aatnt vith th is Orer. ulessotbenie.

8;"9 1" vithin this setio.. Its pcowt-ioL Oaply

fitLV~tiehA Am nd MA mt td t ALtel Sta~t.

ml a el m ItNametoapLo,"sLla of the

1"Lteds ttes. Mtu" LE thIs am tLm o tbis Oder

MI L be t" to Imterae with my l-m ont

mpineibiii ~y depre rGmIV Or pINy.

(e) " :i' O-ltiaia 0 thea !"'a--- ~it.o

008OAmber tiiea .ftheCs. amprtmeA state.

lo - .MA Dease. mk adthe M I hLsename

do La didebarlado&Atid" 4"m reayomLbiiUa

Ow mthe fi pmamtim tuih relWaeto

- ltemULw . they am mpamiwe to 4Ma s"

01 Prelset th etiaeiSmrity Cmmil a"

eoow 1a 0 th %e 0 onrot.Is inLyIIGset their

deSme O M utl. est offloishki

m e t el pallllse "digesti * relating to

AstIliLge ativities are carriel cs otinaccace

with Um a thisg Oer. includi g Setion S. a shall

(1) Enka epprpriatea se of t h empeiItLes

a the othor eleme nt the Zaelilge Commnity t

order to maws in'm aoficLacy.

(2) Contrieal is a m of his reepoesiblity

tothe atimal itelligenc Oroadfat Xproderel£under

asotee of the Director of Cetral intelligence.

13

(3) DetebL, LterapolLaiee eel geLde-

11am govaeaao myloyee ondaot & eris awthat

se*t&COar " e &A to. ml w1.el by. sack

(4) Provlde oa astra ml sLiepoaeet

wogmatide tt Io ticitii md isseotin 0. m4 .

XoetLms . tmmmthorise activitr.

(s) t to the AtternIey GMetSib tt amem-

t~go %kicb rlatee to dateat~am or proentise 01 paeIesl

vieLa m eoe-,..by yarpere um. ildLul empinge

of aeOw . ot.Laie's dqnartsto. e s 'y.

(6) rtnis to the Direateo r 1Ctrel ,at4LIL-

an Cpl. t" rat tis ar the my. d Pr oeide

gerige Iatoiliim AdeLM" Soaxi. Ml the Iseige

o eit Daeemrad eli the Lttiti oraq ir e for

the persmet of ther ezepeotiLe deamie.

(7) Iertiel"Wt. -a sgpt~bte. LA the

proweam 01eerviows 0cea wm mLractol by

the DireoAt rOf OMtral -R . M Z Wtiimeeloide 0t

daeatmsM agmmbsewith go* inoamai &stm

as My be witki is " mmbsilitim elamyah e rogirel

La the iLaesetao f the ttIIst- neOinity far

rinsine 00 e0"W t. otiaotvwm . at opertiaml

aemmeaty.

.m M g .t 4. .n. maV. 14.y. l 9 l
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(a) protect intelligence and intelligence

sourcene 4d4.--mbds with& is department or agency.

caseteet with :oldcen end guidance of the Dirctor

of aetralz ateilig ece.

(9) odct a ontianing review of all clasi-

fled Interial oifisating within his organization and

proemply declassifying euch material conistant with

gnecative order No. 11052. en amdd.

(10) provide administrative n d support function

required by his department or agency.

eal Intelin A . All duties

aid resipnlbilitiee of the Ceneral Intelligence Agency

@ball be related to the foreign intelligence functions

outlid bel . A a authorized by the HaiONAl Secrity

Act of 147,.a aend e. the CLA Act of 14, an amended,

end oeer Laws. reulntio. and direct-iven. the Central

intelllganc Agency oall.

(1) produce W disseminate foreign intlli-

Vence rolating to theentional security, including

foreignP olitical,.om, oftic. scientific, technical.

military. occiolo ical. a geographic intelligence.

to mt the needs of the Preeident. thbe National security

Councilad other elmnts of the United States

Government.

(2) Develop and conduct prograns to collect

political. ecoeinic. scientific. technical. military,

geographic. end sociological information. not otherwise

I

.5:1

- . en eW4L n4, t x-~' - *9v10 'F

NO PINMu

is

obtainable. olatinq to foreign intolligence. in

accordance with directives of the National Soi

CunCLil.

(3) Collect and produce i nteLLgence on

foreign apect& of international terrorist activities

an traffic in narcotics.

(4) Codut forsig" counterintelligence

-activitla outside the Vited Staten end when is the

" united State In coordination "ith te SI nsbject

to the approval of the attorney aenral.

(5) Carry out such other special activities

in suport of national foreign policy obJectivwee sne

my be directed by the Prooident or the national

Security uc ad hic rewh ae. within the lliteo .

applicable isv.

(6) Conduct. for the Intelligene Comity.

services of n nmoor an directed by the National

Security Coucil: sch asmoinitoring of foreign pubYic

rio and television eonaiat sand foreign preen

services. collection of foreign intelligence n forsm-

tionfro cooperating sour* is theU united States.

engujeitinwa-~ translation of foreign publicationa

and photogroph'i interpretation.

(7) Curry out or contract for research.

delosot d procuremet of technic l ystem and

devices relating to the functions authorized in thin

mub section.

IINM Ub. e.. *I. NA-UV lisa, ea& .lef*.ti

MT
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tI) Protat the beority of Its installation.

activIties. mUtim ad personnel. In order to

Mniataia this 0 ity. the CIA shall asOm t Mat nbeti-

9 t.i of 9"Iten . aisl'ees. and other preama with

aiwilar meevoitlew with the CIA as are aeesry.

(9) Onea OA-*~rative. tod~a l and soppoct

aut.vitime Ln t ia t fta ae o abroad a he ows-

asy to pctrm the Reaction &morihi io paegegfis (1)

ham (a) aoe. Lna sl ki PNOiM iLniteeinoe

d tr nata eimLntoLan AM data preoeaLsy,

rritment sdtaaiaiwa the provision of persa1.

f L~eaal. me o=dLafil servLeme ds alot of eeenial

e proprietary arramg..e_ enterie o ts

tracts a rvasomta With fr-tte privet. maiee

andmltitaetinas to pffwide s**SUlo or unclaseified

ash.ialytinael and developmetal oevvioe and

age~lis Soartean etering Lute similar ares"-

Sant with asiaae matituU~. CZA apome-

skip i ko t the avriata senir official. of

he s ma titUtLon " to eaier preet officials.

(0) 5 X 1t o tat-. 2%o Secretsy of

State Shols I .m -

mi"tie"stilitary. seciological. mainloia. scientif ic.

techical adaseodiated b4*qraphic Laforustin.
Ii

17

(2) P -a disa-maLate geteig Latsil-

qulet.n g r t e m ti f.states CQML, Policy as

re"Sd for %be ims.L ef bin ree 3 L.tiLe

MWLa .movet ee POLCfiakee In-yV" I% aam-.

ae.lemo Within tDAid tate OS a-a.

(2) 3DsuidneA within the United States

-emer. a apppiriase. rets received tm

vaLtea Sta dpMLe sim den.

(4) amrdte with the Diresta Of Ca-teal

DOeDULV to e 2mt mtefL State L&telga

At vtte a p ewe s Receiave a eaa-

(5) d Rlti S r op% zeqaL e z adnt the

teteilm COmity ma OW Ceft aOf EOSeIMS W11OM

Pride ge.. aM ne m,.-Ilastea- e*-t

(4L) am t . a. and teninme it

aiL i.U elstiam 09 teieSes(7)y O gt the ~ Resos Shaul a ea

tary of uwe theay torsio tallaLa

monetary Informto.

I m eon w *. 6a.ira. .&& ltMVMA a.. a"%m

4
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(2) Participate with the Department of State

Is the overt oollectim of 9Annral foreign economic

informtion.-

(3) Pro&=@e that intalligome required for the

Aellctio f oteU Sesreta"' a$inttdeprtl btaIl respom-

albiitlee and the mAsiam of the Departmnt of the

Treamry. -

(4) Cntrihute intelligence and gudt ixno

required for the dveloment of national'intellLgma.

(5) Disoeminate within the thited Statee

Government. a appr private. foreign intelligence informs-

tino aquired.

(e) t oL 2LCiuM.

(1) .wSecretary of Detense Nalas

(J) cellbct foreign military Latelligooo itfor-

atiom deA wIa n military-rulated foreign intelligence

Latovmatiom. inCluding aleatific. techoncl. political

And emami Liformstiom an required for the execution

ot b"nrOMPOUSabilitiee.

(Li) prode an diad ne inat, a- apropriate.

intelligent. sI.piusLg fo eig military capabilities

and intentlms ad scientific. technical and Oconomic

developnAnta pertinent to his reaponibilities.

(iji) Coduct such program and misions necessary

to fulfill national intelligence requiremnta a

determin d by the CrI.

-op m elee. VOL. .*I .. l6-int"T fmpa19. IWI

we rw

(Iv) Direat, fimd aad opete. te tetiomal

seowity Agemay. n national. dedoennem nedlitary

Inteligena4d reesmeieeace en titl. ea required.

(v) demt, an the mastiveaemt of theoUALtad

Statenae ummt. signals Intelligenoe actiritleend

ominmiame m eerLty. mo t a sotberwine

by the I.

(VI) Provide for the timly tramstizaic of

criOce3 intelLigamme. as defined by the Director of

CotraL Znte l.ee. within the ated States Gowernmet.

(2) zn carrying out thee eeLgeed r pen-

alhltie. the Seoreary of O refm i.- -.nthrmse to

utilme the fo 91011 g,

(1) fte e Ofene Ztulgsom Agny (Ame fiinicma.

enthwLritien -d reepmlLitlem are arrently Umboliay

aMeeIMed by Deartenet of Defe Directive So. 5105.21)

to.

() Phrodoe or IProvide ,-litary Lai al-

. gomn for the Secretary of Defaee. the Joint Lefs

of Staff. other Defense, ooinsots. and. me pprorintoo.

im-Oasfene amolme.

(a) -Coordinate 1 D",iartment of Deriee

intealigamno cllectim requLrmenat ad manage the

"am"e Attacheyoti.

(C) Stabliesubsetantive LtellLgence

prLority goaldMObjectivem for the Deprtment of

Defense Ad proidiguidance o asubtantive intelligence

Iltterm to all mjor Defense intelligence ectivitie.

In WL VO . wo. S-MNA. - 9. Iwo
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(DI Savlew mnd solatala mogaamoO ecer

al 1m poliata POL1M proosfoe for aoeoryptologic

"Steilime oL Of the D*Prt t Of Defes."

(R) V"WLe LatallLveis otaff suport

0 "leOd or bO J, St -- Jft Of Staff. -

* BO(Ue U SeesLty ae~ay. . teectlsm.

* esther e -4 gl aL , rLee shallL Lo"

0.) DeatshI e I ope ate of -a s featve

-- f l e atL f OW the se lat aL1 6Ig otULtiam

of tba swLtei State. gewurt. mwoort go certala opg,-

a1msfhm hm"usll OWNWlas tUWl "prPrIVIta

*1Ists of the =diitemCy O-mdsetu . cc bF the Cmh.

0) Derols oetrOovemr gives"La talu-

O" ecaotlin groomea~lg stivite of tx. Govern-

EM. OmLeoust t- - oprprlte agt apseLfia go-

swuros for sa pertade- task& ms ruels £or the

ILasm .~gprt Of eLhltay agmdera.

(C) Oallaoti~f. prOOseada =Ad dLa*masLms

09 aiquaa iataLV em in amodso with s1.;.-.*

VGLeqsfta. a"d PrCLarlti. 4etebllahud by the Director

0 Dle.mtLon of mipemla Lntallqnc

to all mthgrlaad eummta of ame Oovert. loclud4ia

the Armed Servioes. as requested.

(U9) Servingm wnder Che Secretary Of Defense

a the central comtmmctiona security authority of the

EMLLIta State aoeset.

I

4r
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(V) Oinhwt of reeer m deoiaest

to met the made Of %he VALtad St.atAW for elpoela

Ltalleo md m losmtios emority.

(ll) Gpeel offlso for the osllefoAo of

-pcaL- ltfl9 thm msmo

(h) 0.aryift out cosmlused p~

for we , mle msc . -

(a) Lalwanm remPosoLbLLY to the vaemsm

6@PerFtna summoLes of the bowevinst. amoerdan

to their empel~lLtLee. for the seeerk. dowelopmet.

proemt4 oerstlossMe control Of Aselpeetad

of oemMatio-e.

(l) m other arnfoes -LULLS the Deperme

at Defame 48 shal be doedmi pprolate for Io

ofte -emCWo eam.merepnlltoe ieea

th Aalas ztor of the faerw samero mi Develage~e

t Us reepoe eibllus ed the mLoetom of

the smtff O. i lopOt 1malsttet . bes-

aftewre to &g MMt tsaladiag the aea Of molstW

&mi Atonic rgy.

I [ oI . xil I. 19. fes 6 it s..

00
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(2) DioomLoat such intelligence and provide

tocALical amd aselytical exties to other IntelllgOce

Comulty t end he ramponmsv to the fuideac.

of the Director of Ceanali Iatelligame. &md the Committee

am P olga ZaikllLsce.

(3) Pfrticipate with other Lntelligques Community

agnies ad del a ee in forlalstiag olloe tiow require-

mets wr eits special tecblal mpetiso am ontribute

to o oollct iam req"Iz-ts.

(9) IM ZPASW bureau of Inyveteatiap . Oa0e4

the s visiof of the Attorney Qmesel ea puaroant to

S rMIlAtIG As the Attorney omerIl my establisLh.

the flhreCtor of the Val shafll

(1) Otect ad prevent sepomego. sabots",

subwOLrM. and other midfawl activities by or an beaf

of ftcoiqm panwar through slh Lawful counter into II ikence

epMyttLm Within the UItd State, Licludlng electronic

omrveillamo. as are measy7 or useful for such purpose..

(2) conduct within the gMlted stat. and its

trritacle. %dim requested by officials of the Intelli-

900 CEmit -ignated by the President. thoee Lawful

activities . l-cludiag electronic surveillhe,0 authorthe

by the Iresideat ad specifically approved by the Attorney

e'ol. to be uodertakma Is support of foreign intIll|-

90no. cmllection requiremts or other imtellqeno emces.

m m u e4 m 36ftmmlV -n to- 1lWf

A
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(3) Collect fng.iqa intelligence by lawful

m withaie the Uuiaod States and its territories dise.

requested by officials of the Intelligeneo . nity

deeigtead by the Preesient to mae amd requests.

(4) Diaheminete. As appropciatA. frellm

Lte&ligo e ad A OGntmerLtllLgao ifoCUetom WiChdi

it acquires to Nor optrae Federal aeia.. state an

lool law m bwi , t agencies e cooperating foreign

(S) Corry out or oontreat fr resooardb.

dovelopmt ed pecarmot ot tooebll stas ma

devices relatg to the tuctions mtbarizl above.

Sea. S. Resletjosst - Xntelliege Activyit.

Ifoatutiom about the OamshilitLe. intentl.. a

activitiee of other juvgeamartal is emgtkal to LArs

Onciaim-zkq La tha field of natimal defense d

foreign re"etiom. .M m mrs Wl""si to eOq Ure

much informtle should be reopmoive to the legitimte

nm of our Goernment a" met be emdctel La amer

Which perve ad respect& our estabished ocept

of piLvacy and ~ civil lbertLs.

bomat sent have clearly Liiated the deelrabillty

of gDar t-wide direction 10%ich will ensure a pror

balancing of those Intereets. his action of this Order

does n athoriso amy activity not previously etherined

NUMMLe . 4O m ae-WARI"V, ome'm to. lof
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a" deo met pcwiLe ,mt L m amy retrictions

otherwise OWmLumble. aes othmise oetied. the

pgoviaLie of this sumtiem aply to atiLvitLee both

LBmL. ame state, the emaite States. heform.. to

uam te 11 1a L of the .aited State.

) Am&A emed ti sei mti Of thin

"eatm. t fltoe m tim J s ol . the m onge

mOwihed to "mbaidui

(1) *o *aLtiw " me amY s 4,,O t

the gatherIAg. 41110176. ELLaOmIR ti's OW ff of

naehLely, mVLahU Lafo tjos, in it. the LOMe

s.ml emamt Of the mobject at the Lmieetim.

(2) -I, murmotollese mea in -tism

eNSMaI am protestiom o ft Smiga imt-U g. or

ot mtimi mumuity jsjsati an it* oaii10tim

ona Mn-,0ePohki .LnaArtiewa by alom ie mm.

vLtith emmt of a parmi % .i a party t*. or.

Ia 12 eae Of a am..oetemeio amNN§itlm. Visibl

Present at. the O" i4amtist.

(4) ~immasm a pefeam moslerad

by. &*&IOWAe or &*tall" to. or acting ter a QUad

states foraiga iatsai1i-90,e goy.

4.

mm INIE O 4m. Om bba..mn&,. tv. two.
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(5) =oCOIA iatellino." mean LAforomtion

ciirnLag the ce.ibiiLties. Lntentios amad activities

of may torLig power. or of any tm-Gited st.atse

pmrsm. u%*er vtithJ or out*Lde the United States. or

cmomrti aroa ouside the wited state.

(6) Iomige intollgene agency- meim the

Cefttral JateliMIin Agacy. hetiommi SeCUrity Aguey (

sdDefines Xotoliqgee Agenmyl and further iclsa

my other derm t, or ay of the oDwed states

Oooutt Ot aammt it to gegw,

in the c iooltiam of foreign telltigmce Or m1ter-

iatailigenc. het mba)) met &ooINd my suc depaesema.

mcyr - semint thereof to the entest tat it is

saed in ito athorited Givul c crmaamla wam eastoe-

mmt Offine ie aw *"It it Inclue. Is my amo the

Vedoai Saes. at Iwamtiqatim.

$7) "Mattml secucLty ieormwtionm le the

meale m eri ed to it in moecative Ordez s. 11652.

am smnded.

(8) "Physical ueqrveLloe" mm otiwi&ng

visumil osuvis by amy manwr o aoeLitLm of a

am..obJIc omimcatam by a peres not a party thereto

cc visibly present threat through sm y ma. %&Le doem

ot Lvolve eletrom a murveillance.

MI - a. amV I. Us pe"Aav 19. sa'f
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(9) waited states parsoa Bmem. United

States citimoa. ale. aditted to the United Stat.

for p et reLd-oe and corporatioae o other organ-

Lmatam Incorporated or oraiaed ina the United States.

(b) Seelaicin g. Collection. rateigm lstelli-

"K esenalee ehell not says" La any of the" follow-

Log aotivItla

surPyicl ~ vellac d~reated against a

giLted states pers. value it Ls a Lioreal eurvoLulace

outed purmuamt to pros urs approved by the be

*of teforeign itelligenc aency and direated against

mye G the ftll wings

AL) & present or t m loyee of sch agency.

Its Peemat oW iiR* -matractors or their prenset or

forma RLOYeee. for the purpose, of prosectim foreign

* IetL4mme. OW oomutsr~ilL96me sources or motbada

or 40im0 e rIty L0afomtIaa from uaamthrised

d1malomaref or

(La) a aiLted States person. ubo Ls in contact

with either sno a Peet at P contractor or

employee with a sa.am ated States person who Ls the

suhje~t of a fore'ef intelligence or counterintellgence

Inqiry. hot only to the sateat mooeeeary to Identify

swab gaited States pacemmz Or

(ILL) a gated State person aside the United

State. Vbo La re46eably believed to be acting on behalf

I

6
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of a foreign power or enqaging in international terrorist

or narcotics activities or activities threatening the

national security.

,..) electronic surveillance to intercept

a communication which is made fro. or i intended by

th tender to be .. cived in. the United States. or directed

alainet United State. persons abroad. except lawful

eloctronLc marveillance under procedures approved by the

Attorney Generals RLjd. that the Central Intellgea

Agency ball not perform electronic surveillance within

the United State.. except for the purpose of testing

equipment under procedure. approved by the Attorney General

consistent with law.

(3) Unconsented physical &sa*&r,' within the

United States; or unconmented physical searches directed

against Uaited State. pereaon abroad, except lawful

eerchee under procedures approved by the Attorney General.

(4) Opening of maIl oar examination Of envelope.

of mail in United States postal chsanels except in accord-

ance with applicable statute.'and regulation..

(5) Ianaination of Federal tax returns or tax

information except in accordance with applicable statute&

and regulation.

(6) Infiltration or undisclosed part-icipatio

within the United State. in any organization for the -

puLpo.m of reporting on or influencing its activities

-. 41. VOL y .toi. S a-N A . PMEM" to. 19SW
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4w mmes a"Pt esat La fittratim or participatom

wak -eepsat to an -aL~tL composed ptimmiy of

mN-OitAi States Parml ti is reafisamh balinys

to be beueg m behal of & toge po e.

- (7) OWLneti of £namtion. bvmar

VOICAid an 411searsi tin 4a1tiitim se of Lted

ftaefs pema m0

(1) hmmt.m cmmianl oertpam sc ear

(i) Znmi Om eciNg pomnt eg 1maw

OW1~spsm. pressest or toimr contrators 4w their peawst

or m epas. 4C app~imtA ftarO eso&s
ip

M- we mars wa. mnz to prot tCOLIM

1m iins or mmsialJs .win ~
* asbio t .inid Giovatw immtyim m"s as a"

dimmadfy m e itita parmme I& i IMteot uWid

df ftrgmia OW With 5 1111-011itAd fltAtI plIrsesl lhe

to 00 e 09 a tfaiqp Laaupgsm or maea-

(iii zauestIes cmovemn parmoms. llo, age

ainimmey beleve to be poteLal inroms oettat.

bit OMly lEW tb, WporpSS Of detarmasift the mitability

4offiefibiiity at aeok pmi.

imiim. -somise VOL . w& 8-.Nwimw. mnmla. m lef

112
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(iv) Foreiga iteligece De CountecLa&LLge,4C

gathered eroed or fCm electronic urvilnca md, ..

is coplLamas with 5LectieM 5 (b) (2)1 or tc tCeLgI Lftt.l-..

Ie acquired frm co-perating sources in te Units

Stat..

(v) Iafo=EtmLom t a uittd states parsos %lbo

in CrumCebly belle-d to he eatin an b.Iolt of a

fo"IgBO Or egfVgI i Laatmagtiamss tarraLot

at narcotics actLvltine.

(vi) Zafumtis esaceralg orms nr atvitiLes

tat poem a alaw threat to foremi IntoLgesoa as8a0

fnailitins or pereomel. MELOd tbt " feac imafrstim

in ret"aIsd oaly by tha fRaev istouliv avs egecy

thraasm" ead that prop w ooeniatim with b vederea

Imerem 01 znvstIgatiaa is Doalsle.bed.

(a) -a--SM.. .z. inr . mting in tsi

motion 09 thin crar shat prohibits

.. (1) Ltal Uiainntlma to the qrCoprLate

LW ameamnt egmWA14 ot Lia te ly &bther"

LntoWNatam indiatng Lmmolvit is nativitias %^icb

wy be in vilatom of "w.

(3) Store at laommatiM required .by 1

to be re tn d.

(3) OdinesmatiLo to eoCL IntaILLNem

ge1maine of Latemttim of the subject better type

tisted In SectLe S(b) (7).

11110111114 gnaw WIS. **. oft m two
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(d) Mastrietions on Emparimnotatbn. Foreign

intelullg oag "ecie shall not enage in experLenta-

tiom with drugs am amnm subjecta. smept with the

igoszi onsent. in writing end vittoeed by a disinter-

ested thiad par ty. of eah each b a *object and to

4c00cascem with the WAIdelLse iamed by the National

Mission for the protection of RAmsm subject* for

lUinNical sad 5Edvirarl hsOtesrC.

(e) ze.attanca to Law IEnorenet Authoities.

(1) so foreign intelligence mgony shall.

excpt am supremely authorized by law (L) provide services.

eqipoomt. persnel or abilities to the Law Mtorent

Asallatamom hdmLsLmtramtio. or to State or local police

acgenisatice of the United States oc (i) participate

In or fad n law enforcemt activity within the united

Statesn.

(27 lbe probhihtom shall not. bouver.

preadude, (I) cooperation between a foreign intelligence

agency mod appropritae la etform t age9noes for the

perpoes Of protecting the personal and facilities of

the Noeigm Intelli e agecy or preveting esepioage or

other crlaimal ctLvLty related to foreign intelligence

or nteimatalligemse, or (1i) provisian of opecie lsed

egAsigint or tiloal noled , for us by any other

federal dspertt oc agency.

I
16
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(f) b RA Mnt of PersoNeml. An employee of a

foreign intelligence agency detailed elsewhere withinn

the federal Government shall be responsible to the

hoot agency and shall not report to such employee's

parent agency on the affairs of the hoot agency, except

as may be directed by the latter. The head of the

hoot agey. and any successor. shall be infotuI of the

detaileos' association with the parent agency.

(g) Prohibition of AseassLnation. No eployee of

the United States Govarnment shall engage in. or com-

spire to engage in. political assassination.

(h) &M~nain

(1) This section of this order shall be

effective on March 1. 1976. Each dpartimnt. end agency

affected by this section of this Order shall promptly

ime internal directives to implement this section

with respect to its foreign LonItLgence and conntr-

intelligence operations.

(2) the Attorney General shall, within ninety

days of the effective data of thin section of this

Order. lasue guidelLns relating to activities of the

federal Sereau of Znavetigetion in the areas of foreign

intelligence and counterintelligence.

Sec. 6. Oyveroiht of intqlliqenQce 0aniations.

(a) There is hereby establisd an Intelligence

Oversight Boerd. hereinafter refa :red to am the Over-

sight soard.

TM
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(1) thM OveaIbt Dse shall have three

auilru wle shall be apoiated by the Preidnt and who

eall be trom Outside the 0 anummad be qualified

M the baaia at ability. kluWIM41. diversity Of han-

gpl- Md 0*mttLoa. The Saore@ Of the OVIsLkt

BOAme my ala. oar" - the Preaidemta torceigm Ibtaill-

g advisory not" (nosast.v orde m. U460 SE

usrab 20. 1ng). esome at mOverit swum

ebll h e r y pesom metraceel relat ki with

-W my -cyOr deparmet Of the MWAtlliO- COEitY.

(2) ms mudair te O ,mLt son" Shall

he dmatmted by the president as it teicmi.

(3) ft Ovrakgbi Doard shaLli

(L) Reomve A"s coa eir reports by m pe r

amaLM eaemen" ouneela of the ?atelliese 0.

UmLt esemaig t.Lvitim out cais qastiin o

laity oc prW sty.

(ii) anwi periodically the pruetom me Pa.-

osne oc t poatrea Gaml Med OesnXU Comsela

at the zatelligmms cooity deigned to diserw mid

r to the coca t Deard ectivitles that raise

- at legality oe propriety.

CU(i) di periedially with ee wbr of

t* - atallipe c ity their &xtmual gusialham

to ease"r their adequlay.

II

4
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MLv weat periodiclly. at Let qarterly.

to tha httoinay Genral a" the Praidmt na itn fiediea.

() Report JA A tinly' ta attorneyy

al' ed to the Prmient my c.LvLtiv tOat raise

lowe quaseLta ot legality.

(vi) Report La a timely mosmn to th prosint

MY adetivitiM that raie emrie qsmeutiae about prepristy.

b) alamqe ce G ral mi *mOe"& s ela withia.

the I at llsea ew-,ty shall.,

(1) Trnmit to the Overmnit seard cuort

ft any aatLvitLe that a to thLr attmom tt raise

qmome at legalty Or propriety.

(2) Report parimlly. at Isaet qaartarly.

to the Oversit e its naga cmmraing

mawthiabla aotivtion. if my.

(3) Preride te the 0.rai*t Doerd all Lagam-

tim requested abet activities vtia "hir rempoee i

departm r eemosm.

(4) Report to aM Overnlt boa my esemeim

dm vkLk they re drcm ed got to report my activity

to the OvwraLqt Board by their almoy or Aeaemmt

(S) Vegmslato paticee and prome

deLgmd to disomre md cepoe to the Ovright tse

activities that rwase questioee at legality or ropiey.

(o) Msods at intelligent aeaies or depart-

ato salle

r !!
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(1) saort periodically to the OversLght -

Bard on say activities of their organisataw that

ralse gunetc s of legi ty or Prepreity.

(2) Instruct their eemloyeem to ooperat.

fuly with the Oversight Board.

(3) Saemre that lospectors Gnral and

Gesma Comels of their agenclm have aoes to Ay

Lforueto oemm ry to person their datiss assniqed

by i ar (4) of thinsecntion.

Tdhe, htoesy GSEnsya Whall

(1) -,osive and consider rerts from the

Oversight Board.

(2) Amaort periodLcally, at lest. arterly.

to the PXesident with repe t to actiiti s of the

IntLlise Caeity. If say, Which raise quostiona

of lega.

(a) no ,, ight board shel receive &t. suqiort.

go puron serves an the staff of t Ovesight Saer

shal have say camtractal or 4WplOYmst relationship

with m dbmprtmt e 4 Yi the am ataLlgece

mimty.

(f) The irneideat'e ore g Xatelligemos Advi.ory

m1ad eatablisk by boscutive Order O. U460 of

March 20. 19 remis in effect.

sac. 7. Secrecy Protection.

(a) -n order to improve the protection of s0urces

It'

fmf MON OL 40. W&. a- m,. Mist ISi. 19ft
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and nethoea of intelligence. all embers of the assc~tiye

branch nd" ita contractors given access to information

containing source* or methods Of £ntailigancs hall. ams

a condition of obtaining access. 'sign an agreement that

they will sot disclose that information to persons not

autborised to receive Lt.

(b) Zn the event of any unauthorized disclosure

of Infotion concerning sources or mothoad of JnteLi-

gmncs. the mmmi of my persons found to have %ade

uw-tarinmd disclosure shall be forrded (1) to the

heed of applicable departeats or agencies for appropriate

disciplinary ectIJo and (2) to the Attorney General

for appropriate l.egal action.

(c) Za th eveat of any threatened unauthorised

disclosure of information concerning sources or methods

of i.tellignmee by a person, a hs noaged not to make

suct disclosure. the details of the threatened disclosure

shall he trainmmittad to the Attorney General for eggro-

plat legal action. includiag the seeking of a Judicial

order to prevent such disclosure.

(d) Z further pe i t of the ned to provide

protection for other significant Areas of Intelligence.

the DLrector of Central intelligence is author ied to

pt'€lgate rUi end regulations to expand the ecme

of agreements secured from those persons who. an an

aspect of their relationship with &% mates

Govermet. hae access to classified intellignce

material.

mf nm o. E t. Ow &&mmy mmw so- we
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-6 41mtL w m.
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(mw at ctmml ma1ll4 dmtivwo Shml I-
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ge t. atUm"Ve 4&tAb

* (a) 22"a - , nball Swmsn 'be PROMPLALL&

Snmwra t of ummibw 5; L71. n the lo1inL

me ngia of the 3.s. vaeL4M Zatalli4mwo ¢ nty."

(de see ot aptaepnmi~a withia the
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fts mL as 31165sew a is* 0U4 os ohem Omeot

,Ie aigt wll tatLuitat. dw gauprde zamlt 09
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EXHIBIT JMP-104

4I Ad
National Security Council Structure

Stakniment on the Isunuev of d Prernthl
Directed Jeanudr 121982

I .N .omtSeMrnOW C ows
The National Security Council (NSC) shall

be the principal forum for consideration of
national security policy issues requiring
Presidential decision.

The Functions and responsibilities of the
NSC shall be as set Forth in the National
Security Act of 1947. as amended.

The WS shal meet regulafr Those
heeds of departments and agencies who are
not regular members shall pate as ap.
appropriate, when matters their de-
pertment or agency re red

The Asstaat to the President for Nation-
a! Security Affai in consultation with the
regular members of the NSC, shall be re-
stobe for developing, coordinating, and
implementing nat security policy Man.- FprojbZ.He sa determine

.7 11_O__ udac NSC mtngs. H. shall.
ensre that the necessary paper. ar pre-
pared and- cept in unusual circum-
stances-di ted in advance to Council
members. He shall staff and administer the
National Security Council.

Decision documents hall be prepared by
the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs. and disseminated by him
afe appoval by the President.

,ooo It RCA"Poneli ies. of IA. Secret I of

The Secretary of State is my principal For-
elgn policy adviser. As such, he is responsi.
Me for the formulation of Foreign policy and
for the execution of approved policy.

I hae asned to the Secretary of State
authority and respotuib/ty, to the extent
permitted by Law, for the overall direction.
coordination, and supervision of the inter-
departmental activities Inci&nt to foreign
policy formultion, and the activities of ex-
ecutive departments and agencies of the
United States overseas. Such activities do
not include thoee of United States military
forces operating in the Reid under the corn.
mand of a United States area military com-
nander, and such other military activities

as I elect, as Commander in Chief, to con-

!mintttoNoo nld fgan, 1982/jam 12

duct exclusively through military or other
channels. Activities that are internal to the
execution and administration of the
approved programs of a single department
or agency and which are not of such nature
as to affect signdkcanty the overall U.S.
overseas program in a country or region are
not considered to be activities covered
within the meaning of this directive.

The Secretary of State is responsible for
preparation of those papers addressing mat.
ter affecting the foreign pol"y and foreign
relations of the United States for consider.
tion by the NSC
Ml NSC R"PoU~b~fieh of the SWrWWeV~

of Defew
The Secretary of Defense is my principal

defense policy adviser As such, he is re-
sponsiblo for the formulatim of genera de-
fense policy policy related to all matters of
direct and primary concern to the Depart-
menat of Defense, and for the execution of
approved policy. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
are the principal military advisers to me,
the Secretary of Defense, and the NSC

I have assigned to the Secretary of De.
fense authority and responsibility, to the
extent permitted by law, for the overall di-
rection, coordination, and supervison of the
interdepartmental activities ncKident to de-
fense policy formulation.

The Secretary of Defense is responsible
for preparation of those papers addressing
matters affecting the defense pot"c of the
United States For consideration by the NSC.

IV NSC Reeposiubliltie of the Diretw of
Cenhvel ImligenWce

The Director of Central Intelligence is
my principal adviser on intelligence mat-
ters. As such, he is responsible for the for-
mulation of intelligence activities, policy,
and proposals, as set Forth in relevant Ex-
ecutive orders. I have signed to the Di-
rector of Central Intelligence authority and
responsibility, to the extent permitted by
Law and Fxecutive order, for the overall di-
rection, coordLnatiot, and supervisor of the
interdepartmental activities incident to in-
telligence matters.

The Director of Central Intelligence is
responsible For the preparation of those
papers addressing matters affecting the in-
telligence activities, policy, and proposals of

21
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Jan. 12 / Admistsrtion of RoadLd Reagan. 1982

the United States for consideration by the
NSC.

V Isnsrqm.cp Cvrops
To assist the NSC at large and its individ-

ual members in fulfimin their respombd-
ities, interagency groups are established as
described herem. The focus of these inter-
agency groups is to establish policy objec-
tive develop polcy options, make appro-
pnate recommendations, c nxder the im-
plications of agency program for foreign
policy or overall m ional security poicy,
and undertake such other activities a may
be asind by the NSC
A. M Senior lsq resg Gmup-Foivio
Policy (SIG-F

To advise and assist the NSC in exerdsing
its authority and discharn its aesponsIl
ty for Foreign policy and Foreign affairs mat-
ters, the SIG-FP is established. The SIC-GP
shall be composed of the Director of C4M-
tral Intell/gence; the Assistant to the Pres-
dent for Natonal Security Affrn the
Deputy Secretary of State (Chairman) the
Deputy Secretary of Defense or Under Sec-
retary of Defense for Policy. and the Chai-
man. Joint Chiefs of Staff. Repesentatives
of other department and agencies with re-
sponbilty for specific matters to be con-
sidered will attend on initation by the
Chairman.

When meeting to consider arms control
matters, the Group will be augmented by
the Director, Arms Control and Disarm.
ament Agency.

The SIC-F win:
1. Ensure that important foreign policy

saes requiring interagency attention re-
ceive full prompt, and yst emic consider-
atlon;

2. Deal with interdepartmental matters
raised by any member or referred to it by
subordinate interagency groups, or. if such
matters require higher level consderatikn,
report them to the Secretary of State for
decision or refera to the NSC,

3. Asure a proper elecvity of the for-
eign policy/foreign affair areas and issues
to which the United States apples its ef-
forts.

4 Monitor the execution of approved-owe and. decisions. and

5. Evaluate the adequacy and effectae-
ner of interdepartmental overseas pro
grams and activities.

A permanent secretarat, composed of
personnel of the State Department aul.

mented as necessary by personnel provxied
in response to the Chsau'mns request by
the departments and agencies represented
on the SIG-FP, shall be established
5. The Senior lieageney Group-Drfrs**
oky (SIC-OD)
To advise and assist the NSC in exercumn

its authority and dischargin its responusi-
ty for defense pohcy and defense matters,
the SIC-DP is established. The SIG-DP
&W con of the. Director of Central In-
telimnc; the Aistsnt to the President for
National Security Affairs, the Deputy or an
Under Secretary of State, the Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense (Charmank and the Chair.
man. Joint Chief of Staff, Representatives
of other departments and agencws with re.
sponsibLity For specific matters to be con.
sidered will attend on invitation by the
Chairman.

The SIC-DP will.
1. Ensure that important defense policy

issues requiring interagency attention re-
celve full prompt. and Wsterutic consider-
aftion,

I. Deal with interdepartmental matters
raised by any member or referred to at by
subordinate interagency groups, or if such
matters require higher level consideration,.
report them to the Secretary of Defense for
decision or refen to the NSC. and

3. Morutor the execution of approved
p-ct and dmison

A permanent secretariat, composed of
personnel of the Department of Defe ue
aug ented as necessary by personnel pro-
vied in respond to the Chairman's request
by the departments and agency s represent.
ed on the SIG-DP, shl he established
C The. Senior Latrnv Group-

To advise and amst the NSC in exercsun
its authority and dischargiug its response bdi.
ty for intel.lience policy and intelligence
matters, the SIG-4 is estaubhed The SIC-[
shall consist of the Director of Central In-
teUigeme (CQairmank) the Asmistant to the
President for Na toial Secunty Affaurs, the
Deputy Secretary of State, the Deputy Sec-
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retary of Defense. and the Chairman. Joint
Chiefs of Staff Representatives of other de-
paritments and agencies wI attend on invi-
tation by the Churman %,hen such deprt-
ments and agencw hair a direct interest in
intelligence activities under consideration

When mettin to considet sensitive intel-
ligence collection activities referred by the
Director of Central Intelligence, the mem-
bership of the Group shall be augmented,
as necessary, b) the head of each organiza-
tion within the intelUlgence coriuniUuty di-
rectly involved in the activity in question
Wen meeting to consider countertei
gence achiit)es, the Group shall he aug-
mented by the Director, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Director, National Se-
curity Agency

The SIG-I will
I Establuh requirements an pnoritife

for natal foreign intelligence,
2 Review such National Foreign Intelb-

gence Program and budget proposals and
other matters as are referred to it by the
Director of Central Intelligence,

3 Review proposals for sensitive foreign
intelligence coUection operatsru referred
by the Duector of Central Intelligence,

4 Develop standards and doctrine for the
counterintelligence activities of the Uruted
States, resolve interagency differences con-
cerntng the tnpiementation of counterintel.
ligence polcy, and develop and monitor
guidelines, consiutent with applicable law
and Executive orders, for the maintenance
of central countermtelligence records,

5 Consider and approve any countern-
telligence activity referred to the Group by
the head of any organiation in the itelli-
gence community;

6 Submt to the NSC an overall, annual
assessment of the relative threat to United
States interests from intelligence and secu-
nty ser%-es of foreign powers and from in-
ternatonAl terrorist acivits, uluding an
assiessment of the effectiveness of the
Uruted States coivieritelhgenice acvities.

7 Conduct an annual review of ongotn
sensitive, rational foretn intelligence col-
lection operations and ensitive counterin-
telligence activities &,J[ report thereon to
the NSC, and

8 Carry out such additional coordination
reviev and approval of intelligence active.
ties as the President may direct

A permanent secretariat, composed of
personnel of the Central Inteiligence
Agency augrented as necessary by person.
nel provided in response to the Chair-tn's
request by the departments and agencies
represented on the SIC-I, shall be estab-
iW)ed.
D Reson and Functional Inttrke "Grmpr _

I the SIG-FP. Interagency Groups
(iC's) shall be established by the Secretary
of State for each geogpaphic region corre-
sponding to the jurisdiction of the geo-
graphic bureaus in the Department of
State, for Political-Military Affairs, and for
Internattna Economic Affar Each IG
shall be compisad of the Director of Cen-
traJ InteUligence, tI5ssutant to the Presi-
dent for national Setr- W,,rs. the
Oiurna, Joint Chieft of Staff, the appro-
prate Assistant Secretary of State Chaur.
man , a t representative of
the Secretary of Defense Representatives
of other departments and agencies with re-
sponsbility for specific matters to be con-
sidered wi attend on invitation b the
Chairman The IC for International Eco-
nomic Affas will, in addton to the above
membership, include representatives of the
Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretan of
Commerce, and the U S Trade Representa-
tive

IG'i For arms control matters will, in addi-
tion to the above membership, include a
representative of the Director, Arms Con-
trol and Duarmament Agency Arms con-
trol |C's will be chaired by the representa-
tive of the Secretary of State or the repre-
sentative of the Director. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency. in accordance with
guideines to be provided by the SIG-FP

To &s the SIG-DP, IG' shal be estab-
liahed by the Secretary of Defense corre-
sponding to the functwtal areas within the
Department of Defense Each I shall be
comprised of the appropriate Under or As.
ustat Secretary of Defense (Churman). a

representative of the Secretary of State. the
Director of Central Intelligence. the Assist-
ant to the President fof National Securit
Affair, and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
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Staff. Represeatives of other departments
ard agencies will attend on invitation by
the Chairman.

Under and Assistant Secretares. in their
capacities as Chairmen of the IG's., will
assure the adequacy of United States policy
in the areas of their responsibility and of
the- plans, programs, resources, and per-
formance for implementing that policy.
They will be responsible for the conduct of
interagency policy studies within the areas
of their responsibility for consideration by
the SIC.

The Regional IC's also shall prepare con-
tingency plans pertaining to potential crises
in their respective areas of responsibility.
Contingency planning will be conducted in
coordination with the Chairman of the Po-
litical-Military IG with the exception of the
military response option for employment of
forces in potential crises, which wl remain
within the purview of the Department of
Defense and %IIl be developed by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.

To deal with specific contingencies, the
I's will establish full-time working groups.
which will provide support to the crisis
management operations of the NSC. These
groups will reflect the institutional mem-
bership of the parent body, together with
such additional members as may be re-
quired to respond to the contingency with
the full weight of available expertise.

To assist the SIG-I, IC's shall be estab-
lished by the Director of Central Intelli-
gence. The IG for Counterintelligence shall
consist of representatives of the Secretary of
State; Secretary of Defense; the Director of
Central Intelligence; the Director, Federal
Bureau of Investigation; the Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs;
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Direc-
tor, National Security Agency; and a repre-
sentative of the head of any other intelli.
gence community organization directly in-
%olved in the activities under discussion.
The IC for Counterintelligence will be
under the chairmanship of the representa-
tive of the Director of Central Intelligence
or the Director, Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation, in accordance with guidelines to be
provud by the SIG-I.

The operational responsibility or authori-
ty of a Secretary or other agency head over
personnel from the department or agency

concerned serving on IG's-ncluding the
authority to give necessary guidance to the
representatives in the performance of IG
duties-is not limited by this directive.

Protection of Classified National
Security Council and Intelligence
Information

Statement on tht Issuance of a Presidential
Dirctive. January 12, 1982

Unauthorized disclosure of classified in-
formation under the jurisdiction of the Na.
tionsl Security Council and of classified in-
telligence reports is a problem of major pro-
portions within the U.S. Government. The
Constitution of the United States provides
for the protection of individual rights and
liberties, including freedom of speech and
freedom of the press, but it also requires
that Government functions be discharged
efficiently and effectively, especially where
the national security is involved. As Presi-
dent of the United States, I am responsible
for honoring both constitutional require-
ments, and I intend to do so in a balanced
and careful manner. I do not believe, how.
ever, that the Constitution entitles Govern.
ment employees, entrusted with confiden-
tial information critical to the functioning
and effective sess of the Government, to
disclose such inforr.iation -,ith impunity
Yet this is precisely the situation we have. It
must not be allowed to continue.

To this end, I hereby establish and direct
implementation of the following policies.

Contacts with the Media
AU contacts with any element of the newks

media in which classified National Security
Council matters or classified intelligence in-
formation are discussed will require the ad-
vance approval of a senior official. An ad-
ministrative memorandum will be prepared
as soon as possible after the contact, record.
ing the subjects discussed and all informa-
tion provided to the media representatives.

Acee
The unauthorized disclosure of classified

National Security Council information. doc-
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uments, and deliberations requires further
control to limit access and to ensure an ac.
curate record of those who have had u-cess.
The number of officials with access to docu-
ments relating to NSC matters will be kept
to the minimum essential to the orderly
conduct of the Government's business.

Incesligatiolu
The Government's lack of success in iden-

tifying the sources of unauthorized disclo-
sure of classified National Security Council
information and documents of classified in.
telligence information must be remedied
and appropriate disciplinary measures
taken. Henceforth, in the event of unau-
thorized disclosure of such information,
Government employees who have had
access to that information will be subject to
investigation, to include the use of all legal
methods.

ApplicabilitV and lmptmowstation
The provisions of this directive sha be

effective immediately and shall apply to all
employees of, and elements within agencies
participating in the National Security Coun-
cli system, including the Executive Office of
the President. The Assistant to the Presi-
dent for National Security Affairs is directed
to establish the detailed procedures to im.
plement policies.

President's Commisson on Housing

Eective Order 12339. January 13, 1982

By the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent of the United States of America and in
#ccordance with the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act, as amended (5 U.S.C App. I) in
order to increase the membership of the
President's Commsson on Housing by
eight members Section I(a) of Executive
Order No. 12310 of June 16, 1981, is hereby
amended to read as folows&

"Section 1. &tiab/ihment (a) There is es-
tablished the President's Commission on

Housing. The Comiso shall be corn.
posed of not more than thirty (30) members
from private life and from State and local
governments who shl be appointed by the
President.".

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
January 13, 1981
(Filed wwth the Ofjlkv of the Federal Regis.
ter, 918 a.m., January 15. 1982]

President's Commisson on Housing

Appointmet of Five Membm
January ]3 1982 -

The President today announced his inten-
tion to appoint the following individual ' to
be member of the President's Commission
on Housin.
Hferbewr B m is chairman of the board, the

Ba nes Organization, Warrington. Pa. Mr. Bar-
nses specially in ail phae of real estate fi-
nancing brok ag , development and proper-
ty anagement. He is married, has two chd.
drer, and resides In Dolestown, PL He was
bore December 1.I193.

Nob"t G Boewchf is president and chairman of
the board, 1st Deaver Mortgage Co,, Denver,
Colo. Mr. Boucher Is immediate past president
of the Mortgage Bankers Associaton of Amer-
ica. He is married, has three children, and re-
sides in Englewood, Col He was born April
23, 1924.

iobert F. Hdee is executive vice president.
Cambrian Energy Systems, Inc, Culver City,
CAlf. Mr. Hatch was vice president and
member of the board of directors, George
Min Co., a divernfPed. real estate company in
1978-79. He is married, has three children, and
resides in Los Angeles, Calif. He was born
August 27. 1934.

ChJ rk . £luamb has been president, Klumb
Lumber Co., Biloxi Mis., since 1953. MAr.
Klumb is past president of t4e North Amerkcan
Wholesale Lumber Asociatlon and the Missis-
sippi Lumber Manufacturers. He is married
has Four chuidren and resi in Bdoxi. He was
born August 19. 1927.
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Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs

Statement by the Principl Deputy Press
Secretary on the Resignation of Richard V.
Allen and the Designation of William P
Clark for tA Position. January 4, 1982

direct reporting relationship to the Presi.
dent.

This expanded role for the Assistant to
the President For National Security Affairs,
as announced today, will implement recom-
mendations made to the President by the
Counsellor to the President, Edwin Meese
Ill, following a review of the national secu-

The President today accepted with deep rily prusc3).
regret the resignation of Richard V. Alien as
Assistant to the President for National Secu.
rity Affairs.

In his place, the President named William Assistant to the President for National
P. Clark. currently Deputy Secretary of Security Affairs
State, to become his new national security
adviser. Exchange of Letters on the Resignation of

In e private meeting this afternoon, the Richard V Allen. January 4, 1982
President told Mr. Alien that he greatly ap-
preciated the service that he had per. Dear Dick:
formed for him over the past year and in Over the past year, you have served our
earlier years. In the President's view, Mr. Nation with great distinction as my assistant
Allen has made an outstanding contribution for national security affairs. You have pro-
to the construction and development of a vided me with invaluable advice and coun.
strong national security policy for the sel over the years of our association and I
Nation. am grateful for your constant loyalty and

The President also reported to Mr. Allen dedication.
his pleasure that both the investigation by Thus it is with deep regret that I accept
the Justice Department and a recently com- your resignation as Assistant to the Presi.
pleted study by the White House Counsel's dent for National Security Affairs. I am
office had revealed no wrongdoing on Mr. pleased, however, that you will continue to
Allen's part. serve our Administration in a new assign.

At the same time, both Mr. Allen and he ment.
agreed that, in view of the controversy of As you leave your post, I want you to
recent weeks, it would be better for all con- know that you do so with my confidence,
cerned to seek a change in responsibilities, trust and admiration for your personai in-
Toward that end, the President asked Mr. tegrity and your exemplary service to the
Allen to serve as his consultant for an in. Nation.
definite period to assist in the organization Nancy and I extend our best wishes to
of the President's Foreign Intelligence Ad- you and your family.
visory Board. Sincerely,

Mr. Clark brings to his new post at the Sinerly
White House a distinguished record of serv. /s/Ron
ice in California and, more recently, at the (Mr Richard V. Allen. Assistant to the President
State Department. for National Secunty Affairs, The White House,

In consultation with the members of the Washington, D C 265M]
National Security Council, Mr. Clark in his
new role will be responsible for the devel-
opment, coordination, and implementation J-ear Mr President.

, of national secur'y policy, as approved by I herewith submit to you my resignation~ the President In addition,'Ue T 'as Assistant to the President for National
ipHi or prVpoviding staff support and For Security Affairs.
administering the National Security Coun- It has been a rare privilege and a high
cil. As Assistant to the Pr-,sident for Nation- honor to serve in your Administration, and
al Security Affairs, Mr. Iark will have a before that in the years of your campaign
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for the Presidenc.- You hae created
memories %,hich ill occomipan me and
mrn familh forever, and -our trust and confi.
delrce are a source of deep pride and satu-
faction

In accordance with %our request that I
continue to serve the Administration, I shall
be pleased to undertake the interim task we
discussed

Sir. )Ou have m% high esteem and my
,arm good itshes u 'ou continue in the
second %ear of %our historic Presidenct

FaithfuHs.

/s/ Dick
Richard V. Allen

(T e Preideni.
D C 20500

1h "Ate House Washington

Inter-American Development Bank

Nomination of Hugh 1' Foster To Be

Alrrinte EtecutOi Dirctor
January 5. 1962

The President today announced his inten.
tion to no'minate Hugh W, Foster to be Al.
ternate Executive Director of the Inter-
American De'elopment Bank He would
succeed Eugene Jov Fmnkel

Since 1960 Mr Foster has been with
Wells Fargo Bank, San Francisco, Calif. He
is currently %ke president and area man.
ager. Asia Pacific Division He wu vice
president and area manager, Mexico City.
in 1978-80, 'ice president and represents.
tive. Mexico Cit.. in 1977-78 ,ice presi
dent and area manager, China Sea Area, In
1975-77, assistant %ice president and area
manager. Australasia Are. in 1974-75. and
assistant vice president and international
banking officer, Australia. in 1970-74.

He graduated from Colgate University
(A B. 1965) and Stanford University Gradu.
ate School of Business (MBA. 1969) He is
marrid. has fow children, and resides in
San Francisco, Calif he was born Decem-
ber 13. 1943, in altimore, Md.

National Productivity Advisory
Committee

Appontment of HdroldJ Bu o a a
.Vrmbrr Anuary 5. 1982

The President today announced his inten.
lion to appoint Harold J Buo. to be a
member of the NatwonaJ Producti it) Ad.t
sor Committee

%Ir Buo) is international president of the
International Brotherhood o( Bodermakers,
Iron Ship Buiklers, Blacksmiths. Forgers
and Helpers, AFL-CIO, an international
lIabo organization of some 150.000 mem-
bers For the pes 1I Iears, he has guided
the affairs of the International Brotherhood

Mir Buo) has spent most of his working
life serving the Labor movement, beginning
his career in 1941 in a boilermaker appren.
ticeship on the Wabash Railroad.

He served as a member of the 100th In-
iantry Diiision, Seventh Arms, during
World War 11 He is married and resides in
Kansas City, Kans. He was born July 30.
1921. in Kansas City.

Meeting With Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt of the Federal Republic of
Germany

Remarks at 114 Conclusion of th. M eting
JAuery 5. 1982

The PrWukf Chancellor Schmdt and I
have just concluded another of our meet-
tip at a critical moment in Aorld affairs
The prumary topic on our minds, of course.
was Poland and the unposition of martial
law in that unhappy land

We thoroughly discussed the extent of
Soviet involvement in the repression being
waged against the Polish people and the
need for forceful Western measures to
induce both the Polish and Soviet autho.
ties to lift martial law, release all those who
have been detaed, and permit resumption
of a national dialog leading to genuine
reform.

In that connection. I reviewed with the
Chancellor the series of step that I had

4
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Mr. ROYRAL Thank you. Next we will bear from The White
House Office.Mr. Hxca. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The mission of the |
House Office is to provide staff assistance and administrative

ices for the direct support of the President of the United States.
The fiscal year 1987 budget request for the White House Off

totals 25.179.000. Compared to the past two years this request
slightly lem than wa appropriated for fiscal year 1985 and a 
percent. or SZ3.000, increase over the fiscal year 1986 e o
amount of 32A.906.000. In compliance with the Gramm-Rud
Hollings legislation. the enacted fiscal year 1986 appropriationreduced by $1.071.000 to 323.83.00.

The requested increase for fiscal year 1987 is due primary x II
partial restortion of the funding for the ive percent pay 0that was prope d for Fical Year 1986. but not enacted, and to

crossed - for telephone service and other leased equipmt
The requeted funds will provide for 322 full-ime permanentr= situm Thi stafing level has remained unchanged ne

(D year 198Z

We have tried to keep this budget request to a minimum,
ing in it only those costs which are absolutely emential for thetinutiton of the important functions of the White House Ofie (N [--]:

In closing. let me my that I am grateful to the Committee
o-Z your past support, and I look forward to your continued mpport

our future operation.

0-4 ORGANIZATIONAL 11RaUCrux

Mr. ROvNAz. Thank you. Mr. Hicks. Would you please provided
x you have in other years. an organizational chart with the hema

each of the offices listed and the number of employees in Ij
office? L

Mr.H Ia I will be happy to do that As in the pt, the nu R l
of people assigned to various offices fluctuates, so I will be able '
give you that snapshot as of a given period of time.
them are that are aligned to the White House Office from

Mr. Hcs. Currently, we have 19 reimbursable detailed.Mr. RovsAt All right, Will you then in that orlganizatml
list, not e rily the names but their positions or titles? |

Mr. Him. Of the detaileem?
Mr. RoYaAL. Of the detaileeg. ye.
Mr. Hcua. We would be happy to provide that for you.
[The information follows:] N

4I.
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cc: NSPIT --CPVA PALL TIOMPSON NSCRE -CA

-10 FROt: NSJ1P -- CPC'A
NSDR -- CPUA

TO: NSORF -- CPVA 05/02/66 23:o:30

*** Reply to note Of 05/02/86 0:29

NOTE FROM: JO 4' POINDEXTER .
Subject: CONTRA PROJECT
When Shultz. Roai and I discussed Lt yesterday on AF-1, we ware a bit
confused as to whether the expedited procedures in the legLtation would apply
to this proposal. What pressure uould exist on Tip co take action on it?
Please talk to ViII Ball. What about the idea that Jim taller and Dennis had
about submitting an urgent-urgent supplemental contaLning among other things
the Irish aid package?

Next. yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he started the
conversation with "I an really serious." "if we can't move the Contra packa&e
before June 9, 1 want to figure out a way to take action n-Ilaterally to
provide assistance." In other words he does not buy the concept of taking
actions or talkin# about pulling out as described in the package. He has been
reading Meanyshu s (ap_) book on terrorism and he was taken with the examples
if Pre$denti actors n the past without Congressional approval. He also
.e-d an op-ed piece on the sae subject. I believe that was the one by Dick
Pipes' son. The President is recallinS the S06A action we took on Honduras. I
told him that I didn't think that it would apply here, since we are not
dealing with a government. But the fact remains that the President is ready to
confront the Cciigrels on the Copnostitutional question of who controls foreign
olicy. We need to get Abe Sofesr and other stalwart lawyers thinking In these

"us to see if there is some way we could do this, if Ill else fails.

With your answers to the first question, we will discuss the package on the
return trip ad be ready to proceed on return. I have George's proxy on the
package. George agrees with the President that we have to win some way ad we
will not pull out.

cc: NSRKS *-CPUA RON AULE
NSRDN --CPUA IOO rR CO iL
YWOP -- CPUA 103 PtARSON

NSOLN --CPUA OLLIE NORTH
MSPDT --CPUA PAUL THOMPSON
NSFIO -- CPUA FLORENCE OANT

: ;X F R7:7.

RHIB"IT

n n vet* 'rf^ r**IMM rft* , rft - - -
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AI.rbe 51.
Lebanon to Contiluiond Power and the
ditsel, butLteb bo Defense of Free Governet
vtory fo
I Is the ob. The Case of Abrohom Lincoln
tury when
to prrvnt WALTER DERNS

a British
Is of put.

ese tenitory

heads of gov.
oiLnter.

remedy was
blame our- T'miousm poses basic questions about our capacity to do what
to vigorous is necessary to dedend the Constitution and the liberal democracy

wstablished under it, by our capacity ! mean both the coosti-
w thin the tut powers av e to us and our wdlgness to use them.

to restore It Is sometimes said by those who arue that the Constitution
norms.The is out o" date that the Founders wr for a time of muskets

through- an sailing ships and that they could not have anticipated the
mplish this powers needed to cope with modem co .icts The world has

Ives from certainly changed; the world of international politics has, in some
to their respects, cheged with it so much so that we may fRnd it ddBut

They must to qppreciae th problems our aceston feced in the eighteenth
ust take to century. Or d a of tat time were les likely to be as-

failure in i ssinated, but then aain, they were mor likely to ignore their
should not ,io. In i our first Secretary of State. Thomas Jef-

did not m complaid to William wmih the American mi.
our adver- wster in Madrid, that he hadn't heard from him in m two

years.
It was a slower world then, but as our Founders saw it already

a world iled with dangers that hod to be faed and conquered
And the government they created was damned to do this. As
M d o said n a letter tojelfrona: "It Is a melancholyrelection

(41
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whether the power, which Is to be expected in & document so strongly influ-
enced by the potia philosophy of John Locke. The legislative

&M is usu&Uy power comes first because, wcordin to Locke, the body pobic

hat question. comes into existence only when men, who are by nature subject
it is not given to no authority, apree to leave the state of nature by surrendering
>e necessary. their naturl liberties to civil society. The legisltive, Locke says,
mbale and ca- is the "supreme power." This is the origin ofthe modem doctrine
nioe, justice, of the rule of law and the supremacy of law, and the Founders
the meanh of recozed that supremcy by giving the lawmadng bruch priohty
fense) cannot of place. They proceeded, however, to establish an executive
he Federalst whose powers, unlike in a parliamentary system, come not from
implkitly: the legilature but from the people.

By making the executive independent, the Founders acknowl-
y particul edged that, however desirable in principle, in practice not in

,ght to eust things that government may have to do to advance the public
or to &dJe good can be done by law or formulated in law. I hesitate to say
co, Po,. this when I lack the spece to say it properly, but under our

wcSary to written Constitution, law is not supreme. Above the law, and
y of nations the lawmaking body, are the people of the United States, whose

haCkles can will is expressed in the written Constitution. The supremacy of
it is o- the people over the law is apparent in the first sentence of Article

glbe &. -- "AD A-legislative -power herein granted." thereby indicating
of it. I aC- that certain legislative powers are not granted. But compare this

A tocdisarm with the first sentence of Article 1I: "The executive power shall
ible con. be vested in a President of the United States of America" There

nse ais no suggestion here that any part of the executive power is

being withheld. And if John Locke was their guide here, as he
emments was elsewhere, the executive power includes the prerogative,
the Revo- "the power to act according to discretion for the public good,

press, state without the prescription of law and sometimes even against it."
t on the How great those powers are was demonstrated by Lincoln, in

plete sub- my judgment the greatest of American Presidents.
ederation, Lincoln fought a war that was never declared; without congres-

rovided for sional authoraUo., be ad for volunteers to fight tha war;
es of the he established a naval blockade of ports from Texas to Virginlia
intention he suspended the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus; he ut

enemy sympgi zers .in army lads without U and igno a
legislative , ad of the Chief justice to Em them; most important, he
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used his powe as omumande to &hW to five the s6l a ove,
thing no even Congress was authorbed to do. To thosn w
complained that someone rwm "to tain ce thethe lma be

thfiuay executed" must not vka them, Incon pOnte o
that none of the laws were beag "lthfuly eacuted" in nefti7
one-third oi the stats He asked: "Are all the Laws but one to
go unexecuted. and the government itself go to pieces, lest tht
one be vioad"

The gentlest of men when the world permitted him to be
gentle, he nevertheless authorized the execution, by ring Kie,
of 967 persons during his presidency. However reluctantty, he
did not refrain &om punishing those who in exercising what they
insisted was their freedom of speech bore some rsonsibility
for the crims for wfach the others were be"n executed. -Must
I,- he asked, -shoot a simple-minded solder boy who deserts
while I must not touch a hair of wily agtator who induces him
to deser?... I think that, in such a cse, to silence the agita
and save the boy is not only constitutional, but a geat mercy."

Compame this attitude with a moe recent statement on a
similar subject. A few years sio, during Senate bearings on a
bl prohibiting the disclosure of the names and Identtes of
covert CIA agents, the American Civil Lberties Union said: -A
citzen has the right to impair or impede the functions of a
government agency, whether it is the Federal Trade Commission
or the CIA." Cover agents and the intelgence operations which
they engage in are one of the most elective weapons we have
against terrorism. The ACLU cooneded that we may properly
have a Central Intelligence Agency, but insisted that citizens
had c constitutional right to disclose the names of CIA agents,
even if this undermined the work of the agency.

Beyond the obvious fict that we are not involved in a civil
war, or frmally In any other ki"d of war, wh distinguished
this mee from I ncoln's? Not a lack of constitutional power the
powers are there when they ar needed, the Founders saw to
that, and they also authorized the President to decie when they
were needed. The reel dkrenc Is a lack of commitment, a
suciently strong commitment, to the cause of free government
I con spoke of the United Stes as "the last best hope of
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Sm O6fS OWRSWT

(b) The Prsident shall fdly iWorm the intll'
ins timely feshnof(itelw*ncraaohin rt
odw hen actJiflm Ltndso.MOW Orobtaling rneca.40

Which p-Wo notice wu not given uunder

(W) The President and th, intelUgnce committee

t~bhob sch r may bncesret &th,01A %4, y t

,,om of snubs. ctioittea on t,,.

to o he intell7genoe oo4 ,umtorim dkx l lmitdislure ofclmand u-dot

hrelttin tnosandetsouaz n

In e orm ". a" o t.Mebes.o te.C me -q%

SETION l Ofi rew itOIGN ASIrSTANue As-O ac'0It
(22 U.&C, 2421) (TmE "IUGREtS.IYAN AXENDKE~r )

Sac tI WAnoKm ow braijoar Acr.r. TNo futhqproptiHted utne the authority eo thm o or any oter. At may
peded by on bethalf of th Centra hI ..Uigene r

obptainegousnray I rrligtntell igeeule n e nti e-ro%,

fliqui that ach ach onefo ise important to tm nation e
o the Unitnd Statei EAch h operation hae be consieridra •.

how f bcantatiipamted intolli ence ciformteuro te of ac

501 o the Nthna SecurityAt

SECTION "S OF TTHE 1. ENITEGD SSTAT CODE (UNITED
STATES INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS (THE "ASK ACWI
Ii l Lb Unite StaM laterajtimol reemmnts tranemlulom te

(a) The Seroey o S t shall transmit to the Ccx= r the t
of any fntM-entioC agrmment (including the text of any or

etional agreement, ih a.ce mt s h e rededto
writing) other h a treaty, to which the United tatsin a pty
oe Uni e pctiae after such agpreemnt thas ent ered into aor

I Sots n ov
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shiphAmler. An outstandin officer in .very romect who Mas repeatedly
deonmtrated that. he is e4raordinu ly well qualifMod for early promotion,
He is Lrsed a '"one prcenter,
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POIKDEXTRIR iohn arlan, CDR, USN, 305-32-0503
Perivd Uf u AAL. 5 "y 72 Lu 1 "vOL,,1 ;3

I. Commander Poindextor is among the most outstanding
Naval officers with whom I have been associated during
my time Its the Secretariat. lie possesses that fine blend
of intellect, capacity for hard work, soud Judgment, sense
of balance and ability to work harmoniously with personnel
of nll rinks "-ud background which ts so esnsntial in our
top leadoro. For example, his duties require continuous
liaison with the otlfice of the CNO, with the office of the
Assistant Secretaries, with the nl[Icv of the Secretary
of Dvense, and the Military Aide to the President.

Ad my Adminietrative Aide, Commander Poindexter is
tasked with the daily pruccs.'tng and control of the heavy
volume of currcspoadonve kndI iiu tivcs entering and leaving
tie Navy Seou'La'lat. It Is his task to ensure proper routing
and control and to direct the actions of the small buL select
utaft which supports him. He has performed this task superbly.
Hc has that rare ability to extract items of qubstauvo Irom
the morass of detail acid to ensure prompt and proper action
thereon: He has a special nrlr)Ivcation for the peculiar
sensitivities so frenw-ntty nttendant to duties at this level
and his discretion is reflected in all his actions. He has
my complete trust.

He is candid and straight forward in his dealings and
has earned tho respect and admiration of those with whom he
wurks. All tasks, from the roistlju to tho urgest time-miusitive
ones, are handled in a calm, unrufiled thoroughly reliable
manner.

Commander Poinduxter in an able and astute manuzer.
Early in his tour, he evaluated the operations of ib office
and the satellite mailroomn sorvin¥ the Secretariat with a
view toward Improving offectiveness and efficiency, &ad If
possible, simultaneously reducing the costs of the operation.
He personally iavestlgated and evaluated various methods of
automating the processing and control of correspondence and
action items, then designed and installed a system which hue
-resulted in consolidation of files, more effective correspon-
dence control, rapid recall of Information and an effective
action tickler system, all through the uwe of existing
computer systems. TIbim uvtivu had also permitted mailroom
consolidations under Commander Poindexter's coordination, and
a resultant savings in personnel required.

iU

'I
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In the absence at my Zxecutive Asistant, Comander
Poindexter has been called in as a temporary replacement.
111o broad knowlodga and capacity havo permitted him ful-
fillment of this task with ease. I have found his Judgment
to be sound and his advice to be wol considered and reliable.

Commander Poindexter is acutely aware of and sensitLve
to matters concerninj human relations and equal opportunity.

Commander Poindexter's standards of personal behavior,
military bearing, and appearance are of the highest order.
I consider this fine ollicer to be well-juLted ior assignment
to positions of greater respou aiblity, both at sea and
ashore, which will prepare him for ultimate selection to
flag rank, and I unhoslLatingly recommend.his accelerated
promotion Lo Captain.

2
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, CDR POIDXTIR's performance vhile deployed
with the seventh Fleet (OCT 74 to JAM 75) s amply documented in the con-
current Fitness Ieport submitted by CAPT J. P. IJUAY, CO)INDOW FIVS, dated
17 January 1975. CDR POIOCiXTRl took cemand of a ship which excelled in
practically all areas. The typical Comanding Officer would have ben com-
teat to maLntain this high level of encoelleae &ad to sustain an obviously
satisfactory statts quo. Not CDR POIPOSXTR- Me supported and reinforced
that which was successful.aRd at the same time identified areas wherein
additional improvements would provide a substantial potential for high payoff
As a result of this strategy, CDR POIPOIXTR w wa ble to improve a already
fine product. CDR POryDIXTER is a polished manager of personal, material,
and financial resources. Nis standards are high and he insists o quality
performance. Nis own substantial abilit, does not overwhelm hi sub-
ordinates because he allows and encourages innovation &Ad his shipboard
officer training program is especially strong. During this period he has
nominated two DepartUmat oads and his Executive Officer for command qual-
ification. M co sands a happy ship. No is a compesionatO and warm person
and keenly aware of &ad responsive to the emotional and social needs of his
cre and is a dyneic supporter of the Navy's Mums Goals Progrm. no is
without personal racial bias or projmdioo.
CDR POrNDIWITR develoed a formalised 0egIMmt by Objective (ISO) Program
In INGLAND which proms to inereae g tly thq.pertLeipation in mage-
ment and omitment to command goals on the part of the senior petty btftivere
and junior ofiners. In this respect, CM POZONXTU developed a very
innovative application of the Ships Forqe Overhaul MnHe9em Ant System (SFON)
computer program, by which the VOW0 grphioelly displays 00 goals, progress
and milestons.
CD POINDSXTR Is a teem plor who oWelates exKtremly well an his own. e
is a self starter wat meede little or n g uide e but who critically exsaines
modifiesand adopts suggesioe where they are appropriate. Me iosolution
oriented. * Ihave gomd C 1* 01=XTI' , oowel to be extraordinarly eoned.
Nim perspective is bred uad bis insigk keen. Na iL amplytical and
articulate in both Written and oral pre fstatit.

CoR POXWWaR is a dedleatd fmLily-nm a*& b e, with his charming wife and
fine family are a great aset to the navy. Althoooh .ewd of S SULkED
(WU 22) and similar skipe is normally ave*ved for prow officers in the
grade of Captain, CDR POINDSBRi iesonean4ing with greet distinction ad
without taxing his capacity in an diss ru le way. a always hs time for
one more asigent.

I would welcome CDA POIMOU3S in my in any eepaeity. CO POIRDNMR
has 6ontrated a very great capacity as *11 as potential and I have every
confident that he is d tned to beom oe of the hfture a lders of the
navy. I v omend him for promotion to Certain at the earliest possible time.
The termnal date of this report also marks the effetLve date of a force* re-
organisation wherein UIM HIOLAD (DId 2) 1p beiag resiged out of MOM

t,1 1.:
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CIR POINDEXTER% COMMANDING OFFICER, USS ENGLANDi REPORTED TO MC FOR
A VERY SHORT PERIOD O TIME DURING THE INITIAL FORMATION OF THE NAVAL SURFACE
FORCC% PACIFIC FLEET. DURING THIS PERIOD% I HAVE BEEI IMPRESSED BY HIS
MATURITY AND BY TAtE OUIET EFFICIENCY HC EMPLOYS IN EXERCISING COMMAND. HE
HAS PERFORMED) OUTSTANDINGLY WELL IN COMMAND. HIS SHIP HAD AN EXTREMELY
SUCCESSFUL MISSILE SHOOT DURING TNC PERIOD AND MET ALL OF HCR COMMITMENTS
AT SEA. SHE WEATHERED A SURPRISE SUPPLY INSPECTION SATISFACTORILY AND PASSED
A SURPRISE MONITORING VISIT BY THE PACFLT PROPULSION EXAMINING BOARD. IN
ADDITIONi THE TYPE COMMANDER CONDUCTED A SURPRISE VISIT AND INSPECTION OF
THE SHIP AND WAS FAVORABLY IMPRESSED. COMMANDER POINDEXTER CONDUCTED A
RON WORK DEFINITION CONFERENCE ABOARD AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE TYPE
COMMANDER'S STAFP, PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD AND NAVSEAv WERE OPENLY
IMPRESSED WITH THE SHIP'S ADVANCED PREPARATIONS FOR OVERHAUL. COMMANDER
POINDEXTER AND HIS KEY OFFICERS VISITED PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD AN)
CONDUCTED ADVANCE LIAISON AND VISITS IN PREPARATION FOR THE SHIP'S OVER-
HAUL THERE. COMMANDER POINDEXTER AND ENGLAND PARTICIPATED IN THE PLANNING
FOR, AND EXECUTION OF% A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL VISIT BY SEVERAL SHIPS TO TNE
PORTLAND ROSE FESTIVAL. THE SHIP WAS COMMANDER THIRD FLEET FLAGSHIP
DURING THIS VISIT AND SUPPORTED THE FLEET COMMANDER IN AN OUTSTANDING
MANNER DURING THE VISIT.

COMMANDER POINDEXTER IS A FIRM BELIEVER IN MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES AND
MANAGES THC SHIP BY THOROUGH PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF ALL MAJOR EVENTS.
HE HAS DEVISCI DETAILED MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR MAJOR EVENTS IN THE LIFE Of
THE SHIP IN AREAS OF TRAINING PCRSONNELi SUPPLY% MATERIAL AND MORAL[-
HE IS A FIRM BELIEVER IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND CONDUCTS MONTHLY DEPENDENTS'
SEMINARS TO PROVIDE DEPENDENTS INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS AND BENEFITS.

COMMANDER POINIETCR COMMANDS A FINE SHIP IN A THOROUGHLY OUTITANItNI
AND EXEMPLARY MANNER. HE IS CLEARLY A OHEAD AND SHOULDERS" OFFICE AND I
HIGHLY RCOMMEND HIM FOR ACCELERATED PROMOTION TO CAPTAIN AND ASSIGNMENT TO
EVEN MORE CHALLENGMG AN) RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS-
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WSis Coos," POide 's fir rertig period " Imecuuive £Ai4tWmt ad OW leaer
ALde to the Caofof Now tpe atiu, an as sea a which ta umeentoeatly the met
dmadiag Captat's billet in the U.S. NaMy La try 0e46e0 lo wrMAlU boue, emoro0ec
wiobled, groeu roepeesibtlttoes, eiraletag eeatmet pressure, inediate roeposeivmeooe, IN
med all under the broadat o swe to sesore sad coetemporariss al11. Captala Poi dater
he" tahe thea. doomed La strip, ad termed tn as absolutely fLawle performance. as
emo to the Job with imaeceable crodmetials amd a oerlative repstatLoe. So bae fully
Justified his advance mticoe sa liwd up to his Clearly evidet top potential. Us bee
approached perfectLo La his esecvtioa of his mot arduous, domeadin sad respoueiblo dutie.

Cptan Polateor be9 a spectacular Oe~tl capacity. 5 read6 Sad vmsersteads eVTry
paper or report that cams Late the office. Furtbarmre, be reaLas fully, recalls
accurately me ervaluates with a ke am e of wat to Importsat - ad At isn't. lie
Judgsmat L mturo med hie advice - wLcb t do not hesitate to sok - is soomd.

Captaim PoaLdexter'e vLadom sd pod seae are mot liltod to his official dutles. lie
Laterests are broad aod varied med his reodia habits are evidence of his extensive
imellctual capcity. toeae attributes Sm ki socilwly adopt, a good comasio and a
warm frimed. Pereoally, he proaaets a clea -cut well-groomed appearance of caiu, ue-
raffled poLso. Us comports himself with the authoritative air md dLoIty of his office, %'
ad by his wam and yet unflppabla dommor, be has esIabliabed the atmosphere of pro- P
fesaisal competece that should e the hbadlark of the CPO's pereosa staff. Us is clearly
a leader, settL8 the personal example for the other members of the staff, aod gmeratin8
a rapport and closo*see Within the ore.ai atioe that has moticeably aha cd its effective-
9ass a" a wbole ad the eif coefidoeco of the lsividual mbers.

Captain Poldexter has a lovely family to tqtch be Is devoted. is attractive Vifo La
a gracious and charmiag aditios to my social gatherLng, sod the two of thee have mde
a mast apprecLtod costributLoe to the CW'a rapresoetatioeal social respoeibilitiae.

This officer has everything, mad he has it all together I perfect beleo. Us is
fully quslIfied now for prometio, to fiag raak, aod I urge in the moot positive terms
tbt be be selected at his very first eligibility. I kow of somo of his costomporarioo

A ca equal his potmttal to serve with effectiveess so, L a wide raeo of flag
asisets.
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is my finial fitas report on Caas PoaLauter an I retLre Iron active duty
La the Navy, and he VMs ms to caand a Destroyer Siqudran. As I have renewed my
previfs e iaseie reports thi traordiaarily wanted and capable off.Leer. I can
oly vesiaoree the simperlatves with %614h I have described his perforane of duty.
ft ba ceo timmoed his flawisee perftomae Ln what has to be the Sost demanding captMA'a
asoigmiat La the U.S. navy.

I have Wed the Opportunty to observe Captain Poindetar for twelve hours a day,
five ead a h l days a week, te mor tea two years, an in uy exarieae there is no
SitLoe of higher demonstrated pertosmae, or greater pot&Rtil to serv at the
hMjest levels of the avy Os L yny "Migrl poeLtien, tha be. e ba everything,
a fine anly appearances splendid mll ry bearing, a vag e4sgiL personality, the
smawners of a Wentlema, a calm ad pleasant disposition, a photogrqhic mmory, a
brilliant mnd, a logical epproa-h to prcblm solving, a natural industry, an L ip -
cable Lntegrity, and--.oet fortunate for us--a love ad dediceton fo the ,avy. I
caot recall an error of j4dgat or mission an his part Ln the years he weed for
me. At the am tie he never hesitated to take A initiative. eM organized and
managed the cOo's office staff so that the pereo.-manc of the individuals was mid-
saued, a both he and I were able to devo more test to thi more presiLg higher
la l uapeau of the Cl0's role. a infused the office stff with a feeling of calm
cm etonce, a professional elan which reflected the appropriate air of confidence and
dignity within the C0O office spaces.

In any evolution of Captain poLindxter, the special contriUtion of his charming
wife has to be Lnluded. 4vely and poised, she is a perfect conterpart to his. At
official functions, she always participated fully, her vivaciousnees and chaim a real
sset to any social rv. The nature of her husband's dutes roqired that even at

padres attended by them both, she would have to arrive &A depart by separate car.
This La no Way ever diminished her willingMnes to Attend aM official social event. In
adiLton to her reedy d enthusiastic participation in such functions, she to a such
to be admired vife and mother, with a mot attractive hone a a family of five hand-
Sm and well annered ens.

As ca be clearly drew. from the record of my fitness reports on Captain John
Poindexntr, I hold his in tke greatest adairation and respect, as well as being ever-
latingly grateful for the magnifLcent, unperlleled euport he has rendered to a in
hie moat sesitive and demaAg assign, as adaietrative aide and executive
assistant to the 04*9 of aval Operaione. Without hesitation I will Say in strongest
terms that Captain PoLAdtiear La ready Or promotion nO to flt E A M is tully
capable of serving with uwesua1 mspotdnce a distortion in any 1ne rear admiral's
billet in the Navy. I uge that he be selected for rear admiral at him very first
eligible opportualty La the best interests of the Navy an the natir.'

. 2
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Capta Poindzte baacoatiode e h s superlative perforinmce of duty is u e vivta Ibcatve Aesistat end S Satr Ade to the Walo fevel eratioe, the most re-poesible mad demdi*S Captala's Job L the avy. i capacity gn, pro#"tiva wort L -aser m . e.get ta o rroffice Io% before u 075 srrivA d &Ily, sa be rmia at hi.deok, 0eet.6 up the day. work md prep rLo for tomorrow a pod beer after u *orval1915 departure. beri&& tki tim heU is memgia the CO's office, Lasurlza the 'SO'seedie beIs8ag pterly emuted, "W tomdl to the eme st Llow i of etLeetkrogh the WCO'e office, referrtn a eu sto the deputtee, badlLg other problemshimelf, OWproperly staffis8 theee matters VILc eeerve the CMO'e peros l ttmtles.All of this requires a quick lmed, a tactful presasce, dbove all, ee mest acuteame of judmat. ie record of perfersasce La balia these repoo ibilitis for fivesad a half pressure days per week, week after week, Ua beam abeelutely fLleo. Csrtsttano Coo could ask for more from k" executive s tiLamt - oatrt sore.La order to stay up vith the brooder subjects relatingeto the Navy, while va giag thedaily praan of orgeat but importat crisee, CaptaLa PWItdter regularly t&khe born fullbriefcase of readiag mterial to study La thu evasina ad oe6 the woeka . B haacb vlodged tM terrific demands of his job, s d progrfmd ki personal sckedule toLure that his r aposeibUttiea ore carried out La the oet attractive fsner poesible.larly La oUr peoitatioe, I realiAed Captai PoLdeter's great abilitles, and havl8absolute confido€oceL hisejudpmt, I hae delegated incrasiag reapeaibility to him,Nd y oolfLdmee L nhi. competesce to properly execute thee responsibilitis has besore hundred per cast coafirvad. Na comprehend fully the efar uasces to the coplezinterplay of the W O'e reepoatibilitiee. 4d uMdereta4a By owe particular etyle of oper-atizn. For those r o I am able to truet hie judpat ad seek ks advice o0 eves themost profound, eaeitive "Ad important mattere.
Aa I have previously ootod, Captain Poindexter is an officer of the most mannerlydemeanor, clean cut appearace, with a wors sod eagagicna personality. to his extensivedealings with outside offices and other se ior officials, be reflects the greatest crediton the U.S. lavy an the office of the Chief of Naval operation. in this be ta nicelycospliaentad by his lovely wife who Is not only a chkeraag addition to any social function,but is a a ractous Ae accomplished hoetes LA h4r o right.because of the COO's boavy sod coetisuous resposibilitia aa a as er of the JointChiefs of Staff, Captain Poiadexter to similarly deeply involved in JCS matter, not onlythrough exposure to the JOS related papers routed to the QO ,but aloIet providing hispoeroaal views ed iAsMaIhe ta tohe C0 as otcomo.detiuae relsti t to JC$ doliesien.Therefore, Cptala Potedexter is coaidered to be servingia a qualifyins billet for jointduty i accordance vith I UI ltr ear 211/22 of 20 J"mary 1976. C ptain ?oidexter isrunning the immediate office of the CO0 in a wsy that it s achieving the very top levelof eftectiveneas and efficieacy. end the morale of my staff Yoder his direct oupervlaioa

"a never been higher.
It e4., Cptain Poitdetar is a auperb Officer of the very highest professionalcomptece, a €oneumote getlan, and am officer of incoaprable ability. I urge i thevery atrongest possible term that he be selected for flag officer at the very earliestopportunity. Na o fully qualified now, to serve with dstinctioum oaa roar adaral'a

a aoignat.
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Exmrr JMP-111
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I IP? RTAmb. Richard Kelm 46 4226
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-:001 -- *Senator Tower 64? *42
5:OON ... Roy Godoaays, tbere may be an attack OR yo

is the pres soes; 3344 'til 6p ; m oe--
also waute to talk about how to kadle acovats

5:05P.4 --- Aob. Roosevelt - vests to talk about the
Uruguay Visit - will be at hooe at 7MN tominit
or In of(ie is AA -441 04"4

3:lSP, cpl-td Ojerejias, 2947(6:341
6:151 cp Pete Roussel, 2616(8:55) x RI?
MT35: I.- Adm. Iwrphy 333-740
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S"ASIFIED

%A rONAL SICUOIrY CCJNCr.

ACTION
August 7, 1916 C 60

M,4ORAN ,UM rOR JOKM M. POINIXTZIR

,RONI WALTER RAYMHD, JR. 4 . ..,

SUk3JECT: Central American Public Diplomacy

In response to your PROf note, I have prepared a meorandum for
you to send to Bill Casey (Tab 1) . Peter Dailey had a very good
meeting with my Thursday morning group on August 7, Ad I think
he can be very helpful as a adviser to this group. I do not
think it is necessary to revise the current structure. As I told
you in my earlier PROP note, I think the structure is in place,
but it constantly needs to be energized. I do this on a regular
basis. But having Peter Dailey available in Washington wil be
an enormously useful asset during this next year while we impr-
ment the $100 million in Contra aid. I would propose to have him
miat with the group periodically to critique and review programs
and processes, to work closely with Bob Kagan, the Interaqency
Central Amerian Public Diplomacy coordinator, and to help coord-
inate private sector activities such as funding that currently
cannot be done by either CIA or State.

RECOMMNDATION

That you sign the memorandum at Tab I to Dill Casey.

Approve ..Disapprove,U 4 , ' 4 ,, 10+ r -M .'4 - .'' ,
Ollie North, Ry uq~tO c ocr

Attachments

Tab I M O to Casey
Tab A Public Diplosacy Planning

5.CtASSfzY ONs OADR

- : . L
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TVMS WMIVS MOUSE

*ASwItGOOg

imoanLm FOR TE ROPORALZ WILLZNI J. CAXT 1 r
The Director of Central Intelligence

SUJCECI Central American bji c OiplOmcy IV)

I have looked into the question of o overall pvblLe diplomacy
effort concerning Central AerLca. A treat de of hard And
of fective work is being done. it i Gatr w woNLd ot have won
the Nouse vote without the painstaking dolLtbrative effort
undertaken by many people in the government and outside. &sg

The departure of Otto Reich has not resulted Ln any veduction of
effort. His public dLplmacy coordination office ILPo) has
continued. Although the independent ofice was folded into
Elliott Abrcas bureau, the White Sous has sent a clear tasks
to the community that this limited reorganization in no vay
reflected a dimunitLon of activities. On the contrary, the same
interagency responsibilities are being exercised, ad the group
reports directly to the USC. It continues to be ome of the few
offices in the government that is staffed by a truly interaenny
team, including representatives from State, USIA, AID, and
Defense. The office chief is Sob Kagan, who is a young, bright
and effective operator. In reality, the reorg anAsatLon also
means that Elliott Abrams plays a strong public diplomacy role,
and in this way we have harnessed one of the best publLc diplo-
macy assets that we have in the government. iS)

There is a weekly Central #Arc&n public diplomacy meeting which
takes place in the Old io0, chaired by Walt Raymond, and which
includes not only the four organixatLons noted above but also the
White ouSe" Press OffLce and Public Liaison Office, a represent&-
tave from CZA'S Central Amrican Task Force, and key K Staffers.
This g;op takes its policy guidance from the Central American
RIG anPd pO4es an energetic political and informational agenda.
The gro 44ks to focus both on domestic public issues as well
as the informational battle -in ltrope and Latin America. It
gecerates requLrements for major pubiLcaton efforts. I will
have the MSC Staff send you a package of some of the more recent
I lications. The group also works closely vith the concerned

islatLve offices to be supportive La terms of the Congres-

DZA$Zr O9s. OADI

eI•. ; > . fti i
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ti IFIED
slonaL ,az.ae and in a practical way it deals with a :,-4rer of
on-going daily issues. AS an example, issues the group dealt
with last week included:

-- Steps to undertake EC support to Nicaragua;

Tr of U.S. and/or foreign persons to ?Iicaua fdrg
Purpose of
greater for n awareness o deveopments in Lcaraqual

-- Development of programs to publicize religious repression
in Nicaraguai -

-- Steps to strengthen the 21 Salvador public diplomacy
effort. (S)

There is a comprehensive public diplomacy action plan for Latin
America in Europe, and I am attaching a copy for you. This plan
is monitored very actively by the LP office, and periodic
reports of activity are provided to the NSC. (S •

While this group ensures that the issue remains a high priority
public diplomacy goal, I share your view that this program caA
certainly benefit by the professional skill and insight of Peter
Dailey, and I am delighted that he is in Washington and available
to provide time to help this effort. Peter met with the Thursday
morning interagency group on August 7. it provided him an
opportunity to hear first hand from the action officers and be
briefed on their current programs. The exchange was useful, and
Peter has committed himself to meet periodically with this group
to help strengthen their effort. lob Kagan, the interagency
coordinator, will seek Dailey's counsel on a regular basis and
will bring Elliott Abrams into this process. (5)

Peter underscored that the Nicaraguan issue remains a matter of
great urgency and that the next year is critical. We must show
progress both in Central America, but also in the eyes of the
world conmunity, if we are to sustain and support the democratic
forces LA Iicaragua. It will be necessary to "frontload" our
public diplomacy on this subject so that we can strengthen our
international support and change attitudes concerning this '

program. Certain themes that he recommended at the first meeting
will be given serious consideration by the working group. One
special area of Importance concerns generating private sector
support and funding. His assistance in this area would be of
greatest importance. (S)

UNCLPSSIFIED
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SJ,SSIFIED
1.0 6 r-a y, Jte public dipLomacy COMutYty is hard at work a-d,
think properly focseed. Peter Diley's input C" be very viluo
able ia werqtisiu this effort, and we certainly intead to take
advaateqe of ki presence to 6tlagtheA adA diversity the tkrust
of tiis pboqra. ()

Attachmments

Tab A Nblic Otplcmacy Planning

* U .~PUWr
' I
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June 16. 1916

MEMORANDUM FOR NICHOLAS PLATT
Zxecut ve Secretary
Department of State

AMES r. LEMON
Executive Secretary
Department of Defense

RICKARD KEYir
Executive Secretary
Agency for International Development

RONALD J. POST
Actinq Chief of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Information Agency

SUIJECT Public Diplo cy Plan for Central America (U)

The NSC Staff approves the Public Diplomacy Plan submitted by .*e
Department of State on this subject. We note that there has been
considerable progress in the retaliation of our public diplomacy
goals concerning Central America among European audiences. We
must, however, continue to emphasise our comprehensive policy
towards Central America at the same time that we focus on the
specific question of Nicaragua. (C)

There is a need to maintain this as a high priority of our
missions Europe and Latin America. The opposition is engaged in
an intensive propaganda effort to sustain their point of view in
these areas, and our activity must be at a high level to gain
support for our polLcles. In addition to the continued provision
of important materials to the field missions, we must keep up a
flow of speakers to the target areas. We must also seek to
utilize, as much as possible, Central American spokesmen to speak
on their own behalf in Latin America and Europe. Posts in Europe
and Latin America should find ways to encourage locals to travel
to Central America to gain onothtground knowledge of what ts
happening. (C)

LNS OADR
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The liSLtue reorganLatLon of the SLPO fi4nction should in no way
suqqest any djmunitLtOfn of eoffot. (C)

The MSC requests a status reportof actLvLties undertaken to
impLement.the action plan by Auqust 31, gl8. (U)

l 1 6C 0

Rodne)S.Nct

Exrcutlve Secretary

51 SfTITWON OA.DR

U~w~

75-935 0 - 88 - 31

4
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LCt'cd .uts Department ol SI3te

os.an . D.C . :OS.'O

MAy 23, 19

UNCLASSIFIED
XIC4RANOUM TO VADO JOHN . POI, ZOXTCR

THW. ITI NO lSB

SUsiJCT, Public Diplomacy Plan for guplaining U.S. Central
Amtican Policy in guCope and Latin AACtca

Th 0pat*Ment suaitS hereVith a r ta Sliplomacy plan
for explainflg .S., Central ASecLcan po tiy to Latin AmeticaLns
and Sucopeane, Pat$ of the plan focus ot explaining those
same policies to lntecnational poLLtical ocranftsationssuch-&s
the Soctfalit international, tho international Democrat Union,
and the ChistiAn Democrats.

iclnolaC Platt
txecut4ve Secretaty

DiachmeaylP. =ic Diplomacy Plan

4.;

M Lf
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UNCM6ED
PUBLIC OPLOM.ACY PLANFOX tXPLAZ,,NC S.S. CCNTML AMERICAN POLICYINZ UROPI AN LATIN AMZERICA

DACKCROUNO 1 ,
The Sandinistas case to poWer in July 1)71 in a coalition Withgenuine democrats. However, within vses4 the SandinistaNational Liberation Front (FSLN) oegan a pattern of actionsreflecting a betrayal of the cvolutions Internal repressionof genuine democrats and of non-communist institutions such asreligious organklationst aggression against fellow LatinAmerican countries through armed lubversion1 ties vithterrorist organizations in Latin America, the Middle gast, andEdcopor and a military buildup supported by t.ne Soviet bloc an4Cuba. That pattern continues today.

Under President Reagan, a balanced U.3. policy has beenfollowed in Central America. It contains four mutually
reinforcing elements

I. Encouragement of democracy,

2. Economic aid to improve living conditions
3. Active diplomacy for realistic political solutions

4. Security assistance to give thie people of CentralAmerica the means to defend themselves againstexpanded $oviet-.Loc/cub .n/'icaragsj, ajoversion orarmed aggression.

Much progress has been ^ae in foqr of the five CentralAierican-countcies since 19811 Costa Rica, Honducas,el Salvador, and Guatemala are deoccatic and ire steadilystrengthening their democratic institutions. The U.S. Congresshas year cby year provided support for the President's policytncough Increasing appropriations for economic and securityassistance (total Ailog.tt by fiscal yer 1)3--9$3 millrl :1)34--$)31 million S-$u.llio.t19ED --11.014 Million).
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COALS

TO convince audiences in Central and South A.'ertca
(particularly tne Contadora and'Contadora Support Group
c1tM.V$ls) ind in Europe that U.S. PoLicy toward Central
Aterlca is balanced, wockable, and tim beat alternative
possible.

-- To convince audiences in Latin America and Europe that the
sicaag uan democratic resistance has a cohesive and
crediole political program and that it Ls a viable,
dTehocratio force worthy o the support of the U.S. and
otner democratic nations.

-* To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Europe
that the Sandinistas support international terrorism and
that Sandinista external subversion threaten* the nascent
democracies in neighboring countries.

-- To demonstrate that the Sandinistas consciously and
systematically violate human rights,

-T ro convince audiences in Latin Aercoa and gurope that the
United States Seeks only that the Sandinistas deliver on
theic promises of 1979 to the Organisation of American
Stateso that we believe that the best way to do this is

.fOr the Sandinistas to engage In dialogue with the
opposition: that the Contadora process, if ti can seat our
three re;uirements that. it be comprehensive, simmltaneous,
and veciflable, is an alternative we can support.

To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Eucrope
now Sandinista ties to Cuba and the Soviet Union adversely
affect U.S. and their own national security interests.

o* persuade the internationals (socialist International,
ChrIstian oewcratS, Intecnational Democrat Union, etc.)
to speal 4out on their concern forcCivil and human rights
in Nicaragua, Sandinista intervention In neighboring
acntcies, and Sandi-nista ties with international
tercocistsa and to encourage the Internationals to oppose
aid to tre Sandinistas for the same season.

-- ?o cntac Sandinista fisiniocastion activities vith facts.

orem
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ADDITIONAL GOALS ZN LATIN AMERICA %16J

TO convince the countries of Central ASerica that tn*
United States shares their political and economic goals
and can be counted upon to sticx with them for the long
haul'(tne U.S. is a reliable ally).

To persuade Central American government, political,
churChe and labor leaders to be more active in telling tne
Central AXierican Story in Europe, South America, Mexico,
and the Caribbean.

ADDITIONAL GOAL 14 EUFOPE

-- To convince European publics that the U.S. is responding
in a constructive manner to the desires of Central
American nations foc political and economic reform.

THEMES

-- Stress positive aspects (economic development, promotion
of democracy, security) of U.S. policy in Central America.

Set record straight on U.S. policy toward negotiations
with Nicaragua and on Contadora, including Nicaraguan
refusal to negotiate a comprehensive agreement and U.S.
aid to the Nicaraguan resistance.

Emphasize democratic background and objectives of the
Nicaraguan resistance, wnile reiterating totalitarian
nature of the Sandinista regime. Point out militaristic
and undemocratic Sandinista educational system: exploit
existence of neighborhood committees and internal
repression. Remind audiences of Sandinista efforts to
crusp. internal opponents, especially the Catholic Churc.,
political parties, and labor unions not controlled by t.e
government. Focus on new Nicaraguan constitution -Ien Lt
is unveiled by the Sandinistas and on totally controlled
process in whic constitution will be subected to publicc
discussion.•

-- Reemphasize progress and suiccesses in El Salvador while
publicizing tne destructive and totalitarian nature of tnt
Salvadoran guerrillas.

UN W~I[D
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- xplain that the United States supports those people and
govecnmefnts who ace furtnering the democratic process--in
Cost& Rica, Nonduras, Guatemala, and 91 Salvador--and
seeking to foster reconciliation and the de0occatic
process in Nicac.gua.

-- remind audiences of Sandinista and Salvadoran guerrilla
ties with te:ocists in Latin A-erica (example. M-19 in
Colomeia) and elsevnere (including Middle East), acms and
drug runners, and of their Soviet-Cuban ties. Mention
Sandinista practice of giving Nicaraguan passports to
tercor ists.

Continue to present U.S. position on, and rationale foc,
withdrawal from Nicaraguan case before the International
Court of Justice. Notes Tho CJ decision on the merits
of the Nicaraguan case, expected in May. will spack
Nicaraguan attempts to garner support foc calls for the
U.S. to comply with the Court's rulings, likely including
a Nicaraguan approach to the UN Security Council for
enforcement of the CJ's ruling under Article 94(2) (f t e
UN C artery.

ADDITIONAL THEME IN CENTRAL AMERZCA

-- Europeans do not have a clear understanding of progress
todacd democracy i.n Central America, nor do they
understand the thceaot to democracy posed by the
Sandimistas. The United States governmnt cannot alone
convey that story to Europeans. The Central Americans
souLd taQe on a Snare of that task.

AUDIENCES

Political and government leaders in Latin Amoerca a.id
Europe

Media in Latin America and Europe
The Internationals
Religious leaders
Academics

VNIAED
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Note, The following three audiences have ready access t3 *
AsoeiCan news..edia and to U.9. pubLic opinion data. This 'iL
affect tneir wallLnqness to accept .uterisls and imfor.ott.4n
aimed directly at them.

,ucooean and Latin American delegations to the United
Nations

Latin American and European diplomatic missions in
Washington, O.C.

Latin Americ#n and European journalists in the United
states

ACT I ONS

-- Mas einsceased use of WORLON? as in interactive medium
for explaining U.S. policy in central America (among
officials to be Sought as 5pokesmon on Central America ice
Vice President lush, Ambassador Walters, Assistant
Secretary A rams, and Ambassador Habib).

-- Speech by President Reagan describing his positive viston
for Central Americans. This should note ouc greatly
increased economic assistance, Including scholarship
programs, and our identification with the hopes of the
people of the region for a better Life, The speech ilo-ild
also note that the door is open foe Hicacaguans to s*nce
in this prospect--it their Sandinista leaders will allow
them the freedom to pursue it. This speech should b a
major event delivered on some appropriate occasion,
preferably during te une 10-11 visit of the four entcaL
American democratic presidents. Other possibilities ugwr

e to ruve the President speak to the OAS or during e010e
the Prusident Sanguinetti or President A&co-a visits.

A senior Admin istration offLcial, perhaps Secretary
Shults, should publicly unveil the second annual report o
the implementation of the Kissinger com.ission (or Jac~son
Plan) findings. This can be an opportunity to demonstrate
trat we rcognise thoe orth-South dLme.isions of th
proees, and to stress the affirmative part of our
strategy.

ror Socialist international in Lima, # -,e 20-23. State
will instruct embassies in the countries represented to
mike daetches to party leaders. USIS Lima wiLl try t*
place material on Central America in the Peruvian meals i
that tihe, and will also distrioute AA!LPO pamphlets
presenting U.S. views on Central America.

se;Ir -;.
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-- USIA will maintain a Steady flow O AMPART t) urop. I &
Latin AMeCCic to speaK about Central America. Tlee will
be arranged according to the needs identified b1y post$ in
their country plans*

in addition to continuous reporting byy te own media, USIA
vill distribute abroad increased numbers of copies of
studies produced by ARA/LPO. UlIA will encourage its

O n It:cope:to translate more ARA/LPD documents intocal languages.

S wOD ill continue Its series of ceseacch/study beminiarsi .
Latin America on the Strategic Challenges to Regional
Secure ity.

-- DOD and USA will distribute the 10-piece slide
presenta'lion "The Challenge and Responsee to posts in
Europe Pmd Latin America. USIA will consider translating
the shov into local languages. .

Put ARA/LPD sponsored *Arms Displayo e'xibit at key points
in U.S. and overseas.

ARA/LP Owill vorC closely with zo/Ump to prepare U.S.
statements and rights of reply in multilateral tora to
counter Sandinista disinformation.

ARA/LPD and USIA will be prepared to exploit Any
Nicaraguan intransigence at the gs4gipu las. Guatemala,
summit (Kay 24-26)o and at the June 6 Contsdoca meeting
possiblee Contadora conclusion), and at Contadora
negotiating sessions leading up to June 6. ARA/LPO and
USIA will also prepare to support positions taken by toe
Central American democracies.

ACTIONS ILatin America)

During President Duart's travel to Costa Rica, Peru,
Uruguay# and srasils May 9-230 UsIs posts at each stop
promoted media coverage, USIA media covered in depth.

At the Costs Ric&n I.iaugural, may 6, t.'U.I. delegation
took tne opportunity to tset With Contdora an lContjd3cl
support country lea ers to demonstrate U.S. support oc
th'leir goals.

U7I FID
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UN~hU
During visit of Uuguayan FcO.id~flt1Aj,1ah* to
Washington in June, Adminlstration leaders will gnderscoce
., support fat democracy and economic progress,

emohasi InI a positive vision, rather tnan reiterating
vell-%nown American opposition to oppression. USIA media
vill'over in full and also assist Ucguayan Aedia
traveling with the president.

-- USIA will provide full media coverage and assistance to
the working visit of Honduran Presideht Ascona to-
Washington May 2S6-2. Appropriate IXote5 by Alcona will
be played into turope and Latin America.

-- ARA/LPD will prp are a cable to zibassile in Central
America instructIng them to discuss with government
officials political. church, and labor leaders the need
to tell the Central American story in Europe. A special
effort will be made to persuade President Ouarte to begin
a public affairs effort in curope.

- o Policy Support Staff.prepared special briefing and
display materials on Central America for use at the
meeting with air force chiefs of staft trom 20 Latin
American and Caribbean countries Hay S-9. Similar
materials and briefings will be given to sic force
intelligence chiefs from 20 Latin American and Caribbean
countries- when they meet at Homestead APB, Florida, in
August 136.

-,.
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EXHBrrJMP-114

IM"Scttinow -Cassette 1 3

Grossmain(?l, this is Central. Oros"Iani, go ahead. This is

Central. I have Kr. Poindexter on the, uh, standing by on the

other line. Um, stand by vhile I make the connection. Over.

ROger, I'll get the DCI. Also, are the folks over at the White

Souse fully briefed on the place to talk scenario? Go ahead.

Ok. That I'm not sure ol I'll give him a quick rundown before

I, I give him over to ye. Roger. The DCI is on his way in

right now, it will be a couple of seconds. Ok. You have been

connected. It you can, if you acknowledge that you are there.,

for then. All right. 3ill, Bill, this is John. over. Are

you, ok, you hsve to press the little star sign and you talk

and then when you're finished you push the little pound sign.

Ok, thank you. Bill, bill, this is John. ver. Bill, Bill,

this is John, John. Over. Us, stand by, sir, please stand by

one moment. Over, %*lao. (garble) Sir. Sill, this is John.

Go ahead. Over. I'm just calling to uh see what's up. I

gather that ub you'd like s to be home a day early or two days

early. If I can (garble) to do that I've gotta duck my, cancel

my stop. I thought you night tell me

what',sup. Ok? Z
of- ) e 1 . 356

ON -- OING TS OiS2-7/

$SIT
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Bill. 3ill, this is John. Roger. ill, it's just that, that I

got to thinking about the hearing on Friday and the

coordination that the two of us need to do and I just didn't

think there would be enough time to do It with your coming in

uh early Friday morning. So if you can get back on Thursday uh

so we could meet Thursday afternoon,t I think it would be very

useful so we make the best possible presentations on Friday,

and try to lay as many of these questions to rest as we can.

Over. Ok, John, I'll be back uh Mon, I'll be, I'll be back

Thursday morning and uh I'd like whatever information you can

collect in there. Ok? Over. This is John, Roger. We've

been putting together all the chronologies and all the facts

that we can lay our hands on, uh, and I'll be ready to talk to

you any time on Thursday, but you probably would want to spend

some time out at your place on Thursday morning, I guess.

Over. (Garble - At such a time as you seem to be Thursday

morning?) Bill, this is John. I'd prefer to meet Thursday

afternoon. That would give you an opportunity uh to spend some

time out at the Agency in the morning and talk to Claire, you

know who went up, uh I guess the staffers came out to him

today, but that would give you some time to talk to them in the

morning. Over.

-2-

i*SLI
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Are you going to have a lot of people at the meeting - uh State

end uh Defese? Over. This is John. h ve could do it uh

however youd like. Ub, I want to, Id lIk* to spend s0e time

just the tvo of us.,?-ub bu *0 lid Moese indicated uh held,

he should wan oe helpful an to be would like to be In at

least one of the m . Ah, you, you a-,
time0you'd like for us to get together and have a little talk

ourselves, then 111 have, I'll handle a meeting any time you

set its and I'll be there and I'll see you then on Thursday.

Over. This to John. Roger. I'll do that and thank you very

such and I'll see you on Thursday. Over, This is (garble)

Roger. Out.

Central, Central, this is Postman. welre clearing that

(garble) and we're back to common. Thank you very such for

that call. We're clearing that with the White House, Central.

Thank you very such for t: e call.

-3-
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THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350

9 July 1987

The Honorable Warren B. Rudman
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Rudman:

Your staff has requested that I provide you information
concerning the. policy of the Department of the Navy concerning
protection of personnel.

Protection for Department of the Navy personnel, their
dependents, facilities, and equipment from terrorist acts is
provided pursuant to the statutory authority of the Secretary of
Defense (10 U.S.C. 113) and the Secretary of the Navy (10 U.S.C.
5013). Enclosed are the applicable directives implementing
departmental policy with respect to such protection. Within the
Department of the Navy, the responsibility for providing
protective services has been assigned to the Commander, Naval
Security and Investigative Command (Naval Investigative Service).
Upon receipt of information indicating a threat to a particular
individual, the Commander Naval Security and Investigative Command
would assess the validity of the information, determine whether
protective services were appropriate, and, if so, at what level.
If the military member was, at ,he time of Lhe reported threat,
assigned outside the Department of the Navy, Commander Naval
Security and Investigative Command would coordinate any
consideration for protective service with other interested
agencies.

Sincerely,

es H. Webb, Jr.

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

WASINGTON DC 203OOOt 11 M . RfFEM TO
041

CI.,3P707S
9 .uly ln87

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
The Honorable Lee H. Hamilton
Chairmen, House and Senate Select Committee
on the Iran/Contra Affair
U. S. Capitol
Washington, D.C. Z0513

Gentlemen:

In response to a telephonic request for information from your
staff on 8 July 1937, answers are provided to the following
questions:

1. Did LtCol North make a request around April 1986 for the
Marine Corps to provide security for his home?

A review of our records indicates that Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, never received such a request. However,
LtCol North was assigned to the National Security Counsel,
and we have not conferred with other federal agencies to
determine if a request was made of them.

2. What procedures would have been followed if the Marine
Corps or the Department of the Navy had received a request
from LtCo] North for protection in April 1986, and determined
that the threat was real?

The request would first have been discussed with the
Secret Service, who has primary responsibility for White
House and NSC security. If they declined protection,
discussions would have been held between the Secretary of
the Navy and the Commandant of the Marine Corps to
evaluate options and review courses of action.

3. What is the extent of the protection that the Marine rorps
is now providing for LtCol North's home?

Thirty-five special agents of the Naval Intelligence
Service are assigned this week to provide 24-hour
surveillance of LtCol North's home. The normal coverage
since April 1987 has been fifteen to twenty agents.

4. Did LtCol North request the protection?

LtCol North did not make a direct request per se. His
lawyer reported receipt of FBI information regarding
threats. These threats were evaluated and brought to the
attention of the Assistant ronmandant of the Marine rorps
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and the Undersecretary of the Navy with a recommendation
by NIS that protection be provide4 .

S. Who decided to provide the protection'

The decision was made hv the Undersecretary of the Navv on
8 April 1987.

6. What were the dates the LtCol North and-his family went to
Camp Lejeune-, North Carolina, for protection?

13-17 April 19R7.

I understand that other questions relating to the criteria used to
determine whether protection was warranted and the statutory and
regulatory authority for such protection will be addressed
separately by the Secretary of the Hwvv.

S cerel

PETFR . UJPH
Counsel for the Commandant of the Marine Corps
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(Poindexter PROF note to North, 6/11/86.) In
another message, Poindexter added: "We
should not mention to anybody, QL.
ud gnftno Da aware." (sic) (Poin.
dext erPM1 -OF-not-et toM [Vurgta-d t]):

"With respect to private solicitations,"
Abrams told the Board,

we never did any of that. As a matter of
fact, the state of our knowledge of that was
limited. We had intelligence reporting,
which improved over time as the restric-
tions on what the Agency could do with
the Contras were reduced. We had better
information on what was being received.
better in 1986 than in 1985.
We in the department never made any
other solicitation for anything from any-
body. One time, this summer. I would say,
General Singlaub called me fiom Asia...
and said I can get some aid for the Con-
tras. through me. if you will just sort of let
this foreign government know, just tell
their ambassador-I don't remember who I
was supposed to tell-this is official.
I said I can't do that. It's iust not riht; I 4(.
can't do that.
He said well, then, I'm going to blow it.
But I just couldn't do that.
So that was the only other time when I was
asked, in a sense indirectly, to solicit, and
said no.
We had virtually no, we had no informa-
tion on who was paying for it. CIA people
have testified that they were able to trace
money back to secret bank accounts but
couldn't get behind the bank secrecy laws;
and they have testified that they knew the
arms were coming from [a foreign count.
try); that is to say, the last stop before
Central Ameiric ... ,but they could not
go beyond that and find out who was
paying.
WeU, I have to say that we did not think it
was our job to find out who was paying,
since it seemed to us, u long as it didn't
violate the Neutrality Act or the Anus
Export Control Act that it was legal and
proper.
Once or twice we, in particular, actually
CIA and not State. came up with some

facts that indicated a violation of the Neu-
trality Act, a shipment of arms from the
U.S., and we reported that to the Depart-
ment of Justice.

But we did not engage in nor did we really
know anything about this private network.
We knew that it existed. We knew it in part
because somebody was giving the Contras
un.

W. kne. it also because you couldn't be in
Central America and not know it.

We have siVgnt military assistance
through El Salvador via Iopango Airport,
which is the Salvadoran Airport.

Also, we ran a good proportion of the $27
million in humanitarian aid through lo-
pango Airport.

(Abrams Il-IS)

Congress authorized $100 million in assist-
ance to the Nicaraguan resistance at the end of
June 1986.

In June, the pressures on North worried
McFarlane. He wrote Poindexter that

(ilt seems increasingly dear that the Demo-
cradc left is coming after him (North) with
a vengeance in the election year and that
eventually they will get him-too many
people are talking to reporters from the
donor community and within the adminis-
tration. I don't (know] what you do about
it but in O~lie's interest I would get him
transfered or sent to BetKa for disbil-
ity review board (appartwently (sic) the
Marine Corps has already tried to survey
him onceD). That wuld [sic) represent a
major loss to the staff and contra effort but
I think we can probably find a way to con-
tinue to do those things. In the end it may
be better anyway.

(McFarlane PROF note to Poindexter. 6/10/86)
Poindexter indicated he would think about
McFarane's concern. (Poindexter PROF note to
McFarlane. 6/1 1/86

In the middle of July. Poindexter asked to
see North. After the meeting, North wrote:

The opportunity to discus the Cenul
America iwsue with you was welcome and
at the same time, disturbing. In view of ast
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night's CBS piece and tis morning's ap-
palling WashingtWon TIMES item, I can un-
derstand------- yy5iay -well have reserva-
tions about both my involvement in Nicara-
gua policy and even my continued tenure
here. Since returning a few minutes ago I
have been told that even my luncheon en-
gagement with my sister yesterday is in
question. Under these circumstances, and
given your intention that I extricate myself
entirely from the Nicaragua issue, it prob-
ably wd be best if I were to move on as
quietly, but expeditiously as possible. I
want you to know that it is, for me deeply
disappointing to have lost your confidence,
for I respect you, what you have tried to
do and have enjoyed working with you on
a number of issues important to our
nation. On the plus side of the ledger we
have had a dose relationship on several
initiatives that could not have been accom-
plished without absolute -rust between two
professionals. At the same time you should
not be expected to retain on your staff
someone who you suspect could be talking
to the media or whom you believe to be
too emotionally involved in an issue to
objective in the development of policy o
tions and recommendations. I know in m
heart that this is not the case, but as I sai
in our discussion yesterday, we live in
world of perceptions, not realities. I hay
taken the liberty of forwarding to you
memo transmitted two weeks ago which
wd like to be sure you have had a chan
to see - mostly because it predates the cu -
rent controversy. I want to be sure
you do indeed know that I have and
continue to tell you the truth as I see it
for I deeply believe that this is the onl
honorable thing to do. That this, and th
relationships established in the region ove
the past five years are no longer enough to
enable me to serve in the various policy
fora on Nicaragua is, for me, unfortunate.
Nonetheless, I consider myself to have
been blessed to have had the chance to
serve for as long as I did. Finally, to en
on a substantive note, you should be awa
that Gen Galvin will be here for DRB ses-
sions on Mon & Tues next week and wd vy
much like to have the chance to meet pri-
vately with you. He has suggested any time
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after 1630 on Tues, but is amenable to
schedule as long as he will not have to
absent himself from DRB sessions. Given
the controversy that rages over the CINC-
SOUTHCOM role in the project, I strong-
ly recommend that you see him if at all
possible.

(North PROF note to Poindexter, 7/15/86,
12:21:30) Poindexter replied:

Now you are getting emotional again. It
would help if you would call Roger Fon-
taine and Jerry O'Leary and tell them to
call off the dogs. Tell them on deep back-
ground, off the record, not to be published
that I just wanted to lower your visibility
so you wouldn't be such a good target for
the Lbs. As it has worked out both you
and Vince will represent NSC on Elliot's
group. Don't go intodetail [tic). I do not
want you to leave and to be honest cannot
afford to let you go. By the way they are
making a big mistake by calling Rod a soft
liner. He disagrees with Stan Turner and
Bernie as m m. eh o g R a

NEW SUBJECT: I can see Jack Galvin
afternoon. Let me know how the calls go.

(Poindexter PROF notes to North, 7/15/86,
14:06; 14:07:02; 14:09:02) The matter was
straightened out as far as concerned North's re-
lationship with Poindexter later in the month.
(See North PROF note to Poindexter, 7/23/86,
15:05:39; Poindexter PROF note to North. (7/
23/861)

Afterward, North wrote Poindexter about the
need to turn over certain material in Central
America to the CIA.

We are rapidly approaching the point
where the PROJECT DEMOCRACY assets
in CentAm need to be turned over to CIA
for use in the new program. The toal (sic
or sp) value of the assets (six aircraft,
warehouses, supplies, maintenance facili-
ties, ships, boats, leased houses, vehicles,
ordnance, munitions, communications
equipment, and a 6520' runway on proper-
ty owned by a PRODEM proprietary) is
over $4.5M.
All of the assets - and the personnel - are
owned/paid by overseas companies with

I
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CBS EVENING NEWS WITH DAN RATHER 7/14/86

RATHER: From various soces over the week came word that President
Reagan reportedly has decided that the CIA. not the U.S. military nor the U.S. State
Department, *oud have dty to day supevision of the renewed and widened
undeclared war against Nicaragua. Phil Jones tonight reports on the backgro and
the renewed debate.

PHIL JONES: Critics of U.S. military aid to the contra rebels trying to overthrow
the Nicaraguan government today seized on the Reagan Administration's plan to
give the CIA day to day control of the contras. Direction of the covert war Is to
come from the at CouncL Defme, State andCIA. As one
Administration official told CBS News today, "the contras can't do anything

SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON (Foreign Relations Committee): This could be a renm
of Vietnam: first American money, then American advisers, then American control
of the war, then American troops.

JONES: The House of Representatives was aware that the CIA could end up with
heavy control when it recently approved the $100 million for the comtru. Now
House opponents are hoping the Senate will do something to restrict CIA
involvement.

REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL BARNES (Foreign Affairs Committee): Well the
CIA's track record in administering this particular program has been abysmal.

JONES: It was the CIA connection in the mining of Nicaraguan harbors in 1984 and
the printing of training manals, including instructions on assassination. that
originally led the suspension of aid. Yet, there are those who think the CIA remains
the logical choice to run the sirrogate war.

WILLIAM COLBY (former CIA director): Covert operations are CIA's chore. The-
the Defense Department is not weU fitted to rnm them. That State Depatment's
fine for policy, but don't ask it to operate.

JONES: The Semite will vote on this aid pac ae in a few weeks, and unless there is
another embarrassing incident for the CIA, the Senate will probably give its okay,
meaning the contrast could start getting military suppUs in September.

PhD Jones, CBS News, Capitol Hill.
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RATHER: As Phil Jones mentioned, upposedly there has been an official ban on

U.S. military aid to the contrast for the put two years. That's what Conpess
believed and what the American PubUc was told. But. secret. the contrau have
beenSettin someof the milyghardware they wanted to keep up the ftt&-saw
Oe Nicaraguan government. Where does it come from? Pentagon Correspondent
David Martin has been Invegitiating.

DAVID MARTIN: A mgle airstrip at Aguacate, Honduras, headquarters for contra
airplanes which dUver supPlies to rebels fighting insd Nicaragua. These pictures;
obtained by CBS News, show something new at Aguacate,

short-take-off-and-landing planes which can take off in p little as 125 feet-ideal
in J)mgle settings. They are made here at a small family-owned factory in Mpultrie.
Georgia and were sent to Honduras after Congress had voted to cut off U.S. military
aid to the contras. Executives at Maule Air say the same kind of plane was bought
by this man. Richard Secord, a retired Air Force general who still-4os vwrk for tha

t~tl u • onvltant. (Footage of Secord February 3, 1983) This Is a
registration form signed by Secord for one of the planes. It is dated July 26, 1984,
one month after funds for CIA ale. to the contrast had nm out. An attorney for
Second says his client never bought any planes for the contrast and theft is no direct
evidence proving he did. But executives at Maule Air say the planes Secord bought
were flown to Honduras. /

When General Secord came down here to-- to buy these, did he- did he say he
wanted them for the- the contras?

DAN SPADER (Maule pilot): He didn't say.

MARTIN: He didn'tsay?

SPADER: Ub-uh.

MARTIN: Did he say why he wanted 'em at all?

SPADER: No. Just knew it was a good airplane and wanted to buy one.

MARTJN: Now many094 he--,did he want to law?

SPADER: Why, he bought one at a time. Over a period of a couple years, probably
three or four.......

MARTIN: Two days after that interview Maule Air received a phone call from"

someone-they won't say who-waning them they could be forced out of business if

they did not retract everything they had told CBS News.
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MARTIN: These documents show that awther of the planes Maule says Secord
bought was sotd to a Panamanian corporation and exported to Hondura in
September 1985. The planes are suall-maxmw capacity 1,000 pouids-but this
battle plan, written by some of the contra commanders. calls for using
short-take-off-and-landlng planes In an assault on the Nicaraguan capital of
Managua to "capture, eliminate or neutralize the Sandinista leaders." The planes
cost about 560.000 a piece.

Do you knwwhere he got the moneyfrgm? I mean-

SPADER: No. Have no idea.

MARTIN: CBS News has been told one oC .he checks used to pay for the planes was
drawn on the account of a corporation with omces in Geneva, Switzerland.
(Company name shwn on scroe CSF l vestment Ltd.) Sources close to the
contrast claim the money for the planes originally came from Saudi Arabia.

Two sources, both of them former high rankdn officials in the Reagan
Administration. say they don't know where the money for this particular deal came
from but they confirm that Saudi Arabia sometimes finances secret operations
which the U.S. Conpres has refused to approve.

In 1981 General Secord was the Pentagon's point man for the controversial sale of
AWACS early warning planes to Saudi Arabia. He worked closely with Marine
Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North. a staff member of the National Security Council.
A well-informed source said North has used Secord on several secret projects since
Secord retired in 1983. North has been publicly Identified as the link between the
White House and the contras. North has = comment. Secord's lawyer says it didn't
happen. But somehow the contrast got sbort-take-off-and-landing planes and
someone is mad that executives at Maule Air talked about it.

David Martin, CBS News, Moultrii, Georgia.

(Next: A Textbook Case)

(ANNOUNCEMMNT)
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San-dinistas boost
crowds for rallies
with job threats

By Glenn Garvin

.tAIfAGUA, Nicaragua - A
fihtr watching TV c'wemre of a
Sandmista raily in the city of ;ra.
-nada recently was surprised to se
(ne o(hw close friends in the crowd.
shouting and waving a red-and.
black Sandinista banner.

"I thought to myself. *That son rf
a iun' I know he hates Ihem as much
as I do:' the farmer recalled. -1
codn't believe he uld runaround
with them that Way."

The farmer called his fnend the
next day to express his disgust. The
friend, a tailor, was near lears.

"tc tnld me he got to work that
day in Managual and they said,
'You're Koing to Granada on the bu.
to he in the rally. Thk- this banner
with you: " the farmer said. 'My
fnnd said he wouldn't do it. 'rler'
they said, 'Are you forgetting you be.
long toa cooperative) If you don't go,
you don't get any more cloth from
the cooperative. If you don't go. you
don't get anymore needles or thread.'

•'-fy fend said. "Thank )ou ver)-
much for the banner. Of c;ourw, I'll
be hNppy to go!

-This is how the Sndnintas are
"his is like a bitter medicine They
make you swallow it whether y)ou
like i or not The people of Nicara.
xua have to swallow it and pretend.
And the people outside don't want o
know what's happening to us"

Every Jay more such stories are
told around Managua. During the
last year, the SandinistAs have grown
less and less shy about using their
political and economic muscle
against the critical or unc(oper.
atie ."rhis is a far less open .society
than it was a year ago:'."ays one di-
I)lomat.

Just before they tomsk pos~r in
19"9 - with otert help from Castro's
Cuba - the Sandmistas promised
they would respect-freedom of the
press and religion, maintain a mixed
economy, and a pluralistic -ociety
But literaUy within days the' Ne'gan
encroaching on each of those things.

see (;RIP, page 8A
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